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1 Introduction 
  

 ROD GARDNER, MARK HARVEY, ILANA MUSHIN and BRETT BAKER 

1.1  General introduction 
In this chapter we aim to give a necessarily brief overview of Michael Walsh’s major 

contributions to the field, as well as a synopsis of the chapters to follow.  

1.2  Michael’s work 
Michael is inimitably unique. We won’t talk here of his seemingly unshakeable good 

humour, his dedication to the welfare of students, and his compassion for the downtrodden 
more generally. We will instead focus on his contributions to scholarship and public life, 
which have been both extraordinarily broad and also far reaching.  

Apart from his broad interests within linguistics itself, in historical linguistics, lexical 
semantics, discourse and pragmatics, and morphosyntax, his wide-ranging mind has led 
him into fields such as anthropology, education, history, native title and forensic 
linguistics, song, and digital technology and archiving. Language, though, has remained at 
the core, and his passion for language is evident throughout his work.  

Michael’s PhD, awarded in 1976 (Walsh 1976), started him on what has become a 
lifelong association with Murinypata (as he spelled it then). This is a language whose 
complexities are widely acknowledged to be truly fiendish, spoken at Wadeye in the Daly 
River region of the Northern Territory, south of Darwin. His association with the community 
of Wadeye continues to the present day. His grammar of Murrinh-Patha (as it is now 
known)1 was the first detailed description of an Australian language with a multiple classifier 
system, and revealed much of the interesting behaviour of these systems (Walsh 1997). 
Based on his fieldwork, Michael published a number of other studies of Murrinh-Patha 
which broke new ground in Australian linguistics: on impersonal constructions (1987b), on 
body part incorporation (1995), on the ‘category squish’ of ‘vouns and nerbs’ (Walsh 1996), 
and more recently on Murrinh-Patha song (Walsh, Barwick, Marett, Ford, & Reid 2005).  

But Michael didn’t stop at Murrinh-Patha. His first post-PhD professional job was as 
Linguistic Research Officer at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (now AIATSIS), 
from 1975–1981. Here, he started a one-man publishing tradition of overviews of 
Australian languages (e.g. 1979, 1981, 1984, 1987a, 1991c, and especially his book Walsh 
& Yallop 1993/2005). He also produced the first practical guides for budding fieldworkers, 
                                                                                                                                              
1 There are a number of spelling variations used for this language, including Murriny-Patha and Murrinhpatha. 
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on the lexicon and grammar (Walsh & Sutton 1979a, 1979b), and on recording and 
archiving materials (Walsh 1983), and thus influenced a generation of Australian linguists.  

In addition to being an outstanding descriptive fieldworker, there has always been a 
strong applied aspect to his work. Most prominently, he has for a long time been dedicated 
to the fight for Aboriginal land rights. He was centrally involved throughout the difficult 
Kenbi Land Claim, which ran for nearly three decades, during which he wrote numerous 
reports and made numerous appearances as an expert witness. He also made important 
contributions to other land claims for the Northern Land Council, for example in the Wadeye 
region (Walsh 1991b). And he wrote a significant submission on Aboriginal identity for 
the Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (1991d). These efforts marked him out 
early on as a person who was truly committed to the betterment of Aboriginal people.  

Based partly on his experiences in land claims, he pioneered (with a handful of other 
Australian linguists such as Diana Eades) the now burgeoning field of study of Indigenous 
interaction, and in particular the differences in conversational style between Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous Australians (e.g. Walsh 1991a, 1994). His work has highlighted the 
extent to which misunderstandings can arise between Aboriginal witnesses and white lawyers 
and judges. His (1999) paper, for example, demonstrated how courtroom transcriptions can 
seriously misrepresent what Aboriginal witnesses say in court, with potentially serious 
consequences for land claims. 

Arguably Michael’s most important and long-lasting contribution came in the late nineties, 
when he turned his energies to another major project: language revitalisation in New South 
Wales. Starting with an (in)famous roadtrip through regional NSW with colleagues Jaky 
Troy and Tony Lonsdale (described in the contribution by Michael’s partner Ros Fraser in 
Ch. 2), Michael began an intense and fruitful engagement with Aboriginal groups throughout 
the state. One of the many positive results that stemmed from this initial effort was the K-10 
Aboriginal Languages Syllabus for NSW, so that for the first time Indigenous languages are 
now being taught seriously in many NSW schools. The K-10 Syllabus, and other initiatives, 
have led to a renaissance in the study of traditional languages by Indigenous people in NSW 
(described in Walsh 2001). This flowering of Indigenous scholarship is still unfolding. The 
impact has reached politicians, educationalists and language planners, as well as linguists 
interested in language endangerment. Michael is these days considered a world authority on 
language endangerment and language revival, as demonstrated by a major survey contribution 
to the Annual Review of Anthropology (Walsh 2005), ‘Will Indigenous languages survive?’ 

Most recently, Michael has been working with a team of linguists and ethnomusicologists 
on Aboriginal song, for a long time a seriously neglected field of Aboriginal studies. His article 
on Aboriginal song language (2007), subtitled ‘So many questions, so little to work with’, 
raises a host of crucial questions that will stimulate scholars in this emerging field of studies. 

Michael’s research cannot be measured merely by his publications in journals and books, 
impressive as these are. He has been an inveterate speaker at conferences, disseminating 
his thoughtful and often unconventional ideas to diverse audiences; he has gained the trust 
of Indigenous Australians with his long-term commitments; and he has written numerous 
reports that have had a significant impact on land claims, courtroom procedures, and 
education, and ultimately on the day-to-day lives of Indigenous Australians. 

1.3  Contributions to the volume 
The range of contributions to this volume reflects many of Michael Walsh’s interests 

over the years, as set out in the previous section.  
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The first half of the volume focuses on the relationship between people, language and 
country. The complexity of this relationship, both historically and today, has been a central 
focus of Michael’s research and his professional activities in land claims. In particular, he 
has been concerned with the effects of colonisation, dispossession and catastrophic 
population decline on the relationship between Aboriginal people and their land. 

Rigsby and Hafner consider in their chapter the notions of place, land, country, and 
property, specifically for the Lamalama people around Yintjingga (Port Stewart) in Cape 
York. They summarise the history of contact with Europeans, with land appropriations and 
the exclusion of the Indigenous people, and the later transfer back to the Lamalama people 
under freehold tenure. This arose out of recognition and protection of traditional-
customary Lamalama property rights and interests at Yintjingga through several forms of 
tenure under Queensland law in cooperation since about 1986 between the Lamalama 
people and the state and Commonwealth governments. The authors argue that this result 
could not have been attained through litigation. 

Sutton, who has known Michael since their undergraduate days, takes a journey back to 
Tindale’s work in the Western Desert region, spanning the middle part of the last century. 
He shows how linguistic identities in this region proved difficult to establish, probably 
because this region was settled only a few centuries ago. Thus, there was still flux in social 
organisation, due also to the environmental extremes, including lack of rainfall. As Sutton 
puts it, ‘Desert people were still culturally in migratory expansion mode’, resulting in less 
rigid linguistic identities. 

Dixon’s chapter is based on her work with the Walmajarri people in Western Australia. 
She reports on a dictionary project of Juwaliny, a dialect of Walmajarri, in which she 
compares the lexis and morphology of the two varieties. She finds major differences in the 
lexicon, but generally similar nominal and verbal morphology, and also some phonological 
differences. For Juwaliny speakers, these differences are sufficient for them to want their 
own language materials.  

Baker’s chapter uses historical records, together with modern recollections in the 
community, to trace the trajectory of the name ‘Yukul’ from its probable origins as a 
language name to its current use as a collective term for Roper River people. The Yukul 
land-owning group were greatly affected by systematic massacres in the early colonial 
period, and by 1900 there appear to have been very few Yukul land owners and Yukul 
speakers. Understandings of Yukul identity were very attenuated during the 20th century. 
The associations of this identity became highly variable, and it acquired generic uses 
which were not characteristic of pre-colonial society. However, certain kinds of more 
specific links between totems, social groups, country, and semi-moieties appear to have 
survived the devastating impacts of European colonisation. 

Harvey’s chapter reflects on another aspect of Michael’s work. This is the interaction 
between Aboriginal and European conceptions of land tenure. Harvey focuses on the 
problems that arise from the fact that European conceptions offer a binary owner vs non-
owner choice whereas Aboriginal conceptions normatively involve a range of degrees of 
ownership. He discusses an area in which Michael has been very active, and one where the 
effects of colonisation have been very significant: Darwin and its hinterland.  

Koch also delves into history in his discussion of the languages of the Canberra region, 
using primarily word lists and a sketch grammar of Ngunawal which are available for these 
no-longer-spoken languages. He sifts through the linguistic evidence to argue for a 
reassessment of the relationships between the languages. 

Wafer and Lissarrague undertake a similar project, drawing on Walsh’s ‘Language map 
of south-eastern Australia and Tasmania’ (Walsh 1981), and his knowledge of NSW 
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languages more generally, as a starting point for their synthesis of currently available 
knowledge of the languages of the Central Coast of NSW. They focus on ‘Kuringgai’, a 
name given variously to a language or a group of closely related languages spoken around 
Sydney. They conclude that most likely there were at least five distinct languages, 
belonging to three distinct language groups. Therefore, Fraser’s (1892) proposal that the 
name ‘Kuringgai’ refers to a single ‘super-language’ lacks support. 

Nash’s contribution investigates the evidence, from historical records of the Sydney 
Language, for the operation of an unusual phonological process whereby nasal-stop clusters 
in the inland variety correspond to nasals in the coastal variety. Nash names the pattern 
‘Dawes’ Law’ after Lt William Dawes, to whom we owe the relatively rich record we have of 
this language. Nash speculates that the pattern may have been a marker of linguistic identity. 

Stirling addresses the cross-linguistic diversity of systems for referring to space, 
drawing on narrative data from the Torres Strait language Kala Lagaw Ya (KLY). She asks 
what the significance of the environment is in shaping the system of spatial reference in 
this language, which uses the parameters of wind direction (leeward/windward), and land 
and sea (up/down), as well as ego-centred deictics. KLY is one of the few languages that 
have linguistic evidence pairing the future with a metaphorical ‘behind ego’ and the past 
with metaphorical ‘in front of ego’. Stirling suggests some reasons why wind direction, 
rather than topographical reference, might be better suited as a metaphorical basis for time 
reference, and for the particular pairing we observe between these two reference systems.  

In the second half of the volume, we see a diversity of papers addressing the general 
theme of language as a basis for identity through social action of various kinds. One of 
Michael’s pioneering and enduring interests in this area has been the discourse level, 
which has in recent years attracted greater interest in studies of Australian languages. Two 
chapters consider conversational style, and in particular the differences between Aboriginal 
and Australian white middle class ways of talking.  

Mushin and Gardner use Conversation Analysis to explore a different aspect of 
conversational interaction, taking up Michael’s challenge to investigate aspects of 
conversational style, in this case turn-taking practices in Garrwa as they relate to what Michael 
calls ‘non-dyadic’ and ‘continuous’ conversational style. Whilst they find a similar underlying 
architecture to turn-taking to Anglo-Australian norms, they also note some potentially 
widespread differences in how silences, overlapping talk and response tokens are used. 

Blythe’s chapter concentrates on the language which has been a focus of Michael’s 
linguistic career: Murriny-Patha. Using a Conversation Analysis method, Blythe analyses 
narrative storytelling, and specifically the use of prosody and rhythm to achieve particular 
interactional objectives. 

Hill also focuses on narratives, in this case on repetition across speakers in collaborative 
storytelling. This chapter focuses on two Cape York languages – Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u 
– to illustrate what is considered the canonical mode of multi-party storytelling in these 
communities. Hill distinguishes between primary and secondary narrator roles, and finds 
that repetition of turns spoken by the secondary narrator are most typically elements 
previously told, and have the function of emphasising important themes in the story. 

Black also deals with Cape York narratives in his chapter. Drawing on Michael’s 
observation that in traditional Aboriginal narratives co-construction is the norm, he 
presents a story that is delivered by two narrators, from the Koko-Bera people.  

Evans has a different take on narrative, picking up on foundational work by Michael and 
others on Aboriginal multilingual verbal arts. He takes up Sutton’s (1997) seven propositions, 
which note, amongst other observations, that languages are owned by speakers, and tied to 
specific places. Polyglot narrative texts reflect complex linguistic practices and relationships, 
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harnessing multiple languages for aesthetic purposes, for example indexing country 
affiliations and characterisation, or the location of an event, or accommodating the audience’s 
languages. He ends by raising some questions for future attention, notably ‘What makes a 
“good story” good?’ 

With Turpin and Green’s chapter, we come to another of Michael’s interests: song. The 
Arandic languages form a closely related group of varieties spoken close to the geographic 
centre of Australia. Whilst language and country are strongly connected, Turpin and Green 
find that in Arandic songs, there are often words, verses and even whole songs that use a 
neighbouring variety, a phenomenon also found elsewhere in Australia. This pattern is also 
found with respect registers. Turpin and Green suggest that the role of language in song 
and respect is different from its role in other domains. In everyday life, the choice of 
particular words is strongly influenced by considerations of land tenure. Particular words 
and particular areas of country are directly linked, and the use of a particular word evokes 
its country. In song and respect registers, the choice of particular words is not so focused 
on evoking country. Rather, the choice of distinctive song or respect forms serves to 
distinguish the register from everyday registers. 

Reid’s chapter is also on song, this time back to where Michael began his Australianist 
journey: Wadeye and Murriny-Patha. Reid examines the Djanba song repertory, and the 
ways in which it has served to reinforce social identities but also to create a co-dependence 
between social groups in Wadeye since colonisation. He proposes that the central function 
of the repertory is to overtly mark the links between the worlds of the living and the dead. 
The performance of Djanba helps maintain links at significant points of change in the life 
cycle, such as funerals and circumcisions, when these two worlds come into contact.  

Martin and Rose again address the discourse level, focusing on ‘cultural frontiers’ in the 
story genre. They argue that the maintenance and restoration of Indigenous language and 
culture not only needs a record of the phonology, morphology, syntax and lexis of language; 
it also requires community members to be involved in passing on cultural practices. As 
schools have become the main institution for cultural reproduction, it is necessary for 
members of the community to be involved in schools to tell their stories and talk about 
cultural activities, and for cultural traditions to be incorporated into school curricula. 

In her paper, Borowsky examines a language game played by Pitjantjatjara teenagers, 
and used as a means of reinforcing in-group identity. Borowsky proposes an account of 
this language, which involves truncation of an initial syllable, within an Optimality Theory 
analysis using crucial re-ranking of constraints in the ordinary language, together with 
Correspondence relations between the varieties. This is a little-examined area of language, 
which is nevertheless important in understanding the extent to which humans can 
consciously manipulate linguistic structure in order to achieve social goals.  

Riemer’s chapter picks up Michael’s abiding interest in lexical semantics, in a 
reconsideration of the basis for claims of polysemy. One prominent analysis is guided by 
the lexicalist-generativist position, which proposes that polysemy maps directly to syntax, 
and specifically to alternative verb subcategorisations. Riemer argues that this model is 
unworkable if cases are found in which differences in syntax are not accompanied by 
differences in meaning. He presents examples (mainly from English, but also from 
Indigenous Australian languages) of just such cases. 

Whilst a number of chapters in the volume allude to education, the one by Simpson, 
Caffery and McConvell is a strongly focused and argued contribution on the role of bilingual 
education in maintaining Indigenous languages. In particular, they pay tribute to Michael’s 
efforts in putting local languages into the curriculum in many New South Wales schools. 
They run through the overwhelming evidence, both Australian and international, pointing to 
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the educational, cognitive, social and health benefits of including children’s first languages 
in school education, and make a plea for education policy to recognise these benefits at a 
time when, if anything, the trend is retrogressive. The chapter also provides a valuable 
contribution to the history of bilingual education, focusing on the Northern Territory. 

In sum, this volume perhaps succeeds in something that many would consider next to 
impossible: covering close to the entire range of Michael’s interests in language in 
Australian Indigenous societies. We therefore hope that it would constitute a book that he 
would enjoy reading, notwithstanding his characteristic hesitation in offering an opinion.  
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2 Michael Walsh: a personal reflection 
  

 ROS FRASER 

It’s a bit difficult to write for his colleagues and friends about someone you know in a 
very personal context, particularly when he has been as professionally active as Michael 
has. A lot of what he has achieved has flown under my radar, and I’ve resorted to much 
documentation to bolster my own recollection, but I hope people will be able to recognise 
him in this account. 

Initially, I intended to include references to as many of the people who have been 
significant to him as possible, but it was an unrealistic aim. Things soon became 
unmanageable, given Michael’s wide acquaintance in several different worlds, and there 
was also the problem of the hit-and-miss factor, so I have ended up cutting most direct 
references to people except where they have been part of my own story. No-one not 
mentioned by name should draw the wrong conclusions; Michael knows, likes and admires 
an awful lot of people, enjoys their company, and always gives credit where it’s due. It’s 
an important part of his nature, and he tends to see the best in everybody until given cause 
not to. (This is not to deny that he has a very keen eye for bad apples.) He’s also a fiercely 
loyal friend and supporter, and a sealed repository for confidences – anything told to 
Michael in confidence will never again see the light of day. 

When I applied for a grant in 1978 at the then Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 
to document some of the Commonwealth government’s archives concerning Indigenous 
Australians, I was more than naive about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander studies and 
knew almost nobody involved. I had been horrified when my application was successful. 
Dr Jim Urry and the late Dr Diane Barwick both urged me not only to take up the grant, 
which I did in February 1979, but to talk to a really great guy who was very interested in 
matters of documentation, and who would have a calming effect by generously talking 
things through with me. I didn’t, and so I didn’t meet Michael until June 1979, when I met 
him over a restaurant table in Darwin with Peter Sutton and Nic Petersen. Michael had 
provided some advice to the Northern Land Council in September 1978 on a claim by the 
Larrakia people over Dum-in-Mirrie Island and surrounding country near Darwin, which 
had been lodged in June 1978. The day I met him, he had arrived for fieldwork with 
Margaret Maria Brandl and Adrienne Haritos (now McConvell). He couldn’t have known 
it then, but that was the beginning of about 25 years’ sporadic but, when he was engaged in 
it, very intense involvement, before the Kenbi Land Claim was finally resolved. (Peter also 
became involved in Kenbi later, as did many others). This protracted, tortuous process took 
a huge toll on all the participants, but most of all on the claimants, and I saw over the years 
that for Michael, watching this, it was a roller-coaster ride of anger, frustration, sadness 
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and dogged hard work, although there were also some very high moments. I’ll return to 
Kenbi briefly later.  

I wasn’t sure I liked Michael after this first meeting – he seemed a bit cynical and flip, 
and I was a painfully earnest person – but we ended up in each other’s company quite a lot. 
Adrienne had generously offered me accommodation when I arrived in Darwin, and I was 
contributing anything relevant I found in the archives to the claim’s background 
information. I travelled about the claim area a bit with Adrienne, Maria and Maria’s 18-
month-old daughter Paulina, so that I could more usefully keep an eye out for relevant 
documents, and then I stood in for Maria on a field trip with Michael and claimants to a 
ceremony at Nardirri in the Daly River Reserve. I watched him good-naturedly grumbling 
as older women teased him about all sorts of things (for instance, his bakelite suitcase, and 
the liquid cheese and melting salami he kept squirreled away in it), and as they sent him on 
errands (some of them decidedly women’s work). I saw how good his rapport with the 
claimants was, and how dogged he was about eliciting information respectfully. We talked 
for hours on the trip there and back, and laughed a lot, and, by the end of it, I liked him 
more than I probably should have, which Michael didn’t notice although others did. (I have 
long since learnt, unsurprisingly, that the person I became attached to then was a construct 
of my own fevered brain. The real Michael is much more likeable than the fabulous one, 
and much more complicated as well.) It was as early as this trip, too, that I first became a 
naive informant for Michael, and have been happy to remain one ever since (albeit 
becoming less naive with time). 

He continued not to notice over the next fifteen months, but we nonetheless spent a lot 
of time together in Darwin, Canberra and at the south coast, or on the phone, both of us 
being at a loose end, both of us enjoying each other’s company, until we eventually, well, 
got closer. When he started as lecturer in the Department of Linguistics at the University of 
Sydney in 1982, I was able to relocate temporarily to Sydney. At least once a week, often 
more, linguistics students and staff would go out for drinks and a meal. I really enjoyed the 
linguists and their shop talk, learnt to bandy a certain amount of jargon around, and missed 
them when I returned to Canberra in 1984. 

Mention of 1984 has reminded me of the Australian Linguistic Society conference in 
Alice Springs that year. Most students couldn’t afford to get themselves there, and Michael 
exerted himself to find a way to overcome the hurdle for them. A small bus was hired, and 
a trailer for our gear, and we set out for Alice Springs via Queensland. In the end most of 
the intended beneficiaries chickened out, but there were still several students, as well as us, 
Bruce and Barbara Rigsby and a member of another Department. I really enjoyed that trip, 
and it was an early example of Michael’s continuing determination to see that students, 
strapped for resources, could access events and materials that would inform them and 
widen their contacts. 

We continued to commute between Canberra and Sydney, and in 1986 we spent about 
three months at Wadeye, Michael renewing his relationships there and doing linguistic 
fieldwork in the Murrinh-Patha language, which he had studied for his PhD. Wadeye is an 
Aboriginal community about 250kms south west of Darwin, still run by Missionaries of 
the Sacred Heart when Michael first went there in 1972. It truly qualified as remote when 
he arrived; the road in through the Daly River Reserve was a goat track, there were few 
visitors of any kind, and the community was cut off for months in the Wet Season. (This 
last is still true.) There were about 900–1000 people living there at the time. Almost none 
of the residents had vehicles, or boats of their own, for trips to town or to visit sites and 
attend ceremonies. Communication with the outside was on the two-way radio ‘sched’, 
when the radio was opened once a day to send messages between people all over the 
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Territory, and everyone who tuned in heard everything communicated. The majority of 
houses had no water or electricity. The large camp down on the flat, Creek Camp, where 
Michael did much of his recording, consisted of tiny corrugated iron huts, approximately 
3m x 3m, with one door and one prop-open flap window. People did their bathing and 
laundry in the creek. 

Michael lived at the Mission when he was in town. On Mondays, he would trudge down 
the hill to the late Harry Kolumboort’s house at Creek Camp with a heavy old reel-to-reel 
tape recorder and all its accessories, and on Fridays bring it back up the long, steep haul to 
the Mission house for transcription at the weekend. 

When I first saw the town in 1986, things had somewhat changed. There were about 
1600 people living there by this time, sometimes swelling to about 2000. Little if anything 
of what I recount here was unique to Wadeye, of course, but I would say that the town’s 
large size, compared with most other NT Aboriginal communities, intensified quite a few 
of its problems. Kardu Numida Council was now running the township under the self-
determination policy of the Commonwealth government, although Catholic Missions 
retained a presence there and still do, and some of the staff at the school, which was part of 
the Territory’s bilingual program, had started there in the Mission period. As with 
everywhere in Aboriginal Australia, Kardu Numida had to battle to provide all kinds of 
services which in mainstream Australia were regarded as a right met by various levels of 
government. The road in was now quite good in places, but it was still a neglected corner 
of the Northern Territory, still relatively remote, still little visited by outsiders, still almost 
invisible in political and administrative priorities. Bureaucrats from different levels of 
government did come and go, and the very rare politician, but they appeared to rush into 
town by plane in the morning and rush out in the afternoon, the whole visit seemingly 
surrounded by a haze of mutual misunderstanding. Circuit court came to town at intervals, 
and Summer Institute of Linguistics linguists/missionaries, who had been there for many 
years, were mostly relied on for interpreting. Michael was asked to interpret when one 
serious case for committal to a higher court arose, but felt he had to decline as not being 
competent. It was then, I think, that he began to chew over issues of language and the law 
more vigorously. The most interesting visitors while we were there were the Army, which 
conducted annual exercises in the vicinity of Wadeye and was very popular in the town, 
and Warumpi Band with Midnight Oil, who were on tour in communities, perhaps the first 
time such a tour had happened. Slim Dusty used to take his annual break in a caravan in 
the general area, too, and he was much liked. 

Although more houses had been built since 1974, there were nowhere near enough of 
them, and many of the existing ones seriously needed maintenance. Not many houses had 
working plumbing, and some were lacking parts of outside walls. I think at least some of 
the old-style huts were still in use, especially down at Creek Camp. Funding for housing 
and public health remained woeful. There were no telephones available to the community, 
except the one in the office at the Post Office, which wasn’t really publicly available, and 
maybe one at Kardu Numida Council’s office. (The first public phones were going in just 
as we were leaving, I think.) Stock in the shop was limited. There was a cooked chicken 
shop run for a brief period around lunchtime by one of the nuns, who had been there on 
and off for many years and raised chickens, but fresh fruit and vegetables were practically 
unobtainable and what there was, was prohibitively expensive and fairly poor quality. 
Most supplies – fuel, food, beer for the club etc. – came in by barge once a month, or if 
light enough and urgent enough, by plane. (I forget now how many planes there were a 
week – two, I think, but possibly only one.) People who went to town would bring things 
back for others. A doctor came to the health clinic on a regular basis (once a week? Once a 
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month?), but the rest of the time the clinic was run by European nurses and Aboriginal 
health workers. In cases of serious illness or accident, people were flown out to Darwin. If 
they were at outstations or in the bush when the crisis arose, the time lag in getting them to 
hospital could be very long. 

Petrol sniffing among boys was a problem, and kava and marijuana had begun to 
penetrate in the previous few years. (A young man even asked me how to set about getting 
heroin, which I think was only just becoming a widespread problem in large Australian 
cities at that time.) The town was ‘dry’, i.e. alcohol was banned, except for a two-hour wet 
canteen known as ‘Club’, which operated from 4.00–6.00p.m. Men were allowed 4 cans of 
beer, to be drunk on the premises, women two cans. As at other communities, however, 
taxi drivers and others on the make periodically shipped in vast quantities of beer and 
liquor, at huge prices, to different rendezvous in the bush nearby.  

There was a lower level of ceremony than when Michael had first been there, and many 
older people with a treasury of knowledge had died, or were old and ill. Sadly, the latter 
included one of Michael’s informants from the 1970s, who died while we were there. One 
result was that a lot of angry young men had not been through ceremony, possibly a factor 
contributing to much later events in the town, and I think the situation was probably pretty 
much the same for young women. Everyone spoke at least one Aboriginal language on a 
daily basis. 

It may be decidedly uncool, for several reasons, to tell the tale that follows, but it 
concerns the start of a troubled period for Wadeye, and it made a big impression on me. 
Problems were intensifying, and the town descended into open conflict while we were 
there. Byzantine politics were involved, about which we knew and needed to know 
nothing. We heard depressing rumours about disappearances, torture, murder and sorcery. 
We ran into armed men in the dark, who ordered us to go back to the flat, and everywhere, 
including at Club, tension was controlled but palpable. One night a spear fight (reportedly 
the first in the town since 1957) broke out at the crossroads immediately outside our flat. 
Rains of spears and rocks were thumping into the house. They weren’t aimed at us; the 
flats just got in the way. People unable to get back to their homes knocked on the door for 
shelter. The anthropologist living across the road assisted as the useful outsider in 
negotiating a settlement in that particular conflict, and others before and later, but the 
divisions were much too deep for speedy reconciliation.  

I think it was the next night that we were at Club, and went home to get our gear for a 
trip to Darwin on the returning supply barge. (This was a personal favour extended to us by 
the Captain, Adrienne’s Uncle George; the barge normally didn’t carry passengers.) The 
atmosphere at Club had been sulphurous with tension. Not long after we arrived at the flat 
we heard distant sounds of affray, as what was obviously a serious fight broke out between 
us and the landing. It didn’t seem to be a propitious time for going down to board the 
barge, but we went as arranged to the policeman’s house for our lift to the landing, locking 
our vehicle up in the police yard for its safety while we were away (joy-riding and vehicle 
trashing were fairly common). From there we could dimly see the fight coming closer, 
concentrating near the clinic. A shotgun was being periodically discharged. (I was told 
later that it was a senior woman landowner, trying to settle people down, but I found it 
pretty worrying when we didn’t know how many shotguns were involved, or whether they 
were actually pointed at anyone when fired.) In the light of rubbish bins that had been set 
on fire we could just make out rains of spears, flying between groups in waves. The 
policeman calmly took off in one of the police vehicles and, when he reached the main 
fight, we could see the vehicle lurching off the road uncontrollably, bouncing around and 
then facing back toward us with the lights still on and the horn blaring, where it remained. 
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(It turned out later that he had been knocked unconscious by a large rock, and landed on 
the horn. He was flown out to Darwin with concussion and a 12-stitch head wound. He 
knew who did it, but took no action except to deliver a warning to the person at a later 
community meeting, without mentioning his name.)  

By now young men and boys, who were not involved in the main fight, had reached our 
end of town, and we could hear shouting and crashing as they broke up the Kardu Numida 
Council machinery yard and pelted the shop, both about 75 metres from the flat. I thought 
the flat might be included in the action, and was anxious about Michael’s field materials, 
as well as about people living in the general vicinity. The two Aboriginal Police Aides set 
off down the road in the other police vehicle, extricated the unconscious policeman and 
drove him to the clinic, where he was patched up and the plane called to evacuate him. 
They then came back for us, and, the policeman’s father-in-law driving, we set out for the 
landing with lights and sirens, the Police Aides fending off potential boarders and arguing 
for our free passage as we went through the thick of the fight. The second we crested the 
hill, it was weirdly silent – the sound didn’t carry at all. Michael remained grimly 
imperturbable throughout, but he was pretty sad for the community that things were 
moving in this direction.  

Injuries to community members were few and mostly minor, we were told later. People 
didn’t want to discuss it much, naturally enough, so we didn’t really know much about the 
immediate aftermath. It was not the last fight before we left, but it was the most visible. 

Although I had visited a number of communities since 1979, had Aboriginal friends and 
acquaintances in and out of town, and in theory had seen and understood that people in 
many communities lived in deprived, fraught and problematic situations, I found the scale 
and intensity of this and the underlying daily conflict distressing. I think the thing that 
upset me most was my enhanced realisation of the fact that people generally had nowhere 
to go to escape intolerable situations, and that many of their problems were likely to be 
intractable for the very long term. 

Another event that brought home to me just how hard life could be in remote 
communities was the night of the 1986 Census. I had signed on as a collector and, with 
Michael’s assistance as interpreter, interviewed a number of heads of household at their 
homes. Among them, some were living in small, very dilapidated houses, a few just 
corrugated iron shacks of the type mentioned above, many without working plumbing, 
including some of the newer and better ones. The highest count of occupants of a single 
house was 29 people; they were living in a two-roomed house (although ‘in and around’ 
would be a more apt description). A few people were beginning to move to outstations at 
that time, but conditions there were very basic as well, and the dearth of personal transport 
didn’t help people wanting to move. 

I understand that things have changed a lot since then, but I find it difficult to imagine, 
for example, a casino/resort at the landing, and constant traffic of outsiders to the town. (I 
thought Michael was joking when he first mentioned the resort.) 

I returned to Canberra after Wadeye, and Michael went back to Sydney. In 1987, with 
both of us sick of commuting, I moved to Austinmer near Wollongong, and the next year 
we bought a house there. The Kenbi Land Claim had reactivated for Michael in January–
February 1988, and between the latter half of 1987 and late 1989 Michael was away for a 
total of 17 months, either in the Northern Territory working on Kenbi or in the US, on 
sabbatical, first at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and then at the University of 
California, Berkeley, with some extra travel on the side. This was his first trip overseas, 
and he had a ball. He was fascinated by people and places, and quickly figured out how he 
liked to travel (on a pretty tight budget and to as many places as possible). He also met a 
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lot of terrific linguists who had previously just been names to him. Since then he has 
become a frequent and enthusiastic traveller, and really enjoys attending conferences in 
places he has never visited before, as well as ones he has. I was unable to go on that 1988–
1989 sabbatical for family reasons, but did get to join him for a few weeks at Berkeley. To 
cut a long story a bit shorter, we have continued to lead a semi-peripatetic lifestyle with a 
stable base, have lived together and apart depending on external need or convenience, 
travelled together and separately, and helped and supported each other where possible. 

Having established my bona fides, I should turn to the real subject of this essay. I know 
that the influence of his early life and family has been very strong. He was the youngest of 
three brothers, the eldest now a retired high school teacher and trade unionist, the other an 
architect, all of them with forceful personalities. Their mother is now a feisty 93-year-old 
with her own strong character, keen intelligence and wicked sense of humour. She believed 
they should grow up to be decent people and strongly independent, and they did. His father 
was from a rural family without many resources, who had entered the University of 
Sydney on one of the few scholarships available at the time (1927). Once there, he won a 
series of prizes, which had funds attached, and that helped finance his studies over the 
following years, at the end of which he was a triple university medallist (in Law, English 
and Philosophy. Michael likes to say that he bombed in Latin, merely getting First Class 
Honours. A hard act to follow?) 

Cyril Walsh went into practice as a barrister in 1934 at the height of the Depression, not 
a tremendously auspicious time. After growing recognition in the legal profession, in 1954 
he was appointed to the NSW Supreme Court, where he remained until his appointment to 
the High Court in 1969. Sadly, he died in late 1973, still with too many interesting things 
to do. Michael loved and admired him, and I’m sure that there were a lot of profound 
conversations they might have had, especially once Michael was drawn into land claim 
work. 

This background had meant that Michael grew up in the environment of the legal 
profession, and in the company of all sorts of its participants, from tipstaffs to High Court 
Justices. I don’t find it surprising that he has been labelled by some people (some 
appreciatively, others rather sourly) as a bit of a bush lawyer, at home with legal niceties 
despite his lack of formal training. He has always enjoyed debate, and he plays devil’s 
advocate with gusto and finesse, skills which have often been of benefit to friends, students 
and colleagues trying to resolve thorny personal or professional issues (myself very much 
included). I’ve seen them prove very useful, too, when he has appeared as an expert 
witness in land claim and Native Title hearings. 

Another strand in Michael’s family background has been a belief in the need for, and 
possibility of, social justice. In his close and extended family there have been people with 
strong, principled connections to the left in politics, including an uncle and an in-law who 
served as ALP members in State Parliament, an aunt who was made a life member of the 
ALP, and another ALP in-law who was in Federal Parliament for a while. Others have 
been trade unionists or engaged in other kinds of socially directed activity.  

So, all in all, I was not surprised when his interest in forensic linguistics began to 
develop in the 1980s. I could see for myself, in land claim hearings and later in courts, how 
the intersection of Australian Aboriginal discourse, anthropological discourse and legal 
discourse can be a very murky place, often to the great detriment of the Aboriginal people 
involved. 

It’s in his background, I’m sure, and in his own character, that his choice of the three 
linguists whom I think he most admires is grounded. (At least, these are people he has 
mentioned as his most admired in the past; although he may since have added others, I 
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know none of the three will have been demoted.) Naming them is perhaps a bit 
problematic, and I hope he will forgive me if I am exposing what may be a private thought. 
I do want to include them, however, because I think that the qualities for which he admires 
these particular people are qualities he has himself shown all through his career as a 
linguist/anthropologist and educator (although he may not have that perception himself). 
While there are others he admires nearly as much, the late Ken Hale, with Michael 
Halliday and Bruce Rigsby, get the guernsey for their shared traits: their similar very wide-
ranging knowledge in and outside their fields; the warmth and humanity they show to their 
fellow beings; the sheer enjoyment they get from linguistics, even if it is terribly hard work 
at times; their willingness to do the hard work; and their strong belief that a person should 
be engaged with the world and doing something useful. It’s probably not coincidental, 
either, that all of them have had formative life experiences outside their lives as linguists. 

I should probably provide a brief narrative of what I know about Michael’s early life. 
He spent his high school years as a boarder at St Joseph’s College, Hunter’s Hill, after 
primary school at De La Salle College, Ashfield. He learnt a lot of things at St Joseph’s: 
how to share a dormitory with 49 people and still maintain your private space, for example, 
and how having your shoes shined, your tie knotted and speaking politely could foster the 
impression that you stuck by the rules, whereas you were really bunking off school, or 
reading poetry or fiction under the desk during unrelated lessons. (People who know him 
now might be somewhat surprised about the tie and shoes bit.) He earned a propeller for 
his sleeve, having made it to Leading Air Cadet in the Air Force Cadets, military training 
being a non-optional activity at St Joseph’s. Naturally, he played rugby union there, and he 
remains a supporter in both rugby codes. On football season weekends the house is loud 
with cheers and unprintable execrations, and our timetable is based on the television footie. 

At school he enjoyed Latin and English most, I think, but he has reported having found 
the pace of his education much too slow. At the Leaving Certificate in 1965, he got 1st 
class honours in Latin and English, and As in Physics, Chemistry and Maths I and II. 

He started at the University of Sydney in 1966. For several years he had seen himself as 
studying medicine, and that was how he began the year. After a few weeks, however, he 
converted to Arts, and swapped his Physics and Chemistry for English and Philosophy. 
(He continued with Biology – a help when compiling some later word lists, perhaps?) He 
completed his BA (Hons) in Early English Language and Literature in 1969, graduating in 
1970. That degree exposed him to some ‘dead’ languages – Old Icelandic, Old English and 
Middle English at least, and I think a bit of Old High German and Old French as well. (The 
Icelandic Sagas, in particular, amused him enormously, and may have contributed to his 
continuing appreciation for extravagantly, and therefore to him hilariously, gory films and 
fiction with names like Eight Heads in a Duffle Bag. Happily, he is not amused by real-life 
violence and chaos.) He also did three years of Classical Greek. Some of this language 
work bordered on linguistics, and, not surprisingly, he found it interesting. 

That was the formal curriculum, more or less, but he maintains that the greatest part of 
what he learned at university was extra-curricular, and that most of his reading was in 
subjects for which he wasn’t enrolled. He went to lectures in a whole range of subjects, 
which I know included anthropology, archaeology, architecture, fine arts and psychiatry, 
and there were probably others. He also had a brief flirtation with Sanskrit. 

While he was pursuing these extra-curricular interests he became fascinated with 
Japanese art and culture, and so the next phase of his education began the year after he 
finished his undergraduate degree. He enrolled for another, in the Faculty of Oriental Studies 
at the Australian National University in 1970, taking Japanese and Linguistics. Two terms 
later, the newly appointed Foundation Professor of Linguistics at ANU, R. M. W. Dixon, 
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arrived, and interviewed everybody enrolled in Linguistics. He thought Michael showed 
aptitude, and suggested that he do something more serious than pursuing dilettantish 
interests. Dixon proposed that Michael should take 2nd, 3rd and 4th year Linguistics 
together the following year, as an MA Qualifying, so that he could enrol for a Masters by 
Research in 1972, doing fieldwork somewhere in north Australia. The Masters could be 
upgraded to a PhD at a suitable time (which it was, not long after he had started his 
Masters. His PhD was awarded in 1977). He won an ANU PhD scholarship, as well as a 
research grant from the then Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (AIAS), which 
between them kept body and soul together and financed his fieldwork, with help from part-
time tutoring at the ANU. 

At Easter 1972 he was in Sydney at the Linguistic Society conference (at which he met 
Arthur Capell for the first time). He was to set out the next day to his first fieldwork 
experience, investigating the Ngangikurrunggurr language in the Daly River region of the 
Northern Territory. He had just received a telegram (usually referred to by him as ‘the 
fateful telegram’) from an established linguist at another university, saying he should 
choose a different language, since the linguist was about to publish a book about 
Ngangikurrunggurr. (This book didn’t come out for many years, as it happened.) Michael 
was pretty thrown by this, and showed the telegram to Dixon, his supervisor, and Stephen 
Wurm, who was head of the AIAS committee which had awarded him the grant. They 
were amazed by his dismay, and one or both of them said something along the lines of 
‘So? Just cross out Ngangikurrunggurr and put in Murrinh-Patha’. So Catholic Missions, 
who administered Port Keats Mission, didn’t even know he was coming until he hit 
Darwin. Fortunately, the Mission was willing to accommodate him. 

The ‘Dixon Plan’ for his progress at the ANU, the conversion of his MA to a PhD and 
the manner of this change of fieldwork venue all showed him that university and other 
bureaucratic systems could be made flexible, especially if goodwill and some sponsorship 
were present. That was a realisation that has proved beneficial to his students at the 
University of Sydney. I’ve often seen him working to surmount systemic difficulties which 
were preventing the best outcomes for students, and his head is a repository of all kinds of 
arcane knowledge about University by-laws, funny scholarships and weird procedures. 

Between 1972 and 1974 he spent a total of about 12 months, in three bites, at Wadeye 
(or Port Keats, as it was still known then), and I know he felt very lucky to have the 
consultants that he did. He was amazed by Port Keats life and the whole Northern 
Territory social environment, and learnt a lot about himself and human beings generally, 
by the sound of it. Murrinh-Patha wasn’t a piece of cake, but, as people know, Michael 
likes puzzles, and its complexity was one of the things that made it so interesting. 

He was also tutoring part-time in Linguistics at the ANU from 1972 to 1974. In 1975 he 
began tutoring at the Canberra College of Advanced Education, and that year also started 
work as Linguistic Research Officer at AIAS, where he stayed until heading off to the 
lecturer’s job at the University of Sydney in 1982 (a job he didn’t expect to get when he 
applied, but he felt it was time to start thinking about a change). 

His basic responsibilities at AIAS are touched on in a paper he presented at the Laves 
Workshop at the ANU in 2001 (‘On tracking down Gerhardt Laves’, e-published at 
www.anu.edu.au/linguistics/nash/aust/laves/MJW.html). His interest in tracking people 
and their field materials was one of the first things that interested me about him, and I 
remember his delight when Laves and his papers were finally located, several years after 
he first saw a reference to him. The experience has been repeated a number of times, when 
people and/or their materials have finally turned up, and I always look forward to these 
happy outcomes of his own and others’ dogged detective work. 
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Another strand of his working life began at the Institute, too, namely an involvement in 
administrative activity. As Linguistic Research Officer, he briefed the chairperson of the 
Linguistics Advisory Committee, the committee which assessed applications for grants in 
linguistics, and attended meetings as an observer. He eventually became its chairperson, 
and a member of the Research Advisory Committee which decided the final ranking of the 
applications before they were presented to the Institute’s Council for ultimate decision. In 
all, he was a member of the Linguistics Advisory Committee from 1975 to 1988, and its 
chair and a member of the Research Advisory Committee from 1982 to 1988. Between 
1984 and 1986 he was a member of the Institute Council’s Executive Committee, and of 
the Council itself from 1984–1988. He found the whole process absorbing, although not 
always enjoyable. I think he learnt a lot of political and administrative skills from it, as 
people in different disciplines battled for support for their own preferred grants (although 
he used to characterise himself as hopelessly naive in comparison to more experienced 
members, and claimed to be in awe of some experienced operators’ Machiavellian 
subtlety). I think these experiences gave him a good grounding for later involvement in 
administrative work, and also, significantly, for one of the things he does best, namely 
fighting in other people’s corners. 

He took this experience to the University of Sydney, where he deployed it and 
developed it on behalf of students and the Department. In the last decade or so before he 
‘retired’ in January 2006, he seemed to be constantly being appointed to Departmental or 
Faculty Committees: the Library Committee, the Postgraduate Matters Committee, the 
Undergraduate Matters Committee, the IT Committee, for example. He was on interview 
committees for academic and administrative jobs. Although he didn’t really want the job, 
he acted as Head of Department from 1997–1999, and did so for other short periods. He 
was an Associate Dean of the Faculty of Arts from 1998–2004, and Chair or Deputy Chair 
of the committees I’ve already mentioned. He was on the Faculty of Arts Policy and Review 
Committee. (As far back as AIAS, on days when he had attended meetings, I used to dread 
him coming through the door saying ‘Guess what?’. I turned into a pretty good guesser, 
although I hadn’t always heard of the precise committee to which he’d just been appointed. 
Whatever it was, it always meant more work for him because he took it seriously.) 

This might be the place to remark on another of his strengths: he believes most things 
can be done simply, administration as much as anything. He sees it as a field for making 
things work for as many people as possible in the best way possible as simply as possible, 
without blowing unnecessary amounts of money or people’s time. As far as I can tell, in 
this field as in others he has been a solutions man. He certainly has never seen it as a field 
for self-aggrandisement or enjoyment. If he hadn’t felt there was any need for him to get 
involved in administrative matters, and had been able to skate through his years at the 
University without any administrative chores, I’m sure he would have been thrilled (and I 
certainly would have been). 

His committee experience has probably been useful in other arenas, too. In one of the 
less important manifestations of this, as Secretary of the Australian Linguistic Society for 
years, he developed a way of reducing business as far as the Secretary’s report to the AGM 
was involved. His report would go something along the lines of ‘The Secretary has nothing 
to report – it’s all in the minutes’, which apparently regularly caused amusement and 
scandalisation. But, he maintains, it’s quite legal, and the audience is literate. In a similar 
vein, as ALS President (2001–2005), he was committed to keeping AGMs within the time 
limit, to avoid cutting into drinking time at the conference dinner. 

He thought about retiring from teaching for quite a long time, and I devoutly wished he 
would. He was becoming increasingly disillusioned with the way things in Australian 
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academia were going, in how difficult things were for staff and students, in how foolish 
such a lot of decisions were, in how much money was wasted to the detriment of education. 
He was constantly angry about the poor treatment he saw students, en masse and 
individually, receiving from the system, and staff as well. I was very relieved when he 
finally decided to go. I had fantasies about him taking a well-earned rest, at the same time as 
I knew that they were fantasies, and that, like many other good people, he would probably 
die with his boots on. (I just don’t want him to die because he left them on.) He has been in 
a state of constant activity for most of the time since he retired, writing, attending 
conferences, getting involved in consultancies, still supervising some postgraduate students 
and marking postgraduate work. Siiiiigh. 

Many of his past students have told me what a terrific teacher they’ve found Michael to 
be. He seems always to have had enormous care for his students, and he has developed a 
wide range of teaching skills. He took his role seriously enough to do a rather unusual 
thing for the mid-1980s: he enrolled for a Diploma of Tertiary Education part-time by 
extension from the University of New England in 1985, believing that tertiary teachers, 
like other teachers, should avail themselves of training. I’d say he teaches in the same way 
he gives papers: he talks easily, entertainingly and instructively, using simple language and 
mostly off the cuff; he has an eye for interesting or bizarre analogies that will make things 
simpler and capture people’s imaginations; he carves topics up into smaller pieces, then 
reassembles them into a coherent and simply-presented whole; he employs technology 
where he feels it furthers a presentation; he makes people laugh; and he engages directly 
with his audience. He also seems to be able to appeal to the different sections of a widely 
disparate audience, no mean feat, I feel. All of these skills, which he didn’t start with but 
has had to work hard at developing, are fuelled not just by his intelligence and good nature, 
but by the fact that he loves linguistics to bits. He gets excited by it! It’s a feeling he can 
communicate, and plenty of people have said that his lectures diverted them to linguistics 
from other paths. 

I can’t, for blindingly obvious reasons, make statements about Michael as a linguist in 
general or as an Australianist. I can say, though, that whenever I read or attend his papers I 
usually find them accessible, funny and interesting, even when the technical bits are 
outside my range. I think, from the papers themselves and from observing audiences and 
their questions and comments over the years, that he’s had some intriguing ideas, and 
worked out some excellent ways of furthering other people’s ideas as well. I think, too, 
that he’s not afraid to put his ideas in the public arena before they’re fully cooked, if the 
need (or maybe even just the opportunity), arises. He isn’t afraid to be wrong, or to change 
his mind, and is happy for people to pick up his ideas and run with them (in fact, that’s 
probably one reason he often publishes them early). He has always been generous with 
both information and ideas, and he regards Ebenezer Scrooges in the academic world as 
rather sad beings. 

None of this is to say that Michael isn’t at all competitive, but it’s not a dog-eat-dog 
kind of competitiveness. As with debate, it’s mostly a kind of play for him, I think. With 
David Nash, for example, he seems to be in a decades-long, under-stated contest to see 
who can come up on any given occasion with the most obscure reference from the least 
mainstream source. It’s very entertaining to watch: they both certainly know their obscure 
journals and monographs. With Harold Koch, he seems to be in a subtle duel about who 
can come up with the most egregious, the most groanworthy, pun. (I don’t know whether 
I’m expressing disloyalty or support, if I admit to my money being secretly on Harold.) 

I can also say that I know his linguistic research interests have been wide, apart from 
the obvious Australian Aboriginal languages, and here I will adopt his Secretary’s Report 
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approach to say ‘It’s all reflected in the list of his publications’; at least, I think a fair bit of 
it is. Apart from the fact that he has read widely about Indigenous languages outside 
Australia, has made efforts to keep up with technology having implications for linguistic 
and ethnographic fieldwork, and has become very interested in digitisation programs and 
other forms of documentation of language, he keeps up with as much linguistic theory as 
possible across the board.  

I’d also say that he has been as generous with his time as with his knowledge, investing 
it on behalf of undergraduate and postgraduate students, the Department and the 
University, and also of other bodies of which he is or has been a member. His current 
memberships include Australex, the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies, the Australian Linguistic Society (of which he is an Honorary Life 
Member), the Foundation for Endangered Languages, the International Association of 
Forensic Linguists, the Mind Association (Life Member) and the Society for the Study of 
the Indigenous Languages of the Americas. (I would like to see him rack up daily 
attendance at the Austinmer Early Morning Swimmers, as well, but I know that that will 
happen, as Peter Temple has one of his characters say in Truth, ‘when the sky turns dark 
with pigs’.) He has also put a lot of time into organising or helping to organise numerous 
conferences, projects, courses and events. 

Quite at home with his belief in transparent presentation which I mentioned above, and 
also with his refusal to lay claim to ownership of ideas, is his approach to theory. I think 
I’m right in saying that it hasn’t changed much since 1979, when we found we had similar 
thoughts on the matter (mine having been arrived at in the course of studying history). 
Michael’s opinion (and of course he’s not alone) is that rigid adherence to overarching 
theories is a mistake, and often leads to the torturing of data until it fits them. Vast amounts 
of effort go into figuring out how to achieve this fit, and vast numbers of clues to the real 
nature of whatever is under the metaphorical microscope go unnoticed. You have only to 
look at the history of Physics, he says, to see that Grand Theories can be very elegant, and 
may seem for a long time to fit all cases – until it’s found that they don’t. He prefers the 
idea of the mini-theory, as propounded by Igor Melčuk, who has sometimes put forward 
propositions such as ‘A small theory of x’, or ‘A small theory of y’, adequately to explain 
one phenomenon or one set of phenomena. One can then see how these small theories 
compare and interact, and construct a wider, but still local, theory, if it is appropriate to the 
data. He also much dislikes those frequent, unfortunate accompaniments of Grand 
Theories, namely dense, esoteric language and tortuous reasoning, that render facts and 
ideas hard to mine at best and inaccessible at worst. That is definitely not Michael’s style 
(although he is quite able to switch modes if he both needs to and is willing to). 

Maybe this is a good place to come back very briefly to the Kenbi Land Claim. It’s 
quite beyond me to give a meaningful summary of its history but, as I see it, the claim 
strengthened a lot of Michael’s ideas and beliefs, and also added enormously to his 
knowledge. His continued participation also revealed a lot about him – this was a very 
difficult claim, quite different from claims in which, for example, a small number of 
people were seeking land that they had continuously occupied. It went through many 
transformations, and I think that not all anthropologists would have stuck with it and all its 
difficulties. My own peripheral involvement at the beginning, in the production of the first 
claim book, I’ve already mentioned. Later, I attended some of the hearings at different 
stages, saw Michael give evidence as an expert witness and met many claimants (including 
some whom I saw often in the context of the Stolen Generations Litigation Unit in Darwin 
in 1995–1996). When I wasn’t present, I heard a lot from Michael about what had been 
happening. (When I was present, I tended to hear a lot about Michael from claimants.) 
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Michael’s degree of engagement with claimants was obvious when his participation in 
Kenbi was reactivated in 1995, after a hiatus. One example is the now-famous roll call: on 
the opening day of the hearing, as they were driving to the bush setting where it was being 
held, the claimants’ QC announced that it would be a really good idea if Michael would 
introduce the Judge to each claimant, whose name could then be entered in the transcript. 
Michael pointed out that there could be up to a couple of hundred people at bush hearings, 
and that there would be claimants there he’d never seen, let alone met, as well as others he 
hadn’t seen for many years. (This was because the claimant group was not only quite large, 
but had members scattered around Australia.) He had compiled genealogies for the group, 
so he knew where a couple of thousand people fitted in, but it was going to be a struggle to 
introduce everyone who happened to turn up on the day. Nonetheless, when he came to do 
it, it went almost without a hitch, mainly because he has terrific recall of detail 
(particularly when he’s fully engaged with something). 

Claimants were amazed and gratified, and began calling him ‘The Human Computer’ (a 
sobriquet that persisted: people used to ask me in Darwin streets how the Human 
Computer was going). He not only remembered almost all the people he had met, but was 
also able to guess the identities of people he didn’t know, on the basis of their physical 
proximity to people he did, coupled with a mental snapshot of the appropriate genealogies. 
From then on he was expected to perform a daily roll call. It became a part of the 
proceedings that just about everyone seemed to enjoy and benefit from, including the 
Judge (as the Commissioner under the Northern Territory Land Rights Act, 1976 and its 
amendments was locally known; it was His Honour Justice Peter Gray, at that stage). I 
certainly enjoyed it, on the occasions I saw him doing it, and found it rather like watching 
a trapeze artist: ‘Will he fall or won’t he?’ 

I mentioned Michael’s analogies above, and talking about Kenbi has reminded me of 
one: The Chocolate Frog. While Michael was giving his evidence as an expert witness in 
1995, he needed to provide a simple sort of counterpart for the model of Aboriginal land 
tenure in the area that would both inform the Judge and the lawyers and please the 
claimants. He thought about it a bit – he had no compunction at any stage of his evidence 
about keeping the tribunal waiting while he thought things through – and came up with the 
chocolate frog. Imagine a saucepan on a stove over a low heat, he said, containing a 
number of clearly distinguishable chocolate animals: frogs, crocodiles, turtles, red 
kangaroos etc. (His examples corresponded with clan group totems of the claimant group.) 
As time goes on all these animals start to melt, and eventually you end up with a 
saucepanful of melted chocolate. People who were there at the beginning of the process 
would have a clear memory of the individual objects; people coming in part-way through 
might have recognised the identities of some of the original animals, e.g. crocodile and 
frog. But those coming at the end wouldn’t know what had been there, or even, 
necessarily, that there had once been distinct objects. 

This was to explain that, at an earlier time, there had been a set of small-scale clan 
territories, each with a principal totemic identity, all nested within a larger group identity 
owning a common language. By 1979, the clans had been ‘melting’ for some decades. 
Some individual clan territories were no longer remembered at all, some were 
remembered, but rather sketchily, and others were remembered in fairly specific detail. But 
there was widespread recognition of an overall language owning estate. Just as a person 
entering late in the chocolate melting process could distinguish only between the saucepan 
and its contents, some who had been there long enough would have a clear recognition of 
the earlier contents of the saucepan, and a few, perhaps, even of some of their original 
positions in the saucepan. 
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This analogy absolutely enraged the anthropologists, who asserted that it was a gross 
over-simplification of a very complex situation, but it greatly appealed to the lawyers 
representing the Aboriginal claimants. Michael’s answer to the anthropologists was, more 
or less, that they should save the subtleties for the seminar room; the job at that moment 
was to get the message across to the claimants’ lawyers and the judge. I had been sitting 
with a number of women claimants while this considered analogy was delivered, and I 
wondered whether they’d be offended by it. No such thing: they liked it, a lot, and after the 
next break one of them presented every member of the Bar table with a chocolate frog. (I 
think Michael got one too.) 

On that occasion, Michael was under cross-examination for about two and three quarter 
days straight. I and the claimants who spoke to me about it thought his performance was 
terrific, under what was definitely very tricky cross-examination, and we got a distinct kick 
out of his stolid refusal to be bullied, hurried or belittled, or herded into blind corners. It 
looked to me as if the Judge was sometimes entertained by this, as well. 

Another Michael characteristic I can think of was also illuminated in that particular round 
of hearings. The QC for the claimants was pretty fed up with Michael’s Pollyanna approach 
to things. In the vehicle after a testing day’s hearing in the bush, with heated exchanges 
between claimants, the QC said through gritted teeth and with some belligerence, ‘I 
suppose you found something positive about all that’. ‘Well, yes’, said Michael, ‘it was a 
really great day! I learnt heaps ...’. The QC’s response was unprintable. As is probably 
well-known, though, Michael is not just a Pollyanna. He has a firm grip on reality, and it 
isn’t always a happy experience. He usually tries not to visit his darker moments on other 
people, but occasionally Heathcliff just isn’t in it. One thing that invariably ignites his 
anger and contempt is bullying of the powerless, and he is not impressed by a range of 
other human qualities, for example pomposity and inordinate self regard. 

In the last few years, his two major involvements have been with language survey and 
revitalisation in NSW, and with a 5-year Murrinh-Patha song-language project under the 
auspices of the Australian Research Grants Committee. 

From about September 1999 to mid-2000 Michael participated in a NSW Aboriginal 
Languages Survey. He was part of a team including two Indigenous researchers, Dr Jaky 
Troy (who had been one of Michael’s early students at the University of Sydney, and is 
one of the people who say that they have been set on the linguistics path by him) and Tony 
Lonsdale. The survey was overseen by AIATSIS (the Australian Institute of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Studies, the successor to AIAS) in Canberra. The team spent an 
enormous amount of time on the road, criss-crossing the state and holding perhaps 150–
200 meetings in a few months. The meetings varied in size and formality, from a couple of 
people at a local land council office to large community meetings. They were determined 
that their report would lead to action beneficial to Aboriginal language communities, rather 
than moulder in a file. Some of their initial contacts were cautiously enthusiastic, others 
were quite hostile, at least partly, perhaps, because Aboriginal people are accustomed to 
brief encounters with outsiders, with no action or follow-up resulting. A reason for so 
many meetings was precisely to begin follow-up early, so that people knew what was 
happening, didn’t feel left out of the loop and were encouraged to keep at it. As a result, in 
a lot of places, initially hostile reactions turned into subsequent warm welcomes and 
enthusiastic collaboration. After these successful encounters Michael would come home 
very cheerful, although also usually very tired – they covered a lot of ground on these trips, 
and talked to a lot of people. 

The Survey seemed to trigger a kind of far-flung consciousness-raising period in NSW 
Aboriginal communities about the potential for language revitalisation. While some, like 
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the Gumbaynggirr Nation, had already got terrific programs of their own off the ground, 
others had apparently been unaware of the possibility of this kind of work. In due course 
the Survey team was able to complete a report, which revealed strong enthusiasm for 
bringing back languages that had become less used. Since that time, a lot of work by many 
people has come together, and there has apparently been a healthy growth in activity in 
NSW Aboriginal languages. Aboriginal languages are now being taught in some NSW 
schools, too. 

Jaky was then employed by the Aboriginal Curriculum Unit of the NSW Board of 
Studies (BOS). Michael joined her in an initiative to put together an Aboriginal languages 
syllabus for Kindergarten to Year 10. From 2003, Michael has been a member of the BOS 
Curriculum Committee on Languages. Again, when the NSW Aboriginal Language and 
Resource Centre, of which Jaky was foundation director, was established, Michael 
participated as a consultant and advisor. Michael and Jaky made a fabulous team, in my 
opinion. Both are ideas people, with administrative experience as well as long and diverse 
academic histories, to say nothing of widely varied and interesting life experiences. They 
are both also passionate about language and linguistics, and are good at making things 
happen. 

Both the syllabus development and an initiative supported by the NSW Geographical 
Names Board involved Michael in more rounds of community consultation in NSW. The 
latter was a dual naming project, involving the reinstatement of Aboriginal placenames 
alongside their introduced counterparts. Michael has been a member of the Technical and 
Scientific Sub-Committee of the NSW GNB since 2003, and a member of the Executive 
Committee of Place Names Australia since 2007, as well. 

In the midst of all this NSW activity, in 2004 Michael became part of a team of linguists 
and musicologists in a major 5-year Murrinh-Patha song-language project at Wadeye 
(http://azoulay.arts.usyd.edu.au/mpsong/), supported by the Australian Research Council. 
The project is documenting the song traditions that were in everyday use when he first 
arrived in 1972, but which are now remembered in detail by only a few people and are 
rarely performed. Without a pre-existing background in musicology he has found this a bit 
daunting, I think, but also very rewarding. His participation in the project is another 
example of his willingness to extend and test his knowledge and skills. 

Another job for the Human Computer arose recently (mid 2006–2008) when he worked 
as an ethnographic consultant for the Northern Land Council, mapping traditional 
territories of Aboriginal land-owning groups along the route of a proposed gas pipeline 
from near Wadeye to Darwin. It was necessary to identify, locate and interview traditional 
owners in part of the Daly River Aboriginal Reserve, and record their genealogies. There 
were 15 land-owning groups involved, which, combined, included over 2000 people when 
last he mentioned a figure (which was before he had finished the work). 

In 1996, when I had been in Darwin since early the year before assisting the Stolen 
Generations Litigation Unit (of Katherine Aboriginal Legal Aid Service, then of the North 
Australia Aboriginal Legal Aid Service in Darwin), Michael gave me, and by extension the 
SGLU, great support. He took a mixture of long service leave and unpaid leave, and came 
to Darwin for about 12 months. While there, though, he didn’t let the linguistic grass grow: 
he taught two units of study at the Northern Territory University, gave papers at the 
University and the ANU’s North Australia Research Unit, which had provided him with an 
office (and also provided the SGLU’s early office space), and did further research, 
including on the Larrakia language of the Kenbi area. 

I realise that I haven’t mentioned Michael’s sabbaticals, other than the period at MIT 
and Berkeley in 1988–1989. In January1994 we left for San Diego. He spent some of his 
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sabbatical at the University of California San Diego, where Cognitive Linguistics, one of 
the branches of Linguistics that he wanted to explore, was all the go. We travelled a bit, 
including to Buffalo, NY, where he attended the First International Cognitive Science 
Institute at State University of New York, Buffalo. We went on to Nijmegen in the 
Netherlands, where he visited the Max Planck Institute. In January 2001 he became a 
Visiting Scholar at the Department of Anthropology, University of Arizona, Tucson. (I had 
been going to accompany him, but by then my mother, with whom Michael got on like a 
house on fire and to whom he was truly lovely, was living with us.) He has attended and 
given papers at numerous conferences overseas otherwise than on sabbatical (the latest 
having been the Foundation for Endangered Languages conference in Tajikistan), given 
courses in a number of places, and has visited institutions in at least 15 countries. 

There are many, many other things I haven’t mentioned, for example his Native Title 
involvements, and consultancy work and reports he has done for a wide range of bodies 
other than ones mentioned above. He might also have been pleased to see a mention of his 
initiation of the Computer Applications in Linguistics course at Sydney in 2002, which he 
put a lot of energy into pushing through the course accreditation process and then 
organising. I could have said more about his interest in the digitisation and documentation 
of linguistic source materials, and mentioned a range of personal qualities that may not 
have emerged from what I’ve said so far, and so on. Most of all, I might have made more 
jokes at his expense, to leaven any hagiographic note that may have crept in. There is a 
limit, however, and I have reached it. 

I may be biased, but I think Michael is a rare person, and I know a lot of people agree 
with me. I feel very happy to be able to make a contribution to this volume, and I’m 
grateful to the editors for the opportunity. I should also say that, thanks to Michael, I have 
met some wonderful people, many of them linguists. Linguistics is clearly a great field, 
and in my experience linguists are great value. 
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3 Place and property at Yintjingga/ 
Port Stewart under Aboriginal Law 
and Queensland Law 

  

 BRUCE RIGSBY and DIANE HAFNER 

3.1 Introduction 
Yintjingga is the local Indigenous language name for the Stewart River mouth and 

estuary area.1 It has been known as Port Stewart from the 1880s to the wider Aboriginal 
and Australian publics. Port Stewart is the home of the Lamalama people, a post-classical2 
group. It is for the Lamalama a place redolent with shared memories and associated 
sentiments and emotions of the Stories (ancestral spirit-beings), the living and the dead 
(the Old People), their actions and the events they precipitated or participated in. It is a 
living landscape and, importantly, it is a moral landscape. 

It is a measure of how the times have changed the past 20 years that Aboriginal place 
and property in land have become topics of interest at conferences and in the media. The 
Aboriginal Land Act 1991 and the Native Title Act 1993 have seen Aboriginal people 
acquire property rights and interests in land under Australian law. As we know, real estate 
makes many Australians reach for their hip pockets and it pushes their buttons, especially 
when they think someone is getting some land for nothing. 

Nonetheless, mainstream popular knowledge and views generally remain under-
informed, indeed ill-informed, about Aboriginal land and place. On the one hand, some 

                                                                                                                                              
1 Our knowledge and views rest on research with Lamalama people since 1972 and 1989, respectively. We 
have talked with them often about land-related matters and topics, listened carefully and observed how they 
behave and act when they are out on country. Currently, we have an ARC Linkage Project (Grant 
LP06607418) underway on ‘Oral Tradition, Memory and Social Change: Indigenous Participation in the 
Curation and Use of Museum Collections’ in collaboration with the Lamalama people. 

Our essay began as a plenary paper first presented at the Combined 5th Trans Tasman Survey Conference 
and 2nd Queensland Spatial Industry Conference 2006, September 19-23, 2006, Cairns Conference Centre, 
Cairns, Queensland. We thank Les Fehlhaber of the Department of Natural Resources and Water 
(Queensland) for the invitation to speak and for assistance in our research. We also thank J.-C. Verstraete for 
assistance .  

We capitalise placenames throughout our essay, whether in English or Indigenous languages. We remain 
silent here as to their categorical membership (Anderson 2004) and their properhood (Coates 2006). 
2 See Sutton (2003:xvii). 
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Australians regard Aboriginal ownership of land as a contradiction in terms – they say it is 
well-known that Aboriginal people do not own the land but the land owns them – see 
Rigsby (1999a:963-964). Many Australians question and reject the authenticity of ‘sacred 
sites’ that threaten development projects. Others are more sympathetic, but too uncritical. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Map 3.1  Map of the Port Stewart (Yintjingga) area 

3.2  Place and home 
‘Place’ is an ordinary word found in any English dictionary. ‘Place’ is also a term of 

social theory shared at least by anthropology, geography and sociology, and it engages the 
attentions of linguists and philosophers as well. A recent anthropological dictionary 
defines ‘place’ as ‘a space made meaningful by human occupation or appropriation’ and ‘a 
geographical locale invested with moral value’ (Lawrence 1997:360, 361). A place, then, 
is more than just a material phenomenon. Think of the difference in English between 
asserting that such-and-such a place is ‘their house’ as contrasted with ‘their home’. The 
difference is one of symbolism or human value. The material structure in which a family 
group lives remains the same whether they call it ‘their house’ or ‘their home’, but our 
very choice of English terms makes it one or the other kind of place. 
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The well-known anthropologist W. E. H. (Bill) Stanner (1969:44) wrote: 
 

No English words are good enough to give a sense of the links between an Aboriginal 
group and its homeland. Our word ‘home’, warm and suggestive though it be, does not 
match the aboriginal word that may mean ‘camp’, ‘hearth’, ‘country’, ‘everlasting 
home’, ‘totem place’, ‘life source’, ‘spirit centre’, and much else all in one [our 
emphasis]. Our word ‘land’ is too spare and meagre ... 

 
We appreciate Stanner’s rich evocative prose here, but we do not know of any 

Australian language with such an all-encompassing word.3 However, many Australian 
languages do have a single word that signifies notions of ‘place’ and ‘home’. In the Uuku 
Umpithamu language, recognised now as the Port Stewart language, the word is aakurru. 
Aakurru has several senses, which we can list as 1. ‘place’, 2. ‘country’, 3. ‘camp’, 4. 
‘home’ and 5. ‘ground, earth’. 

Its usual English translation is ‘country’, and in the Indigenous ethnogeography and 
placename system, the landscape and landforms of the Port Stewart area are comprised of 
many named ‘countries’. We have recorded many of these by photographing them, 
recording their names and people’s narratives of them, pricking their precise locations into 
air photograph enlargements and, more recently, by recording their GPS coordinates. 

The category of ‘place’4 is a universal of human culture, like spoken language and 
kinship. Similarly, so far as we know, the concept of ‘home’ is another cultural universal. 
However, in the regional Aboriginal ethnogeography, ‘home’ is always a tract of land, 
perhaps a permanent camp. ‘Home’ is never a house or a dwelling, as it may be among 
other English-speaking Australians. 

Another feature of the notion of ‘home’ in English or whatever language is that it is 
what linguists and anthropologists call a ‘shifter’ (Jakobson 1971, Silverstein 1976). Its 
meaning, or, more precisely, its reference, shifts according to its context of use. Think of 
the personal pronouns ‘I’ and ‘you’. The one identifies the speaker in a speech event, the 
other the addressee or hearer. When Bruce Rigsby and Diane Hafner talk with each other, 
the reference of ‘I’ and ‘you’ changes or ‘shifts’ as they take turns talking. ‘Home’ too is a 

                                                                                                                                              
3 Our intention here is not to debunk or dismiss Stanner, but to give more linguistic content to the discussion. 
We engaged Peter Sutton and Michael Walsh by email for their views and knowledge. We agree with Peter 
(pers. comm. 11/8/08) that the ‘core meaning [of the word] is place’ and with Michael (pers. comm. 11/8/08) 
that English land is ‘too spare and meagre’ a translation. Motivated by Stanner’s (1960) fine essay on 
Durmugam, we searched unsuccessfully for a Nangiomerri dictionary. We asked Michael about Murrinh-
Patha, another Daly language, and he replied: 

one of the 10 or so nominal classifiers is da which precedes all sorts of specific terms for place 
and time e.g. da darrimun ‘beach’ = place sand; da Stanner ‘Stanner time’, etc. It can also 
appear on its own as a sort of generic to include notions like home, camp, country but scarcely 
‘everlasting home’ except as Peter says – by contextual extension. By the same means one 
could [imagine?] that da indicated ‘totem place’ on a particular context but out of the blue one 
would need the specific term: ngugumingki. This term could also co-occur with its classifier, 
da. But this is by no means compulsory. 

4 Wilkins (2002:26-27) usefully pointed out that many researchers fail to recognise that the English word 
place has (at least) two main senses: place1 as entity and place2 as ‘one of the two arguments linking a 
locational-spatial predication’. Thus, Brisbane is a place1, but an arm is not. Nonetheless, an arm ‘can be a 
place as spatial relation’, i.e. a place2 as in ‘His arm is the place where the fly is [sitting]’. Aakurru and 
equivalent words in Australian languages signify places1, not places2. See also Wilkins’ analysis and 
description of Aranda pmere. 
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shifter. It constantly or potentially evokes the warm feelings to which Stanner alluded, but 
its reference shifts with its context of use. When Rigsby talks with someone at the 
Graceville local shops, he might say that his home is on Molonga Terrace. When he talks 
with someone at the University in St Lucia, his home is in Graceville, another suburb. 
When he visits his son in Melbourne, his home is in Brisbane or in Queensland. When he 
visits America, he says that his home is in Australia.5 

3.3  Property 
‘Property’ is also a word found in any English dictionary. Most often we think of 

property as things that are owned by some person or group. ‘Property’ too is a term of 
social theory that is shared at least by anthropology, economics, geography, law (i.e. legal 
theory), political science and sociology. Property has an older intellectual history than 
place does and is better theorised and understood. In social theory, property is not a thing, 
but instead is a complex of relationships between and among people with respect to things. 
In reminding us that property is a right in or to something, rather than the thing itself, 
Busse (2008:190) notes that place and history are critical issues in understanding the 
relationship between people and objects. This is not simply because objects exist in space 
and time, but because of the ‘intrinsic connection that some objects have with particular, 
historically significant places’. Imagine a person walking into a residential block through a 
gate. There is nothing in the physical characteristics of the block that can tell us whether 
the person is the owner, a visitor or perhaps a trespasser bent on burglary. To answer the 
question, we must know who has rights in the block and who has correlative duties not to 
interfere with the owner’s exclusive use and enjoyment of it. That is, we have to consider 
the block and the person in the wider context of a system of law and custom in which 
social actors exercise claim-rights, privileges, powers and immunities among themselves 
with respect to objects of property, as they also observe no-rights, duties, liabilities, and 
disabilities.6 

We all can surely agree there is a system of Queensland law under which individuals, 
groups and governmental entities own and use land in the Port Stewart area. We two 
anthropologists, however, assert that there is an Indigenous system of land tenure and use 
that also operates at Port Stewart and indeed throughout the wider region. It is part of what 
the Lamalama and other regional Aboriginal people call Aboriginal Law. Some of the 
evidence for its existence is seen in local Aboriginal people’s patterns of movement over 
public and private roads and bush tracks around Port Stewart and their patterns of use of 
places and resources there. They differ in significant ways from those of non-Aboriginal 
people, such that we can infer their behaviour and action is guided by a different system of 
norms and rules, i.e. of traditional law and custom. 

Until 1992, the legal status of the land at Port Stewart under Queensland law was clear. 
Title to it derived ultimately from the Crown’s acquisition of sovereignty, and from the 
lesser beneficial titles granted later by the state in right of the Crown. The Mabo Decision 
changed the situation greatly. Queensland law might now recognise native title arising 
from the continuing operation of traditional Aboriginal law and custom that connects 
specific groups to land and where the Crown had not acted so as to extinguish the rights 

                                                                                                                                              
5 Our exposition follows Evans-Pritchard’s (1940:135-136) exposition of the Nuer concept of cieng ‘home’. 
6 See Hohfeld (2001) and Simmonds (2001) , as well as Rigsby (2010). 
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and interests arising from that connection. Less well appreciated is that the Queensland 
government anticipated the High Court would find against its contrary position. After its 
election in late 1989, the Goss government moved quickly to recognise some traditional 
and historical Aboriginal rights and interests in land by giving them statutory form through 
its Aboriginal Land Act 1991. This move was an attempt to give order and legal form to 
the new situation. However, it would be incorrect to interpret the state’s actions as purely 
oppositional, if not malign. There has been much goodwill and understanding on the part 
of the state, together with beneficial actions to ‘hand land back’ to the Lamalama people. 
The same goodwill and understanding is true for the Commonwealth government acting 
through the Native Title Tribunal and the Indigenous Land Fund. 

3.4  Contact history 
The Stewart is the first sizeable river north of Princess Charlotte Bay on the east coast 

of Cape York Peninsula. Outside its mouth there are sandbars and spits, which shift much 
in size and shape over the years. The channel through the bar shifts similarly, sometimes 
drying out or nearly so on low tides. The estuary is a short one; the high tides seldom reach 
upstream above five kilometres. The river flows only in the wet season after heavy rains in 
its headwaters, and when the rains, winds and tides combine, it floods beyond its regular 
watercourse into overflows and out over low ground. 

Despite the name, Port Stewart was never an official Queensland port. It takes its name 
from the river, given by the explorer William Hann in 1872 for a member of his party. 
From the 1860s, luggermen engaged in marine industries such as trochus and bêche-de-
mer fishing visited and used the port. This pattern continued until World War Two, when 
the Japanese skippers and crew were interned.7 About 1883, the Massey brothers, 
pastoralists, cut a track from south of Coen to the Stewart mouth and opened a landing, 
which lowered freight costs considerably. 

Port Stewart was a port in the senses of being a place where boats load and unload and 
where boats take refuge from bad weather and storms. The port proper is located on the 
north side, where the channel is deeper, perhaps a half-kilometre inside from the coast. The 
lower estuary and the bar outside were significantly deeper before the big 1899 cyclone 
and later events flushed much sand downstream and silted them up. Only shallow draft 
vessels could enter the estuary and then only with a making tide. From the 1920s, if not 
earlier, lighters ferried cargo and passengers from the port to and from nearby Burkitt 
Island. 

We do not know whether Port Stewart was used to bring in materials and supplies for 
the construction of the overland telegraph line 1884–1887, but with the advent of reef 
mining on the Coen Goldfield in the late 1880s, it became the port facility for the region. 
Port Stewart remained a transhipment point for freight to Coen and stations in the region 
until the 1960s, when trucks started hauling freight and fuel north and taking cattle south 
over the Peninsula Development Road. 

Port Stewart’s fortunes were tied to the success and decline of gold mining first at Coen, 
then at Ebagoolah after 1900. By 1900, there was a small, dispersed settlement with a few 
European residents. They provided accommodation and supplies to travellers to and from 

                                                                                                                                              
7 The pearlshell, trochus shell and bêche-de-mer industries never really recovered after the Second World 
War. 
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the goldfields, arriving and departing by boat. In its heyday, there were three hotels and 
two wharves. In October 1900, the surveyor James Cobon laid out a township about 5 km 
upstream on the north side of the river in anticipation that a settlement would grow there. 
No one bid on the house blocks at auction the next year, although Charles Patching, 
erstwhile Mayor of Cooktown, bought two blocks at the reserve price. Patching failed to 
pay them off, and they were resumed. We think Cobon laid out the larger 2160 ha Public 
Purposes Reserve R11 and the Camping Reserve R12 at the same time. Gazetted in 1901, 
they were intended for the use of travellers to and from the Hamilton gold field at 
Ebagoolah. 

Aboriginal and European oral histories describe this period as a time of distrust and 
conflict when the local Aboriginal people were ‘kept out’ from their traditional-customary 
occupation and enjoyment of the immediate Port Stewart area. Nonetheless, they camped 
and lived nearby and provided some labour for the European residents. 

From at least 1914, Port Stewart was also a transit point for transporting Aboriginal 
children and prisoners by boat to southern missions and settlements, such as Barambah 
(later, Cherbourg), Yarrabah and Palm Island. Mixed-race children in particular were 
removed from bush, town and station camps under the 1897 Aboriginals Protection & 
Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act and amendments, as also were adults deemed to be 
offenders and/or in need of control. They were walked to Port Stewart, the adults often 
chained in line, then transferred to a boat for the trip south. The last removals from Port 
Stewart by boat were in 1961, when the resident community of 23 people was transported 
northward to Thursday Island, then to Cowal Creek (now Injinoo). 

By the Great War, White settlement at Port Stewart had ended. In 1920, the wharf 
operator commented that there was not enough cargo to support a business and 
‘[S]omebody must be here, if not[,] the blacks would very soon have it’ (Kennedy 1920). 
There was also a regional pattern of hunting Aboriginal people off pastoral runs unless 
they ‘came in’ and went to work as stockmen, domestic servants and such. The police 
patrolled areas where pastoralists complained of free-ranging Aboriginal people firing the 
grass and spearing their cattle or disturbing them, especially during mustering. The police 
sometimes removed whole family groups, not just single offenders, and sent them south. 
After the shifting of Lockhart River Mission from Lloyd Bay to Bare Hill8 on the east coast 
in 1925, the missionaries and the police encouraged parents to send their children there for 
schooling. Many parents went to the mission to be near their children; other people were 
encouraged to shift there by their resident relatives. 

Other people who could not remain on their homelands shifted to live at Port Stewart. In 
the dry season, they could range fairly freely out along the coastal strip with its beaches, 
swamps, wetlands and saltpans. A few pastoralists reached agreements with leading men to 
allow their local groups to range over the coastal country and uplands without disturbing 
the cattle. In return, they stayed out of areas being mustered and they gave over their 
young people to work on the stations. One pastoralist is said to have made a leading man 
and his local group shift northward to Port Stewart in the 1920s because the Bora 
ceremonies he organised and led attracted too many people and disturbed the cattle around 
Dinner Hole. 

                                                                                                                                              
8 Oldtimers generally called the old Lockhart River Mission ‘Old Bale Mission’, using a pidgin-creole 
contraction of ‘Bare Hill’. It was located about 150 km north of Port Stewart. 
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Herbert Hale, Norman Tindale and Donald Thomson spent time at Port Stewart in the 
late 1920s (Rigsby 1999b).9 They found a wharf and storage shed, but no European 
residents at the port. A derelict hotel still stood at ‘Bassani’s place’ upstream of the port. In 
the wet-season late January – early February, 1927, Hale and Tindale found the Aboriginal 
people camped on the sandspits at the river mouth. Thomson was there the next year in the 
dry season, late May – late July and mid-November – mid-December, and he found the 
Aboriginal people camped on the sand about two kilometres inside the estuary. The three 
men noted that Japanese skippers visited the port to recruit crew. 

Tindale and Hale’s, Thomson’s and Cilento’s late 1920s – early 1930s materials10 
permit us to describe the Aboriginal community they found at Port Stewart as made up 
from a small core of local Stewart River people and their relatives and friends drawn from 
along the coasts and upriver hinterlands northward to the Nesbitt River and southward to 
the Normanby River. Regional people were both pushed and drawn to Port Stewart. They 
could produce good livings thereabouts by hunting, fishing and gathering. There was some 
paid work for unloading the boats, watching the storage shed, catching fish and crabs for 
Coen townspeople, etc. Luggers put in for recreation and for engaging and returning 
divers. Importantly, there was no constant police or missionary presence, nor was there a 
constant gaze of European moral surveillance as in Coen or at Bare Hill. 

By World War Two, a complex Aboriginal community had developed and stabilised, 
and Port Stewart or Yintjingga had emerged as the home base of the Lamalama people. 
There was a small settlement at ‘Bassani’s place’. It was not a refugee community nor was 
it made up of people who came there willy-nilly from elsewhere. Instead, our examination 
of oral histories and written documents allows us to reconstruct much of the demography 
and kin relations among the Port Stewart people from about 1900. There were always 
traditional owners at Port Stewart, save for the period of exile from 1961 until the mid-
1980s. And even then, Lamalama people who remained in the region went to Port Stewart 
when they could during holidays to camp, fish, hunt and gather. 

About 1954, Port Stewart was briefly a transit point for live cattle shipments to the 
south. It proved too shallow for the barge Wewak to load cattle there, so the yarding and 
loading was shifted to the Annie River landing in southern Princess Charlotte Bay. After 
the Development Road opened, cattle trucks and road trains came to dominate, and 
overland droving to the Mareeba stockyards diminished in the 1960s. Port Stewart was 
again quiet. In the late 1980s, the last lessee of Silver Plains, Richard Rand, proposed to re-
open the port for live cattle exports to the markets of Southeast Asia, but that would have 
required dredging and maintaining the channel over the bar to the port, an expensive 
proposition. 

3.5  Some placenames around Yintjingga/Port Stewart 
J. T. Embley was the best-known surveyor of Cape York Peninsula of the late 18th–

early 19th century. We knew that he surveyed the coast from Port Stewart to Cape 
Sidmouth in mid-1897, and we thought that Embley also surveyed the Township and 
Reserve areas at Port Stewart. We noted that the Township was named Moojeeba and its 
only named road was Yinjingah Street. Both names derive from local Indigenous 

                                                                                                                                              
9 All three men were accomplished naturalists, and Tindale and Thomson were also anthropologists. 
10 Cilento’s papers and images are in the Fryer Research Library at The University of Queensland. 
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placenames. At Rigsby’s suggestion, Les Fehlhaber followed up the lead. Perhaps 
Embley’s fieldnotes might reveal that he had recorded them and other names and might 
provide other background. Fehlhaber located the surveyors’ notes and sent us images of 
them. As it turned out, the surveyor turned out to be James J. Cobon. His notes indeed 
included ‘a list of a few local Aboriginal names’, and among them were ‘Moojeebah’ and 
‘Yinjingah’. 

There is no indication who Cobon recorded the seven placenames from, but we may 
reasonably deduce that his source was an Aboriginal man, a traditional owner who had the 
right to ‘speak for country’. We can identify five of the names as ones still in use. 

The first placename that Cobon recorded was YINJINGAH. He glossed it as ‘Stewart 
River’, but in the regional Indigenous languages, the larger streams we call ‘rivers’ in 
English do not have single names that apply to their entire length. Instead, stretches or 
reaches of a river take their names from some focal place. Yintjingga,11 in fact, means 
‘Boxwood (Place)’ in the Old Port Stewart or Yintjingga language,12 and in its narrowest 
reference,13 it names a small area dominated by boxwood trees (Eucalyptus sp) on the 
south bank of the Stewart estuary some metres inside the scrub. In its now customary 
broader reference, though, Yintjingga names the Port Stewart area, i.e. the lower estuary 
from the mouth inside for a kilometre or two and the land on either side of it.14 When older 
people recite series of the Indigenous names of places, say, from Massey Creek south to 
Running Creek or from the Stewart River to the old Lockhart River Mission at Bare Hill, 
Yintjingga is the name they use for the Port Stewart area. 

Cobon’s second place name, MANOGOOLIMO, named the ‘country around [the] 
township’. His spelling resembles Manulkunuma,15 which is the name of ‘Joe’s Lagoon’, a 
small freshwater lagoon and the country thereabouts that is located a few kilometres to the 
northeast of the old Township. We can imagine a scenario where Cobon pointed in that 
direction and asked his informant what the country was called. 

The third place name, KOOLANDEENO, also named the ‘country around [the] township’. 
Cobon’s spelling represents [kúlɁañjiŋu] or Kul’anjingu,16 which means ‘Stone (Place)’. It 
names the area of the old Two-Mile Homestead, formerly Old Silver Plains, just upstream 

                                                                                                                                              
11 The correct phonemic spelling is Yinchingga, but Yintjingga has become conventional. 
12 It was a local dialect or variety of the Coastal Ayapathu language – see Rigsby (1992:357, 2001). It has no 
speakers now, although a few old people remember some words. 
13 Like ‘I’, ‘you’ and ‘home’, Yintjingga is also a shifter, as are some other placenames. 
14 Yintjingga has another recent historical reference too. When people re-established a settlement just above 
One-Mile Crossing on the Stewart River in the 1980s, they called it Yintjingga. Later, when they established 
and shifted to another settlement upstream, the one named Theethinji, they referred to the former as ‘Bottom 
Camp’ and the later as ‘Top Camp’. 
15 The resemblances are better seen by aligning the spellings by syllables: 

Ma no goo li mo 
Ma nul ku nu ma 

It is not unreasonable to suggest that Cobon heard an earlier pronunciation, Manulkulimu in the Old Port 
Stewart language, now reanalysed and reshaped to Manulkunuma. Our proposal, though speculative, is not 
farfetched. 
16 This placename analyses as kulʔa-ñji-ŋu ‘stone.rock-PROPrietive-Sfx’ in both the Old Port Stewart and 
Umpila languages. Other placenames are built with the -ñji-ŋu suffix-complex. The name also occurs in loan-
translation as [Aakurr] Moombanandhi, [Era] Rawrarrpinha and [Ari] Bwonarrbinh in the Uuku Umpithamu, 
Umbuygamu and Lamalama languages, respectively. The Lamalama language is not the Indigenous language 
of all the ancestors of the Lamalama people. It was/is the language of some 35 or so classical clans whose 
estates were located from Crab Creek to the Normanby River and inland – see Rigsby (1992:357). 
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of the old Township – but now called Moojeeba. Stone is not common in the region, and 
the rugged stone bottom of the watercourse there is noticeable. Elsewhere, the lower 
Stewart bed is sandy. 

The fourth and fifth placenames are BOOLKARAH, ‘South side of river opposite tree’ and 
YABEN, ‘North side of river near tree’. These are names that we have not heard used, nor 
does anyone remember them. 

Cobon’s sixth placename, YARKOOMO, named a ‘waterhole, N.E. Cnr Res[erve] for 
P[ublic]. Purposes’. We know Yakama as the name for the sandy camping area with native 
well, located just east of the port area and the Camping Reserve R18. To judge from 
Cobon’s spelling, the name was perhaps then Yaakumu, but people pronounce it as Yakama 
today and say that it is ‘just a name’. The -mu noun suffix is known from other words of 
the Old Port Stewart and Umpila languages; it corresponds to -ma in the Umbuygamu and 
Lamalama languages. Yakama is the way we expect that Umbuygamu- and Lamalama-
language speakers would have analysed and reshaped the original Yaakumu name. 

MOOJEEBAH, the last name Cobon recorded, is apparently now just a name. It has no 
known analysis or etymology. In its narrowest reference, it names a waterhole on the 
Stewart perhaps a kilometre upstream of the old Township. In its wider reference, it names 
the stretch of the Stewart just west of the old Township, beginning around the current 
Moojeeba settlement area.17 The old Indigenous pronunciation is Nguchipa or [ŋútyipa], but 
Cobon heard and wrote it as ‘Moojeebah’.18 This is the name that Cobon gave to the 
Township, and, these days, it customarily names the settlement at the old Two-Mile 
Homestead area, just west of the Township. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people alike 
now use the pronunciation [mùjí·bəә]. Only old Aboriginal people remember Nguchipa. 

3.6  Current Queensland tenures at Yintjingga/Port Stewart 
In June 1992, the Queensland government transferred the former Public Purposes 

Reserve R11 as Aboriginal Freehold land under the Aboriginal Land Act 1991 to the 
Yintjingga Land Trust of the Lamalama people. In late 1994, an agent of the Lamalama 
people purchased the two freehold blocks in the R12 Moojeeba Township. Cook Shire 
Council insisted they be auctioned off, even though they had been resumed for non-
payment of their purchase price almost 90 years earlier. In November 1994,19 the 
Queensland government purchased the Silver Plains pastoral holdings for $4.5 million, and 
the next year, the state and Commonwealth governments and the Indigenous Land Fund 

                                                                                                                                              
17 Just above Nguchipa, the next stretch is Kanharringga ‘Crocodile (Place)’, named after a dry season 
waterhole there. Just downstream, the focal place and associated stretch of the river was called Theethunchi. 
Theethu is the Melaleuca species that grows on dry season sandy islands in the riverbed there. These are 
names in the Old Port Stewart language. The place and stretch of the river are now conventionally called 
Theethinji or Tertinji in English. There is also a satellite settlement of the same name there, now also 
identified as ‘Top Camp’. 
18 The resemblances are better seen by aligning the spellings by syllables: 

Moo jee bah 
Ngu chi pa 

The ng/ŋ velar nasal does not occur at the beginnings of English words, so we are not surprised that Cobon 
heard it as m. 
19 We acknowledge the key role of Ross Rolfe, former Queensland public servant, in the 1992 transfer and 
the Silver Plains purchase. 
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contributed to the purchase price. In December 2000, 193,000 ha of the Silver Plains 
purchase were transferred as Aboriginal freehold land to the Kulla Land Trust, 
representing four native title claimant groups or ‘ tribes’. It included a substantial amount 
of Lamalama land below the Range and along the coast to the north and south of the 
Stewart River. 

Thus, virtually all the land around Port Stewart is now owned by the Lamalama people 
through two land trusts. There is a small amount of Unused State Land in the old Moojeeba 
Township, and the Cook Shire Council holds and manages the police and camping reserves 
at the old Moojeeba Township and at Port Stewart. There are six freehold blocks at the 
port. As well, there is a gazetted road to Port Stewart, so the public can access the area for 
camping, boating and fishing during the dry season when the road is in good repair. 

There is no Aboriginal land at Port Stewart held by native title determination or under 
Indigenous Land Use Agreements, although the Lamalama people are claimants in several 
regional native title claims. Nonetheless, they have secure Aboriginal freehold tenure there 
through the actions of the Queensland Government.20 

3.7  Conclusion 
Rigsby first met Lamalama people at Coen, Bamaga and Cooktown in 1972 and he first 

visited Port Stewart in 1977. There seemed to be little or no prospect that Lamalama 
people would ever be able to return there to live, much less become landowners there 
under Australian law. People talked about Port Stewart as their home, but they were 
reserved in talking about the 1961 removal. As the Bjelke-Petersen era of state government 
drew to an end, two Lamalama couples spent the wet season of 1986 camped just above 
the One-Mile Crossing on the Stewart River. The pastoralist, the Community Services 
Department and the police made no move to hunt them away. In succeeding years, the 
Lamalama re-occupied the Port Stewart area and they had established a permanent camp at 
Theethinji by late 1989, when Hafner first visited them. 

One might say that the rest is history, but we think not. The Lamalama people have an 
unfinished agenda at Port Stewart, on their part of Silver Plains and elsewhere. We are 
honoured and proud to continue to play a role in it. We also acknowledge and credit the 
Queensland and Commonwealth governments for their positive roles. Consultation, 
negotiation and goodwill among the parties has resulted in the recognition and protection 
of traditional-customary Lamalama property rights and interests at Port Stewart by several 
forms of tenure under Queensland law. It is a situation that could not have been attained 
through litigation. It has been achieved with less financial cost and with less debilitating 
personal and social cost than litigation would have entailed, whether successful or not. 
When we think back to the dark days of the Aboriginals Act and the old department of 
native affairs in their several names and guises, we think it fair to say that the Lamalama 
people have made some progress since 1986. 

                                                                                                                                              
20 As we understand it, the effects of any strong native title determinations around Port Stewart would be to 
wipe the slate clean of any previous extinguishing acts and strengthen the Lamalama title to one approaching 
a fee simple. The Queensland Parliament would no longer have the power to terminate the Aboriginal 
freehold title at Port Stewart. 
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4 Linguistic identities in the eastern 
Western Desert: the Tindale evidence 

 

 PETER SUTTON 

4.1  Introduction 
I met Michael Walsh in 3rd-year English classes at the University of Sydney, in 1968. 

We did our Honours year in Early English Literature and Language together the following 
year. Given our several distractions beyond the course it’s surprising we actually graduated. 
We did manage to achieve equal results somewhere near the bottom of the class, few of whose 
other members became professional scholars. This may prove that there is always hope. 

Within a short time we had both gravitated independently to careers in Aboriginal 
linguistics. When I left my position as Linguistics Research Officer at the Australian Institute 
of Aboriginal Studies in 1975, Michael took it over and we became joint authors of a revised 
linguistics field manual (Sutton & Walsh 1979). Later working primarily as an anthropologist, 
I played an advisory role in the Kenbi Northern Territory Land Claim case through its various 
manifestations from 1979 to 1999, a case for which Michael was principal researcher.  

Michael’s depth of scholarship, rigorous methodological doubt and elephantine memory 
are matched by his generous spirit, his engaging self, and a sense of humour that not even 
the cruel heat and humidity of Dum-in-Mirrie Island in the hell season has ever dented. 
Understatement is Michael’s forte. When he reads this paper I imagine he’ll be saying: 
‘Mmmmmm (beard-stroking), you could say that – but you’d be wrong’. 

Given Michael’s distinguished work in that strange place where linguistics, anthropology 
and Indigenous land claims meet, it is appropriate that this essay arises from just such an 
origin too. It is based on Native Title research in central Australia.1 In it I discuss Norman 

                                                                                                                                              
1 This original research was carried out for the Native Title compensation claim case over the alienated 
Yulara tourist resort block near Ayers Rock, Northern Territory, 1999–2003, and was funded by the Central 
Land Council, Alice Springs. It provided part of the evidence for the Australian Federal Court hearing of 
Jango v Northern Territory of Australia of 2006. I carried out 52 days of field work in the region and spent 
245 days researching relevant archival and published literature and creating my parts of the anthropological 
report and its appendices (Sutton & Vaarzon-Morel 2003). I here use ‘Ayers Rock’ advisedly, as it is often 
the preferred name used by local Aboriginal people (Arnangu), given it is now a surname and deaths cause it 
to be banned from time to time. It is often pronounced Itjaraku (<English). I use the Luritja/Pintupi 
orthography rather than the Ernabella Pitjantjatjara orthography.  
Work on this paper was also funded by Australian Research Council Australian Professorial Fellowship 
DP0452390, the University of Adelaide (School of Earth & Environmental Studies), and the South 
Australian Museum. 
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Tindale’s records of the attribution of linguistic identities to a few hundred individual 
Aboriginal people of the eastern Western Desert, people from within an approximate 
radius of 200 kilometres from Ayers Rock (Uluru). Space does not permit me to address 
non-linguistic labels here, or to enter into detail about contemporary usage (but see 
Goddard 2000, 2001, Sutton & Vaarzon-Morel 2003). 

Linguistic identities of any kind imply some kind of territorial association in Aboriginal 
Australia, but there can be no a priori assumption that linguistic identity groupings are 
universally regarded as the most salient groups of people holding rights and interests in 
any particular area of country. While they have risen in importance under post-colonial 
conditions, they were formerly and usually of less salience than other manifestations of 
territorial organisation (Sutton 1995:40-48). The linguistic identities attributed to sites and 
areas of land in the present study area, and those attributed to individuals, can play a role in 
the recognition of claims of close traditional connection between people and places. But this 
role is only one of a number of factors that may or may not be drawn on to establish the 
strength of such connections (for detailed discussion see Sutton & Vaarzon-Morel 2003).  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 4.1  Approximate boundary of Western Desert language (Glass 1997:1) 

4.2  The study area in regional context 
4.2.1  The Western Desert cultural bloc 

The Western Desert bloc is identified in the first place linguistically (Map 4.1). That is, 
its constituent people speak and identify with many different varieties or dialects of the one 
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language, which has no single Indigenous name. The main other usual grounds for 
identifying the bloc include a particular kinship system not found elsewhere in Aboriginal 
Australia, an emphasis on generation moieties in ritual and marriage organisation, a 
distinctive approach to male initiation, the traditionally strong role of an ‘accidental’ factor 
of birth or conception in lawful affiliations to place, and an absence of certain kinds of 
local and social organisational institutions found elsewhere in Australia.2 

Although unified in so many ways the bloc is not culturally quite uniform. For example, 
the Pintupi, from north-west of Lake Amadeus, have been integrating the subsection 
system into their affairs for some generations, and given they have a history of 
intermarriage with non-Western Desert Warlpiri and others to their north and east this is 
unsurprising.3 People in the far west of the bloc, in Western Australia, have in similar 
fashion been adopting section systems for some time (Dousset 2005). In the eastern 
Western Desert region, T. G. H. Strehlow tells us that the ‘Jankuntjatjara, the Matuntara, 
and the Andekerinja’ adopted the subsection system of the Arrernte from the 1930s and 
1940s on (Strehlow 1965:130, 143, 1970:100). He also tells us that the people whose 
Western Desert dialect is known as Kukatja, now usually called Hermannsburg Luritja, 
had effectively adopted the land tenure system of the Arrernte, immediate neighbours with 
whom they had intermarried (Strehlow 1965:143, 1970:99). But these cases are all from 
the Western Desert fringe and reflect what were originally ‘external’ relations. Away from 
the fringes things were and are much more homogeneous. 

Some individuals identify both with a Western Desert linguistic variety and a non-
Western Desert variety, so that they are, for example, ‘half Luritji, half Arrernte’.4 The 
people who fall into this category also are associated with areas on the fringes of the 
Western Desert linguistic bloc. While in general there were few marriages between 
Arrernte and their Western Desert neighbours until the European occupation changed 
things, there were some.5 It is likely that people living along this fringe included those who 
were bilingual. For example, a man called Warumalintji, born c1828, came from Titra 
Well, which, according to T. G. H. Strehlow, is in Arrernte country on Henbury Station in 
the Northern Territory. Strehlow recorded this man’s totem in Arrernte, which he would 
normally have done if that was the man’s language.6 The man’s son had an Arrerntic name, 
Unngurrknga, but came from Ayers Rock, and his totem was recorded as Kuniya (Python), 
which is a Western Desert term for an important Dreaming at Ayers Rock. Unngurrknga’s 
four children were all recorded as coming from places between the east end of Lake 
Amadeus (at Kartirti), the Levi Range and Curtin Springs. These places are likely to have 

                                                                                                                                              
2 For representative summaries of Western Desert cultural characteristics: see Elkin (1931:64), Berndt (1959), 
Hamilton (1982), Toyne and Vachon (1984:5-20), Keen (1997), Dousset (2002). Keen’s paper argued that 
there were more similarities between Western Desert land tenure and that of areas north of it at McLaren 
Creek than had previously been recognised. Sutton (2003:141-143) replied, arguing on the basis of the 
literature that the differences ran deeper than contrasts in the ranking of different pathways to holding 
country in the different regions, and were more strongly systemic in character. 
3 See, e.g., Myers and Clark (1983:2-3). For an introduction to subsections and sections see Sutton (2003:203-204).  
4 See examples in the field ‘Language IDs’ in the People database, Appendix 4 of Sutton and Vaarzon-Morel 
(2003). Luritji is another pronunciation of Luritja, associated with the Imanpa–Angas Downs–Areyonga area. 
5 See, e.g., my notes on the genealogies in the Strehlow Collection (Strehlow Research Centre, Alice 
Springs), in Sutton and Vaarzon-Morel (2003) Appendix 8.10. 
6 Strehlow conversely would record a totem in a Western Desert variety if that was the language of the subject. 
It is worth noting, however, that in 1929 the Hermannsburg missionary H.A. Heinrich provided a sacred object 
to the South Australian Museum which was related to ‘Titera Well’ and the ethnological identity provided – 
presumably for the place, perhaps the person who gave it to Heinrich – was ‘Arunta & Luritya’ (male readers, 
see Sutton and Vaarzon-Morel (2003) Appendix 7.2). So the place may have had dual linguistic identity. 
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been where they were born. So long as they enjoyed contact with their father’s father’s 
relatives they would probably have travelled and communicated with them, perhaps in both 
areas. This would be the normal pattern. 

For these various reasons the Western Desert bloc cannot be said to be either wholly 
uniform internally nor equally well bounded in all cultural ways, but its relative internal 
unity is not in dispute among scholars. 

The overall cultural and linguistic unity of the bloc, its unique features, and its vast size, 
combine to make it stand out in Australian ethnographic terms. A. P. Elkin wrote of its 
‘remarkable unity of language, mythology and social organization’ (Elkin 1931:60), an 
impression that immediately strikes an anthropologist encountering the region after working 
elsewhere in Aboriginal Australia. So long as the construct ‘Western Desert’ (WD) is not 
used in a way that implies complete internal uniformity or full external social closure it 
remains useful. It is certainly recognised by Aboriginal people of the region, who may 
refer to themselves as ‘all one family’. This is the ‘one encompassing brother/sister hood’ 
referred to by Daniel Vachon (Toyne & Vachon 1984:15). But they have no autochthonous 
proper-name for themselves. 

4.2.2  History of the label ‘Western Desert’ 
Earlier contenders for becoming the received anthropological cover-term for this bloc 

were Loritja, Aluridja and Kukatja. I discuss the origins of these below. None of these 
terms was in Indigenous use across the whole region. These three had particular currency 
in the Hermannsburg–Charlotte Waters–Oodnadatta area (the east). Aluridja is still in use 
as a technical anthropological cover-term for the Western Desert type of kinship system, 
following Elkin’s usage. Elkin here was using the name of a particular speech variety, as 
he understood it, for the others, but he also generally referred to the Western Desert 
peoples as members of ‘the Western Group’ (Elkin 1931:60, and see Dousset 2002). 
Kukatja was used by some writers but has fallen into disuse in this role as regional bloc 
label. Its last appearance may have been Tindale’s ‘dialects of the Kukatja language’ and 
‘Kukatja-type languages’ of his 1972 paper on the Pitjandjara.7 

There was a period, roughly 1940–1985, when the name of the dialect that had become 
dominant at Ernabella since the 1920s, Pitjantjatjara, was swallowing up other dialectal 
distinctions and beginning to function as an equivalent for the term Western Desert, or at 
least for its eastern varieties collectively, a trend reflected in the title and definitions of the 
Pitjantjatjara Land Rights Act 1981.8 The dominant dialect-distinguishing terms in the 
eastern Western Desert region in 1999–2003 were Pitjantjatjara, Yankunytjatjara, 
Ngaatjatjarra, Ngaanyatjarra, Pintupi, and Antakarinya. These in turn had at an earlier stage 
overlain, or lived beside, a host of other terms for speech varieties that by 2000 had largely 
fallen into desuetude. 

In 1964–1965 anthropologist Nancy Munn (see Sutton & Vaarzon-Morel 2003), while 
based at Areyonga in the Northern Territory, had recorded for this same region, in addition 
to the first five terms above: Binytjara, Gulpanyi, Luritja Matitjardja, Mantjantjanya, 
Ngalia, Ngangaburruny, Ngangbarunybatjara, Ngayabin, Ngayaburuny, Nyangabinbatjara, 

                                                                                                                                              
7 Tindale (1972:219 (map), 223). Tindale’s 1940 map had shown Kukatja extending south-east to Erldunda, 
and south to the Kernot Range and the northern edge of Lake Amadeus. Cf, Tindale (1974:90 (Fig 28)). This 
was probably from a Hermannsburg perspective. 
8 An exception to this is Hilliard (1968) which contains a number of references to Yankunytjatjara as well as 
many to Pitjantjatjara, roughly reflecting the balance of the Ernabella population in her time. 
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Nyangabiny, Nyangabinyba, Nyangabinytjan, Nyangabin(y)tjara, Nyangaburrun(y)batjara, 
Nyangaburruny, Nyangaburrinyba, Nyangaburuntjara, Nyangatjatjara (Pitjantjara), 
Nyayalurruny, Nyangubarruytjara, Nyangubin(y)batjara, Nyanyguburunba (Pitjantjara), 
Nyanguburrunyba, Nyunadja, Tjitibititjara, Wangga Mulatja, Wirtjantja and ‘Yankuntjara 
Papatjarpanya?’. For almost all of these Munn recorded a known individual and relevant 
locational information, mostly the person’s ‘country’ or ‘birth country’.9 While some of these 
terms are probably different renderings of the same name, the variety of nomenclature in 
such a thinly populated region, and its sudden demise, are impressive. This overnight 
collapse of an autochthonous dialectology cannot be attributed simply to loss of population 
or loss of language-speaking, as both have persisted strongly in the Pitjantjatjara case. 
Increased sedentisation and the subsequent functional draw of communalects – i.e. ways of 
speaking identified with particular settlements and not with strings of Dreaming sites or 
loose-knit, mobile and thinly spread populations – has been a major factor in this 
simplification process (Hansen 1984). The centralisation of births since the foraging 
economy became marginal has revolutionised identities, moving one’s settlement or 
settlements of greatest residential association into centre stage. For the children belonging 
to post-nomadic generations there is a new kind of identity and it is reflected in linguistic 
shift. The shift is ontological as much as it is dialectal. 

In his 1972 paper Tindale’s map (here Map 4.6 below) showed ‘Kukatja Languages’ 
covering an area similar to that indicated in present-day linguists’ maps as the Western 
Desert region, but enclosed within a wider region labelled the ‘Great Western Desert’. The 
latter appears to be based on rainfall rather than culture in this case, given it also included 
the McDonnell Ranges, Lake Eyre and the Simpson Desert. This usage seems to have been 
peculiar to Tindale. His 1974 book and 1941 paper confined the term Western Desert to 
areas north and west of Ooldea, and the Simpson was referred to as the Arunta Desert 
(Tindale 1941:70 (map), 1974: see index entries). 

Norman Tindale seems to have been the first professional anthropologist to refer to the 
Western Desert as a cultural region. He first used the term in a paper with J. B. Cleland 
(1936:27) and in sole-authored papers of 1937 and 1938. Ronald Berndt first used it in 
print in an article in Walkabout magazine in 1940, and the two Berndts used it in 1942-
1945 in their report on Ooldea (1942a–c, 1943a–f, 1944a–b, 1945). C. P. Mountford used 
the term in print as early as 1948 (p. 92). As a name for the language in all its dialectal 
variety it appears in Douglas (1955). In 1957 Douglas wrote a grammar of one variety of it 
under the name Western Desert (published as Douglas 1959). 

However, the earliest known use of the term in something compatible with the present 
sense is that of the mammalogist and field naturalist Hedley Herbert Finlayson: ‘In 
physique, the typical western desert black is a fine figure of a man’. This comes just after a 
section where he referred to the people variously as ‘Luritja’, as the ‘desert’ people west of 
the Larapinta [i.e. Arrernte] country, and as those who ‘speak with little modification a 
common Wongapitcha tongue’ (Finlayson 1935:69). Wongapitcha is Wangka [‘speech’] 
Pitja [‘come’] in an eastern Western Desert variety (Goddard 1996:216, 139).  

4.2.3  Scope of the category 
Arthur Capell, as late as 1962, used the term Western Desert to include what is now 

agreed to be the Western Desert region but also some other languages on the fringe of it, 

                                                                                                                                              
9 Details are in Vaarzon-Morel’s Appendix 8.8 (Nancy Munn archival data) in Sutton and Vaarzon-Morel (2003). 
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namely Warlpiri and Karajarri. These are not mutually intelligible with the Western Desert 
language. T. G. H. Strehlow also used the term in a wider sense to include Warlpiri 
(Strehlow 1965:125, 1970:107). This wider usage has disappeared among scholars. 

The sense of the term as used by linguists and anthropologists has since then gelled and 
become relatively uniform. Amee Glass’s map is representative of contemporary usage 
(Map 4.1, from Glass 1997:1). This established sense refers to a chain of mutually 
intelligible dialects whose speaker-owners’ lands are roughly contained within the area 
between Balgo, Kalgoorlie, Ooldea, Coober Pedy, Erldunda and Papunya. The art world 
has used a somewhat different definition of Western Desert; for example, Anmatyerr and 
Warlpiri dot painters are included in the ‘Western Desert Artists’ category. These are not 
Western Desert varieties in the received sense. However, in at least one major Aboriginal 
art publication the term ‘Central Desert’ has been substituted for this broad art province, 
and it is shown without cultural boundaries (Morphy & Boles 1999:158). 

4.3  Linguistic identities: the Tindale data 
Recorded usage of the terms Yankunytjatjara, Antikirinya and Luritja for eastern 

Western Desert varieties suggests considerable terminological flux in the study region 
from the earliest records until the 2000s. There is no fully developed chronological study 
available that shows the ways these labels have shifted in referential meaning for the 
people of different parts of the relevant region, although I hope to shed some light on this 
below. There is, however, an excellent analysis of the complicated range of dialectal 
reference of these names by Cliff Goddard (Goddard 2000, 2001). Here I concentrate on 
earlier scholars. 

4.3.1  Terminological equivalences and overlaps 
In this paper I revisit Tindale’s raw field data from his 1933 Mann and Musgrave Ranges 

field work, as well as his publications on the region. The evidence clearly suggests that in 
1933 in the area between the Everard, Tomkinson and George Gill Ranges, including the 
Mann and Musgrave Ranges, the terms Antakarinja (variously Andakeringa etc.), Luritja 
(Aluritja) and Mulatjara were written down by Tindale in various kinds of alternation with 
Jangkundjara (Yankunytjatjara). My conclusion is that this material supports the view that 
Antakirinya and Luritja were at that period still much in use as exogenous (i.e., originally 
foreign, here Arrerntic in origin) alternative names for certain eastern varieties of the 
Western Desert language. Luritja was and remains mainly associated with the region from 
Hermannsburg south and west (i.e. the north-east Western Desert), and the term Antakirinya 
had a range overlapping with it, a range earlier centred on the south-eastern fringe of the 
Western Desert north of Oodnadatta at places such as Todmorden Station, but it was later 
extended west as Western Desert people increasingly came into contact with those in the 
pastoral district on their east, some moving back and forth between the frontier and their 
remote homelands (Sutton & Vaarzon-Morel 2003). But usage of these linguistic labels 
was not stabilised.  

In recent decades the geolinguistic range of reference of both terms seems to have 
contracted again geographically and both have hardened as adopted primary forms of self-
ascription. The alternates Luritja ~ Aluritja, once more popular also in South Australia, are 
now especially in use in the south-western part of the Northern Territory. In certain of 
these communities ‘Luritja’ has been transforming into a preferred linguistic self-
designation (Holcombe 1998), whereas in the early 20th century Strehlow was able to say: 
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‘None of these western groups speak of themselves as “Loritja.” They call themselves 
Kukatja, Pintubi, Ngalia, Ilpara, Andekerinja, etc’ (Strehlow 1947:178). Thus we can date 
this particular self-naming shift to between Strehlow’s time in the region prior to 1946, 
especially his time there in the 1930s, and some time prior to the 1990s. 

A parallel process, generated on exactly the same principles, applies to Antakirinya. 
Once rather loosely and generally applied to eastern Western Desert speech south of the 
George Gill Range (N.T.), to include the Musgrave Ranges, during the post-contact phase, 
Antakarinya seems to have been gradually contracting in usage more to the south-east of 
the region, and to have been hardening in referential scope, especially as it has been 
emerging as identity currency in bureaucratic and legal affairs since the advent of the 
rights era in the 1970s/1980s.  

The evidence suggests the term ‘Antakarinya’ originated along the western edge of the 
southernmost Arrernte country. Its origin seems to point clearly to the Lower Southern 
Arrernte area, which lies roughly between Finke and Macumba Station (Breen 1993:21 and 
see Goddard 2000:35). So in this sense the term may have contracted to its original 
homeland, post-1970, after an expansion due to post-contact travel in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries, as in the case of Luritja. 

The easternmost Western Desert dialectal varieties could be named at a specific level by 
endogenous terms such as Mulatjarra or Martutjarra and at a broader level by the 
endogenous cover-term Yankunytjatjara (Goddard 2000). These sub-variety names also 
have their histories of usage but my reading of the evidence is that they have enjoyed more 
firmness of reference over time than the liminal terms Antakirinya and Luritja. Along with 
Wirtjantjara (and Wirtjapakantjara) they seem to have outlasted most of the other lesser 
dialectal terms recorded by Munn (see above). 

The retreat of self-ascription as Antakarinya from places like the Musgrave Ranges 
post-1933, when Tindale found it there, has also coincided with a post-land rights 
Indigenism that has revivified the internal Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara distinction, and 
restored currency to the sub-variety name Martutjara for the Kings Canyon area to the 
north (Sutton & Vaarzon-Morel 2003). 

In short, a phrase like ‘the Antakirinya’ or ‘the Luritja’ has no single set definition that 
is good for all phases of history or for all geopolitical vantage points in the region between 
the late 19th century and the present. 

4.3.1.1  The Tindale cards 
Exploring systematic or normative relationships between linguistic and territorial 

identities of persons in the distant past in this region would be extremely difficult without 
Tindale’s 1933 set of 190 personal data cards (Tindale 1933b). I use them here as a 
substantial closed corpus against which to explore these questions: 

1. What was the pre-1934 relationship in the eastern Western Desert between place of 
birth and the linguistic identification of an individual? 

2. What was the origin of Tindale’s lines on maps showing tribal boundaries in the 
region (Maps 4.2–4.5, from Tindale 1940, 1972, 1974, Tindale & George 1971)? As 
can readily be seen, Map 4.3 and Map 4.5 are mutually consistent as to spatial 
relationships between Pitjantjatjara (Pitjandjara), Yankunytjatjara (Jangkundjara) and 
Martutjara (Matuntara); Maps 4.2 and 4.4 differ very significantly in this regard both 
from each other and from Maps 4.3 and 4.5. 

3. What might explain cases where a person, born at a place of Dialect A, nevertheless 
was identified with Dialect B in this region? 
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Map 4.2  Tribal map excerpt (Tindale 1940) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Map 4.3  Tribal map (Tindale & George 1971:17) 
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Map 4.4  Tribal map (Tindale 1972:220) 
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Map 4.5  Tribal map excerpt (Tindale 1974) 
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Map 4.6  Tribal map (Tindale 1972:219) 
 
The ‘tribe’ and birthplace entries on Tindale’s 1933b personal data cards are summarised 

in Table 4.1 below. I then carry out an analysis in terms of both his original notes and their 
emendations. Most of the cards appear to have been filled out in the field. There is no extant 
field note or field journal source from which they can be considered to have been extracted, 
and the handwriting and their state also suggest raw field data, albeit with emendations.  

In a number of cases, on these cards, Tindale crossed out his initial ‘tribal’ (language 
variety) identifications, presumably as provided by informants on the spot, and replaced them 
with different terms. In some other cases he bracketed original entries and added different 
terms afterwards, or he added a further entry in brackets without making a deletion, or he 
asserted an equivalence between two terms by joining them with ‘=’. He also noted cases 
where the informant gave one term but his translator (usually Paddy Murundu, subject 65, 
sometimes Jimmy Smoothface, subject 64) gave another. The conformation of Tindale’s 
handwriting in and above the limited spaces of the data cards of 1933 usually makes it 
clear which entries came first and which were added later. Because of the different shades of 
ink used in the additions and changes I am of the opinion that not all emendations were made 
at the same time as the original field records, although many certainly may have been.  

The content of these emendations makes it likely that in a number of cases, even a good 
number of them, Tindale ‘ironed out’ terminological variations once he had come to the 
view that some names of linguistic varieties were equivalents of others, plumping for a 
single form where he could (see below). These single forms were the preferred tribal 
names that made it into his published work as the most legitimate or appropriate names for 
tribes in the region. As we shall see, this massaging of the data was in fact rather 
problematic. It made the nomenclature system appear to be more stable and more shared 
by more different Aboriginal people than his original field data could justify, although the 
mutual contradictions of his maps do perhaps reflect some of the variability of his original 
records. He appears to have moulded parts of the data in light of his theoretical model of 
the tribe as a fundamental Australian population unit. 
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Table 4.1  Tindale ‘tribes’ and birthplaces 1933 

Tindale’s 1933b  
‘Tribe’ entries 

Subject identification  
numbers and others 

Birthplaces (in a few cases, ‘proper 
place’ where different from 
birthplace)10 

Jangkundjara 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 16, 19–22, 
24, 25, 28, 36, 37, 42, 46, 
62, 65, 92, 130, 131, 137, 
141–145, 147, 156, 178, 
182, 185, 186, 189; F of 1, 
Sp of 1,11 F of 2, F of 8, M 
of 8, F of 14, M of 14, M of 
40, F of 42, M of 42, F of 
46, M of 46, Sp of 46, F of 
62, M of 62, F of 64, M of 
64, F of 77, F of 92, M of 
92, F of 130, M of 130, M of 
131, F of 142, M of 143, F 
of 144, M of 144, Sp of 146, 
F of 147, M of 147, F of 178 

In/close to Musgrave Ranges: 6, 14, 
16, 20, 28, 37, 42, 46, 62, 65, 130, 137, 
141, 142, 143, 145, 156, 178, 182, 189; 
Sp of 1, F of 2, F of 8, M of 8, F of 14, 
M of 14, M of 40, F of 46, F of 77,12 F 
of 130, M of 130, F of 142, M of 143, 
Sp of 146, F of 147, F of 178 
North of Musgraves: Ulu:ru (Ayers 
Rock) (92,13 M of 92); Ati:la (Mt 
Conner) (8; F of 1); Imanba [Mt 
Ebenezer] (36); Aputjilpi (Kelly Hills) 
(F of 64) 
South of Musgraves: Ulkia (Mt 
Caroline) (131, M of 131); Ari:la Kapi 
(11), Witjartinji (144); Wamapiti (F of 
42, F of 62, M of 64), Tjola near Bull’s 
Hill (M of 144) 
South-east of Musgraves: Mt Carmeena 
in Everards (M of 46); Eterininja, 
Alberga Ck (147, M of 147) 
Birthplace not recorded: 10, 19, 21, 22, 
24, 25, 185, 186, M of 42, M of 62, F 
of 92, F of 144 

Madutara F of 187 South-east of Musgraves: Ulurina S of 
Everard Ra (Oolarinna Soakage Well) 

Mulatjara M of 187 South-east of Musgraves: Mantabila 
[crossed out: ‘SW of here’]; 
‘?Wantapela SE of here’ (cf 
Wantapella Swamp) 

Mulatjara (= 
Jangkundjara according  
to subject 65 [translator]) 

187 South-east of Musgraves: born Mt 
John, really belong Everard Range 

Antakarinja 12 No birthplace recorded 
Antakarinja deleted, 
replaced by Jangkundjara 

2, 13, 23 Musgraves: W of Opparinna (2), 
Wadrakana near Mt Cuthbert (23) 
North of Musgraves: Kelly Hills (13) 

Antakarinja bracketed, 
Jangkundjara added 

1 North of Musgraves: Kularda Goyder 
Springs 

                                                                                                                                              
10 I have identified areas in which birth countries fall by English map place names as far as possible here. 
11 M = mother, F = father, Sp = spouse; Sp1, Sp2 are first spouse and second spouse;  
12 Born at ‘Umbukulu E end Mann Ra. He really came from Apara mother walk this way’ (card 77, recorded 
at Poka, Mann Ra). In this case I assign him to Musgrave Ranges in terms of ‘real’ country. 
13 Born at Apara in Musgrave Ranges but ‘really belongs Ulu:ru, Ayers Rock … This is origin of place. 2 
names often given. 1 is defacto birth place, other the proper place’ (Tindale 1933b: card 92).  
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Tindale’s 1933b  
‘Tribe’ entries 

Subject identification  
numbers and others 

Birthplaces (in a few cases, ‘proper 
place’ where different from 
birthplace)10 

Jangkundjara followed by 
Antakarinja bracketed 

Sp of 65 South of Musgraves: Wamapiti, S of 
Upsan Downs 3 days 

Jangkundjara = 
Antakarinja 

Sp of 3 West of Musgraves: Malaranya14 (E 
Tomkinson Ra) 

Aluritja F of 169 North of Musgraves: Tepulnga ‘N long 
way’ from Ernabella 

Luritja deleted, replaced 
by Jangkundjara 

26 North of Musgraves: Foster Cliff15 

Jangkundjara (Aluritja) 169 North of Musgraves: Born vicinity of 
Mitchells Knob 

1st: Jangkundjara, 2nd: 
(Aluritja) 

M of 65 South-east of Musgraves: Wantjapela 
near Indulkana [cf. Wantapella Swamp] 

1st: (Aluritja),  
2nd: Jangkundjara 

F of 65 North of Musgraves: Kartatjuta (Mt 
Olga) 

Aluritja to #170; 
Jangkundjadjara to #64 

M of 170 In/close to Musgrave Ranges: 
Wintawata, NW Musgraves 

1st: Aluritja (close up), 
2nd: Jangkundjara 

170 North of Musgraves: Alpara (Britten-
Jones Ck) 

‘?Aranda’ deleted, 
replaced by Aluritja 

5 North-east of Musgraves: Lilla Creek 
(near Finke R) 

Jangkundjara deleted, 
replaced by Pitjandjara 

7, 17, 18 West of Musgraves: Mann Range (7, 18) 
North of Musgraves: Alpara (Britten-
Jones Ck) (17) 

Pitjandjara deleted, 
replaced by Jangkundjara 

64 North of Musgraves: Kelly Hills (64) 

Pitjandjara deleted, 
replaced by Jangkundjara 
but subject’s F ‘said this & 
also claimed he [167] was 
Pitjandjara’ (card 167)16 

167 In/close to Musgrave Ranges: 
Opparinna (167) 

Pitjandjara deleted, 
replaced by Jangkundjara, 
Pitjandjara reinstated 

4, 58 No birthplace rec: (4) 
West of Musgraves: E end Mann 
Range (58)17 

                                                                                                                                              
14 Tindale’s note on card 3 reads: ‘Malaranya, probably wrong Malara nja is in Tompkinson [sic] Ra..’ This 
speculation is probably incorrect. No other Malara(nya) in the relevant region is known to me other than the 
one at the eastern end of the Tomkinson Range. Furthermore, her father’s brother (subject 46) was identified 
as Jangkundjara and from south Musgrave Ranges, and 46’s brother (subject 147) was from ‘Eterininja place, 
walputi tjukur’ i.e., from Alberga Creek (others from there in Tindale’s data having Jangkundjara identities), 
so it is quite possible she is one of several cases in Tindale’s data where the father’s linguistic identity 
apparently overrode that of the birthplace of the child. 
15 No birthplace recorded by Tindale, but this man, Charlie Aluritja, is documented from other sources (see 
Sutton & Vaarzon-Morel 2003). 
16 The child (167) was born at Apara (Opparinna) in the Musgrave Ranges c1926, and the father was 
Pitjandjara and the mother ‘Jangkundjara’ ~ ‘Yangkundjadjara = Andakeringa’ (cards 167, 3). 
17 His father was born at Pudalja which is in the western Musgrave Ranges (i.e., just west of the 
Yankunytjatjara zone as it was in 1933) but was identified as Pitjandjara on card 58; this may be connected 
to the alternation in information about the son’s primary linguistic identification. 
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Tindale’s 1933b  
‘Tribe’ entries 

Subject identification  
numbers and others 

Birthplaces (in a few cases, ‘proper 
place’ where different from 
birthplace)10 

‘Pitjandjara (mixed) with 
Jangkundjara’; ‘Pitjandjara 
close to Jangkundjara’ 

77, 93 West of Musgraves: E end Mann 
Range (77) 
North of Musgraves: Foster Cliff (93) 

Pitjandjara deleted, 
replaced by Ngadjatjara 

127 West of Musgraves: Kulkari W v. long 
way [ie. long way west of Poka, Mann 
Ra] 

Pitjandjara 3, 9, 15, 27, 29–35, 39–41, 
43–45, 47–57, 59–61, 63, 
66–76, 78–91, 94–126, 128, 
129, 132–136, 138–140, 146, 
148-150, 152–155, 157–166, 
168, 171–177, 179–181, 183, 
184, 188, 190; M of 2, F of 7, 
M of 7, F of 9, F of 18, M of 
18, F of 27, M of 27, F of 28, 
F of 33, M of 33, F of 34, M 
of 34, F of 40, F of 43, M of 
43, Sp of 43, F of 45, M of 
45, F of 47, Sp of 47, F of 49, 
M of 49, F of 50, Sp of 50, F 
of 51, M of 51, F of 52, F of 
53, M of 53, F of 54, M of 
54, F of 55, M of 55, F of 56, 
F of 58, M of 58, F of 66, M 
of 66, F of 67, Sp of 67, F of 
68, M of 68, Sp of 68, F of 
70, M of 70, F of 71, M of 
71, Sp of 71, F of 72, M of 
72, Sp of 72, F of 73, M of 
73, Sp of 73, M of 74, Sp of 
74, F of 76, M of 76, Sp of 
76, M of 77, F of 78, M of 
78, F of 82, M of 82, Sp of 
82, F of 83, M of 83, Sp of 
83, F of 84, M of 84, Sp1 of 
84, Sp2 of 84, F of 85, F of 
86, M of 86, Sp of 86, Sp of 
87, F of 88, M of 88, F of 90, 
M of 90, Sp of 90, F of 93, M 
of 93, F of 94, M of 94, M of 
95, F of 96, M of 96, F of 97, 
M of 97, F of 103, M of 103, 
F of 104, M of 104, M of 
107, F of 111, M of 111, F of 
116, F of 118, M of 118, F of 
119, M of 119, F of 120,  

At or west of approx. line from Pundi 
Soak via Mt Harriet northwards, 
passing west of Apara and east of 
Pudalja, Mototja and Eremerenja, in 
the western Musgrave Ranges, north 
between Foster Cliff and Stevenson 
Peak & towards Mt Currie:18  (3, 9, 27, 
29–31, 34, 35, 39–41, 43–45, 47–54, 
56, 57, 59, 60, 66, 68, 69, 71, 72–76, 
78, 82–91, 94–96, 97–100, 102–122, 
128, 129, 132–136, 138, 139, 140, 146, 
148–150, 152, 157, 159–162, 164–166, 
168, 171, 172, 173, 175–177, 179, 180, 
183, 184; M of 2, F of 7, M of 7, F of 
18, M of 18, F of 27, M of 27, F of 28, 
F of 33, M of 34, F of 40, F of 43, M of 
43, Sp of 43, F of 45, M of 45, F of 49, 
M of 49, F of 50, Sp of 50, F of 51, F of 
52, F of 53, M of 54, F of 55, M of 55, 
F of 56, F of 58, M of 58, F of 66, M of 
66, F of 67, Sp of 67, F of 68, M of 68, 
Sp of 68, F of 70, F of 71, M of 71, Sp 
of 71, F of 72, M of 72, Sp of 72, F of 
73, M of 73, Sp of 73, M of 74, F of 76, 
M of 76, Sp of 76, M of 77, F of 78, M 
of 78, F of 82, M of 82, Sp of 82, F of 
83, M of 83, Sp of 83, F of 84, M of 84, 
Sp1 of 84, Sp2 of 84, F of 85, M of 86, 
Sp of 86, Sp1 of 87, Sp2 of 87, F of 88, 
M of 88, F of 90, M of 90, Sp of 90, M 
of 93, F of 94, M of 94, M of 95, F of 
96, M of 96, F of 97, M of 97, F of 103, 
M of 103, , M of 104, M of 107, F of 
111, M of 111, F of 116, M of 118, F of 
119, M of 119, F of 120, M of 120, F of 
121, M of 121, F of 122, M of 122, Sp 
of 124, M of 126, F of 129, M of 129, 
M of 132, Sp of 133, F of 134, Sp of 
134, F of 135, M of 135, Sp of 135, F of 
136, Sp of 137, F of 138, F of 139,  

                                                                                                                                              
18 For the area from the Musgrave Ranges south this is Tindale’s line as marked on his 1933e site map in blue 
pencil. West of it he wrote ‘PITJANDJARA TRIBE’, and east of it ‘JANKUNDJARA’. I have adjusted it to 
reflect the Pitjantjatjara births at several sites in the far western Musgrave Ranges, most of them 19th century. 
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Tindale’s 1933b  
‘Tribe’ entries 

Subject identification  
numbers and others 

Birthplaces (in a few cases, ‘proper 
place’ where different from 
birthplace)10 

 M of 120, F of 121, M of 121, 
F of 122, M of 122, Sp of 
124, M of 126, F of 129, M of 
129, M of 132, Sp of 133, F 
of 134, Sp of 134, F of 135, 
M of 135, Sp of 135, F of 
136, M of 136, Sp of 137, F 
of 138, F of 139, M of 139, F 
of 140, Sp1 of 141, Sp2 of 
141, M of 145, F of 146, Sp 
of 148, F of 149, M of 149, M 
of 157, Sp of 168, F of 170, 
Sp of 171, F of 172, M of 
172, F of 175, M of 175, F of 
176, M of 176, F of 177, M of 
177, F of 179, M of 181, F of 
183, F of 190, M of 190. 

M of 139, F of 140, Sp1 of 141, Sp2 of 
141, M of 145, F of 146, Sp of 148, F 
of 149, M of 149, M of 157, F of 170, 
F of 171, M of 172, F of 176, M of 
176, F of 177, M of 177, M of 181.) 
In/close to Musgrave Ranges:19 
Wintawata (W Musgraves) (154); 
Apara (W Musgraves) (158); Anapala 
= Ernabella (33, 151), Anmanngo (S 
Musgraves) (55), Konapandi (S 
Musgraves) (61) 
North of Musgraves: ‘long way W. 
Ulurinya kapi (Ayers Rock) Katatjuta 
ngura = Mt Olga’ (15); Mandaro 
(Foster Cliff) (F of 93) 
South-east of Musgraves : nil 
Birthplace not recorded: 3,80, 81, 101, 
155, 174, 190; F of 9, M of 33, M of 
34, F of 47, Sp of 47, F of 54, M of 70, 
F of 86, F of 104, M of 136, M of 157, 
Sp of 168, F of 172, F of 175, M of 
175, F of 179, F of 183, F of 190, M of 
190. 
Location not located by PS: M of 51, 
M of 53, Sp of 74, F of 118 

Weratjanja + Pitjanja = 
Ngalia 

M of 85 North-west of Musgraves: 
Kekenkoranja [western Petermann 
Ranges] 

Werutjandjudjara close to 
Pintubi = Pintudjara 

M of 140 North-west of Musgraves: Walutjara 
W of Kartatjuta close to Inankadjara 
[Walutjara is in Petermann Ranges; 
Inangkatjarra is near Stevenson’s 
Peak] 

Ngalia 38 North-west of Musgraves: NW of 
Winbaruka (Blanche Tower) 

Pintudjara (Pintubi) Sp of 77 North-west of Musgraves: Karukonja 
[probably one of the several places 
called Karrku(nya) to the far west] 

Ngadjatjara F of 127 Site not located by PS: Tjarkaljiru 

4.3.2  Tindale’s Antakirinya, Luritja, Yankunytjatjara 
As is clear from Table 4.1, Tindale’s seven ‘tribal’ card entries containing the term 

Antakarinja (in various spellings and whether crossed out or not) were for people born 
along the northern edge of the Musgraves (west of Opparinna, at Aputjilpi in the Kelly 

                                                                                                                                              
19 There was at least one case of a Pitjandjara person born in the W Musgraves whose ‘real country’ was 
Peltardi in the Mann Range: subject 44, who was born in 1916. I have assigned 44 to Mann Range, not to here. 
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Hills,20 at Wadrakana near Mt Cuthbert), some distance north of the Musgrave Ranges (at 
Kularda, Goyder Springs), and three days’ walk south of the Musgrave Ranges (Wamapiti) 
(Tindale 1933b). In only a single case did Tindale not alter an Antakarinja ‘tribe’ entry, 
that of subject 12, whose birthplace was unfortunately not recorded. 

In an uncanny parallel, all seven entries involving the term Luritja (Aluritja) were 
emended by Tindale, again except for one (subject 5). Whether emended or not, they were 
for people born north of the Musgrave Ranges, at Yunanpa (Mitchell’s Knob) and at 
Alpara on Britten-Jones Creek, as far north-west as Foster Cliff (Mantarurr), and in one 
case to the east-north-east of the Musgraves at Lilla Creek. The latter is the only birthplace 
of this set that is not clearly within the eastern Western Desert linguistic zone. It is just 
beyond it, in Lower Southern Arrernte country (Gavan Breen pers. comm. 6/03/08; see 
also Tindale 1974:map; Strehlow 1971:map). It is probably no coincidence that the original 
field data card in this case shows an initially recorded ‘?Aranda’ deleted and replaced by 
‘Aluritja’. This person (subject 5) was born circa 1916, presumably at or near Lilla Creek 
station, of eastern Western Desert parents (father Jangkundjadjara, mother ‘Aluritja (close 
up) [added later:] Jangkundjadjara’).  

Not born on the Western Desert/non-Western Desert fringe, but a man with a history of 
movement across it to live outside it in Oodnadatta and work there as a ‘camel boy’, was 
Charlie Aluritja, subject 26. His very name appears to have been worn as a badge of his 
travelling history, not an unusual practice in Aboriginal Australia in earlier times, as 
‘Aluritja’ is not a Western Desert personal name and is clearly the exogenous term for his 
kind of people. It may have carried status, as the mark of a sophisticated traveller beyond 
the known, flagging a kind of cosmopolitan who had been outside and come to grips with 
the socially more complex Arrernte and Arabana, and the Whites and Afghans among 
whom they lived, and come back to tell the tale (see also below on adoption of exogenous 
social class names). If so, it suggests the possibility that the adoption of Luritja, Aluritja 
and Antakirinya as linguistic identity self-names by fringe Western Desert people may have 
occurred partly as a result of the prestige sought in their connotations of sophistication. It 
was commonly the case that contact with what for others was generally an outside world, 
and with colonists as well as other Aboriginal groups, was a source of self-distinction. The 
unsophisticated were the untravelled.  

In this way, such names not only associated Western Desert people with people and 
places beyond the Western Desert frontier, they also distinguished themselves as unlike 
those still behind them in the Western Desert hinterland. I think this process also occurred 
repeatedly across frontier Australia in the form of self-naming using station names and 
station boss names. Such self-rebranding would have connotations of claims over the new 
and unprecedented sources of production, distribution and power, but also of a new kind of 
self. These are ontological, not merely nomenclatural, shifts. For these people the world 
had changed forever. 

People whose ‘tribe’ Tindale recorded in 1933b as Yankunytjatjara (in various spellings), 
but with no emendations, were born at, or in a few cases are said to have had their ‘place’ 
at, sites in the same area as that covered by his then records of Antakarinja and Luritja, and 
indeed over a wider area than both. These sites include places within both the northern and 

                                                                                                                                              
20 In this case Aputjilpi is given as the person’s ‘place’ (see card 6) rather than their birthplace, but the two 
are typically the same in Tindale’s 1933b data, or two places are specified, a ‘de facto’ place of birth, which 
can be a place with no Dreaming, and then a district nearby is given as the person’s place, country, ngura, or 
it is said to be where they come from or ‘really belong’ to. 
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southern Musgrave Ranges (e.g., Anapala, Ngari, Aliwanjawanja, Apara, Wintawata), north 
of the Musgrave Ranges (Kulpitjarta, Aputjilpi (Kelly Hills), Atila (Mt Conner), Imanba 
(near Mt Ebenezer), Uluru (Ayers Rock), and south of the Musgrave Ranges (Ariila, 
Wamapiti, Karmil(nga) (Mt Carmeena)), as far as the Everard Ranges (at Waltaljarukara) 
and south-east to Wantapella Swamp east of Indulkana. 

The Yankunytjatjara people born the furthest west in Tindale’s data were generally 
those born at the far west of the Musgrave Ranges west of Apara (Opparinna), and at sites 
north-west of there in the Olia Chain (Foster Cliff = Mantarurr etc.). Of those persons born 
at Umbukulu at the eastern end of the Mann Range, and who also were numbered subjects 
of Tindale’s in 1933b, only one (subject 58) apparently wavered between Pitjantjatjara and 
Yankunytjatjara identifications before settling for the former, but the other five all gave 
Pitjantjatjara as their ‘tribe’. 

The only cases of Madutara and Mulatjara which occur in Tindale’s 1933b data are those 
of one man born at Ulurina south of the Everard Range (Madutara tribe, father of subject 
187), his wife (Mulatjara tribe, born ‘?Wantapela SE of [Ernabella]’), and their son subject 
187 (‘Mulatjara (= Jangkundja tjara t. 65’).21 

Where a version of the term Jangkundjara was given as a person’s ‘tribe’ without any 
emendations by Tindale, the birthplaces and countries of the persons involved ranged from 
the Musgrave Ranges north to Ayers Rock (Uluru) and Imanpa at Mt Ebenezer (see 
subjects 92, 36) and south-east as far as Alberga Creek (see subject 147). 

4.3.3 The origin of Tindale’s lines on maps 
Subject 58’s father was identified as Pitjantjatjara and born at Pudalja (~ Pudal, 

Poda(nja)). This was Tindale and Hackett’s Camp #8 in the western Musgrave Ranges in 
1933 and is clearly located on Tindale’s site map (Tindale 1933e). Here 58’s father was 
born c1865, as also were subject 175 c1887, the wife of subject 135 c1898, and subject 183 
in 1920. All were assigned to Pitjantjatjara ‘tribe’ in Tindale’s 1933 data. This probably 
implies that the area itself was long regarded as being identified with Pitjantjatjara linguistic 
variety, even though it is in the western Musgrave Ranges. One person, identified as 
Pitjantjatjara, was born c1865 at Mototja, which lies between Pudalja and Apara. Thus it 
appears that Tindale’s 1933e blue line, which is so close to the green line of his 1940 
published map (see Map 4.2), broadly but not exactly follows the locational patterns of the 
birthplaces of known individuals. If it had followed them exactly, it would have passed 
north from just west of Ulkia (Mt Caroline) to somewhere between Mototja and Apara, 
thence to a point west of Kulpitjata. 

The lines on his maps might suggest that Tindale instead gathered significant amounts 
of generalised territorial information on the boundaries of linguistic varieties and recorded 
it in his field notes, and then used this in his mapping, rather than relying on the finer-
grained data of parameters such as birthplaces and site-by-site checks on linguistic 
associations of places. But broad-brush boundary information is in fact scarce in his field 
materials on the region. It is highly unlikely that Tindale would fail to record in his  
daily journal the facts of conversations relating specifically to one of his focal subjects, 
tribal boundaries. The only data that frequently conform to Tindale’s blue line are the 

                                                                                                                                              
21 In Tindale’s note conventions, ‘t.’ means ‘according to subject X’. 
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correlations between the locations of birth countries and the linguistic identities he 
recorded for individuals. It seems likely this was the basis for the line.  

Of those subjects born at Tjitapiti near Umbukulu in the eastern Mann Range, one 
(subject 77, born 1876) had the ‘tribe’: ‘Pitjandjara (mixed) with Yangk’. But the other three, 
born in 1905 or later, were recorded as Pitjantjatjara. Apart from the one case discussed 
elsewhere of a Yankunytjatjara woman born at Malara in the Tomkinson Range, these data 
are only very roughly in accord with the note Tindale made on one of his cards: 
‘Pitjandjara start from Umbukulu’ (card 131, informant Koljoru born c1893). 

Other similarly rather cryptic broad-brush records of linguistic areas made by Tindale in 
this region include the following: 

• Mt Kintore & the Blyth Range are both Pitjandjara country (Tindale 1933a:512)  

• Kukata, Kokali natives come N to Musgraves S side never in Ranges ‘might get killed’) 

• Ngalia Tr NW of Tempe Downs } 

• Pintubi further W than Ngalia } never come down, a few walk with Pitjandjara long 
way N. 

• Yangkudjadjara = Mulatara 

• Place Indilkana & Teiyon right back to Lilla Creek = Madutara22 

This is hardly a detailed record. 
A hard and fast ‘tribal boundary’ line between places is not easy to justify in this region, 

not merely because of the usual factor of aridity leading to often great distances between 
significant sites, but also given that there are a number of cases where people born at a 
certain place were assigned to a linguistic variety not usually that of other people who were 
born there. Calling such cases ‘anomalies’ is less helpful than referring to them as 
principled exceptions, particularly where there appears to be a pattern whereby the 
linguistic associations of a person’s birthplace may be overridden in favour of linguistic 
identification through parental filiations. Given this is a region where place of birth was  
the most unassailable basis for connection to a place prior to hospital births, and there 
seems to have long been some kind of choice between children becoming identified 
principally with the linguistic variety of their birthplace or that of a parent, especially the 
father, where these were different, one should not assume that being of a particular ‘tribe’ 
was always in a closely matching relationship with one’s strongest site and country 
affiliations.23 

For example, of nine people recorded by Tindale as born at Apara in the western 
Musgraves, seven were identified as Yankunytjatjara tribe (cards 8, 16, 65, 77, 156, 189, 
146). One (subject 167) was identified as Yankunytjatjara but her father said he was 
‘uncertain whether [she] belongs to Jangk or Pitj. tr.’ (Tindale 1933b:card 3). On a separate 

                                                                                                                                              
22 Tindale (1933d: not paginated). In notes on LMAP XX, Peter De Rose’s annotation of Strehlow’s 1971 
map, Susan Woenne-Green recorded: ‘Noted that Matuntjara is in the South, not the North, “this map is all 
wrong”’ (Woenne-Green 2001). It does seem, however, that there were both northern (south of Kings 
Canyon N.T.) and southern uses of this term, at least in the form Martutjarra. 
23 Nipper Winmati was strongly identified with Ayers Rock (in the Yankunytjatjara zone) over a long period, 
as was his father Pitipiti, but Róheim referred to the latter as Pitjantjatjara in his work based on 1929 field 
work with Pitipiti (1945:12), and our recent information is that Nipper’s language was also Pitjantjatjara (see 
Appendix 4 of Sutton & Vaarzon-Morel 2003). 
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occasion a month or so later the father identified her as Yankunytjatjara, Tindale noting that 
‘father said this & also claimed he was Pitjandjara’ (his daughter’s card 167, which reads 
‘Pit’, crossed out, followed by ‘Jangkundjara’). Here I believe we see Tindale grappling in 
the field with the formulation of a rule – the likely candidate being a putative rule that 
children follow their father in primary linguistic identification. However, subject 167 was 
born at a site typically associated with Yankunytjatjara, and her mother was Yankunytjatjara, 
and she was not identified firmly as Pitjantjatjara by her Pitjantjatjara father (we also do 
not know if his wife would have agreed with his claims). The only individual born at 
Apara and identified simply as Pitjantjatjara was subject 158, father Pitjantjatjara, mother 
Yankunytjatjara. It is unlikely, however, that this linguistic affiliation was the result of some 
simple mechanical rule that children inherit the father’s language, because 158’s father’s 
language matched that of his own birthplace and not the language variety of his own 
father. 

Subject 158’s father’s father was born at Apara just as he himself was, in c1846, and 
was identified in 1933b as having been Yankunytjatjara (card 132). His son, 158’s father, 
was born at Pelperei c1895; spelled also Pelperein by Tindale (Pilpiriny in the Tomkinson 
Range, Pitjantjatjara country; Tindale 1972:220) and his language was given appropriately 
as Pitjantjatjara. Subject 158’s mother, mother’s father and mother’s mother were all 
identified as Yankunytjatjara (subjects 182, 20, 178 respectively), so there was no 
structural ‘pressure’ from the mother’s side for their child 158 to have been classed as 
Pitjantjatjara. The clearest source of such pressure is from the linguistic identity of the 
father. It may, however, also be significant that 158 was born c1925. This is ‘late’ 
historically. This was in the post-colonial era, when eastern movements from this area 
seem to have become easier or more legitimate, resulting in the readier establishment of 
Pitjantjatjara identities for people born in formerly strongly Yankunytjatjara places. A 
decline in the local population of people identifying as Yankunytjatjara may have been a 
key reason for this, as they moved to Charlotte Waters, Alice Springs, Oodnadatta, Ooldea, 
and to pastoral stations east of the Musgraves, and their numbers declined (Sutton & 
Vaarzon-Morel 2003). 

A few people identified to Tindale as Pitjandjara had birthplaces in, or ‘really 
belong[ed] to’, districts located east of his 1933e map’s blue line running between  
his ‘PITJANDJARA’ and ‘JANKUNDJARA’ tribal areas. This line runs approximately 
from Pundi Soak via Mt Harriet and north between the Mann and Musgrave Ranges. None 
were associated in this narrow sense with places south or south-east of the Musgrave 
Ranges, but a few were thus associated with places in the Musgrave Ranges and north  
of there. If we extend Tindale’s blue line north between Foster Cliff and Stevenson Peak  
in the Olia Chain towards Mt Currie, running west of Kata Tjuta (Mt Olga), it goes  
pretty much along the line shown between the two tribes in Tindale’s 1940 map (Map 4.2 
here). And if we exclude those born at Pudalja (or Poda), Mototja and Eremerenja, all  
west of Apara but in the Musgrave Ranges, those identified as Pitjantjatjara and with  
birth-based primary site interests east of this line in Tindale’s 1933b data were in fact very 
few. 

In fact there were only seven (see Table 4.2). There are no parental data for subject 15 
of Table 4.2, and I interpret Tindale’s entry in the ‘Where born’ category for 15 as follows: 
The man was born a long way west. He is of Ayers Rock and Mt Olga country (ngura). 
That is, if he were ritually pre-eminent and in this and other ways responsible for the  
Ayers Rock-Mt Olga area and lived mainly a long way from his birth country which was in  
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Table 4.2  Pitjantjatjara born at Yankunytjatjara sites in 1933 data 

Subject Native Name Tribe Where born DOB 
15 Takamara Pitjindjara long way W. Ulurinya kapi (Ayers Rock) 

Katatjuta ngura = Mt Olga24 
c1875 

40 Jange(na) Pitjandjadjara Kanjalameita near Apara, Aparana where  
has name 

c1910 

55 Kondjerea Pitjindjara, 
checked twice 

Anmanngo, S. of Erliwanja- c1912 

158 Wekeljeri Pitjandjadjara Apara nja c1925 
154 Lalpalku na Pitjandjara Winta wata, S of Apara W Musgrave Ra. c1928 
33 Nantje apptly 

same as 151 
Pitjandjara Anapala = Ernabella c1929 

61 Pinjinja Pitjindjara Konapandi c1929 
 

the far west, the fact that his language was recorded as Pitjantjatjara instead of 
Yankunytjatjara would be unsurprising. His ‘name’ is also a subsection term (Tjakamarra) 
in dialects to the far northwest such as Pintupi. This use of an exogenous class term as a 
personal name was another possible mark of the returned cosmopolitan and there are 
several in Tindale’s records. I have come across this elsewhere, e.g. Jimija Jungarrayi, a 
Warlpiri man. Jimija is a Mudbura subsection, equivalent to the Warlpiri term Jungarrayi. 
Jimija had worked up north in Mudbura country and returned to Warlpiri country with this 
‘name’ (my field notes, Yuendumu 1987). 

Subject 40’s father in Tindale’s 1933 data was recorded as Pitjantjatjara, and his mother 
Yankunytjatjara. Given that Kanjalameita (also Kanjala Mitu) is west of Apara and on a 
Dreaming track linking it west to the Umbukulu area it may be that it also was principally 
associated with Pitjantjatjara (Tindale 1933c). 

In the case of subject 55, Tindale’s ‘checked twice’ is most likely to reflect his being 
surprised to hear of someone born south of Erliwanjawanja who yet was identified as 
Pitjantjatjara. Remarks of this content are rather rare in the 1933 data. On the same card 
Tindale recorded subject 55’s father as also born at a site of this name (‘Anmanngu’) and 
as being Pitjantjatjara, adding to the latter: ‘checked app[aren]tly OK’. Again, in my view, 
this comment reveals some kind of dissonance between this piece of evidence and 
Tindale’s developing model of place/language relationships. Complicating this case is the 
fact that he also recorded the name ‘Anmango’ for a place to the ‘far west’ while at 
Konapandi, the latter being near Levenger Creek in the southern Musgraves (Tindale 
1933a:187). 

The four remaining cases out of the seven involve birthdates from 1925 to 1929. That of 
subject 158 I have already discussed. Subject 154, while born at a site otherwise associated 
with births of Yankunytjatjara people, was adopted by a Pitjantjatjara man (subject 3) and 
this may have given rise to 154’s identification as Pitjantjatjara. 

Subject 33’s sister and both parents were identified as Pitjantjatjara and 33 was born at 
what had become a sheep station (Ernabella Soak), in 1929. Much earlier, in c1893, 
subject 28 had also been born at this place of a Pitjantjatjara father and very probably a 

                                                                                                                                              
24 There is a likelihood that for subject 15 birthplace and primary country of identification were quite different. 
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Pitjantjatjara mother,25 but unlike 33 his tribe was recorded as ‘Ankunjajara’. While in 
theory this might be a way of referring to Pitjantjatjara in Pitjantjatjara (which has ankunytja 
‘going’, Goddard 1996:7), the cards for his wife (169) and son (142) both describe him as 
Yankunytjatjara, the latter identity matching his birthplace location. Ankunytjatjarra was 
probably a Pitjantjatjara pronunciation of the label Yankunytjatjara, given that words 
starting with /y-/ in Yankunytjatjara frequently correspond with Pitjantjatjara words that 
lack it. The site (and now resort) name Yularra (in Yankunytjatjara) versus Ularra (in 
Pitjantjatjara) is a case in point. 

4.4  Conclusion 
This examination of Tindale’s field records from 1933 has suggested that his later 

published conclusions as to tribal/dialectal names and territories in the eastern Western 
Desert reflected a process of regularising and ironing out a number of perceived 
inconsistencies in what had originally been a somewhat messy record. He also managed to 
produce mutually contradictory cartographic versions of the dialect distribution data. But 
his original 1933 field notes provide some vital and systematic evidence, reaching back 
well before European incursions into the area, in fact as far as c1828, as to relationships 
between birth countries, parental identities, and the linguistic affiliations of individuals. 

There was some variability in rules for the assignment of linguistic identities to 
individuals but, in general, at that period (c1828–1933), district (and Dreamings) of birth 
and to a far lesser extent parents’ linguistic identities seem to have been the major 
influential factors. Districts of birth, at least until the demographic and other disturbances 
of the early twentieth century, were identified with particular linguistic varieties. Birthplace, 
including both place of parturition and the place where the infant’s umbilical cord dropped 
off about ten days later, most consistently conferred linguistic identity on the new child. 
However, degrees of variability and inconsistency in how it all worked, while they may 
have increased greatly since modern times, seem to have been there before.  

This lack of rigidity probably reflects Annette Hamilton’s suggestion that this region, at 
the time of colonisation, was one in which the social organisational system was still 
‘straining to become’ (Hamilton 1982). That Western Desert people had been in the area 
for only a few centuries (McConvell 1996) may, combined with rainfall unreliability and 
lethal droughts, have been the source of this degree of indeterminacy. At the time of 
European colonisation the eastern Western Desert people were still culturally in migratory 
expansion mode and their principal pathways to linguistic and landed identity were based 
on the biographical happenstances of individuals and their closer relatives, not on perpetual 
descent groups associated with fixed estates from the beginning of the world, henceforth 
for evermore. 
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5 Juwaliny: dialectal variation and 
ethnolinguistic identity in the Great 
Sandy Desert 

  

 SALLY DIXON 

5.1  Introduction 
Juwaliny is described as the western dialect of Walmajarri, which is the western-most 

language in the Ngumpin-Yapa language family.1 Its speakers, the Juwaliny people, left the 
Great Sandy Desert of Western Australia in several stages from the 1940s to 1960s, and 
settled in various Kimberley communities (Hudson & Yu 1988). The highest concentration 
of Juwaliny speakers came to live in La Grange Mission, now called Bidyadanga 
Community, where they were the second largest group in that multicultural community 
throughout the early years of the mission in the 1970s (McKelson 1976). Today, there are 
only a handful of full speakers remaining,  

In their extensive work on Walmajarri, Joyce Hudson and Eirlys Richards also 
researched Juwaliny, presenting known variations in the lexicon in the Walmajarri–English 
Dictionary published in 1990 (also see Hudson 1978). In the same period Fr K. McKelson 
worked on Juwaliny to produce various recordings, and unpublished wordlists, field notes 
and liturgical materials for the La Grange Mission.2 Wangka Maya PALC first started 
working on Juwaliny in response to requests from the speaker community in Bidyadanga 
for a dictionary and other resources. Despite the fact that the Walmajarri–English Dictionary 
(Richards & Hudson 1990) does include many Juwaliny headwords, the speakers 
specifically wanted Juwaliny-focused resources. Thus it was necessary to examine in more 
detail how it differed from Walmajarri.  

This project prompted an interesting research question: What are the types of structural 
and lexical differences possible between closely related speech varieties; and how is the 
degree of lexical/structural difference mirrored by differences in ethnolinguistic identity? 

                                                                                                                                              
1 This paper was written while the author was employed at Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language 
Centre. The author wishes to thank the staff, committee, and Juwaliny speakers for their support and helpful 
feedback. Acknowledgements are also extended to Joyce Hudson, Eirlys Richards and Fr. Kevin McKelson 
for permission to quote from unpublished manuscripts.  
2 The collection is now held at both AIATSIS and at Wangka Maya PALC 
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Both aspects of this question needed to be addressed in order to produce accurate materials 
for use in the community.  

This paper presents a summary of the analysis undertaken as part of the Juwaliny 
dictionary project. Differences between Juwaliny and Walmajarri were found to be mainly 
lexical (section 5.2), and included some inflectional and derivational morphology (section 
5.3). There are also interesting instances where different lexemes in each speech variety are 
the result of different choices from a range of common derivational processes (section 5.4). 
Some systematic phonological differences also exist (section 5.5). Speaker perceptions, 
including regarding the use of the language names, and relationships with other 
ethnolinguistic groups are considered (section 5.6), as are the implications of the high level 
of variation in the data (section 5.7). 

5.2  Lexical differences 
The most salient differences between the two speech varieties are at the lexical level. 

This is also the point of difference most readily identified by the language speakers, who 
can supply corresponding terms in each speech variety as evidence, for example, ‘Juwaliny 
say yirna and Walmajarri say ngarpu (for ‘father’)’. The rate of lexical cognacy between 
Juwaliny and Walmajarri is in fact around 60%. This decreases slightly for the nominal 
subset (58%), and increases substantially for the verb subset (87%) (S. Dixon 2008).  

At the points where the lexicons diverge, several kinds of differences can be observed. 
The most common type of non-cognate is simply where the Juwaliny form is completely 
different from the Walmajarri form, as in the ‘father’ example above. A large percentage 
(45% nominals, 24% verbs) of Juwaliny lexemes that are non-cognate with Walmajarri are 
shared by other surrounding languages (mainly Yulparija), and so can be accounted for by 
contact in other geographic directions (S. Dixon 2008). 

A small set of Juwaliny words that are non-cognate with Walmajarri are in fact 
homonyms, with the same form having unconnected meanings in each speech variety, for 
example, the nominal kurlpa means ‘vomit’ in Juwaliny and ‘spun hair article’ in 
Walmajarri. The verb witlanu means ‘accompany’ in Juwaliny and ‘spear wide of the mark’ 
in Walmajarri. According to Richards and Hudson (1990) there are also a few Juwaliny 
words for which it appears there are no commensurate terms in use by Walmajarri 
speakers: wikiwarnti ‘fingers, toes’, walaki ‘big toe’.  

Of the current Juwaliny nominal corpus that is cognate with Walmajarri, most (60%) are 
exact matches in form and meaning. The other 40% differ subtly in three ways: systematic 
and minor non-systematic phonological differences (discussed in section 5.5), differences 
in derivational processes employed (discussed in section 5.4), or subtle differences in 
semantics. The set of words referred to here as ‘semantically similar’ cognates consists of 
lexemes for which the glosses are not exactly the same, but are similar enough that a 
common origin is conceivable. For example, yirnti is glossed as ‘spindle’ in Juwaliny, but 
in Walmajarri it is glossed as ‘long stick’ (muri is the Walmajarri word for ‘spindle’). A 
spindle partially consists of a long stick, so these two items share common elements.  

Semantically similar cognates appear to differ in several ways. Firstly, as in the 
previous example, the lexeme for a part in one speech variety is the same as the form for 
the whole in the other speech variety. A similar example is jalngu, attested as ‘spinifex 
species’ in Juwaliny, and ‘spinifex grass head pad’ in Walmajarri. Semantic differences 
can also occur whereby the referent of a lexeme in one speech variety retains a common 
function with the other-language referent. For example, wirrkuja is attested as ‘claypan’ in 
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Juwaliny, and a ‘deep cavity in a rock which collects rainwater’ in Walmajarri, that is, both 
rain-collecting features of the natural landscape. Semantic differences can also be of a 
more metaphorical nature: the lexeme jiluwa is attested as ‘tendon’ in Juwaliny and ‘whip 
snake’ in Walmajarri.  

It is possible that this data represents a deficit in the synchronic description whereby the 
attested meaning in each speech variety is a contextualised instance of a broader 
underlying concept.  

 
(1)   Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 a. ‘bitter’ tuja langa 
 b. ‘bland, tasteless’ (no data) tuja 

 
Example set (1) shows that tuja is recorded as ‘bitter’ in Juwaliny and ‘bland’ or 

‘tasteless’ in Walmajarri. This could perhaps better be described as instances of the 
broader meaning of ‘unpleasing taste’. This explanation is less likely in cases where there 
are words recorded in each language that represent the other-dialect gloss. Walmajarri has 
the term langa glossed as ‘bitter, unpleasant’. This suggests that tuja is indeed treated 
distinctly in each dialect. 

Likewise for the word kawu, glossed as ‘body’ in Juwaliny and ‘lungs’ in Walmajarri, 
there are also equivalent other-dialect terms, presented in data set (2). Since a diachronic 
analysis of the lexicon has not been performed for either speech variety, it is not possible 
to conclude what the directional pathway of each change has been. Despite this, the above 
data does point to a potentially interesting taxonomy of the types of semantic differences 
that can occur between closely related speech varieties.  

 
(2)   Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 a. ‘body’ kawu karrkin 
 b. ‘lungs’ ralyuralyu kawu 

5.3  Differences in inflectional and derivational morphology 
Nominal morphology is almost identical. The current Juwaliny corpus contains 

attestations of eleven of the twelve case suffixes attested in Walmajarri (Hudson 1978) 
(‘projected reason’ case is not yet evidenced). Although, only six of these show the full 
range of allomorphs that appear in the Walmajarri data, probably because the corpus is still 
being documented. Apart from these absences the Juwaliny data differs from the 
Walmajarri data in one instance: -pirri is attested as a variant form of the purposive case 
suffix, in addition to the form shared with Walmajarri, -purru. 

A similar pattern is found in nominal inflection and derivational morphology: extra 
allophonic variation in the Juwaliny dataset is discussed in section 5.5 on phonological 
differences.  

Like nominal morphology, verbal inflectional morphology differs in only minor ways. 
There are five verb classes in Walmajarri and Juwaliny, named by Hudson (1978) for the 
final phoneme of the verb stem: -ng, -ny, -n, -rr and -Ø. There are different inflectional 
morphemes for Juwaliny in two contexts. Firstly, the past realis forms of four of the five 
verb classes have different forms in Juwaliny although, as Table 5.1 demonstrates, forms 
identical to the Walmajarri conjugations are also attested in the current Juwaliny corpus.   
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Table 5.1  Past realis forms of Juwaliny and Walmajarri verbs 

Class Verb stem English Juwaliny Walmajarri 
NG kang- ‘carried’ kanya kanya 
 pung- ‘hit’ pinya pinya 

NY kirra- ‘sat’ kirrarni 
kirrarniny 

kirrarni 

N yan- ‘went’ yani 
yaniny 

yani 

RR paja- ‘bit’ pajani 
pajaniny 

pajani 

Ø karri- ‘stood’ karrinya 
karriny 

karrinya 

 wanta- ‘got’ wantarni 
wantarniny 

warntani 

 
Secondly, Juwaliny and Walmajarri forms differ in the present realis continuous aspect 

forms of all verb classes, as presented in Table 5.2. Again, the standard Walmajarri forms 
are also sometimes attested in the Juwaliny data. The implications of such variation are 
discussed in section 5.7 below. It is also worth noting that although the surface forms are 
juxtaposed here, the morphophonemic processes involved in the derivation of verbal 
inflections have not been compared. Hudson (1978) presents an overview of Walmajarri 
morphophonemics, but an analysis of equivalent depth has not yet been attempted for 
Juwaliny. This points to a potentially interesting area for future research.  

 
Table 5.2  Present realis continuous aspect forms of Juwaliny and Walmajarri verbs 

Class Verb stem English Juwaliny Walmajarri 
NG kang- ‘is carrying’ kangana 

kangakanga 
kangana 

 pung- ‘is hitting’ pungana 
pungapunga 

pungana 

NY kirra- ‘is sitting’ kirrarnana 
kirralala 

kirrarnana 

  ‘is eating’ ngalangala ngarnana 

N yan- ‘is going’ yanana 
yanayana 

yanana 

RR paja- ‘is biting’ pajarrala pajanana 

Ø karri- ‘is standing’ karrirri karrinyana 
 wanta- ‘is getting’ wantantala warntarnana 
 kuji- ‘is causing’ kujijila kujirnana 
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5.4  Differences in application of derivational processes 
As far as the current dataset suggests, Walmajarri and Juwaliny both have the same 

range of structural possibilities for the derivation of verbs: verb stems can be simple or 
compound, the latter formed by the compounding of a verb root (nominal or verbal) with 
either another simple verb or a verbaliser. But there are examples in the corpus where 
differential application of the stem-formation options have resulted in different words in 
each speech variety.  

 
(3)   Juwaliny Walmajarri3 
 a. ‘ask’ japirl-yungu japirr-manu 
   ask-GIVE ask-VR4 
 b. ‘appear’ kalara-kujirnu kalara-janya 
 c.  ‘poke’ jitjit-parnu jitjit-lanu 
   poke-SPEAK poke-SPEAR 
 d. ‘kill’ pungana pirla-wurra pirla-kujirnu 
   hit dead-CONS dead-VR 
 e. ‘brand’ jily-karra-lanu lampij-yutu-kanu 
   sting-MANNER-SPEAR flat_together-down-VR 
 

Examples (3a–c) show different choices of second element: simple verb vs verbaliser 
(3a), different verbalisers (3b), and different simple verbs (3c). Example (3d) contrasts the 
Walmajarri compound verb for ‘kill’, formed with the nominal pirla ‘dead’ and a 
verbaliser, with the Juwaliny equivalent which is formed by somewhat different means: by 
modifying the simple verb meaning ‘hit’ with a type of adjectival adjunct consisting of the 
same nominal pirla ‘dead’ to which the consequent case marker is attached.   

Example (3e) perhaps best showcases the multiple options afforded by Walmajarri and 
Juwaliny derivational processes as it is an example of the creation of a new lexeme for the 
introduced concept of cattle branding. Each variety uses a different type of root (case-
marked nominal vs compound nominal) and second element (simple verb vs verbaliser). In 
addition, the semantic core of each lexeme is quite different: the Juwaliny word focuses on 
the physical effect of branding (stinging/spearing) while the Walmajarri word focuses on 
the action of laying together (the hide and branding iron).  

These examples highlight that both speech varieties use the same semantic and 
structural derivational building blocks, but they may apply these in different combinations 
with the result that different lexemes are formed. Likewise, there is evidence that both 
Walmajarri and Juwaliny use the same range of nominal derivational processes to create 
new nominal lexemes, as example sets (4) and (5) demonstrate.  
 

                                                                                                                                              
3 All Walmajarri data has been taken from the Walmajarri–English Dictionary (Richards & Hudson 1990) 
unless otherwise stated. 
4 VR = verbaliser, CONS = ‘consequent’ case, MANNER = ‘manner’ case, BYW = ‘by way of’ case, EMPH = 
emphasis, HAVE = ‘have’ derivational suffix, ASSOC = ‘associated with’ derivational suffix, AUX = verbal 
auxiliary root. 
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(4)   Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 a. ‘leftover piece’ nara kirli 
 b. ‘same’ nara-ngal kirli-ngal 
   leftover-BYW leftover-BYW 
 c.  ‘very same’ nara-ngal-parni kirli-ngal-parni 
   leftover-BYW-EMPH leftover-BYW-EMPH 

 
(5)   Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 a. ‘ear’ kulilkulil pina 
 b. ‘intelligent’ kulilkulil-jartu pina-jarti 
   ear-HAVE ear-HAVE 

 
As with verbs, instances of  derivational processes  being employed to create new nouns 

are not always paralleled between the two speech varieties. Examples (6a) and (6b) show 
cases where one speech variety has derived its noun while the other has an independent 
lexeme. Some nominal cognates differ across speech varieties only in terms of whether 
they are attested with stem-forming nominal derivational suffixes, or without, as shown in 
examples (7a) and (7b).  

 
(6)   Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 a. ‘echidna’ kirli-jarti minaji 
   prickle-HAVE  
 b. ‘Ramsay’s Python’ warna nguwa-ngarnu-juwal 
    earth-eat.INF-ASSOC 

 
(7)   Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 a. ‘alone’ jintanga-juwal jintanga 
   alone-ASSOC  
 b. ‘testicles’ kurlurr kulurr-jarra 
    testicles-DUAL 

5.5  Phonological differences 
Speakers report that the two speech varieties ‘sound a bit different’, though generally 

cannot give explicit examples of how. In fact, there are several systematic differences 
between the realisation of certain morphemes in each speech variety. Firstly, Juwaliny 
speakers show a preference for the word-final position of several morphemes to be occupied 
by /u/ where in Walmajarri it is occupied by /i/. Variation is found only in the grammatical/ 
function words presented in example set (8) below, and in lexical/content words formed 
with the ‘have’ derivational suffix, a sample of which is shown in example set (9). 

 
(8)  Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 ‘this one’ minyartu minyarti 
 ‘that one’ nyanartu nyanarti 
 ‘that one’ yalartu yalarti 
 ‘like this’ kujartu kujarti 
 ‘anyone/anything’ nganawurtu nganawurti 
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(9)  Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 HAVE  -jartu -jarti 
 ‘skink’ minijartu minijarti 
 ‘on north side’ kayilungujartu kayilungujarti 
 ‘relationship pair’ jamirtilanjartu jamirtilanyjarti 

 
Hudson and Richards (1973) report that these ‘were very likely from different dialects 

but now they fluctuate in the speech of many people’. The Juwaliny lexical database does 
record some variation in production, as both forms are recorded for minyarti/minyartu, and 
for several of the content words. Furthermore, there are several words in the Juwaliny 
lexical corpus that are formed with -jarti and do not have equivalent -jartu forms attested. 
However speakers in Bidyadanga universally choose word-final /u/ constructions should 
they be asked to nominate the Juwaliny construction. Implications of such variation are 
discussed in section 5.7. 

The second systematic phonological difference is that the plural subject pronominal 
enclitic -lu becomes -l when it occurs in final position on the verbal auxiliary construction 
(which contains pronominal and mood information). Example set (10) shows all -lu final 
Walmajarri indicative mood verbal auxiliary forms and their Juwaliny counterparts. 
Hudson (1978) notes that the dropping of unstressed final vowels of some morphemes, 
including this one, does occur in the fast speech of Walmajarri speakers. Optional dropping 
also occurs on the ‘by way of’ case morpheme -ngalu (see examples (4b–c) above). Again, 
the Juwaliny corpus only contains the form -ngal, without the final /u/. This suggests that 
an optional fluctuation in Walmajarri is permanent in Juwaliny.  

 
(10)  Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 1PL.EXCL.NOM(>3SG.ACC) marnal marnalu 
 1PL.EXCL.NOM>2SG.ACC marnantal marnantalu 
 1PL.EXCL.NOM>2DU.ACC marnanypinyal marnanypinyalu 
 1PL.EXCL.NOM>2PL.ACC marnanyal marnanyalu 
 2PL.NOM>1DU.EXCL.ACC mantarranyal mantarranyalu 
 2PL.NOM>1PL.EXCL.ACC marnanpanyal marnanpanyalu 
 3PL.NOM(>3SG.ACC) pal palu 
 3PL.NOM>1SG.ACC pajal pajalu 
 3PL.NOM>1DU.INCL parlinyal parlinyalu 
 3PL.NOM>1DU.EXCL pajarranyal pajarranyalu 
 3PL.NOM>1PL.INCL parlipanyal parlipanyalu 
 3PL.NOM>1PL.EXCL marnapanyal marnapanyalu 
 3PL.NOM>2SG.ACC mantal mantalu 
 3PL.NOM>2DU.ACC manypinyal manypinyalu 
 3PL.NOM>2PL.ACC manyal manyalu 
 3PL.NOM>3DU.ACC pinyal pinyalu 
 

Thirdly, there is some variation between /t/ and /j/ in morpheme initial position in 
Juwaliny nominal suffixes, which is not attested in Walmajarri. The complete set of 
examples is presented in example set (11). The limited text examples suggest that the 
variation in Juwaliny is probably allophonic, such that /j/ initial suffixes follow vowel-final 
morphemes (see example 12) and /t/ initial suffixes follow consonant-final morphemes 
(see example 13). Contrary to the allomorphy rule presented here Fr McKelson does attest 
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to the use of -jartu with one consonant final words (pamarr ‘stone’), but in this case the 
‘have’ morpheme is presented as an independent word i.e. indicating a pause in-between 
morphemes. There are four other nominal inflectional suffixes that begin with /j/ but no 
attestations of a /t/ initial allomorph. 
 
(11)  Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 ABLATIVE -jangka -jangka 
  -tangka  
 ASSOC -juwal -juwal 
  -tuwal  
 HAVE -jartu -jarti 
  -tartu  
 
(12) Nyanarti-jangka kayili ma-rnal yan-ani Pikurang-karti. 
 that-ABL north AUX-1PL.EXCL go-PASTCONT place_name-ALL 

‘From there, we went north to Pikurang.’ 
 

(13) Katuwarra-kuji-rnapanya yakurr-tangka 
 safe-CAUSE.INF-1PL.EXCL.ACC bad-ABL 

‘Save us from evil.’ 
 

Finally, it is worth noting that a small number of Juwaliny lexical/content words differ 
in pronunciation from their Walmajarri counterparts in well attested yet minor and 
apparently non-systematic ways. A sample is presented in example set (14). While it is 
difficult to infer anything about language change from these words, it seems likely that 
their presence contributes to the range of subtle linguistic differences expressed more 
generally by speakers when they described the speech varieties as ‘sounding a little bit 
different’.  
 
(14)  Juwaliny Walmajarri 
 zebra finch nyiniri nyinyi 
 nest purlku puru 
 running pangkajpangkaj purangkajpurangkaj 
 shoulder kulpurli kilpirli 
 put down yitika- yutuka- 
 cling/hug lawupu- lawurrpu- 
 womb ngalurr ngalu 
 emu karlanganyja karnananyja 
 skink martuwarrintuwal marrurtawarrinyjuwal 
 navel jinjirr jinyjil 

5.6  Speaker perspectives on the ethnolinguistic relationship 
As stated in the introduction, it is clear that Juwaliny people in Bidyadanga perceive a 

difference between Walmajarri and their own language enough for them to want specific 
Juwaliny language materials. When asked to distinguish how the speech varieties differ, 
descriptive terms such as ‘little bit soft’ or ‘light’ are typically employed to describe 
Juwaliny, while Walmajarri is the ‘little bit heavy’ or ‘hard’ variety. This kind of 
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terminology is not uncommon in Australia, but it is not employed uniformly. For example, 
Light Warlpiri describes an emerging speech variety (McConvell, Meakins & O’Shannessy 
2004) rather than a relationship between two languages that have sat alongside each other 
beyond living memory.   

McGregor (1990) notes of the fellow Ngumpin-Yapa language Gooniyandi, that the terms 
ginharndi and ginyarndi (variants of the lexeme meaning ‘you know’) are characterised by 
speakers as ‘heavy’ (with the lamino-dental nasal) and ‘light’ (with the lamino-palatal 
nasal) versions respectively. He also observes that geographically occurring differences 
were ‘almost entirely lexical’ (McGregor 1990:7), with differences partly accounted for by 
contact with other neighbouring languages. Verbal inflectional morphology was also a 
noted regional difference.  

While McGregor’s analysis is pertinent to the present discussion it is still ambiguous as 
to which structural feature(s), if any, speakers refer (however unconsciously) when they 
employ ‘heavy/light’ terminology with regards to Juwaliny and Walmajarri. Since the present 
paper is largely based on lexicographic data it is possible that there are more differences 
between the speech varieties to be discovered from a more in-depth phonological, 
grammatical and discourse-level comparison. Alternatively, the heavy/light terminology 
might reflect the relative ability and experience of a language speaker using a second code. 
That is, a Juwaliny speaker presumably has to work a bit harder to produce and understand 
Walmajarri so this code is seen as the ‘hard’ or ‘heavy’ one. What is clear is that the 
speech varieties are not seen as categorically different, but inherently overlapping.  

Reflecting this, when asked about the relationship between the two groups Juwaliny 
people often report that they considered Walmajarri and Juwaliny to be the same to a large 
degree, typically saying that they are ‘all in one’. In fact, Juwaliny speakers variously use 
both ‘Juwaliny’ and ‘Walmajarri’ to refer to themselves. It is quite common to hear Juwaliny 
people referred to as Walmajarri, both by themselves and others in the community. The 
occasional use of ‘Walmajarri’ in this way accords with their understanding of the closeness 
between the groups and languages. But this occurs only in informal contexts. In formal and 
official situations, such as in community signage, school documentation, and liturgical 
materials, Juwaliny is the only term that is used. Likewise, it is desirable for the community 
to have language resources like dictionaries in ‘Juwaliny’ rather than  ‘Walmajarri’.  

R. M. W. Dixon’s (see 2002:4-7) dual senses of the word ‘language’ are helpful here: 
language1 meaning ‘dialect’ and language2 meaning ‘language’ in the formal linguistic 
senses. I suggest that ‘Walmajarri’ is a language1 label that, to borrow Michael Walsh’s 
(1997) turn of phrase, has been ‘pressed into service’ as the language2 label for all its 
related dialects.  

Other uses of the term Juwaliny, which suggest other possible characterisations of the 
relationship between the two speech varieties, have been reported in the literature. 
McGregor (1990) reported that Gooniyandi speakers use the term joowarliny to refer to 
any utterance of a perceived ‘non-standard variety … with connotations of barbarism’ 
(McGregor 1990:8). Although, he notes, ‘this term was never used to name anything which 
could be unequivocally identified as a dialect’. Hudson and McConvell (1984) note that 
one of Hudson’s Walmajarri informants, Peter Skipper, used ‘Jiwarliny’ to refer to both the 
Eastern and Western dialects (i.e. ‘other’ dialects) of Walmajarri. However, from the 
perspective of Juwaliny people today, the group was always called Juwaliny as an in-group 
and out-group term for their language, as it is used today. 

It is also revealing to consider how Juwaliny speakers characterise their relationship 
with other neighbouring language groups. One senior Mangala man stated that Mangala (to 
the immediate south-west of Juwaliny), Walmajarri and Juwaliny all go in together for law 
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because they used to be one group before they split up. As such they share many old songs 
that can’t be said to be in one specific language, but rather an old language shared by all 
(B. Thomas, pers. comm.). This points to a speaker perspective of closeness between the 
language and the people seeded in ancient times. The Juwaliny speakers from Bidyadanga 
stretched out the boundaries even further and included their traditional south-eastern 
neighbour, Yulparija (a Western Desert language), saying they were all ‘one blood’.  

As stated above, lexical variation between Walmajarri and Juwaliny can be largely 
accounted for by contact with surrounding groups. So statements such as ‘all in one’ and 
‘one blood’ therefore not only refer to the sociocultural relationship, but also concur with 
the linguistic relationship demonstrated by the language data. Thus both kinds of speaker 
statements, those that highlight the ‘sameness’ and those that characterise the differences, 
constitute an accurate summary of the relationship reflected in the linguistic data. 

5.7  Variation, code-switching and borrowing 
Just as speakers maintain a complex and layered cultural identity reflected in variation 

in the name used to refer to themselves, there is also a high proportion of variation and 
overlap in the linguistic data. This is a significant challenge in undertaking lexicographic 
research on closely related speech varieties.  

In the current dataset for Juwaliny, around half of the nominal lexemes have between 
one and six ‘synonyms’. So around 500 lexemes cover only around 200 ‘concepts’. 
Around 80% of these synonym sets contain at least one Walmajarri cognate. In fact, many 
of the examples given throughout this paper have a Walmajarri cognate equivalent term 
attested in the corpus. Table 5.3 gives a sample.  

 
Table 5.3  Sample of synonym sets in Juwaliny lexical corpus 

bettong charcoal cat hair belt axe 

purtaya mirnta minyawu* purnturr jawalawala 

yilkirra nyukururr miltulpu wirntiwirnti* kaju 

 pirrki* nyulkurlku tungkurr* kurra* 

  parrjita nyinkan marti 

   purrurru tarlakurr* 

    tayitayi 
   * Walmajarri cognates 
 

There are several possible interpretations of this data. Firstly the high level of 
synonymy in the current lexical corpus suggests that many lexemes are in need of further 
delineation. For example, Table 5.3 contains six lexemes for ‘axe’. It is likely that some of 
these terms could be further expanded, and thus differentiated, with reference to particular 
kinds of axes (and their uses). This is a well-attested challenge for cross-cultural 
lexicographic work and worth reiterating here.  

In terms of what this data indicates about the relationship between Walmajarri and 
Juwaliny, it could suggest that the two speech varieties have undergone considerable 
mixing (here used in the sense of permanent borrowing). This was first suggested by 
Hudson and Richards (1973) who described the difficulty, even then, in getting consistent 
data on what constituted each dialect. They proposed that this was due to significant 
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intermixing that had occurred between speakers of different dialects since European 
contact and subsequent resettlement of Walmajarri groups.  

An alternative analysis is that the high level of variation captured in the current corpus, 
and attested by Hudson and Richards (1973), may in fact be characteristic of the 
relationship between Walmajarri and Juwaliny. Or more to the point, (keeping in mind that 
the current corpus is a record of various speakers in different contexts) this variance may 
be characteristic of the linguistic behaviour of speakers of closely related speech varieties.  

Traditional code-switching behaviour, while not extensively documented, is attested in 
the literature (e.g. McConvell 1988, Elwell 1982). There is evidence from speaker histories 
(as noted above) that constant interaction between ethnolinguistic groups has always been 
a feature of traditional life in the Great Sandy Desert. It is likely that, as in the nearby 
Western Desert Group of languages (well described by Ken Hansen 1984), this interaction 
resulted in highly multilingual and flexible speech communities. Communication was 
mediated on a situation-by-situation basis, and thus people were capable of understanding 
as well as producing a variety of forms in order to achieve a successful exchange.  

As well as facilitating basic communication with other groups, code-switching amongst 
multilinguals of similar linguistic repertoires is a means to create social meaning and index 
social relationships, and can be so endemic as to constitute an unmarked register of discourse 
(see, for example, McConvell 1988). Thus it is likely that samples of natural speech that 
have contributed to the Juwaliny lexical corpus contain some degree of code-switching, 
and language documentation in similar contexts needs to be sensitive to this reality.  

Fortunately, unlike language borrowing, code-switching is a conscious choice for 
interlocutors, who usually have a clear idea of which forms belong to which speech 
variety. But while there may be no theoretical impediment to distinguishing speech 
varieties from code-switching, or code-switching from mixed languages, the practical 
limitations in a context of language endangerment are often substantial.  

In the present case, much of the lexical corpus does not in fact come from natural 
speech, but from word-lists, or short texts which were elicited on the instruction that they 
represent the Juwaliny language only. Thus multiple forms in the data are harder to 
reconcile as code-switches. Secondly, most of the data was elicited over 20 years ago, and 
since that time there has been a rapid decline in language transmission. So often the 
process of checking with speakers today has not shed light on the multiple forms, as 
frequently all forms are accepted: ‘you can say that too’. And indeed there are now so few 
speakers that it is hard to rule out the possibility of judgements being idiolectal.  

The best stance we can take with regards to the current dictionary project is to view our 
efforts as recording the ‘language used by Juwaliny people’ rather than one of recording 
‘the Juwaliny language’. The current level of variation is therefore not necessarily a 
‘problem’ of documentation that needs to be resolved with more data collection or 
clarification. The current severely endangered state of the language makes this a virtual 
impossibility. In fact, it is possible that we have built up an accurate picture of the vast 
linguistic knowledge and dexterity of the Juwaliny people.  

5.8  Conclusion 
It has been the aim of this paper to highlight the value of delving into the dialectal 

richness of Australian languages, for this is the very point at which new languages emerge 
and linguistic identity is fine-tuned on a daily basis. The examination of the nature and 
extent of linguistic differences that occur between Juwaliny and Walmajarri contributes 
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towards our understanding of how closely related speech varieties differ, and in what ways 
similarities are retained. Further, by comparing these to the perspectives of the speakers 
themselves, this data is contextualised to give an account of the language as it is lived and 
used. By doing this we are taking a significant step towards the most important outcome of 
all: the creation of meaningful language materials that will hopefully contribute towards 
the transmission of the Juwaliny language to the next generation. 
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6 Who were the ‘Yukul’? And who are 
they now? 

  

 BRETT BAKER 

6.1  Introduction 
In the non-Yolngu part of the Top End, there is a well-documented relationship between 

named ethnolinguistic entities (or identities), commonly known as ‘language groups’ and 
areas of country (see e.g. Merlan 1981).1 Smaller social units, clans, are also often named. 
However, it is not usual to find names which have a wider reference than a linguistic group; 
what I will call ‘collective terms’ – encompassing more than one linguistic group – do not 
seem to exist in the Top End, if indeed they exist anywhere in Australia. Nevertheless, there 
is a name ‘Yukul’ (various spellings) in currency in the Top End Aboriginal community of 
Ngukurr, which, for some people some of the time, appears to have exactly this kind of 
denotation.  

Today in the Roper, one can find references to ‘Yukul’ such as this, from the website of 
the Ngukurr community council (the Yugul-mangi council; my emphasis): 

 
Yugul Mangi Community Government Council is the Local Government authority 
responsible for the administration and management of some 12,000 square kilometres 
in southeast Arnhem Land. Located at Ngukurr, the Council has direct responsibility for 
provision of services to some 2500 people, in the Council Wards of Ngukurr, Warliburru 
and Yupungalla. Yugul Mangi is a name which encompasses the peoples belonging to 
seven indigenous language groups of the lower Roper River/Gulf of Carpentaria region 
of South East Arnhem Land. The language groups identify as Mara, Ngandi, Alawa, 
Nunggubuyu, Rittarrngu, Wandarang and Ngalakan. Each language group consists  
of discrete clans, each having it’s [sic] own totems, land and related ceremonial 
responsibilities. The people who comprise Yugul Mangi have a common colonial history 
inasmuch that Ngukurr was a missionary controlled residential centre from 1906 onwards. 

                                                                                                                                              
1 It is a pleasure to dedicate this paper to one of my first linguistics teachers, Michael Walsh, who introduced 
me to the fascinating complexities of northern Australian languages and societies, and was instrumental in 
my decision to change focus from PNG languages to Australian ones early in my PhD. Michael had a healthy 
respect for historical sources, and an interest in Indigenous ways of imparting information. Both of these 
interests are reflected in this paper. Michael also has a strongly developed bullshit-detector, which makes me 
nervous about publishing it. I’d like to acknowledge the assistance of Steven Thiele, who generously shared 
his fieldnotes and recollections with me, as well as John Harris, Margaret Sharpe and Sophie Nicholls, and 
finally Mark Harvey, who suggested the theme of this paper and who, along with two anonymous referees, 
suggested numerous improvements. I take full responsibility for any remaining infelicities. 
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Normand (2005) includes a map of the Roper basin painted by a group of Ngukurr artists 
in sections. The map as a whole is called ‘Yugul Mangi Map (We all one)’ (p. 23). The 
section from the Wilton and down to Kangaroo Island, the area immediately around Ngukurr, 
is called ‘Yugul Mangi country’ (p. 24). The first use of ‘Yugul Mangi’ is the collective use, 
the second is the specific use: referring to the country traditionally associated with this group.  

Munro (2004:9-10; my emphasis), gives a good indication of the contrary information 
linguists often receive about this social identity: 

 
Yugul is another extinct language that was spoken around the Roper River region and 
whose status is somewhat uncertain. Heath (1980:1), for example, says that Yugul, ‘… 
is said to have been similar to Marra’ ... Alternatively a consultant for this thesis, DG, 
describes Yugul as a lingua franca for the region and that the current name of the 
Ngukurr council, Yugul Mangi, means the Roper River groups combined. DG (D01:1, 
26/3/01) says that her mother spoke to her in Yugul and describes it in the following 
way: ‘Like you know, in between, in between language now, that one, because other 
people couldn’t talk the other languages, but everyone understood Yugul’.  

 
I have heard accounts similar to this from other consultants, with both the ‘collective 

term’ meaning and as an individual language. The other explanation given here, that Yukul 
was an ‘in-between’ language, suggesting a lingua franca or contact variety, is intriguing 
but difficult to verify. 

My aim in this paper is to examine this use of the term ‘Yukul’. I show that it is in origin 
probably a name for a particular ethnolinguistic group, like the Marra and other named groups 
(section 6.2), but that after the devastating impact of colonisation the name was taken over 
by neighbouring groups and put to a new, political use, in keeping with the new social 
entity that is the Ngukurr community post 1968 (section 6.4). As it turns out, the Roper does 
have several collective terms of this kind, which appear to have been traditionally used to 
encompass several ethnolinguistic groups; these are noted in section 6.5. To begin with, I 
examine the contact milieu in the Roper, within which the subsequent historical record must 
be understood. 

6.2  The basis for land-language associations in the Roper 
The Roper River is one of the major permanent river systems of the Northern Territory, and 

in pre-contact times the Roper basin must have supported a considerable population.2 As in 
other parts of the Top End, neighbouring languages in this area are quite divergent from each 
other, and are regarded as occupying discrete and continuous blocks of land (cf. Merlan 1981). 

In the middle and lower Roper, both at contact and up to the present day, Aboriginal 
people use one set of names simultaneously to refer firstly to languages (as in ‘He’s talking 
Ngalakgan’), secondly to groups of people (‘That Ngalakgan mob live at Urapunga’), and 
lastly to country (‘Flying Fox [River] is for Ngalakgan’).3 Names such as ‘Ngalakgan’ I 

                                                                                                                                              
2 Leichhardt (1847:442-443) remarks on the abundance of waterfowl in the area, and that ‘natives seemed to 
be numerous; for their foot-path along the lagoon was well beaten; we passed several of their fisheries, and 
observed long fishtraps made of Flagellaria (rattan [rilgarra in Marra, Ngalakgan, and Warndarrang]) ... 
Natives, crows, and kites were always the indications of a good country’.  
3 Some Roper groups are associated with more than one ethnolinguistic name. Alongside ‘Marra’ for instance 
we also have ‘Maranbala’, likewise ‘Alawa ~ Galawa’ and ‘Warliburru’, ‘Nunggubuyu’ and ‘Wubuy’, 
‘Warndarrang’ and ‘Wuyarrawala’. Except in the case of Wubuy/Nunggubuyu it is not the case that one of 
these terms regularly denotes the language and the other the people; rather, both appear to be used 
interchangeably to denote in all three ways described in this paragraph.  
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will refer to as ‘ethnolinguistic names’. These names refer simultaneously to a language 
variety, and to a set of people satisfying some criterion of ‘traditional’ association with that 
language (discussed below). As Merlan (1981) has discussed in detail, these names gain 
their social charter through the relationship between sections of Dreaming track or sites – 
i.e. associations between tracts of land and mythical ancestors – and particular languages. 
This relationship is often encoded in prose recounts of Dreaming myths. In the context of 
the St Vidgeon Station Native Title Claim, an Alawa man named one place as Marra-
ngarlngarl-namban. Claimants translated the placename (from Alawa) as ‘[Where] he 
[totemic Kangaroo] started talking Marra’.  

Ordinarily, and ideally, a person becomes the ‘owner’ of a particular language through 
being born (or adopted) into a group which has primary responsibility for an area of 
country which is associated (through Dreaming actions like those just mentioned) with that 
language. Some names used by Aboriginal people in the Roper encompass something like 
this land-owning group. For instance, the name ‘Burraburra’ refers to a group of people 
related patrilineally and associated with a particular tract of country along the Wilton 
River, and also to particular songs, places within that country, relationships with totemic 
animals and plants, roles in particular ceremonies, and so on. I will refer to names like this 
as ‘clan names’. Clans (jaworro in Ngalakgan) have an ideal relationship with a particular 
language variety (by virtue of being associated with an area of country that has a particular 
linguistic affiliation, as described above).  

The social affiliations that totems pre-eminently have in the middle and lower Roper 
(i.e. from Ngalakgan and Alawa down-river) is to semi-moieties. Semi-moieties are a four-
term system of social classification. The semi-moiety names used throughout the Roper 
basin (with slight phonological variations in some cases) are shown in Table 6.1. One pair 
of semi-moieties can further be classified as belonging to ‘Duwa’ patrimoiety, and the 
other pair as ‘Yirritjja’ patrimoiety.  

 
Table 6.1  Social classification in the Roper 

Patrimoieties: (Duwa) (Yirritjja) 
Mambali Burdal 

Semi-moieties: 
Murrungun Guyal 

 
Semi-moiety classification was used (to the exclusion of other social classification 

systems such as subsections) by the Marra, Warndarrang and Yanyuwa. The Marra were 
described as the exemplars of such a system in Spencer and Gillen (1904) and Spencer 
(1914). The Ngalakgan and Alawa both used subsections as well as semi-moieties. In the 
case of Ngalakgan at least, semi-moieties are preferred as the classification system for 
totems and estates, while subsections are preferred in classifications of people and 
marriage rules. The same appears to be true of the Alawa, in my experience.  

This relationship between the Dreaming and stretches of country, mediated by semi-
moiety classification, is apparently unchanging, at least through the historical record. As I 
show below, what can change is almost everything else: the relationship of a section of 
Dreaming track to a particular patrilineage, the relationship of a particular patrilineage to a 
linguistic affiliation, and thus the relationship between a section of track (and thus an area 
of country) and a particular linguistic variety. The examination of ‘Yukul’ as a name thereby 
provides a good test of what it is in the relationships between social constructs and land 
that endures, and what can change. The most dramatic driver of this change in the historical 
period was contact with European pastoralists. This is examined in the following section. 
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6.3  Contact history in the Roper Basin 
Understanding the history of contact in this area is crucial to an understanding of how 

the pre-contact situation appears to have changed in the historical period. This contact 
history, as in many other parts of the country, was violent and had drastic effects on the local 
population and the autochthonous social institutions. Conservatively one must estimate 
around 1000 people for the area from Roper Bar to the mouth and the surrounding area. 
The population may have dropped by as much as four fifths over the course of the roughly 
30-year period between the beginning of pastoral settlement and the establishment of the 
Roper River Mission (near Ngukurr) in 1908; the latter in part as a response to the massacres 
and other deleterious effects of this settlement. The major events in this history have been 
documented in a number of places (Merlan 1978, Morphy & Morphy 1981, Thiele 1980, 
Harris 1986, Munro 2004 and especially Roberts 2005, the most extensive account). Here I 
lay out a brief synopsis, drawing heavily on the account in Morphy and Morphy (1981).  

The area was first seen by Europeans when Leichhardt passed through in 1845 on his way 
to Port Essington. Travelling north-west from the Limmen Bight River to the middle Roper 
(which he named), he named the Hodgson and Wilton Rivers, and crossed at ‘Leichhardt’s 
Bar’ (later ‘Roper Bar’). At some point on the Hodgson, probably around Yandah-jandah, 
he came into contact with a group of local people, who invited his party back to their camp 
(1847:447). These people introduce themselves:  

 
‘Of three young people, one was called “Gnangball”, the other “Odall” and a boy 
“Nmamball”. These three names were given to many others, and probably distinguished 
three different tribes or families’. (Leichhardt 1847:447) 

 
It is almost certainly the case that these are the semi-moiety names Mambali and Burdal 

~ Wurdal. The form of these names, and the situation in which they are used – establishing 
a social algebra between strangers – are enough to suggest this. But the fact that Leichhardt 
specifically says that the names were given to ‘many others’ seals the hypothesis.  

There are many interesting things about this event. One important conclusion we can 
draw is that these were highly unlikely to be Ngalakgan or Alawa people, despite the 
location – on the traditional border between the two. Both these groups use an eight-term 
subsection system. Although they can both phrase relationships between groups, Dreamings 
and country in terms of semi-moieties, they always use subsections as their primary means 
of incorporating strangers into society.4 The Marra are famously described as using semi-
moieties as their primary social algebra (in Spencer 1914 and subsequent work). But the 
Marra have no traditional associations with this area; their country is a long way to the south-
east around the Limmen Bight River. The Warndarrang also used semi-moieties, at least 
some of the time. But again, this area is not generally regarded as Warndarrang country. In 
all likelihood, the Roper people who engaged in this first meeting with Europeans were 
Yukul. The semi-moieties involved are also appropriate for the area: the country between the 
Wilton and Hodgson junctions represents the track of the Quiet Snake, a Mambali ancestor, 
while the Roper itself represents the track of the Plains Kangaroo mob, who are Burdal.  

The first sustained contact with Europeans in the Roper came about with the arrival of 
the Overland Telegraph (OT) Line in 1870. After Leichhardt’s discovery of Roper Bar in 
                                                                                                                                              
4 Elkin (1972) for instance records that the Alawa ‘whom I met at Roper River in 1946 … said they learnt the 
semi-moiety system after the establishment of the Roper River Mission, where they were in contact with 
Mara and Yugəәl (Njugal)’. This suggests that both Marra and Yukul people primarily used semi-moieties, 
while the Alawa and (on my experience) the Ngalakgan primarily used subsections.  
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1844, a rationing depot and base camp for the line was set up downstream in 1872 at a 
place called Narakgarani by Ngalakgan speakers, commonly known as ‘4 mile’. This place 
is roughly midway between the junctions of the Wilton and the Hodgson Rivers with the 
Roper, and probably not far from the camp where Leichhardt engaged with Yukul people. 
At some point in 1872, Narakgarani had the highest population of Europeans in the 
Territory, around 300 (Morphy & Morphy 1981:7, citing Alfred Giles). These (mostly) 
men were provisioned by ships coming up the Roper, including the Young Australian 
(mentioned below). Also in 1872, the first cattle were driven through the area following 
the route pioneered by Leichhardt around the Gulf and then along the southern side of the 
Roper to Roper Bar (see Roberts 2005:13). More cattle were to follow as the land was 
taken up for pastoral properties, starting with Elsey Station in 1878, Hodgson Downs in 
1884 (Merlan 1978:79), and in 1885 the vicinity of Urapunga station, and (for a brief time) 
Wangalara, in the area north of Ngukurr that was later occupied by the Yugul Cattle 
Company (see below) (Thiele 1980:206). Roberts (2005:67), based on primary sources, 
estimates that ‘more than 200,000 cattle, perhaps 10,000 horses, and countless heavy 
bullock-wagons passed along the track during this relatively short period [1878–1885]’. 
Presumably, these cattle were having a drastic effect on water resources away from 
permanent rivers and springs. According to Thiele (1980:207), cattle movements ceased 
between 1895 and 1902, due to various factors. The following year the Eastern and African 
Cold Storage Company bought Hodgson Downs and Elsey Stations and began to move 
cattle from there to their new holdings in eastern Arnhem Land around Blue Mud Bay. 
According to Bauer (1964, cited in Merlan 1978:87), this was 

 
... probably one of the few authenticated instances in which the aborigines were 
systematically hunted. For a time the company employed 2 gangs of 10 to 14 blacks 
headed by a white man or half caste to hunt and shoot the wild blacks on sight. (Bauer 
1964:157) 
 

Morphy and Morphy (1981:14) note that there are few if any survivors of the clans that 
were traditionally associated with the country around Roper Valley station, and the borders 
of Elsey and Hodgson Downs. During some of this time (until the company was wound up 
in 1909), some Aboriginal people apparently survived by hiding in hill country. In 1908, 
this was no longer an option because almost all the land in the area was taken up by 
pastoral leases (Morphy & Morphy 1981:16), and most of the survivors moved into station 
camps at Urapunga, Roper Valley and Hodgson Downs, or onto the Roper River Mission, 
established in 1908. The Mission was established, at least in part, in order to provide 
protection for Aboriginal people from shooting and poisoning (Cole n.d.:5). According to 
Cole, the CMS ‘agreed that mission work should be commenced on the site chosen called 
Mirlinbarrwarr by the Yugul and Wandarang tribes in the area’ (n.d:5). The first 
missionary at Roper River, F. L. G. Huthnance reported to the society that there was an 
average of 70 people living at the mission, but that at times the number reached 200 (Cole 
n.d.:6). The higher number must be considered to be close to the surviving population of 
the lower Roper basin, from a pre-contact figure that must have been much higher. It was 
around this time, in the aftermath of the pastoral massacres, that the first ethnographic 
accounts of the Roper Valley people appear.  

6.4  The name ‘Yukul’ in the historical record 
Perhaps the earliest reference to Yukul comes from Mathews (1900:130), in reference 

to groups using an eight-subsection system: 
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The following are a few of the principal tribes inhabiting the country about Elsey 
Creek, Katherine and Roper Rivers, reaching northerly to Wilton and Goyder Rivers, 
and onward to Glyde’s Inlet on the north coast of Arnheim’s land, Northern Territory. 
Their names are the Yungmunnee, Charmong, Mungerry, Yookull, Hongalla, 
Koorungo.5 They have an organisation containing eight sections, similar to [the 
subsections used by the Wambaya], but bearing a nomenclature more or less different. 
[What follows is a table showing recognisably Yangman subsections.]  

 
This is interesting, in light of my conclusion above that the Yukul used semi-moieties in 

preference to subsections. Mathews does not record his source for this information. But in 
any case, this is 55 years after the encounter with Leichhardt, and Leichhardt’s account – 
being the naive record of the behaviour of people in this area – must be preferred in this 
instance. A short time later, Spencer (1914) records some material, mainly kinship, subsection 
and semi-moiety terms from Ngalakgan, Alawa, and Marra. ‘Yukul’ is not mentioned. We 
will find this pattern – the absence of references to Yukul in discussions of the lower 
Roper area – repeated in the subsequent historical record.  

Tindale’s important (1928) paper likewise records no mention of Yukul, though it has 
the first extensive vocabularies of Roper languages (Ritharrngu, Rembarrnga, Ngandi, 
Ngalakgan, Alawa, Marra, Warndarrang, and Nunggubuyu).6 This list of eight languages is 
significant: they are the eight language groups typically named by Ngukurr people as 
‘belonging’ to the middle and lower Roper, in some sense. They are the eight groups 
named on the Yugul-mangi (Ngukurr) community council website quoted in section 6.1. 
The 1928 paper is a record of research carried out in 1920–1921 in Groote Eylandt and the 
vicinity. Tindale was accompanied on this trip by a Ngandi man, Maroadunei.  

However, Tindale (1974) does include reference to the ‘Jukul’, and this name is one of 
the ‘tribes’ on his map. His entry is thus: 

 
Vicinity of Leichhardt Bar (Urapunga) and on the south bank of Roper River at mouth 
of Hodgson River; north to Mount Favenc. 
Co-ordinates 134°35’E x 14°40’S 
Area 600 sq. m. (1,600 sq. km) 
References Mathews, 1900 (Gr. 6491); Eylmann, 1908; Spencer, 1914; 

Radcliffe-Brown, 1930; Tindale, 1940, and MS. 
Alternative Names Yukul, Jokul, Yikil, Yookil, Yookull, Yookala, Yikul. 
 

Tindale thus places the Yukul in the area where Leichhardt encountered Roper people 
using semi-moieties.  

Donald Thomson travelled overland from the Roper River up to the present-day site of 
Numbulwar in 1935. His published account (2003) contains no mention of Yukul people, 
although other linguistic identities of the area are mentioned by name. However, one of his 

                                                                                                                                              
5 According to Tindale (1974), (in modern orthography) these are the Yangman, Jawoyn, Mangarrayi, Yukul, 
Ngalakgan, and Gunwinjgu, respectively. In some cases, Mathews’s names are recognisably the names of 
groups in the modern record. In other cases, notably ‘Charmong’, ‘Hongalla’, and ‘Koorungo’, these 
identifications are less obvious. Tindale provides no explanation for the discrepancies between Mathews’s 
names and his identifications.  
6 ‘Nunggubuyu’ is the name by which this group of people is known, the language itself is most commonly 
called ‘Wubuy’ by its speakers. ‘Nunggubuyu’ is an ethnonym formed by the addition of a ‘gentilic’ (‘people 
of’) prefix nuN- to the language name (Heath 1984). Outside the community of Wubuy speakers, 
‘Nunggubuyu’ has the widest currency as the name for both the language and people.  
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photographs in the Museum Victoria collection (Thomson TPH1420) has the caption ‘“Old 
Yellow Finger”, Mau’wu’riringa – Yukul’.7  

The next major linguistic work after Tindale’s was carried out by Arthur Capell. 
Capell’s various articles on northern languages (1940, 1942) again contain no mention of 
‘Yukul’. Marra is the language indicated on his map (1942:366) as being associated with 
Roper mission and the area to the north (as well as south). 

Jeffrey Heath, a linguist who worked in the Roper area in the early 1970s, records the 
name ‘Yugul’ on maps in several of his publications, for instance his Nunggubuyu 
dictionary (1982:389, map 2). Heath’s (1980:1-2) Warndarrang informant (Isaac Joshua†8) 
divided the Yukul ‘into two groups, the Yugul proper in the area around Ngukurr, and the 
Yugulmaŋgi in the billabong country south of Ngukurr’. Sharpe (1972) also puts this name 
on her map of land-language associations in the area.  

It must be acknowledged that Tindale and Heath (to a lesser extent), unlike the other 
ethnographers here, were both concerned with establishing a picture of the Roper in pre-
contact times. This can partly explain the lack of references to Yukul in general. However, 
it also suggests that even by the time of Spencer’s work in 1914, the Yukul were a much 
attenuated identity in the Roper. We must infer that their position – directly in the path of the 
overland cattle route from Queensland – put them into direct conflict with pastoral settlers. 
In all likelihood, the Yukul bore the brunt of the massacres perpetrated in this area.9  

6.5  The linguistic evidence for Yukul 
In this section, I review the scant evidence we have for the kind of language that Yukul 

was. We have almost nothing in the way of positive identifications of language material 
with the name ‘Yukul’. In every case, we must triangulate on this material. On the one 
hand, there are two short wordlists from 1872 which were recorded in the area historically 
associated with Yukul, examined below. There are two other potential, indirect sources of 
evidence about the Yukul language. One comes from names of places and persons. The other 
comes from ‘dark matter’ in the lexicons and grammar of the groups which neighboured 
the erstwhile Yukul: evidence of borrowing and other language contact, without a (current) 
intervening language to act as a conduit. I review these sources in turn below.  

6.5.1  Yukul wordlists 
It is perhaps significant that we have no wordlists which are positively identified with 

the name ‘Yukul’. We have two wordlists which date from the earliest sustained contact 
                                                                                                                                              
7 Thanks to Peter and Lyndy Berthon for bringing this photo to my attention. This man is discussed below in 
section 6. He is also featured in photographs kept in the Mission archives, at a ceremony held (presumably) 
in the vicinity of the original Mission site. He is not mentioned in any genealogies to my knowledge. 
8 In this paper I have taken the decision to obscure the identities of people still living, but to reveal those of 
people who have passed away (the latter have a superscripted ‘†’ following their name). All of the 
information discussed in this paper is ‘in the public domain’ in Ngukurr, and I don’t believe that I will be 
revealing anything that is not already common knowledge. Nevertheless, matters of identity can be matters of 
great sensitivity and hence the attempt to protect the privacy of the living.  
9 Roberts (2005:66) estimates that Aboriginal deaths during the frontier period (1878–1885) ‘were likely to 
have been well over 300 ... Indeed, the death toll may have been more than 400, as the Wilangarra tribe near 
Borroloola were known to be almost extinct by 1886, largely as a result of the Coast Track violence’. Like 
the Yukul, the Wilangarra occupied country directly in the path of the settlers, and had little country to retreat to.  
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between inhabitants and non-Indigenous people, during the construction of the Overland 
Telegraph Line. Crowder (1871–1872), who worked on the line, recorded 10 words in 
what he called ‘Roper native language’. Presumably this wordlist was recorded in the area 
just east of Roper Bar, a place called Narakgarani, where the Telegraph party was camped 
and provisioned (Morphy & Morphy 1981).10 The list is reproduced in Table 6.2, together 
with possible sources in modern languages on the right: 

 
Table 6.2  Crowder’s word list (1872) 

 Marra attestation Attestations in other languages 
Tercunderie ‘Food’ ?gandirri ‘flour, food’  Alawa  
Co’biarr ‘Shells’   perhaps Warndarrang gamba ‘pearl 

shell’ 
Cara’boo ‘Fish hook’ garurrbi   
Ilgarra  ‘Reed ring  
 for arm’ 

rilgarra is the name of the vine 
from which these are made 

Warndarrang, Ngalakgan 

Been-der ‘Hair’ binja  Alawa mbinjur 
Bee-car ‘Knife’  ?Alawa bijabija yamstick, digging 

stick (wurrbingani in Marra) 
Marl-dull ‘Teeth’ ?ngarndal ‘mouth’  Alawa  
Moor-etch ‘Hand’ murrji  Warndarrang 
Darra-loo ‘Foot’ ?jarrbu   
In-Jerra ‘Nose’ n-jiri (with neuter prefix)  

 
Crowder does not record the Indigenous language name that these words come from, if 

indeed they come from a single source. The first thing that can be said about this list is that 
it is definitely not Ngalakgan, although this is the language which is currently associated 
with Roper Bar. Of the words which appear to be recognisable, all can be found in Marra, 
though some are shared with neighbouring languages such as Alawa and Warndarrang. But 
it is unlikely that Crowder encountered Marra people at Roper Bar in 1871–1872: no 
Marra-speaking groups are associated with the area. The most likely source of this list, 
given that it is not Ngalakgan, is Yukul.  

Around the same time, in 1872, James Lowrie (published in Curr 1886-87), the master 
of a supply vessel (the ‘Young Australian’) to the OT line on the Roper, recorded around 
70 words from ‘one of the tribes of the Roper River’. The majority of the words are again 
recognisable as Marra (the list is given in the appendix, together with possible identifications 
in Marra). Lowrie does record several apparent ethnolinguistic names, but none of them 
are recognisable from historical sources: ‘The name of the tribe of the Upper Roper is 
Walooka; of the Middle Roper, Woolooami; and at and near its mouth, Walkonda’. 

Two of these names begin with a sequence <wal->, and the other with <wooloo-> 
which is suggestive. In Marra and Warndarrang, plurality on human nouns (including 
nouns referring to groups, such as language names), is indicated with the use of a plural 
gender prefix wul- in Marra (Heath 1981:71) and wulu- in Warndarrang (Heath 1980:22). 
Nouns in both Marra and Warndarrang are frequently preceded by a functional word class 
called the ‘article’ in Heath (1981, 1980 resp.); the Marra plural form is wala in the 
                                                                                                                                              
10 Thanks to Denise Angelo and David Nash for bringing this source to my attention. 
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Nominative. There is other, indirect evidence that Yukul used a prefixal gender system 
something like that found in Ngalakgan, Marra, and Wubuy, discussed in section 6.5.3.  

Marra is traditionally associated not with the Roper River itself, but rather with the area 
around the Limmen River, well to the southeast. It is interesting that these two 
vocabularies, from the Roper River, ostensibly record a language spoken elsewhere. The 
most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that the language is Yukul in both cases. 
Marra people today claim that the Yukul language was ‘close’ to Marra. It seems unlikely 
that Yukul was already extinct or moribund at that time, or that Marra-speaking people had 
claimed an identity as ‘the Roper River people’ to Europeans. In 1872, contact with 
European people had only just begun. The inhabitants of the Roper were yet to encounter 
the deadly forces of pastoralism that were to arrive in the 1880s and later.  

6.5.2  Evidence for Yukul from placenames 
The evidence from placenames for Yukul is reviewed in Baker (2002). In brief, the St 

Vidgeon Station Native Title Claim provided documentation of a large number of 
placenames in the area immediately around Ngukurr, on the southern side of the Roper, in 
the region in which ethnographers place Yukul or Yugul-manggi. Many of these 
placenames have lexical and morphological features which are similar to Alawa or Marra, 
but cannot be synchronically analysed as coming from either language. Some of these 
names are discussed here.11 

In the complement of St Vidgeon placenames, there are many names in the Marra area 
in the southeast which contain the Marra stance verb wawurlu (‘sit’, PRES). There is just 
one example of the Marra stance verb wajurlu ‘stands’, given in (1). The name refers to a 
billabong just north of the Old St Vidgeon’s stationhouse, in the heart of what was 
formerly Yukul (or ‘Yukul-manggi’) territory. Informants claimed that the word jalbalbay 
referred to the female genitals. Note that the word jalbalbay has the form of a Mangarrayi-
style reduplication of *jalbay (with infixed reduplication of V1C2C3; see Jones 2000). This 
kind of reduplication is unknown in Marra, and rare in Alawa. Therefore, the existence of 
this highly distinctive type of reduplication together with an inflected Marra verb suggests 
that the language from which this name derives also had this type of reduplicative pattern. 
It also suggests inflected verbs which are very similar to Marra (and different from Alawa, 
Warndarrang and Ngalakgan).  

 
(1) Jalbalbay wa-ju+rlu 
 genitals NP-stand+PR 
 ‘genitals stand’ 

 
This word (jalbay or jalbalbay) cannot be found in Heath’s (1981) dictionary of Marra. 

The word recorded for ‘vulva’ in the dictionary is similar: jarlbarr (this word also occurs 
in Warndarrang, as njarlbarr: Heath 1980). There is another y:rr correspondence of this 
kind between a St Vidgeon’s placename and an extant form in a neighbouring language. 
The name in (2) was translated by claimants as ‘good place’, presumably because of the 
word yumarr ‘good’ (used by both Warndarrang and Alawa speakers). However, the place 
name does not have the predicted form for yumarr+LOC in Alawa; that would be yumanda. 

                                                                                                                                              
11 The following discussion of placenames is borrowed from Baker (2002:section 3.2). 
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Instead, the placename form Yumanji appears to involve the Locative allomorph associated 
with stems ending in a stop or nasal e.g. *yumany, *yuman, or a semivowel [j]: *yumay. 
The name is therefore irregular. It is unclear what speakers’ translation of the name signifies, 
whether it should be regarded as folk etymology, or whether it represents a continuation of 
the meaning of an archaic and/or irregular form.12 

 
(2) Yumanji  Alawa/Warndarrang yumarr ‘good’ 
  Locative form should be yumanda 

 
There are also a number of names in St Vidgeon’s which contain verbal morphology 

which cannot be directly translated into any modern languages of the area. The placename 
in (3) refers to a place where a Lightning totem struck the rock at a ridge south of the 
Roper (probably Mt Birch) – the place is visible from the Ngukurr store – again in 
traditional Yukul country. It was recorded in several variants. The word for lightning in 
Alawa is awaran (this word is not used in Marra). The name as a whole looks like the kind 
of name which is common in this area: Noun+Coverb+Prefix(es)+Finite verb. It is possible 
that the name includes a form related to the Marra verb stem bang ‘split something’: so the 
name would mean something like ‘lightning split it (i.e. rock)’. The ga- is possibly to be 
compared to the Marra NonPast prefix (which precedes 3rd person wu- ~ gu-), but the rest 
of the finite verb is not derivable from Marra. Indeed, assuming the finite verb (if that’s 
what it is) is in the Present tense, as is typical of Marra verbal forms used in placenames, 
then it is problematic to compare it to Marra or Warndarrang. There are no Marra or 
Warndarrang inflected verbs which end in a nasal. Therefore, if the name is from Yukul, 
and it represents a structure ending in an inflected finite verb, then the inflectional system 
of Yukul was quite distinct from both Marra and Warndarrang. 

 
(3) Àwarabankawínjin~winygin/Nàwarabanggarínygin  
 ?awaran bang=ga-gu-?13 
 lightning split=NP-3SG- 
 ‘?[where] lightning split [it]’ 
 

Fifty-two out of 250, or just over 20%, of attested placenames in the St Vidgeon’s site 
register begin in the sequence na-, nga-, or nya-. Since in all Australian languages the 
preferred way to begin a word is with peripheral consonants {g, ng, b, m, w} (Hamilton 
1996), this percentage is significant. These sequences correspond to prefixes for gender/case 
which are used in both Marra and Warndarrang. Na- is the oblique form of the masculine 
gender prefix in Marra and the only form for this gender in Warndarrang, and nya- is the 
oblique form of the neuter gender prefix in Marra. Nga- is not synchronically found as a 
prefix in Marra, Warndarrang, or Alawa, but it is a common form of a feminine gender 
prefix in many Northern languages, and Merlan (2003:359) reconstructs it for all three 
languages. Some examples of apparently gender-prefixed placenames are provided below: 

                                                                                                                                              
12 Given the tendency for Alawa to underdetermine syllable final [r] and [ɻ] (Sharpe 1972), and the areal 
pattern of alternations among approximants [ɻ] and [j] (see Baker 2008a:53), the hypothesis that yumay 
represents an older form of the word cannot be discounted. 
13 Grammatical abbreviations: COLL collective; DAT dative; DEF definite; DU dual; FAM familiar; HABIT 
habitual; LOC locative; MASC masculine; NEG negative; NEUT neuter; NP nonpast; OBL oblique; PL plural; PR 
present; PROG progressive; Q question tag; REL relative; SG singular. 
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(4) Nyamarranguru. This is the name of a place on the south side of the Roper River, 
south east of Wardangaja lagoon. Once again, the place lies within what was 
probably Yugul-speaking country. The name is transparently Marra nya-marranguru 
NEUT.OBL-head ‘where the head is’. 

 
(5) Nyamayigal. An island in the Towns River about 4.5km downstream from road 

crossing. Cf. Marra nya-mayigarl-(yurr) ‘at.the-pandanus.nut’.  
 
(6) Namalayurr. A big swamp, is transparently na-mala-yurr MASC.OBL-cloud-LOC ‘at the 

cloud’ (Marra), or else the homophonous na-mala-yurr MASC.OBL-navel-LOC ‘at the 
navel; where the navel is’ (but the class assignment would be anomalous in this case).  

 
The significant thing about these names is that Heath states specifically (1981:91) of 

Marra that ‘place names ordinarily do not take class/case prefixes’. Thus, the large number 
of names which apparently contain oblique class/case prefixes in the Yukul area is 
anomalous, from the perspective of Marra. In other neighbouring languages, such as 
Ngalakgan and Wubuy, placenames standardly carry noun class prefixes. The oblique form 
is the form taken by gender prefixes in oblique case functions (such as locative) in Marra, 
and locative or other oblique case forms are very common realisations of placenames in 
this region (see Baker 2002 for discussion).14 In Marra, placenames in locative functions 
normally lack the overt locative case suffix carried by other nouns (Heath 1981:91). 

6.5.3 Dark matter 
Finally, there is the evidence of what I call ‘dark matter’ in the lexicons and grammar of 
Roper languages. These are words shared between non-contiguous groups, which are 
unlikely to be retentions, and which point to borrowing through an intervening language. 
For instance, Ngalakgan and Marra share a number of lexical items, shown in Table 6.3. 
Ngalakgan and Marra, as far as can be determined, have never shared a common territorial 
‘border’. They probably had very little to do with each other in pre-contact times, being 
inland and coastal people, respectively. I have met no speakers of Ngalakgan who had any 
fluency in Marra, or vice versa. Finally, Ngalakgan and Marra are only very distantly 
related. Ngalakgan is much more clearly comparable with the ‘Gunwinyguan’ languages of 
central Arnhem Land to the north (particularly Rembarrnga: Baker 2004). Marra is not 
closely related to any other languages, though it shares a high percentage of vocabulary 
with Warndarrang and Alawa. Therefore, the existence of a number of apparent ‘cognates’ 
is somewhat surprising.15 

These words are highly unlikely to be retentions. Apart from the difficulty of relating 
Ngalakgan and Marra, except at quite an extreme time depth, these words come from 
domains of vocabulary (natural species names, body parts) which have been shown to be 
highly diffusable among neighbouring groups (Heath 1978, and many others).  
                                                                                                                                              
14 Harvey (1999) suggests that the interpretations of such forms is probably that of a headless relative clause 
‘where the head is’ rather than an ordinary locative ‘at the head’.  
15 The source of most the data in this table is the comparative wordlist in Harvey (2003). Additional sources are 
noted here. Language names and abbreviations are as follows: Alwa: Alawa (Sharpe pers. comm.., 2001); BGW: 
Bininj Gun-wok; GN: Gunwinyguan; Dlbn: Dalabon; Jwyn: Jawoyn; Mgry: Mangarrayi; Mrra: Marra (Heath 
1981); Ngkn: Ngalakgan (Merlan 1983, Baker 2008a); Ngdi: Ngandi; Rmba: Rembarrnga; Rith: Ritharrngu; 
Wbuy: Wubuy; Wgmn: Wagiman; Wdmn: Wardaman; Wndg: Warndarrang (Heath 1980); Wrry: Warray.  
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Table 6.3  Ngalakgan and Marra lexical items 

 Ngalakgan Marra Other languages 
a. ‘antelopine 
 wallaby’ 

jaganda (female) jaganda (young) Wndg, Alwa garndalburru 

b. ‘adult male 
 agile wallaby’  

jitbirlirri  jidbirlirri  Wdng, Alwa ngarrgulamba 

c. ‘back’  jurnku  junku  Wdng malirr, Alwa mabarla 
d. ‘chest brace’  garradada  garradada  Also Jwyn, Wrry, Wgmn, 

Wdmn. Wdng, Alwa unknown 
e. ‘spinifex wax’  garratjji  garratji  Wdng unknown, Alwa 

marnangarr 
f. ‘ground  
   honeybee (hive)’ 

gawurrwa  nggawurrwa  Wdng, Alwa have several 
recorded names for sugarbag, 
this is not one of them 

g. manambula  
‘tump string’  

manambula ‘wool’ Wdng unknown; Alwa wirdiga 

h. mandarra 
‘freshwater flounder’  

mandarra ‘striped 
butterfish’  

Also Wbuy; Wdng, Alwa 
unknown 

i. ‘centipede’  marla  marlamarla  common among GN, and also 
Rith; Wdng, Alwa ngarrambili 

j. ‘kidney’  barnditj  barndij  Also Wndg; Alawa warndin 
l. ‘bait’  runggal  runggal  Wdng, Alwa unknown 
n. ‘ghost’  waral  waral  Alwa (ng)gunywaral, Wdng 

malnguny; Jwyn, BGW, Ngdi 
o. ‘whistle’  wirh  wir  Common in GN, pGN *wirt; 

Wdng, Alwa unknown 
p. yalala ‘get better,  

be alright’  
yalala ‘be happy’  Wdng, Alawa yumarr  

 
None of these words is found in the only language – Alawa – which might have acted as 

an intermediary between Ngalakgan and Marra.16 Speakers of Alawa were probably in 
contact with both Marra and Ngalakgan speakers. Alawa shares many cognates (I use the 
term loosely) with Marra, and speakers of Alawa and Ngalakgan shared important 
ceremonies at Roper Valley in the historical period. Warndarrang is normally described as 
a coastal language, and speakers of Warndarrang were unlikely to have had regular contact 
with Ngalakgan speakers in pre-contact times, since Yukul and Ngandi intervene between 
them. However, Warndarrang speakers were in contact with speakers of Ngandi, who did 
have contact with Ngalakgan speakers, and so Warndarrang is potentially an indirect 
source of loans.  

Many of the words shared by Ngalakgan and Marra are not found in any other languages. 
Those that are found more broadly, I have indicated in Table 6.3. Some of the lexical items 
look like borrowings from Ngalakgan into Marra, based on their distribution in the Top 
End more generally: garradada, marla, waral, wirh are found in other Gunwinyguan or 

                                                                                                                                              
16 The word waral ‘ghost, spirit’ is found in a different form in Alawa, gunywaral. This in itself is 
interesting, and indicates that Alawa is unlikely to be the conduit for this word to Marra, which appears to 
have been borrowed from Ngalakgan, judging by the distribution of this word in Arnhem Land groups. 
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Yolngu languages. I assume Ngalakgan gawurrwa must be a borrowing from Marra, rather 
than the other way round, given the initial nasal in Marra. The case of ‘kidney’ is interesting: 
other Gunwinyguan languages use a different root, suggesting that the Ngalakgan word is a 
borrowing from Marra. The fact that apparent cognates are also found in Warndarrang and 
Alawa makes this more likely.17  

I have also indicated the existence of synonyms in Alawa and Warndarrang, where 
these are recorded. It is possible of course that some of these words were not recorded in 
either Alawa or (more likely) Warndarrang. The existence of synonyms for some of these 
terms in both these languages make this less likely though not impossible: Roper languages 
have a high tolerance for multiple synonyms for lexical items. It is also possible there has 
been replacement in intervening languages. Nevertheless, the number is still surprising. The 
simplest explanation for this pattern is that these are words which were used in Yukul, and 
shared with both Ngalakgan speakers to the northwest and Marra speakers to the southeast.  

A similar situation of ‘dark matter’ is the existence in Marra, Ngalakgan, and Wubuy, 
three languages which shared no common border, of a complex set of conditions on the 
realisation of two allomorphs of the noun class prefix or article system, described in Baker 
(2008b).18 In brief, in all three languages, nouns following negative items, modified by 
interrogative (Wh-) pronouns, or under the scope of a polarity (yes/no question) operator, 
require one set of allomorphs, which I call the ‘topic articles’. Nouns in focus contexts 
require another, at least one realisation of which is Ø. The particular congruence of factors 
selecting the ‘topic’ set of articles is highly specific, and unusual in cross-linguistic terms.19 
It seems remarkable that three languages which had little or no sustained contact with each 
other, and which are genetically quite diverse, should independently develop such a 
striking pattern of conditions on noun class allomorphy.  

The weight of evidence from historical sources, and linguistic triangulation, strongly 
suggest that Yukul was an identity of some kind, and that linguistically it was very similar to 
Marra, with possibly some differences in some of the finite verb inflections. It apparently 
shared a large proportion of its vocabulary with neighbouring languages, and evidence 
suggests that it had a system of noun class ‘articles’ conditioned by complex semantic and 
pragmatic factors, similar to that found in neighbouring Ngalakgan, Marra and Wubuy.  

6.6 Affiliations to Yukul as a social identity 
Despite the historical evidence for Yukul as an identity, discussed above, there are 

surprisingly few recorded instances of people claiming this identity. Elkin (1972), based on 
fieldwork in Ngukurr in 1965, records the genealogies of participants in the performance of  
a cult ceremony (the ‘Yabuduruwa’). Some of the named (human) ancestors are identified 
as ‘Yugal’ (or ‘Njugal’ or ‘Njugul’), along with other ethnolinguistic terms such as 

                                                                                                                                              
17 Other Gunwinyguan languages – Dalabon, Jawoyn, Bininj Gun-wok – have words reflecting *TerpaT; see 
Harvey (2003). 
18 Warndarrang (Heath 1980) also had a class of articles, similar to those found in Marra. Unfortunately, the 
existing materials do not make it possible to decide whether the conditions on the use of the article were like 
those found in Marra, or not. If they were, then the block of languages having this feature would have been 
continuous, with Ngalakgan the westernmost language in contact with Yukul, which was part of a continuous 
line of coastal languages from Marra, through Yukul and Warndarrang to Wubuy.  
19 Indeed, I have been unable to find any other languages, within Australia or outside, which have exactly this 
set of conditions on the realisation of an article form.  
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Nunggubuyu, Ngandi or Ngalakan.20 Significantly, none of the (living) people taking part 
in the ceremony are so-identified as Yukul, they are identified only as affiliated with one 
of the eight language groups named in section 6.1. Elkin’s main informant, Dennis 
Daniels†, is identified on a genealogy (p. 104) with an (actual) mother’s mother identified 
only as ‘Njugul Tribe’. The subject of the article, the Yabuduruwa, is a ceremony ‘owned’ 
by the Yirritjja moiety and in particular the Guyal semi-moiety. Elkin records that Dennis 
and his brothers (some of whom were still alive when I carried out fieldwork in Ngukurr) 
have ritual responsibilities for the ceremony through their mother Deborah Daniels†, who 
is identified on the genealogy and accompanying notes as ‘Ngalagan Tribe’ or ‘Ngalagan/ 
Alawa/Mungarai’ [i.e. Ngalakgan/Alawa/Mangarrayi in modern orthography]. Deborah’s 
country is Gorongo [Gorongah], an area to the north of the present day settlement of 
Urapunga, and north-west of Ngukurr itself.21 Deborah’s adoptive father is given as Tommy 
Costello (Garrawulhmi). Gorongah is part of the area which later was partitioned for the 
purpose of the Yugal Cattle Company, discussed below. Despite this association, the 
Daniels family are today associated with the Numamurdirdi clan, whose country is on the 
coast centred on the place called Wuyagiba. These people were originally Warndarrang 
speakers, according to Heath (1980).  

The person identified as ‘“Old Yellow Finger”, Mau’wu’riringa – Yukul’ on a photograph 
taken by Thomson in 1935 is still known to Roper people today. Consultants at Numbulwar 
and Ngukurr identified this man with clan M, discussed below. These consultants, when 
asked about the extent of Yukul-speaking country, indicated the entire extant of the lower 
Roper basin, from Roper Bar to the mouth, as being within the traditional control of Yukul 
people.  

An important question is ‘Why did people stop self-identifying as “Yukul”?’22 Was it 
simply a case of complete extinction of the people that made up this identity? Apparently 
not. Steven Thiele’s fieldnotes record an interview with Terry Jeffries where he identifies 
himself as ‘full Yukul’. The notes go on to say that ‘he belonged to a subgroup of Marra. 
Marra and Yukul are very close in language and area’ (Steven Thiele, fieldnotes 1973).23 
The Jeffries family (in Roper fashion) are named for their apical ancestor at the time of the 
establishment of the Mission: a man known as Jeffrey. This man is associated with the 
country around the lower Harris Ck, and the Nunggarrgalu clan of the Nunggubuyu. It is 
not clear what the connection is between this claim of Yukul identity and the association to 
country well to the north. However, Jeffrey is known to have adopted several children, 
particularly ‘half-castes’ who had been abandoned by their mothers and were then 
sheltering at the Mission. It is possible that Ray and Terry were two of these adoptees, and 
in asserting a Yukul identity they were reclaiming an affiliation from a former parent.  
                                                                                                                                              
20 The initial ‘n’ is interesting. In Marra, the neuter prefix n- precedes language names, hence n-marra ‘the 
Marra language’. The term ‘Njugul’ could be the Marra form of the language name, n-yugul, or it could 
suggest that Yukul itself had a class prefix of the same kind. Marra is said (by contemporary speakers) to be 
the language most similar to Yukul.  
21 This placename, Gorongah, ends in a glottal stop in Ngalakgan. This does not necessarily indicate that it is 
a Ngalakgan name however. Ngalakgan speakers added glottal stops to loanwords which are unquestionably 
derived from languages such as Alawa or Marra, which lack a phonemic glottal stop; for example, Ngkn 
watjjarlngh ‘mud’, Marra, Alawa wajarlk, Ngkn diwh ‘fly away’ Marra, Alawa diw, Ngkn bulungah, Marra, 
Warndarrang wulunga, and so on.  
22 Thanks to Sophie Nicholls for reminding me of the importance of this.  
23 In the Lower Roper River Land Claim (2003), the Jeffries’ country was recorded as the Murrungun 
country around Warrgujaja billabong, on the north side of the Roper near Kangaroo Island; again, in the 
immediate vicinity of Ngukurr.  
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Land claim work in the Roper region establishes that some clan estates had been 
‘succeeded to’ by other, neighbouring groups. The principle of succession to clan estates is 
recognised in the land claims of the area, as explained by Justice Olney: 

 
If demographic anomaly such as introduced disease, massacre or forced movement has 
resulted in a drastic reduction of the number of Mingirringgi [traditional owners: BB] 
associated with a country, action may be taken by the Junggayi [ritual ‘managers’: BB] 
to recruit others to take over that role. Those spiritually conceived on the country will be 
obvious candidates to take on the role of Mingirringgi. Alternatively, in some cases a 
country with numerous Mingirringgi may surrender some young men to be initiated into 
a depleted group; and in other cases a country lacking Mingirringgi may be merged with 
an adjacent country on the same ancestral track, so that one land holding group assumes 
responsibility for what were formally two distinct countries. These different processes of 
succession have been recognised as a legitimate means of becoming a member of a local 
descent group in a number of reports of Aboriginal Land Commissioners. (Olney 
2001:18, para 40) 

 
In the St Vidgeon Station Native Title Claim (Asche, Scambary & Stead 1998), a claim 

over a large pastoral lease bordering the southern bank of the Roper opposite Ngukurr, there 
is further discussion of succession, with particular reference to the groups neighbouring 
Ngukurr itself.  

 
Patrilineal clans of the same semimoiety who are linked by the same ancestral tracks 
are seen to be closely connected and related. They are often described as ‘brother’ 
groups or as ‘being in company’ to each other. Often they are described as having 
‘one country’ and ‘one Dreaming’. It can be difficult to distinguish the boundaries 
between the estates of such groups. Genealogically they are often hard to separate. 
Bern, Larbalestier and McLaughlin (1980:27) describes such groups as having or 
being in ‘close country’. They argue, that the term ‘close country’ includes some, but 
not necessarily all, of the following features: 
having contiguous estates; 
having the same ceremony; 
sharing important ritual sites and/or objects. 
A situation can occur (eg., demographic accident, effects of disease, forced movement, 
etc.) that results in the dramatic reduction of Mingirringgi associated with an estate 
(Layton and Bauman 1994:30). In these circumstances, the Junggayi will recruit from 
an adjacent country of the correct semimoiety some young Mingirringgi to be 
inducted into ceremonies of the depleted group (Layton and Bauman 1994:30). The 
estate lacking Mingirringgi often eventually becomes merged with a contiguous one 
(on the same Dreaming Track), so that one land holding group assumes responsibility 
for what were formerly two (2) distinct countries. (Asche et al. 1998: 36) 

 
There is evidence in the St Vidgeon Station Native Title Claim that several of the claimant 

groups, equivalent to estate-holding clans, have been subject to succession; I discuss two of 
them here. Both of these succession events are reflected in a conversation recorded between 
myself and my two primary Ngalakgan informants, Roy Golokgurndu James† and Doreen 
Nyulpbu Duncan†. Both were elderly (perhaps in their late 70s or 80s) at the time, 1998.  

The first succession event concerns a family which I’ll call ‘K’ here, asserted by my 
consultants (below) to be ‘Yugul-mob’. The extended K family are equated to a clan called 
‘M’. This clan is traditionally associated with Warndarrang country to the north-east of 
Ngukurr in the coastal salt flats. Controversially, it succeeded to the area along the Roper 
itself between Number 2 landing and Mountain Creek, due to depopulation of the original 
clan. This area is immediately to the south-east of the present day settlement of Ngukurr 
(Bern 1974, Asche et al. 1998). 
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(7) D:  ... ola Yugul-mob  
  COLL.DEF Y-COLL 
  ‘the Yugul people’ 

 B: Yugul? 
 D: ola  Yugul-mob  
  COLL.DEF Y-COLL 
  Big-mob ?bulap-ja  
  big-COLL terminate-DIST 
  ol G, ola sista,  some of them  sabi, 
  old G., COLL.DEF sister,  some of them  understand/know, 
  sambala nomo sabi  
  some.Q NEG understand 
  thet gel ol F  wan im wargin langa osbel 
  FAM female old F  REL 3SG work.PROG LOC hospital 
  ‘Lots of them ?stayed there [sense not clear]. Old G, all the sisters, some of them 

know [traditional knowledge, unspecified], some of them don’t. Old F, who 
works at the clinic [understood: she knows some things]’. 

 R: Warndarrang?  

 D: Nomo!  
  NEG 
  alaba nomo Warndarrang thetmob [-unclear-] ... Marra 
  3PL NEG W FAM.COLL  Marra 
  ‘No! They’re not Warndarrang, they’re … Marra.’ 

 R: [-unclear-] 
 D: burru-Yukgul  
  3pl-Y 
  ‘They are Yukul.’  

 R: burru-nyawk-gorro, gatjja  
  3pl-speak-PRNEG NEG 
  ‘They don’t speak it [i.e. traditional language], at all.’ 

 D: ol F tok rait 
  old F talk AFFIRM 
  ‘F. speaks language though.’ 

 R: onli wanbala, M im toktok Maranbala  
  only one M 3SG speak.HABIT Marra 
  mala-borno gatjja burru-nyawk-gorro  
  group-other NEG 3PL-speak-PRNEG 
  ‘Only one person, M, can speak Marra. The rest don’t speak it at all.’ 
 D: im understand Warliburru tu rait.thru  
  3SG understand Alawa too completely 
  ‘She understands Alawa as well, completely.’ 
 R: Marra burru-nyawk-gorro gatjja 
  M 3PL-speak-PRNEG NEG 
  ‘They don’t speak Marra at all.’ 
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Clan ‘M’ is also mentioned in Roy and Doreen’s conversation, where Roy and Doreen 
vacillate in their identification of the ethnolinguistic identity of these people. They are 
variously identified (by Roy and Doreen) as Warndarrang, Marra, and Yukul. It may be 
relevant that the people to whom Roy and Doreen are referring are still alive. Presumably, 
all three identities have been asserted or assumed by members of this clan, at various times 
and for various purposes. The mother of the sisters referred to had country at Turkey Creek 
lagoon, just north-east of Ngukurr, in a probable Yukul area.24 Their father identified as 
Warndarrang, but succeeded to an estate which was probably Yukul as well. However, 
they often identify themselves as Marra speakers.25  

A further claimant group in the St Vidgeon claim also have murky origins: 
 

The claimants are descended from five (5) men who are considered to be ‘very close’ 
brothers. Whether they shared mothers and fathers is not clear. The five “brothers” 
were Yupbuyupburl (dec.), James Yalawulwuldi (dec.), Diman (dec.), Morotdin 
(Guyuwarring) (dec.) and Tyson Banjimirr (dec.) ... James Yalawulwuldi and Diman 
whilst classed as close ‘brothers’ to Yupbuyupburl and his other siblings, are described 
as coming originally from the Bauhinia Downs area. Brought to the Mission, they 
were accepted into this group as Mingirringgi whilst still retaining Mingirringgi rights 
in the Bauhinia Downs area. Their patrilineal descendants (Danny James, Leannie 
James, Margaret, Christine, Sandra James and Jocelyn James) all are recognised and 
accepted as [claimants in this claimant group]. (Asche et al. 1998:68) 

 
The section recorded here started with a question from me about two of the men 

identified as ‘brothers’ to Roy’s father, Yupbuyupburl, mentioned in the passage above 
from the St Vidgeon Station Native Title Claim.26 Roy identifies them as ‘Yukgul’.  

It appears that this conversation records a succession event for Roy’s classificatory 
fathers Yirriwurlwurldi and Diman: they were adopted into a Ngalakgan-speaking clan on 
the basis of their mother’s affiliation, and because they were of the right semi-moiety 
(Mambali) and of a neighbouring ‘country’. Presumably, their own clan had been so 
weakened by the devastating effects of pastoral settlement (as discussed in section 6.3) that 
they were no longer able to support the two brothers nor, presumably, to take care of their 
country. Notably, Yirriwurlwurldi’s name refers to a location in the mouth of the Roper 
itself, an area which is often regarded as Warndarrang country, but in the near vicinity (the 
Number One and Number Two landings) there have been succession events for two 
separate clan estates. The place Yirriwurlwurldi is associated with the Mambali Quiet 
Snake (olive python) ancestor, associated with a Dreaming track which Roy’s clan owns a 
section of.  

                                                                                                                                              
24 This is the mother of Munro’s consultant DG (one of this same group of sisters), who is quoted above 
(section 6.1) saying that her mother spoke to her in Yukul. 
25 Excerpts from a conversation recorded between Roy Golokgurndu [R] and Doreen Nyulpbu Duncan [D], 
13/10/98 (Tape 1/1, Side A.) [B] is the author. As was typical of everyday speech between Roy and Doreen, 
a mix of Kriol, Ngalakgan, English and other languages was used. The Ngalakgan portions here have been 
italicised. Often it is difficult to tell with short stretches which language is the ‘frame’ language, if this question 
is even a good one to ask. The language is uniformly transcribed using the Roper orthography, which uses 
digraphs combining voiceless and voiced symbols (<pb, td, rtd, tjj, kg>) to represent long stops, and 
preceding <r> for retroflexion. Initial retroflexion is not indicated, since it is predictable (see e.g. Baker 
2008a for discussion).  
26 A photo of Yirriwurlwurldi (aka ‘Yalawulwuldi’) as a young child dated 27 August 1908 is reproduced in 
the book about the history of Ngukurr Mission by Berthon et al. (2008:19). This would put him in a similar 
age group as (or perhaps a little younger than) Roy’s actual father, assuming Roy was born around 1920.  
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(8) B: nu-durdu-ngini-pbirrah, Yirriwurlwurldi en Diman 
  MASC-FaFa-1sgDAT-DU, Y. and D. 
  ‘My grandfathers, Y. and D.’27 

 R: Diman en Yirriwurlwuldi  
  D and Y 

 B: wanem langgus? 
  What language (i.e. did they speak/identify with?) 
 R: Yugulmanggi. 
  Yukgul, ngi? nu-girndarr-nggi-pbirrah (to D)  
  Y, TAG MASC-cross.cousin-2sgDAT-DU 
  thet ol mijinari Yirriwurlwurldi en nu-Diman-birrah 
  FAM old Missionary Y. and MASC-D.-DU 
  ‘They were Yukgul, isn’t that right? Your two cross-cousins? That old 

missionary Y. and D, those two’ 
 D: yuwai tubala Yukgul  
  ‘yes, those two [were] Yukgul’  

 R: tubala Yukgul  
 D: bat matha Ngalakgan  
  ‘but [their] mother was Ngalakgan’ 
 

There are two notable things about the clan estates which have been subject to 
succession in the lower Roper basin. The first is that they are all on country through which 
the major stock route from Queensland to the NT passed. This is true of both the 
Wilangarra group (near Borroloola, around the Tallawah Range) and the Yukul group in 
the northern area of St Vidgeon, along the Roper River, around the junction of the Hodgson 
and Wilton rivers, and up to the ranges to the north. It is also notable that many of these 
estates are from a single semi-moiety: Mambali.28 Presumably this is accidental. However, 
the disappearance within a relatively short space of time of ritually-knowledgeable people 
from a single semi-moiety group within the same region would presumably have been 
disastrous for the maintenance of spiritual life in this area. The ongoing consequences 
continue. During my final period of fieldwork on Ngalakgan, in 2001, my main consultant, 
Roy Golokgurndu, passed away. The following year, his brother Gerrepbere† (Splinter) 
also died. Roy and his brother were both of the Mambali semi-moiety. On my next trip to 
the Roper, in 2002, to carry out site work, I was informed that Roy and Splinter’s 
ceremonial duties were to be taken over by another man, Sambo Barrabarra†. Sambo 
Barrabarra was a speaker of Waagilak (the Dhuwa variety of Ritharrngu), and the owner of 
a clan estate a long way to the north-east of Ngukurr, around Ngilibiji in the ranges behind 
                                                                                                                                              
27 I called Roy ‘father’, and hence his classificatory fathers are my classificatory fathers’ fathers.  
28 Sophie Nicholls (pers. comm.) records that the Rogers sisters resident at Wuyagiba, from the 
Numamurdirdi clan, described the difference between Marra and Yukul as like that between Ritharrngu and 
Waagilak, that is, lects based on moiety-level distinctions; with Yukul being the ‘heavy Duwa language’. 
This is an intriguing statement, although it is unlikely to be accurate. Although many of the probable Yukul 
estates which have undergone succession were Mambali or Murrungun (the two Duwa semi-moieties), the 
estate which clan M succeeded to just to the south-east of Ngukurr is a Guyal (hence, Yirritjja) estate. On 
both sides of the river, a Burdal (also Yirritjja) Kangaroo ancestor follows the course of the river, through the 
country which was probably Yukul.  
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Blue Mud Bay. Sambo could not speak Ngalakgan, though he was of the same subsection 
(and thus semi-moiety) as Roy and Splinter, was of a similar age, had a long association 
with Ngukurr, and could thereby stand in for them in ceremonial matters. Sambo has since 
died himself. Responsibility for Roy and Splinter’s estate has been passed to another man 
whose primary linguistic affiliation is to Wubuy, with country on the coast to the north-
east of Roper. The only other full speaker of Ngalakgan, Doreen Nyulpbu†, died in 2004 
and I am unclear about who speaks for her estate, which is of Burdal semi-moiety, and 
another country that was involved in early succession manoeuvres (Bern 1974).  

6.7 The Yugul-manggi people speak Kriol 
It is perhaps no coincidence that the use of the name ‘Yukul’ or ‘Yugul-manggi’ (variably) 

to refer to ‘the Roper mob’ coincides with the rise of Roper Kriol as the autochthonous 
lingua franca of the Roper Valley, and the slow demise of the traditional languages. Just as 
Kriol has acted as a unifying force on the groups gathered into the Mission, so has the use 
of ‘Yugul-manggi’ as a kind of collective clan name acted as a focal point for group action, 
such as the ceremony ground, the Yugal cattle company, the community council, the school 
and Native Title claims. Indeed, ‘Yukul’ can be said to be the group which is associated with 
the Roper Kriol language variety. In typical and traditional fashion, speaking Kriol is neither 
a necessary nor a sufficient condition for a legitimate claim to the ‘Yukul’ identity. Rather, 
this is a matter for social negotiation, like so much else to do with Aboriginal social identities.  

The earliest use that I can find of this collective meaning of ‘Yukul’ is related to the 
Yugal Cattle Company, established in the early 1970s as a means of controlling the land on 
and to the north of Ngukurr.29 In his study of the circumstances surrounding this company, 
Thiele (1980) notes that it was set up ‘for the community’ (pp. 223-224), but that in fact, 
the shares were held by just eight men from three families. Thiele’s informant, ‘Duke’, 
admitted that there was never any intention of including representation for all families in 
Ngukurr, and that the Company was established to represent the families with rights and 
interests in the land associated with the lease. Notably, the Director of the company, given 
the pseudonym ‘Duke’ by Thiele, is the brother of Elkin’s Yabudurrwa informant, Dennis 
Daniels†, whose mother’s land is in the same area as the cattle lease.  

In Berthon et al. (2008:34), Betty Roberts recounts the events of the big Roper flood in 
1940, which forced the Mission to move to its current, higher location. She says ‘Joshua, 
Daniel and others went to ask the owners for that country if they could use that hill. They 
were the Ngalakan-Yugul people’. John Harris (pers. comm.) recalls that James Jibanyma 
(the ‘Yirriwurlwurldi’ referred to above), one of the lay preachers at the time, said of this 
event that ‘we all gonna come on Yukul now’. Prophetic words, perhaps.  

Nevertheless, it is certainly the case that by the late 1960s and early 1970s, Yukul was 
not characteristically or consistently used as an ethnic identity in the same way as the other 
ethnolinguistic identities of the Roper Valley. For instance, in the 1972 Department of 
Aboriginal Affairs census of Aboriginal languages (reported in Milliken 1976) there is just 
one person who self-identifies as ‘Jugul’.30 The time then was presumably ripe for this 
name to be re-used, as it were, as a term which could refer collectively to the Ngukurr mob, 
especially what Bern (1974) calls the ‘core group’, of families with long-term traditional 

                                                                                                                                              
29 Steven Thiele reminds me that an even earlier use is the Yugul Band, a blues-rock group formed in 
Ngukurr in 1968: http://www.abc.net.au/dig/stories/s987513.htm. 
30 This person is recorded as being resident at Hodgson Downs. 
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and historical associations with the Mission, and the settlement that grew up around it. 
Some of these people, at least, did in fact have legitimate reasons to use this name ‘Yukul’ 
as an identity, although by this stage, much of the denotation of this term had become 
obscure. The language was long extinct, the totemic sites associated with it had been 
succeeded to by other neighbouring groups, and the families who formerly identified with 
this name were now aligning themselves with other, less attenuated, groups.  

Collective terms are not unknown in this area. Heath’s (1980) Warndarrang informant 
Isaac Joshua also used the term (ra-)nunggurlangurr as a ‘general designation for the 
[Warndarrang] and Yugul and perhaps other nearby groups in the Roper River area’. Heath 
analyses this as nuN- ‘people of’ (a prefix found in Wubuy and Warndarrang that also 
appears on other clan and language groups e.g. Nunggubuyu, Nunggumajbarr) and wu-
rlangurr ‘corroboree’.31 Heath’s characterisation of the meaning of this term makes it 
sound very similar to the current denotation of ‘Yukul’. In Wubuy, the name Numburindi 
is literally ‘the people associated with Wurindi’. Heath (1982:125) characterises the 
denotation thus: ‘the primary or core Nunggubuyu people (especially those of the 
Murrungun, Ngalmi, Nun-dhirribala, and Nunggarrgalug clans), who formerly congregated 
around the end of the dry season at the swamp called Wurindi.’ 

There are also terms recorded in the Cox River Land Claim for groups of people 
(Layton 1980): 

 
Indigenous classification groups Alawa, [Ngandji] and their southern neighbours the 
Djingilu as members of one cluster of language groups known as the Luralindji, while 
Mara are grouped with Yanula and Gudandji in another cluster, the Wainidji. 
Luralindji and Wainidji are described by claimants as two ‘tribes’ or ‘big mobs who 
used to “bunch up” and “understand one another”’ in pre-contact times.  

 
Whatever their status, the existence of such collective terms in the Roper may have 

been the enabling force for the co-option of ‘Yukul’ as a collective term of a similar kind.  

6.8 Conclusion 
A review of available evidence suggests that Yukul was an ethnolinguistic identity on a 

par with ‘Ngalakgan’, ‘Marra’ and so on. The only direct evidence comes from historical 
                                                                                                                                              
31 I have checked this term with one of my older Wubuy consultants. She claimed that wulangurr (the 
corresponding Wubuy term) was the name of a particular ceremony which attracted participants from groups 
around the Western Gulf, from the Nunggubuyu right down to the Borroloola area. The term Nunggulangurr is 
a collective that refers to the (characteristic, perhaps) participants in this ceremony. The name itself is somewhat 
odd. It appears to be a Wubuy formation, based on a lexicalised borrowing from Warndarrang: wulangurr. 
Wubuy lacks a wu- gender prefix on nouns, and in any case the gentilic prefix nuN- is in a substitution 
relationship with gender prefixes. In Warndarrang, the analysis would be wu-langurr, and the gentilic prefix 
should replace the noun class prefix, producing *Nu-langurr (with regular deletion of pre-approximant nasals). 
Other clan names that are associated (by Heath 1980) with Warndarrang speakers show similar odd phonology 
and word structure. The Nunggumajbarr clan is nuN- plus Wumajbarr, the name of a billabong. The latter looks 
like it should be a wu-prefixed form of the name for Olive Python, majbarrwarr in Wubuy. However, this term 
is not recorded in the Warndarrang dictionary. Rather, the term is gurrujardbunggu, as in Ngalakgan and 
Alawa. Similarly, another clan associated with the Warndarrang is Numamurdirdi, which has the same nuN- 
prefix plus ma-murdirdi. The stem murdirdi is found in Warndarrang (and Wubuy) as the term for ‘scrub 
wattle’ (Acacia conspersa). However, in the Warndarrang dictionary this term is recorded with noun class 
prefix ra-, not ma-. The word structure of these names, while anomalous for both Wubuy and Warndarrang, is 
apparently analogous to that found in Anindhilyakwa with the cognate prefix (as in the language name, which is 
/a-nin-dhi-lyakwa/ NEUT-GENT-FEM-ethnonym).  
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sources and current occupants of the Roper, naming ‘Yukul’ as a group. There is also 
indirect evidence in the form of placenames, wordlists attributed to the area, and other 
linguistic evidence of contact between groups that must have been mediated by an 
intervening group such as the Yukul. The lack of wordlists attributed directly to the Yukul 
suggests that, by the time of Tindale’s fieldwork in the 1920s (Tindale 1925/1926), this 
group had been decimated to the extent that it was no longer regarded as a viable entity, 
even by patrilineal descendants of Yukul ancestors. We also know that by the time of the 
establishment of the Roper River Mission (later Ngukurr) in 1908, there were many people 
living in the Mission identifying themselves as Marra, Nunggubuyu, Alawa, Ngandi or 
Ngalakgan, but none identifying themselves as Yukul (Munro 2004).  

This raises the question of what it is that can endure in the relationship between social 
groups, tracts of country, and language varieties. The evidence presented above suggests 
that what has endured from pre-contact times in the Roper basin is the affiliation of stretches 
of country to named totemic ancestors and their semi-moiety classifications. The relationship 
of these totemic estates to social groups on the one hand, and to named linguistic varieties 
on the other, is fluid in both cases, within certain constraints (as discussed in the quote 
from Bern et al. 1980, section 6.6). Merlan (1998) finds that a very similar process of 
attrition with re-identification has occurred for the Dagoman ethnolinguistic identity 
associated with Katherine. While the name ‘Dagoman’ was not adapted to a new social 
purpose in Katherine, persons who had patrifiliative links to named Dagoman ancestors 
have re-identified themselves with either Wardaman or Jawoyn groups, depending on 
factors including their identification with sites closer to or further from the town. As in the 
Roper, it appears that the totemic affiliations of sites in the former Dagoman estates have 
not changed, only the linguistic/group affiliations of the persons associated closely with 
those sites (to the extent that these associations are remembered by current residents).32 In 
both cases then, we find an enduring relationship between the Dreaming and country, but a 
shifting relationship of both language and social groups to this primary nexus.  
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Appendix: Captain James Lowrie’s vocabulary from the Roper River 
(1872–74). From E. M. Curr (1886-87) The Australian Race. 
 
Lowrie’s gloss Language word 

(Lowrie) 
Possible Marra 
identification  

Other languages 

kangaroo kernoo, nar, kulumba girimbu (wallaby sp.)  
wild dog mo-gee   
black duck terbei jirrbiyu (whistling 

duck) 
 

native companion korok, ko gurdarrgu  Alwa 
fish kinkoni, wolanyan warlanyan (fish, gen.)  
mosquito moola murla  Alwa 
fly kondill gurndil  wundil (Alwa) 
black woman ingamanyoo, ingenoo n-gaminy-? (Fsg-girl-)  
head mangeranyoo marranguru  
eye marquil   
ear gowonda guwarda  
teeth koyira guyurru  
hair of head moder   
beard gornda jawarnda  njawarnda (Alwa) 
thunder monla   
tongue yacil ?jiyil  
breasts kunean   
spear tungal dungal  
tomahawk kalkal galgal  
sun gonaro gurnarru  wunarru (Alwa) 
moon tanaranga dangardanga  
star kamaringi gamirrinji  Alwa 
water dilli-dilli dilirdili ‘freshwater’  
ground needla, borda  mburda ‘camp’ (Alwa) 
wind narna   
rain morko   
boomerang molwari mulwarri  Alwa 
hill manooka manuga  
wood wurtagan ?wardgarr 

‘fire(wood)’ 
 

yes eula   
no malo-malo marluy   
good konta   
sleep petite   
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Lowrie’s gloss Language word 
(Lowrie) 

Possible Marra 
identification  

Other languages 

walk tur  durl ‘go away, travel’  
(Alwa) 

southern cross mankaparoni  mankaburruna (Alwa) 
milky way genitoo gimaju  Alwa 
Orion’s Belt dachal   
Roper River maramon  marraman ‘flood,  

moving tide’ (Alwa) 
the ocean maloorooloo  marlurrulurru ‘sea,  

saltwater’ (Alwa) 
tree narnar   
island rugenda   
lightning geewa, parala  (Alwa awaran) 
level country mia-mia mayamaya  
salty, bitter taste palking balginy  Alwa, Ngkn 
shelter, clothing wapapa wabawaba  Alwa, Ngkn 
fire-arms manapa   
fishing net magwara maguwarra  said by Alawa speakers  

to be a Yukul word 
fish hook warmoo   
basket panaka   
small yam yeki   
alligator kenambo   
hawk kolombetya  gulumbiji ‘fork-tailed, 

square-tailed kites’ (said  
by Alawa speakers to be  
a Warndarrang word) 

parrot linden  lindarra ~ lenderra 
(Alwa) 

vampire bat koo-o-yo-ro gurryala ‘flying fox’  Alwa 
man’s eyebrows melinden   
arm koolamanata   
finger moorka ?murrji ‘hand’  Alwa 
nails lagona   
big toe kanio   
navel mala mala  
turtle walcha   
term of endearment kooname   
corroboree langir langurr  Wdng 
Maria Island warroli   
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7 Colonisation and Aboriginal 
concepts of land tenure in the 
Darwin region 

  

 MARK HARVEY 

7.1 Introduction 
This paper is a tribute to Michael’s long involvement with the people of Darwin and its 

hinterland. In particular, it is a tribute to his research on land tenure, which has extended 
across the full range of Darwin and its hinterland, from the Kenbi Land Claim immediately 
to the west of Darwin, to land tenure in the Wadeye (Port Keats) area.   

In this paper, I examine the impact of colonisation on Aboriginal people’s 
conceptualisation of Indigenous land tenure systems of the Darwin region. For the 
purposes of this paper, I define the Darwin region as that area bounded roughly by 
Gunbalanya (Oenpelli), Pine Creek, and Wadeye. Again somewhat roughly, the effects of 
colonisation within these bounds were much greater than outside these bounds. The only 
exception is the area southwards from Pine Creek extending to Katherine, where the 
effects of colonisation were equally significant (Merlan 1998). However, Katherine has 
always constituted a distinct regional centre, in some degree of opposition to Darwin, and 
consequently I exclude it.  

I focus on the 30-year period from 1975–2005, when various land claims under the 
Aboriginal Land Rights Act were prominent in the Darwin area. There are at least three 
major perspectives on the impact of colonisation. 

• Physical – dispossession, population collapse 

• Economic – significant alteration in residential ranges 

• Conceptual – narrowing in the range of relationships that could be posited to 
hold between individuals and particular areas of land 

The first two perspectives provide an essential background for understanding the third, 
which is the focus of this paper. Consequently, I begin by examining the first two 
perspectives. 

Colonisation, by definition, has physical effects on land tenure. The most immediate 
effect is dispossession. In Australia, as in many other areas of the world, colonisation 
ideologically involved the total expropriation of all land. Over much of Australia, this 
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ideological target was attained in practice. In the Darwin region, there was significant but 
not total expropriation. Consequently, in the 1970s, when the Australian state created a 
legal system for claiming land tenure on the basis of Indigenous systems, there were areas 
of land in the Darwin region available for claim. 

While dispossession was the most immediate physical effect, of perhaps greater long-
term significance was the impact of colonisation on Indigenous demography in this area. 
Post-colonial Indigenous demography was characterised by a dramatic collapse in 
population levels. This collapse is discussed in Keen (1980a, 1980b). Keen examines the 
Alligator Rivers region, but his conclusions apply generally to the Darwin region.  

On the basis of his research for the Alligator Rivers Stage II Land Claim, Keen 
estimates that by the late 1970s the Aboriginal population of the area was about 4% of its 
pre-contact numbers (1980a:37). Further it would appear from the evidence given by Keen 
that the bulk of this collapse occurred between 1880 and 1920. Keen (1980a:42-44; 
1980b:172) attributes this dramatic collapse to the sudden exposure of the Aboriginal 
population to a whole range of new diseases, following the establishment of Darwin (1869) 
and Pine Creek (1872). The population collapse was less extensive among groups south of 
and around the mouth of the Daly River than elsewhere. 

The physical effects of colonisation were inextricably intertwined with its economic 
effects. The principal economic effect was the integration of most of the surviving 
Aboriginal population into European economic regimes. This led to significant shifts in 
people’s long-term residential ranges. This in turn led to a delinking of long-term daily 
geographical experience from the symbolic bases for claim of ownership.  

In pre-colonial times, the primary basis for a claim of ownership was patrifiliation. This 
symbolic basis of claim was grounded in long-term daily geographical experience. In pre-
colonial times, it appears that people’s long-term residential ranges would normally have 
shown a very high degree of overlap with the long-term residential ranges of their parents 
and grandparents. This overlap would normally have involved a significant period of 
residence on the father’s country.  

In the period from 1869 to about 1930, for most people there were major differences in 
their long-term residential ranges from those of their parents and even more from those of 
their grandparents. The pattern of shifts was complicated. However, from an overall 
perspective, residential ranges shifted roughly in a pattern of concentric rings, with Darwin 
as the focus for the set of rings. People whose traditional ownership and residential ranges 
had been in the outer rings shifted their residential ranges to the inner rings. People whose 
traditional ownership and residential ranges had been in the inner rings shifted their 
residential ranges into Darwin itself. 

As a result of these physical and economic processes, there was by the 1970s a near-
universal disjunction between people’s daily geographical experience and their experience 
of areas to which they had publicly recognised ideological or symbolic bases for claims of 
ownership. Most people had little or no experience of the areas to which they might make a 
claim. Equally, they commonly had little or no knowledge of areas adjacent to the areas 
they might claim, nor of the bases on which other people might claim these adjacent areas. 
They frequently shared little or no common life history with people who might claim 
adjacent areas.  

In many cases, the individuals who had the widest range of knowledge, with evident 
links to the pre-colonial past, over a particular area were not the individuals who could 
mount a symbolically based claim of ownership to that area. Thus, for example, individuals 
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who had detailed knowledge of areas close to Darwin generally had symbolically based 
claims of ownership to areas more distant from Darwin. 

This lack of overlap in knowledge of country and in life histories meant that individuals 
very commonly lacked a clear basis for evaluating the claims of other individuals. In some 
cases, claims of ownership made by one individual were quite outside the knowledge base 
of another individual. In such a situation, it may be predicted that there would be disputes 
between individuals and groups.  

Internal disputation, often lengthy, is a common occurrence when considering claims to 
land ownership in any land tenure system. However, the quantity of internal disputation in 
the Darwin region was significantly greater than that in areas immediately to the south – 
claims made in the Katherine, Timber Creek, and Keep River areas. This was both in terms 
of the number of competing parties and of the public openness of the disputes. 

There were six sizable claims in the Darwin region – Finniss River, Kakadu Stage II, 
Kenbi (Cox Peninsula), Lower Daly River, Upper Daly River, and Wulna (lower Adelaide 
River). The Finniss River claim was probably an apogee of disputation among land claims 
generally. At one stage it involved five groups who were publicly denying the totality or 
part of the other groups’ claims. The Lower Daly River and Kenbi claims also involved 
publicly conflicting claimant groups. Internal disputation was present, but backgrounded, 
in the other three land claims – Kakadu Stage II, Upper Daly, and Wulna. None of these 
disputes was ever fully resolved, though some reached settlement by exhaustion over the 
30-year period from 1975–2005. 

The problems arising from the physical and economic effects of colonisation were 
compounded by the fact that there was virtually no historical record against which  
claims could be checked. Prior to the 1970s, there had never been any systematic 
anthropological or linguistic research over most of the Darwin region. The one exception 
was the lower Daly River area, where Stanner and the Falkenbergs had undertaken 
significant anthropological research, and published extensively on the basis of this 
research. The Berndts also undertook research in the lower Daly Region and at Adelaide 
River, but published very little relating to this research. Elsewhere, there were only some 
happenstance recordings. Being the only recordings, they were naturally of importance, but 
they were no substitute for systematic research. 

This lack of systematic research meant not only that there was no historical record, but 
also that there was no existing analysis of people’s synchronic understanding of land 
tenure in the 1970s. The extensive research undertaken since the 1970s, as a part of the 
land claim process, has led to a considerable body of literature on understandings of land 
tenure. To date, however, there has been no investigation of how the situation in the 
Darwin area relates to patterns found elsewhere. 

7.2 The colonial ordering of Aboriginal people and its effects on the 
practice of land claims 

Colonial ideology led to the creation of two distinct classes of Aboriginal people in the 
Darwin region during the 20th century. Based on theories of race, distinct categories of 
‘full-blood’ and ‘half-caste’ were posited. The two categories received very different 
treatment. There were quite different laws applying to the two groups within the colonial 
system. Both as colonial legal policy and as private initiative, links between half-caste 
people and full-blood people were actively, and in the great majority of cases, successfully, 
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inhibited. Success was not however complete, as the links between some half-caste people 
and their full-blood relatives were, for various reasons, not severed. 

As a result of the largely successful enforcement of this racist ideology during the 
period 1910–1965, there was by the 1970s one class of Aboriginal people who had had 
little or no contact with relatives who maintained to whatever degree, pre-colonial 
practices and knowledge. The life histories of these people focused on the Darwin town 
area, as they had most commonly been forcibly removed to Darwin. Given that the life 
histories of most people in this class focused on Darwin, the class was generally referred to 
as ‘town’ people by the local population, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. 

The other class of Aboriginal people had extensive life history contacts with relatives 
who maintained pre-colonial practices and knowledge. This second class most commonly 
worked in the pastoral and related – small mining, buffalo and crocodile shooting etc. – 
industries throughout the Darwin hinterland. However, the life histories of some people in 
this class focused on Darwin or on settlements such as Belyuen. Given that life histories of 
most people in this class focused on the Darwin hinterland, the class is generally referred 
to as ‘bush’ people. 

The terms ‘town’ people and ‘bush’ people are evidently not completely satisfactory. 
Some ‘town’ people spent a significant portion of their lives working in pastoral and/or 
related industries in the Darwin hinterland. Some ‘bush’ people spent significant portions 
of their lives working in Darwin. However, in the absence of any more satisfactory terms, I 
use these terms as they are in established usage. 

The most protracted disputes involved opposing groups from these two classes. The 
prototypical protracted dispute involved on the one hand a group who understood 
themselves to be the owners of an area by virtue of descent, though they had little or no 
‘traditional’ knowledge of the area, and little or no life history connection to it. The opposing 
group consisted of people who had extensive life history connections and traditional 
knowledge of the area, but their rights by descent were widely understood to be elsewhere. 

The very different life histories of these two groups led them to have very different 
reactions to investigations of land tenure. One of the aims of colonial policy was that town 
people should be of low status within the colonial order. This low status was intended to 
consist not merely of limited access to material goods, services, and power, but also to be 
driven from within by inherently unsatisfactory self-images. People were classified as 
‘aboriginal’, but at the same time not as ‘real aborigines’ because their connections to 
relatives who continued pre-colonial practices had been suppressed. For town people, land 
tenure claims were primarily about validation of a more satisfactory self-image, through 
recognition as ‘traditional owners’, in the context of resisting and altering the post-colonial 
order.  

The reactions of bush people to the land claim process were very different. I had 
extensive discussions about life histories and land tenure with bush people from across the 
Darwin region in the period 1980–2004. In my discussions, I did not receive any 
impression that people had unsatisfactory self-images as a result of the colonial order, at 
least in the times preceding their disengagement during the 1960s with the industries that 
constituted ‘station’ life.  

People did not report station life as idyllic, but they were able to construct satisfactory 
self-images for themselves, as stock workers, crocodile shooters etc. Further these self-
images articulated satisfactorily with continuities in the construction of self-image from 
pre-colonial times – detailed knowledge of country, knowledge of its resources, and 
confidence in daily bush skills. 
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Knowledge of country cannot be construed in this case as meaning one’s own country. 
In my discussions with people, I did not receive any impression that land tenure had been a 
prominent issue for them during station times. Their descriptions of their own working 
lives, and those of their consociates, showed no preference for working on their ‘own’ 
country, and they did not proffer any such preference when discussing issues in their 
working pastoral life. Among people who had worked on their own country, I gained no 
sense of a particular regret at subsequently leaving their own country, nor did they indicate 
that they had had particular intentions to return. My observations accord with those of 
Stanner (1979:49) 

 
There is a real, and an intense, bond between an Aboriginal and the ancestral estate he 
shares with other clansmen. I have seen a man revisiting his homeland after an absence, 
fall on the ground, dig his fingers in the soil, and say: ‘O, my country.’ But he had 
been away voluntarily; and he was soon to go away again voluntarily. Country is a 
high interest with a high value; rich sentiments cluster around it; but there are other 
interests; all are relative, and any can be displaced. 
 

People did evince strong emotional attachments to areas where they had spent 
significant portions of their working lives, and these areas were invariably the areas of 
which people had the best ‘traditional’ knowledge. Conversely, the people with the best 
traditional knowledge of an area were those who had spent a significant portion of their 
working life in that area. People often expressed a wish to own land in areas where they 
had worked for significant periods, so they could return to live there. 

Nonetheless, despite this, many people continued to privilege symbolic connections to 
land over daily experiential connections. People would deny that they could claim the 
areas that they knew best, because this was not their father’s country. They would state that 
they could claim their father’s country, even though they knew little or nothing about it, 
and there were other far more knowledgeable people living on that country. 

This privileging of symbolic entitlement did not however motivate practical action, with 
very rare exceptions. Despite being recognised as owners of their father’s country, people 
did not return to live on or near it permanently. They remained living in areas that were 
familiar to them from their life history. They were, within my observation, unwilling to 
mount any kinds of challenges to people who were living on their father’s country. If there 
was a dispute, they were most reluctant to be involved. 

I suggest that this lack of action followed from a widely shared understanding that 
practical action requires practical bases. This understanding was universally articulated in 
disputes. As mentioned, the prototypical dispute involved a group of town people who had 
some symbolic claim to an area, and a group of bush people, living on that country, whose 
symbolic connections were widely understood to be elsewhere. In any situation 
approximating this prototype, bush people universally stated that town people did not 
know the country, with the corollary, either implicit or explicitly stated, that they should 
not be claiming ownership. 

The disjunction between practical and symbolic bases was a continuing source of 
conflict in popular discourses for the period 1975–2005. People who had a practical basis 
for claim to a particular area were never able to successfully rebut the widespread 
perception that their symbolic and therefore real ownership was elsewhere. People who 
persisted with a claim on a symbolic basis were never able to rebut the widespread 
perception that their claims were devoid of content, and that they were not ‘real’ 
Aboriginal people. The situation in legal proceedings was rather different. In some cases, 
both bush and town people were recognised as owners of a particular area.  
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The very different motivations of the two groups not only led to continuing conflict, 
they also led to very different, and not obviously predictable reactions to the conclusion of 
at least some land claims. The obvious reaction is the continuation of conflict with some 
people and/or groups feeling that their rights had not been adequately recognised. This 
certainly occurred in a number of cases. 

However, I observed another reaction among claimants in the Kenbi Land Claim after 
its conclusion. The claim was successful, but only for a small number of claimants 
recognised as belonging to the Danggalaba clan (see section 7.3). There was a much larger 
group of people claiming as members of the Larrakia language group – these people were 
‘town’ people. Despite the fact that their claim was unsuccessful, a number of the members 
of this group expressed satisfaction with the overall result of the claim. They indicated that 
they were satisfied because the area in question had been recognised as Larrakia. This was 
the kind of change in the post-colonial order to which they aspired. They did not appear to 
be greatly concerned about not being themselves recognised as owners. 

By contrast, my observation of a number of the successful claimants, who were broadly 
in the ‘bush’ group, did not suggest that they had obtained equivalent satisfaction from the 
result of the land claim. After their disengagement from the pastoral and related industries 
in the 1960s, it became and continues to be very difficult for bush people to construct 
satisfactory self-images. There were and are few or no believably attainable employment 
targets to which they could aspire. Success in the land claim, while welcome, did not 
address this issue.  

7.3 Land-owning groups in the period 1975–2005 
The extent of the population collapse in the Darwin region had one immediately 

predictable consequence. The set of oppositions that appeared in discourses about land 
tenure was reduced. In pre-colonial times, as in all the wetter and more densely populated 
areas of northern Australia, discourses on land tenure in the Darwin region would have 
proceeded on at least two levels. At a smaller scale, discourses would have proceeded at 
the level of the estate, together with the potentially associated disjunctive clan groupings. 
At a larger scale, discourses would have proceeded at the level of links between particular 
language varieties and particular areas of land. 

The population collapse in the Darwin region (see section 7.1), meant that by 1920 there 
were simply no longer sufficient people to maintain the smaller-scale estate-based 
oppositions. By the 1970s, this level of oppositions had fallen either into desuetude or 
completely out of knowledge. It was only in the Lower Daly River Land Claim that 
claimants could provide an extensive set of estate names. This set matched well to the set 
recorded by Stanner in the 1930s for the area. Even here, the claim proceeded primarily in 
terms of land ownership at the language group level, and was indeed the first land claim to 
do so (Sutton & Palmer 1980). 

As stated in section 7.2, the successful claimants in the Kenbi Land Claim were 
presented as a Danggalaba ‘saltwater crocodile’ clan group, within the Larrakia language 
group. However, there is evidence that people’s understandings of the reference of 
‘danggalaba’ in the period 1975–2005 and probably from at least the 1950s varied 
significantly from pre-colonial understandings of this term.  

Firstly, there were no other clan level labels in active usage in the period 1975–2005. 
Given that the concept of ‘clan’ necessarily involves a system of oppositions between 
labels of equivalent status, it is problematic to analyse ‘danggalaba’ as constituting a clan 
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level identity. Secondly, the membership ascribed to the Danggalaba grouping is 
implausible in terms of post-colonial demography.  

The first reasonably comprehensive census of the Aboriginal population in the Northern 
Territory was the 1957 Register of Wards. On the basis of the material in the Register of 
Wards, and the research in relation to the Kenbi claim, it is possible to identify eight 
patrifiliative genealogical groupings with some confidence as Larrakia. These groups were 
associated with the following clan level identities in 1975–2005. 
• Groups 1–4: (7 males in 1957) Danggalaba throughout the period 
• Group 5: (1 male in 1957) Described as other than Danggalaba in 1975, but no 

positive affiliation given. By 2005, some members were claiming to be 
Danggalaba 

• Group 6: (1 male in 1957) Described as ‘itchy’ Dreaming in 1975, but this was 
of very restricted circulation. It was unclear whether this ‘itchy’ Dreaming was 
a clan-level or individual-level affiliation. 

• Group 7: (Not in the Register of Wards) Described as ‘sea turtle’ in 1975, but on 
the basis of material collected earlier. No circulation of this knowledge in 1975. 

• Group 8: (1 male in 1957) Extinct in 1975. No information as to any clan-level 
identity. 

Given the demographic history of the Darwin area, it is most improbable that 7 of the 
10 males who can be identified as Larrakia from the 1957 Register, and 4 of the 8 
patrilines should continue a single pre-colonial clan identity. Rather these facts, and the 
desuetude of all other clan identities, suggest that the Danggalaba label had ceased to 
constitute anything resembling a pre-colonial clan identity.  

An overview of the available materials on the life histories of the people included under 
the Danggalaba label, as opposed to those not included, suggests that Danggalaba was 
developing into a label for what might be called ‘bush’ Larrakia, as opposed to ‘town’ 
Larrakia. The Danggalaba label included most of the people who had the greatest degree of 
knowledge and continuity with pre-colonial practices. It included, for example, most of the 
people who were fluent speakers of Larrakia from the 1950s onwards. In terms of colonial 
discourses, these were the people who had the clearest cases to be termed ‘real’ Larrakia, 
as opposed to ‘not really Aboriginal’. The men in groups 1–4 apparently all called one 
another ‘brother’, and this aided the process.  

The process continued during the period of the claim (1978–2000), with some members 
of Group 5 publicly presenting a claim to be Danggalaba. In this case, there is other evidence 
that shows fairly clearly that Group 5 would have had another distinct clan identity in 
1957. However, this knowledge was not articulated at any point during the claim process. 

Some parts of the Kakadu Stage II claim were presented in terms of estates. However, 
only the oldest claimants could present a relatively systematic set of oppositions. Even 
among these claimants, there was considerable variation. Estate level groupings did not 
form part of the other claims. In my own research with claimants in the Upper Daly and 
Wulna Land Claims, a couple of people provided isolated pieces of information suggestive 
of pre-colonial estate-level opposition systems. I also encountered this in the course of 
research on one of the claimant groups in the Finniss River Land Claim. 

Throughout the region, the only level at which people discussed land tenure oppositions 
with some consistency was that of land-language oppositions. People understood particular 
areas of country to be associated with particular languages. They understood particular sets 
of people to own these languages, whether or not they actually spoke them, and thereby to 
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own the relevant country. This pattern is found in many areas of Australia (Rumsey 1993). 
This was the case even in the Lower Daly area. 

As a result of the historical conditions already discussed, there were not uncommonly 
great indeterminacies, inconsistencies and conflicts in the areas that various individuals 
assigned to various languages. However, people did generally present their own claims, 
and oppose or accept other people’s claims in terms of this level of oppositions. 

7.4  Popular colonial constructs of Aboriginal land tenure and their 
implications 

The constriction in discourses on land tenure to the level of land-language oppositions 
did not follow solely from the physical and economic effects of colonisation. It also relates 
to the kinds of discourses created by colonialism, particularly the central importance of the 
notion of ‘tribe’ in colonial discourses. Dixon (2002:3) provides a summary of the popular 
understanding of ‘tribe’. 

 
Before the European invasion there were probably around one million Aborigines in 
Australia, organized into about seven hundred political groups, which are commonly 
and conveniently referred to (by the Aboriginal people themselves) as tribes. Each had 
its own territory, system of social organization, traditional oral literature and laws, 
song styles and its own ‘language’ – just like the nations of Europe, but on a smaller 
scale. … Tribal boundaries typically (but not invariably) run along a mountain ridge 
or though a strip of barren country. 
 

In popular conception, the most important criterion for ‘tribe’ has always been linguistic 
oppositions. If individuals speak different languages, then they belong to different tribes. 
Dixon (1976) discusses the problems in attempting to define tribes by linguistic criteria. 
He concludes as follows: ‘We have shown that, in this area of North Queensland, a “tribe” 
cannot be defined on linguistic criteria. … A tribe in fact appears to be a political unit’ 
(Dixon 1976:231). 

This may be contrasted with the conclusion of the anthropologist Joseph Birdsell (1976) 
in the same volume: ‘But in spite of its varied meanings elsewhere, in Aboriginal Australia 
the term “tribe” has a uniform meaning and it describes a linguistic unit, not a political 
one’ (Birdsell 1976:96). 

The contradiction between Dixon and Birdsell is indicative of fundamental problems 
with the notion of ‘tribe’ as the principal way of describing pre-colonial social 
organisation. It has in fact long been evident that the notion of ‘tribe’ relates to only one 
strand, among many, of social organisation in pre-colonial Australia: that of land-language 
relations (Merlan 1981).  

Nonetheless, from the beginnings of colonisation this construct has overshadowed all 
other perceptions of Aboriginal social organisation. This is particularly so in relation to 
land tenure. In popular conception, individuals do not claim individual ownership, but claim 
as an equal partner in company with a number of other individuals to be the corporate 
owners of a ‘tribal’ territory. 

Therefore, since the beginning of colonisation, Aboriginal people have had to respond 
to discourses based on the concept of ‘tribe’. Given the power imbalances inherent in 
colonisation, this necessarily foregrounded the concept of ‘tribe’ for them. However, given 
that ‘tribe’ corresponded to only one strand among many in pre-colonial social practices, 
its mapping as the central construct for continuities from pre-colonial practices was 
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inherently problematic. The most problematic aspect of the mapping was that the concept 
of ‘tribe’ greatly narrows the range of relations that can be posited between individuals and 
areas of land, as compared with pre-colonial practices.  

As we have seen, pre-colonial practices involved both estate-level and land-language-
level oppositions. Further, individuals claimed a variety of rights within these levels. An 
individual’s primary claim was to their father’s country. However, people claimed and 
were accorded significant interests in their mother’s country, and often in other countries, 
depending on life history. Individuals were normatively multilingual, as an index of the 
range of social contacts. A central component of this was their land ownership interests.  

Within the popular colonial model of ‘tribe’, there is only a binary choice. If an 
individual is a member of the tribe, then they have full rights of ownership. If they are not a 
member of the tribe, then they have no ownership rights. The Land Rights Act is not framed 
in terms of ‘tribe’, but rather of ‘local descent group’. Nonetheless, the Act is predicated on 
the same binary choice as the popular concept of ‘tribe’. An individual is either a member of 
the relevant local descent group or not. No other land tenure options are possible. 

This binary choice follows from European models of land tenure. European models do 
allow for a range of ownership options. However, the default option is the binary choice – 
a full owner or not an owner at all. Any departure from this default position must be 
specially sanctioned. Mapping from a system like pre-colonial land tenure, which has as its 
default multiple differential ownerships, to a system like European land tenure, which has as 
its default a simple binary option, is inevitably an inaccurate and unsatisfactory operation.  

The unsatisfactory nature of this mapping operation was greatly compounded by the 
fact that for Aboriginal people, it formed part of another central colonial enterprise – the 
reflective analysis of Aboriginal ‘culture’. Aboriginal ‘culture’ ceased to be a matter of 
non-reflective daily practice, where inconsistencies and indeterminacies were unremarked 
upon and unexamined. Rather, practices were reflectively examined and monitored for 
inconsistencies and indeterminacies, and these were deemed matters worthy of resolution 
(Merlan 1998:226-228, 237-238).  

In discourses with non-Aboriginal people, Aboriginal people came to accept an 
understanding that the practices that showed evidence of continuity with pre-colonial 
practices should be internally consistent, and apply in a determinate fashion to sets of data. 
In the context of land tenure, Aboriginal people came to understand that when presented with 
an area of land and a binarily answerable question as to who the owners were, they should 
be able to apply some kind of algorithm to produce a neatly delimited set of individuals as 
the answer. Furthermore, in the period 1975–2000, there was a third party, the Australian 
legal system, which was specifically charged with evaluating claims on this issue. 

I do not wish to suggest that Aboriginal people did not apply algorithms in pre-colonial 
times, nor that they never saw virtue in neatly delimited sets. However, the materials on 
land tenure from the areas that show the greatest continuity with pre-colonial demography 
and residential patterns do not suggest that reflective thought was a significant contributor 
to understandings of land tenure when compared particularly with kinship terminologies. 
This is because kinship terminologies appear much more commonly to have been a subject 
of dispute than land tenure. 

Kinship terminologies had an inherent role in the highly competitive attainment of 
marriage. Given this, competing parties forced indeterminacies and inconsistencies to the 
forefront in discourses relating to the attainment of marriage. Unsurprisingly, people 
proposed algorithmic solutions to these perceived problems. The voluminous materials on 
kinship show that Aboriginal people generally agreed that kinship terminologies should 
apply algorithmically to sets of data to produce a neatly delimited answer (Scheffler 1978). 
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They generally agreed that there should be a ‘right’ answer to any kinship relation between 
X and Y.  

Given that failures to conform to prescribed behaviour did occur, determining the ‘right’ 
answer might be a problem, and various bases were differentially ranked by contesting 
parties to determine how the right answer should be arrived at. However, this did not affect 
the general target that everybody should have an algorithmically determinable relationship 
to everybody else. 

Disputes over land tenure appear to have been of much lower frequency. Warner 
(1964:18-19) provides the classic statement on this topic. 

 
No land can be taken from a clan by an act of war. A clan does not possess its land by 
strength of arms but by immemorial tradition and as an integral part of the culture. 
Murngin myth dies hard, and ownership of land is in Murngin myth even after the 
final destruction of a particular clan. It would never occur to a victorious group to 
annex another’s territory, even though the entire male population were destroyed and 
the dead men’s women and children taken by the victors. In the passage of time the 
clan using it would absorb it into their own territory and the myth would 
unconsciously change to express this. In the thought of the Murngin, land and water, 
people and clan are an act of the creator totem and the mythological ancestors, who 
always announce in myth and ceremony that this is the country of such and such a 
clan; to expropriate this land as a conscious act would be impossible. Just as the totem, 
the creator, and the members are a permanent and inextricable part of the culture, so is 
the clan’s ownership of the land. 

 
Hiatt and Stanner concur with Warner. 

 
Disputes over land did not arise, and it was therefore difficult to discover the attitudes 
of owners towards their estates. I judged that they had an intimate knowledge of their 
sites and the country included by them but proprietorial interest outside this central 
core progressively weakened. (Hiatt 1965:16) 

 
That is not to say there were never occasions on which whole groups were put to the 
spear, or that there was no lasting bad blood between groups at enmity. It was often 
so, especially when, by migration or some other cause, neighbour tribes spoke 
unrelated tongues, or had very distinct customs. But the conquest of land was a great 
rarity: I do not personally know of a single case. And the war of extermination, with 
one group bent remorselessly on the complete destruction of the other, as far as I have 
discovered, was so rare as to be all but unknown. (Stanner 1979:233) 

 
Sutton (1978:77-78) presents a slightly different perspective. 

 
I am not aware of any cases where land has changed hand by acts of war, although I 
am told that some massacres long ago resulted in clan extinction. I see no reason why 
this could not happen, however. I do not accept Warner’s argument, relating to 
northeast Arnhem land (1964:18-19), which says that expropriation of land by acts of 
war is impossible because tenure is based on mythic charter, and these charters only 
change unconsciously to express changes of possession. I suggest it would take only a 
generation or two for mythic charters to be consciously re-written in such cases, and 
that the memory of massacres would be suppressed just as consciously. It is true, 
however, that battles were not waged just for the purpose of conquering and settling 
new lands as has often been the case in other parts of the world. 

 
While Sutton disagrees with Warner as to the potentiality for speed and deliberateness 

of change in land tenure, he agrees that disputes were not fought over land in and of itself. 
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Keen (2004:266) concurs with Sutton’s viewpoint in his presentation of northeast 
Arnhemland. 

 
Yolngu oral history includes some accounts of expansionist individuals who fought 
for the country and the women of other groups. This kind of aggression was linked to 
competition between men for marriage to the same women, and hence to polygyny. 

 
Given that land in and of itself was not a subject of open public conflict, it appears that 

indeterminacies and inconsistencies in this arena were only rarely forced to the forefront in 
discourses among Aboriginal people. Thus, while people have significant rights and roles 
in relation to their mother’s country, these rights and roles are most clearly delimited in 
ceremonial contexts. There are no reports of delimiting more secular rights and roles – 
whether, for example, individuals had inalienable rights of residence and foraging over 
their mother’s country. Keen (1994:125) observes precisely this point. 

 
In the recent pre-colonial past, conflict among men over the control of country and its 
resources were probably linked mainly to competition over women and the control of 
ceremonies, for the non-exclusivity of rights in food resources of country and the 
flexibility of residence made it unlikely that there were great quarrels over access to 
those food resources unless major anomalies arose in the relations between the size of 
groups and country. 

 
Colonisation changed land tenure for Aboriginal people from a field of comparatively 

low disputation to the field par excellence of disputation. In addition to the pre-existing 
stock of comparatively underexamined indeterminacies and inconsistencies, it added a 
number of new indeterminacies and inconsistencies. The most prominent indeterminacy 
was who had rights to the output from land in European economic regimes. The most 
prominent inconsistency has already been described – the near-universal disjunction 
between people’s daily geographical experience and their experience of areas to which 
they had publicly recognised ideological or symbolic bases for claims of ownership. 

7.5  Accommodations to colonial models of land tenure before 1975 
The process of accommodation to the predominant ‘tribe’ model was most prominent in 

the period 1975–2005, and documentation is the most detailed for this period. The process 
itself was almost certainly coincident with colonisation. However, it is only with the 1957 
Register of Wards that accommodation effects can systematically be examined. One of the 
fields in the Register is ‘tribe’. The information in this field was presumably basically self-
identification.  

I have examined the tribal affiliations for many people from the Darwin area, and in 
nearly all cases, it is possible to find a clear motivation for the identification given. In the 
great majority of cases, identifications in 1957 are consistent with information given in the 
1975–2005 period, and patrifiliatively related groups show a consistent tribal identity. 
However, there are cases where the 1957 tribal identity does not match to information 
given in the 1975–2005 period, and cases where members of a single patrifiliative 
grouping have distinct tribal identities. 

These variations do not show a random pattern. They follow most immediately from 
residence patterns and understandings of land-language relations. The role of these factors 
may be illustrated by comparing the information recorded for a father and son. The father 
is recorded as Ngan’giwumirri and resident at Daly River Mission. The son is recorded as 
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Wagiman and resident at Oolloo Station. Oolloo Station is within country that would in 
pre-colonial times have been Wagiman. The Daly River Mission is not actually in 
Ngan’giwumirri country, but Ngan’giwumirri country is close by. However, the great 
majority of residents have been Ngan’giwumirri since the mission’s foundation. 

In my own research, a senior Wagiman owner described this father-son pair as owners of 
an estate within country associated with Wagiman. The estate is that part of Wagiman country 
bordering on Ngan’giwumirri country. In pre-colonial times most of the owners of the estate 
would presumably have spoken both Wagiman and Ngan’giwumirri. The father spoke both 
these languages. The son spoke Wagiman – I do not know if he spoke Ngan’giwumirri.  

Both father and son spent extensive periods on Wagiman country and areas further to 
the north. At some point prior to 1957, the father went to the mission area, and stayed there 
till his death. The son did not spend any significant period in this area, to my knowledge. 
The logic of their self-identifications in 1957 may appear self-evident, but in fact some 
consideration of the logic is required. This is because the logic involves post-colonial 
considerations as well as pre-colonial considerations. 

This becomes evident when considering the father’s identification. The mission site 
itself is effectively equidistant from areas associated with Ngan’giwumirri and Wagiman in 
pre-colonial times. In pre-colonial times, it is plausible that the father could have been 
identified as Ngan’giwumirri while at the site of the mission, depending upon his consociates 
at any particular point. It is equally plausible that he could have been identified as Wagiman.  

By 1957, an identification as Wagiman was no longer as equally plausible. The post-
colonial patterns of movement were such that Wagiman language owners moved north and 
west towards European centres along the north Australian railway. They did not move east 
towards the Daly River Mission area. Consequently, by 1957, Wagiman was no longer part 
of the system of active language identity oppositions in that area. It was most unlikely that 
anyone who was reasonably well integrated into the social networks of the area would 
choose to be known by an inactive identity. Only one person is listed as Wagiman from the 
Daly River region in the 1957 Register of Wards.  

The situation was somewhat different in areas traditionally associated with Wagiman and 
other languages to the north and west. In these areas, Ngan’giwumirri remained an active 
part of the language name system. This is because many Ngan’giwumirri language owners 
moved into this area, and because Ngan’giwumirri was part of the pre-colonial inventory of 
language name oppositions for Wagiman owners. However, the Ngan’giwumirri owners were 
not consistently identified as Ngan’giwumirri in 1957. Many were identified as Wagiman.  

It is not possible to give definitive reasons as to why some Ngan’giwumirri owners 
identified as Wagiman whereas others identified as Ngan’giwumirri. However, it appears 
that length of residence in territory associated with Wagiman, or languages to the north and 
west, was the critical factor. The owners who identified as Wagiman were long-term 
residents, whereas those who identified as Ngan’giwumirri appear generally to have been 
shorter-term residents. 

This opposition between Wagiman and Ngan’giwumirri identifications was not limited 
to owners of Ngan’giwumirri and Wagiman. It also applied to owners of Murriny-kura 
from the middle Fitzmaurice River, to the south of Ngan’giwumirri and Wagiman. Neither 
of the language names Murriny-kura or Murriny-patha were active in Wagiman oriented 
areas in the 1950s. Nobody is recorded with these identities. A number of Murriny-kura 
people were long term residents of Wagiman-oriented areas, and identified as Wagiman. 
All of these people were described as Wagiman in the 1975–2005 period.  

However, one Murriny-kura individual is listed as Ngan’giwumirri. Interestingly, this 
individual was remembered in the 1975–2005 period as having a Murriny-kura/-patha 
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identity. His assignment as Ngan’giwumirri in 1957 gave him an active identity in the 
region, but one that was different from the local Wagiman identity. Merlan (1998:127-129) 
discusses this same process of localised differential reassignment in the Katherine area. 

These kinds of re-identification were not limited to areas associated with Wagiman and 
Ngan’giwumirri. They were also found with the Larrakia language label. As discussed, 
post-colonial population movements focused on Darwin. As a result, by the 1950s the 
Aboriginal population of Darwin and its immediate surrounds was very heterogeneous. 
The area was recognised as Larrakia throughout the colonial period. In 1957, there were 37 
people who identified as Larrakia. More detailed research from 1975 onwards identified 
the following affiliations for these people.   

• Larrakia 20 

• Insufficient Information  9 

• Limilngan  4 

• Uwinymil  1 

• Wuna  4 

In terms of areal linguistic associations, Larrakia is most closely aligned with the 
languages to the east – Wuna and Limilngan (Harvey 2001:5-9). Larrakia shows no 
typological connections to its southern neighbours – Batjjmalh, Gungarakany, and Warray. 
These areal linguistic patterns presumably reflect a greater intensity of pre-colonial social 
contact to the east than to the south.  

The people who can clearly be determined as re-identifying as Larrakia in 1957 were all 
Wuna or Limilngan.1 The Limilngan and Wuna identities were greatly attenuated by 1957, 
and this was undoubtedly a factor in re-identification. However, it cannot have been the 
sole factor. The Gungarakany and Warray identities were also greatly attenuated in 1957. 
A number of people with these identities had been long-term residents of Darwin and the 
immediate area by 1957. Nonetheless, there were no re-identifications from Gungarakany 
or Warray to Larrakia. 

The contrast in re-identifications within the immediate Darwin area in 1957 shows that 
the process cannot be understood solely in terms of colonial factors. Undoubtedly, the 
fundamental motivations were colonial. People shifted to an identity that was more 
congruent with their long-term residential range. However, it was not simply a matter of 
long-term residential range. Rather, the people who had re-identified by 1957 were those 
who in pre-colonial times would generally have had secondary rights in the relevant identity.  

As discussed, tribal identity does not appear to have been a topic of significant debate in 
the 1950s. Consequently, there was no strong motivation for people to advance claims to 
identities to which they would not normally have had pre-colonial links. Equally, there was 
no strong motivation for people to contest identifications. As such, it is not possible to 
know what the fate of such claims might have been, had they been advanced.  

While there is evidence for re-identification in 1957 to adapt to the exigencies of 
colonisation, this should not be interpreted as evidence that people had internalised the 
binary choice of European land tenure models, and abandoned other identities. Rather, they 
maintained multiple identities, as shown by the fact that they or their relatives and 
consociates continued to ascribe them other identities in the later 1975–2005 period.  
                                                                                                                                              
1 The individual listed as Uwinymil for all practical purposes had a Limilngan social identity. 
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7.6 Accommodations to colonial models of land tenure after 1975 
From 1975 onwards, identities shifted much more into the domain of public disputation. 

In public disputes, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people shared an undiscussed 
assumption that the default situation was for individuals to claim only one identity, and 
that a claim to multiple identities would need to be well grounded as a special case. 

As discussed in section 7.1, one of the major effects of colonisation in the Darwin 
region was that many people had their strongest attachments to areas to which they had no 
widely accepted patrifiliative connection. People therefore had motivation to offer other 
bases for claims of ownership. Some claims were presented, and disputed, at the individual 
level. There were two individual-level strategies for presenting claims not based on 
patrifiliation – adoption and matrifiliation.  

In pre-colonial times, it was not uncommon for an individual’s pater to be distinct from 
their genitor. It appears that an individual could claim primary rights in either or both of the 
estates of their genitor or pater (Berndt & Berndt 1970:55-57, Hiatt 1965:23-24). Given the 
comparatively low level of disputation over land ownership in pre-colonial times, it is 
unlikely that the rights arising from each basis of claim were ever widely publicly delineated. 

Levitus (1987) undertook a detailed survey of clan membership and affiliation in the 
Kakadu area. He presented the following conclusions (1987:39-45). 

 
a) That the principles of clan affiliation were strongly biased towards actual physical 
patrifiliation. While people might claim membership of their pater’s clan, it was  
always open to a person to claim membership of their genitor’s clan, whatever the 
circumstances of their life history. 

b) Some people might be viewed as having two clan affiliations, that of their genitor and 
that of their pater.  

c) There was, in general, no requirement for life history attachment to one’s genitor’s 
clan territory. Even the children of absentee land owners were recognised as clan 
members and land owners. Levitus noted that this might have some limits over an 
extended period. I am personally aware of one case where a landowner in the Kakadu 
area claimed to have taken over a neighbouring territory belonging to the absentee 
children—who showed no intention of returning—of a deceased absentee landowner. 

d) Membership of clans was never transmitted matrifiliatively. In all cases where children 
with non-Aboriginal fathers have been assigned clan membership, the clan was that of a 
male connection of the mother’s, never that of the mother.  

e) There were examples of people claiming ‘incorrect’ clan membership (one lacking an 
acceptable patrifiliative basis). Nevertheless there was a general reluctance to cause any 
public confrontation over these incorrect affiliations. 

 
As discussed in section 7.2, the public privileging of patrifiliation as the least 

challengeable basis of claim is characteristic of the Darwin area generally. So also is the 
unwillingness to act in circumstances where the norms of patrifiliation have not been 
followed. 

During my work in the northern Kakadu area in 1986–1989, I encountered the same 
preference for biological over social patrifiliation, that Levitus reported. On a couple of 
occasions, in discussing divergent accounts of land tenure, I was told by one person that 
the publicly recognised father of another person X was not X’s actual father (genitor). 
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Rather X’s genitor was another man, with other land-owning interests, and consequently 
X’s own real land-owning interests were elsewhere. People never made the converse 
statement – that X’s pater was another man, and consequently that X should not be 
claiming an interest in the estate of their genitor. 

It should be noted that it was not just within the context of land tenure disputes that 
varying accounts of physical paternity were presented. People with connections to the 
‘buffalo country’ – northern Kakadu area and areas to the east towards Darwin – also gave 
divergent accounts of paternity in quite neutral contexts. By contrast, I did not find this in 
my work with people in the Pine Creek and Timber Creek areas to the south. They did not 
give divergent accounts of physical paternity.  

This difference appears to relate to differences in the long-term continuity of social 
contact. In the Pine Creek area, Aboriginal people had very long-term intensive contact with 
one another. This was firstly in ‘station’ work, in the 1960s and before, where people’s 
work histories showed a high degree of overlap, focusing on a small set of stations. After 
the 1960s, people’s life histories showed a high degree of overlap, focusing on Pine Creek. 
The same patterns also held for people in the Timber Creek area. By contrast people in the 
buffalo country had a lesser degree of overlap, both in the station and post-station periods. 

From the very beginning of colonisation, there were people who did not have an 
Aboriginal genitor. Policies removing and isolating mixed-race children, which were in 
force for most of the 20th century, ensured that many people did not have an Aboriginal 
pater. The accommodation of these people into Aboriginal systems of land tenure varied.  

As discussed, patrifiliation continued to be the only possible basis for claim to estate 
ownership in the Kakadu region in the 1980s. A person required minimally a pater to 
mount a successful claim. 

By contrast, at the broader level of land-language relations, matrifiliative claims were 
made and accepted in the 1980s, and indeed well before this. This occurred even when an 
individual had a pater. In one case known to me, an individual born in about 1920 had a 
mother who was an owner of one language and a pater who was the owner of another 
language. She spent approximately the first 15 years of her life with a man as pater. She 
lived on country associated with his language for approximately the first 30 years of her 
life. She spoke both his language and her mother’s language. She spent only one year on 
the country associated with her mother’s language. Nonetheless, she presented herself and 
was accepted as an owner of her mother’s country.  

The critical variable in this case appears to be length of social contact. This person did 
not have any significant contact with her pater after approximately 15, whereas she 
continued in significant contact with her mother and other maternal relatives throughout 
her life. This appears to be the critical variable in all the cases I encountered where part-
Aboriginal people were able to maintain some degree of contact with relatives. They 
normally maintained contact with the mother and/or maternal relatives. Consequently, their 
attachments were matrifiliative, and this how their claims were presented. Any role for the 
pater appears to depend on the length of his contact with the mother. 

Disputes also involved assertions presented at the language-group level, though these 
might amount in practice to the pursuit of individual-level strategies. The first type of 
assertion was denial that the land in question was affiliated with a particular language 
group. This happened only in the case of prototypical disputes. As previously described, 
these involved groups who had had effectively no contact with one another. In this 
situation, in addition to denying a connection between a language group and an area of 
land, people might also assert that the territorial associations of that language group were 
to another area of land. This was not difficult to assert. As a result of the colonial 
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population collapse and movements, there were many areas where nobody could speak 
authoritatively about ownership. 

The second group-level strategy was to describe ownership of an area of land as shared 
between two or more groups. People not uncommonly described ownership with the terms 
‘company’, ‘mix((ed) up)’, and ‘box(ed) up’. There is good evidence for joint ownership 
of sites as a pre-colonial construct (Sutton 1978:55-56, Williams 1986:78-80). Generally, it 
appears to have been a limited phenomenon – a few sites, not whole estates or whole 
language areas. However, Hiatt (1965:18-20) reports that ‘company’ relations could extend 
to whole estates. 

 
Although people were usually unable to explain why certain units comprised more 
than one descent group, I established that several within living memory had 
abandoned their estates and each become permanently associated with a unit in 
another locality. The descendents retained their group identity but displayed little 
interest in the land of their migrant forbears. They regarded themselves as joint 
owners of sites in the area where they now lived and were regarded as such by the 
original owners. Similar events may have led to other instances where the 
circumstances of migration and amalgamation have been forgotten. The people have 
adopted the English word ‘company’ as a translation of their concept of joint 
ownership; they made no distinction in rights or prestige among patrilineal groups 
forming a unit even if they knew that one was the original owner and the rest 
migrants. 

 
By contrast, claims of joint ownership in the Darwin area in the period 1975–2005 were 

to whole language areas or estates.   
At one end of the spectrum, the Wulna Land Claim presented the Wulna-Minija (Wuna-

Limilngan) group as the land-owning group for the entire Wuna estate. It may be noted 
that the converse did not hold. Ownership of the Limilngan estate was limited to people 
who claimed to be Limilngan. The Finniss River Land Claim involved a Gungarakany-
Warray ‘company’ claim. The physical extent of the company claim was not determined. 
The relationship was repudiated in later disputes. The Upper Daly Land Claim involved 
the presentation of a reasonably determinate area of land as both Ngan’giwumirri and 
Wagiman. This had not been repudiated by 2005. However, within my observation, the 
practical aspects of ownership – access, potential royalties, etc. – were managed on a 
competitive and not a co-operative basis between the two groups. 

Claims to joint ownership therefore showed great variation in geographical extent, and 
considerable instability over time. This accords with the conclusions of Levitus (1987), who 
investigated the meaning of these terms in relation to clans in the Kakadu area. He (1987: 
32) states ‘the majority of these [company] relationships are not corporate, but personal, they 
are not relationships between clans, but between individual members of clans’. Of those 
company relationships that do appear to involve some sort of corporate relationship between 
clans, he (1987:33) states ‘The content of [these] company relations varies greatly’.  

The situation in the Darwin area contrasts with the situation described in the preceding 
quote from Hiatt, concerning the Maningrida area. In the Maningrida area, company 
relations appear to have been stable, at least in the 1960s when Hiatt undertook his 
fieldwork. The critical difference appears to be that the ‘company’ owners in Maningrida 
were long-term consociates. By contrast, all of the ‘company’ relations in the Darwin 
region involved at least some people who had very little common life history. In many 
cases, there was no significant common life history between the ‘company’ groups. 

In addition to the actual disputes that occurred in the period 1975–2005, the Darwin 
area might reasonably be described as replete with potential disputes. Apart from the areas 
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that had been the subject of land claims, for almost every other portion of the region, there 
existed a number of potentially conflicting claims. The potential for conflict existed partly 
because of paucity of knowledge, but also because people continued to maintain multiple 
identities.  

Thus, for example, I encountered one individual who normally described himself as 
Wagiman, and was generally recognised as a Wagiman landowner. However, in genealogical 
discussions, he presented himself as a patrifiliate to a Ngan’giwumirri estate. He had not to 
my knowledge ever visited this estate. If it had become necessary to determine the ownership 
of this estate in the period 1975–2005, it was unclear what his status would have been. His 
was not a unique case. There were many other people in comparable situations. 

7.7 Conclusion 
Colonial discourses on Aboriginal land tenure operated from the beginning in terms of 

the binary choice discussed previously – full owner or not an owner at all. Given their 
political status within the colonial system, Aboriginal people had to adapt both their 
statements about land tenure and their conceptualisations to this dichotomy. The degree of 
adaptation depended on the extent to which the colonial order impinged upon daily life – 
this varied widely in the Darwin region both geographically and temporally. 

The process of adaptation was inherently problematic for two reasons. Firstly, the target 
binary choice was incapable of accommodating the multiple options of the pre-colonial 
system. Secondly, pre-colonial discourses on land tenure left many areas of indeterminacy. 
This made it difficult to present a clearly articulated alternative to the binary model of the 
dominant colonial power structures.  

Given the massive consequences of colonisation, it is most improbable that Indigenous 
conceptions of land tenure could have been accommodated without some significant 
degree of disputation. However, a model of land tenure taking multiple relations to land as 
its baseline would have offered opportunities for lessening the degree of disputation. It 
might also have allowed for a more satisfying resolution of some land claims. The 
differing reactions of claimants to the conclusion of the Kenbi Land Claim, described in 
section 7.2, suggest that people would have been satisfied with recognition of different 
types of ownership.  
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8 Aboriginal languages and social 
groups in the Canberra region: 
interpreting the historical 
documentation 

  

 HAROLD KOCH 

8.1  Introduction: traditional views and the need for new interpretation 
8.1.1  The usual view of languages and groups in the Canberra area 

The prevalent view of the end of the 20th century has been that the local Aboriginal 
group, and hence the local language name, in the Canberra area was Ngunawal, and that 
the Ngarigu group and language associated with the Monaro extended to the vicinity of 
Queanbeyan. For example, a history of Canberra includes the following statement about 
Aboriginal groups, and further assumed that the local language was Ngunawal. 

 
At the time of first settlement the numbers of the Ngunawal tribe, whose territory 
included the Limestone Plains and extended as far as Boorowa and Goulburn, and the 
Ngarigo tribe, who frequented a large area south of Queanbeyan, were each estimated 
at five hundred or more. (Gillespie 1991:44) 

 
This view is assumed in Flood’s (1980) well-known book on ‘moth hunters’. For 

example: ‘The Ngunawal are called the Queanbeyan tribe by Howitt and others, and their 
territory probably included the Tinderry and Namadgi ranges and the part of the 
Murrumbidgee lying between them’ (Flood 1980:112); ‘This “Canberra tribe” [of the early 
settlers] could have been the Ngunawal, who occupied the Southern Tablelands area, and 
could have had their tribal base at Canberra’ (Flood 1980:37). The ‘magnificent view’ 
from the top of a high peak at the southern end of the ACT ranges, near Mt Kelly, was 
described as ‘a view in fact of what was probably the territory of the local Ngunawal tribe’ 
(Flood 1980:151). 

Until recently the Aboriginal language spoken closest to Canberra has been known in 
the linguistic literature primarily through the Queanbeyan wordlist published in Curr 
(Police Magistrate 1887). Meanwhile it is often claimed that the city of Canberra is 
situated within the traditional territory of the Ngunawal people (the name has also been  
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spelled Ngunnawal1 in recent years). Tindale’s work on Aboriginal tribes (Tindale 1974: 
198-199 and his 1976 map) has three of his named territories – those of the Ngunawal, 
Ngarigo, and Walgalu peoples – converge in the vicinity of the modern city. Recent work 
by Ann Jackson-Nakano (2001) reintroduced the term Kamberri as a label for the 
Aboriginal people of the area – following W. Davis Wright (1923), who in his history of 
Canberra claimed that Kemberra was both a placename meaning ‘meeting place’ and the 
name of the ‘tribe’ that had its headquarters in the area of the original Canbury/ Canberry 
– in the region of Black Mountain, Sullivans Creek, the Molonglo River, and the Acton 
Peninsula. In a later publication Jackson-Nakano (2005) changed the designation Kamberri 
to Ngambri, apparently in recognition of the evidence of a nasal sound at the beginning of 
the placename as it was pronounced by local Aboriginal people in the early days. I have 
argued (Koch 2009) that the original form of the placename Canberra (which was also 
widely written as Canberry and Canbury in early days of European settlement) was in fact 
probably something like Nganbirra – with some uncertainty about the nature of the final 
vowel and the r-sound preceding it. For discussion of whether the placename also served 
as a group label in pre-European times, see section 8.2.2.3 below. 

The Ngunawal language has been known primarily through a short wordlist (Bench of 
Magistrates 1887) in Curr’s compendium and a sketch grammar (‘The Ngunawal language’, 
pp. 294-299) and ‘Vocabulary of Ngunawal words’ (pp. 302-305) included in Mathews 
(1904). 

Jackson-Nakano (2001:33) in fact claims that the Kamberri/Ngambri probably spoke 
Walgalu. This seems to be a conclusion drawn from the fact that the territory associated 
with this group included the Namadgi area, which Tindale assigned to the Walgalu. Almost 
no information has been known about the language of the Walgalu (in Tindale’s 
terminology) or Wolgal (Howitt’s rendition). Descriptions of their location suggest that as 
well as the Alpine ranges from Cowambat past Tumbarumba and Kiandra to Tumut, their 
range may have extended to Canberra and Queanbeyan (Howitt 1996:78). Tindale 
(1974:199) included ‘headwaters of the Murrumbidgee, and Tumut rivers … northeast to 
near Queanbeyan’. One might therefore expect some overlap with the language recorded at 
Queanbeyan.  

The Ngarigo people and language (spelled Ngarrugu in Mathews 1908) have long been 
associated with the Monaro tablelands – Delegate, Bombala, Nimmitabel, Cooma, etc. 
According to Tindale (1974:198) ‘Canberra … is very close to the boundary line between 
this and the Ngunawal tribe’. There is an early wordlist, difficult to interpret,2 in Lhotsky 
(1839). There are two short wordlists of the Monaro language – by du Vé and Bulmer3 – in 
Curr (1886-87). Mathews (1908) provides a longer wordlist. In 1962 Luise Hercus recorded 

                                                                                                                                              
1 I use italics to highlight a word when the spelling is at issue, even if it is quoted from a source that doesn’t 
use italics. 
2 As noted already by Curr, who calls him John Shotsky (Curr 1886-87 vol. 3:429). Some of the words are 
Pidgin English (for example waddi ‘tree’); some others are probably Ngunawal (for example bubel ‘boy’, 
reflecting the Ngunawal-Gundungurra form bubal rather than the Monaro-Canberra-Walgalu burrbal). The 
Ngunawal terms may have been collected from the Pajong that Lhotsky met on his way to the Alps (see 
section 8.2.1.2). 
3 Bulmer’s list has to be used with caution, since a number of words in the list have ‘slipped’, with the result 
that a word is given the meaning of the previous word. Thus Bulmer’s mamat ‘canoe’ should be glossed 
‘sun’, the next word in the list; it stands for mamady (cf. Mathews’ mummatch, Queanbeyan mumite). This 
slippage presents a problem for those who present comparative wordlists (for example Flood 1980:350-59) or 
do statistical calculations based on the wordlists. 
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vocabulary from some families of Monaro background at Orbost, Victoria; this vocabulary 
was published as ‘Southern Ngarigu’ (Hercus 1986). 

The usual linguistic sources for the traditional languages of the area from Yass to the 
Monaro are summarised in Table 8.1.4 It should be noted that, apart from Mathews’ sketch 
of Ngunawal, there is no grammatical information on these languages, but only vocabulary 
(plus phonology in Hercus’ work). There is no published linguistic material on Walgalu 
except a list of 15 totem names in Howitt (1996:102). 

 
Table 8.1  Main sources for Canberra region languages 

Source name Date collected Reference 
Yass -1887 Bench of Magistrates 1887 
Ngunawal -1904 Mathews 1904 
Queanbeyan -1887 Police Magistrate 1887 
Menero 1834 Lhotsky 1839 
Moneroo -1887 Bulmer 18875 
Moneroo -1887 du Vé 1887 
Ngarrugu -1908 Mathews 1908 
S. Ngarigu 1960s Hercus 1986 

8.1.2  Further documents on the Aboriginal languages and groups in the Canberra 
region 

The major source of new documentation is from George Augustus Robinson, made 
available through the transcription and publication by Ian Clark of the journals and 
Aboriginal vocabularies from the time of Robinson’s work as Chief Protector of the Port 
Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, 1839–1849. The five volumes of his journals present 
information on geography (detailing his travels), ethnography, as well as vital contextual 
information for the interpretation of the vocabularies. The volume of vocabularies 
(Robinson 2000) provides linguistic data not otherwise available. Professor Barry Blake 
says, in his foreword to Clark’s compilation: 

 
Robinson’s collection of Aboriginal vocabularies from south-eastern Australia is 
perhaps the largest source of information on the languages of the area that we have, 
certainly it is the most varied. It covers practically every area of Victoria as well as 
some adjacent areas of South Australia and New South Wales. (Robinson 2000:6) 

 
Robinson undertook a number of journeys during his protectorate. During 1844 he made 

a fact-finding trip to investigate the Aboriginal situation in Gippsland and what is now the 
south-eastern portion of New South Wales (see Mackaness 1941). His journal of this trip is 
published as volume 4 of Clark’s edition of the journals (Robinson 1998). The expedition 
took place between 13 April and 20 October. The route went roughly: Melbourne, 
Westernport, Port Albert, Omeo, across the Manero [Monaro] plains to Twofold Bay [Eden] 
– with an excursion southwards to Cape Howe, Bemm River, Cann River and back to 

                                                                                                                                              
4 For example, these are the wordlists quoted (with the addition of an Omeo list in Curr 1886-87) in Flood’s 
(1980:350-359) Appendix XI: ‘Vocabularies of tribes in the Southern Uplands’. 
5 According to Curr (1886-87 vol. 3:429), Bulmer reported that the name of the language was Ngarago. 
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Twofold Bay – Pambula, Bega, Nimmitabel, Cooma, Limestone Plains [Canberra], Yass, 
Gundagai, Albury, Melbourne.6 Robinson had obviously planned to cross the mountains 
from Cooma to Tumut, but because of heavy snowfalls in the mountains he rather made a 
detour around the northern fringe of the mountains, stopping (and making records of the 
Aboriginal people) at Canberra, Yass and Gundagai. It was thanks to this unplanned detour 
that we have his records from these three places. (He also recorded wordlists for the 
languages of: Omeo, Twofold Bay and Cape Howe, Bega, and the (eastern) Monaro group.) 

There are, however, a few further sources for the languages and social groups in the 
Canberra region that should be considered. Stewart Mowle, who worked for Terence Aubrey 
Murray at Yarralumla and Mannus (near Tumbarumba) as a young man from 1838, has a 
short list of words, placenames, and a song (Mowle 1891). Edward John Eyre’s (1845:vol. 2, 
397) journal includes a wordlist labelled ‘Molonglo or its vicinity’, which must stem from 
his short period of residence in the upper Molonglo valley in the years 1834–1836.7 A.W. 
Howitt’s manuscript notes, held in the State Library of Victoria, include some short 
wordlists from the Ngarigu and Walgalu languages. The historical documents relating to the 
Aboriginal people of the Monaro have been brought together in Young, Mundy and Mundy 
(2000) and Young (2005). Meanwhile new interpretations of history and geography have 
been attempted, using the expanded source materials. Jackson-Nakano (2001) investigates 
the history of Aboriginal families in the ACT region. Wesson (2000) discusses the geography 
of Aboriginal groups in south-eastern New South Wales and adjacent areas of Victoria. 

It is therefore appropriate to reassess the available data for the traditional languages 
spoken in the Canberra region as well as the Monaro and the Alpine area of NSW. This is 
an ongoing project in which I am engaged. Short wordlists for which I was responsible 
have recently been published in Wafer and Lissarrague (2008).8 In the small study 
presented here I have two principal aims. In section 8.2 I concentrate on the principal 
names that have been used for Aboriginal groups (and languages) in the area, and try to 
establish from early historical sources how the Aboriginal people projected their identity to 
Europeans who cared enough to enquire. The discussion proceeds largely in the direction 
of north to south. In section 8.3 I try to determine on the basis of linguistic evidence how 
the recorded language samples are related to one another. This involves both the issues of 
which data sets constitute the same language and how closely the separate languages are 
related to one another. 

8.2  Survey of group names 
8.2.1  Yass to Lake George 
8.2.1.1  Ngunawal at Yass 

Robinson (1998:211) recorded in his journal 16 Sept 1844 that he got a ‘vocabulary of 
the Yass language from Jillambo who had been brought up in Mr. A. [Andrew] Hume 
                                                                                                                                              
6 A map of his route is provided in Mackaness (1941) and in Jackson-Nakano (2001:74). 
7 From his autobiography (Eyre 1984) we learn that he had a property some 20 kilometres southeast of 
Queanbeyan, that in 1837–1839 he was engaged in overlanding stock from Limestone Plains to Melbourne and 
Adelaide, in a joint venture with Robert Campbell, whose pastoral operations were based at Duntroon, and 
that one of his companions on the second trip in 1838 was an Aboriginal man named Unmallie from Gundaroo. 
8 Word-lists 4B Ngunawal (pp. 570-576), 4C Ngarigu (pp. 577-586), 4D The Canberra language (pp. 587-
591), 4E The Omeo language (pp. 592-595). See also chapter 4: ‘South-east NSW (‘Yuin’) languages’, 
where some of my interpretations are quoted. 
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family’. The vocabularies volume includes a census of ‘Yass Tribe, nearly all men’ and a 
154-item wordlist (Robinson 2000:207-210), which ends with the ethnonyms O.ner.wul 
‘Yass mob’ and Ko.ro.mul ‘Limestone mob’. The first of these terms is obviously 
Robinson’s hearing of the name Ngunawal (he often missed an initial ng, wrote an 
indistinct vowel as er and a short low central vowel as u). It is significant that the 
inhabitants of the Limestone Plains, that is the Canberra region, were not included under 
the Yass group’s own group name, but were given another designation, which may not be 
the name by which they called themselves. R. H. Mathews (1904) provided the spelling 
Ngunawal for the name of the language of his grammatical sketch and vocabulary, and 
used the same term for the people: ‘The native tribes speaking the Ngunawal tongue 
occupy the country from Goulburn to Yass and Burrowa, extending southerly to Lake 
George and Goodradigbee’ (Mathews 1904:294). 

Howitt’s survey of Aboriginal tribes, included in his 1904 book, includes a group that 
he calls Nungawal – relying on information from A. L. P. Cameron – whose territory is 
said to be to the east of that of the Wiradjuri (Howitt 1996:56). This agrees with the known 
location of the Ngunawal and presumably represents a miscommunicated version of the 
name Ngunawal. 

Tindale locates the ‘Ngunawal tribe’ as follows:  
 

Queanbeyan to Yass, Tumut to Boorowa, and east to beyond Goulburn; on highlands 
west of the Shoalhaven River … Canberra, the federal capital is very near their 
southern boundary and thus this tribe has claims to have been the one actually on the 
site of the capital. The Ngarigo were the people immediately to the south also with a 
boundary passing close to Canberra. (Tindale 1974:198) 

 
Jackson-Nakano (2001) documents how the descendants of the Canberra Aborigines in 

the course of the 20th century came to identify as Ngunnawal. 

8.2.1.2  More localised names 
In 1834 the Polish scientist John Lhotsky, on his journey from Sydney to the Alps, met 

a group of some 60 Aboriginal people who called themselves ‘the Pajong tribe’, near 
Gunning (Lhotsky 1979:43). These people reported that in their peregrinations ‘they go as 
far as Goulbourn [sic], and Yass Plains, but not so far as Limestone’ (Lhotsky 1979:41). 
The location of this group, which was also called the ‘Fish River tribe’ (since the Lachlan 
River at Gunning had this name in the early days), suggests that they may have been a 
local group of the Ngunawal. Jackson-Nakano (2002:36), however, assumes that they 
rather spoke the closely related Gundungurra language of the Southern Highlands.  

At least two further group names are attested within the presumed Ngunawal territory – 
Wallabalooa in the Yass area and Burrooa or Burrowa in the vicinity of Boorowa 
(Jackson-Nakano 2002: see xxvii and chapter 4 for references). Robinson (1998:164) 
further mentions a group name Took.e.yang mittong with a gloss ‘Yass Blacks’ when he 
was at the South Coast; this presumably includes the placename now known as Jugiong 
(between Yass and Gundagai) plus the form mittong that designated a group. 

8.2.1.3  Kurrmal as ‘other’ 
Robinson’s wordlist recorded at Yass 16 Sept. 1844 gives Ko.ro.mul as the Yass tribe’s 

designation of the ‘Limestone mob’ (Robinson 2000:210). In his official report he said: 
‘The Yass Blacks are designated Onerwul and the Limestone Koromul’ (Robinson 
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1845:26).9 Tindale reports, from his correspondent W. S. Parkes, that the Wiradjuri used 
the name Guramal or Gurmal (said to mean ‘hostile people’) to describe the Walgalu and 
the Ngarigu, whom they considered one people (Tindale 1974:198-199). Parkes’ letter to 
Tindale, quoted in Jackson-Nakano (2001:30f) applies the term Gu:rmal especially to ‘the 
Tumut blacks’. Jackson-Nakano (2001:33) reports, from his notebooks, that R. H. Mathews 
in 1902 had discussions with Aboriginal people at the Brungle Aboriginal Reserve 
concerning the identity of the ‘Goormull/Goorimal’ people and language: people there 
offered associations with the area of the Tumut, Goodradigbee, upper Murrumbidgee, and 
upper Murray rivers and the towns of Kiandra and Adaminaby, and suggested that the term 
overlaps with the ‘Ngarroogoo’ (Ngarigo) language and ‘Wolgal’ tribe. A handwritten 
note on one of his offprints in the National Library further specifies: ‘Guramal language at 
Queanbeyan’ (Jutta Besold, pers. comm.). The combined evidence thus suggests that 
Kurrmal10 was a term used by others, namely the Ngunawal and Wiradjuri groups, to 
describe the groups south of Yass and Gundagai – that is the Nyamudy, Walgalu, and 
Ngarigo. 

8.2.2  Canberra area 
8.2.2.1  Limestone Plains as an early European name 

The district around Canberra was known as the Limestone Plains in the early decades of 
colonisation. When G. A. Robinson visited the area in September 1844 he was the guest of 
Terence Aubrey Murray at his Yarralumla property, where he ‘saw a number of Limestone 
Blacks’, as he called them, and took down their names (Robinson 1998:203). His main list 
of names includes 36 individuals, and a smaller group that he calls the ‘Molongler tribe’ 
includes 11 more people (Robinson 1998:203-205). His vocabulary, which is labelled 
‘Vocabulary Limestone Blacks, communicated by Wellington, Yare.rer.bum.ber.le, on 
Murray’ (Robinson 2000:270-271) is assumed to be from the former group, which includes 
the 16-year-old ‘Wellington, Mo rid jer gang,11 my interpreter’ (Robinson 1998:204). 

8.2.2.2  Namwich, etc. as the Aboriginal group name 
The earliest recorded name for the group inhabiting the area around the Limestone 

Plains is Namitch or Namwich, which seems to be based on a region, presumably the one 
that gave rise to the geographic name Namadgi. In May 1829 Assistant Surveyor R. Dixon 
‘met … several tribes from Moneroo and Nammage’ (quoted in Flood 1980:9, 301). In 
January 1834 Lhotsky saw the ‘Namadgi range’ from Duntroon: ‘From this place [the 
Duntroon dairy] the people pointed out to me Namadgi range, being 18 miles distant S.W.’ 
(Lhotsky 1979:56). The use of the group name can be traced back to an article dated 1831 
written by William Edward Riley, which describes a ‘Corobborie at Tuggranon Isabella 
Plains’, which he witnessed a few years earlier. The article begins with the words: ‘The 
Namitch tribe of natives was assembled here’ (Lamb 2006:256 [italics added]). A list of 
Aboriginal people receiving blankets at Janevale (near Tuggeranong on the Isabella Plains) 
                                                                                                                                              
9 In Mackaness (1941:26) this name was misread as Koroinal. This version was repeated in Wesson (2000:122). 
10 Jackson-Nakano (2001:123 n71) suggests that her Gurmal (as she spells the name) was possibly 
pronounced with initial ng. This is presumably based on a variant spelling Ngurəәmal given in Tindale 
(1974:198). 
11 Wellington’s Aboriginal name is presumably the same as the word moritchegang (that is, muridyikang or 
muridyakang) that Mowle’s (1891) vocabulary gives as meaning ‘flying squirrel’. 
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in June 1834 gives Namwich as the name of the tribe of 60–70 people, headed by the chief 
Hong Kong, whose district includes the ‘mountains beyond the Murrum-bid-gee, Limestone 
Plains, sometimes reside about this part of the country’ (quoted from Jackson-Nakano 
2001:55, who suggests an identification of Namwich with the placename Namadgi). A 
second group, totalling 43 people and headed by the chief Jemmy the Rover, whose native 
name was Newlop, was described as the Hagen Hope tribe from a district consisting of 
‘Lime-stone Plains, Condore Mts, Murrumbidgee’ (Jackson-Nakano 2001:55). These two 
groups appear together in a later blanket-distribution list, from Queanbeyan in May 1841. 
This lists 43 people of the ‘Murumbidgee Tribe, Hagen-Hope District’, headed by ‘Hong-
gong, Plate, chief of tribe & Newlop, Jemmy the Rover, Plate, Condore Mountains’ 
(quoted from Jackson-Nakano 2001:63). The name Hagen Hope cannot be further 
identified. It is presumably ‘the English rendition of a contemporary Aboriginal name’ for a 
region (Jackson-Nakano 2001:54) – possibly with a form something like Ngakinub (names 
in this area could end in /ub/, as indicated by the name of the leader Newlop /Nulub/). 

G. A. Robinson passed through the Canberra region in September 1844, from Cooma to 
Yass. In his official report he says of this ‘fertile tract of Limestone Plains or rather 
Downs’ that ‘The Yammoit Mittong are the original Inhabitants’ (Robinson 1845:25). 
Earlier, at Brooks’ station ‘Jejetheric’ [Gegedzeric, near Berridale] on 7 July, he had met a 
‘messenger from Limestone near Yas’ and taken a ‘census of Limestone natives’ 
(Robinson 1998:131). This appears as ‘Census of the Yam.moit mittong, or Limestone’ and 
includes names such as the chief Ong.gong, Noo.lup/Jemmy [the Rover], Kangaroo 
Tommy, Hamilton/Jem.mut, and Mor.rid.jer.gong/Wol.lur.dan [Wellington], who reappear 
in the main ‘Limestone Blacks’ list recorded at Yarralumla 12 September. He once 
referred to the two groups met at Canberra as ‘the Yammoit and Molanglo Tribes’ 
(Robinson 1845:25). Since mittong is a term occurring on many group names in the Alpine 
area, it seems that Yammoit is the key term in the group name (which does not exclude it 
from denoting a region as well). I conclude that Yammoit represents Robinson’s hearing of 
the same name that is behind Namitch, Namwich, Nammage, and Namadgi, the original 
form being probably /Nyamudy/ (Koch 2009). Robinson also once referred to the Nam mit 
tong tribe – with reference to Noo.lup / Jemmy the Rover (Robinson 1998:204). This 
spelling may hide a version of the same name, perceived this time as *Nammit, with one of 
the two mi syllables omitted by mistake from an intended *Nammit mittong. 

The name is also attested on a king plate, which reads ‘Moororar of Namutch – NSW’ 
(Troy 1993:133). Its wearer may have been the same person as the ‘Moo.ro.rare.rer 
Tommy’ mentioned on Robinson’s Yammoit census (Robinson 2000:206). Finally, the 
name is attested in Howitt’s notes. According to information – dating from the 1880s or 
earlier – from Mickey, an Aboriginal man born at Mutong near Buckleys Crossing 
[Dalgety], ‘The Queenbeyan blacks were called Ngye-mŭtch-mittăng, Cooma blacks 
Ngarego mittăng’ (Howitt n.d. Box 1050/2(c)).12  I interpret this as another representation 
of the name that in the spelling system I use would be Nyamudy-midhang. This name, 
which presumably meant ‘Namadgi mob’, is attested from the first years of European 
settlement (Canbury was occupied by J. J. Moore in 1823 or 1824) until the 1880s, and 
seems to be the name that Aboriginal people of the Queanbeyan-Canberra-Namadgi area 
applied to themselves and by which they were known to people identifying as Ngarigu. 

                                                                                                                                              
12 Young’s (2005:353) transcription of the name as ‘Ngye-mulich(?)-mittang’ has been corrected after 
viewing a photocopy of the manuscript. Howitt’s own summary (in the same manuscript) interprets the name 
as Ngai-mŭtch-mittăng. 
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8.2.2.3  Kamberri, Ngambri, etc.: a group name?  
William Davis Wright, who grew up at Lanyon in the 1840s, refers to the local 

Aborigines as ‘the Kamberra tribe’ and claims that:  
 

The correct rendering of their tribal name was Kamberra. Their corroboree ground 
was at Kamberra, as far as I can gather the exact spot being near the Canberra 
Church,13 where the Administration Offices are now erected at Acton, Canberra, and 
by Canberra Church14 toward the old Duntroon dairy.15 It served also as their general 
and best known meeting place. (Wright 1923:57-58) 

 
He also claimed, of the land purchased by John Joshua Moore and named Canbury: 

‘This block of land, with adjoining blocks, is in really [sic] the exact locality of the name 
of Canberra, pronounced ‘Kamberra’ by the natives’ (Wright 1923:22). 

William Bluett – on the basis of information gained from early residents John Blundell, 
born 1838, and Mrs. John MacDonald, nee Webb, born 1842 – called the local Aborigines 
‘the Nganbra-Pialligo tribe’, claimed that their ‘headquarters … was right here within the 
City boundaries’, and reported that one group camped at Pialligo and was known to the 
early settlers as the Pialligo blacks and that another, larger group who camped at the foot 
of ‘Black’s Mt close to Canburry Creek’ was known as ‘the Canburry or Nganbra blacks’ 
(Bluett 1954:1). That they constituted a single group in some sense is suggested by his 
claim that: ‘The domain of the Kgamburry tribe extended from Lake George on the east to 
the Goodradigbee River on the west, and from near Yass, to the head waters of the 
Murrumbidgee’ (quoted in Jackson-Nakano 2001:85). 

On the authority of Wright and Bluett, Jackson-Nakano first called the Aboriginal group 
that included Canberra in their range the Kamberri (Jackson-Nakano 2001) and, in a later 
publication, the Ngambri, claiming that Ngambri is both a placename and ‘the name of the 
local Aboriginal group’ (Jackson-Nakano 2005:6). 

There is no doubt that the name Canberra – probably pronounced NganbiR(V), with 
some doubt about the nature of the r-sound and the quality of the final vowel, if there was 
one (Koch 2009) – was attached to a locality focused around the Acton Peninsula, 
Sullivan’s Creek, and Black Mountain. Furthermore, it was common in early days to refer 
to the Aborigines by the areas they typically frequented. Samuel Shumack, who lived in 
Canberra from 1856, refers a number of times to the local group (including some of the 
same men Robinson met) as ‘the Pialligo tribe’ (Shumack 1967:148-149). Using similar 
terminological practice the later Canberra historian Lyall Gillespie refers to ‘the 
Ginninderra and Queanbeyan Blacks’ (Gillespie 1992:116ff). So a term like ‘the Canberra 
mob’ may well have been a designation used – by settlers and perhaps Aboriginal people 
as well – in the middle years of the 19th century. But whether it was used as a designation 
for an Aboriginal group in pre-European times remains in doubt, in my judgement. The 
case is much stronger that (at least one group of) the Aboriginal people in the Canberra 
area rather called themselves ‘the Nyamudy mob’. 

                                                                                                                                              
13 This was actually Acton House, formerly called Canbury Cottage, which was used for some time as the 
rectory of St Johns Church. 
14 St John the Baptist Church, consecrated 1845, on the west side of Anzac Parade, in the modern suburb of 
Reid. 
15 This is now a heritage site in the suburb of Campbell, at the foot of Mount Pleasant. 
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8.2.2.4  Molonglo: another group in the Canberra area 
Robinson’s journal (1998:204-205) 12 Sept 1844 includes, in his census of Limestone 

Blacks met at Terence Aubrey Murray’s Yarralumla property, a separate list of about 
twelve people of the ‘Molongler tribe’ from Molongler country. Their leader was ‘Bob, 
Bim.mim.mi.gal, King, country Molongler’. This country must have been the Molonglo 
Plains area, which was a term applied to an area around the upper Molonglo River between 
Queanbeyan, Captains Flat, and Bungendore, and the same area from which Eyre obtained 
most of his vocabulary. The surveyor William Harper used the spelling Moolinggoolah for 
the plains and the river (Jackson-Nakano 2001:23, note 82). Tindale (1974:198) associates 
the Eyre wordlist and the ‘Molonglo tribe’ with the Ngunawal, without giving any reasons. 
Jackson-Nakano (2001:23) says that ‘Moolinggoolah or Molonglo Plains’ group ‘probably 
spoke the Ngarigo “dialect”’.16 

8.2.3  Monaro and Ngarigo 
8.2.3.1  Monaro and the ‘Monaro tribe’ 

The term Monaro (with its many spelling variants) came into European usage with the 
discovery by explorers Currie and Ovens, around Bredbo (Mitchell 1926:19), of the 
extensive plains that they named ‘Brisbane Downs’, but of which they learned from the 
‘natives’ they met there ‘that the clear country before us was called Monaroo’ (Currie 
1825:375). The term Monaro has subsequently been used widely as the name of the largely 
treeless district extending from Michelago to the Victorian border.17 It can be seriously 
doubted that the Aborigines intended the term as a placename rather than a label for a 
topographic feature – treeless plains – and that they restricted its application to the area 
south of Bredbo or Michelago. The same term seems to have been used of the Limestone 
Plains. The botanist Allan Cunningham visited the Canberra region in April 1824, crossing 
the Tuggeranong Plain, fording the Murrumbidgee River, discovering Mt Tennent and 
naming it Mt Currie (its local Aboriginal name was Tharwa), and on his way back 
‘inspected the Limestone Plains, or the Plains of Mineira as he called them’ (Moore 
1999:3). According to Andrews (1998:100), Cunningham’s journal refers to ‘open Country 
called Mineira by the Aborigines situated about 15 miles SW from Lake George’. 

The earliest records concerning the Aboriginal people of the Monaro refer to their groups 
either in terms of a ‘Manero(o) tribe’ or with reference to a particular place of European 
settlement. For example, Lhotsky (1979:106) referred to the Indigenous inhabitants of this 
area, or more particularly those that sometimes visited Kuma hut, as ‘the Menero tribe’, 
without giving any indication that this was their own self-designation. He was told that this 
group wandered as far as Yass and Limestone Plains. It seems to me that the term (a) was 
phonemically /Miniru/ and phonetically [mi'neru], [me'neru], [mi'nero], or [me'nero],18 (b) 
referred to treeless country, and (c) was used in the Canberra region as well as further 
south. When writers talk about the Aboriginal people of the Monaro, they were using 
Monaro in the sense it19 had come to have in European parlance. 
                                                                                                                                              
16 This seems to be based on a (speculative) identification she makes between Robinson’s names Bimmer 
Mittong and Bimeringal for the people of the Monaro and Bim.mim.mi.gal, the name of the leader of his 
Molonglo group. See section 8.3.2 for further discussion of Eyre’s wordlist. 
17 See Hancock (1972) for the history of this name and of the district. 
18 I assume that [i] and [e] are variant pronunciations of the phoneme /i/, and [u] and [o] of the phoneme /u/. 
19 It is worth remembering that areas of the upper Murrumbidgee and Eucumbene rivers (Adaminaby, 
Kiandra, etc.) were included in ‘Monaro’ in the 19th century (Hancock 1972:9). 
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8.2.3.2  Bimmer-mittong, Bemunggal and Bimmeringal 
G. A. Robinson used Bimmer Mittong or Bimme Mittong20 as his general term for the 

inhabitants of Monaro plains. Mittong (midhang) means ‘group’ in languages of the Alpine 
area, and the first part, bimmer or bimme (bima in my orthography), is the word for ‘plain’, 
minus the final ng which occurs when the word is cited by itself.21 In the language spoken 
by the coastal group from Twofold Bay to Cape Howe, the term for ‘all about blacks at 
Maneroo’ was recorded as Bem.ung.gal (Robinson 1998:160); this is bimang-kal, 
consisting of bimang ‘plain’ plus the suffix -kal that indicates ‘inhabitant of’. These terms 
designate the Monaro group as the ‘plains people’.22 

Another term was used by their coastal neighbours: ‘The Bimmermittong are the original 
inhabitants [of the Maneroo] … by the Coast Natives they are called Bimmeringal from 
Bimmering to the North’ (Mackaness 1941:15). Howitt (1996:330) confirms this label: 
‘Those who live on the mountains … are called Bemeringal or mountaineers, from Bemering, 
“a mountain”’. It seems (from Howitt manuscripts I have seen) that coastal people used 
this term to refer to several groups of their inland, western neighbours, including the 
Bidawal of east Gippsland and the Braidwood group. But, according to Howitt (1996:563), 
‘the “true” Bemeringal, according to the Yuin, are the Ngarigo of the Manero tableland’. In 
my opinion, the basis for this term, bimiring, may mean ‘west’ rather than ‘north’ or 
‘mountain’. At any rate, this is a term used by others and not a self-designation. 

8.2.3.3  Local group names 
Robinson obtained from Aboriginal people group names that convey more localised 

identities. The names typically are of the form X-mittong, where X is the name of a place 
and mittong (midhang in my orthography) means ‘group’. For example, from Aboriginal 
people at the coast he learned: ‘The Tinnon, Kyrerkong, Ponedyang and Worarer Mittong 
are Tribes inland [from Cape Howe]’ (Mackaness 1941:18). I discuss these group names in 
clockwise order, beginning in the east. 

8.2.3.3.1  Bingira-Midhang 
While he was at Twofold Bay (Eden), Robinson interviewed visiting Monaro people, as 

well as natives of the coast. His journal 19 August 1844, reports: ‘Increased my vocabulary 
of Maneroo language from a Black called Num.mer, alias Jemmy, alias Mr Robinson, age 
22 years, country Bingerer, near Nimertebil Mountains at Rocky Flat, a Bingerer mitung’ 
(Robinson 1998:172-173). Here is a group name derived from a locality called Bingerer 
(Bingira) on the eastern side of the Monaro plain, in the area between Cooma and 
Nimmitabel.23 

                                                                                                                                              
20 For example: ‘Census of Bim.me.mittong or Maneroo tribe’ (Robinson 2000:190). 
21 Robinson records the word as be.mung, bim.mung, and bim.mang in the meaning ‘plain’. Howitt’s 
manuscript notes from Mickey, a native of the Monaro, include a comment that ‘the open plain country was 
called Bimung’ (cited in Young 2005:353). 
22 It is worth noting however, the observation of Flood (1980:181) that ‘treeless plains are, in fact, an 
unfavourable environment for Aborigines’, and that she accordingly found little archaeological evidence in 
the Monaro area for campsites away from rivers or forested areas. 
23 This same name may be indicated by the entry ‘Pang.er.re mittong: Limestone Blacks’ (Robinson 1998:134), if 
we assume a mistaken reference: from the perspective of Eden, the group was in the direction of the Limestone 
Plains. Wesson (2000:105, 113) had the same idea, but nevertheless treated the two groups as separate. 
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8.2.3.3.2  Bundyang-Midhang 
A little farther to the south, near Cathcart and Bibbenluke, at the eastern edge of the 

Monaro plains, before he descended to the coast, on 13 July 1844, Robinson had met this 
group. He travelled ‘… to Hibbert’s Inn, Dollykyo by natives, the tribe is called Pundeang 
mittong, Bungunggarley alias John Gow is a native of this place at Pundang’ (Robinson 
1998:134). Later, on 12 August at Twofold Bay, from a ‘number of Maneroo Blacks’ 
visiting the coast, he ‘got an increase vocabulary Maneroo language also names of 
Aborigines’, including one described as ‘country Pone.de.ang, a Pone.di.ang.mittong’ 
(Robinson 1998:164). Making allowance for the variable spellings (and variable perception 
of the un-English sounds), we can see here the name of a region Bundyang, from which 
was derived the group name Bundyang-Midhang and an individual name (of John Gow) 
Bundyang-kali. Wesson (2000:113) identifies this group with Lambie’s Maharatta group 
(Maharatta being the name of a European property). 

8.2.3.3.3  Kyrerkong-Midhang 
Robinson’s journal gives Kyrer kong mittong as the name of the tribe at ‘Delaget Hill’ 

(Robinson 1998:168). Wesson (2000:108) identifies this group with the one associated 
with Currawong24 Station, which is in the vicinity of Delegate. 

8.2.3.3.4  Worara-Midhang 
Several times Robinson refers to a group called by this name. From the Omeo Aborigines 

he learned that the ‘Menero blacks are called Wararerer mittong’ (Robinson 1998:109). 
His vocabularies from Omeo give Wor.rare.rer.mittong as the ‘Snowy River tribe’ 
(Robinson 2000:205). In a later journal entry written at Twofold Bay he gives Wor rare rer 
mittong as the name of the Inyebyerer [Ingebyra] tribe (Robinson 1998:168). Wesson 
(2000:77) further quotes from Billy Wood in the Howitt papers (1053/4a): ‘The Gelantipy 
men are called Wurara midung, Gelantipy is Wurara’. She also quotes (2000) John  
Bulmer in Smyth (1878:191), who claims: ‘Woorarra is the name for Black Mountain/ 
Wulgulmerang area’. All this information suggests that this group was associated with the 
south-western part of the Monaro, even extending into Victoria along the Snowy River. 

8.2.3.3.5  Bolaro-Midhang 
From information gained at Yass Robinson learned that ‘the Bolarer and Jinne Mittong 

inhabit the Eastern and South Eastern extremity of the Mountains’ (Mackaness 1941:26). 
From the group he met at Yarralumla, Robinson (1998:205) also recorded a group name 
Bal.lare.rer Mittong. One of the ‘Limestone Blacks’, Johnny Bywoit, was from 
Bo.lare.rer, another had the names Jemmy and Bol.lore.re, and a third had the English 
name Bolererer Tommy. Young (2005:49) mentions a breastplate awarded to ‘Jemmy, 
King of Bolara, Maneroo’. Wesson (2000:105) identifies him with Robinson’s Jemmy 
Bol.lore.re and says he is the son of Bolererer Tommy. These references presumably relate 
to the area around where Bolaro Station was (and still is) located, on the upper 
Murrumbidgee east of Adaminaby.25 

                                                                                                                                              
24 Variably spelled. 
25 Wesson (2000:102) confuses this group, probably pronounced [bolaro] or [bolero], with two Beloura 
[bilawro] groups located in the coastal area and near Braidwood respectively. 
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8.2.3.3.6  Other possible groups 
It is likely that Robinson’s list of groups is not complete, but that there were other 

named groups that remain unknown. Wesson (2000:110) discusses an unnamed group in 
the Mowamba district, in the western Monaro south of Jindabyne. Oswald Brierley (1842-
1843), on a trip from Twofold Bay at the end of 1842, mentions a ‘sheep station on the 
Mowimba, a small river, where we found a portion of the Moneroo tribe of blacks 
encamped’. This was one area where Commissioner of Lands John Lambie distributed 
blankets and took an annual census throughout the 1840s. 

Wesson (2000:111-112) posits a further group centred at Mutong Station near Dalgety 
on the Snowy River. She assumes this is the place where Lambie distributed blankets and 
took an annual census, under the name ‘Snowy River’, during the 1840s. She further 
assumes that this was the group that Robinson met at Richard Brooks’ Gegedzeric station 
(near Berridale) in 1844. No native name is given.26 

In the annual ‘Census of the Maneroo Aborigines’ by the Commissioner of Crown 
Lands, John Lambie, during the years 1842–1851, he gives the numbers of Aborigines 
according to the ‘names of places usually frequented’. These are (in addition to Omeo in 
1842 and 1843) Mowenbar (cf. Mowamba above), Snowy River, and Maharatta (combined 
with Cambelong from 1846). These are respectively in the western, central, and eastern 
regions of the Monaro plain. The last mentioned, in the Bombala area, is identified by 
Wesson (2000:113-114) with the Bundyang-Midhang. The habitation pattern noted by 
Lambie matches fairly well the divisions signalled by Robinson’s group terminology, 
except that Lambie’s group terminology follows placenames that had become significant in 
the European economy, and there are fewer groupings than Robinson’s examples suggest 
were current traditionally. 

8.2.3.4  Ngarigo 
A. W. Howitt, whose ethnographic work dates from the 1870s and 1880s, used Ngarigo 

as the designation of one of the ‘tableland tribes’ – ‘the Ngarego27 of the Maneroo 
tableland’ (Howitt 1884:185). He explains his usage of ‘tribe’ as follows. 

 
I use the word ‘tribe’ as meaning a number of people who occupy a definite tract of 
country, who recognise a common relationship and have a common speech, or dialects 
of the same. The tribes-people recognise a common bond which distinguishes them 
from other tribes, usually a tribal name, which may be their word for ‘man,’ that is, an 
aboriginal of Australia. (Howitt 1996:41) 

 
Howitt gained much of his knowledge of the Monaro people from correspondents who 

returned his questionnaire. The first question on the circular was: ‘What is the name of the 
tribe to which your answers refer; that is its name as distinguishing it or its members from 
other tribes by which it is surrounded; … the boundaries of the country occupied by the 
tribe?’ (Young 2005:339). C. Clive, providing information from the Aborigines at 
Currawong (just west of Delegate, in the far south of the Monaro), with particular mention 
of the elder Old Munday, says in answer to the first question: ‘Ngarego. They also call 
themselves Murr-ring to distinguish themselves from other tribes’ (Young 2005:345). A  
 
                                                                                                                                              
26 Hancock (1972:478 map) gives a squatting run named ‘Snowy River’ in the vicinity, just north of Matong. 
27 In his earlier publications Howitt uses the spelling Ngarego, but later wrote it as Ngarigo. 
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Howitt manuscript note headed ‘Ngarego tribe per Mickey’ (in Howitt n.d. Box 1050/2(c)) 
states: ‘Mickey was born at Mūtong near Buckley’s Crossing [Dalgety] at Rutherford’s  
old place – it is his country. His language is called Ngarego’. The same summary from 
Mickey includes some group names: ‘The Ngarego used to go up to the mountains to  
eat bogong moths = ngū-e-ang at the Murumbidgee and the Queenbeyan blacks went  
with them. The Queenbeyan blacks were called Ngye-mŭtch-mittăng, Cooma blacks = 
Ngarego mittăng’. In a manuscript note based on Mickey’s information, Howitt says:  
‘The Ngarego-mittang were as far as Cooma’. Mickey signalled friendly relations with  
the ‘Queenbeyan blacks’, who are nevertheless not included within the designation 
Ngarego. 

Howitt’s general conclusion about Ngarigo is stated thus: 
 

The Ngarigo in fact occupied the Manero tableland. The name of this tribe was that of 
its language, and the tribespeople called themselves ‘Murring,’ that is ‘men,’ 
indicating that it belonged to another nation who used that term in common. (Howitt 
1996[1904]:79) 

 
The specific information quoted above raises as many questions as it provides answers. 

It appears that Ngarigo can be used as a group name, at least for the group around 
Currawong. It is also applied to the people of Cooma, and as a language name can be used 
for Mutong halfway between Currawong and Cooma. Its status as a group name seems to 
be confirmed by the fact that it can be compounded with the group-marking midhang. It is 
also claimed to name a language. Is this its primary sense or is this usage derivative from 
its group name status? If the group name is primary, to what locality does it relate? The 
whole central swathe of the southern plains, from Cooma to the Victorian border? Or some 
more restricted site within this area? Is it perhaps the missing term for Wesson’s Mutong 
and Lambie’s Snowy River group? Or could it be co-extensive with Robinson’s 
Kyrerkong-mittong at Delegate Mountain?28 Has Howitt used the name in a wider sense 
than any of the Monaro Aboriginal people themselves did? 

R. H. Mathews (1908:335), a few decades after Howitt’s research, ascribed a more 
northerly extent to the ‘tribe’, which he spelled as Ngarrugu (with a different vowel in  
the middle syllable): ‘the Ngarrugu tribe, which formerly occupied the country from 
Queanbeyan, via Cooma and Bombala, to Delegate’. He includes the ‘Queanbeyan blacks’ 
among the Ngarigo. Tindale (1974:198) largely follows Mathews,29 but adds a western 
border which is beyond the plains: ‘Monaro tableland north to Queanbeyan; Bombala 
River from near Delegate to Nimmitabel; west to divide of the Australian Alps’. Wesson 
(2000:119) reports that according to a map in Fraser (1892:19) ‘Garego includes the 
County of Wellesley, Bombala, Nimmitabel, Cooma, Kiandra through into Victoria’.30 

                                                                                                                                              
28 It is conceivable even that Kyrerkong represents a rendition of Ngarikung, a coastal version (with final ng 
added), of the name Ngariku (= Ngarigo). 
29 According to Flood: ‘the tribal boundaries in the Southern Tablelands area are less certain that they appear 
on the [Tindale’s] map being based, primarily, on late evidence by R.H. Mathews (Tindale 1974:198)’ 
(Flood 1980:112); and ‘[in] the Southern Tablelands … our information is less reliable, being based mainly 
on the very late and slight linguistic evidence of R. H. Mathews’ (Flood 1980:107). I suspect that Mathews 
interpreted the Queanbeyan wordlist as being of the same language as the Monaro wordlists, and on this basis 
concluded that Queanbeyan must be included in the territory of the people who called themselves Ngarigu. 
30 Garego is actually Ngarego: there is a dot inside the G, which is used to indicate the ng sound. The 
territorial limits for all of Fraser’s groups are so loose that no reliance should be placed on them. 
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8.2.4  Wolgal, Walgalu 
This is another term that is not found in Robinson’s journals. The name originates in 

Howitt’s ethnographic materials. Howitt obtained his information from Yibai-malian 
(Murray Jack), his daughter Janey Alexander, and the songmaker Mragula (Singing 
Johnny). Murray Jack, whose photo with his breastplate declaring him ‘King of the 
Wolgal’ is shown in Young (2005:324), was born at Talbingo Mountain (near Tumut), of a 
Wiradjuri father and a mother from the Theddora [Dhudhuroa] of Omeo, and functioned as 
an influential leader of both the Wolgal and Ngarigu peoples.31 Howitt describes their 
territory as extending over the western slopes of the Alps, from Cowambat (or Tom 
Groggin) northward to include Tumbarumba, Adelong, Tumut, but also the Upper 
Murrumbidgee River, including Kiandra, Queanbeyan, Michelago, and Cooma. Howitt 
(1887:23) refers to them as ‘the Wolgal of the Tumut and Upper Murrumbidgee Rivers’. 
Howitt (1996:102) says ‘the Wolgal … extended over the great alpine ranges in which the 
Murray and Murrumbidgee rise’. Another 19th century observer, J. Jauncey, writing 
arround 1889, located the Walgal tribe at ‘Kiandra snowfields and headwaters of Murray, 
Tumut and Murrumbidgee’ (quoted in Wesson 2000:86). R.H. Mathews, who spells the 
name Walgalu, gives their location in fairly unspecific terms:  ‘adjoining the Ngarrugu on 
part of the west’ (Mathews 1908:336); ‘From Jingellic [at the eastern end of Dhudhuroa 
territory] eastward was the country of the Walgálu32 tribe (Mathews 1909:278). Tindale 
(1974:199) locates the Walgalu at ‘headwaters of the Murrumbidgee, and Tumut rivers; at 
Kiandra; south to Tintaldra; northeast to near Queanbeyan’ and reports that they were 
called Guramal or Gurmal (that is Kurrmal) by a Wiradjuri man at Brungle in 1952. 

8.2.5  Conclusions concerning group names 
It is clear, especially from G. A. Robinson, that the Aboriginal people of this region 

used names for fairly local groups of people that were based on the names of areas. 
Attested local group names in the Monaro area are: Bingira-Midhang, Bundyang-Midhang, 
‘Kyrer kong mittong’, Worara-Midhang. In the Queanbeyan-Canberra-Namadgi region 
there was the Nyamudy-Midhang, and to the east of them the Molonglo group. Further to 
the southwest were the Bolaro-Midhang, who were included among the ‘Yammoit 
Mittong’ group that Robinson met at Yarralumla in 1844. It is likely that there were further 
local groups whose names have been lost – none have been recorded across the 
northwestern (Walgalu) part of this territory, for example – in addition to names like 
Hagen Hope that remain uninterpretable.33 

Terms that were much more general in their application are Robinson’s ‘Bimmer-
mittong’ (‘plains people’) of the Monaro plains. The term Wolgal seems also to be a fairly 
general term, applying to people living in mountainous areas.34 Kurrmal seems to be an 
                                                                                                                                              
31 A local history of Boloco Station (near Dalgety) indicates that he lived there in the last years before his 
death in 1891, and that he was a brother-in-law of the Ngarigo elder Mickey (Young 2005:387). 
32 It seems he received his information, and the form of the group name (with a final vowel u and stress on 
the second syllable), from Dhudhuroa informants. Hence I prefer to use the spelling Wolgal, which Howitt 
obtained from people who identified as members of the group. 
33 Cf. the caution that Peterson and Carr (1998) advocate with respect to the incomplete state of our 
knowledge about local groups in the area. 
34 -Gal/-kal occurs in coastal languages to indicate inhabitants of a region, for example Kathung-kal ‘sea 
people’, Kuyang-kal ‘southern people’; but if Wal-kal is to be analysed in this way, we cannot be assured that 
there was a word wal or what it meant.  
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even more general term, applied to all of the Bima-midhang, Nyamudy-midhang, and 
Wolgal by outsiders, the Wiradjuri and Ngunawal people. The name Ngarigu seems to 
have been used both for the group of Aborigines inhabiting the area from Cooma south to 
Currawang and for their language. This name seems to be intermediate in its scope between 
a local group name such as Bundyang-Midhang and a broad areal term like Bima-Midhang.35 

It is obvious that group names, being of different scope, may overlap. Thus the Limestone 
Plains – Upper Murrumbidgee group, which called itself Nyamudy-Midhang, may have 
been included for certain purposes in the denomination Wolgal/Walgalu (especially if this 
referred to ‘mountain people’ as opposed to ‘plains people’ in the Monaro) and in other 
circumstances as Kurrmal (together with other Walgalu people and Monaro people in 
opposition to the Ngunawal and Wiradjuri neighbours to their north and west). 

8.3 Language relations 
8.3.1 Previous classifications of the languages 

All of the languages with which we are concerned here are related and belong to a 
group that has come to be called the ‘Yuin’ group of languages.36 Howitt (1996[1904]) 
introduced the term Yuin (yuwiny) as a social group name, noting that both yuwiny and 
murring (mariny) are widespread terms for ‘person’ among the Indigenous people of 
south-eastern New South Wales. He uses the term ‘Yuin tribes’ especially for groups on 
the NSW south coast. The Austrian scholar W. Schmidt’s (1919) classification of 
Australian languages typically uses a widespread term for ‘man’ or ‘people’ to name 
groups of languages. On the basis of the documentation available to him (which did not 
include Robinson’s data), he classified the languages of south-eastern New South Wales 
into a ‘Yuin’ group. This group was further subdivided into a coastal and an inland Yuin 
subgroup, and each of these was further subdivided into a northern and a southern sub-
subgroup. He placed Ngunawal in the northern and Ngarigo in the southern divisions of his 
‘Inland Yuin’. The classification in Wurm (1972:137) includes Ngunawal and Ngarigo-
Wolgal (treated as dialects of the same language) as two languages of the Yuin subgroup37 
(beside the languages of the coast between Sydney and the Victorian border). Walsh and 
Wurm (1981) likewise treat Ngunawal and Ngarigu (with its dialect Walgalu) as separate 
languages within a Yuin subgroup. Dixon (2002:xxxv) treats Ngarigo (or Ngarrugu) as a 
separate language from Ngunawal (which he treats as a dialect of Gundungurra), and 
includes both in a ‘Southern tablelands group’, which is classified with a ‘NSW south 
coast group’ of four languages into a ‘Southern NSW Group’. Wesson (2000:81, 114-116) 
analyses Ngarigo, Wolgal, and Ngunawal as three dialects or variants of the same 
language, which she does not name. But it is clear that her ‘Ngunawal’ includes data from 
both the Queanbeyan and Yass wordlists – which should be kept separate. 

Scholars have differed on what language the Queanbeyan wordlist, widely attributed to 
Nellie Hamilton, should be ascribed to. Wesson, as just mentioned, groups it with 

                                                                                                                                              
35 If it was identical in origin to Robinson’s Kyrer kong mittong, it may have been extended from a local 
group name to include several other groups, after the traditional residence patterns were disrupted by the 
incursion of European settlers. 
36 See Wafer and Lissarrague (2008:chapter 4) for the languages that are considered to belong to this group, 
called there the South-east NSW (‘Yuin’) languages. 
37 Since the 1960s language groups in southeastern Australia have been considered to be subgroups of a large 
Pama-Nyungan language family that encompasses the major part of continental Australia. 
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Ngunawal (Yass) sources. Murphy (1987:16) quotes from a paper read by Josephine Flood 
to the Canberra and District Historical Society, August 1983, which claimed that the 
language of Nellie Hamilton is not Ngunawal but Ngarigo. Flood based this conclusion on 
an unpublished paper by Maryalyce McDonald of the (then) Linguistics Department of the 
Australian National University.38 

8.3.2 My conclusions regarding language relations 
In deciding which language samples belong together, linguists typically measure the 

proportion of vocabulary that they have in common, using a technique called 
lexicostatistics. Beginning from a set of meanings represented by English words, they first 
make lists of what the equivalent terms are in the languages to be compared. Since 
different wordlists often do not indicate exactly the same set of meanings, not all items 
from each vocabulary set will be represented. But of those meanings that do have a 
translation equivalent in each of a pair of languages, the number of compared terms can be 
counted, and of these it can be determined which forms are the same in form as well as 
meaning; these are called cognates.39  The proportion of cognate terms relative to the total 
number of forms compared is given as a percentage. The lexical similarity of different 
pairings of languages can then be presented. 

If we apply these techniques to the languages in the Canberra-Queanbeyan area we get 
the results shown in Table 8.2. For this comparison I have used the relatively basic 
vocabulary items given in Wafer and Lissarrague (2008), supplemented by the ‘Wolgal’ 
terms found in Howitt’s manuscripts. Each language’s wordlist is based on an amalgamation 
from several sources, with the result that there are sometimes two or more synonyms 
available for a given language. It can be seen that the proportion of vocabulary that the 
Canberra language shares with Ngarigu is a little bit higher than what it shares with 
Ngunawal. Walgalu scores higher in relation to the Canberra language than to Ngarigu. 
The Canberra language, Walgalu, and Ngarigu share about 70% or more vocabulary, 
which is usually taken to indicate a relationship close enough to be considered dialects of 
the same language. But Ngunawal is not far behind. 

Table 8.2  Lexical comparison of the Canberra-Queabeyan language and its neighbours 

 Ngunawal and 
Canberra 

Canberra and 
Ngarigu 

Canberra and 
Walgalu 

Walgalu and 
Ngarigu 

No. compared 89 95 19 23 
No. cognate 59 68 17 16 
Percentage cognate 66.2 72 89.5 69.6 
 

                                                                                                                                              
38 Flood presumably got this from the files of the then ANU Linguistics Professor R. M. W. Dixon, whose 
most recent book (Dixon 2002:xxxv) likewise does not distinguish Walgalu, the Canberra language, or the 
Omeo language, from Ngarigo. Flood, following McDonald, also mentions the names Yam-moit-mittung and 
Koromul given by Robinson. 
39 Strictly speaking, the term ‘cognate’ should be restricted to forms that are assumed to derive by 
transmission through time from the same form in a presumed language that is ancestral to both of the 
languages being compared. Words that have been borrowed from one language into the other are not 
‘cognates’ in this sense. But since it is often impossible to distinguish real ‘cognates’ from such ‘loanwords’, 
in practice any shared forms are often called cognates in lexicostatistical operations. 
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There is more to language relationships than vocabulary, however. The grammar of the 
languages should also be considered. In cases of a conflict between the evidence of 
vocabulary and that of grammar, it is grammar that is usually considered decisive in 
deciding linguistic relations. The evidence from grammar, especially personal pronouns, 
convincingly shows that Ngunawal is closely related to Gandangara (Gundungurra) from 
the Southern Highlands. ‘I’ is kulangka and ‘you’ is kulandyi in both Ngunawal and 
Gundungurra; in fact, all pronouns except those of the third person are built on a stem 
kula-, to which suffixes are added to indicate the specific person and number. Only these 
two lects, of all the Yuin languages, have pronouns of this type. It is now clear that 
Gundugurra and Ngunawal are very closely related, enough so that they can be considered 
dialects of the same language (Eades 1976, Besold 2003, Dixon 2002:xxxv). 

It is potentially more difficult to classify the lects that were spoken by the Yammoit-
mittang, Walgalu, and the Monaro Aborigines, since we have available no grammatical 
description but only wordlists. Nevertheless some grammatical information can be 
extracted from the wordlists. The first and second person singular pronouns are indicated 
by many of the sources, even though they have sometimes inverted ‘I’ and ‘you’ in what 
must have been a confusing elicitation situation. (One can easily imagine how an 
informant, asked what term they use for ‘you’ would answer with ‘me’ and vice versa.) 
The first person pronoun is amply attested as /ngayamba/; it is found in Robinson’s 
Limestone Plains, Curr’s Queanbeyan wordlist, Monaro vocabularies by Robinson, du Vé, 
Bulmer, and Howitt, as well as from Howitt’s Wolgal informant Yibai-Malian (Murray 
Jack). In addition, the possessive form /ngayamba-dyanu/ ‘my’ appears to lie behind 
related forms given for the Monaro and Wolgal languages. The original spelling and 
glosses are given in Table 8.3. Forms for ‘I’ based on a stem ngaya- are found elsewhere 
(ngaya at Sydney, ngayaka, ngayakang, ngayadha, ngayalu on the South Coast), but only 
in this set of lects do we find an extension in -mba.40 

 
Table 8.3  Attestation of 1Sg pronoun (‘I’) in southern inland Yuin lects 

Lect Form Gloss Source 
Limestone ime.bar you Robinson 2000:271 
Queanbeyan imeba you Police Magistrate 1887:425 
Maneroo ime.bar me Robinson 2000:193 
Moneroo ngimba I du Vé 1887:431 
Moneroo ngiamba I Bulmer 1887:433 
Ngarigo niamba I Howitt n.d.: Box 1054/2 
Wolgal ngaimba thy Howitt n.d.: Box 1050/4(d) 

Maneroo i.am.bad.jer.no mine Robinson 2000:197 
Maneroo i.un.bad.jer.no wife Robinson 2000:195 
Wolgal ngaimbajun his Howitt n.d.: Box 1050/4(d)  
 

 

                                                                                                                                              
40 This -mba is unlikely to be related to the enclitic subject form -ba of Darkinyung (a language north of 
Sydney (Jones 2008)) and the Hunter River and Lake Macquarie language (Lissarrague 2006). 
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Table 8.4  Attestation of 2Sg pronoun in southern inland Yuin lects 

Lect Form Gloss Source 
Canberra yindagee you Mowle 1891 
Limestone in.de.ge me Robinson 2000:271 
Queanbeyan indegee I Police Magistrate 1887:425 
Maneroo in.de.ge you Robinson 2000:193 
Moneroo yindigee you du Vé 1887:431 
Ngarigo indigee you Howitt n.d.: Box 1054/2 
Wolgal indigi my Howitt n.d.: Box 1050/4(d) 
 

For the second person singular, the same sources (plus Mowle for Canberra) provide 
evidence for a form yindiki.41 The closest equivalent in the Yuin languages is yindika in 
Dhurga and nyindikang in Dharawal on the South Coast. And forms in ngindV, nyindV, or 
yindV (where V is any vowel) are widespread in other Australian languages. But no other 
language consistently shows the increment -ki after the vowel i, with y instead of ny or ng 
at the beginning of the word. These forms are shown in Table 8.4. 

While it is usual in Australia for neighbouring languages to share some vocabulary 
items, it is significant that certain words are unique to Ngarigo, the Canberra language, and 
Wolgal, and the Omeo language (not discussed here). These include: dhawang ‘stomach’, 
kundhul ‘eye’, mirung ‘eaglehawk’, mamady ‘sun’, dyidyukang ‘snake’, wadha ‘fire’ and 
nurr ‘nose’ (vs. nukurr in the coastal Yuin languages and other terms in Ngunawal and 
Gundungurra). Such unique items of vocabulary combine with the distinctive pronoun 
forms to support the claim that the former were dialects of the same language, whereas 
Ngunawal was in a dialect relation with Gundungurra from the southern highlands. 

It must be admitted that there is no evidence from pronouns to establish that the Eyre’s 
Molonglo wordlist belongs with the Canberra-Queanbeyan dialect. Most of the 25 words 
that are identifiable agree with either the Canberra or the Monaro wordlists, but at least 
two agree with Ngunawal and two with the Braidwood (and coastal) language. It is normal 
for dialects to share some vocabulary with each of their neighbouring dialects. 

The evidence of grammar and vocabulary thus show that the Canberra language – and the 
Wolgal/Walgalu language – belong with the language of the Monaro, called Ngarigo, as 
dialects of the same language.42 (The Omeo language – not discussed here – was also 
probably closely enough related to be considered another dialect.) Ngunawal is very closely 
related to Gundungurra – they are dialects of the same language. But Ngunawal-Gundungurra 
is a separate language from the one spoken by the inhabitants of the Canberra region, the 
Monaro, and the Alpine region of the ACT and New South Wales.43 The Canberra dialect 
of this language, however, shares a relatively large amount of its vocabulary with the 
Ngunawal dialect of the Ngunawal-Gundungurra because of the geographical proximity. 
                                                                                                                                              
41 Bulmer offers a form nindega, which resembles more the form in Dhurga (in the Moruya area). 
42 Here I am using the term ‘language’ in two different senses: in the non-technical sense, any group’s speech 
is called their language; in linguists’ technical talk, however, all local varieties that can be described by the 
same set of grammatical generalisations are called ‘dialects’ of a ‘language’ in a more abstract sense. 
Speakers of traditional languages typically had a name only for their ‘language’ in the non-technical sense, 
but no name for the language in the linguists’ more general sense. The term ‘lect’ is sometimes used to refer 
to a language in the non-technical sense. 
43 Jackson-Nakano (2001:33) concluded that the Kamberri (her term for the Canberra group) probably ‘used 
the Walgalu dialect’; but she gives no basis for her conclusion. 
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There is no indication of what the Nyamudy people called their language. It seems that 
the practice in this part of the country was for the language name to be the same as the 
group name. Thus the terms Ngunawal, Ngarigo, and Walgal(u) are each used (by early 
scholars at least) to refer to both a social group and their language. By this logic the 
Canberra area language may well have been called Nyamudy by its speakers and by those 
who knew them as the Nyamudy-midhang. Meanwhile outsiders, the Wiradjuri and 
Ngunawal in particular, who applied the name Kurrmal to all the people of the Tumut, 
Canberra-Queanbeyan, and Monaro region, apparently used the same term Kurrmal for the 
language of all of them as well (see section 8.2.1.3 above). 

8.4 Summary and conclusions 
A reassessment of the historical documentation leads to these conclusions about the 

social groups in the immediate Canberra area. The earliest attested name that the local group 
used for themselves was Nyamudy-Midhang, which probably meant the mob associated 
with the Nyamudy (Namwich, Yammoit, Namadgi) region. They may sometimes have 
been included in a wider term Wolgal or Walgalu, which was used for people inhabiting 
the mountainous areas around the Australian Alps, but whose best-known representatives 
were from the Tumut area. They were included – with the Walgalu and Ngarigu – in the 
designation Kurrmal used by Wiradjuri and Ngunawal people. The group centred on the 
growing village of Canberra was called by Europeans, and may have called themselves, the 
‘Canberra mob’, based on the placename Nganbirra (or similar) from the middle of the 
19th century. 

What was their language? The combined evidence of wordlists from Robinson, Mowle, 
the Queanbeyan Police Magistrate, and probably Eyre in the Molonglo Plains, indicates the 
Canberra area language is to be distinguished from Ngunawal, whose sources of 
documentation are all from around Yass. Rather it should be seen as one regional variant 
of a common language that was spoken in the Monaro, where it was known as Ngarigu or 
Ngarrugu, and in the Tumut area, where it was called Wolgal or Walgalu. No distinctive 
name is recorded for the Canberra area dialect: there is no evidence that it was included in 
the name Ngarigu or Walgalu, but it is possible that it was called Nyamudy, as the local 
group was called Nyamudy-Midhang. 
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9 The Kuringgai puzzle: languages 
and dialects on the NSW Mid Coast 

 

 JIM WAFER and AMANDA LISSARRAGUE 

9.1  Introduction 
In 1981 Michael Walsh published a ‘Language map of south-eastern Australia and 

Tasmania’ (Walsh 1981), which synthesised the state of knowledge at that time concerning 
the locations of and relationships between the language varieties of NSW and neighbouring 
areas of the south-east of the continent. It was a product of Michael’s interest, which has 
been long-standing and ongoing, in the interdisciplinary enterprise that combines linguistics 
with geography, anthropology and history in order to understand better the language 
situation in Australia before its disruption by the effects of colonisation.1  

The present essay builds on the work of Michael Walsh and others, to present a new 
synthesis of the currently available information about the languages of a particular area of 
NSW. These languages were all spoken in the area that appears on John Fraser’s map of 
1892 under the name ‘Kuringgai’.  

9.2  Origins of ‘Kuringgai’ 
Today the term ‘Kuring-gai’ (with a hyphen) is probably best known as the name of  

a mountain to the north of Sydney, in the vicinity of Hornsby. The name (also spelt as  
‘Ku-ring-gai’) has been applied as well to a number of other geographical features in that 
region. In about 1842, the surveyor J. F. Mann (n.d.:1) had used a similar word to illustrate 
the use of a suffix of place. ‘Gar, Gâi, Gâlie, Galla or alla refer to pleasant camping places, 
as “Kuringa Gai”’(cf. Smith 2004:23). Mann gives no indication as to the meaning of the 
first of the two components of this name, nor as to the location of the place it designates. 
But it is quite possible that this word, however it may be analysed, is associated with the 
origins of ‘Kuring-gai’ as a placename.  

                                                                                                                                              
1 Michael Walsh has made significant contributions to the study and revitalisation of Aboriginal languages 
over a wide area of Australia. But here we want to recognise in particular the work he has devoted to the 
languages of New South Wales (Walsh 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2003, 2005a, 2005b, Walsh & Lowe 2009, 
Palmer 2000). We are especially grateful for the support and encouragement Michael has given to our own 
work in this area (Wafer & Lissarrague 2008). 
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Map 9.1  Languages and places in the area covered by Fraser’s ‘Kuringgai’ 
 
‘Kuringgai’ has also been used as the name of a language, or group of languages, on the 

NSW mid coast, and the evidence suggests that, in this usage, the term was invented by 
Maitland schoolmaster John Fraser2 in the late 19th century. Fraser uses the spellings 
‘Kuriġgai’ and ‘Kuriġ-gai’ on p. v and the frontispiece map of his compilation of the 
works of Lancelot Threlkeld and others (Fraser 1892), and ‘Kuringgai’ and ‘Kurringgai’ in 
his notes on this map (p. ix). The dotted g (ġ) is the symbol Fraser used to represent ŋ. 
According to James Kohen (1993:14), Fraser invented the name by using R. H. Mathews’s 
Dharruk grammar (1901) to form the possessive case of the word kuri or ‘man’, so it 
means literally ‘belonging to the (Aboriginal) men’ (cf. Fraser 1892:x). 

Fraser used this term as a superordinate name to refer to ‘one great tribe’ (1892:v) that 
purportedly extended from just north of Port Macquarie as far south as Bulli. North of the 
Hunter, its territory goes inland as far as the headwaters of the Manning and Williams 
Rivers. South of the Hunter, its inland extent includes the headwaters of the McDonald, 
Hawkesbury and Cooks Rivers. On the Hunter it extends inland only as far as Singleton, 

                                                                                                                                              
2 Revd Dr John Fraser (1834–1904) migrated to Australia from Scotland and lived in Maitland, where he 
established a high school at Sauchie House (subsequently Maitland Boys High School). He was also an 
ethnologist, linguist and advocate of Christian missions. Today he is best remembered for his work An 
Australian language (1892), which was a compilation of published and unpublished language material by L. 
E. Threlkeld and others. (Extracted from the brief biography of Fraser by David Roberts at http://www. 
newcastle.edu.au/school/hss/research/publications/awaba/people/reverend-john-fraser.html.) 
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where it meets the ‘Kamalarai’ tribe (Fraser 1892:map, ix). In other words, Kuringgai 
country is supposed to include a very large area of coastal NSW in which a number of 
distinct Aboriginal languages, and groups of languages, have since been recognised. 
Fraser’s ‘Kuringgai’ has caused considerable confusion in the century and a bit since it 
was first invented (e.g. Enright 1932:75, Capell 1970:21, Tindale 1974:191), and the 
purpose of the present essay is to clarify the varying usages of the term. 

Linguistically, the term has been used with two distinct meanings. In the first usage, 
which is quite close to Fraser’s, it refers to a kind of ‘super-language’ on the NSW mid 
coast. In the second usage, which originated with Arthur Capell (1970), it refers to a 
language supposedly spoken from the Central Coast to Sydney’s north shore. We will deal 
with each of these usages in turn. 

9.3 Super-languages 
As we have observed, Fraser regarded the inhabitants of the area from the Hastings 

River to Bulli as members of ‘one great tribe’, which he calls ‘Kuringgai’. It’s also clear 
that he regarded them as speakers of a number of varieties of a single language. For 
example, he says that the ‘Awabakal dialect’ was ‘essentially the same as that spoken by 
the sub-tribes occupying the land where Sydney now stands, and … they all formed parts 
of one great tribe, the Kuriġgai’ (1892:v). 

We believe that there were five languages in the area supposedly occupied by this super-
tribe. The southernmost, spoken in the Illawarra, was Dharawal (Eades 1976). The next 
language to the north is perhaps most commonly known today by the name ‘the Sydney 
language’, although its coastal and inland dialects have often been called ‘Eora’ and 
‘Dharug’, respectively (Troy 1994:9). It was probably spoken from the north side of Botany 
Bay to the southern bank of the Hawkesbury River and Broken Bay (Smith 2004:21). 

The three languages that were spoken to the north of the Sydney language have often 
been called by names that were originally used for particular dialects of those languages, 
namely, Darrkinyung, Awabakal and Gathang. Since there is no evidence that any of  
these languages had a superordinate Indigenous name, we have preferred to give them 
geographically based names, rather than privilege the name of one particular dialect over 
others. We call them ‘the Hawkesbury-MacDonald River language’, ‘the Hunter River-
Lake Macquarie language’, and ‘the Lower North Coast language’, and sometimes use the 
abbreviations HMR, HRLM and LNC.  

Recent research suggests the following picture of the dialectology of these languages. 
The Hawkesbury-MacDonald River language had two varieties: an unnamed coastal 
variety, spoken on the north side of Broken Bay to the west of Brisbane Water, and along 
adjacent areas of the Hawkesbury River; and an inland variety called Darrkinyung (cf. 
Wilkins & Nash 2008:500-502).  

The Hunter River-Lake Macquarie language also had coastal and inland varieties. The 
coastal varieties were divided into a southern variety, sometimes called ‘Kuringgai’, and a 
northern variety, usually called ‘Awabakal’.3 There were also two inland varieties, but  
the geographical distinction between them is less clear. These were called Wanarruwa 
(Wonnaruah) and Kayawaykal (Geawegal).  

                                                                                                                                              
3 We use quotation marks to indicate that these were not Indigenous names for the language varieties in 
question. Both names were invented by John Fraser. He acknowledges his invention of the name ‘Awabakal’ 
on p. v of his An Australian language (1892). 
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As for the Lower North Coast language: the main dialectological division appears to 
have been between a northern variety, called Birrbay, and a cluster of southern varieties, 
which were not unified by a single name. Among the southern varieties, one, sometimes 
called Gathang (Kattang), was spoken along, and probably to the south of, the Manning 
River. Further south, there was a coastal variety, now usually called Warrimay, and an 
inland variety called Guringay (Gringai).4 There may have been more dialects of these 
languages than the ones we have listed. But, as far as we can tell at the present time, these 
are the only ones that have left a trace in the historical record. 

Most recent linguistic work has recognised the five languages in question (Dharawal, 
the Sydney language, the Hawkesbury-MacDonald River language, the Hunter River-Lake 
Macquarie language and the Lower North Coast language), with variations in the 
nomenclature. Nonetheless, there is still some confusion about the distinction between the 
Hunter River-Lake Macquarie language and the Lower North Coast language. As recently 
as 1974, N. B. Tindale (1974:193, 201) was able to assert that Threlkeld’s 1834 grammar 
of the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie language pertained to a variety of ‘Worimi’ (that is, 
the Lower North Coast language). The implication is clearly that HRLM and LNC are the 
same language, with a number of local varieties. 

Even more recently, Luke Godwin has produced tree diagrams of the relationship 
between languages in north-eastern NSW that would suggest a similar view (1990:91 [Fig. 
5.1]; 1997:303 [Fig. 17.4]). His prose accounts do not refer specifically to the languages 
with which we are dealing here, but the conventions used in his diagrams appear to 
indicate that he regards Awabakal (HRLM), Warrimay (LNC) and Birrbay (LNC) as 
varieties of the same language. Unfortunately, he provides no evidence in support of the 
relationships that the diagrams are intended to portray.  

The view that Tindale and Godwin seem to be repeating here (that HRLM and LNC are 
not distinct languages, but varieties of the same language) had some currency earlier in the 
20th century. The confusion about this matter probably arose for two separate but related 
reasons, which we will deal with in turn in the next two sections. The first of these is that a 
number of writers seem to have modified Fraser’s ‘super-language’ concept to include just 
these two languages (HRLM and LNC). The second is that there is evidence that speakers 
of HRLM and LNC were in fact able to understand each other. 

9.3.1 Modifications of the ‘super-language’ concept 
There was a fairly large quantity of good linguistic material about the Hunter River-

Lake Macquarie language from an early date. Threlkeld’s Specimens of a dialect of the 
Aborigines of New South Wales appeared in 1827, and was followed by a series of other 
publications (Threlkeld 1834, 1836, 1850). As far as we are aware, the earliest published 
material about the Lower North Coast language did not appear until 60 years later, in the 
form of the Hastings and Manning wordlists in Curr’s third volume of The Australian 
Race, of 1887.5 This means that, for most of the 19th century, the observations about the 
relationship between the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie language and the Lower North 

                                                                                                                                              
4 This name bears a phonological similarity to ‘Kuringgai’, the subject of this paper. The differences between 
the two names (and their referents) will be discussed below. 
5 Listed in our references under the authors, ‘Branch’, and ‘Bench of Magistrates, Wingham’. 
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Coast language were based on greater familiarity with HRLM. Consequently, these 
accounts are sometimes read as implying that LNC was a dialect of HRLM. 

This changed in the 20th century, by which time HRLM was extinct. With the 
publication of more material about LNC, which continued to be spoken till at least mid-
century, formulations of the converse view began to appear. In 1932 W. J. Enright 
published what is probably the earliest statement of the proposition that HRLM is a dialect 
of LNC. Enright believed that ‘the Awabakal spoke Kattang’ (1932:76). Moreover, he 
implies that the super-language Fraser had called Kuringgai was the same language that 
Enright himself called Kattang. Admittedly, he modifies the boundaries somewhat, placing 
the northern boundary at the Manning, so as to exclude Birrbay, and the probable  
southern boundary at the Hawkesbury River (1932:75-76, cf. Enright 1933:161). In other 
words, both Fraser and Enright treated HRLM and LNC as constituents of a super-
language to which they gave different names. Fraser called it Kuringgai, and Enright called 
it Kattang.  

As late as 1966 another work appeared that supported the notion of a super-language 
that included HRLM and LNC. In that year Nils Holmer published the first volume of his 
research into LNC, which he calls by the name Kattang. In the introduction to this study, 
he tells us that one of his informants (Fred Bugg) believed that ‘Kattang country extended 
at one time from Telegraph Point or Port Macquarie, in the north, to the Hawkesbury river 
in the south, or almost as far as Sydney’ (Holmer 1966:1). Thus, Kattang territory is 
supposed to take in not only the country of the speakers of Birrbay (excluded by Enright), 
but also the country associated with HRLM.  

9.4 Mutual intelligibility of HRLM and LNC 
There is reasonably good evidence that the speakers of the Hunter River-Lake 

Macquarie language and the Lower North Coast language were able to understand each 
other. But mutual intelligibility does not necessarily mean that two language varieties are 
dialects of the same language. Bi- or multilingualism is common in Aboriginal Australia, 
and this is particularly true where the languages in question are neighbours and/or closely 
related (cf. Sutton 1991:52-55 and ff.).  

As noted above, most of what we know about the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie 
language comes from the work of the early missionary linguist Lancelot Threlkeld. 
Threlkeld evidently learned to speak this language with some fluency. He himself said that 
‘the natives of Port Stephen [sic] use a dialect a little different, but not so much as to 
prevent our understanding each other’ (Gunson 1974:vol. 2, 271). Likewise, he once 
referred to ‘the natives from Port Stephens, … of a slightly different dialect to our tribes’ 
(Gunson 1974:vol. 1, 56, Turner & Blyton 1995:24). It is also recorded that Threlkeld 
‘preached to about fifty blacks at Tahlee on Port Stephens in their own language, and was 
listened to attentively’ (Elkin 1932:359, cf. Enright 1932:76). The language spoken at Port 
Stephens is what we here call Lower North Coast.  

It’s possible that the ‘Tahlee blacks’ were a captive audience, whose attentiveness does 
not necessarily indicate comprehension. Still, Threlkeld was generally a careful writer, so 
when he says that he and the Port Stephens Aborigines were able to understand each other, 
this is probably a fairly good indicator that the two languages were indeed, to some extent, 
mutually comprehensible. But Threlkeld does not draw from this fact a conclusion that the 
two languages were the same – indeed, quite the contrary. When he outlines the boundaries 
of the Lake Macquarie ‘dialect’, he speaks of ‘those tribes occupying the limits bounded 
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by the North Head of Port Jackson,6 on the south, and Hunter’s River on the north, and 
extending inland about sixty miles, all of which speak the same dialect’ (in Gunson 
1974:vol. 2, 271).  

Threlkeld is evidently using ‘dialect’ here in the same way that we use the term 
‘language’ – that is, as a speech form that is capable of containing a number of local 
variations. We know that the varieties of HRLM spoken to the south (which Capell called 
‘Kuringgai’) and to the west (which we here call Wanarruwa) had a number of 
demonstrable differences from the Lake Macquarie variety (‘Awabakal’) that Threlkeld 
spoke and recorded. Threlkeld obviously does not regard these differences as sufficient 
reason to exclude these regions from his account of the boundaries of his own ‘dialect’. 
But Port Stephens, which lies to the north of the Hunter, is excluded, in spite of the fact 
that Threlkeld and the speakers of the Port Stephens language were able to understand 
each other.7 

There is similar evidence of mutual intelligibility from the perspective of speakers of 
the Lower North Coast language. W. J. Enright cites the opinion of Becky Johnson, born in 
1858, that ‘Kattang [LNC] was the language as far as the Manning River, and … the 
language of the Singleton natives was similar. The Aborigines of Newcastle also spoke the 
same language, but “a little harder”’ (1933:161). Enright draws the conclusion that 
‘Kattang’ extended ‘from the Manning as far south as Norah Head and possibly to the 
Hawkesbury’ (1933:161). A. P. Elkin was in communication with Enright and held a 
similar view of the matter. He treats the names of two HRLM dialects (Awabakal and 
Geawegal) as ‘local subdivisions’ of the Kattang (1932:359). 

The major classificatory studies of Australian languages in the last four decades 
(O’Grady, Voegelin & Voegelin 1966, Oates 1975, Dixon 2002) have all recognised 
HRLM and LNC as distinct languages. Our own research (e.g. Lissarrague 2006, 2010, 
Wafer & Lissarrague 2008) supports this view.8 In other words, we believe that both the 
‘super-language’ construct and the view that HRLM and LNC are the same language are 
very misleading, and should be abandoned. 

As noted above, we recognise Awabakal, Wanarruwa (Wonnaruah), Kayawaykal 
(Geawegal) and ‘Kuringgai’ (which we call ‘Karikal’) as dialects of the Hunter River- 
Lake Macquarie language, and Warrimay (Worimi), Birrbay (Birpai/Biripi), Gathang 
(Kattang) and Guringay (Gringai) as dialects of the Lower North Coast language. More 
detail about the dialectology of these two languages can be found in Wafer and Lissarrague 
(2008:ch. 6). But we take the opportunity here to focus on one particular dialect of HRLM 
that is immediately relevant to this paper, namely, the dialect that has been called 
‘Kuringgai’. 

                                                                                                                                              
6 We leave out of consideration at this point the question of why Threlkeld placed the southern boundary of 
HRLM so much further south than we would locate it. A little later in this paper we discuss evidence to 
suggest that there was a colony of speakers of HRLM that migrated to the north shore of Port Jackson in the 
early 19th century. This has led to some confusion about the language that was spoken on Sydney’s north 
shore, which we attempt to clarify. 
7 Threlkeld preached at Tahlee in 1833 and gave his report on the boundaries of HRLM in 1838. In other 
words, it is clear that he was aware of the degree of mutual comprehensibility of HRLM and LNC at the time 
he excluded LNC from his account of the territory in which HRLM was spoken. 
8 A comparison of the verb and pronoun paradigms of HRLM and LNC provides enough evidence to define 
two separate languages. R. M. W. Dixon (2002:356-357) has some interesting observations about ‘borrowing 
of pronominal forms and possible merging of paradigms’ in the two languages, but notes that these changes 
are unlikely ever to be fully recovered. 
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9.5 ‘Kuringgai’ as a dialect of the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie  
 language 

First, we need to make a distinction between two phonologically similar but distinct 
dialect names. Guringay (‘Gringai’), which, as we have just mentioned, is a dialect of the 
Lower North Coast language, is distinguished from ‘Kuringgai’ by the absence of a velar 
stop after the velar nasal (that is, there is no g after the ng). The origins of ‘Kuringgai’, as 
with the name ‘Awabakal’, are, as we have observed above, probably attributable to John 
Fraser. Fraser mentions it in his 1892 compilation of the works of Threlkeld, and, as we 
have seen, makes extravagant claims for its geographical range.  

Some 80 years after Fraser’s invention of the term, Arthur Capell decided to adopt it and 
give it a new meaning. Capell discovered manuscripts by Threlkeld (n.d.) and J. F. Mann 
(n.d.) in the Mitchell Library ‘which were found to agree’ (Capell 1970:23), and which he 
found ‘convenient to call Kuringgai’ (1970:21). Capell’s interests in the article he wrote 
subsequently are predominantly with language boundaries. His speculations in this regard 
seem to us to be supported by only the barest minimum of evidence (1970:23-24). 

Capell attempts to assemble better documentation for his linguistic claims – for example, 
his classing of Kuringgai ‘as a language separate from Awaba’ (1970:24). But the evidence 
is unconvincing. That they are distinct dialects is clear from Capell’s vocabulary comparisons, 
where the Kuringgai vocabulary contains a number of items different from Awabakal and 
sometimes clearly cognate with words from the Sydney language or the Hawkesbury-
MacDonald River language. But that Kuringgai and Awabakal are dialects of the same 
language is evident from Capell’s three example sentences in Kuringgai. As Capell himself 
points out, every single morpheme in these sentences occurs also in Awabakal (1970:26-27). 

In 1993 James Kohen published a ‘Dictionary of the Kuringgai Language’ (Kohen 
1993:245-253), based on the same manuscripts by Threlkeld and Mann. This vocabulary 
also contains all the items in James Larmer’s ‘native vocabulary’ from ‘Brisbane Water 
and Tuggerah Beach Lakes’, and ‘Hunter’s River, Brisbane Water and Newcastle’ (Larmer 
1898:224-225). The heading of the article in which Larmer’s vocabulary was published 
indicates that he collected the data in 1834. 

It appears that the three sources – that is, Threlkeld, Mann and Larmer – pertain to a 
dialect of the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie language spoken to the south of ‘Awabakal’. 
According to Kohen, Mann’s vocabulary ‘was probably collected in the early 1840s in the 
Gosford area’ (1993:245). Keith Smith is even more specific. He says ‘there is plenty of 
evidence that Mann collected [the material in his manuscript] from Boio9 when he first met 
him in 1842 while surveying at Brisbane Water’ (pers. comm. 29/09/2004).10 In other 
words, Larmer’s and Mann’s data were collected independently in the same area and in 
roughly the same period. Moreover, linguistic analysis shows them both to pertain to a 
dialect of HRLM. This provides fairly strong evidence that a southern variety of HRLM 
was spoken on the Central Coast in the first half of the 19th century.11 

                                                                                                                                              
9 Boio, or Long Dick, was a son of Bungaree. 
10 In his thesis on Eora clans, Smith writes as follows: J. F. Mann, ‘whose brother Gother Kerr Mann was 
police magistrate at Gosford, first met Cora Gooseberry Bungaree (Queen Gooseberry) and her son Boio 
while surveying at Brisbane Water in 1842 ... As Mann did not mention any subsequent meetings with Boio, 
he presumably obtained the vocabulary from him in 1842’ (2004:19-20). 
11 This is likely to have been the longest surviving of the dialects of HRLM, since it was undoubtedly the one 
spoken by ‘Queen Margaret’, who died in 1894, and was survived by her children and grandchildren. She 
was born at Wyong in about 1827 (Turner & Blyton 1995:45, 47) and ‘did not belong to the Lake Macquarie 
tribe but to the Brisbane Water tribe’ (Turner & Blyton 1995:47). 
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It is more difficult to trace the geographical origin of the material in the manuscript 
attributed to Threlkeld,12 which also clearly pertains to a dialect of HRLM. The author 
entitled it ‘Specimens of the Language of the Aborigines of New South Wales to the 
Northward of Sydney’, followed by the word ‘Karr,eē’ in brackets (cf. Capell 1970:23, 
Kohen 1993:245). It seems likely that this word is Threlkeld’s transcription of the name of 
the language variety in question. We are unable to attribute any other definite meaning to it.13 

Capell (1970:23) links Threlkeld’s ‘Karr,eē’ to the term ‘Carigal’, which was used by 
John Hunter as the name for a Broken Bay tribe ‘to which the “stranger” belonged who 
speared Governor Phillip at Manly in February, 1791’ (Capell 1970:23). Capell is probably 
right to suggest a connection between these two terms. The dialect name ‘Karr,eē’ could be 
transcribed, in the orthography we use for HRLM, as kari; and the ‘tribal’ name ‘Carigal’ 
could be transcribed as kari-kal, where the suffix -kal has gentilic and possibly associative 
functions. In other words, the Karikal are the people associated with the term ‘Kari’.  

This interpretation of the data fits with the information we have about the location of 
this language variety and its speakers. The Carigal were a Broken Bay tribe, and Karr,eē 
was, we have argued above, the dialect spoken at Brisbane Water, which is the 
northernmost of the large geographical ‘breaks’ that make up Broken Bay. There is some 
debate about how far south this dialect extended. But our contention is that the present 
state of research does not provide unambiguous support for the notion that it reached 
further than Brisbane Water.  

Capell gives no other justification for calling this dialect ‘Kuringgai’ than the fact that it 
was ‘convenient’. We suggest that this nomenclature has several major weaknesses. The 
name appears to have been invented by John Fraser, using morphemes from the Sydney 
language. There is no evidence that it was ever used by the speakers of the language 
variety to which the name was applied by Capell, or by their neighbours. And its original 
use, as the name of a super-language of the central NSW coastal belt, makes it ambiguous. 
To avoid ongoing confusion about the referents of this term, we suggest dropping it as a 
name for the southern dialect of HRLM. 

There are two obvious alternative names that would probably have a degree of 
authenticity: Kari and Karikal (spelt here in the orthography Lissarrague has developed for 
language revival in HRLM). We have decided to adopt the latter as a more appropriate 
name for the southern dialect of HRLM than ‘Kuringgai’ (cf. Smith 2004:93).  

9.6 Locating Karikal 
Helen Brayshaw’s Aborigines of the Hunter Valley (1986) contains the most recent 

study of ‘tribal distribution and affiliations’ in the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie area (ch. 

                                                                                                                                              
12 Keith Smith makes a good case (2004:20-21) that this vocabulary comes from the pen of Threlkeld, and 
that Threlkeld’s informant may have been Bungaree or his son Boio (Long Dick). 
13 It would be tempting to interpret it as the word for ‘[Aboriginal] man’, since this word is kari in the 
neighbouring Wanarruwa dialect – that is, if our interpretations of the Wanarruwa source forms kurri (Miller 
1887:356) and kurry (Fawcett 1898:181) are correct. But in the manuscript in question, Threlkeld writes the 
word for ‘blackfellow’ as kōōreĕ, which is presumably his rendition of the same word that would be spelt as 
kuri in the Awabakal dialect. Keith Smith (2004:23) interprets the term Karr,eē at the head of Threlkeld’s 
manuscript as the word for ‘no’. We have been unable to substantiate this in our attempts to trace the source 
Smith cites, and, as far as we have been able to ascertain, there are no HRLM data that would support an 
interpretation of kari as the word for ‘no’. 
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3). Brayshaw applies Fraser’s term ‘Kuringgai’ to the people who occupied the country 
south of the ‘Awabakal’, but omits them from her map of ‘major tribal groups in the 
Hunter region’ (1986:39, Fig. 3). This implies a lack of social and linguistic connection 
with the groups speaking other dialects of the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie language. On 
the basis of the evidence already cited, we suggest that the speakers of the southern (or 
Central Coast) dialect of HRLM (which Brayshaw calls ‘Kuringgai’ and we call ‘Karikal’) 
were indeed a distinct social and linguistic group. But we note that their dialect was so 
closely related to the other varieties of HRLM that they should be included in any study of 
the Hunter Valley peoples and their languages.  

Brayshaw avers that the Kuringgai lived ‘both north and south of Broken Bay’ 
(1986:40). She provides no supporting evidence for this assertion, but it seems likely that 
the idea came from Capell. In his article of 1970, Capell claimed that Kuringgai extended 
across the Hawkesbury. Our own view is that the coastal dialect of the Hawkesbury-
MacDonald River language (of which the inland dialect was Darrkinyung) was probably 
spoken in the area of Broken Bay that lies south and west of Brisbane Water. There is at 
least good evidence that it extended further inland along the northern shore of the 
Hawkesbury River (cf. Wilkins & Nash 2008:500-502). It seems to us unlikely that 
Kuringgai could find its way across this dialect, or the intervening geographical obstacles, 
to be spoken on the opposite shore of Broken Bay. So let us examine Capell’s evidence for 
this assertion.  

Capell bases his case largely on the title of the manuscript by Threlkeld and the first  
few lines of the manuscript by J. F. Mann. As discussed above, Capell (1970:23) located 
‘Kuringgai’ at Broken Bay on the basis of the connection he perceived between Threlkeld’s 
term ‘Karr,eē’ and John Hunter’s term ‘Carigal’. But his main evidence for proposing that 
this dialect was spoken all the way from Broken Bay to the north side of Sydney Harbour 
comes from Mann. 

The first couple of lines of Mann’s manuscript read as follows: ‘Australian Aborigines 
– A few notes on their language etc. Information obtained from Long Dick an influential 
native of the Cammeray tribe, a son of Bungaree and Queen Gooseberry’. Capell does not 
explicitly mention Long Dick’s supposed origins in the Cammeray Tribe, but it seems 
clear that he used this information as part of his argument that ‘Kuringgai’ extended as far 
as the northern shores of Port Jackson. 

Let us consider his case in detail. Capell tells us that Mann got his vocabulary from 
Long Dick, son of Boongarie. He then goes on to quote Governor Macquarie, who wrote 
of ‘Boongarie and his tribe of the Pittwater tribes’. On the basis of this slender evidence, 
Capell concludes that the language recorded in the manuscripts by Threlkeld and Mann ‘is 
the language of the Pittwater people, and included the well-known Cammeraygal on the 
extreme south, along the northern shores of Port Jackson’ (Capell 1970:24). There is 
nothing else to corroborate this argument, unless it be the reference in Mann’s manuscript 
to Long Dick’s membership of the Cammeray tribe. 

Capell’s conclusion is disputed by historian Keith Smith, in his thesis on Eora clans 
(2004). Smith makes a persuasive case that the language that Capell called ‘Kuringgai’14 
was ‘brought to the north shore of Port Jackson by Bungaree and his people from Broken 
Bay, 35 km north of Port Jackson’, some time after 1800 (Smith pers. comm. 29/09/2004). 

                                                                                                                                              
14 Smith himself calls this language variety ‘Caregal’ (2004:93 and passim) and ‘Gari-Gari’ (2004:23 and 
passim).  
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‘Evidently Bungaree brought his Karr,ee (Gari-Gari) language to Sydney about 1800, 
when ... he “came with the remnants of his Broken Bay group to settle in Sydney”’ 
(2004:23).15 

In other words, Bungaree and his people, including presumably his son Long Dick 
(‘Boio’), appear to have created a colony of speakers of the southern dialect of HRLM 
(Capell’s ‘Kuringgai’) on the north shore of Port Jackson, at a place which is otherwise 
usually associated with the name ‘Cammeray’.16 They were not long-standing residents of 
this area, and came originally from Broken Bay. It is worth specifying that the region with 
which they were originally associated stretched from Brisbane Water to the north along the 
Central Coast. We have found no evidence to support the view that their territory extended 
further west or south on Broken Bay.  

The existence of a colony of speakers of the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie language on 
the north shore of Sydney has led to considerable confusion. Capell would have been  
right in his assertion that ‘a dialect of Awabakal’ was spoken on the northern side of 
Sydney Harbour (cited in Wurm 1972:137, n.7) if he had specified that the speakers were 
immigrants, and that ‘Awabakal’ was not the traditional language of this area. But his 
statement has been read to imply that HRLM extended from the Hunter River to Sydney’s 
north side, and, as we have tried to demonstrate here, that is clearly wrong. 

9.7 Conclusion 
We propose the following (hypothetical) picture of the dialectology of the region 

attributed by Capell to ‘Kuringgai’. The language of Brisbane Water, extending north 
through Tuggerah Lakes, was the southern dialect of HRLM (Karikal), and the language of 
the north shore of Broken Bay, to the west of Brisbane Water, was the coastal dialect of the 
Hawkesbury-MacDonald River language.17 The language of the south shore of Broken Bay 
was the Sydney language. Broken Bay appears to have been the area where the three 
languages converged, and was thus probably a linguistic transitional zone.  

The three languages in question here (the Hunter River-Lake Macquarie language, the 
Hawkesbury-MacDonald River language and the Sydney language) are the central 
members of the supposed ‘super-language’ for which Fraser invented the name ‘Kuringgai’. 
But contemporary research distinguishes as well another language to the north, which we 
call the ‘Lower North Coast’ language, and another to the south, called ‘Dharawal’. There 

                                                                                                                                              
15 The words in double quotation marks are from F. D. McCarthy (1966:177). The evidence seems quite 
unambiguous. Bungaree was born at Brisbane Water, and his move to Sydney’s north shore is abundantly 
attested in the historical records. More detail is provided by Smith in his thesis (2004:16-24, 135-151). 
16 The original occupants of this place appear to have been called camaragal (or something similar). It seems 
more likely that they had already died or been driven out than that they were displaced by this incursion from 
the north (cf. Smith 2004:20, 23,137). 
17 We call this dialect ‘coastal’ to distinguish it from the inland dialect (Darrkinyung) rather than to imply 
that it reached as far as the sea shore. At the mouth of the Hawkesbury the coast is, of course, interrupted by 
Broken Bay, and thus reaches inland for some considerable distance. How far east the ‘coastal’ dialect of 
HMR extended along the north shore of Broken Bay is, at this point, unclear. We know from Wilkins and 
Nash’s analysis (2008) of the data from the 1791 government expedition that it was spoken on the lower 
reaches of the Hawkesbury. But the only evidence we have that it was spoken further east along Broken Bay 
is the name given to it by Tuckerman (1897; cf Tuckerman 1887): ‘the Hawkesbury River and Broken Bay 
Aboriginal language’. 
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were thus five languages spoken in the area attributed by Fraser to ‘Kuringgai’; moreover, 
comparative research suggests that they belong to three distinct language groups.18 In other 
words, there appear to be no grounds whatever for grouping them under the single term 
‘Kuringgai’.19 
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10 Dawes’ Law generalised: cluster 
simplification in the coastal dialect 
of the Sydney Language 

  

 DAVID NASH 

10.1  Introduction 
The records of the Sydney Language can be tantalising: dating from the arrival of the 

First Fleet in 1788, they are uneven, from disparate sources, but with enough detail in parts 
to allow a number of inferences about properties of the language.1 This paper assembles 
the evidence for just one: the simplification of nasal+stop clusters in the ancestry of the 
coastal dialect generalising an unpublished observation made by Dawes in 1791. 

Vocabulary is drawn mostly from Troy’s (1994a) helpful compilation of the partial 
records of the Sydney Language. I have usually (but not always) checked the primary source 
for the words quoted below. Selected vocabulary from Troy (1994a) was published in Troy 
(1994b) and both of these were drawn on for Word-List 5A of Wafer and Lissarrague (2008: 
617-624). As with any language known only from disparate inexpert historical sources, the 
word forms need to be reconstituted from the available evidence, and the process of 
reconstitution improves with repeated attention: once patterns are detected from clearer parts 
of the data, they can be discerned in more ‘noisy’ parts, and I hope the particular phonological 
patterns studied in this paper can help illuminate other aspects of the Sydney Language. 

                                                                                                                                              
1 I am pleased to associate this study with Michael Walsh, a Sydneysider with long interest in language and 
country, especially given his key role in fostering the heritage of the Aboriginal languages of NSW, and in 
the recent dual naming of features on Sydney Harbour (Troy & Walsh 2009). I have benefited from ongoing 
discussion with David Wilkins about the Sydney Language. I am also grateful to Harold Koch (who kindly 
provided some of the supporting data from other NSW languages, and in particular drew my attention to the 
relevance of the data in Table 10.7), to the participants at Kioloa, where I presented a version to the 
Australian Languages Workshop (21 March 2009), and to William McGregor. Primary sources abbreviations 
are listed at the beginning of the References. Spelling convention: bold for reconstituted spellings 
(equivalent to Troy’s (1994a:23) ‘reference orthography’), italics for quoted spellings (except in tables) and 
for modern spellings. My transcription mostly agrees with Troy (1994a) but I have amended some 
reconstitutions, and to avoid ambiguity I use ŋ for the velar nasal and reserve ng for the heterorganic nasal-
stop cluster. Voicing is not distinctive; b is used medially (rather than p), and k and t finally (rather than g 
and d) to conform with the phonetics implied by the sources; dy and ty are used for the laminal stop 
(comprising probable lamino-dental [t ̪] and lamino-palatal [ty] articulations), and the cover symbol R is used 
for a consonant indeterminate between a glide (as in English) and a flap or trill. 
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10.2  Correspondences 
The correspondences between the inland and coastal dialects of the Sydney Language 

are assembled in this section, organised by the point of articulation. The alveolar 
correspondences are presented first as this correspondence has been previously noted 
(although I have been able to add more examples). 

10.2.1  Alveolars 
Lt William Dawes astutely noted a correspondence between the dialects of the Sydney 

Language2 that we can call coastal and inland, in the course of a 1791 expedition inland.  
 

Table 10.1  Dawes’ Law correspondences between medial nd in inland varieties  
and n in the Iyura dialect of the Sydney Language 

# Gloss Inland Coastal 
1 you (sing.) Ngyindi (D), nindi (R), 

nyindi (M) 
ngyini (Db), gnee-ne (C) 

2 knee Būnduŋ (Db)3 Būnuŋ, būnãuŋ (Db) 
3 navel Mūnduru (Db) Mūnuru (Db), mùn-ee-ro (T), moon-ŏr-ŏh (Sth) 
4 foot4 Mandaoúwi (Db), 

mundowo ‘leg’ (M), 
mandao-i (R), 
Mundow ay (L) 

Manaoúwi (Db), man-noe (An), ma-no-e (C), 
me-noe-wa (A), menoe (A) 

5 laughing jackass 
(kookaburra) 

kogunda (R),  
kukundi (M) 

goo-ginne-gan (HSB), go-gan-ne-gine (C) 

6 scorpion dundi (M) dtoóney (Db), tooney (An) 
7 mouth mundu (M) moono ‘the bill of a bird’ (A, H) 
8 smell kunda (verb) (M)5 can-ne (An), gu-na-murra ‘a stink or bad smell’ 

(H:19), goniee murrah ‘stink or bad smell’ (An) 
9 food kārndō ‘victuals’ (R)6 can-no-can ‘Any vegetable fit to eat’ (A); cf. kannó 

‘A full stomach. I have ate or drank enough’ (Db), 
canno (A) ‘full belly’; can-no ‘rock lily’ (HSB) 

10 laugh jandiga (verb) (M) [janna (D) ?] jen-ni-be (C), tenneba (An),  
dyennibbe (A) ‘laughter’ 

11 black nand (A), Dharawal 
nganda 

ŋana (Db), gnā-nā (An), gnā-na (C), nand (H)7 

12 who-Ergative Darkinyung nganda ŋāná ŋwiyí (Db) ‘Who gave it (to you)’ 
13 without, Privative -bundi -buni ~ -muni 

                                                                                                                                              
2 I follow Troy (1992, 1994a, 1994b), Moore (2008) and Wafer and Lissarrague (2008) in using ‘Sydney 
Language’ as a cover term for the varieties making up the language of Sydney and environs, rather than a 
particular name from the records, notably Dharug. I sometimes use Iyura (Eora) as a convenient label for the 
variety spoken at Port Jackson and the sea coast, mindful of Attenbrow’s (2002:35-36) discussion of its origin. 
3 Cf. Ngiyampaa puntaayng ‘knee’ (Donaldson 1997:25). 
4 This pair was noted by Troy (1994a): ‘mandawi (manawi ‘foot’; -nd- suggests inland dialect)’. 
5 Cf. Darkinyung gundaa ‘to smell’, and the supposed origin of the placename ‘Gunnamatta Bay’. 
6 Cf. Hunter River & Lake Macquarie kaNTu ‘food: vegetables, fruit and bread (i.e. not flesh)’ (Lissarrague 
2006) based on kunto (F), cundoo (L); Gamilaraay kandul ‘hunger’. 
7 On the basis of the nand form, Wilkins has suggested (Wilkins & Nash 2008:490n8) that possibly some 
words in Iyura varied between having only n and having nd.  
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Dawes’ notebook has a comparative table of six pairs of roots clearly showing a regular 
correspondence between intervocalic -nd- in inland Burubirangál with -n- in coastal Iyura. 
(The table is reproduced in Steele 2005:156, and Wilkins & Nash 2008:489, Collins 1798 
has a related table reproduced by Troy 1994a:10). In the light of information recorded later, 
Dawes’ observation is generalisable to what I propose to call Dawes’ Law, a regular 
difference between Iyura and all of the neighbouring dialects or languages, as demonstrated 
by the set of correspondences in Table 10.1. 

The evidence for item 13 is in these recorded expressions (cf. Troy 1994a:31, and for 
the allomorphy see section 10.3.1 below): 

 
13(a) yarrbuni yarrsbóonie ‘mind your work!’ (literally ‘do not fatigue yourself’) (Db), 

cf. yarrba ‘tire’, yare-bā ‘tired’ (C), tyarsba (Db), yárrsba (Da), yare (An) ‘weary, 
tire or ache’; yarrbundi harabundi ‘old person in bad condition’ (M) 

13(b) guribuni gurιbúnι ‘no ears!—said to a person who was not answering a call’ 
(Db), cf. guri ‘ear’; kūrābūndi ‘deaf’ (R), kūrakubunni (R) 

13(c) gurugabundi kūrūkabundi ‘stammering’ (R); compare garriga garriga (An) 
‘speak’8 

13(d) darabundi tarrabundi ‘toothless’ (R), cf. dara ‘tooth, teeth’ 

13(e)  biyarabuni pierabãunί ‘burnt’ (Db), cf. biya- ‘bite’ 

13(f)  yanmuni yenmoóni ‘not go’ (Da) 

13(g)  bunilbaŋa bunιlbuŋ̇a ‘take off (as a coat)’ (Db), cf. baŋa- ‘make’. This 
expression is a puzzle, unless the item to be removed is expressed by an 
immediately preceding nominal to which buni is suffixed. 

10.2.2  Bilabials 
The Dawes’ Law pattern extends to intervocalic bilabial nasal-stop clusters inside 

stems. Table 10.2 shows words known in the Sydney Language (or failing that another 
Pama-Nyungan language) with a medial mb in reconstituted form, together with each 
source form. The table columns are in two groups: a word with mb in the left half of each 
row, and the corresponding word showing a corresponding m in the right half. 

The records in the middle column, showing -mb-, are all from inland varieties as 
recorded by (M), (R) and (WR), whereas the examples with corresponding -m- in the right 
columns are from Sydney Cove and the coastal variety (allowing for Collins having 
recorded words from both varieties). 

Steele (2005:157) has also noted that ‘-mb is a non-permissible BB combination’ 
(where BB is Biyal-Biyal, Steele’s preferred name for the coastal variety), but did not state 
what happens to etymological mb. 

 
 

                                                                                                                                              
8 The vowels do not correspond, unless perhaps the macrons on the vowels of this form in (R) are a printer’s 
error for breve, a suggestion I owe to Harold Koch (pers. comm.). 
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Table 10.2  Correspondences between medial mb in inland varieties and m  
in the Iyura dialect of the Sydney Language 

# Gloss  Inland Source  Coastal Source 
bat  wirimbi weeramby (C), 

werrimbi ‘flying 
fox’ (WR) 

wirimi weeream-my (An) 14 

fox rat –  
large fox rat9 

wiriyambi wee-ree-am-by  
(C)  

wiriyamin  wee-ree-a-min (C) 

15 grass bambur bumbūr (Malone) bamuru báamoro (Db) 
16 wombat10 wambaty wom-bat (Bass 

1798), wombach 
(C), wombat (Fl), 
womback (Fl), 
wombat (R) 

wamaty11 womat (Fl), wumat (G) 

17 call gamba kumba ‘to shout 
(coowhee)’ (R) 

gama- kama, kamabaou ‘I will 
call’ (Db), ca-mar, 
ca-ma ̄,̄ ka ̄-̄ma ̄ ̄(An), 
cà-ma (A) 

18 sacred kingfisher  dyiRamba12 jirramba (M)  dyiRamak dere-a-mak (HSB) 
19 younger brother [*gambal13]  gamal ? gómůl 'A degree of 

relationship' (Db), 
coo-mal ‘brother’ (Sth), 
go-mul ‘a term of 
friendship’ (C) 

20 kin term two 
generations from 
Ego 

[*gumbu14]  guman go-man ‘grandfather’ 
(C) 

21 blow with your 
breath 

bumbi- bumbi (M) bumi- bo-a-mere (An), 
bwo-me ‘breathe’ (C), 
bo-me ‘breathe’ (A) 

22 geebung (plant)15 mambaRa mambara (M) mamaRi mo-mur-re ‘a fruit’ (An) 

 
Table 10.3 collects all the other known Sydney Language words with a medial mb, 

showing that they are all recorded from the inland dialect. The blanks in the right columns 
show there is no recorded -m- equivalent of the -mb- words in those rows, and all those 
-mb- words are from the definitely inland sources (M) and (R). In my view the lack of 
corresponding coastal forms is primarily due to gaps in the record: there is generally no 
recorded coastal word for each relevant meaning. 

                                                                                                                                              
9 Collins’ ‘fox rat’ should probably be read as ‘fox bat’, a suggestion that has also been made by Steele 
(2005). 
10 For a detailed account of the wombat word see Nash (2009). 
11 See section 10.4.6 below for a discussion of this variant. 
12 Cf. Darkinyung djuramba (Jones 2008). 
13 Cf. Hunter River & Lake Macquarie kampal ‘brother (younger)’, (Lissarrague 2006:113) based on Kum-
bul (Threlkeld 1834:87), Kumbȧl (Threlkeld 1892:54), kambal (Hale 1846). 
14 Cf. Gathang gimbi ‘grandmother’ (Lissarrague 2010:227), Dyirbal gumbu ‘MoMo(Br/Si); MoFaWi, 
MoFaSiHu; FaFaeSiDa, FaMoeBrDa’ self-reciprocal (Dixon 1989:247); also related forms meaning 
‘daughter’s child (of woman)’ in Yir-Yaront and Kok-Kaper (Alpher pers. comm.). 
15 The plant name was copied from the Sydney Language name recorded by Dawes as tyíbuŋ (Db). 
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Table 10.3  Words with medial mb, all in inland varieties of the Sydney Language 

# Gloss Inland Source Coastal Source 
brother-in-law dyambi  jambi (R)   23 
sister-in-law dyambiŋ jambiŋ (R)   

24 Cattle – horned 
cattle 

gambagalak16 kumbakuluk (R)   

25 deaf gambaRubaluŋ or 
gumbaRubaluŋ 

kumbarobalong (M)   

26 stars gimbawali kimperwali (M), 
kimberwalli (R) 

  

27 sprat gumbaRa kumbara (M)   
28 quail muwambi moumbi (M)   
29 earth, ground  bimal bimmall (R) bimal pē-mul (An), 

per-mul (C), 
pe-mul (C), 
pe-mall (A), 
bumal (Pa), 
bé-mul (Sth), 
pé-mul (Sth) 

Note that item 29 is included even though it is not specifically relevant, but because of the similar NSW 
Pidgin word Bimble ‘earth’ (‘Barbarism’, Threlkeld 1834:ix), bimbel ‘districts, tribal land, earth’ (Wafer & 
Lissarrague 2008:814) the medial mb of which does not participate in Dawes’ Law. As Harold Koch 
observes (pers. comm.), a *bimbal form cannot be sourced to a particular NSW language and bimbal  
may have been copied from coastal Sydney bimal with English epenthetic b. Support for this comes from  
the potential cognate bimang ‘plain’ in the Monaro (south of Canberra) (Wafer & Lissarrague 2008:584, 
595). 

10.2.3  Velars 
The parallel correspondences for velars are gathered in Table 10.4, showing that 

Dawes’ Law can be generalised also to that place of articulation. 

Table 10.4  Correspondences between medial ŋg in inland varieties and ŋ  
in the Iyura dialect of the Sydney Language 

# Gloss  Inland Source Coastal Source 
30 flying 

squirrel 
baŋgu17 bangu (M); bung-go 

(M), bâng-go (M1) 
baŋu bong-o (An) 

31 fly (insect) maRaŋ ~ 
mayaŋka18 ? 

marang ‘blowfly’ (M), 
mâ-rang (M1) 

mayaŋa, 
mayanaŋ 

mī-an-ga, mi-ang-a (Sth), 
miangah (An), mi-a-nong 
(C), my-ang-a (A)19 

                                                                                                                                              
16 The vowels written u by Rowley are uncertain between a and u; I have chosen a on the basis of southern 
NSW evidence assembled by Harold Koch (pers. comm.). It is also possible that this word shares a root 
something like *gamba ‘ear’ with item 25. 
17 Cf. Darkinyung baŋgu (Jones 2008), Ngunawal (Mathews 1904:303), Bun goo Bateman’s Bay (L), 
bangku ‘flying fox’ Dharawal/ Dhurga (Eades 1976:76) 
18 Cf. Darkinyung maiunga ‘common fly’ [M1903] (Jones 2008:165). 
19 This is a word distinct from moor-rone ‘a large fly that bites’ (A), cf. Awabakal mooroyee ‘fly, blowfly’ 
(Threlkeld in Lissarrague 2006:125). 
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# Gloss  Inland Source Coastal Source 
32 duck sp. yuraŋi  

(possibly 
yuraŋgi)20 

yurungai (M), 
yoor´-rung-ī ‘black 
duck’ (M1), yūrānyi 
‘black duck’ (R) 

yuraŋi yoo-rong-i ‘wild duck’ 
(C) 

33 thunder muruŋal ? 
(possibly 
muruŋgal) 

murungal (M), 
moor´-rung-al (M1), 
mūrongal (R) 

muruŋal ~ 
maruŋal 

mu-rungle, moo-rung-ul 
(An), mara-ong-al, 
ma-roong-al (Sth), 
morun-gle21 (A), 
mong-alla22 (C) 

34 lightning maŋa or  
maŋga ? 

māngāmānā (R) maŋi ~ maŋa mong-he (An), mong-hī 
(An), mang-a (A) 

35 dingo  
(native dog) 

dyuŋgu23 tein-go (C), din-go (C), 
jūnghō or dingo (R) 

dyuŋu tung-o, tung-oro ‘dogs’ 
(An); Jung-ara py-yay, 
‘Killed by dogs’ (C), 
jung-o24 (C) 

36 cry or  
weep 

duŋga- dunga (M),  
doong-´ga (M1)25 

duŋa- túnga (b), tong-e 
(female) (An), tong-i 
(male) (An), tongay 
(An), tonga (A), toongha 
(P), toong-a (Sth), 
ton-ga-bil-lie (C) 

37 sleep naŋa- or  
naŋga- or 
nanga- ? 

nungare (M), nung-a-re 
(M1), nangri (R); 
Gathang nangga ‘lie 
down’ (Lissarrague 
2010:256) 

naŋa- or 
nanga- ? (or 
naŋga- etc; 
-ba ‘Future’ 
item 59) 

nanga (a), nan-ga-re 
(An), nan-go-bar (An), 
nang-a (C), nangorar (P), 
nan-ga-ra (A), nan-gā-rā 
(Sth), nangree (Pa) 

38 nails garuŋgali car-rung-gle (An) garuŋin car-rung-im (C),  
corungun (A) 

39 dance daŋura dungara (M),  
dung´-go-râ (M1) 

daŋura tang o-ra (A) 

40 wonga  
pigeon 

waŋga-waŋga won-ga won-ga  
(Breton 1833:270), 
wonga-wonga (R) 

waŋa-waŋ wang-a-wang (HSB) 
‘Ground Parrot, 
Pezoporus wallicus’26 

                                                                                                                                              
20 The second vowel might be u, cf. Darkinyung yurungayi (Jones 2008). 
21 This spelling, morun-gle, implies the third syllable begins with a velar stop, preceded by a nasal which 
could be heterorganic or homorganic. I choose the homorganic interpretation to fit with the evidence of a 
simple velar nasal in the coastal forms. Also, source (A) is usually the coastal dialect, but in my analysis it 
attests here the expected inland nasal-stop cluster. 
22 Collins (1802) vocabulary has an entry man-nie mong-alla ‘surprised’ which Troy (1994a:67) analyses as 
‘mannyi muŋala (man- “take” muŋala “thunder”)’. In this analysis, the final a is the allomorph (after a 
consonant) of the ergative/instrumental case suffix (Steele 2005:246), and the first two syllables of muruŋal 
have been elided into one syllable. Alternatively the ‘lightning’ word 34 is the stem. 
23 In the reconstituted forms I have reconstituted the initial consonant as a laminal stop and the first vowel as 
u, but the reconstution could be diŋu ~ diŋgu, say. However it is just the medial consonant(s) that is relevant 
to the discussion here. 
24 This word is actually glossed ‘Common name’ and is the first entry under the heading ‘BEASTS’; I 
include it here because of the close fit with the form, and the meaning association. 
25 The similar word yunga (R), cf. yoonggee (M2), could be cognate but borrowed from the west. 
26 This identification (repeated by Hindwood 1965:90) is at odds with the denotation of the Inland word 
‘Wonga Pigeon Leucosarcia melanoleuca’. Note that the source HSB applies one term ‘Gorail’ to six other 
parrots and does not list the Wonga Pigeon. 
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# Gloss  Inland Source Coastal Source 
41 neck, throat gaŋga ~ gaŋa ? Gan-gà [name at the 

Hawkesbury] (T), 
Gang-a ‘Neck’ (C 
Inland), kangga (Hale 
1846), kungga (M) 

gaŋa ? Ganga (PPK) 

41a chest scar   gaŋaRay káŋarιn ‘from seaming’ 
(Db)27, Cong-ar-rey 
(An), cong-ar-ray ‘Scars 
on the breast’ (C), 
congare ‘short scars’ 
(Mahroot: Steele 2005) 

42 banksia wadaŋgari wa-tang-gre ‘The 
Banksiad which bears 
the bottle washer’ (An) 

wadaŋari wattang-ree ‘The Honey 
tree of NSW’ (Port 
Jackson Painter) 28 

42a plant sp.29 wadaŋgali or 
wadaŋali ? 

wattungulle ‘wattle’ 
(M) 

wadaŋal wȧtaŋál, among ‘names 
of flowers bearing honey 
…’ (Db) 

43 tree sp.30 daRaŋgaRa ta-rang-ge-ra ‘cabbage 
tree’ (An); Darungara 
‘Lagoon at church’ ~ 
Tarangara ‘(Cabbage 
tree) Part of Browns 
Lagoon’ (McG) 

daRaŋaRa Tonung'ora31 Torrangora 
‘E. paniculata ironbark 
tree’ (Caley); Tarrangera 
guy ‘Where the 
fisherman’s hut is’  
(An) 32 

44 (group 
name) 

Burubiraŋgal33 Boò-roo-ber-on-gal 
(Tench 1961:225), Bu-
ru-be-ron-gal (Phillip’s 
journal in Hunter 
1793:342) 

Burubiraŋal Burubiraŋál (Dawes 
1791:46a) 

                                                                                                                                              
27 Dawes specified a dotless i to represent i, in contrast with dotted i for the diphthong ayi, and he wrote 
káŋarιn with a dotless i. The form occurs in a phrase translated as ‘He was angry with him for seaming 
Beriwani’ apparently using the verb ‘seam’ meaning ‘to mark by cutting’. Troy (1994a:72) inferred the 
translation was ‘scam’ and listed the word as ‘deceive, scam gunga kaŋa’. 
28 See http://internt.nhm.ac.uk/jdsml/nature-online/first-fleet/ (accessed October 2009). Maiden (October 
1895 per Steele 2005) identified Wattung-urree as Red Honeysuckle (sc. Banksia serrata). 
29 Perhaps these words reflect the same word as in item 42 (as David Wilkins suggested to me of wȧtaŋál), 
even though a banksia is not a wattle. 
30 I group these words because of the correspondence of form and similarity of meaning. The denotation is 
unclear; the term ‘cabbage tree’ in NSW usually has denoted a kind of palm (as Troy 1994a takes ta-rang-ge-
ra to), but it has also applied to some Eucalypts. 
31 Webb (1995:55, 176) twice transcribes the word as Tonung’ora but Torrangora is the spelling adopted by the 
botanist Maiden (1903:990, 996) from Caley’s specimen. I take the apostrophe ’ to mark the pronunciation of 
ng as the velar nasal. Caley most likely learnt the word from Moowat’tin (Dan) ‘a bush, or inland native of Port 
Jackson, but had been reared in Parramatta …’ (Webb 1995:55). If the pronunciation Caley records was indeed 
daRaŋaRa (or danaŋaRa) not daRaŋgaRa, it is the variant which I would expect to be Coastal not Inland, but 
I cannot explain why Dan would have provided this variant. Caley’s other vocabulary shows a few signs of 
being Inland rather than Coastal: his Cuck’unda ‘kookaburra’ (cf. above), and Torumba ~ Torsun’ba ‘Forest 
Mahogany’ (cf. below). 
32 Jeremy Steele (pers. comm.) suggested this Sydney Harbour placename may derive from the tree name. 
33 Probably composed of buru ‘(Eastern Grey) kangaroo’, -biraŋ associative suffix, gentilic suffix  
-gal (Wilkins & Nash 2008:488n7), with Dawes’ Rule (see below) applying at the second morpheme 
boundary. 
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The situation with the dingo word is murkier than entry 35 in Table 10.4 implies. There 
are early coastal records indeterminate between a medial nasal-stop cluster and a medial 
velar nasal: dingo (Tench (1961:49[83]), tingo (A) (F), jungo (Pa); and other coastal records 
that imply a medial nasal-stop cluster: Tun-go-Wo-re-gal34 (An), tein-go (C), din-go (C). 
The simplest account of the variation in the records of the medial consonants is that  
there were two pronunciations dyiŋu (coastal) and dyiŋgu (inland), fitting the variation in 
homorganic nasal-stop clusters. A corresponding form is found outside the Sydney region 
only to the north, in Awabakal, the Lake Macquarie Language, for which Threlkeld (1834) 
lists: 

 
Tin-ku, a she dog. (1834:10) 
Ting-ko, A bitch (1834:92) 
 

Both these spellings would represent a nasal-stop cluster, but from the available 
Awabakal data Lissarrague (2006) has not been able to distinguish heterorganic nk or ñk 
from homorganic ŋk. The possibility of a heterorganic cluster ng or ñg cannot be ruled out. 
The ñg possibility could be what is behind the high front vowel pronunciation implied by 
tein-go, din-go (C) and dingo (R) (but the initial dy might suffice). Dawes’ Law apparently 
applied to a heterorganic cluster (see section 10.2.5 below) predicting for the coastal 
dialect a heterorganic nasal-nasal cluster nŋ or ñŋ. Either nasal-nasal cluster could well 
have been heard as a simple nasal ŋ by the early recorders who recorded the spellings 
implying simple ŋ (in the right hand column in Table 10.4). 

I close this section with mention of a few words with velars which on the face of it do 
not fit the proposed correspondence. One such is item 41 in Table 10.4 above which is a 
curious mix of the expected pattern (the inland Mathews and Hale records, unambiguously 
with medial ŋg) with contradictory data from Collins (1798) (his explicit assignment of 
Gang-a, unambiguously gaŋa, to the inland) and from Tench, usually coastal (his record 
Gan-ga, unambiguously gaŋga). Note that this word may be the root of gaŋaray ‘chest 
scar’, item 41b. 

Another early source Anon. (c1790) (An), which can usually (but not always) be taken 
to represent the coastal variety, has at least two words with a fairly definite indication of a 
nasal-stop cluster, quoted in items 42 and 43 above. These records suggest that intervocalic 
ŋg might be allowed in the coastal variety, if only as a variant. 

For completeness: there is just one record suggesting a related but different variation: 
the correspondence of -ng- (or -ŋg- ?) with -g- (not with -ŋ-): 

 
‘swamp wallaby, Wallabia bicolor’ bagaRay bag-ga-ray (An), bag-gar-ray 
(C), baggaray (P), bag-ga-ree (W); bangaRay ban-ga-ray ‘The red kangaroo’ 
(A); gaRaya gorea ‘kangaroo (red)’ (R) 

10.2.4  Palatals and interdentals 
The parallel correspondences for palatals are gathered in Table 10.5, showing that 

Dawes’ Law applies to ñc- ~ -ñ- correspondences. 

                                                                                                                                              
34 This entry is an interpolation in the manuscript; it includes wuragal wor-re-gal (C), waregal ‘large dog’ 
(A), and is inserted above Tung-o ‘a dog’. 
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Table 10.5  Correspondences between medial nydy [ñc] in inland varieties  
and ny [ñ] in the costal dialect of the Sydney Language 

# Gloss Inland Source Coastal Source 
45 bird (generic) bunytyaŋ ? bunjun (M) binyaŋ beeniáng (Db), bin-yang (An), 

bin-yang (A), binyan (K) 
46 house, hut gunydya gunya (R), gunji (M) gunya gonye (Db), Mau-gon-yai-ra 

‘at his house’ (D), gon-ye 
(An), gong-ye (An), gong-yea 
(An), go-niee (An), go-nie 
(C), gon-yi (A), gunee (Pa) 

47 belly binydyi Ben-de (inland) (C), 
bindhi (M), bindi (R), 
bindhiwurra ‘pregnant’ 
(M), Bin’-dee [name at 
the Hawkesbury] (T) 

binyi bin-yee-ghine (An),  
binny ‘with young’ (A, H); 
bin-niee ‘pregnant’35 (C) 

Note on item 46: Rowley (source R)’s gunya is anomalous for the inland dialect: an ñc cluster is expected, 
and is recorded by R. H. Mathews (source M). The likely explanation is that the word had established in 
English by the early 19th century (AND), and had been borrowed into the inland dialect, though with gunji 
also remembered as Mathews recorded it at the end of the 19th century. The word is reconstituted with the 
cluster (and first vowel u) on wider evidence as Ngunawal guñci (H. Koch pers. comm.) and Southern 
Ngarigu gundji ‘home, camp’ (Hercus 1986:246), pCNSW *gundhi (Austin 1997:23, #67), pPNy *kuñci 
‘house’ (Alpher 2004), cf. Australian English goondie (AND 1988) and see section 10.4.1 below. Whether 
the first vowel is u or a (or possibly either) may not affect the consonant correspondence. 

Table 10.6  Some heterorganic clusters in the Sydney Language 

# Gloss Inland Source Coastal Source 
48 lizard bunbuRa36 bunburra (M) ‘small lizard’ bunmiRi bun-mer-re (An) 
49 kiss bunygay (bunydya- 

?) cf. pPNy ?*puñka- 
‘suck, kiss’ (Alpher 
pers.comm.) 

bonge (M),  
bon´-gay (M MS),  
bôñ-gay (M N5) 

bunya- boon-ya (A); ‘kiss each 
other’: boon-alliey (An), 
bunalle (Pa), 
boon-abbiey (A) 

50 fire [ganbi] attested only 
as a common word in 
languages south of 
Sydney 

 gana- ~ 
gani 

Kánalang ‘heat’, 
Kanamadiaoú ‘I set it on 
fire’, and Kåní1 guraŋa2 
‘It is burnt1 in the fire2’ 
(Db:11), cannadinga 
‘burn’ (A) 

50’ Tree 
sp. 

daranba ~ daramba Caley Torumba ~ Torsun’ba 
“Forest Mahogany, E. 
resinifera’ ‘more the name 
of the sea coast natives’; ‘If 
my memory fails not our 
natives [sc. Parramatta] 
generally call it Cotogur’a.’ 
(Webb 1995:55) 

daRamu te-ra-mo (An) ‘Trees’ 

Note on item 50’: It is by no means clear that these two words are cognate. Assuming daranba is the correct 
inland form, the expected coastal cognate form is daranma or darama. With respect to the meaning, te-re-mo 
occurs the first in a list of tree types, and has been taken to be a generic term; however it is conceivably 
polysemous, with the Forest Mahogany taken as a prototypical tree; note the following line in the source is a 
word glossed ‘Large Brown Mahogany tree’. 
                                                                                                                                              
35 It is common in Australian languages for the word for pregnant to be based on the word for ‘belly; 
stomach’. Note that the two Mathews words link ‘pregnant’ and ‘belly’. 
36 Cf. Ngunawal bunburung ‘small lizard’ (Mathews 1904). 
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10.2.5  Heterorganic clusters 
An obvious consideration is whether the simplification applied to a heterorganic cluster, 

or only to homorganic clusters. It is difficult to tell as the data generally neutralises the 
contrast between homorganic and heterorganic nasal+stop clusters; the main examples are 
gathered in Table 10.6 above. 

The clearest example of a correspondence is in item 48, which shows that the 
corresponding coastal word has the nasal corresponding to the stop. Other coastal 
equivalents of a heterorganic nasal+stop cluster may be in items 49 and 50, where the 
corresponding coastal word lacks an equivalent of the stop. The apparent suffixes in the 
coastal forms are not fully understood, and, as Mark Harvey (pers. comm.) observes, the 
correspondence in item 49 involves different inflected forms of the verb stem. 

On the other hand, there is some (rather poor) evidence of coastal heterorganic 
nasal+stop clusters. First, note the couple of anomalous examples near the end of section 
10.2.3 above, which both possibly involve a persisting heterorganic nasal+k cluster. 
Another possible example is the placename 68 below, where if Dawes has an accent over 
the n it could be interpreted as heterorganic from the following g and thus the placename 
can be reconstituted with a medial heterorganic cluster ng. Also see the discussion of the 
‘dingo’ word, item 35 above. 

Most of the evidence for heterorganic nasal+stop clusters in the coastal dialect is in 
personal names.37 Steele (2005:155) cites ‘the personal names “Nanbarri”, “Buwinba” …, 
and “Bunda”’, which, as he later (2005:157) comments are ‘perhaps not bound by the non-
permissibility rule’ – the names of these individuals may well derive from the inland dialect 
(or from another language of the region). There are a few other names that can be added: 

 
# Gloss Coastal Source 

51 ornament bingada ben-gad-da (An), ben-gàd-ee (Tench 1961:141) 
52 thumb wiyangara  wī-an-gǎ-rǎ (Sth); wiyumanu  

wy-o-man-no (C) 
53 [person’s name] garaŋaraŋ Karaŋ^

aráŋ (Db) 
53a ‘the name of a boy 

from Botany Bay’ 
garangarani or possibly 
garaŋ(g)arani 

Carrangarra^
ny (An) 

54  ‘name of a little girl’ gunangulyi Gonan-goolie (An) 
 
Troy (1994a) reconstitutes 53a as garangarani; another possibility is garañ-garañ; 

both possibilities have a heterorganic cluster at the reduplication boundary. However it 
may well be that item 53a is an inferior rendering of the same name as 53. 

For completeness, note that the Sydney Language does have some (heterorganic) 
nasal+nasal clusters, apparently in the coastal dialect, as shown in the following examples: 

 
# Gloss Coastal Source 

55  woman’s name (Patye) ganmaŋnal Kanmāŋnál (Db) 
56  ‘Farm Cove’ wuganmagulya Woggan-ma-gule (An) 
57  ‘point called the docks’ barayinma Pa-rein-ma 
58  ‘Eucalyptus haemostoma’ waŋnaRi wong’nary (Caley) 

                                                                                                                                              
37 There is Yan-bad ‘tired’ (An) (yanbat in Troy 1994a:65, 1994b:73), but, as Steele (2005:158) suggests, 
this could be a garbling of the stem attested in Yarebadiow ‘I am tired’ (An) and elsewhere (see item 13(a) 
above), perhaps from a misreading of handwriting. 
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However there is no evidence that these nasal+nasal clusters correspond to a nasal+stop 
clusters elsewhere. 

In summary, the slim evidence is that Dawes’ Law probably applied to a heterorganic 
nasal-stop cluster and nasalised the stop. 

10.3 Discussion 
10.3.1 Morphophonological rule 

As well as noticing some of the correspondences between dialects in Table 10.1, Dawes 
(c1790b) had also explicitly noticed a synchronic assimilation rule in the coastal dialect 
(Iyura) inherent in his note to the form Bárinmunīn: ‘Note. If Barin had not ended with an 
n it would have been bunīn instead of munīn’. 

This can be restated as: across a morpheme boundary a potential n+b cluster is realised 
as n+m. Dawes’ observation was not published until Troy (1994a:27) included it, but as a 
‘comment on phonotactics’ with respect to bilabials: ‘Analysis of the verbal morphology 
of the language provides further evidence for the transformation of b to m following n’ 
(Troy 1994a:27). 

In the late 1980s Wilkins noticed that the observation could be generalised, and recently 
made published mention of this: ‘In the coastal dialect, there is a morphophonological rule 
which changed the initial stop consonant of a suffix to the homorganic nasal when that 
suffix was attached to a stem ending in a nasal’ (Wilkins & Nash 2008:488). 

I propose to call this Dawes’ Rule. An effect of Dawes’ Rule is to eliminate any 
nasal+stop cluster that might otherwise arise across a morpheme boundary; in other words, 
the synchronic Dawes’ Rule enforces the phonotactic pattern due to the diachronic Dawes’ 
Law. As Dawes noted, the rule applies to the privative suffix -buni (item 13 in Table 10.1) 
accounting for its allomorph -muni; and in his vocabulary entry for the suffix ‘belonging’ 
there are two forms ‘Bǐrong or Mǐrong’. Troy (1994a:27) added ‘Analysis of the verbal 
morphology of the language provides further evidence for the transformation of b to m 
following n’, presumably thinking of the alternation in the tense suffix, item 59. 

 
59 Future -ba ~ -ma 
60 belonging to, Associative -biraŋ ~ -miraŋ ‘Bǐrong or Mǐroŋ’ (Db) 

 
Steele (2005) made counts of consonant combinations, though not distinguishing 

intramorphemic combinations from clusters across a morpheme boundary: 
 

The non-permissibility of ‘b’, and also of ‘d’, after a nasal, is a dialectal feature of 
Biyal-Biyal. While all the surrounding languages permit, and have many examples of, 
-nb, -mb and -nd (none of -md) […] there are none in Biyal-Biyal except in the 
personal names ‘Nanbarri’, ‘Buwinba’ (-nb) (one of Bennelong’s names), and ‘Bunda’ 
(-nd); and in two suspect records in the ‘Anon’ notebook. Where the combination 
might normally have been expected, as when the b-initial privative suffix buni or 
future tense marker ba might otherwise have followed a syllable ending in -n, these 
were replaced by muni (see X6.3 above) and ma (see X1.1, and X6.5 below) 
respectively. (Steele 2005:155) 

 
The statement of Dawes’ Rule (across a morpheme boundary) is to be modified slightly 

when it applies to a homorganic cluster, in that it produces a simple nasal, not a geminate 
nasal. The alternation for the homorganic velar cluster can be seen in Table 10.7 in some 
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words of human reference apparently involving a feminine suffix -galyuŋ (items 61–63), 
and a suffix -gali (items 64–65, cf. Darkinyung -gali ‘two (kinship pair)’, Jones 2008:158). 

 
Table 10.7 Allomorphy of two nominal suffixes in the costal dialect  

of the Sydney Language 

# Stem Stem with suffix 
61 buraŋ bo-rahng (C) ‘namesake  

of a deceased male’ 
buraŋalyuŋ bo-rahng-al-le-on (C) ‘namesake  
of a deceased female’ 

62 gawal ‘senior, big’ kowal gawalgalyuŋ kowalgaliǎŋ (Db) ‘elder sister’ 
ga(wa)lgalyuŋ cal-gal-le-on (An, C)  
‘Magellanic cloud—the greater’ 

63 ŋaraŋ ‘small’ ŋaraŋalyuŋ ŋaráŋaliǎŋ (Db) ‘younger sister’ 
ŋaraŋalyuŋ gnar-rang-al-le-on (C)  
‘Magellanic cloud—the lesser’ 

64 biyan- ‘father’ biána (Db) biyaŋali beeangélly (Db), be-yung-ulley (Sth) 
65 maguŋ makūŋ ‘sweetheart or lover’ (Db), 

mau-gohn (C) 
maguŋali maugon-ally, makungáli ‘husband, wife’ 
(Db), mau-gohn-nal-ly ‘a temporary wife’ (C) 

 
The rule appears not to have applied between the components of a compound: in the 

‘favourite term of reproach’ gunin-bada (guni ‘faeces’, bada- ‘eat’) go-nin-pat-ta (T) 
(Troy 1994a:79), and possibly Parran-banie-diou ‘Eating (the act of)’ (An). 

10.3.2  Reduplication boundary 
There are one or two words that suggest that Dawes’ Law may also have applied at the 

internal boundary in a reduplication: 
 
garaŋaraŋ [name of person] (Db) see 53 
garaŋaraŋ ca-rung-a ̌̌-rung ‘woman; also pretty’ (Sth) 
 

Note that the source spellings are inconsistent with the words being a full reduplication, 
*garaŋaraŋ. Note however that this reduplication is lexical; we do not have evidence of 
productive reduplication in the Sydney Language. 

10.3.3  Parallels in other Australian languages 
There are other subgroups of the Pama-Nyungan family where intervocalic homorganic 

nasal+stop clusters have simplified to the nasal. Where we have more information about 
the languages than we do about the Sydney Language, we can be surer of the inferred 
processes, and so consideration of them may provide an instructive parallel. 

One subgroup where a change akin to Dawes’ Law has applied is the Yolŋu Matha 
languages of northeast Arnhem Land. 

 
There is actually a systematic sound correspondence in evidence here whereby nasal 
consonants in the Yolngu languages match homorganic nasal+stop clusters in other 
Pama-Nyungan languages. This is most naturally interpreted in terms of a Proto-
Yolngu sound change ND>N (Alpher 2004:122, with references to earlier recognition 
by O’Grady (1990:90) and McConvell (1997:225)). (Sutton & Koch 2008:489) 
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It is not clear whether erstwhile heterorganic nasal+stop clusters persist in the Yolngu 
languages. The modern languages do have heterorganic (and homorganic) nasal+stop 
clusters (and heterorganic nasal+nasal clusters), but there is only one attributable to 
inheritance, namely kunca ‘pandanus’ (Alpher 2004, pers. comm.). 

In the Thura subgroup, illustrated by correspondences between Kaurna and Parnkalla 
(Simpson & Hercus 2004:190), there is evidence of simplification of apical clusters, and 
some evidence for velar clusters. 

Other minor parallels are in Warlmanpa and Eastern Warlpiri, which show diachronic 
simplification to the nasal of an erstwhile homorganic nasal-stop cluster in some nominal 
suffixes, e.g. -parna ‘having’ (Warlpiri -parnta), and -nga ‘locative’ (Warlpiri -ngka). 
Synchronically, there is ‘a general phonetic tendency towards nasal assimilation in clusters 
in western dialects of Gurindji. e.g pinka is often heard as [ˈbinŋʌ]’ (McConvell 
1988:150), and ‘Mudbura also displays in an isolated case a third, regressive type of NASAL 
CLUSTER DISSIMILATION’ (McConvell 1988:155). The Kimberley language Gooniyandi’s 
‘what-cha-ma-call-it’ word ngoorndoongoorno ‘is quite transparently constructed from the 
“personal” indefinite ngoorndoo “who”’ (McGregor 1990:148), though this is the only 
cluster reduction by stop-deletion in the language. Otherwise, Gooniyandi has a rule of 
nasal dissimilation of type ND>D, which ‘deletes the nasal in a homorganic nasal-stop 
cluster when it immediately follows … any nasal-stop cluster’ (McGregor 1990:98); cf. 
similar rules in Gurindji and related languages (McConvell 1988). 

10.4  Implications 
10.4.1  Loans to and from English 

Australian English has borrowed a couple of the words listed above. These are gunyah 
‘hut’ (coastal form of item 46) and bingy38 ‘stomach’ (inland form of item 47). The 
colonists at Sydney encountered the coastal dialect before the inland dialect and the dates 
of the earliest attestations as English (1803 and 1859 respectively according to the AND) 
conform to this order. Some pockets of Australian English also have (or had) gundy ~ 
goondie ‘hut’, which matches the inland form of item 46, but the earliest citation is as late 
as 1876 and the AND judges that it was borrowed from the cognate word in the inland 
NSW languages Wiradhuri and Kamilaroi gunday ‘stringybark, a hut made therefrom’, 
pCNSW *gundhi (Austin 1997:30). 

There is a separate inland word that probably also has been borrowed from these inland 
NSW languages: bundi ‘club—a plain club’ (M). Compare the AND entry: 

 
bondi, n. 1 Also boondie, bundi, bundy. [Prob. a. Wiradhuri and Kamilaroi bundi.] 1. 
A heavy Aboriginal club. 

Also the placename Boondi ‘Bondi’ (Thornton 1896 per Attenbrow 2002:12) 
 
A couple of loans from English in the early days of the colony retained homorganic 

medial clusters, as recorded by Dawes (c1790b): kandãul ‘candle’, winda ‘window’, 
Englánda ‘in England’, and possibly blanket. These examples show that there was not a 
strong phonotactic prohibition against medial homorganic nasal-stop clusters. 

                                                                                                                                              
38 The standard modern spelling is bingy, ‘Also bingey, bingie, binjie, binjy’ (AND 1988). 
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10.4.2  Placenames 
Some Sydney-area placenames involve a nasal+stop cluster, and a few are recorded in 

variant form with a simple nasal instead of the cluster. The data in Table 10.8 is extracted 
mostly from Attenbrow (2002:9-11, 2009:31-42). 

 
Table 10.8 Sydney-area placenames involving a nasal+stop cluster  

(after Attenbrow 2002) 

# Place Nasal+stop Nasal only 
66 Macleay Point ~ 

Darling Point 
Yarrandabby (L, Mitchell) ‘Macleay 
Point’ 

Yaranabe ‘Darling Point’39 

67 Shark Island Boam-billy (L) Bo-a-millie (An) 
68 North Head Garańgal (Db), Car-rang-gel (An)  
69 Middle Harbour, 

Warringah 
Warrin gá (L) Warringà (Mitchell) (or 

nasal+stop ?) 
70 Mosman Bay Goram bullagong ~ Gorambùllagong  
71 Darling Harbour Tumbalong (L), Tumbulong (Mitchell)  
72 Kurnell40 Kundal (Larmer: Stack per Attenbrow 

2010:13) 
Kundul (Thornton 1892:7, per Attenbrow 
2002:13) 

Kurnell [ˌkɜˈnɛl] (Appleton  
& Appleton 1992) 

 
Consider 66 and 67 in Table 10.8 above. These two locations are on Sydney Harbour 

and in the district of the coastal dialect, and so the ‘nasal only’ pronunciation would be 
expected to be the ‘real’ pronunciation, and the inlanders could easily also pronounce this. 
The attested nasal+stop versions can be attributed to inlanders, but quite by what process is 
not clear. The possibilities that occur to me are (a) the inlanders who came to live around 
Port Jackson retained an earlier pronunciation as appropriate to their dialect;41 which would 
fit also with a possibility that (b) the placenames involve an ordinary word that has not 
been recorded and that had an inland equivalent with a nasal+stop cluster; (c) the 
placenames involve some kind of suffix, *-dabi or *-bili, with the suffix-initial stop 
becoming a nasal after a nasal by the rule described above in 10.2.1.42 

Further north, and outside the region considered by Attenbrow (2002, 2009) and 
probably beyond the ambit of the Sydney Language, there is Barrenjoey ~ Barranjoey 
                                                                                                                                              
39 ‘Sydney Cove’, Aboriginal names of places in Australia, Town and Country Journal 21/9/1878:545, per 
Attenbrow (2002:11). 
40 The usual vocabulary sources do not corroborate the word suggested in this secondary source: ‘Possibly a 
corruption of a Dharuk(?) Aboriginal term, cunthal or kundle, perhaps meaning “wild carrot”, or possibly an 
Aboriginal corruption of surname of John Connell, the first settler in the area’. (Appleton & Appleton 
1992:160) The latter origin was asserted by Alanson (1933:78) ‘Kurnell derived its name from a corrupted 
and aboriginal sounding of Connell. Connell for many years owned and lived upon the site’ and it is 
interesting that was said to be an Aboriginal involvement in the pronunciation. Even if the ‘Connell’ origin is 
correct, it could have been that Aboriginal involvement extended to providing an alternate hypercorrect 
inland pronunciation with medial [nd]. 
41 Or possibly the inlanders made some kind of hypercorrection on the pronunciation of a placename 
originally outside their district, putting on it their stamp of an intervocalic nd and mb which would not be 
phonotactically possible in the coastal dialect. 
42 For Boam-billy ~ Bo-a-millie, the stem could be bwo-me (C), bo-me (A) ‘breathe’. 
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(Barranjuee on an 1872 map, Steele 2005), the southern headland to Broken Bay. The 
word appears to contain a palatal nasal+stop cluster, which would be anomalous in the 
coastal dialect of the Sydney Language. 

10.4.3  bombora 
The Australian English word bombora is known from earliest citations in the 1870s 

(AND 1988) in the Sydney area, and its source is said to be ‘[Prob. f. a N.S.W. Aboriginal 
language.]’, but beyond this its source has long been obscure. If the word genuinely had a 
homorganic (bilabial) medial cluster, then we can deduce it did not originate from the 
coastal dialect of the Sydney Language. Conceivably this word relates to bambur ‘grass’, 
item 15 above (from seagrass on the underwater feature?). 

 
1871 Industr. Progress N.S.W. 789 Some [fishing grounds] are on sunken rocks in 
about 8 fathoms water, ‘Bumborers’, as they are generally termed, from 1 to 3 miles 
distant from the shore others on rocky patches in deeper water. 1871 Ibid. 791 A 
cable-length or so distant from ‘Jibben Head’, the southern point of the entrance to 
Port Hacking, lies Jibben ‘bumborer’, a fishing-mark of great repute. (AND 1988) 

10.4.4  *ka:mpa- 
Dawes’ (c1790b) unique record of kāma ‘to dig’ can be seen as a potential reflex of 

proto-Pama-Nyungan *ka:mpa- ‘cook in earth oven’ vtr (Alpher 2004:431). The 
protoform is known to descend as ‘cover, bury’ in some languages of Cape York Peninsula 
and central Queensland, but Alpher (2004) has no reflexes in southeast Australia. Without 
another reflex of *ka:mpa- in the subgroup, there’s a likelihood that kāma is a chance 
correspondence. Note that the other sound equivalences needed in this comparison are 
supported by pPN *kuna ‘excrement’ (Alpher 2004:439-440) descending as Sydney kuni 
(M), gonin (guni ‘excrement’ -in ‘from’) (Tench) ‘excrement’. 

10.4.5  Dialect of the sources 
Once the correspondences of Dawes’ Law are accepted (on the basis of the data 

assembled in section 10.2 above) then in turn the historical sources can be classified 
according to whether or not they record the nasal+stop (inland) dialect. The situation is 
summarised in the note introducing the References below. In general, as might be expected 
from what we know of Sydney’s history, the earliest sources record the coastal dialect and 
the later sources record the inland dialect. We can infer that Anonymous (c1790) records 
some inland words, and that Collins (1802) mixes inland and coastal words. 

10.4.6  Language group identity 
Cross-dialectal phonological variants are among the best known markers of shared and 

contrastive language identity, ones of which the speakers are usually aware and can 
exemplify. Lt Dawes effectively noticed a glimmer of this in 1791 for two varieties of  
the Sydney Language, and this paper has shown the wider extent of the regular sound 
correspondence that constitutes part of the dialect distinction. Unfortunately the historical 
record lacks explicit speaker comments on Sydney dialect differences, but in their absence 
we can perhaps discern some such awareness in two aspects of the data presented above. 
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The record of the womat variant of wombat (item 16) is curious given that wombats did 
not occur at Port Jackson, and when encountered in the 10th year of the nascent colony, 
‘[t]he mountain natives named this new animal Wom-bat, and said it was good eating; but 
it was wholly unknown to those who were admitted into the settlement’ (Collins 1802:99). 

The form with the simple m can be taken to be due to correspondence mimicry (as 
argued by Nash 2009). All three sources for simple nasal variant womat (Flinders, Good, 
and Brown) used this variant when they voyaged together aboard HMS Investigator along 
with the Aboriginal man Bungaree who ‘came with the remnants of his Broken Bay group 
to settle in Sydney’ (McCarthy 1966). Presumably the Sydney Language was a second 
language for Bungaree; someone in his situation, knowing a similar language, and used to 
acting as cultural broker, is just the person one might expect to apply correspondence 
mimicry, thereby showing a consciousness of the relevant sound correspondence. 

The second kind of suggestive evidence is in the possible interpretation that there were 
two pronunciations of the group name Burubiraŋal (item 44), and in the couple of 
placename doublets in section 10.4.2. Our default expectation would be that the form of a 
placename conforms to the dialect of the district where the place is located. When a variant 
is recorded that distinctively fits the sound pattern of another dialect, a conscious variation 
in the pronunciation can be suspected. 

10.5  Conclusion 
Through the varied orthographies of the partial records of the Sydney Language, a 

regular sound correspondence (Dawes’ Law) can be discerned whereby the coastal dialect 
simplified erstwhile nasal+stop clusters to the nasal, generalising an unpublished 
observation made by Dawes in 1791. The correspondence fits with a phonotactic constraint 
against homorganic nasal+stop clusters in the coastal dialect, which is fed by a synchronic 
morphophonological rule (Dawes’ Rule, the effect of which was also noticed by Dawes). 
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11 Space, time and environment in Kala 
Lagaw Ya 

  

 LESLEY STIRLING 

11.1 Introduction 
Over recent years it has become accepted that systems of spatial orientation in languages 

vary widely (e.g. Bloom et al. 1996, Heine 1997, Levinson 1992, 1996a, 2003a, 2003b, 
Levinson & Wilkins 2006, Mark et al. 1999, Pederson et al. 1998, Pütz & Dirven 1996, 
Senft 1997, Shay & Seibert 2003, Svorou 1994) and are often linked in interesting ways to 
the physical environment in which the language is spoken (Bowden 1992, Brown 1983, 
Burenhult & Levinson 2008, Ozanne-Rivierre 1999, Palmer 2004, Svorou 1994).1  

It has also become a truism that ways of talking about time largely derive from terms 
initially used for location and motion in space (Borodistsky 2000, Casasanto & Boroditsky 
2008, Clark 1973, Claudi & Heine 1986, Evans 2004, Gentner 2001, Gentner, Imai & 
Boroditsky 2002, Jackendoff 1983, Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 1999, Langacker 1987, Lyons 
1977, Radden 2003). Núñez and Sweetser (2006:1) note ‘a few basic metaphoric mappings 
from the spatial domain to the temporal one recur in language after language’. However, 
while there is now established evidence that spatial metaphors for time are cross-
linguistically universal (see for example Evans 2004, Haspelmath 1997), this position is by 
no means uncontroversial (e.g. Cappelle 2006, Radden 2003). Furthermore, the links 
between linguistic patterns and cognition remain to be fully investigated: as Haspelmath 
(1997), Núñez and Sweetser (2006) and others argue, linguistic analysis by itself cannot 
conclusively answer such questions. 

                                                                                                                                              
1The data referred to here come chiefly from largely unpublished field notes for the two dialects of Kala Lagaw 
Ya from 1979, 1991 and 1992. I am very grateful to members of the Mabuiag, Saibai and Thursday Island 
language communities for their hospitality, teaching and help in studying the language, and in particular to the 
late Mr Ephraim Bani, the late Father Michael Bani, Mrs Kalengo Joseph, Miss Mariana Babia, Father Ezra 
Waigana, and Mrs Bessie Waigana. I am also indebted to Rod Kennedy of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
Bruce Rigsby, Anna Shnukal and Nick Piper. Any remaining errors are of course my responsibility. My initial 
fieldwork was supported by an Australian Research Council small grant. Versions of this paper have been 
presented at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, the Centre for Cognitive Science, 
University of Edinburgh and the University of Colorado in Boulder in 1992; at Monash University, Melbourne 
in 1994; at the University of Sydney in 1995; at the University of Melbourne International Workshop on 
Australian Languages in 1997; and at the Australian Linguistic Society Conference in Brisbane in 1998. I am 
grateful to all these audiences for their helpful comments and suggestions. 
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If linguistic systems of spatial orientation on the one hand reflect environment, and on 
the other underpin linguistic means for temporal orientation, it follows that the physical 
and cultural environment in which a language is spoken may affect the ways in which time 
is spoken about as well as the ways in which space is spoken about. This paper explores 
this suggestion with respect to one Australian Indigenous language. 

The focus of attention will be a complex system of environmental expressions in Kala 
Lagaw Ya, the Western Torres Strait Island language. I draw together partial and tantalising 
reference to this system in previous published research with data from my own fieldwork 
to present a description of the system, illustrating its use through a consideration of oral 
narrative discourse. Then I consider patterns of space-time metaphor in Kala Lagaw Ya to 
suggest that temporal orientation too may be underpinned by some of the same important 
physical and cultural environmental factors that are evident in the spatial system.  

Kala Lagaw Ya is the traditional language of the Western and Central Islands of the 
Torres Strait, situated between the northern tip of Australia and New Guinea. It is currently 
estimated to have several thousand speakers, some of whom live in mainland Queensland 
centres such as Bamaga, Cairns and Townsville. As such it is one of the largest Indigenous 
Australian languages. Map 11.1 is a map of the Torres Strait. 

 

 

Map 11.1  Map of the Torres Strait 
 
While historically, four closely related and mutually intelligible dialects have been 

identified, there are now just two extant dialect groups. Kalaw Kawaw Ya (or Saibai) is 
spoken on the ‘upper’ or ‘top’ west islands of Saibai, Boigu and Dauan, and Kala Lagaw 
Ya (or Mabuiag) is spoken on ‘central’ or ‘near’ west Mabuiag and Badu Islands. The data 
referred to here come from both of these; differences between them are relatively minor and 
are not discussed except as in they relate to the topic addressed in this paper. The label ‘Kala 
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Lagaw Ya’ is also used for the language as a whole and the abbreviation KLY will be used 
here.2  

Previous published research on KLY dates back to the 1890s, when Sidney Ray wrote 
extensive notes on it as part of the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Strait 
(Ray 1907, see also Shnukal 1998). More recent description includes Bani and Klokeid 
(1971, 1976), Bani (1976, 1979, 1987, 2001), Ford and Ober (1991); Kennedy (1981, 1984, 
1985a, 1985b, 1985c), Comrie (1981), Kim, Stirling and Evans (2001) and Stirling (2008).  

Section 11.2 describes the systems for spatial orientation to be discussed and section 
11.3 discusses some temporal extensions for these systems; the relation between these two 
is discussed in section 11.4. 

11.2  Spatial reference in Kala Lagaw Ya 
In this section I draw together observations and examples from my own fieldwork, 

including a corpus of 19 oral narratives, with previously published descriptions to present 
an overview of some of the major systems of expressions for spatial orientation in KLY.  

Spatial orientation is linguistically elaborated in KLY. In the earliest published description 
of the language, Ray (1907:13) noted: ‘In native narrative the use of demonstratives is very 
common and they are often repeated several times in a sentence’. His description of the 
systems is on pp. 11–13 of his grammar notes. More recently, partial descriptions have 
been given for the Saibai dialect by Kennedy (e.g. 1984), who focuses on illustrative 
examples rather than paradigms, and Ford and Ober (1991:137), who provide a partial 
paradigm in their Appendix but provide few examples.3 Bani (2001) presents a fascinating 
description of the conceptual model underpinning the system of terms in the Mabuiag 
dialect along with a subset of forms.  

Given the large set of forms, the apparently complex ranges of meanings and functions, 
and the need for further detailed fieldwork on this topic, it is not possible to provide a 
detailed and comprehensive description of the full set of spatially relevant terms in KLY in 
this paper. The focus will be on two interlinked systems of environmental adverbials 
identifying absolute spatial orientation in terms of wind direction and a land/sea distinction 
(in section 11.2.1 and 11.2.2), and their interaction with a further opposition of ego-centred 
deictics (in section 11.2.3).4  

11.2.1  Environmental spatial orientation: Formal distinctions 
The most elaborated system of spatial terms in KLY consists of an extensive paradigm 

of expressions used to specify absolute spatial orientation of some referent – an entity or 
event – relative to an ego-based deictic centre or other reference point, with respect to an 

                                                                                                                                              
2 ‘Kala Lagaw Ya’ is the name currently most frequently used by language speakers in political and cultural 
contexts and is the name listed on Ethnologue. Other names that have been used for the language as a whole 
include Yagar-Yagar, Langgus, Kala Lagau Langgus (Bani & Klokeid 1971), Kalaw Lagaw Ya (Comrie 
1981), and Western Torres Strait Language or West Torres (Dixon 2002). 
3 They also do not identify the terms in question as related to wind direction; see below. 
4 The other major set of spatial orientational terms are demonstrative pronouns and determiners marking a 
proximal and distal distinction and restricted in use to relatively close distances; there is no space to present 
these here, however there are formal similarities between these and some of the terms to be discussed below that 
require further consideration and that led Ray (1907), for instance, to treat them as part of one large paradigm.  
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external ‘frame of reference’ (Levinson 1996b, 2003b, Palmer 2002).5 Three subsystems 
can be identified. 

The first set of expressions are based on three roots, which specify distinct spatial 
orientations of located referents relative to wind direction, as identified at the reference 
point. The roots are: 

• pun pertaining to the direction the wind is blowing to at reference point 
(leeward, downwind) 

• pay pertaining to the direction the wind is blowing from at reference 
point (windward, upwind) 

• ngap(a) in between these directions, off to the side from the line made by 
the path of the wind at reference point 

The second set are topographical expressions based on a land/up versus sea/down 
distinction, with the roots: 

• ka landwards 
• gu(y) seawards 

 
Table 11.1 gives a paradigm for these two sets of expressions. Additional distinctions 

are coded for characteristics of the referent whose orientation is at issue: whether it is 
being assigned a static location or is oriented with respect to a direction or vector of 
movement, whether it is visible or not, and if visible what its number and gender are.  

The meaning and function of these expressions will be illustrated in section 11.2.2, but 
a few comments on the formal distinctions are in order first.  

First note that the forms in this table represent a consolidation of information from 
elicitation sessions and audio-recorded oral narratives by language consultants on Mabuiag 
and Saibai Islands, and Mabuiag and Saibai dialect speakers living on Thursday Island, and 
from the published work referred to above. For the most part the expressions appear to be 
identical in the Saibai and Mabuiag dialects, with the exception that the root for ‘sea/down’ 
in Saibai is -guy and in Mabuiag is -gu. However, some sets of expressions are as yet 
attested for only one dialect and these are indicated with a superscripted (m) or (s) as 
appropriate. In a few cases apparent alternant forms have been provided by different 
speakers and this is noted. Mixed language and language change are highly likely to affect 
usage by individual speakers in ways as yet to be fully explored.  

Each subset of terms includes a basic term and derived forms in -ki and -pa, labelled 
here Locational and Directional 1 and 2. The labels given in other published research 
differ: Ford and Ober (1991) call my Locational set ‘Nominal’ and my Directional 1 
‘Locational’. Bani (2001) distinguishes these two sets as involving movement or not. The 
Directional 1 forms in -ki, which are listed by Ford and Ober, and Bani, and evident in 
narrative texts included in Ray (1907), are not so far attested in my corpus. The -ki forms 
refer to situations where the referent is moving along at the vector identified by the 
adverbial expression where the spatial orientational meaning identifies the location of the 
motion, not the direction towards which motion is oriented. The -pa forms are attested in 
my data but neither Ford and Ober nor Bani mention them.  

 
                                                                                                                                              
5 The ‘anchored’ or ‘relational’ nature even of absolute spatial frames of reference has been noted by a 
number of authors, including Haviland (1998) and Palmer (2002, 2003, 2004, 2005).  
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Table 11.1  Environmental spatial orientational expressions in KLY6 

 Visible 
SG.F 

 
SG.M 

 
DU 

 
PL 

Not Visible General 

Leeward        
LCN pinapun pinupun pipalpun pithapun kaypun  
DIR1 pinapunki punupunki pipalpunki pithapunki kaypunki7  
DIR2 nawopa(m) nuwopa(m) palopa(m) (unattested) kayopa(m) / 

kaypa(m) 
kaypawpa(s)  

 
 
pawpa 

Windward        
LCN pinapay pinupay pipalpay pithapay kaypay  
DIR1 pinapayki punupayki pipalpayki pithapayki kaypayki6  
DIR2 pinapaypa  pinupaypa(m)  palpaypa(m)  (unattested) kaypaypa paypa 
Alongside        

LCN pinangap(s) 
pinangapa(m)  
or pinapa(m) 

pinungap(s) 
pinungapa(m)  
or pinupa(m) 

pipalngap(s) pithangap(s) kayngapa(m)   

DIR1 pinangapki pinungapki pipalngapki pithangapki kayngapki6  
Land/up        

LCN pinaka pinuka pipalka pithaka kayka  
DIR1 pinakaki 

also nakaki, 
naki 

pinukaki 
also nukaki, 
nuki 

pipalkaki pithakaki kaykaki, 
kayki 

 

Sea/down        

LCN pinaguy(s) 
pinagu(m) 

pinuguy(s) 
pinugu(m) 

pipalguy(s) pithaguy(s) kaygu(m)  

DIR1 pinaguyki(s) pinuguyki(s) pipalguyki(s) pithaguyki(s)   
 
There is a major distinction between expressions pertaining to the spatial orientation of 

visible entities and those pertaining to entities that are not visible to the speaker. The 
expressions for non-visible entities are transparently analysable as a combination of the 
morpheme kay and the wind direction roots pun, pay and ngapa, or topographical roots ka 
or gu(y).  

The expressions for visible entities are, unsurprisingly, more elaborated and indicate 
number of the located entity as well as marking a gender distinction in the singular. Gender 
morphemes, consistent with the personal pronoun paradigm and regular demonstratives, 
are nu (MASC) and na (FEM). As Bani (1987) indicates, feminine appears to be the 
unmarked gender in the language and is generally used for entities to which natural gender 

                                                                                                                                              
6 Abbreviations used here and in the examples which follow conform to the Leipzig Glossing Rules 
(http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php) with the following amendments and additions:  
DIR  Directional morpheme RPI Remote Past Imperfective VIS Visible 
LCN Locational morpheme RPST Remote Past   NOTVIS Not visible 
NEGP Negative Past   SUP Superessive case  PRT Particle 
7 So far attested only in Ray’s (1907) description. 
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cannot be assigned such as inanimate entities; feminine forms of spatial expressions may 
co-occur with masculine pronouns as well (but not vice versa). Dual and plural marking is 
achieved by substitution of the dual number morpheme pal and plural morpheme tha, also 
found in personal pronouns, for the (singular) gender morphemes nu/na, however consistent 
with the treatment of number marking elsewhere in the language, it is not obligatory and 
there are cases of located sets of two or more entities occurring without number marking. 
The schematic structure of expressions for visible referents is: 

 
pi + number/gender + root 

 
While the morpheme pi- is clearly associated with visible forms in opposition to kay- 

for  non-visible  forms,  the  meaning  and  origin  of  these  morphemes  requires  further  
exploration.8 It seems that pi- may always be elided to leave short forms such as napun, 
nupun (see also Ford & Ober 1991). According to my informants, alternatively the number/ 
gender morpheme may be omitted, to leave short forms such as pipun. It is as yet unclear 
whether there is a distinction in meaning and usage between the latter and the full form. 

Allomorphs of the root ‘leeward’ appear to include paw and wo in addition to pun. The 
general directional forms pawpa and paypa occur frequently.  

In addition to the two subsets of terms given here, there is a further set that code the 
same range of morphological distinctions based on roots kada ‘up’ and mulu ‘down’. This 
set is given for Mabuiag in Table 11.2 (possible dual and plural forms have not yet been 
attested; attested forms for Saibai so far are kadapa/kadaypa and mulupa). 

 
Table 11.2  Up/down orientational expressions (Mabuiag dialect) 

 Visible 
SG.F 

 
SG.M 

Not Visible 

Up/hill (pi)nakad(a)ka 
poss. also kadaka  

nukad(a)ka kaykad(a)ka 

Down/sea (pi)namul(u)ka numul(u)ka kaymul(u)ka 
 
Thus a sentence Na pinakadaka ulayk (3SGF.NOM UP.VIS.SGF walk:NEARFUT) would be 

used to mean ‘she is walking uphill (away from me)’. These expressions have a wide  
range of uses: for example nakadaka (short form nakadka) can be used to indicate motion 
both, for example, up a hill and, for someone further south, ‘up’ to Saibai Island. In 
contrast namuluka (namulka) could be used to indicate going down of a hill, or into a hole, 
or down to the sea, or for someone on Thursday Island, travel to a mainland town such  
as Cairns.  

The sets of land/seaward terms in -ka and -gu(y) have a similarly wide range of uses, 
from referring to people observed ‘walking along down there’ on the shore (pipalguyki), or 
‘walking along up there’ ‘on top of the land’ or on a roof (nukaki, kaykaki or kayki), to 
specifying the location of a dog under the floor or the movement of mucus falling down as 

                                                                                                                                              
8 The morpheme pi- has been described to me by language consultants as pertaining to pointing. In Bani 
(2001), it is glossed as ‘visible’ (p. 478) while an editor’s note glosses it as ‘“there” (vs. zero “not there”)’ (p. 
477). In Ray (1907:11) is it glossed as indicating distance.  
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someone weeps.9 Short forms naka/nagu really do seem to be used to mean ‘down’ and 
‘up’ as they be can used, for example, for location up/down with respect to a tree.10 

Bani (2001) presents a more complex description of what he labels ‘the morphodirectional 
sphere’ in Kala Lagaw Ya (focusing on the Mabuiag dialect), aiming to show the complete 
system of expressions used to indicate ego-centred direction in the language. He states (p. 
477): ‘This imaginary sphere moves with EGO, who is always at the centre. This sphere 
accompanies EGO even when he is indoors, as long as he knows his exact location’. He 
notes ‘Hand actions and facial expressions sometimes accompany directional words’ (p. 477). 

11.2.2 Environmental spatial orientation: physical environment, culture and function 
The traditional culture of the linguistic communities of the islands centres around the sea, 

which provided the main protein source of large sea mammals such as dugong, turtle, fish 
and other reef food. Scott and Mulrennan (1999:146) note ‘island, reef and ocean comprise 
a cultural and experiential continuum’ and Sharp (1996:84) explains: ‘location is not 
conceived narrowly on one dimension: a relationship to place creates a simultaneous 
relationship to ownership of portions of foreshore, reefs, cays and outer seas, including 
fishing grounds, the wind which blows in that particular quarter, particular stars in their 
rising or waning phases’. Considerable attention was given by speakers of the language to 
the mapping of reefs, currents and relative water depths. This cultural importance is 
evident in both the early ethnographic descriptions in Ray (1907) and from Eseli’s Notebook, 
a published version of a notebook kept by Mabuiag islander Peter Eseli after the second 
world war (Eseli, Shnukal & Mitchell 1998), which make it clear that the sets of distinctions 
made for weather, seasons, constellations, tides and winds are complex and extensive and 
hold clan and spiritual importance. Kennedy (1984:167) too points out the central 
importance of winds and wind directions to speakers in everyday life and in mythology.  

The first mention of the wind direction expressions is in the Reports of the Cambridge 
Anthropological Expedition, where scattered references occur in a number of volumes, not 
just the section on language. In the chapter on transport and canoes in Volume IV, it is 
noted that ‘Being sailors the natives have named the winds which blow from definite 
quarters and these give the directions of space’ (Ray 1907:231) and, perhaps reflecting the 
difficulty of grasping their meanings without imposing Western categories: 

 
Windward is paipa or paipa kid (on the windward side, paipae), but this also means on 
the right hand, probably the latter meaning is derived from the former since, facing 
North the South-East wind, which prevails for eight months of the year, would blow 
on the right. [...] paupa or paupa kid is leeward (paupa asi, decline [of day], go down 
[of sun] ... (pp. 212-213) 

                                                                                                                                              
9 Ray (1907:196) (Kwoiam story): ngursi kaygu boeradhar thari (mucus DOWN.LCN.NOTVIS ground stand:NFUT) 
‘he mourned for his mother, not getting up, but lying sprawling on the ground, continually slobbering on the 
ground’. 
10 Preliminary investigation suggests an intriguing pattern of use of the various wind direction and up/down 
expressions to refer to long-distance travel, from one island to another or to mainland locales. For instance, 
one speaker indicated that from Thursday Island, Mer would be either namuluka (‘down’) or napaypa 
(‘windward’); from Mabuiag, Thursday Island would be nakadka (‘up’), as in the example A wa, ngaba 
kaymel palkadka TIka (ah yes,1DUINCL.NOM together UP.VIS.DU TI-DAT ) ‘Yes, we two will go together up to 
TI’. One can talk about going down to Melbourne using the form kaygu, which may also mean ‘south’ in 
contrast to up forms meaning ‘north’. These patterns remain to be investigated in more detail.   
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These features of a small island environment underlie the centrality of both the 
topographical (land/sea) and climatological (wind direction) adverbials illustrated in section 
11.2.1. Similar topographical distinctions are common in other small island communities, 
and particularly notable in Oceanic languages (Bennardo 2002, Bowden 1992, Heine 1997, 
Palmer 2005, Ross, Pawley & Osmond 2007) and Austronesian languages more generally 
(Adelaar 1997, Blust 1985, Ozanne-Rivierre 1999).11  

Wind directions have been reported as a common source of cardinal direction terms 
(e.g. Brown (1983), who found this to be the case in 9.2% of the 127 – largely northern 
hemisphere – languages he surveyed, and Svorou (1994), who notes that they are the main 
source of cardinal direction terms in Polynesian languages). It is also well accepted that a 
prevailing wind axis added to the land/sea axis in Proto-Malayo-Polynesian and especially 
Proto-Oceanic (e.g. Adelaar 1997, François 2003, 2005, Ross 1995, Ross et al. 2007, cf. 
also Liebner 2005). In African languages too, reversible monsoon winds have given rise to 
cardinal direction terms (e.g. Brauner 1998, Mietzner & Pasch 2007). Post (2008a, 2008b) 
reports an upwind/downwind/same-level system of ‘topographical deixis’ in Tani languages 
of the Tibeto-Burman region. However, to my knowledge highly elaborated systems of 
spatial orientation based on wind direction of the kind presented here have not been 
described elsewhere in the literature. Levinson (2003b:134) notes that systems differ in the 
degree to which they have become fixed and abstract; referring to Eskimo he says: 

 
Prevailing winds are also a common source of inspiration, as in Eskimo wind direction 
systems, which in naming up to sixteen directions around the compass card allow 
precise subdivisions down to 22.5˚. It should be stressed that although these latter 
systems may seem hooked to local environmental conditions, these systems are mostly 
abstracted off this ecological background, and have become fully abstract fixed 
bearings, which do not vary when the landscape varies or when used outside 
traditional territories. Such systems often have considerable linguistic importance, 
forming a systematic underlying set of oppositions, a grammatical category, which 
show up in different lexical and morphological sets – for example, such languages are 
likely to have in addition to nouns denoting the directions, motion verbs meaning ‘to 
go north’, etc., and demonstratives meaning ‘that northern one’ etc. 
 

The prevailing trade winds in the Torres Strait blow from south east to north west,12 and 
the usage of these terms correlates with these winds.13 Hence generally something in pun 
direction is in or heading for the north-west relative to the deictic centre, and something in 
pay direction is in or heading for the south-east relative to the deictic centre.  

During the wet season from December to February the wind direction reverses, with 
monsoon winds blowing approximately from north-west to south-east. From remarks made 
                                                                                                                                              
11 As Palmer (2004:14) notes, ‘Crosslinguistically, languages spoken in similar topographic environments 
tend to have similar systems of absolute spatial reference, regardless of genetic and areal affiliation’ while 
‘Separate languages spoken in diverse topographic environments tend to have systems of absolute spatial 
reference that differ in ways that correlate to topographic variation, no matter how closely related the 
languages are’. François (2005:8) also speaks of the ‘spectacular deterministic correlation between cultural 
ecology and language structures’ evident in Oceanic languages. For a more qualified position see Burenhult 
and Levinson (2008:142), who suggest that ecology is not a reliable predictor of linguistic categorisation. 
12 Cf. Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology Wind Maps for Australia 1999 http://www.bom.gov.au 
/climate/averages/wind/wrselect.shtml 
13 Cardinal direction terms – rotated slightly with respect to standard western compass points, as is common 
(cf. Haviland 1998, Mietzner & Pasch 2007, Levinson 2003b) – derive from wind names in KLY (cf. Brown 
1983) – but are not morphologically related to the wind direction spatial expressions, and there is no space to 
discuss them here.  
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by older language consultants, it seems likely that the usage of the system of wind 
direction spatial terms changes accordingly, although it has not yet been possible to check 
this hypothesis through immediate observation and elicitation.  

However, contradictory statements made by some consultants suggest that it may be 
that the meanings of the terms are becoming fixed at the cardinal directions of the 
prevailing trade winds: such a solidification is of course likely just where the prevailing 
wind direction is extremely constant, as with the south-east trades, which, as Ross 
(1995:264) reminds us, ‘are noted for their consistency and force’, and in contrast to 
English terms downwind, upwind or windward/leeward. These observations are confirmed 
by Bani (2001:477), who, speaking as a native speaker of the language, remarks: 

 
The main cardinal points with this sphere are east and west. In Torres Strait the sphere 
changes according to the source of the wind. If it is blowing from the west then the 
sense of pinupay (‘east’) will change to ‘west’, and ‘east’ becomes pinupun. This 
happens only when we have the northwest winds, which blow from November to 
January; otherwise the southeast wind is the wind that blows all year around. I have 
found that the original sense [according to wind direction] does not exist today among 
younger people, as ‘east’ is always pinupay; it doesn’t matter if a westerly wind is 
blowing. 
 

Palmer (2003, 2004:6) points out that even absolute frames of reference need be neither 
fixed nor arbitrary, and are absolute only in applying in a consistent and invariant manner, 
citing wind directions as the paradigm example. The terms in this system thus in either 
case represent an absolute reference frame for space in the way that cardinal direction 
terms do, in that something in or heading to pun direction will always be in or heading to 
whatever cardinal direction the wind is blowing towards (e.g. north-west).  

These terms have also had other spatial orientational meanings superimposed onto 
them: specifically, ego-centred orientation of behind, in front of, and off to the side. It is 
windward (where the wind is coming from) which is in front, and leeward (where the wind 
is heading to) which is behind. We will return to this association below. 

A typical use of pinupun (LEEWARD.LCN.VIS.SGM) is illustrated in (1), with additional 
examples given in (2) and (3).14  

 
(1) Ngalpa kay dhangal pinupun kay pagay-pa. 
 s 1PLINCL.ERG FUT dugong:ACC AT_LEEWARD FUT cut-IPFV 
 ‘We’ll cut the dugong over there.’  

 
(2) Seenu koey sigal pinupun. 
 m 3SGM.DEM big distance AT_LEEWARD 
 ‘That (place) is a long way over in the west.’ 
 
(3) Nuy pinupun cupboard-nu pasi-nu ni-pa. 
 s 3SGM.NOM AT_LEEWARD cupboard-LOC side- LOC sit-IPFV 

 ‘He’s sitting beside the cupboard.’ 
 

                                                                                                                                              
14 The notation ‘s’ or ‘m’ beneath the example number indicates whether the example is from the Saibai or 
Mabuiag dialect. Unless otherwise indicated examples are from the author’s fieldnotes, with narrative source 
indicated where relevant. Orthography and glossing for examples from other sources has been minimally 
regularised to the conventions used here for consistency where possible. 
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Clearly a range of possible distances from the relatum can be encoded by this 
expression, from a few feet within a room, to a substantial distance on a navigational rather 
than local scale. The expressions do not encode degree of distance away, and although 
pinupun is often used for medium/long distances, with demonstratives such as iinu/seenu 
used at close/medium distances, the examples make it clear that this is not axiomatic. 

Example (4) illustrates the use of pinapay (WINDWARD.LCN.VIS.SGF), and example (5) 
that of pinangapa (SIDE.LCN.VIS.SGF) and kayngapa (SIDE.LCN.NOTVIS.SGF); the latter two 
distinguished by whether or not the located entity is visible.  

 
(4) Q: Dingi milagnu? 
 m  dinghy where 
  ‘Where is the dinghy?’ 
 A: Pinapay. [points hand in front to windward] 
  ‘In front.’ 

 
(5) Q. Thana milagnu? 
 m  3PL.NOM where 
  ‘Where did they go?’ 
 A1. Pinangapa. [if you can show by pointing] 
 A2. Kayngapa. [if you can’t see them] 
  ‘Over there.’  

 
(6a) and (6b) show forms with dual and plural marking while (7a) and (7b) illustrate the 

directional forms with -ki.  
 
(6) a. Ngawngu pipalngap yakanure-ma-n. 
 s  1SG.ABL SIDE.LCN.VIS.DU forget-DU-NFUT 
  ‘I left two things/them over there.’  
 
 b. Ngawngu pithangap yakanure-mi-n. 
  1SG.ABL SIDE.LCN.VIS.PL forget-PL-NFUT 
  ‘I left some things/them over there.’  
 
(7) a. Betty pinapunki ulayk. 
 m  Betty LEEWARD.DIR1.VIS.SGF walk:NEARFUT 
  ‘Betty is walking on the western horizon.’ [Bani 2001:477] 
 
 b. Na mudho dhangal-aw ngadha-gi mudh iya-r, na 
  ‘this’ house dugong-GEN like-NEG house be-RPI 3SGF.NOM 
  Kodalobupuru-ya kaypayki paru-ya wak 
  Kodalobupuru-COM WINDWARD.DIR1.NOTVIS front-COM mat 
  pud-eka. 
  hang_down-NEARFUT 
  ‘The house … at Kodalobupuru along the windward front a mat was hanging 

down.’  [Ray 1907:199; Kwoiam story] 
 
Examples (8)–(10) make use of the general term pawpa (LEEWARD.DIR), which indicates 

direction to leeward without specifying gender or number. 
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(8) Sapu-l kula-ngu pawpa katpalgi-moey-pa. 
 s spray-PL rock-ABL TO_LEEWARD jump-PL-IPFV 
 ‘Spray is flying from the rock (in the direction the wind is going to).’  
 [Kennedy 1984:166/42] 
 
(9) Ii nan warsamay-dhin pawpa. 
 m Ii:ERG 3SGF.ACC steal-RPST TO_LEEWARD 
 ‘Ii stole her westward.’ [KJ; DHOGAY II] 
 
(10) Matha nuy nge ngapa pawpa, Kuyamu. 
 m only 3SGM.NOM PRT come TO_LEEWARD Kuyamu 
 ‘Only he was walking northward (starting from the Australian mainland on his way 

towards Mabuaig), Kuyamu.’ [Ray 1907; Kwoiam story] 
 
Examples (11)–(12) illustrate the use of the corresponding term paypa (WINDWARD.DIR). 
 
(11) Nuy tenda mul-iz inginia-pa kedha 
 s 3SGM.NOM tender say-NFUT engineer-DAT thus 
 ‘moegina paypa matham-adh’. 
 little.bit TO_WINDWARD hit-IPFV 
 ‘The tender said to the engineer “go ahead a bit”.’  [LU; DIVING] 
 
(12) Sizi ngalbe matha punga-r paypa 
 s From_there 1DUEXCL.NOM only proceed-RPI TO_WINDWARD 
 aw Mayl maza-nu na mangiz nanga. 
 till Mayl reef-LOC if arrive:NFUT so 
 ‘From there we two went upwind to Mayl reef.’ 
  [Kennedy pers. comm.: Aypa Lumay Ya by Reggie Akiba, Dec. 1979] 
 
The following examples show the use of directional terms for referents that are not visible.  
 
(13) Peter kaypun Darwin-nu. 
 m Peter AT_LEEWARD Darwin-LOC 
 ‘Peter is in Darwin.’ [spoken on Mabuiag] 
 
(14) Nuy ubami kaypun mamuy. 
 m 3SGM.NOM dress:NFUT AT_LEEWARD carefully 
 ‘He dressed leeward carefully.’  [Ray 1907:198; Kwoiam story] 
 
(15) Nungu matha maari nge size miy-aydhin  
 m 3SGM.GEN only spirit PRT from_there go-RPST 
 kaypay  mang-aydhin. 
 AT_WINDWARD arrive- RPST 
 ‘Only his spirit travelled from there, travelled east.’  [KJ; WAYATH] 
 
(16) Kayngapa ngodhe plane. 
 m TO_SIDE looks_like plane 
 ‘Looks like the plane is coming.’  
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(17) Nuy kaypaypa me-ma Horn Island-ka. 
 m 3SGM.NOM TO_WINDWARD go-NEARPST Horn Island-DAT 
 ‘He went to Horn Island (from Thursday Island) the other day (didn’t see him go).’ 
 
(18) Waru kaypaypa guythuya-n. 
 s turtle:NOM TO_WINDWARD escape-NFUT 
 ‘The turtle has escaped there upwind.’ [Kennedy 1984:166/40] 
 

Expressions from this paradigm frequently co-occur in discourse to specify shifts in 
location. For instance in example (19), the expression kayopa (LEEWARD.DIR.NOTVIS.SG)  
is used to indicate direction of movement, and is immediately followed by kaypun 
(LEEWARD.LCN.NOTVIS.SG) indicating final location at destination. See also (20). 
 
(19) Wa, thana kayopa, kaypun mangi. 
 m Yes 3PL.NOM TO_LEEWARD AT_LEEWARD arrive:NFUT 
 ‘They go, they arrive at Woeydhul.’ [KJ; WAYATH] 
 
(20) Goegayth kayopa pawpa. 
 m Village LEEWARD.DIR.NOTVIS.SG LEEWARD.DIR2 
  ‘All the village were going westward.’ [KJ; DHOGAY II] 
 

As will now be illustrated, wind direction expressions occur very commonly in narrative 
texts, in keeping with the well known emphasis in Australian language narratives on spatial 
orientation. This is clearly historically the case as well. For example, the long story of 
Kwoiam reproduced in the Report of the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition by Sidney 
Ray (1907:194-219) is dense with wind direction terms, with almost every event described 
being associated with one; some examples have been given above.15  

The examples below give an indication of how the usage of these expressions typically 
works in narrative. These examples are all taken from traditional stories centred around 
Mabuiag Island. Map 11.2 gives a map of the island and its surrounds showing the relative 
locations of the places referred to in the stories, and indicates that the spatial orientations 
of the referents do indeed meet the criteria for use of the expressions listed in Table 11.1. 
(21)–(23) exemplify reference to non-visible entities, at leeward (21 and 22) and at 
windward (23).  
 
(21) Nuy kaypun miya-r, Woeydhul-nu. 
 m 3SGM.NOM AT_LEEWARD stay-RPI Woeydhul-LOC 
 ‘He lived there at Woeydhul.’ [KJ; WAYATH] 
 
(22) Kaypun Puti nadh nan dan puydha-n. 
 m AT_LEEWARD Puti 3SGF.ERG 3SGF.ACC eye pluck-NFUT 
 ‘There behind, at Puti, she picks her eyes out.’ [KJ; DHOGAY II] 
 

                                                                                                                                              
15 Ray says (1907:191): ‘In the manuscript there is an extreme use of demonstrative words, by means of 
which the narrator infused life and movement into his story. The actors are described as continually passing 
up and down, seaward or landward, to windward or leeward, right or left, performing actions by, or at a more 
or less distant place’. 
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(23) Palay kaypay miyo-ewma-r, Bupu-nu. 
 m 3DU.NOM AT_WINDWARD stay-DU-RPI Bupu-LOC 
 ‘Those two stayed there, at Bupu.’ [KJ; SAURKEKE] 
 
 

 
Map 11.2  Map of Mabuiag Island 

 
The example in (24) is taken from Wayath’s story, told by Mrs Kalengo Joseph. At this point 
in the story, the major protagonist Wayath has sent people from Woeydhul to Wagedagam 
and has said that on their way back to Woeydhul, if they meet anyone coming in the 
opposite direction they are to kill them. On their way back they do in fact meet Wayath’s 
wife and child. 
 
(24) Thana na ngapa pawpa, Woeydhul-ka amadhan asi-n, 
 m 3PL.NOM when come TO_LEEWARD Woeydhul-DAT near come-NFUT 
 nungu Wayth-an ipi a kaazi koezi paypa adhawma. 
 3SGM.GEN Wayath-GEN wife and child from_here TO_WINDWARD in_front 
 ‘When they come near to Woeydhul, Wayath’s wife and child appear in front of them.’ 
  [KJ; WAYATH] 
 

The sequence of utterances in (25) are taken from the story Saurkeke, about a ‘dhogay’ 
or devil woman who floats on a log around the island of Mabuiag through Panay Passage 
to Kuyk Sagay (Red Fruit Island). 
 
(25) ‘Ngay gar nawopa, Kuyk Sagay-ka. Nguzu wara babtha-l 
 m 1SG.NOM alas TO_LEEWARD Kuyk Sagay-DAT 1SGF.GEN other brother-PL 
  [then as she drifts on the log] 
 kaypun Kuyk Sagay-nu.’  Pawpa balthay-aydhin, Panay malu-ya. 
 AT_LEEWARD Kuyk Sagay-LOC TO_LEEWARD float-RPST Panay passage-COM 

‘“Alas, I have to go far behind to Red Fruit Island [Kuyk Sagay]. My other brothers 
are there behind at Red Fruit Island.” [....] She floats to the West, through Panay 
Passage. [....]’ 
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 [then water still deep, she floats further] 
 Wa sizi gar kedha na balthayi pawpa. Kayopa 
 yes from_there alas thus 3SGF.NOM float:NFUT TO_LEEWARD TO_LEEWARD 
 matha baltha-r  kayopa Kuyk Sagay padh-a gath-a gima woeydha-n. 
 still float-RPI TO_LEEWARD Kuyk Sagay top-SUP reef-SUP on_top stick-NFUT 

‘Yes, from there, alas, she floats on round to the West. Over there behind she is 
still floating. There on the reef at Red Fruit Island she gets stuck.’ 
 [KJ; SAURKEKE] 

11.2.3 Ego-centred locational/directional deictics 
KLY also has an ego-centred set of spatial orientation expressions with a relative frame 

of reference based on a front/back opposition – equivalent to the English behind/in front of. 
The system of oppositions is as follows:16 
 
(i)  kalanu ‘behind, in back of, after, next’ 
(ii) parunu ‘in/at the front of, before’ 
 

The terms kalanu and parunu are transparently analysable as deriving historically from 
the human body part terms for ‘back’ kala and ‘face’ paru (in Mabuiag, paarU) plus the 
normal locative case ending -nu (‘at’). This is a common origin for such expressions (Heine 
1997:42 notes that the only conceptual template of importance for ‘front’ is ‘face’, e.g. 
appearing in 72.1% of Oceanic languages surveyed). Some examples are given in (26)–(27).  
 
(26) Nuy kalanu. 
 m 3SGM.NOM behind 
 ‘He’s behind (us).’ 
 
(27) Aypus-nu kalanu yeya-nu adhal sagul pala-wma-r. 
 m Aypus-LOC behind mud-LOC outside dance make-DU-RPI 
 ‘Behind Aypus Island she makes them dance in the mud.’  [KJ; WAYATH] 
 
(28) Ngoey parunu shopa-nu moesik. 
 m 1PLEXCL.NOM in_front shop-LOC were_situated 
 ‘We were sitting in front of the shop.’ 

 
These terms are relevant here as they are in relations of partial paraphrase with the 

meteorological terms described above: 
 

kalanu (‘in front of’) – can be used to mean ‘to the leeward’ 
parunu (‘behind’) – can be used to mean ‘to the windward’ 

 
In a corresponding fashion, islands are considered to have fronts and backs such that the 

front is the windward side (according to the prevailing winds) while the back is the leeward 
                                                                                                                                              
16 Some additional terms are not included here. For example kaliya means to move behind (in contrast to kalanu 
to be behind) with case marker -(i)ya; similarly paruya. The language name ‘Kala Lagaw Ya’ incorporates 
kala and literally translates as ‘back – i.e. western – island language’. 
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side. The back is thus the sheltered side of the island. This correspondence is reflected in the 
fact that the pun meteorological terms are frequently translated into English by language 
consultants as ‘behind’. Thus, in front is where the wind is coming from, and behind is 
where the wind is going to, with ego conceptualised as situated on an island that is facing 
into the wind.  

The terms wagel and kulay have similar uses, oriented towards front and back of ego, 
although they are not transparently analysable. Wagel means ‘behind the speaker; 
following’ (and it is also used in the compound verb wagel-kun-idha- ‘to follow’); kulay 
means ‘in front of the speaker, first’. If a description of someone chasing someone is being 
given it will be put as: ‘X kulay, Y wagel’.  

As we have already seen, it is common for a number of distinct orientational phrases  
to be collocated within a clause. In all such cases there are collocational restrictions on  
the phrases that can co-occur based on the above described semantic characteristics. 
Examples (29)–(32) show the way in which the environmental and ego-centred terms can 
co-occur. 
 
(29) Koey ngurpaylayg pinapun kalanu moeydhay-pa. 
 s big school AT_LEEWARD behind build-IPFV 
 ‘The High School’s being built behind there, over the back.’  
 
(30) Thana kaypun kalanu. 
 s 3PL.NOM AT_LEEWARD behind 
 ‘They are going there to leeward.’ [Kennedy 1984:166/44] 
 
(31) Thana kaypay parunu. 
 s 3PL.NOM AT_WINDWARD in_front 
 ‘They are there to the windward.’  [Kennedy 1984:166/46] 
 
(32) Badu-ngu paypa kidh, Muw-aw paaru-ka. 
 m Badu-ABL TO_WINDWARD direction Moa-GEN front-DAT 
 ‘From Badu he going East direction, to the front of Moa.’  

11.3 Temporal extensions of the spatial expressions 
Rod Kennedy was the first researcher to highlight similarities between temporal  

and spatial reference in KLY (see in particular Kennedy 1984). He suggested that 
correspondences between spatial and temporal terms are unusually pervasive and systematic 
in KLY and in particular discussed parallels between nominal case and verbal tense/aspect 
inflections. Most temporal expressions (with the expected exception of the word for time, 
thonar (cf. Haspelmath 1997:142)) have parallel spatial senses. Note, however, that while 
narratives incorporate extensive marking of spatial orientation, there is very little non-
inflectional specification of temporal orientation in this type of discourse.  

Both sets of environmental and ego-centred terms discussed above are used for temporal 
reference as well as spatial reference. Consideration of the general directional members of 
the system, pawpa and paypa, provide a good illustration of this correlation. Note that 
morphologically, these terms consist of the root paw- (corresponding to pun) or pay-, and 
what looks like the regular dative/allative (‘movement towards’) case marker in the Saibai 
dialect -pa. As well as being used to mean ‘towards leeward/downwind (from a reference 
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point)’, pawpa is also used to mean ‘after in time, in the future’. Conversely paypa is used 
to mean both ‘towards windward/upwind (from ego)’ and ‘before in time’. Examples (33)–
(34) are from Kennedy (1984), while (35) from a letter is from Kennedy (pers. comm.; 
author’s translation). Note the co-occurrence in (35) of imayg ‘unseen’ with pawpa, referring 
to the future. 
 
(33) Ngalpa koezi pawpa matha zageth-an. 
 s 1PLINCL.NOM from_here LEEWARD.DIR just work-NFUT 
 ‘From this time we will continue to work.’ [Kennedy 1984:166/41] 
 
(34) Ngalpa kay pinapun kay aypu. 
 s 1PLINCL.NOM FUT LEEWARD.LCN.VIS.SGM FUT food.SUP 
 ‘We’ll do something later (about food).’ 
 
(35) Ngalpa ngulayg-al kedha, wara ngalpun adhi-l, a 
 s 1PLINCL.NOM teacher-PL thus one another 1PLINCL.GEN legend-PL and 
 wara  kulba naw-l pawpa imayg asik,  ngalpun hope 
 other old song-PL LEEWARD.DIR seen-NEG are 1PLINCL.GEN hope 
 ‘... our legends and other old songs will be our hope in the future ...’  
 [Kennedy pers. comm.] 
 

The ego-oriented term wagel, which, as I indicated above, is used largely of order in 
line, of following, is also used with a temporal sense as ‘after’ (the time that follows). 
Conversely, its partner kulay, which, as was seen earlier, used to mean ‘first’, is also used 
to mean ‘last’ or ‘previous’. See example (36). 

 
(36) Thana wagel thanu-mi-dhin. 
 s 3PL.NOM after sit-PL-RPST 
 ‘Afterwards they sat down.’  
 

The normal locution for beginning a story is the phrase kaypaypa kulay, perhaps 
translateable as ‘coming from the unseen windward, before’; see example (37), and other 
uses in (38) and (39).  
 
(37) Ina gidha kaypaypa kulay thonar-nu mudhiyar 
 m 3SGF.DEM story WINDWARD.DIR.NOTVIS.SG first time-LOC village 
 Wagadagema-nu. 
 Wagadagema-LOC 
 ‘This story took place a long time ago; there used to be a village at Wagadagema.’ 
  [KJ; DHOGAY II] 
 
(38) Kaypaypa kulay ngay za-ginga. 
 s WINDWARD.DIR.NOTVIS.SG early 1SG.NOM thing-NEG 
 ‘Long ago, I did not exist.’ [Kennedy 1984:166/39] 
 
(39) Kaypaypa kulay mudhiya-r Wagedagema-nu. 
 m WINDWARD.DIR.NOTVIS.SG before live-RPI Wagedagema-LOC 
  ‘A long time ago people used to live at Wagadagam’. 
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 Mabayg-al miya-r si. 
 person-PL stay-RPI there 
 ‘People lived there.’ 
 Koey kunakan mabayg-al, kulay mabayg-al. 
 big strong person-PL before person-PL 
 ‘Strong people used to be before.’ [KJ; LIFE IN OLD TIMES] 

 
The terms kalanu ‘behind’ and parunu ‘in front’ mentioned in section 11.2.3 are also 

used to indicate location in time – kalanu for after in time (in the future) and parunu for 
before in time (in the past) – thus examples (40) and (41). 
 
(40)  a. Wa ngurpay kalanu. 
 s  Yes school after 
   ‘Yes, after school.’  
 b. Wa  koewbu parunu. 
  Yes war before 
  ‘Yes, before the war.’ [Kennedy 1984:166/43] 
 
(41) Koewbu parunu thana aymoe-dhin. 
 s War before 3PL.NOM make-RPST 
 ‘It was made before the war.’ [Ford & Ober 1991:127] 
 

To complete the system of associations, it should be noted that there is a sense in which 
leeward/future is ‘down’ and windward/past is ‘up’: see for example (42). A correspondence 
between a SE/NW axis and up/down has been observed in a range of Pacific languages: 
François (2003, 2005) notes that all the Oceanic languages she surveyed had such a 
correlation. It is possible that this may reflect the general east-west orientations of these 
expressions: a variety of explanations has been proposed, including an association with the 
rising and setting of the sun.17 More likely however is an underlying association of ‘up’ with 
the difficulty of sailing into the wind (cf. Ozanne-Rivierre 1999, Svorou 1994:78, Liebner 
2005, Hyslop 1999, May 2005). Levinson (2008) proposes for Yélî Dnye, spoken on 
Rossel Island, a ‘force dynamic’ conceptual template to explain the up/east vs. down/west 
association, which he argues to be related to wind direction: ‘The underlying conceptual 
topography is the same, I suggest, as that of an inclined mountain ridge (...): it is as easy to 
sail in all directions other than East as it is to descend a ridge in any direction other than 
up’ (p. 285).  
 
(42) Ngoelmun zageth nawopa Buru muthabe pawpa 
 m 1PL.GEN work TO_LEEWARD Buru shelter TO_LEEWARD 
 ‘Working down on the reefs of Buru Island’ [song]  [Bani & Klokeid 1971:51] 
 

Finally, we should note that culturally, the west/north-west horizon (kibu/kiibU) is the 
abode of spirits and the place to which departed spirits go, and is thus representative of 
death, while conversely the east/south-east is representative of birth – cf. Eseli et al. 
(1998:32) and Ray (1907:256), where he notes that in gesture language, one refers to a 
                                                                                                                                              
17 In KLY, a standard way of referring to sunset is using goeyga pawpa nge (sun/day TO LEEWARD then) 
while the usual way to refer to midday with the sun in the sky is goeyga paypa nge. 
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dead man by pointing north and west; and Kennedy (1984:167), who says that the place of 
departed spirits involves travelling west, downwind and to the future, with human life seen 
as analogous to ‘a canoe blown and drifting on the sea’.  

11.4  Discussion 
Based on the above examples and collocations, the essential metaphorical correlation 

between wind direction, spatial orientation and temporal elaboration in KLY appears to be: 
 

Wind direction Spatial orientation Time 
windward before/in front past time 
leeward after/behind future time 

 
This can be seen as a combination of the correlations between: 
 

Wind direction Spatial orientation 
windward before/in front 
leeward after/behind 
 
Wind direction Time 
windward past time 
leeward future time 

 
We have seen that Kala Lagaw Ya also has an exactly parallel system of spatial terms 

distinguishing location/direction as uphill/landwards versus downhill/seawards. This system 
makes parallel additional distinctions such as whether the referent is visible or not. Such a 
system is natural for an island language and has been observed for many other such 
communities as we have seen. Why then does there appear to be a temporal association with 
wind direction, but to my knowledge no temporal associations with the land/sea spatial 
terms?18  

It is not surprising that there should be a conceptual link between wind direction and 
time. Just as there is an experiential correlation between elapsed time and the path taken  
by a human being walking from one location to another, there is also an experiential basis 
for conceptualising progression through time in terms of movement of or with the wind 
along a path from one location to another, perhaps accompanied by weather or blown 
objects.  

Experientially, this can be seen as mapping onto both a ‘moving time’ and a ‘moving 
ego’ conceptualisation of time (cf. Clark 1973, Haspelmath 1997:57ff.). As for humans 
moving along a path, the wind can be seen as passing over a location l1 at time t1 and as 
then subsequently moving over location l2 at time t2, with t1 situated in the past relative to 
t2. From the perspective of a stationary ego, the moving wind brings with it events and 
times, as in the ‘moving time’ metaphor. Alternatively, from the perspective of an ego 
moving with the wind, for example in a boat, ego too moves through locations, times and 
events as in the ‘moving ego’ metaphor.  

                                                                                                                                              
18 In fact, evidence of a vertical elaboration of temporal progression has been provided for a few languages 
including Mandarin (Yu 1998, Boroditsky 2001, cf. also the discussion in Evans 2004). 
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While they seem compatible with both ‘moving time’ and ‘moving ego’ metaphors, the 
associations mapped above appear to indicate a reversal of the cross-linguistically more 
pervasive front/future, back/past associations between ego and time. It is possible that the 
experiential basis of sailing or paddling a boat with the wind leads to a different 
linguistically encoded conceptualisation of space and time than does, for example, the 
experiential basis of walking ahead in a line. In KLY there is still a sense in which 
direction or movement is from past to future (this is the way the wind blows), but is ego 
facing the future, or the past? 

For speakers of English and many other languages, the apparent direction of orientation 
of ego in spatial elaborations of time is squarely facing towards the future. The 
metaphorical conception of the experiencer as oriented facing futurewards is so pervasive 
in languages that researchers have sometimes treated it as a cross-linguistic universal. For 
instance Fleischman (1982:329-330) says: ‘Man [...] being a “fronted object”, always faces 
to the right, i.e. toward the Future [...] In his encounter with time, then, time always goes 
past man from front to back [...], whichever parameter is taken to be the mobile one’.  

The claimed canonical association whereby the future is ahead and up (cf. Lakoff & 
Johnson 1980:16 inter alia), which is certainly basic in English (cf. Wales 1981), has been 
questioned by a range of more recent work (cf. Gentner & Imai 1992, Gentner et al. 2002, 
McGlone & Harding 1998, Bender, Bennardo & Beller 2005, Boroditsky 2001, Radden 
2003). Reports of a ‘reverse’ conceptualisation, where the future is behind and the past in 
front, have been made for numerous languages, including for example Toba (Klein 1987) 
and Malagasy (Dahl 1995).  

In some cases it seems that such reports have been made in error on the basis of what are 
effectively examples of the English type left before midday or arrived behind schedule, 
which are apparently puzzling in that prepositions meaning ‘in front of’ are used to mean 
‘pastwards of’ and prepositions meaning ‘in back of’ are used to mean ‘futureward of’, but 
have been accounted for by Clark (1973:50) as a variation on the ‘Moving Time’ model and 
in more recent work in terms of a third conceptualisation, involving relative sequencing of 
times/events independent of a deictic centre (Evans 2004:197, Ch18, Núñez & Sweetser 
2006, Santiago et al. 2007, cf. also Haspelmath 1997). However Núñez and Sweetser 
(2006) have convincingly argued that the Bolivian language Aymara is one where a 
reliable association of looking ahead and the past vs. looking behind and the future has 
been established, with a conceptual basis for this association in terms of a correlation 
between experiencing, knowing, and seeing (cf. also Lakoff & Johnson 1999, Miracle & 
Yapita Moya 1981). 

For KLY, the evidence is linguistically based and suggestive: the argument rests on the 
polysemic association of both a temporal elaboration and a front/back distinction with the 
leeward/windward terms, reinforced by common collocational occurrence of the latter with 
the two sets of expressions for ‘in front’/‘behind’, kulay/wagel and kalanu/parunu. While 
examples in which the latter expressions are found in isolation could be argued to reflect 
the ‘third conceptualisation’ of event ordering mentioned above, the examples with wind 
direction terms do not seem so readily discountable. It is plausible to suppose that KLY, 
similarly to Aymara, expresses an experiential correlation between the unknown, the future 
and ego’s ‘blind side’ as compared with the known, the past, and frontwards orientation of 
the sensory organs. However, while the use of wind direction terms in a spatial sense is 
pervasive in KLY narrative texts, this is not the case for reference to temporal location, and 
further work needs to be done to establish the status of KLY as a putative additional 
counter-example to this cross-linguistic generalisation. 
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Ideally we need to test whether the conceptual metaphors implicit in the language 
system are active in language speakers’ cognition, although, as Núñez and Sweetser (2006) 
also found, given the reality of language change as noted above, and the relative lack of 
focus in discourse on specification of time as compared with space, it may be that this 
would be a difficult task. 

11.5  Conclusion 
The cross-linguistic diversity of systems of spatial reference shows the importance of 

culture and environment in human spatial thinking; and, by implication, in temporal 
thinking, if we accept that all languages have temporal expressions identical to and 
arguably based on their spatial expressions. In recent years there has been considerable 
sceptical discussion of the earlier trend of drawing conclusions from linguistic patterns as 
to conceptual patterns (see in particular Núñez & Sweetser 2006). Gell noted (1992:145): 
‘one cannot attempt to construct a model of the psychic foundations of time cognition 
(psychological temporal universals) on the basis of natural-language grammars’, rather, 
natural-language universals are pragmatic-functional universals relating to discourse as 
much as to conceptual understanding – in order to construct cognitive universals, time has to 
be considered as a feature of experience as such, not just as a feature of discourse. However, 
work by researchers such as Pederson et al. (1998), Bender et al. (2005) and Casasanto and 
Boroditsky (2008) should give us confidence that cognitive ‘frames of reference’ generally 
correlate with linguistic ‘frames of reference’ in the space/time realm – so that as Evans 
(2004:6) argues, ‘The study of linguistic semantics offers a direct way of investigating the 
human conceptual system’. The associations discussed in sections 11.3 and 11.4 should 
therefore be regarded as ipso facto plausible pending direct cognitive evidence.  

While further work remains to be done to explore the spatial and temporal systems of 
reference in Kala Lagaw Ya, it is notable that the very strong association of spatial location 
and also time with wind direction reflects cultural preoccupations that are quite distinct not 
just from European languages but also from other Australian languages. In this respect 
Kala Lagaw Ya has more in common with other island languages of Oceania. Svorou 
(1994:30) notes: ‘Certain entities within the environment of a community may be so 
important that they are used as major orientation points, as landmarks, with movements or 
(locations) oriented with respect to them’. Atmospheric features such as wind direction and 
weather patterns appear to fall into this category for these island languages, including Kala 
Lagaw Ya. Such correlations between external world phenomena, conceptual representation 
and linguistic structure have importance both for understanding the structure and 
development of languages and for our understanding of the cognition of absolute systems 
of orientation, and of geospatial and temporal cognition more generally.  
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12 Turn management in Garrwa mixed-
language conversations 

  

 ILANA MUSHIN and ROD GARDNER 

12.1 Introduction 
In this paper we present a Conversation Analytic exploration of turn-taking practices in 

the conversations of five elderly Garrwa women. The inspiration for this work has come 
from observations on Aboriginal conversational style made by Michael Walsh in his earlier 
ethnographic and linguistic fieldwork in the Wadeye community. Through working 
empirically with a corpus of closely transcribed talk in a different community from that 
described by Walsh, we hope to come closer to understanding patterns of conversational 
behaviour that underlie his general observations. Here we examine a range of factors 
associated with conversational turn-taking: the timing of when someone chooses to start 
talking; how gaps and overlaps are tolerated; use and placement of response tokens, and 
orientation of speakers to starting their turns at points of (possible) completion of prior 
utterances.1 

Walsh (1991, 1995) observed particular features of Indigenous conversational style that 
seem in stark contrast with features of what he called ‘Anglo White Middle-Class’ (AWMC) 
conversational style. The normative AWMC style was characterised as ‘dyadic’, where 
talk is directed at individuals in discrete and well-timed moments. AWMC style was also 
characterised as ‘non-continuous’, where turns were seen as units allocated serially to 
individual speakers and addressed to particular co-participants, and conversations (and 
topics within conversations) had clear start and finishing cues.  

In contrast, the Aboriginal conversation style observed by Walsh in Wadeye was described 
as both ‘non-dyadic’ and ‘continuous’. Key contrastive features of this style were that a) 
speakers appeared to start up talking whenever they chose to, with little consideration  
for what other participants or prospective participants might be doing (=‘continuous’ 
communication (Walsh 1995:222)), and b) that speakers tend not to address (or even face 
or look at) particular participants in these contexts (=‘non-dyadic’ communication (Walsh 

                                                                                                                                              
1 Our aim here is to provide an overall survey of a range of turn-taking phenomena in relation to Walsh’s 
observations about Indigenous conversation style. Aspects of some of these have been analysed in more 
detail in other publications (e.g. tolerance for gaps (Mushin & Gardner 2009), and overlaps (Gardner & 
Mushin 2007)). 
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1995:222)): ‘In an Aboriginal conversation people will sometimes project bits of talk to no 
particular individual and there need not be any direct response’ (Walsh 1991:3). 

While he also is careful to acknowledge that Indigenous people do at times direct their 
talk at particular people, the normality of this continuous and non-dyadic style in community 
interactions is stressed in this work.  

Walsh (1995:222-223) explains the prevalence of this phenomenon in terms of the very 
public and communal environment that characterises social life in so many Indigenous 
communities. While pairs of interactants may engage in temporary activities, the norm is 
for larger groups to form in outdoor and open places where people may come and go at 
will. In such contexts, Walsh (1995:223) explains,  

 
it [non-dyadic and continuous communication practices] enables an individual to  
opt for privacy but preserve the option to re-engage at any time … keeping the 
communication channel continually open but only directly engaging when it is 
appropriate or when they chose [sic] to. 
 

These descriptions of ‘non-dyadic and continuous’ conversational style are really 
descriptions of turn management practices – ones that it is claimed operate on different 
principles to turn management practices in mainstream English-speaking Australian 
communities. Turn management in conversation involves the distribution of turns (who 
gets to talk, and when they get to take a turn), and the places and causes of overlap and 
silence.2  

In the next section we discuss the relevant Conversation Analytic findings for turn-
taking in mainstream conversations in English. In section 12.3 we describe the nature of 
our corpus of Garrwa mixed-language conversations, the languages used by speakers and 
the contexts in which the data were recorded. In section 12.4 we present the results of our 
analysis of three aspects of turn management from our data: timing of turns (gaps, pauses 
and overlaps); use of response tokens; and evidence of orientation to ‘transition relevance 
places’.  

12.2 Conversation Analysis and turn management 
As a fundamental organisation of conversational interaction, turn management has been 

a substantial focus of Conversation Analytic research. The pioneering work was published 
in Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) (henceforth SSJ), where the authors set out  
the units, procedures and rules for turn-taking based on the American and British 
conversations they had studied. They made 14 ‘gross observations’ about turn-taking in 
their data, three of which are directly relevant to our study: 

                                                                                                                                              
2 Other studies of Indigenous interaction have focused less on turn-taking practices; Garde (2003, 2008) 
focuses on the uses of the social deictic system. Like Walsh he ascribes patterns of language use to the public 
and communal nature of Aboriginal community life. Blythe (2009) similarly examines social deixis through 
the analysis of person reference in Murriny-Patha conversation. Eades’s (1982, 1991) foundational work on 
differences between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal ways of talking did not address turn-taking as such, but 
noted different meanings for silence, eye contact, and different strategies for asking for information. 
Liberman (1985) does examine turn-taking in his study of consensus and congeniality in Western Desert 
communication and his observations are consistent with Walsh’s description, although he differs in his 
account of the practices he observed. Reeders’s (2008) recent study of adult/child interactions in a Yolngu-
speaking community also looks at some aspects of turn-taking practices in relation to Walsh’s work. 
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12.2.1 Relevant gross observations on turn-taking 
(2) Overwhelmingly one party talks at a time 
(3) Occurrences of more than one speaker at a time are common but brief 
(4) Transitions (from one turn to the next) with no gap and no overlap are common.  
 (… slight gap or slight overlap … make up the vast majority of transitions)  

 
These observations constitute a claim that speakers orient to an orderly sequencing of 

turns at talk, in which there is only one person talking at a time in conversation. They are 
not claiming, of course, that this is what happens in conversations in English all the time, 
but that there is an underlying norm or template that shapes our turn-taking behaviour. 

A question that arises out of these observations relates to how speakers recognise points 
at which they can start a new turn at talk in an orderly fashion: What are the ‘rules’ of turn-
taking that we follow? SSJ claim that we monitor a conversational turn as it emerges for 
points at which the talk will be possibly complete,3 this completion being grammatical 
completion. Subsequent work, notably by Ford and Thompson (1996), suggests that we 
monitor talk not only for grammatical, but also for pragmatic and intonational, completion. 
These (possible) completion points SSJ called transition relevance places (TRPs), and the 
minimal unit that could constitute a full turn at talk they dubbed a turn-constructional unit 
(TCU), which could be a word (e.g. ‘Yeah’), a phrase, a clause, or a sentence. The rules 
they then formulated for turn-taking were as follows (where C is current speaker, and N is 
next speaker): 

12.2.1.1 Turn-taking rules (based on SSJ (1974:704)  
Rule 1 – applies initially at the first TRP of any turn 

(a)   If C selects N in current turn, then C must stop speaking, and N must speak next, 
transition occurring at the first TRP after N-selection 

(b) If C does not select N, then any (other) party may self-select, first speaker gaining 
rights to the next turn 

(c) If C has not selected N, and no other party self-selects under option (b), then C 
may (but need not) continue (i.e. claim rights to a further turn-constructional unit). 

Rule 2 – applies to all subsequent TRPs 

 When rule 1(c) has been applied by C, then at the next TRP Rules 1 (a)–(c) apply, 
and recursively at the next TRP, until speaker change is effected. 

 
Just as speakers orient to an orderliness of one and only one speaker at a time, they also 

orient to these rules as an underlying template, and of course the rules are frequently 
broken. At times this is because of a mismatch between possible and actual completion, for 
example when a speaker increments a turn beyond a TRP with a prepositional phrase or a 
tag question. At other times it is because of an urgent need to say something ‘now and not 
later’. It is in such environments that simultaneous talk occurs, and what then usually 
happens is some disruption in the talk, through various hitches and perturbations, such as 

                                                                                                                                              
3 Note that the claim is about possible, and not actual, completion of a turn: speakers have to predict 
completion, rather than wait for it. 
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restarts, stutters, repetitions, increasing loudness, or sound stretching. These disruptions are 
strong evidence of the underlying orientation to the rules. 

There are times, naturally, when a speaker might need more than one TCU to do whatever 
it is that they are doing, and one common such environment is storytelling. The storyteller 
is then sanctioned to produce a series of TCUs until completion of the story. However, the 
turn-taking rules can still be seen to be operating in the background, as the story-listeners 
will still produce certain kinds of brief utterance, such as continuers like ‘Mm hm’, 
assessments such as ‘Wow’, newsmarkers such as ‘Really?’, or requests for clarification, 
and most of these will be placed at TRPs. The question we are addressing in this paper is 
the extent to which these rules of turn-taking are being applied in the Garrwa conversations 
we have studied, in particular in terms of orientation to TRPs, to always and only one 
speaker, and – because our data have a lot of storytelling – to the production of brief 
response tokens such as continuers, assessments and newsmarkers. 

Conversation Analytic studies of turn management have largely focused on the native 
languages of the investigators, which tend to be larger majority languages such as English, 
German or Japanese. There is far less on minority Indigenous languages (Moerman 1988 
for Thai dialects is a notable exception). There is an assumption built into the SSJ findings 
that turn management practices as articulated in the rules 1 and 2 will apply in any culture, 
although it was also acknowledged that the empirical work was yet to be done.  

So what is it that Walsh noticed when he claimed differences between conversational 
style in the communities under his investigation, and mainstream (middle-class English-
speaking) conversation of the investigator’s own culture? Walsh’s (1991) account of non-
dyadic and continuous turn-taking were in terms of the particulars of the social and 
physical environment in which speakers find themselves – an interactional adaptation to 
lives spent in public spaces in a small community.  

In this context, the work we present here on a multi-party conversation provides us with 
a good test of the extent to which turn management for Aboriginal people is oriented to 
‘non-dyadic’ and ‘continuous’ style, and the extent to which the observations and claims in 
SSJ are enacted. Our analysis here suggests that while, in general, turn management in this 
environment seems to conform to the SSJ rules of turn-taking, there are some interesting 
differences, which may reflect the normal status of a more public and open channel of 
communication.  

12.3 Our data, our questions 
12.3.1 The data 

Our corpus of conversations consists in part of 25 minutes of closely transcribed 
conversation taken from a two-hour video recording of three elderly Garrwa women 
‘Catherine’, ‘Daphne’ and ‘Hilda’,4 sitting on a side porch of a house in Robinson River 
community, NT (the ‘Porch Data’). While the recording was focused on the three women, 
many other community members, adults and children, come and go over the course of the 
recording, emulating the kind of open and public conditions that Walsh observed as 
underlying his non-dyadic and continuous talk.  

                                                                                                                                              
4 To preserve anonymity, the names of speakers have been changed, as have the names of persons referred to 
in the conversations. 
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The corpus also includes four audio-recorded conversations between two different 
elderly Garrwa women, ‘Tina’ and ‘Ellen’, recorded in the town of Borroloola, amounting 
to a total of about 35 minutes of talk. These two-party conversations were recorded on the 
front porch of where the authors were residing in the town, before the daily work on 
elicitation and transcription began. The women were usually offered tea and biscuits and 
left to themselves while the first author went inside to set up the equipment. There are 
times when she enters the conversation (usually to offer tea or to say that the session was 
ready to begin), but the women are mostly engaged in interacting with each other. 

All of the elderly women recorded speak Garrwa as a first language. Catherine, Daphne, 
Hilda and Tina are all from Robinson River, while Ellen is originally from Wollogorang 
and speaks a variety of Garrwa different from that spoken by the others. The conversations 
switch between Garrwa, the local variety of Kriol, and Aboriginal English, with Kriol 
being spoken predominantly in the Porch Data when there are younger adults and children 
present.  

The conversations were transcribed according to the Conversation Analysis transcription 
conventions developed by Jefferson (see, for example, Atkinson & Heritage 1984). We 
include a line of interlinear gloss and free translation for the Garrwa parts of the 
conversations, and for Kriol parts where we felt the meaning might not be clear. A list of 
all abbreviations and transcription conventions used here is given at the end of this paper. 

In order to start developing an understanding of the practices of turn management in the 
data, we looked at several aspects of turn management independently:  

• Position and length of inter-turn gaps and intra-turn pauses and overlap (see Gardner 
& Mushin (2007) for a more detailed analysis of the patterns of overlap, and Mushin 
& Gardner (2009) for a more detailed analysis of inter-turn gaps).  

• Frequency and use of response tokens (minimal responses) that signal listener stance, 
including whether the listener intends to take the floor. 

• Orientation to TRPs (grammatical, intonational and pragmatic turn completion 
points) that indicate the degree to which the participants take each other’s ongoing 
talk into account when timing new turn entries. 

The next section presents what we found for each of these aspects in the Garrwa 
conversation data. Our examples come from the Porch Data, as the data that most closely 
resembles the type of talk observed by Walsh, but we also find similar behaviour in the 
two-party conversations.  

12.4 Turn management in the Garrwa data 
12.4.1 Silences: gaps and pauses 

Gaps are silences between the turns of two different speakers, and pauses are silences 
that occur in the middle of one speaker’s turn. In all of the data we found that intra-turn 
silences, i.e. pauses, were relatively infrequent, whereas inter-turn silences, i.e. gaps, were 
common, and compared to those found in studies of American English (e.g. Tannen 1985, 
Jefferson 1989) they were often relatively long. Nevertheless, the turn following the gap 
overwhelmingly maintained sequentiality, adjacency and coherence with the previous one. 
As one might expect, given the frequency of gaps, latched talk (i.e. talk by a next speaker 
that continued from the prior with no gap and no overlap) was relatively unusual. Extract 
(1) illustrates this and also the prevalence and length of inter-turn gaps. 
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(1) Porch:PD2.6:494 

1  (0.5) 
2 D: >WANJA NINY’I;= ^NGANINYI NAJBAY’ WABULA.< 

 Where 2Sg  man see-PA before 
 Where did you see that man before? 

3  (1.6) 
4 D: >Wanja [nin’ najba;= nganinyi] °nga:buji:.°<  
  Where 2Sg see man FaMoBr 

 Where did you see the man, the great uncle? 

5 C:  [(Wanj’wa) ju:no? ] 
   (Where) perhaps 
   (Where) I don’t know 

6  (0.4) 

7 C: R:obbie wanyi. 
  Robbie-ERG 
  Robbie did 

8  (0.8) 

9 Man: (Wha:rah.) 
  (Where) 

10  (0.8) 
11 D: >Nganinyinyini najba ‘rri;= kingka la Blackfella-; 
  Man-ERG see barri up LOC Blackfella 
12  s:-Spring:;= ̂ ngarri? 

 Spring ngarri 
 The man (saw him) up at Blackfella Spring, didn’t he? 

13  (1.1) 
14 C: Junkg’wa ^k:a˘ja n’na w:anka;= nganinyi:? 
  Sit-STILL many (that) alive man 

 Big mob of blackfellas still living there 

15  (1.5) 
16 C: [>Kabu ^y:an]ybakiy’ nana’kanyi;< bardibardinyi, 
   (   ) talk-IMP that-DAT old.woman-DAT 

 Talk to that one, the old woman 

17 D: [(         )] 
18  (0.8) 

19 D: [Eh-hh 

20 C: [Nanikiy’  (owh-) 
  That-IMP 
  Do that 
21  (0.6) 

 
In this extract it can be noted that there are regular inter-turn gaps of between 0.4 and 

1.6 seconds, a distribution greater than what has been observed for (urban) Anglo-Australian 
conversation. These gaps can be explained in different ways. The 1.6-second gap in line 3  
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is followed by a redoing of Daphne’s question in line 2.5 There had been no answer to the 
question, which had selected the ‘man’ (line 9) as next speaker, as can be seen on the 
video. Thus Daphne is pursuing the answer by repeating the question, thus employing rule 
1(c) from SSJ. In the following talk, Daphne and Catherine jointly try to extract the answer 
from the man, with gaps between attempts. It is also interesting that on two occasions 
(lines 16/17 and 19/20) Daphne and Catherine start talking simultaneously, thus indicating 
orientation to the turn-taking rhythms of the conversation. 

Our overall conclusions are that this Indigenous conversational talk thus appears to take 
place at a slower pace than Anglo talk, with many more gaps than one finds in most Anglo 
conversations. In other words, with reference to the ‘gross observations’ about conversation 
in SSJ, we are not finding ‘slight gap or slight overlap … make up the vast majority of 
transitions’. What we are finding is a gross observation about these Indigenous Australian 
conversations that ‘gaps between turns at talk are common, and make up the majority of 
transitions’. We do, however, find that ‘overwhelmingly one party talks at a time’, and the 
other 11 ‘gross observations’ reported in SSJ also hold.6 A corollary to this is that overlaps 
are relatively unusual, though not outside the range generally found in Anglo talk, as 
reported in Gardner and Mushin (2007). It can also be seen, even from this short extract, 
that the speakers are quite able to orient to transition spaces, coming in at the ends of 
grammatically, intonationally and pragmatically complete utterances (Ford & Thompson 
1996). Here we suggest that the scope of a transition space extends further into the silence 
that may follow a point of possible completion than what we are used to seeing with 
Anglo-Australian or American talk . We expand on this in section 12.4.4. 

12.4.2 Overlap 
In the extract above, it was seen that there was a plethora of inter-turn gaps. A corollary 

of this is that there will be little overlap. In previous work looking only at the conversations 
between Tina and Ellen (Gardner & Mushin 2007), we found that when overlap does 
occur, the types of overlap produced by these two speakers were generally similar to those 
reported for North American, British and Anglo-Australian talk (see especially Jefferson 
1983), except for one type, ‘post-start-up’ overlap. This occurs when a speaker starts talking 
just after another speaker has started up. This practice demonstrates orientation to TCU 
boundaries, though not to completion of a TCU, but rather to onset of a TCU. We argued 

                                                                                                                                              
5 In fact the question is never satisfactorily answered, possibly because the man did not have the information. 
6 The other ‘gross observations’ in SSJ are: 

1 Speaker-change recurs, or at least occurs.  
2 Turn order is not fixed, but varies. 
3 Turn size is not fixed, but varies. 
4 Length of conversation is not specified in advance. 
5 What parties say is not specified in advance. 
6 Relative distribution of turns is not specified in advance. 
7 Number of parties can vary. 
8 Talk can be continuous or discontinuous. 
9 Turn-allocation techniques are obviously used. A current speaker may select a next speaker (as when 

he addresses a question to another party); or parties may self-select. 
10 Various ‘turn-constructional units’ are employed; e.g., turns can be projectedly ‘one word long’, or 

they can be sentential in length. 
11 Repair mechanisms exist for dealing with turn-taking errors and violations; e.g., if two parties find 

themselves talking at the same time, one of them will stop prematurely, thus repairing the trouble. 
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in that paper that an analysis of overlap revealed a great deal of attentiveness to the rhythms 
of turn-taking, TCU completions (and onsets) and TRPs. In post-start-up overlap however, 
we found that the speakers were often (but not always) disattentive to the content of the 
other speaker’s talk because of their focus on starting their turn soon after the other speaker 
had started. An example of post-start-up overlap from the Porch Data is given in (3) below. 

Gardner and Mushin (2007) found 77 overlaps in total in the 35 minutes of talk in the 
Tina/Ellen conversations, which is low compared with most types of Anglo talk, but not 
excessively so (cf. Gardner 2001). The most common type of overlap we found was 
overlap associated with brief responses, such as continuers or assessments (about 33% of 
all overlaps). About a quarter were terminal overlaps, in which the final sound or sounds of 
a TCU are overlapped by the incoming speaker, and about a fifth were simultaneous starts 
where one speaker applies rule 1(b), self-selection, and the other applies rule 1(c), current 
speaker continues if other does not self-select. We also found only one example of a 
speaker coming in very early (but later than just after the other speaker’s start-up) in what 
Jefferson (1983) called ‘recognitional overlap’, a far lower frequency than is generally 
found in Anglo talk.7 Finally, there were a few examples of overlap occurring where a 
speaker was not responding to the content of the other’s talk, which was a result of 
disattentiveness to that talk. 

As we found in the Tina/Ellen conversations, we also find that there is not a lot of overlap 
in the Porch Data. Extract (2) shows an example of terminal overlap, in which the last syllable 
(two phonemes) of the final word of the TCU is overlapped by the incoming speaker. 

 
(2) Porch:PD2.7:667 
1  (1.3) 
2 C: No,= yanybakiyi na:[ni, 
   talk-IMP like.this 
  No, talk like that 
3 D:  [Kudaki’ ngarringarrijba ‘a˘ji. 
   NEG-IMP hide thing 
   Don’t you hide things 
4  (1.0) 

 
Catherine tells someone (not Daphne) to ‘yanybakiyi nani’ (talk like that), with the final 

syllable ‘-ni’ overlapped by the beginning of Daphne’s turn-initial ‘kudaki’’ (negative 
imperative particle). This suggests orientation to transition relevance places. 
                                                                                                                                              
7 Here is an example of recognitional overlap from Anglo-Australian talk.  
370 Mal: Ez soon ez I ca:n.= affo:rd et. ·hh I had  
371  another talk ta the michanic;= en ee said;=   
372  whad ee'd told me yesterday;= ee said;= w's this  
373  quide ex- sordev extre:me ·hh  [s c e n a : ]rio. 
374 Lyn: [Oh-;= (yeh,)] 
375 Lyn: ->Yeah;= b't we don' wannen extre:me  
376 Lyn: ->scen [a: r i > o(h)¿] 
377 Mal: ->  [>No;= I know<.] 

In line 375 Lynn repeats Mal’s formulation ‘extreme scenario’. Mal’s agrees with her in 377 but his turn 
comes after Lynn says ‘extreme’ and one syllable into ‘scenario’. Mal’s entry coincides with a point in which 
he can project the content of the rest of Lynn’s TCU. Recognitional overlaps are longer in duration than 
transitional overlaps, which tend to overlap only one syllable or segment. 
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Extract (3) is an example of post-start-up overlap to illustrate the type of overlap 
described in Gardner and Mushin (2007) occurring in the Porch Data. Lines 4 and 5 in 
extract (1) above also illustrate post-start-up overlap. 

 
(3) Porch:PD2.6:137 

1 C: Bakili: (.) kijijba nan’;= bujuwa:n,= kula lang::ki  
  And-HAB  tie.up that waterlily south north 

2 C: nand’;= °bayikin,= sugar*ba:g*.° 
  that bag honey 
  And he used to tie up those waterlilies south, north,  
  that sugarbag 
3  (2.1) 

4 D: -> Naja[na (ngayi) [mu- (.) [mukujba. ] 
  Paperbark-LOC 1SgPA   (      ) 
  I (      ) in/with the paperbark 
5 C: ->  [Kuyuyili;= [  ngamang[i  wayka] bakili  
    1PlINCL-DAT   (        )  down and-HAB  
6 C: yarrijba;= ^m:aradana wayka ngamanguhh.  
  put  mud-LOC down 1PlINCL-DAT 
  He used to take them down the river for us,  
  and put them in the mud for us. 

7  (0.3) 
 
Catherine is reminiscing about how members of her parent’s generation would collect 

waterlilies and prepare them for everyone to eat. She pauses in the reminiscing in line 3 for 
over two seconds, when Daphne comes in with a co-told element of the story. Two beats 
after the start of this interjection, Catherine continues her reminiscence. In the 2007 paper, 
we noted that this kind of overlap occurred regularly in the Borroloola data – over 10% of 
all overlaps were of this type, where a speaker starts to speak in response to another party 
starting to speak. What is striking about this is the fact that speakers do not appear to treat 
these kinds of overlap as troublesome entries into an already allocated turn. In (3), Daphne 
completes her turn while Catherine continues without hitch. Similarly in (1, lines 4–5), 
Catherine completes her turn and Daphne continues without hitch or sign that the 
overlapping talk is somehow irregular or invasive. The regular use of post-start-up overlap 
in the conversations we have examined shows it is consistent with a characterisation of 
Aboriginal talk as less concerned with turn allocation (perhaps akin to Walsh’s description 
of ‘continuous talk’) as here speakers seem to start up when they please. We suggest 
however that as post-start-up overlaps occur within one or two beats of the first speaker 
starting to talk, such entries are not randomly placed. Rather, they indicate a clear attention 
to what other speakers are doing, but in these cases speakers time turn starts just after 
someone has started talking, rather than projecting the end of a turn.  

While clearly more work needs to be done to determine the extent that this orientation 
to the start of someone’s turn factors into a generalisation about Aboriginal conversational 
style, we can say that we find little evidence that speakers talk without paying attention to 
the timing of their turns vis a vis other people’s contributions (cf. Walsh 1991, 1995).  
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12.4.3 Response tokens 
As a second observation about the nature of these Indigenous conversations, we have 

found that response tokens of all kinds occur much less frequently in the Garrwa 
conversations than in Anglo-Australian, North American or British talk (cf. Gardner 2001). 
This is particularly apparent in storytelling, where in Anglo talk, multi unit turns are 
frequently punctuated with listener responses, verbal and non-verbal. 

Extract (4) illustrates this striking lack of listener response and is representative of the 
storytelling sequence in our data more generally. Here Catherine is telling Daphne and 
Hilda about how she fell asleep – a short narrative.  

 
(4) Porch:PD2.7:799 
1  (1.0) 
2 C: ^Muning’ ‘aka;= burradaba;= kulajbina;<y’knu-¿=  
   Anyway, 1SgREFL push.over pillow-LOC  
3  ^walu’ ngayu;= kululukay’;= ^(but)  
   first 1Sg lie.down-PA 
  Anyway I threw myself on the pillow; first I had a lie down 
4  (0.6) 
5 C: ^MIKU JUDANY’;= M:A^MANUMBAY’ ˘NGAKA. 
   NEG penis-NEG forget-PA 1SgREFL 
  Anyway I fell fast asleep.8 
6  (0.2) 
7 C: Binish 
8  (0.5) 
9 C: Mi’ ngayi man:ku anythin’. 
  NEG 1SgPA hear 
  I didn’t hear anything 
10  (1.4) 
11 D: Ngarri? 
  Really? 
12  (1.5) 

13 C: >Ngala ^kukulimba ngayu;= jungkuyi nana^ba? 
   CONT grandson 1Sg sit-PA over.there 
  But my grandson was over there 
14 D: Yea:h, 
15  (2.0) 

 
Being a storytelling, one would expect the regular occurrence of continuers such as ‘mm 

hm’, assessments such as ‘great’, newsmarkers such as ‘really?’, and clarification questions 
such as ‘did they?’. However we see no response tokens to the first two elements of the 
story (lines 2–3 and 5/7), and again there are medium-length gaps where in Anglo talk one 
might expect response tokens. After the third element, however, in line 9 there is a 
response token, a newsmarker ‘Ngarri’ with rising intonation (similar to English ‘really’). 
                                                                                                                                              
8 This is a euphemistic translation of an utterance with sexual overtones. This is the translation ‘Catherine’ 
gave the first author when originally working on the transcription of this recording. 
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This, however, is after a significant gap of 1.4 seconds. The next element, 1.5 seconds later, 
however, does get an immediate response token ‘Yeah’. The video here reveals something 
of interest. Catherine visibly attempts to elicit recipiency, first by tapping Daphne’s arm 
(Daphne is sitting on her left) as she begins the second element in line 5. There is no 
visible response to this from Daphne. In the second part of this TCU she turns to Hilda, 
who is sitting on her right, and Hilda moves her head to make gaze contact with Catherine, 
but there is no vocal response. In line 9 the next element comes, and in response to 
Daphne’s newsmarker at 1.4 seconds, Catherine turns her head towards Daphne. During 
the final element, line 13, Daphne is nodding, and her ‘Yeah’ is placed in what is called the 
‘unmarked transition space’ in SSJ. So we have few response tokens, and the evidence 
from this extract is that these ones occur after quite strong work by the storyteller to elicit 
overt recipiency from her recipients. 

12.4.4 Orientation to TRP 
So far we are claiming to have found three differences in the turn management behaviour 

of these Garrwa conversations from what has been found for Anglo talk. There is a far more 
frequent occurrence of inter-turn gaps, often quite long ones, in the Garrwa talk. These 
gaps are not treated as troublesome. Second, overlap frequency was found to be relatively 
low compared to Anglo talk. One type, the post-start-up overlap, appears not to have been 
documented for Anglo talk, and another that occurs regularly in Anglo talk, recognitional 
overlap (where speakers begin their turn early because they are projecting the content that 
would complete the other speaker’s turn), occurred only once in our data. Overall, however, 
the types of overlap were similar to those found in Anglo talk. Third, we found a much 
lower frequency of response tokens, such as continuers, assessments, or newsmarkers, than 
in Anglo talk. However, at least on preliminary analysis, the functions of response tokens 
appear to be similar to Anglo talk (e.g. newsmarking, acknowledgement tokens). 

A crucial question is whether these findings provide evidence for a fundamentally 
different organisation of turn-taking in these communities from that reported in SSJ. One 
way to address this question is to examine whether these speakers orient to TCU 
completion and transition relevance places, and we find that they do. We have already 
touched on this point in our discussion of gaps and overlaps above. Here we provide 
further evidence and discussion of orientation to transition spaces we find in our data. 

 
(5) Porch:PD2.6:197 

1 H: A:ll dat kid come (ou’);= innit?  

2 C: Wa:rr:ki˘wa:nyi,= 
  Dingo-ERG 

3 D: =>Ngala wanya  barri[(nya:). 
    but what (     [     ) 

4 ?:  [Five do:llars. 
 

First Hilda produces a turn in Kriol (referring to kids leaving the house to return to 
school), and on completion, in unmarked turn transition (i.e. with a tiny silence between 
the turns of about one tenth of a second), the next speaker, Catherine, starts up in Garrwa. 
When she comes to a TRP, the third speaker, Daphne, starts up, with her turn latched to 
Catherine’s, i.e. no gap and no overlap. Finally, a fourth (unidentified) speaker, a bystander, 
says ‘five dollars’ in English, terminally overlapped with the last sounds of Daphne’s turn. 
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This, too, is within the transition space as described in SSJ. This occurs even though she is 
not responding to anything any of the other three had said. In other words, there is a series 
of turns here linked to one another through orientation to the TCU completion points. 

The next three examples from the Porch Data show cases where at first glance it 
appears that speakers may not be orienting to transition spaces, but on closer examination 
it can be seen that they are. 

In extract (6), Catherine appears to come in in the middle of someone’s turn, but where 
she starts speaking is immediately after ‘where’, which is a possible completion point, i.e. 
the unidentified speaker’s turn could have finished at ‘I don’t know where’. 

 
(6) Porch:PD2.6:614 

1 H: Winja:’ni’ ^wurdumbayi. 
  where-2Sg get 
  Where did you get it? 
2  (0.4) 

3 ?: >I d’n know ^whe:re [dey b’n geddim.<]= 

4 C:  [<R a n g:i m b a]y’  
     Shoot-PA 

5  =Jay:jaywahnyi>,hhh  
  NAME-ERG 
  Jayjay shot it 
 

In (7) too, Catherine’s turn ‘weekend’ appears to come right in the middle of Daphne’s 
turn, but in fact it comes immediately after Daphne’s ‘yeah, yeah’, which is a possible 
completion point and transition place. 

 
(7) Porch:PD2.7:991 

1 D: ^Yea:h yea:h;^ [barriwa ba]rriw’ barriwa. ^Yu yu:.  
2 C:  [Weeken:d, ] 

 
Similarly, in (8), Daphne says ‘yoh yeh-’, which is cut off glottally, in the middle of 

Tracey’s (Daphne’s granddaughter’s) turn, but once again at a possible transition space 
after ‘too dark there’. This time, however, Daphne starts to speak again in the unmarked 
transition space after the next TRP, after ‘can’t see my face’. 

 
(8) Porch:PD2.7:642 

1 T: Too da:rk the:re¿ [ c a n’t ] see my ^fa:ce. 

2 D: [Yoh yeh-_] 

3 D: Yangka n’nji ^jilajba. 
  Where 2Sg walk 
  Where are you going 

 
These examples illustrate that these speakers of Garrwa as a first language, in a multi-

party conversation in which a number of people come into the conversation and then leave 
again whilst they continue sitting on the porch engaging in conversation, are orienting to 
transition spaces. Our finding, then, is that speakers orient to TRPs, and either start to 
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speak close to (but not much before) possible completion points, or some considerable 
time after the completion point (as discussed in section 12.4.1). 

12.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion we suggest that the differences from Anglo talk in the conversational 

behaviour of Garrwa women in our data are in what Schegloff (2006:72) calls ‘differences 
in the values of variables’. The ‘variables’ in this equation refer to the structural features 
assumed to underpin all talk-in-interaction, including turn allocation and turn timing (gaps 
and overlaps). We first looked at silences and found that inter-turn silences in particular 
were more frequent and longer in these conversations than in Anglo talk. We also looked 
at the incidence of overlaps and found that they were fewer than we generally find in 
Anglo talk, with some evidence of overlaps that orient to the beginning rather than the 
ends of turns (what we call ‘post-start-up’ overlap). Finally we looked at response tokens, 
which in Anglo talk typically occur at places where speaker change may be relevant, but 
where the response token would count as a passing up of an opportunity to take a turn. In 
these conversations, we have found that, on a regular basis, nothing (including non-verbal 
acknowledgements) occurs where response tokens would regularly occur in Anglo talk.  

The values of the three variables we have examined here do run consistent with Walsh’s 
characterisation of Aboriginal talk as ‘non-dyadic’ and ‘continuous’: longer gaps and 
overlaps oriented to both turn endings and beginnings suggest a degree of autonomy in 
speakers’ timing of their turns, at variance with what has typically been described for 
Anglo talk. The lack of response tokens may also be symptomatic of a conversational style 
where listeners are not terribly motivated to identify themselves as ‘listeners’. To this 
extent, we have provided a more fine-grained description of features of this style, based on 
micro-analysis of recorded conversations.  

Despite these differences in style, however, we find that the speakers in these 
conversations, whether in dyadic or in multi-party ‘broadcast talk’ situations, still orient to 
the basic and underlying organisation of turn-taking practices, namely orientation to 
transition relevance places as the legitimate places to begin talking, though the duration of 
a TRP appears to stretch from just before a point of possible completion to one or more 
seconds after such points, in contrast to Anglo talk, in which the end of a TRP occurs about 
0.2 seconds after a TRP.  

This exploration thus gives us a sense of the extent to which turn management in 
Aboriginal communities may vary with respect to what we know about turn management 
in Anglo talk. This provides support for the ethnographic claims made by scholars such as 
Michael Walsh and Diana Eades, that there are real differences in the normative patterns of 
conversational behaviour among Australian Indigenous people that may in some settings 
clash with expectations for turn-taking behaviour by the mainstream population. By 
identifying what is normal for turn management in Aboriginal communities, we should be 
better able to account for variations in such behaviour in cross-cultural encounters.  

Abbreviations and transcription conventions 
Our transcription maximally consists of four lines. The first line uses CA conventions 

for coding prosody, timing and overall phonetic shape (Schegloff 2006:265). This is 
followed by a line which ‘spells out’ the lexical forms of Garrwa words, followed by a 
gloss line for Garrwa and Kriol words. English words are not indicated on the gloss line. 
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The fourth line is a free translation, where required. The following abbreviations are used 
in glossing Garrwa and Kriol: 

 
CONT – contrastive’ 
DAT – dative 
ERG – ergative 
HAB – habitual 
IMP – imperative 
INCL – inclusive 
LOC – locative 
NEG – negative 
PA – past tense 
REFL – reflexive 
STILL – continuative 
1Sg – first person singular 
1Pl – first person plural 
2Sg – second person singular 
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13 Laughter is the best medicine: roles 
for prosody in a Murriny Patha 
conversational narrative 

  

 JOE BLYTHE 

13.1 Background 
In 1972 Michael Walsh went to the former mission of Port Keats, now the community 

of Wadeye, in the Northern Territory to begin PhD fieldwork on the Murriny Patha 
(Murrinh-Patha) language (Walsh 1976b). So began his long association with the community 
and the language that continues to this day. Michael is held in very high esteem in Wadeye 
and his long association with the community has not gone unnoticed. In December 2005, 
on the occasion of his retirement from the University of Sydney, two senior Murriny Patha 
women, Phyllis Bunduck and the late Elizabeth Cumaiyi, sent congratulations and well-
wishes in Murriny Patha to be played at the party to celebrate his retirement.1  

Many of his academic papers are peppered with Murriny Patha examples and with 
anecdotes about fieldwork with Murriny Patha speakers. He has written about a variety of 
topics including Murriny Patha morphosyntax (Walsh 1976a, 1976b, 1987, 1996b) and 
semantics (Walsh 1993, 1996a, 1997b), language socialisation at Wadeye (Walsh 1990), 
Murriny Patha song (Barwick et al. 2007, Walsh 2007a, 2007b, 2010, Walsh & Blythe 
2006), as well as interactional styles in both conversation and in legal settings (Walsh 
1991, 1994, 1997a).  

Another of Michael’s interests is Aboriginal narrative. In Walsh (in press) he proposes 
10 features of Aboriginal storytelling that are perhaps different from ‘Anglo’ storytelling, 
even if only by degree. Although he does not say so explicitly in this paper, Michael is 
interested (pers. comm.) in how Aboriginal people judge storytelling to be good or bad. 
Although Aboriginal oral tradition is acknowledged as being one of the oldest in the world, 
and as being different in many respects from storytelling in European culture, academics 
know little of the Indigenous orientation to the storyteller’s craft. 

Most of the work on narrative in Australia focuses on formally elicited narratives. The 
interactional nature of Aboriginal storytelling is generally understated in the Australianist 
literature. This is perhaps unsurprising as there has been very little work to date on natural 

                                                                                                                                              
1 Phyllis’s late husband, Kevin Bunduck, a well known artist, was one of Michael’s main consultants in the 
1970s and 1980s. 
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conversation in Aboriginal Australia, and even less on conversational storytelling. However, 
if there is one thing of which we can be sure, it is that storytelling is a performance, and 
that great storytellers know how to hold their audience. We might therefore expect great 
tellers of formal narratives to hone their craft in natural conversation.  

Research in conversation analysis reveals conversational narratives to be seldom (if 
ever) produced merely for entertainment. Instead they are normally produced in order to 
achieve some sort of practical activity (Mandelbaum 2003). Conversationalists tell stories 
in order to provide accounts for their actions or to blame others, complain, invite, etc. Thus 
stories, like other conversational phenomena, are produced in response to the contingencies 
of the interaction as it unfolds. Conversational narratives are sequentially organised in 
terms of storytelling sequences or episodes (Jefferson 1987, Sacks 1974, Schegloff 1992) 
and their trajectories tend to differ when produced as an initial story or a second story 
(Sacks 1992:vol. 2, 3-16, Schegloff 1992, 1997).  

Participants in conversation, as well as designing aspects of their talk in ways that display 
a personal orientation towards their recipients (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974:727), 
also design aspects of their talk so as to reflect the particular type of activity in which they 
are engaged currently (e.g. Stivers 2007). Conversational narratives are told in ways that 
reflect the storyteller’s sensitivity to the needs of the recipients of the story and are 
designed so as to best effect the personal objectives of the teller. Specialised features of 
story design might be reflected in the teller’s use of gesture, gaze or word selection, or in 
the creative use of prosodic marking. This chapter is concerned with conversational 
storytellers’ distinctive use of prosody to phonetically design stories for their recipients so 
as to accomplish their specific interactional objectives. 

13.2 A fragment of conversational narrative 
In the data used for the study reported in this chapter, the two women previously 

mentioned, Phyllis and Elizabeth, are engaged in a dyadic conversation when the topic 
turns to the death of Elizabeth’s son (G). This sparks a series of reminiscences about the 
deceased son. Initially Phyllis tells the story about how she and her daughter reacted to 
hearing the distressing news of his death. This short story had left Elizabeth feeling very 
sad. Then Phyllis tells a second story that greatly restores her friend’s good cheer. The 
second story is a lighthearted reminiscence about a very funny conversation when G was 
still alive. In what is a particularly masterful piece of storytelling, Phyllis tells the second 
story in a way that makes her friend laugh out loud. Key to the effectiveness of the 
storytelling is the elaborate prosodic marking of reported prior speech. As she tells the story 
Phyllis takes on various vocal characteristics of the prior conversationalists, mimicking the 
ways that they spoke so as to distinguish contrastively who was speaking to whom. In fact 
both women laugh hysterically throughout the story. However as we will see, Phyllis does 
more than merely mimic prior voices. Her elaborate use of prosody is central to injecting 
the story with the humour necessary to lift the spirits of her unhappy friend, making her 
laugh out loud. In this chapter we will examine a single fragment of conversation. Having 
already made Elizabeth laugh many times previously, in this fragment Phyllis recruits 
perceptually isochronous timing2 to trigger a further outburst of laughter. 

                                                                                                                                              
2 This phenomenon is discussed in Couper-Kuhlen (1993) and Auer, Couper-Kuhlen and Muller (1999). See 
also Couper-Kuhlen (1999) and Klewitz and Couper-Kuhlen (1999) for cases of isochronous timing 
signalling reported speech. 
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In Fragment 1 Phyllis is telling Elizabeth a very funny story about two young boys who use 
the incorrect name for a species of edible mollusc. In Murriny Patha the particular molluscs, 
‘spiny chitons’, Acanthopleura spinosa, are correctly referred to as ku tjipmandji. However 
the boys had previously overheard adults dysphemystically refer to these molluscs using 
the term for female genitalia, to which they bear a striking resemblance.3 They have thus 
innocently repeated the improper term. Here Phyllis reports a conversation between one of 
the two boys, A, and his classificatory ‘grandfather’, G – Elizabeth’s now deceased son. 
Because G and A stood in a classificatory ‘maternal grandparent’ relationship, they address 
each other with the reciprocal kinterm thamuny (in this case G is A’s classificatory ‘mother’s 
father’, whereas A is G’s classificatory ‘daughter’s son’, see Figure 13.1). 
 
 

 
Figure 13.1  Interaction between Phyllis’s grandson, A, and Elizabeth’s son,  

G. A and G address each other with the reciprocal kinterm thamuny 
 

In lines 530–536 of this fragment, Phyllis recounts how her daughter K had informed 
Elizabeth’s son G and his friend (B) about what the two boys had said. The two men (G 
and B) had burst out laughing, as did both Elizabeth and Phyllis as Phyllis retold the story. 
In lines 534 and 536, K (as reported by Phyllis) instructs G to ask the young boys what it 
was they had found on the reef. 

                                                                                                                                              
3 In Murriny Patha, all entities pertain to one of 10 nominal classes. Most noun phrases include an 
appropriate nominal classifier as the left-most word. The nominal classifier ku denotes all animates as well as 
a range of other entities, including female genitals. All other body parts take the ‘residue’ class nandji. See 
Walsh (1997b) for details. 
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Fragment 1 Detailed transcription (Spiny Chitons, 2004-08-08JB03b)  

530 Phyl K de↑di~↓; 
   ‘Daddy.’ 
531   (0.6) 
532 Phyl K kaka~↓; 
   ‘Uncle.’ 
533    (0.9) 
534 Phyl K ↑*nan'gudharrpunintha pernintha nyinda;*↑  ((high, creaky)) 
   ‘Ask those two male non-siblings,’ 
535   (0.1) 
536 Phyl K Thanggu°g°u ngarra kalpa damninthangkarduyu. 
   ‘what sort of ku-things were you two male non-siblings looking  
   for on the reef.’ 
:   : 
((50 seconds removed)) 
:   : 
604 Phyl  <↑Awu bematha kanggurl ngay pangu  
605    wurdamna>wal>tjidamhath°a°.  ((lento, accelerando)) 
   Oh my brother’s son’s son was laughing at him so much his 
   sides were aching. 
606    (0.6) 
607 Eliz  Mhm_= 
608 Phyl G =th(h)a↑m(h)u:~↓ny.  ((breathy, singsong)) 
    ‘Grandson.’  
609    (1.55) 
610 Phyl G Ku thang↑gu kama::~↓.  ((breathy, singsong)) 
   ‘What sort of ku-things might they be?’  
611   (1.4) 
612 Phyl A K(h)arda °da°↑matha *tha*muny;  ((high, excited, creaky)) 
   ‘Right here grandpa.’ 
613    (1.3) 
614 Phyl A Ku terertniminya.   ((high, excited, creaky)) 
   ‘[there are] lots and lots of them.’ 
615   (0.26) 
616 Phyl A ma⌈ml⌉etetwurran ngarra kalpa:ya: mamnaward⌈a;=a⌉wu:;= 
   ‘They were all sticking to the reef’, he then said to him. Oh! 
617 Eliz    ⌊m-⌋                                    M⌊m:; ⌋ 
618 Phyl  =ku be: pe:nintha °ku° wu⌈rdamninthardarrerndernwarda pangu.⌉ 
   The two men had pains in their backs from laughing about those  
   ku-things. 
619 Eliz                          ⌊ Mmh:mh   mh   ha  ha  ha  ha  ha ⌋ ha 
620    (1.2) 
621 Phyl  thamuny thamuny wangu. ((creaky)) 
   [laughing] at his daughter's son. 
622   (0.7) 
623 Phyl G ya tha↑ma:~ny↓;  ((singsong))  
   ‘Hey grandson.’ 
624   (1.3) 
625 Phyl G °thambinyikatwa;° ((high, creaky, piano)) 
   ‘You made a mistake.’ 
626   (1.3) 
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Fragment 1' (The same fragment showing the morphemic representation and glossing.)4 

604 Phyl awu berematha kanggurl ngay pangu 
  Oh! the.whole.time woman’s.br.so.ch 1SPOS DIST 
605 Phyl wurdam -na -waltji -damatha 
  3SS.30.NFUT -3SMIO -have.aching.sides.from.laughing -really 
606  (0.6) 
607 Eliz Mhm 
608 Phyl thamuny 
609  (1.55) 
610 Phyl ku thanggu kama 
  animate what INDEF 
611  (1.4) 
612 Phyl karda damatha thamuny 
  here really mo.fa 
613  (1.3) 
614 Phyl ku terert -nimin -ya 
  animate many -very -DUB 
615  (0.26)   
616 Phyl mam -let -REDUP =wurran ngarra kalpa -ya 
  3SS.8.say/do.NFUT -stick.to -REDUP =3SS.6.go.NFUT LOC reef -DUB 
  mam -na -warda awu 
  3SS.8.say/do.NFUT -3SMIO -then Oh! 
617 Eliz m- Mm 
618 Phyl ku bere peninth ku 
  animate Right! 3DU.M.NSIB animate 
  wurdam -nintha -rdarrerndern -warda pangu 
  3sS.30.NFUT -DU.M.NSIB -have.aching.back.from.laughing -then DIST 
619 Eliz Mmh mh ha ha ha ha ha ha 
620  (1.2) 
621 Phyl thamuny -REDUP -wangu 
  man’s.da.ch -REDUP -directional 
622  (0.7) 
623 Phyl ya thamuny 
  DUB man’s.da.ch 
624  (1.3) 
625 Phyl tham -winyikat -wa 
  2SS.24.RR.NFUT -make.a.mistake -EMPH 
626  (1.3) 
 
 

                                                                                                                                              
4 Abbreviations used in this chapter: 1, 2, 3 = first, second third person,  27 (i.e. an additional numeral 
between 1 and 38) = verb class,  br = brother, ch = child,  da = daughter,  DIST =  distal, DU = dual, DUB = 
dubitative,  EMPH = Emphatic,  F = feminine,  INDEF = indefinite,  IO = indirect object,  LOC = locative,  M = 
masculine,  NFUT = non-future,  NSIB = non-sibling, POS = possessive, REDUP = reduplication,  RR = 
reflexive/reciprocal. S = singular,  S = subject,  so = son. 
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In this story, Phyllis seldom uses speech verbs to frame reported speech.5 Instead she 
tends to incorporate the information about the reporting of speech into the reported speech 
itself. As we will see, prosodic marking plays an important role in indexing the reported 
speaker. However, for indexing who was being spoken to, her preferred method is to use 
‘ill-fitting’ vocative expressions, usually kinterms. Kinterms index a relationship between 
a pair of individuals. Thus for every mother, there must be a corresponding son or daughter. 
For every grandparent, there must be a corresponding grandson or granddaughter. 
Ordinarily Phyllis calls Elizabeth newuy, ‘daughter’ or wakal, ‘child’.  

In a turn spanning lines 608 and 610, Phyllis reports G’s question to his classificatory 
grandson A, ‘Thamuny, what sort of ku-things6 might they be?’ The kinterm thamuny (line 
608) does not fit the ‘mother-daughter’ relationship of the two conversationalists. This 
misalignment in the participant frame cues the following question, ku thanggu kama, 
‘What sort of ku-things might they be?’, as originally hailing from someone other than 
Phyllis and addressing someone other than Elizabeth. In other words, the utterance being 
reported originally hailed from a speaker who addressed his recipient as thamuny. Because 
the kinterm thamuny is reciprocal, the problem for Elizabeth is determining which line of 
talk hails from the ‘grandfather’ and which hails from the ‘grandson’. Phyllis compensates 
for this indexical shortcoming7 by globally marking the reported utterances in a manner 
characteristic of the speakers being reported. 

The kinterm thamuny (line 608, pronounced th(h)a↑m(h)u:~↓ny.) and the question ku 
thanggu kama, ‘What sort of ku-things might they be?’ (line 610, pronounced ÷Ku thang↑gu 
kama::~↓.÷) are both produced with breathy voice and with an excited, singsong voice 
quality, characterised by exaggerated pitch excursions. The reported turn sounds like an 
adult speaking to a child. The utterance is hearable as mimicking the ‘grandfather’s’ question 
to the ‘grandson’. The reported voice of G is represented by the italicised G at the beginning 
of lines 608 and 610. 

The grandson’s answer is spread over three Turn Constructional Units (TCUs)8 – lines 
612, 614 and the first half of line 616 (hence the italicised A in the transcript) – ‘Right here 
grandpa, lots and lots of them, they were sticking to the reef’. The first two TCUs (lines 
612 and 614) that form part of the ‘grandson’s’ answer also have a rather different sort of 
excited voice quality. These turns both have creaky rather than breathy voice. Although the 
peak pitch is not particularly high, the mean pitch is higher than the prior talk and the pitch 
range is narrower (gone is the singsong intonation), making the lines perceivable as having 
the high register one might associate with a child. The third TCU of A’s reply (line 616) 
sees a shift to perceptually isochronous timing.9 (The isochronous timing in lines 616–621 
will be discussed below in section 3.) The thamuny in line 623 sees a return to the singsong 
intonation that we saw in lines 608 and 610, which was attributable to the ‘grandfather’, G. 
This singsong intonation is sufficient to flag the following turn thambinyikatwa, ‘you made 
                                                                                                                                              
5 In this narrative Phyllis uses only 12 quotative expressions to animate over 40 different reported turns-at-talk. 
6 See footnote 3. 
7 Elsewhere in this conversation, Phyllis uses non-reciprocal vocative kinterms to index both reported 
addressee and reported speaker. Thus, the vocative kinterm daddy not only indexes a father as the reported 
addressee, it also indexes a son or daughter as reported speaker. A reciprocal vocative kinterm (e.g. cuz) can 
only index the relationship between the pair of individuals (e.g. a pair of cousins). 
8 In conversation analysis, Turn Constructional Units or TCUs (Sacks et al. 1974) are the basic building blocks 
for conversational turns. They are generally considered to be units of talk that are possibly complete from the 
perspective of syntax, intonation and pragmatics (cf. Ford, Fox & Thompson 1996, Ford & Thompson 1996).  
9 In their paper on the prosodic marking of reported speech, Klewitz and Couper-Kuhlen (1999:474) note that 
the particular ‘prosodic formatting of a voice may well “evolve” during the stretch of the speech being 
reported. When this happens, the left- and righthand boundaries may end up being different …’. 
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a mistake’, as also hailing from G (even though thambinyikatwa bears none of the other 
prosodic characteristics previously attributed to him). The characteristic global prosodic 
marking thus mimics the sounds of the reported speakers’ voices, effectively 
disambiguating the reciprocal kinterm thamuny.10 

13.3 Rhythmic effects 
A rather different sort of prosodic formatting can be heard in the middle of this fragment. 

The large extended turn that extends across lines 616 and 618 is a complex construction. 
The turn is comprised of three syntactically distinct units. The speech verb mamnawarda, 
‘He then said to him’, occurs mid-way between two other syntactic units: mamletetwurran 
ngarra kalpaya, ‘They were sticking to the reef’, immediately prior; and awu ku be penintha 
ku wurdamninthadarrerndern warda pangu, ‘Oh! the two men had pains in their backs 
from laughing about those ku-things’, immediately after. (The two men are Elizabeth’s son 
G and his friend B.) 

These two lines of talk also constitute three distinct pragmatic units. The first is a unit 
of reported speech. The second is a quotative expression that reports the prior speech. The 
third is the narrator’s commentary about what the reported addressees (the two men) did 
upon hearing what the young boy said. 

Intonationally, the extended turn is cast as a complete entity – one that is not easily 
subdivided. All three syntactic/pragmatic units are produced without any pauses or gaps; 
indeed the first word of the final unit, awu (‘Oh!’, line 616), is latched onto the previous unit 
(the framing speech verb mamnawarda), where there is a very slight pitch reset. The first 
two syntactic/pragmatic units both fall under the same rise-fall tune, but the third unit falls 
under a second rise-fall tune. Effectively, both tunes comprise a larger ‘supratune’ that dips 
in the middle. As such it resembles a single large intonation unit, one that is not so easily 
subdivided. From an intonational perspective, the turn does not reach possible completion 
before reaching the word pangu (line 618), where the terminal intonation is fully falling.11 

The turn has an additional prosodic feature that has not been represented in the 
transcript, namely the rhythmic use of isochronous timing. Although Phyllis’s storytelling 
is replete with a variety of prosodic marking, isochronous rhythm does not feature very 
prominently in the Murriny Patha conversational data. It may be that the language is not as 
well suited to this kind of prosodic marking as English. In conversation polysynthetic 
verbs generally have just one stressed syllable (at most two); the Murriny Patha clause may 
be less amenable to rhythmic manipulation than the English clause, which, being composed 
of generally shorter words, has more stressed syllables to play with, per unit of time. The 
paucity of isochronous timing thus makes its occurrence particularly significant. 

The extended turn has two rhythmic patterns: a slow pattern and a fast pattern. If we 
consider the talk as comprising rhythmic cells where each of the stressed syllables 
constitutes a beat at the start of each cell, then the cells of the slow pattern are just under 
one second in duration (see Figure 13.2), whereas the cells of the fast pattern are 
approximately 0.4 seconds in duration (see Figure 13.3). 

                                                                                                                                              
10 In this passage and others, Phyllis also recruits distinctive local prosodic marking (that is, of very short 
passages of talk, such as accented syllables) for additional disambiguation (see Blythe 2009a, 2009b).   
11 Perhaps it would be fair to say that intonationally the unit comes to ‘local’ completion at the end of the word 
mamnawarda, though it is not ‘globally’ complete until the end of the word pangu (see Ford & Thompson 
1996:150). Note for instance Elizabeth’s Mm (line 617). Ford and Thompson note that these ‘small, non-
floor-taking turns’ may occur at points of ‘local’ completion, where further talk is being projected. 
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Figure 13.2  Waveform of line 616 of Fragment 1  

showing the slower isochronous timing 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13.3  Waveform of lines 616 – 621 of Fragment 1  

showing the faster isochronous timing 
 
 
The slow pattern is set up by the even duration between the stressed syllables le, kal and 

mam (as in mamlétetwurran, kálpaya and mámnawarda, respectively). This regular 
duration sets up the expectation that the next word will also place a beat at an interval of 
similar duration. However, the third cell containing the word mamnawarda, ‘he said to 
him’, does not reach its completion; it is terminated at 0.71 seconds. The next stressed beat 
is the word awu, ‘Oh’, which is the first beat of the first cell of the faster rhythmic pattern. 
Although the word mamnawarda is not truncated, its cell is (see Figure 13.4). This 
accounts for why the word awu is perceivable as being latched onto the end of 
mamnawarda (note the equals sign in the line 616 of the transcription). 
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[slow pattern] mam/letetwurran ngarra/ 
 /k a l p  a :   y  a  :      / 
 /mamnawarda                 ← truncated cell 

[fast pattern] /Awu::       /ku:         / 
/be::        /pe:nintha ku/ 
/wurdamnintharda=         / 
/=rrerndernwarda          / 
/pangu       /            / 
/            /            / 
/thamuny     /thamuny     / 
/wangu       / 

 
Figure 13.4  Lines 616–621 of Fragment 1 represented as rhythmic cells 

 
In the verb wurdamninthardarrerndernwarda (line 618), -rdarrerndern is a coverb 

which means ‘to get a sore back from laughing’. In larger polysynthetic verbs, the coverb 
generally attracts primary stress (usually the first syllable, though not always). In careful 
speech there may also be some secondary stress on the first syllable of the verb. Thus, a 
verb like wurdamninthardarrerndernwarda might be expected to have the following stress 
pattern, wùrdamninthardarrérndernwarda. However in the conversational data, it is 
unusual to find verbs bearing more than a single stressed syllable. This verb (as it occurs in 
line 618) has no perceivable stress on the first syllable, perhaps because there is a barely 
perceptible nominal classifier ku, ‘animate’, immediately preceding the verb. Even so, the 
first syllable wu and the stressed syllable rrern are 0.8 seconds apart, which is the 
equivalent of two (0.4 second) rhythmic cells. Similarly rrern and the first syllable of 
pangu (which is mildly stressed) are 0.8 seconds apart. The entire verb is 1.6 seconds in 
duration, which is the equivalent of 4 cells. The only stressed syllable in the verb, rrern, 
places a beat at what would be the start of the third cell. We can thus conceive of this  
word as fitting within the faster isochronous pattern, even though a few beats have been 
skipped. 

The fast rhythmic pattern includes all of the speaker’s commentary about the two men 
having sore backs from laughing. This fast pattern continues into the next line (621) 
thamuny thamuny wangu, ‘at his daughter’s son’.12 The gap between pangu and thamuny 
(i.e. the gap at line 620) is 1.2 seconds, effectively three empty cells. The syntactic unit, 
thamuny thamuny wangu, is an increment to the prior turn (Ford, Fox & Thompson 2002, 
Walker 2004). It serves as an elaboration that explicates the source of the men’s 
amusement as being the young boy, A. 

The slow pattern includes both the reported speech and the speech verb mamnawarda, 
‘he then said to him’.13 This line of reported speech is itself a continuation of A’s answer to 
his grandfather. The slow isochronous rhythm has scope over both the reported speech and 
the utterance that reports the reported speech, thus echoing the verb’s association of the 
reported speaker A with his reported utterance. On the other hand, the slower isochronous 
rhythm, by having scope over both the talk that outlines the actions of the men in laughing 
(line 618) and over the talk that indexes the root-cause of their actions (the young boy, line 
                                                                                                                                              
12 Technically A is really G’s mo.fa.fa.so.da.so.da.so (see Figure 13.1). However, through same-sex sibling 
merger (Scheffler 1978:115) G’s mo.fa.fa.so.da.so (Phyllis’s husband) is a categorical ‘brother’. Because a 
man treats his brother’s kin as his own, A becomes G’s ‘daughter’s son’.  
13 Klewitz and Couper-Kuhlen (1999) also found that prosodic formatting sometimes extends beyond the 
confines of the talk being reported. This leaching into the surrounding talk takes the form of pre- and post-
voicing. Effectively, the prosodic formatting flags a passage of talk as having report speech in its vicinity.  
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621), associates their laughing with the source of their amusement. In this way, isochronous 
timing is also recruited for referential disambiguation. Because the kinterm thamuny is 
reciprocal, the potential ambiguity as to whether thamuny is being used to index the 
grandfather or the grandson (see Figure 13.1) is resolved by the partitioning of the two 
rhythmic patterns. 

The actions of the young boy (in speaking) and the two men (in laughing) are contrasted 
through the isochronous rhythms. The two actions are in a cause and effect relationship: 
the two boys used the wrong name for the molluscs – the men laughed. The faster 
isochronous rhythm is also in a dependency relationship to the prior rhythm – it is 
perceivable as faster only because the prior rhythm is slower. It is perceptually dependent 
on the prior rhythm for effect. So what effect does it actually produce? In line 619 
Elizabeth bursts into hysterical laughter. This laughter overlaps the faster rhythmic pattern. 
The onset of these laughter particles coincides with the fifth beat of the faster isochronous 
rhythm – overlapping the verb wurdamninthardarrerndern, ‘the two men had aching backs 
from laughing’. However, the onset of the laughter is prior to the coverb -rdarrerndern, 
which carries the lexical meaning, ‘to have an aching back from laughing’. Therefore 
Elizabeth’s laughter is not triggered by the semantics of this verb, because the meaning of 
the verb is not yet clear. Both women had already been laughing numerous times 
previously during the telling of this very funny story so would have been primed for 
further jocularity. This particular passage sets Elizabeth off laughing all over again. The 
onset of this particular stretch of laughter seems to have less to do with a punchline or with 
any humorous content, than with the juxtaposition of actions and with dramatic delivery. 
This burst of laughter seems to have been triggered by Phyllis’s dramatic rhythmic 
portrayal of the cause-and-effect relationship between the participants’ actions, as indexed 
by the dependent nature of the contrastive prosodic patterning. 

Phyllis’s flair as a narrator is second to none. The elaborate use of prosody in her 
storytelling shows not only great sophistication for its ability to resolve difficult referential 
problems, it is also extremely entertaining. In this passage, and indeed throughout the 
entire story, Elizabeth hangs onto Phyllis’s every word. Note that in this fragment, 
Elizabeth’s audible responses are confined to the non-floor-holding response tokens in 
lines 607 and 617 and the burst of laughter in line 619. The large complex rhythmic turn in 
lines 616 and 618, with its incremental rhythmic echo (line 621), is the pièce de résistance 
in a rich banquet of prosodic flavours. The turn is rhythmic. It is dynamic. It commands 
attention. It has ‘stage-presence’. Phyllis’s storytelling is a theatrical performance in which 
she plays all of the roles, and narrator to boot.14 However, this is not a performance for just 
anybody – it is specifically recipient-designed for Elizabeth who was in need of cheering 
up after the earlier reminiscence about her deceased son. It is a storytelling with a need to 
entertain and it delivers in spectacular fashion. 

The delicacy with which Phyllis handles Elizabeth’s grief is evident in her not changing 
the topic altogether, but in telling a second story that, like the former, is also a reminiscence 
about the same deceased son. Doing so, she honours the son – allowing her friend her right 
to grieve; yet she relieves some of the burden of her sorrow by injecting the story with 
humour. The distinctive use of prosodically marked reported speech is central to bringing 
off this delicately handled humour. Prosody here plays an important role in recipient-
designing the story for Elizabeth and in achieving Phyllis’s objective of cheering up her 
friend. 

                                                                                                                                              
14 In this story Phyllis reports the voices of seven different reported speakers. Most of the reported turns are 
prosodically marked in some fashion.  
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13.4 Conclusion 
Michael Walsh is himself a particularly engaging storyteller and has a very good sense 

of humour. Although I’m sure he always had it, I’d like to think he has become embued 
with some of the wicked sense of humour that so many of his Aboriginal consultants 
possess. 

Whilst distinctive use of prosody is certainly not unique to Aboriginal storytelling, it 
definitely plays an important role making a storytelling more lively. Interesting use of 
prosody is almost certainly something that all story recipients latch onto (whether 
consciously or not) in judging a story to be well-told. Prosody is like the herbs and spices 
in a good cook’s pantry. When used by an expert, it can make any good tale particularly 
tasty. 

Key to transcription 
⌈,⌊,⌉,⌋  Overlapping speech 
(0.9)  Silence (i.e. 0.9 seconds) 
(.)   0.1 seconds of silence 
-    An abrupt cut off, usually a glottal stop. 
=   Latching, or disjointed transcription of same speaker’s utterance  
Stress  Stress is marked by underlining. 
:, ::  Colons indicate lengthening or drawl.  
<Text> 	 Utterance delivered slower than surrounding speech.	 
>Text  Quick uptake of speech, a rush-though. 
°Text°  Utterance is softer than surrounding talk. 
Te(h)xt  Audible aspiration in the middle of a word, or a word internal laughter  
   particle. 
.   Fully falling terminal intonation. 
;   Mid-low falling terminal intonation. 
_   Flat final intonation (does not rise, nor fall). 
↓, ↑  Marked shift to higher or lower pitch. 
:~↓   Colons followed by a tilde and then a downward arrow indicate a  
   drawn-out syllable that falls gradually in pitch. 
÷Text÷  Utterance has an animated or excited voice quality. 
((text))  Transcriber’s comments 
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14 Collaborative narration and cross-
speaker repetition in Umpila and 
Kuuku Ya’u 

  

 CLAIR HILL 

14.1 Introduction 
Cross-speaker repetition is one of the most frequent interactional resources employed in 

Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u collaborative narration.1 Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u are two varieties 
of a Paman language dialect group spoken in Cape York Peninsula. Within this speech 
community, multi-party narration is the canonical storytelling strategy. These collaborative 
narratives are constructed from a combination of traditional narrative structuring devices 
such as, abstracts/codas as framing devices, cyclical episodic-like units, and performative 
paralinguistic features, as well as from familiar conversational interactive sequences like 
question-answer sequences, prompts, repairs and collaborative turn units. Cross-speaker 
repetition bridges these two types of constructive strategies. Its form and function shares 
features with parallelism of high verbal art and also everyday spontaneous conversational 
usages of repetition (Tannen 1989). 

Interaction and discourse organisation is understudied in Australian languages. An 
exception is Michael Walsh’s foundational work in this domain. This is becoming an area 
of growing interest – some of the contributions in this volume are testament to this. Walsh 

                                                                                                                                              
1 I would like to thank ngathangku paapakamu: †Maria Butcher, Winnie Claudie, Elizabeth Giblet, †Molly 
Moses, Minnie Pascoe, Susan Pascoe and Dorothy Short for patiently teaching me their language and many 
other things of cultural import which go hand-in-hand with this endeavour. Many thanks also go to Richard 
Chungo, †Albert Doctor, †Lawrence Fruit, Ronald Giblet, Lucy Hobson, Alice Marrott, Josiah Omeenyo, 
Lawrence Omeenyo, Vincent Temple, George Wilson, and to the community of Lockhart River who have 
welcomed me and supported ongoing language documentation work. Fieldwork on Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u 
was sponsored by: a major Endangered Language Documentation Programme grant ‘Documentation of five 
Paman languages’; Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen; and the Maintenance of 
Indigenous Languages and Records unit of the Australian Department of Communication, Information 
Technology and the Arts (DCITA) which funded fieldwork in 2005. A previous version of this paper was 
presented at the European Australianist Workshop, 27th October 2007. I would like to thank the members of 
the audience for useful feedback, especially Bill McGregor, Ruth Singer and Jean-Christophe Verstraete. I 
am also very grateful to Nick Enfield, Jean-Christophe Verstraete and two reviewers for useful comments on 
an earlier version of this paper. 
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was one of the first linguists to explore interaction in an Aboriginal Australian context. In 
several papers, he argues that Aboriginal styles of talk are substantially different to those of 
non-Aboriginal Australians (1991, 1994, 1997). He describes the Aboriginal conversational 
style as ‘broadcast’ talk (1991), and identifies several points of difference between the 
interactional model of Aboriginals and Anglo White middle class Australians. His 
observations pose important questions regarding putative shared properties of interaction 
and language- or culture-specific interactional structures, both within Aboriginal Australia 
and further afield. The focus of this paper is on the description of cross-speaker repetition 
sequences in one language group, however, it is this type of empirically grounded 
description of interactional features which is a foundational requirement for future cross-
linguistic and cross-cultural comparative work within this domain. 

The motivations for selecting cross-speaker repetition as the focus for this study were 
two-fold. Not only does cross-speaker repetition characterise the special mode of 
collaborative narration in Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u, but it is also a rich cross-linguistic 
comparative domain to which to contribute new data on interactional language use. 
Repetition is well-attested as a ubiquitous feature of language. It plays a crucial role across 
many levels of language production.2 As is touched on through the ensuing discussion, 
cross-speaker repetition in Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u shares many of the formal and 
functional features attributed to repetitive phenomena in an array of languages across many 
communicative modes. These modes include: parallelism and embroidery in verbal art 
(Hymes 1981, Jakobson 1966, Tedlock 1972, 1983); a cohesive device serving referential 
and connective discourse functions (Halliday & Hasan 1976); an everyday conversational 
device for confirmation, question responses, and a feature of repair sequences (Schegloff 
1996); conventionalised as the default backchannel to respond to any utterance offering 
new information (Brown 1998, 1999). Repetition, by its very nature, is as reliant on 
difference as it is on similarity. Repetition can never be an exact replication of the linguistic 
matter it is reproducing. Minimally it is in a different location in the communicative act, 
produced for a different purpose, and will be somewhat prosodically different. This tension 
between similarity and difference plays out in cross-speaker repetition in Umpila and 
Kuuku Ya’u. While these sequences have a highly regulated structure, there is also room 
afforded to speakers for modification and elaboration. Thus, repetitive sequences also raise 
issues regarding to what degree language is pre-patterned or pre-structured (Tannen 1989): 
Are there schema-like building blocks that are employed again and again? What level of 
flexibility do speakers have in playing with and manipulating such structures? 

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 14.2 provides some basic 
information on the language and the data used. Section 14.3 further introduces collaborative 
storytelling and outlines some of the features of this narrative style. Section 14.4 describes, 
respectively, the form of cross-speaker repetition, narrator roles in these sequences, and 
types of cross-speaker repetition. The commentary touches on the functional workload of 
these collaborative sequences, however, the bulk of the paper focuses on the form of cross-

                                                                                                                                              
2 Repetition in Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u is highly multifunctional. In addition to cross-speaker repetition 
examined below, it also has other interactive effects and discourse functions at an interclausal, inter-
intonation unit and episodic level respectively: 1. verb chaining to convey continuing action and iterative 
actions; 2. tail-head linkage, a discourse coherence and temporal organisation strategy; and 3. cyclical and 
recycled episodic structures (see discussion in 14.4.3), once again functioning as a temporal organisation 
device, and/or as a discourse emphasis device. 
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speaker repetition sequences. Section 14.5 summarises the discussion and looks towards 
future directions for this work. 

14.2  The language and the data 
14.2.1  Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u 

The Umpila-Kuuku Ya’u dialect group is a Paman language (Hale 1964, O’Grady, 
Voegelin & Voegelin 1966) spoken on the north-eastern coast of Cape York Peninsula, 
Australia. This language group has three mutually intelligible dialects which are still spoken 
today, Umpila, Kuuku Ya’u and Kaanju, though classically (before non-Indigenous 
settlement) there were a number of other varieties within this complex. The language is 
moribund with fewer than 10 fluent speakers and a number of semi-speakers with varying 
language knowledge. Most of the remaining speakers reside in Lockhart River Aboriginal 
Community, which is located at Lloyd Bay just north of the mouth of Lockhart River. Here 
the vernacular language of the community is Lockhart River Creole, however an Umpila-
Kuuku Ya’u micro-speech community persists among the small handful of traditional 
language speakers. The data used in this paper are from Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u, which 
are collectively referred to as kuuku malngkana ‘sandbeach language’ (the coastal dialects). 
Further information about the language, the people and the country associated with it can 
be found in Thomson (1933, 1934), Thompson (1988), Chase (1980a, 1980b), and Rigsby 
and Chase (1998). 

14.2.2  The corpus 
The data used for this study come from five texts that were recorded by the author in 

Lockhart River Aboriginal Community – four of which were recorded in 2007 and the 
other in 2005. The texts total a little more than 30 minutes of talk and vary in length from 3 
minutes to over 10 minutes. They are told by five speakers, three Umpila speakers and two 
Kuuku Ya’u speakers. Two texts are multi-party, with four and five participants, while the 
other three texts are dyadic interactions between different combinations of the five 
speakers (see Table 14.1). 

All of the texts fall under the general rubric of narrative. Distinguishing narrative genre 
types is not a straightforward matter and will not be discussed here. There are no genre 
distinctions based on metalinguistic or cultural categories in Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u that 
can be readily employed for the purposes of this study. The types posited in Table 14.1 are 
based on common categories used in the language documentation tradition.  

Four of the texts were recorded as spontaneously and naturally as the moribund 
language situation allows, as part of long recording sessions of multiple texts and ‘yarns’. 
These sessions were structured by the speakers themselves, who selected the topics of 
narration and self-organised levels of participation and speaker roles. The other text, 
Women at the dancing field, was not strictly prompted or elicited, but was part of a more 
structured recording session in which a series of photographs of traditional dance 
performances and camp activities from the 1970s were employed as stimuli.  

These texts total 670 intonations units. Intonation units are segments of speech that 
occur within a single intonation contour. Unit boundaries tend to be delimited by pauses 
and changes in pitch, duration and intensity (Chafe 1987, 1994, DuBois et al. 1992). 
Intonation units are transcribed on separately numbered lines in the examples below. 
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Table 14.1  The corpus 

Text Dialect Type Participants Length 
Women at the dancing field Ump description, stimuli based 2 2:55 
Buthen Buthen mine Ump description, reminiscence 2 7:25 
King Fred Kya historical, reminiscene 2 10:30 
Midwife Kya/Ump description, procedural 4 4:20 
Waiting for a ride Kya/Ump reminiscence 5 6:05 

14.3  Collaborative narration 
Within the Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u speech community, conjoined or multi-party 

narration – where a single narrative event is co-constructed by two or more parties – is the 
typical, if not the canonical storytelling strategy. The key exception to this high currency 
of collaboration is with yilamu ‘before time’3 narratives or narratives closely concerned 
with country (e.g. story places, estate boundaries, land resources) as these have strong 
proprietary rights associated with them that restrict who can produce these types of 
tellings. Such texts are usually told by one speaker who, through inheritance and clan 
membership, has the right to tell a particular story related to a totem or tract of land or 
ancestral being.4 By contrast, collaborative narratives are highly interactive, despite the 
fact that often many of the participants have only secondary knowledge of the events, or 
even no knowledge at all. This is different to the narrative style familiar within the Indo-
European tradition where regular turn-taking practices are suspended and the narrative is 
produced by a single party.  

The limited work undertaken to date on Aboriginal Australian narrative, whether it be 
text collections, narratological descriptions, or anthropological accounts of genre types, has 
focused on monologic narratives (Berndt 1989, Heath 1980, Hercus & Sutton 1986, 
Klapproth 2004). This traditional focus on monologic forms could be an artifact of the work 
style of the researcher and speaker (one-on-one recording sessions). Or, it may be a result 
of the high cultural currency associated with ‘Dreaming’ or totemic stories with proprietary 
rights that skew documentation towards monologic forms. Another possibility is that the 
type of collaborative narrative practices of the Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u are not widespread 
and there are significant cross-cultural and cross-linguistic differences within Australia 
with regard to storytelling practices. Given the scant treatment of both interaction and 
narrative organisation in the Australian context only a little evidence can be added to this 
conjecture at the moment. A notable exception to these neglected domains is McGregor’s 
(1988) paper on joint construction of narratives in Gooniyandi. McGregor explores the 
ways in which monologues may be regarded as joint constructions by a narrator and a non-
narrator. His account of recipient or non-narrator input describes many features similar to 
those observed in Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u narratives, such as open-ended prompts, 
suggestions, elaborations, probes – and most crucially for the ensuing discussion, he also 
describes the use of cross-speaker repetition termed ‘echoic responses’. These are classified 
as ‘continue’ moves due to the forward force these types of exchanges exert on the 
                                                                                                                                              
3 ‘Before time’ is the Lockhart River Creole rendering of the yilamu period in history (Chase 1980b). Its well 
known counterpart in much of Australia is referred to as the ‘Dreaming’ or ‘Dream time’. 
4 Though permission can be gained from the appropriate person(s) to tell a ‘before time’ narrative that the 
speaker themselves does not ‘own’. 
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discourse, encouraging the narrator to continue narrating. Liberman (1982:44-46, 1985:37-40) 
also touches on the use of repetition in Pitjantjatjara; again this appears comparable to the 
repetitious structures in Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u. This look at repetition is part of the 
exploration of linguistic and paralinguistic resources that express ‘congenial fellowship’ in 
everyday interaction in Pitjantjatjara. Liberman names repetition across speakers as the most 
important resource in this repertoire and provides a brief list of its functional workload, 
including that it affirms, alerts and provides access to current topics, and creates positive 
feelings. 

Before proceeding, it is necessary to distinguish two types of collaboration or joint 
construction (following McGregor 1988), both of which have equally important roles in 
the organisation of Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u collaborative narratives. In the first type, a 
group of participants work together to jointly tell a story or recount or describe something. 
Each of them takes turns or even co-produces turns to contribute to the narrative. In the 
second type, a story is told by one or more narrators with the recipient/audience (non-
narrator) providing confirmations or prompts, recognition and recipient tokens of various 
types, and so on. Clearly, these contributions by the recipient, their stance and actions, also 
shape the unfolding structure of the narrative (Goodwin 1984, 1986, Lerner 1992, 
McGregor 1988, Schegloff 1982), but from an outside perspective.  

These two types of collaboration are by and large associated with two discourse modes 
– a narrated event mode and an extra-narrative mode (see Mushin 2005 for some 
discussion of this distinction in Garrwa). A narrated event mode represents an internal 
perspective within the discourse world. In the extra-narrative mode, there is a shift to a 
perspective external to the narrative world – a shift to the I/HERE/NOW coordinates of the 
primary speech event in which the narrative is embedded. Extra-narrative shifts 
prototypically include evaluative comments or interjections by recipients, or metalinguistic 
commentary about the act of narration, English translations, or interactional sequences 
such as question-answer pairs. Shifts between these modes and perspectives typically 
manifest themselves in changes in indices of time, space and person, for example, deictics 
(Buhler 1934), shifters (Jakobson 1971, following Jespersen), transpositional elements 
(Haviland 1996). This said, the division between these two modes of representation and 
forms of collaboration in Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u narrative is not always straightforward. 
Speakers move between these modes quickly and fluidly, and often within an intonation 
unit – just as speakers fluidly, and sometimes simultaneously, become recipients or hearers 
and then speakers again. This narrative and extra-narrative/speech event distinction emerges 
as relevant to cross-speaker repetition at several points in the following discussion. It 
assists to develop an understanding of narrator roles and the form and qualities of different 
contributors’ outputs (section 14.4.3), and it also plays a role in tentatively positing types 
or categories of repetitive sequences (section 14.4.4). 

The following excerpt from the Waiting for a ride narrative provides a small window 
into the high level of collaboration in these types of tellings. This text is told jointly by five 
speakers, however, speaker A (sA) is the only participant with any prior knowledge of the 
events described.5 The text recounts the happenings of one day and night when a small 
group of people, including speaker A, were stranded overnight in transit between the 
Torres Strait Islands and Lockhart River Aboriginal Mission. 

                                                                                                                                              
5 To qualify this: The details of the specific series of events were unknown to all but one interlocutor, 
however, they all shared knowledge of the places featured and some of the discourse participants, and the 
general nature of the experiences were well within the common ground of all the speakers. 
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(1) 1A ngana pil- pi’ilpi-mana mail-ku wan 
  1pl.exc.NOM6 wait wait.PROG-PRES.CONT mail-DAT IGNOR 
  him here[0.9] tractor-ku 
  him here tractor-DAT 
  ‘We were waiting waiting for the mail, whatyamacallit, for the tractor.’  
  [0.9] 

 
 2A well pula nga’a-l wuna-na-’a [0.3] atapa chu’uchi there 
  well 3pl.NOM DEM.dist1-DM sleep-NF-3pl.NOM river small there 
  ‘Well they, those ones slept at the small river there.’ 
  [1.0] 

 
 3A Claudie 
  Claudie 
  ‘Claudie.’ (proper name for a river) 
  [1.0] 

 
 4B pula pa’amu= 
  3pl.NOM two 
  ‘Those two.’ 

 
 5A =pula Taylor-[ku wantu 
  3pl.NOM Taylor-DAT IGNOR.LOC 
  ‘They went to somewhere at Taylor (Taylor’s Landing).’ 

 
 6C  [ngu’ula wantuna 
   2pl.NOM IGNOR.LOC 
   ‘You were where?’ 
  [.]  

 
 7D tractor-ku 
  tractor-DAT 
  ‘For the tractor.’ 

 
                                                                                                                                              
6 The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: 1 first person, 2 second person, 3 third person, ABL 
ablative, ACC accusative, CAUS causative, DAT dative, DEM demonstrative, DM demonstrative marker, DUB 
dubitative, ERG ergative, exc exclusive, FUT future, GEN genitive, IGNOR ignorative, IMP imperative, inc 
inclusive, INT interjection, INSTR instrumental, LOC locative, NEG negative, NF non-future, NLZ nominalisation, 
NOM nominative, MAN manner, PL/pl plural, PRES.CONT present continuous, PROG progressive, SG/sg singular, 
VLZ verbalisation. 
These notation conventions are used to indicate the timing of talk: = contiguous utterances, an equal sign is 
placed either side of utterances with no time gap. [ overlapping utterances, left hand square brackets mark the 
start of the overlap. Overlap is also indicated by left indentation aligning the initiation of overlap. [0.0] 
intervals within and between talk are measured in seconds and indicated in square brackets. Inter-turn 
intervals are marked directly below the English translation line, though this is not to suggest they are more 
‘owned’ by this preceding turn/speaker. [.] micro-pause, a pause less than [0.2]. The timing notation follows 
standard conversational analytic and interactional linguistics practice – see Ochs (1979), and transcription 
notation developed by Gail Jefferson in Atkinson and Heritage (1984:ix-xvi). 
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 8A ngana kuuna pakay-a [0.3] where farm= 
  1pl.exc.NOM DEM.neutral down-LOC where farm 
  ‘We stayed down there at the farm.’ 
 
 9D =old farm-nguna= 
  old farm-LOC 
  ‘At the old farm.’ 
 
 10C =aa yeah 
  ah yeah 
  ‘Ah yeah.’ 
  [0.4] 
 
 11A yuma-na mukana pal’ana-na 
  fire-?1pl.exc.NOM big prepare.fire-NF 
  ‘We made a big fire.’ 
  [0.3] 
 
 12D hm= 
  hm 
  ‘Hm.’ 
 
 13B =pula pa’amu wantantu ngampa wini-na 
  3pl.NOM two IGNOR.MAN NEG frighten- NF 
  ‘Those two, how were they not frightened?’ 
  [0.6] 
 
 14A pula nga’a-l pa’amu [0.3] ngay inchi-nya 
  3pl.NOM DEM.dist1-DM two 1sg.NOM tell-NF 
  ngampa wini-na-(m)pu ngampula wuna-tha 
  NEG frighten-NF-1pl.inc.NOM 1pl.inc.NOM sleep-FUT 
  ‘I speak to those two, “don’t be frightened, we will sleep!”’ 
 

The most immediately apparent quality of the collaboration in these narratives is that 
while it may be unusual for a standard conception of what constitutes a narrative, much of 
the collaboration is achieved through familiar conversational building blocks and 
interactive sequences. These resources include the following: Collaborative referential 
formulation, for instance, speaker B in line 4 provides extra specification pula pa’amu 
‘those two’ to the pula ‘they’ subject argument produced in the preceding turn. There are 
also collaborative turn sequences, such as at line 5 and 7 where two speakers produce a 
single syntactic unit – one speaker producing the subject and one dative (allative use) 
argument and another speaker the purposive dative argument.7 These texts are also 
scattered with recipient tokens, continuers, exclamations, interjections, such as ah yeah in 

                                                                                                                                              
7 Like in this example, a frequent form of collaborative turn is a speaker producing an optional dative 
complement for the previous speaker’s clause. 
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line 10 and hm in line 12.8 Question-answer sequences are frequent and have significant 
effects on the progressivity of the text. Naturally, questions are typically a request for more 
content or details regarding a certain aspect of the events being described and they can be 
taken up in the extra-narrative mode or answered in the narrative mode. The question in 
line 13, ‘Those two, how were they not frightened?’ is responded to by speaker A with a 
new direction in the narrated mode, a new episode that primarily deals with the levels of 
fear of ‘those two’. Another collaborative narrative building block, finally, are cross-
speaker repetition sequences, for instance at lines 8 and 9 where speaker D repeats and 
adds extra specificity to the locational reference produced by speaker A in the preceding 
line. It is this particular type of interactive narrative sequence that is investigated in the 
remainder of this paper. 

14.4  Cross-speaker repetition 
Cross-speaker repetition is repetition across adjacent turns of talk produced by different 

speakers. It is a ubiquitous and characteristic feature of collaborative narratives. In the 
dataset of 30 minutes of narration there are 120 instances of cross-speaker repetition in 67 
sequences which span 242 intonation units. Thus, 36% of the 670 intonation units in these 
five texts feature cross-speaker repetition or are part of repetitive sequences. It is an 
immediately striking feature when you listen to one of the narratives. Just under half of the 
67 cross-speaker repetition sequences are extended repetitive exchanges featuring several 
instances of cross-speaker repetition occurring in quick succession. This repetitious play is 
not just a dyadic exchange, and in multi-party texts these sequences often feature turns 
produced by three or four speakers. The frequency of this feature varies between texts, 
though unsurprisingly the general rule of thumb is: the more participants, the more 
pervasive the cross-speaker repetition.  

The following discussion will be concerned with three areas: 1. the form of the repeats, 
2. the narrator roles within the repetitive sequences and the wider narrative, and 3. a broad 
categorisation of types of cross-speaker repetition based on the combination of form, 
function and narrator roles. 

14.4.1  The form: Reduction and elaboration 
Cross-speaker repetition sequences, both single repeats and extended sequences, have a 

highly regular and codified structure. There is little restriction on the form class of the item 
repeated and there is the option of elaboration or modification in the repetitive turn, 
however, there are strong preferences for the structural form of these sequences. 

Cross-speaker repetition is the repetition of any open class word or simple clause 
produced by different speakers across adjacent turns of talk. The structure is maximally 
contiguous and generated by opposing tendencies for simplification/reduction and 
elaboration. A typical sequence minimally is as follows:  

 

                                                                                                                                              
8 Of course, these are a typical feature in other narrative traditions, monologic or otherwise. It has been 
common practice in both publications and analytical work to edit out such aspects of narrative production 
and give sole attention to the output of the narrator. 
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 X. a speaker produces an intonation unit 
 Y. another speaker repeats the final element from the preceding intonation 

unit,9 and has the option to elaborate or modify this repeat 
 
At times in the following discussion, the notation X will be used to refer to the intonation 

unit that is the source of the repetition, and Y will be used to refer to the intonation unit 
with the repeated matter. This simple notation system will serve well enough for most of 
the following discussion. This will be employed only within the prose of the paper, and not 
in the excerpts that feature line numbering and ABC speaker notation. 

The structure just outlined is illustrated in the following example of two successive 
repetition sequences from the Women at the dancing field text. The turn Y produced by 
speaker B repeats ulmpaya ‘none/nothing’ from the end of preceding intonation unit X. 
Speaker A’s second intonation unit X is then repeated and extended in the following Y unit 
by speaker B: 

 
(2) 1A ngana Old Mission-ngun-[.] ngampula 
  1pl.exc.NOM Old Mission-LOC 1pl.inc.NOM 
  Old Mission-nguna ulmpaya= 
  Old Mission-LOC none/nothing 
  ‘We at the Old Mission, we at the Old Mission had none (dye).’ 

 
 2B [=ulmpaya 
  none/nothing 
  ‘None.’ 

 
 3A [=ilpulama 
  make.anyway 
  ‘Make it anyway.’ 
  [.] 

 
 4B ilpulama ma’api-la 
  make.anyway make-NF 
  ‘Make it anyway.’ 

 
The tendency for simplification in this repetitive process sees that complex clauses are 

not reproduced in entirety in these sequences, and speakers maximally formulate the 
repeats as simple clauses, often featuring zero anaphora or minimal reference strategies. 
There is a preference for repeated matter to be a single lexical item – 69% of the 120 
instances are repeats of an individual lexical item. Perspectivising devices are also stripped 
away. In the following example from the Midwife text, reported speech frames, the person 
deictic embedded in the reported speech (ngathangku 1sgGEN), and an epistemic mood 
morpheme (dubitative -ki), are omitted. Additionally, reported speech prosody characterised 
by standard features of shifts in global pitch (register) and an increase in volume and 
speech rate (Klewitz & Couper-Kuhlen 1999) is not mimicked in the repeat. A reduction, 

                                                                                                                                              
9 There are two instances in the collection of examples where the first repeated lexical item has a medial 
location in the intonation unit X, and four instances where the repeated item is taken from the start of unit X. 
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or complete absence, of such prosodic devices is a standard feature of repeated material 
sourced from reported discourse. 

 
(3) 1A alright nganu inchi-nya ku’unchi-na hey ngathangku 
  alright 2sg.NOM say-NF old.woman-? hey 1sg.GEN 
  kaa’i-ki waachi-[na 
  baby-DUB turn.around-NF 
  ‘Alright you say to the old woman, “Hey my baby might have turned around.”’ 

 
 2B  [waachi-na 
   turn.around-NF 

 ‘Turned around.’ 

  ...  

 3B kaa’i waachi-na 
  baby turn.around-NF 

‘The baby has turned around.’ 
[0.9] 

 
Syntactic frames are not necessarily maintained in the repetition; the preference for 

contiguity between the final element(s) of an intonation unit and the following repetition 
can result in argument reordering.10 Reordering of this type is demonstrated in this example 
from the Buthen Buthen text where in the repeat the verb nhu’upina ‘forget’ is shifted from 
its pragmatically unmarked final argument slot and is placed clause initially: 

 
(4) 1A ngampulungku mayi-mpu want- nhu’upi-na 
  1pl.inc.GEN veg.food-1pl.inc.NOM  - forget-NF 
  ‘(We) forget our food.’ 
  [0.8] 

 
 2B nhu’upi-na-mpu ngaachi mayi ngampulungku= 
  forget-NF-1pl.inc.GEN place  veg.food 1pl.inc.GEN 
  ‘We forget our country and food.’ 

 
 3A =ngampulungku 
  1pl.inc.GEN 
  ‘Ours.’ 

 
Pushing against these reductive forces, there is often elaboration, expansion or extra 

specification added to the reproduced element(s). Here in example (4), an additional NP is 
added in speaker B’s turn Y – we don’t just forget our food, but our food and country. In 
this way, repetitive structures simultaneously both look backward and forward in the 
narrative structure. Speakers reproduce some element of what has already been, confirming 
and emphasising this old narrative content. Speakers also are provided with the space to 

                                                                                                                                              
10 This is one of the interactional and pragmatic forces that condition argument realisation in Umpila and 
Kuuku Ya’u. 
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both expand or modify the repeated content, thus also have the potential to exert a 
progressive force on the flow of talk.  

Most of the instances of elaboration in repetition sequences add specificity. For instance, 
qualities of an entity are further specified with adjective modifiers, so in the Midwife 
narrative, kul’a ‘rock’ becomes kul’a patapata ‘flat rock’ in an initial repeat, and in a 
subsequent repeat kul’a mukana too ‘big rock too’. Other examples show predicate 
substitution and/or additional path or locative specification, as in these consecutive 
intonation units from the Midwife narrative: waata kaalkina hey nguka punthana ‘water is 
sprinkled and hey smoke comes out’ > nguka kalmanhana pakay laka ‘smoke comes from 
underneath!’. Or, case morphology is added in the repeat so yiipay ‘south’ becomes yiipay-
ma ‘southwards’ with the addition of the directional suffix -ma, and farm becomes old 
farm-nguna ‘at the old farm’ with old plus the locative -nguna filling out the repeat (in 
Waiting for a ride). Repeats also frequently include minute modifications, in contrast to 
these elaborative type additions. A repeated verb will often modify inflectional 
information, for example, the verbalised nominal ‘anger’ is modified from future to non-
future tense: kantha-ma-ka anger-VLZ-FUT > kantha-ma-na anger-VLZ-NF (in Midwife). 
Speakers also make derivational changes: the all-purpose dimension adjective mukana 
‘big’ is verbalised to muka-ma-ka big-VLZ-FUT (in Midwife), or, in another instance, aa’i-
na dance/play-NF is nominalised and marked with dative case, aa'i-nya-ku dance/play-
NLZ-DAT (in Women at the dancing field). 

14.4.2  Extended sequences 
As in the preceding examples (3) and (4), a repetitive sequence can be extended beyond 

the minimal composition outlined above, of one repetitive turn echoing the adjacent turn. 
Repetitive sequences frequently feature several linked instances of cross-speaker repetition 
occurring in quick succession. They are constructed by continuing in much the same 
fashion as the minimal composition: another turn Y repeats the final element(s) from a 
preceding turn X. As before, in the majority of instances this repeat is from the turn 
directly preceding it. So, in the extended sequences the first Y unit repeat becomes the 
source X intonation unit for the following repeat, and so forth. Alternatively, there are 
several instances of repeats in extended sequences that are additional repeats from the 
initial unit X in the sequence. Thus, the original source intonation unit is repeated more 
than once in the sequence. 

In these extended sequences there is more flexibility on where the item repeated is 
borrowed from in unit X. There are more instances of repeated items pulled from 
intonation unit initial position, though no higher occurrence of medial repeats. The turns in 
these extended sequences tend to be short and rapid. This is to be expected given the 
overlapping X-Y unit structures and the preference for individual lexical repeats. One 
hypothesis is that this close proximity relaxes the ‘requirement’ of contiguity to some 
degree, as reproduced items in unit Y are usually one or two lexemes apart even if selected 
from a unit X initial locale. Still, this said, the preference (over 70%) is for repeated items 
featured in unit Y to come from the final position in unit X, or the final/initial position in 
the case of the numerous one-lexeme turns that feature in such sequences. Here is an 
example from Waiting for a ride of one such extended repetitious sequence composed by 
four speakers across nine turns. As noted above, in this text only speaker A has prior 
knowledge of the events narrated (also see section 14.4.3 and Table 14.3, which discusses 
recycled tellings related to this discourse participant’s insomnia). 
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(5) 1A wun- ngampa kampinu ngampa wuna-na 
  sleep NEG man NEG sleep-NF 
  ‘The man didn’t sleep.’ 
  [0.3] 

 
 2B nhiina-na= 
  sit-NF 
  ‘Sat.’ 

 
 3A =nhiina-na paachana 
  sit-NF daylight/break 
  ‘Sat till daybreak.’ 
  [.] 

 
 4C chil[pu11 
  old.man 
  ‘Old man.’ 

 
 5B  [paachana= 
   daylight/break 
   ‘Day break.’ 

 
 6A =paachana kaaway-[lu 
  daylight/break east-ABL 
  ‘Day break from the east.’ 

 
 7D  [paachan pa’anama 
   daylight/break sit.down(all.night) 
   ‘Sat down all night till day break.’ 
  [.] 

 
 8A pa’anama 
  sit.down(all.night) 
  ‘Sat down all night.’ 
  [0.4] 

 
 9B pa’anam ngulu 
  sit.down(all.night) 3sg.NOM 
  ‘He sat down all night.’ 

 
As above, speakers can modify or elaborate the repeated item in some way. These 

elaborations or modifications are frequently then taken up by another speaker and 
subsequently repeated in the next turn. In example (5), speaker B produces nhiinana ‘sat’, 

                                                                                                                                              
11 The kampinu-chilpu pair (line 1 & 4) has not been represented in bold as a type of modified or elaborated 
repeat. It is not structurally like a standard cross-speaker repetition sequence. There are two other instances in 
the data collection of a repeated item being sourced from an intonation unit medial position, however, these 
were exact repetitions as opposed to this type of modification or reclassification of a referent. It is better-
fitted within the dataset to be interpreted as one of the standard types of turns inserted into repetition 
sequences. See further discussion below. 
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the speaker A echoes this and adds a time complement to the verb, nhiinana paachana ‘sat 
till daybreak’. Then, speaker B repeats paachana ‘daybreak’, followed by speaker A 
echoing paachana with the addition of the locative phrase kaawaylu ‘from the east’, and so 
on. This example illustrates how elements of the texts are minutely and incrementally 
crafted by all the participants. They are proffered, taken-up, repeated as is, or alternatively 
reworked or elaborated in some way, and then these reworkings and elaborations undergo 
the same collaborative construction or deconstruction, and so forth. The linking of one 
repetition to the next echoic turn in quick succession gives these sequences a lilting poetic 
and formally ordered quality. Reference to similarities to poetic framing devices and 
formal parallelism is reminiscent of allusions Liberman (1982) makes to the ‘symphonic 
properties’ of Pitjantjatjara everyday conversation, in which he describes ‘rhythms and 
repetitions which seem to cascade from one speaker to the next, maintaining a constant 
rhythm across a number of speakers’ (1982:39). 

As with example (5) line 4, in some instances, there are intervening turns of restricted 
types inserted in the repetitive sequence. This turn of chilpu ‘old man’12 produced by 
speaker C represents one of three types observed in this data collection: a turn comprising 
of a reference to a discourse participant in the sequence. Given the limited examples in this 
30 minutes of talk, these appear to be either an ellipsed argument from a closely preceding 
turn in the sequence or a turn contributing additional specificity to the reference. For 
instance, in one sequence in the Midwife text, pula ‘they’ is upgraded two turns later by 
another speaker to a reduplicated human classificatory term ku’ku’unchi ‘old women’. 
There are similarities between this type of turn and repeats that are elaborated or 
embellished with extra specificity, as with the examples discussed above in the latter part 
of 14.4.2. Confirmatives and continuers, such as nyii ‘yes’, yuway ‘yes’, yes, yeah, and hm, 
are also frequently inserted, which further supports the interpretation of repetitive sequences 
as a whole as serving confirmative functions – see turns by speaker C and D in example (3) 
expanded and repeated below. Another turn type which occurs amidst these repeats is a 
turn previewing and/or initiating the next major narrative progression. Take a look again at 
example (3), this time without the ellipsed lines. Speaker A produces aa pi’ichi ‘ah wait’, 
which is both a ‘false start’ in partial overlap with a further repeat and a precursor to the 
full rendering of reported speech two turns later, ‘wait! I will bring the other old women’: 
                                                                                                                                              
12 This inserted chilpu ‘old man’ is formally like this type of intervening turn, however, semantically and 
pragmatically it is somewhat problematic. Semantically, kampinu ‘man’ and chilpu ‘old man’, co-
referentially employed in this sequence, are from the same node or level of categorisation in the human 
classificatory term system, thus kampinu does not subsume but excludes other male human classificatory 
terms, including chilpu. This said, the selection of person reference terms by an interlocutor, such as kampinu 
as opposed to chilpu, is as much a matter of pragmatics as semantics. A male human could be variously 
referred to as an ‘old man’ or a ‘man’ depending on the relationship to the speaker, the speech context, and 
so forth. However, in this instance, there is no clear motivation for such a social deictic shift by speaker C in 
reclassifying this referent. Speaker C does not know the particular referent and had no knowledge of this 
person prior to this telling of events which took place over 50 years earlier. Another piece of evidence 
highlights this unusual selection of referential form: 45 intonation units, and around a minute, prior to this 
exchange the same speaker used chilpu to refer to the same referent and this choice was corrected to 
thathimalu ‘islander’ in a four-turn four-speaker repair sequence. Chilpu is also employed by two other 
speakers in a sequence preceding the one presented here to refer to another discourse participant. Given this, 
chilpu is a surprising referential choice for speaker C. Unlike the previous use of chilpu for this referent, this 
instance goes uncorrected. This poses a tantalising question, and a fleck of evidence, regarding the relative 
weight of form and content in cross-speaker sequences. Are speakers more reluctant to initiate a repair mid 
flow in one of these sequences? If so, this contrasts somewhat paradoxically, with the employment of 
repetition as a confirmative strategy in repair sequences (14.4.4). 
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(3’) 1A alright nganu inchi-nya ku’unchi-na hey ngathangku 
  alright 2sg.NOM say-NF old.woman-? hey 1sg.GEN 
  kaa’i-ki waachi-[na 
  baby-DUB turn.around-NF 
  ‘Alright you say to the old woman, “Hey my baby might have turned around.”’ 

 
 2B  [waachi-[na 
   turn.around-NF 
   ‘Turned around.’ 

 
 3C  [nyii 
   yes 
   Yes 
  [1.2] 

 
 4A aa pi’i-[chi 
  ah wait-IMP.SG 
  ‘“Ah wait!”’ 

 
 5B  [kaa’i waachi-na 
   baby turn.around-NF 
   ‘The baby has turned around.’ 
  [0.9] 

 
 6D hm 
   hm 
  ‘Hm’ 
  [0.8] 

 
  7A ku’unchi inga-na pi’i-chi ngayu-lana wiiyama 
  old.woman say-NF wait-IMP.SG 1sg.NOM-3pl.ACC another 
  ku’-ku’unchi kalma-nha(ya)-ka 
  REDUP-old.woman come-CAUS(?)-FUT 
  ‘The old woman says, “Wait! I will bring the other old women.”’ 

 
These types of turns occurring in the midst of these repetitive sequences have functional 

motivations that are closely intertwined with the wider functional workload of cross-
speaker repetition sequences. The presence of mini-previews of new narrative action to 
come illustrates again how these repetitive structures push both forward and backward in 
the narrative structure – providing narrative glue between major spurts in the story’s 
progression. These sequences also provide a regulated strategy for joint production, and 
given the high cultural currency of collaboration in storytelling mentioning an ellipsed 
referent or producing a confirmative is an easy way to contribute to the narrative without 
being in the driving seat. 

14.4.3  Narrator roles 
It becomes quickly apparent when listening to one of these narratives, or even with the 

cursory consideration of the short excerpts above, that these types of sequences and the 
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collaborative nature of the narratives requires that we move beyond a simple speaker/ 
hearer interlocutor distinction. Contributions to the collaborative product by different 
narrators have different weights; participants have different workloads and roles within 
these narrative events. Following Lerner (1992),13 McGregor (1988), and Schegloff (1982), 
I distinguish a primary narrator (PN) or main speaker role. This role contrasts with that of a 
secondary narrator (SN). These are not institutionalised roles within the speech community 
and no metalinguistic categories coincide with this distinction. While it is still too coarse-
grained to do justice to the data, this broad distinction will prove useful for the ensuing 
discussion.  

As the name suggests, primary narrators contribute the bulk of new narrative content 
material pushing forward a narrative. They also produce more turns and hold the floor for 
longer during these turns. Secondary narrators contribute less linguistic output, and 
contribute less in the narrated mode and more in the way of extra-narrative shifts, for 
example, questions, evaluative comments or exclamations, and English translations. See 
Table 14.2 for a summary of the division of labour between primary and secondary narrators 
in the Midwife text. 

 
Table 14.2  Example of primary and secondary narrator contribution in Midwife text 

Narrators Intonation units Contributions 

PN 53/132 

produces majority of new narrative content, 
4 turns in cross-speaker repetition sequences, 
3 tag prompts eliciting confirmation & collaboration,  
1 question,14 
some continuers and confirmative responses, 
narrative opener and closer 

SN 1 36/132 

produces some new narrative content, 
16 turns in cross-speaker repetition sequences, 
1 exclamation, 
some continuers and confirmatives 

SN 2 22/132 

produces minimal new narrative content – aside from cross-
speaker repetition sequences, only 4 turns were produced in 
narrated mode, 
8 turns in cross-speaker repetition sequences, 
2 production of arguments ellipsed by another speaker in a 
prior turn, 
some continuers and confirmatives 

SN 3 21/132 

produces minimal new narrative content – aside from cross-
speaker repetition sequences, only 4 turns were produced in 
narrated mode, 
8 turns in cross-speaker repetition sequences, 
3 questions, 
some continuers and confirmatives 

                                                                                                                                              
13 Lerner (1992), in the investigation of story initiation and the transfer and arrangement of tellership in 
conversational narratives, distinguishes the participant roles of storyteller and story consociate. A story 
consociate participates both in the delivery and ongoing reception of the story, and is distinct from a general 
narrative recipient/audience role. 
14 The question was part of a word search as the narrator struggled to think of the correct term and turned to 
her collaborators for assistance. Questions are typically part of a secondary narrator’s contributive repertoire. 
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Narrator roles can be shared (even in dyadic texts) and can be fluidly negotiated or 
interchanged mid-text.15 Rarely is this negotiation explicitly made, instead the interlocutor 
structure/organisation is implicitly managed.16 Levels of contribution between narrator 
roles often differ vastly between narratives – so the contributions of a participant in a 
secondary narrator role in one text may not be equivalent to the contribution made by a 
secondary narrator in another text. 

Given these two categories of participant roles, two main categories of cross-speaker 
repetition can be distinguished: those instances where the repeated item was initially 
produced in a turn by a primary narrator and those where the repeated item was produced 
by a secondary narrator. Relative to other contributions, secondary narrators produce many 
more repeats (Y intonation units) within this corpus. They also produce unit X turns in 
these sequences with around the same frequency as primary narrators, and so again 
contribute relatively more overall in this domain. Given the different types of contributions 
of primary and secondary speakers to the narrative, clearly the repeated matter originating 
from these participants’ output is also different. Unit X turns produced by a primary 
speaker are typically major textual progressions, such as a new event described or the 
introduction of a new constellation of participants. This progression is then followed by  
a cross-speaker repetition sequence in which the various new details can be negotiated, 
confirmed, or elaborated. In contrast, consider the primary and secondary narrators’ 
contributions in example (5) below from the Buthen Buthen text. In this example the X 
turn, yikan ‘yam stick’, is a repair (Schegloff, Jefferson & Sacks 1977) provided by the 
secondary narrator in line 2 to the yuku ‘stick’ argument produced in the preceding line. 
Yikan is one of two specific names for this artifact. The primary narrator in the repair 
initiating turn appears to have difficulties retrieving either specific form, as indicated by 
pauses and other prosodic cues signaling hesitation,17 and instead formulates initial 
reference via a descriptive functional construction. Yikan is offered by the secondary 
narrator and is then repeated by the primary narrator in confirmation – while still produced 
in the same intonation unit as what follows, this item is left dislocated and not incorporated 
into the clause structure. The structure of this sequence, the organisation of narrator roles, 
and the use of repetition as a confirmative, is shared with other repair sequences in the 
data-collection (see table 14.4). Typically in such sequences it is the secondary narrator 
who plays the supporting role, responding to word-search cues or providing extra details 
based on the primary narrator’s preceding contributions, while it is the primary narrator 
who produces the repeat as a confirmative. 

Also consider the narrator input in example (6) from the King Fred text; the secondary 
narrator in line 3 provides further locative specificity on preceding narration – kungkayi ‘in 
the northeast’, that is, the place to which they will take the boys and at which they will stay 
is in the northeast. This locative phrase is repeated by the primary speaker in the following 
turn with further specification provided by the proper name Ikalin ‘Rocky Point’. 

 
                                                                                                                                              
15 McGregor (1988:5) notes for Gooniyandi narrative that there are times when ‘the interactants appear to 
interchange the roles of narrator and non-narrator’. However, he indicates that the roles of narrator and non-
narrator tend to be associated with particular interactants over entire texts. 
16 Occasionally a speaker will elicit output from another participant, such as in Women at the dancing field, 
where the primary narrator a third the way through the text encourages the other participant to contribute 
more: hey ngampa ku- chu'uchimu kuupathala nganu hey! ‘hey don’t you just talk a little bit’. 
17 See Goodwin (1987) for discussion of displays of uncertainty and forgetfulness as an interactive tool to 
encourage collaboration. 
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(6) 1A PN punya-ngun- yuku [1.3] yuku [.] mayi for 
   basket-LOC stick stick veg.food for 
   thampu wa’ili-ngka 
   yam dig.PROG-PRES.CONT 
   ‘In the basket is the stick, the stick for digging yams.’ 
   [1.0] 

 
 2B SN yikan 
   acacia.sp 
   ‘Yam stick.’ (lit. tree species used to produce yam stick) 
   [.] 

 
 3A PN yikan [0.4] kali-na-na pakay-ma 
   acacia.sp carry-NF-1pl.exc.NOM down-DIR 
   mayi-na    mukamukana wa’i-na [0.8] 
   veg.food-1pl.exc.NOM big.PL dig-NF 
   kalma-nha-na-na     malngka-nguna yuma ma’upi-na 
   come-CAUS-NF-1pl.exc.NOM  beach-LOC fire make-NF 
   mayi-na    kantha-nya 
   veg.food-1pl.exc.NOM  eat-NF 
   ‘Yam stick. We carried plenty of the food we had dug, we brought it to 

the beach and made a fire and ate the food.’ 
 

(7) 1A PN pulthunu-kamu ngaachi kachi waatha-ka-mpu 
   boy-PL place far go-FUT-1pl.inc.NOM 
   ‘We will take the boys to a faraway place.’ 
   [0.8] 

 
 2A PN ngampula waathi-nya kuuna now 
   1pl.inc.NOM  go-NF  stay/DEM.neutral now 
   ‘We go and stay at the place now.’ 
   [1.3] 

 
 3B SN kungkay-i= 
   northeast-LOC 
   ‘In the northeast.’ 

 
 4A PN =kungkay-i ngi’i Ikalin 
   northeast-LOC DEM.prox Rocky.Point 
   ‘In the northeast here at Ikalin.’ 

 
As in these two examples, Y turns produced by a secondary narrator are typically not 

substantive new narrative content, but instead are upgrades in specificity or elaborations on 
references, locations or actions already described by a primary narrator earlier in the text. 
Often this added specificity or elaborations not only confirm and reassert the primary 
speaker’s knowledge, but also demonstrate additional independent knowledge of the 
secondary narrator – speaker B in example (7) could be further glossed as, ‘I know the 
place mentioned by speaker A and it is in the northeast’. In such secondary narrator-
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produced unit X turns, there is another layer of repetition: while these turns are not repeats 
of full distributional words, such as in the ‘true’ cross-speaker repetition examples looked 
at above, they are repetitions and reformulations of already established content. Such 
repeats make new or refresh this content and open up the opportunity for negotiation or 
extra embroidery of these narrative details. These reworkings may draw on material from 
the immediately preceding intonation unit, as in examples (6) and (7), or they can come 
from earlier episodes in the story. Let’s consider the extended repetition sequence in 
example (5) again. This exchange has four participants, one primary narrator and three 
secondary. The turn structure starting with turn X, that is line 2 of the excerpt transcript, in 
this repetitive sequence is as follows: SN1> PN > SN2 > SN1 > PN> SN3 > PN > SN1. 
The first turn nhiinana ‘sit’ in this sequence is produced by a secondary narrator and 
sparks the subsequent cross-speaker repetition sequence. The subject of this sequence, the 
Islander man being unable to sleep, is a topic that reoccurs at several intervals throughout 
the first half of Waiting for a ride, and the Islander man is contrasted repeatedly with the 
Aboriginal women and children who have no fear of camping outdoors. The Islander man 
being unable to sleep is revisited five times during the first half of this text (see Table 
14.3).  

 
Table 14.3  Waiting for a ride, example of recycled narrative content 

thathimalu ngampa wunana: the Islander man didn’t sleep 
Line reference no. English translation 
31–36 A18: ‘how are you going to sleep?’> A: we will make a big fire > D: 

‘what did the islanders say?’ > A: no (they don’t want to sleep 
outside) > E: he was frightened 

46 A: that one might sleep at the small river 

58 A: I speak, ‘don’t be frighten we will sleep’ 

60–64 A: oh the man > A: ‘I won’t be able to sleep’ > D: that one was 
frightened > E: he sat down all night till daybreak > A: yes he was 
frightened 

88–96 A: the man didn’t sleep > B: sat > A: sat till daybreak > C: old man > 
B: daybreak > A: daybreak from the east > D: sat down all night till 
daybreak > A: sat down all night > B: he sat down all night 

 
The repetitive sequence in example (5) is the last of these instances and is a recycled 

decomposition of an intonation unit produced 25 units prior in the previous rendering of 
this topic. This example not only points to how cross-speaker repetition sequences can be 
embedded within or linked to prior or subsequent retellings of a narrative event, but 
illustrates a common discourse strategy used to signal the continuity of an event over a 
period of time. The five tellings relating the Islander man’s difficulty sleeping are 
interspersed through the general description of the evening’s events, and once the narrative 
moves on to the following day these cease and a different array of actions become the 
focus of various tellings and retellings. 

                                                                                                                                              
18 The assigning of the ABC speaker notation to a particular interlocutor in this table is retained from the 
original excerpt of example (4) in 14.4.2. Thus, speaker A in the summarised representations of these 
retellings is the same interactant as speaker A in the interlinear glossed version of example (4). 
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14.4.4  Note on types 
It is possible to distinguish a number of different subtypes within the corpus of cross-

speaker repetition examples (see Table 14.4 Summary of frequency of types). The 
examples used to illustrate the discussion so far are from the main class of cross-speaker 
repetition. These are typically produced solely within the narrative mode and are the most 
frequent form. The remaining examples occur either within the extra-narrated mode or 
straddle the narrated and extra-narrated mode. They occur in three contexts: 1. in 
confirmative responses to word searches, questions, prompts and repairs (this function is 
well attested cross-linguistically (Brown 1999, Schegloff 1996)); 2. in collaborative list 
constructions; 3. in the re-doing of narrative content in an extra-narrative shift (e.g. an 
exclamation as in example (8)) or vice versa. 

 
Table 14.4  Summary of frequency of types 

Types No. of sequences Percentage 
Cross-speaker repetition: narrated mode 40 59.7% 
Confirmative response: question 15 22.3% 
Confirmative response: repair 3 4.5% 
Confirmative response: wordsearch 2 3% 
Confirmative response: prompt 1 1.5% 
Co-constructed lists 3 4.5% 
Re-doing content 3 4.5% 

 
The use of cross-speaker repetition as a confirmative response to a question is 

illustrated in example (8). The question, ‘what did they take the axe for? they might hit it?’ 
initiates a repetitive sequence confirming both the action and the participants across three 
turns: ‘hit’ > ‘some of them’ > ‘they hit’. Questions resulting in confirmative repeats such 
as these are not restricted to a particular interrogative construction type. There are also 
instances of polar and tag questions initiating similar sequences. 

 
(8) 1A nyii [0.6] ?pul- wak- ngaani-ku ?kali-ina [1.1] tha’i-ka-ki 
  yes 3pl.NOM axe IGNOR.THING-DAT take-NF hit-FUT-DUB 
  ‘Yes. What did they take the axe for? (They) might hit (it)?’ 
  [0.4] 

 
 2B tha’i-[na 
  hit-NF 
  ‘(They) hit (it).’ 

 
 3A  [pula kuthu 
   3pl.NOM some 
   ‘Some of them.’ 
  [0.4] 

 
 4B pula tha’i-na 
  3pl.NOM hit-NF 
  ‘They hit.’ 
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Lists of referential details, such as people, relationships between people, places and 
food, use cross-speaker repetition as multi-party construction strategy. For instance, in the 
Midwife text across nine turns four speakers compile a list of the four body parts that 
babies have warmed as part of birthing customs: hand is proffered once and confirmed 
twice, knee produced once and not explicitly confirmed, leg proffered once and confirmed 
once, mouth given once and confirmed twice. 

The final type of cross-speaker repetition listed above, is when material produced in the 
narrated mode is repeated in an extra-narrative shift, or vice versa. In example (9) from the 
King Fred text, an element from reported speech produced in the narrated mode is repeated 
in an extra-narrative exclamation: 

 
(9) 1A ngayu waathi-ngka [.] ngay wini-na [0.3] way ngam[pula na- 
  1sg.NOM go-PRES.CONT 1sg.NOM frighten-NF hey 1pl.inc.NOM ? 
  ‘I’m going, I’m frightened, “Hey we ...”’ 

 
 2B  [wini-na  
   frighten-NF 
  nga’a-lu maampa-laka 
  DEM.dist1-DM son/daughter(woman.speaking)-INT 
  ‘(He) is frightened, that one, my poor son!’ 

 
This form of cross-speaker repetition is a different sort of entity from the phenomena 

described in sections 14.4.1–14.4.3. These repeats do not have a maximally contiguous 
structure, which is shared across the other repetitive sequence types outlined. Another 
noted feature of other forms of cross-speaker repetition is the omission of perspectivising 
devices in a repeat. Here in the unit Y slot in example (9), they are added (kin term and 
exclamative pathos ‘poor thing’ suffix) rather than removed, as befitting an extra-narrative 
exclamation. 

14.5  Summary and future directions 
The exploration of cross-speaker repetition illuminated a discussion of participant roles, 

particularly the interactants’ fluid alternation of the reciprocal roles of speaker/narrator and 
recipient/audience. Primary and secondary narrator roles were distinguished in this 
discussion. These two participant roles correlate with a distinction in types of repetitive 
sequences: those instances where a primary narrator produces the turn that is the source of 
the repetition, and those where the secondary narrator produces the initial turn in the 
sequence. Here, it became apparent that these sequence-initial turns by secondary narrators 
were actually re-doings of early narrative content typically provided by the primary narrator. 
Many of these multiple re-doings or retellings have a higher level functionality in the text 
organisation, such as to provide discourse emphasis to important themes or to indicate 
ongoing action. 

While the focus of this paper has been on the formulation of cross-speaker repetition and 
the narrator roles in these sequences, in the background loom a number of larger questions 
for future work. Throughout the discussion some of the functions of these repeats have 
been alluded to but not fully elucidated, for example, confirmative functions, emphasis, 
highlighting old narrative content while simultaneously via modification or elaboration 
moving the narrative forward. Additionally, the multiple retellings or revisited episodes 
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that occur across these texts clearly demonstrate that the distribution of these sequences 
within the wider narrative structure deserve attention. Cross-speaker repetition is a key and 
pervasive building block in collaborative narratives, yet it remains to be seen how within 
the micro- and macrostructure of the narratives it interacts with, and is distributed relative 
to, other narrative production resources and sequence types. The analysis and description 
presented in this paper provides a foundation for this future research.  

To finish I raise another remaining question regarding the relationship between epistemic 
conditions and pre-patterned discourse resources; that is, whether there are correlations 
between knowledge level or epistemic rights of a particular interactant and the frequency, 
types employed and functional workload of cross-speaker repetition in their discursive 
repertoire. Within the Umpila and Kuuku Ya’u speech community, the cultural currency of 
narrative as a joint achievement appears to override the requirement of speakers to have 
prior knowledge of the events they are describing. Thus, as in the Waiting for a ride text, 
often only one speaker will have knowledge of the events narrated. Or, like in the Buthen 
Buthen text, two speakers may have mutually exclusive knowledge of various elements of 
the story. In such instances all participants still actively work together in various ways to 
produce the narrative. The data presented in this paper suggests the hypothesis that this 
pre-patterned cross-speaker repetition sequence is a key means that enables speakers to 
participate with little or no knowledge of the events being narrated. This conjecture 
remains an empirical question for further work with a larger corpus encompassing more 
variation in speaker epistemic conditions. 
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15 Co-narration of a Koko-Bera story: 
giants in Cape York Peninsula 

  

 PAUL BLACK 

15.1  Introduction 
In a recent paper Michael Walsh (in press) took the importance of co-construction to be 

one of 10 ways in which traditional Aboriginal narratives differed from Anglo narratives. 
As an example of co-construction the present paper presents a story from the Koko-Bera 
language (western Cape York Peninsula, Australia) that differs from other known 
Australian Aboriginal examples in the way it was jointly delivered by two narrators, a 
matter I refer to as co-narration; see sections 15.2 and 15.3 below. This text is also 
interesting in that it purports to be a historical account of how a paternal uncle of the 
narrators married into a family of giants who lived offshore in the Gulf of Carpentaria, and 
there is in fact some supporting historical evidence of at least one man of exceptional 
stature living along that coast at about that time; see section 15.4. 

I hope the reader will forgive me if these discussions lead to no particular conclusion. 
The main contribution of this paper is the story itself, even though it is presented as an 
appendix to discussion that may be viewed merely as explanatory notes. 

15.2  Co-narration and the question of audience 
Walsh (in press) actually refers to ‘co-construction with the hearer’ as being more 

important in Aboriginal than in Anglo narrative. One may well wonder to what extent this 
is so, considering the importance of audience to just about any narration. For example, 
Bauman (1986:104) writes of a Western storyteller’s ‘keen awareness of audience’, while 
others (e.g. Ochs & Capps 2001, Georgakapoulou 2007) have looked at the various roles 
participants play in narratives that arise in the course of interactive conversations, in 
connection with which the term ‘co-narration’ has sometimes been used (I’m grateful to 
Zane Goebel for pointing this out to me). At the same time, Walsh’s suggestion reminds 
me of a paper by Eric Willmot (1981), which described the Western ‘culture of literacy’, in 
which one might enjoy reading jokes (for example) from a magazine in a doctor’s waiting 
room, as being quite alien to an Australian Indigenous ‘culture of language’, in which 
jokes would normally arise through conversational interaction. 

At the same time, Walsh (in press) quotes McGregor (2004:271) as taking the somewhat 
stronger position that ‘In Aboriginal communities it is not uncommon for a narrative to be 
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performed by two narrators taking turns’. A narrative of this sort is not among the examples 
given in McGregor (2004:248-259), but a Gooniyandi example described elsewhere by 
McGregor (1988: especially Table 1) may qualify: it is ‘a discussion of contemporary 
marriage practices, and the circumstances of the interactants’ marriages’ by two participants 
with ‘equal status as conversationalists’. Three other texts discussed by McGregor (1988) 
could also be described as co-constructions, but one with only one ‘primary narrator and 
primary knower’, with other participants playing supportive roles, such as by asking 
questions. Another example of this would be a text in Guugu Yimidhirr and English 
presented by Haviland (1991), which again has just a single primary knower and narrator, 
with a second participant supporting the narrative with occasional questions and comments. 

The Koko-Bera text presented in an appendix here differs in that its two narrators were 
not exchanging stories or negotiating content, but rather jointly presenting a single story 
that was clearly well known to both. The effect reminds me of some of the speeches of 
Martin Luther King, in which a speaker at a second podium reinforced King’s message 
with occasional repetition and such exclamations as ‘Amen, brother!’. The organisation of 
the Koko-Bera story is actually opposite to this, with one narrator either prompting or 
introducing points that the other narrator then expands on. 

The fact that both narrators seemed to know the story well suggests that the story had 
come to exist in the abstract, a matter of entextualisation that Bauman and Briggs (1990:73) 
characterised as ‘the process of rendering discourse extractable, of making a stretch of 
linguistic production into a unit – a text – that can be lifted out of its interactional setting’. 
This cannot be assumed to happen to the same extent with all stories, even ones that 
become regarded as traditional. In particular, Scollon and Scollon (1984) found that 
Athabaskan stories depended so much on audience reaction that versions elicited in earlier 
years by Western investigators tended to be highly stunted. 

This in turn raises the question of how much we actually know about how Australian 
Indigenous stories were and are actually delivered for the purpose of entertaining or 
enlightening comprehending audiences. Recordings of such stories are generally ones 
elicited by linguists and others, often with limited proficiency in the language. In the days 
before tape recorders even those fluent in an Indigenous language generally had to depend 
on stories being dictated to them, as Strehlow (1947:xvii) noted for Aranda myths in a 
paper originally written in 1934. Elsewhere (pp. 1-3) Strehlow described how the myths 
were handed down, usually during a visit to a sacred cave, but he did not present any 
details of the interaction involved. 

I have recorded enough stunted stories to wonder if this was really due to a lack of 
knowledge, or possibly authority, or whether it may simply have been because the narrator 
couldn’t (or couldn’t be bothered to) do better for the lack of a properly engaged audience. 
Thankfully this does not appear to be the case for the Koko-Bera text presented here, 
whatever the extent to which its delivery may or may not reflect any traditional practice. 

15.3  The circumstances of the recording 
I recorded the appended story while undertaking fieldwork on the Koko-Bera (properly 

Kok-Kapér) language in Kowanyama, Qld, from late 1977 until mid 1978. During that time I 
made tape recordings of over 40 Koko-Bera texts of various sorts and lengths, as well as of 
a number of songs and dances. The last included local ‘island dances’ (see Black & Koch 
1983) as they were performed before the local community, but all of the others were 
elicited by me solely for the purposes of recording, analysis and translation, and generally 
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the only audience was me, a linguist who could not understand much of what was being 
said or sung. 

One of my best sources of Koko-Bera texts was the late Gracie Cecil, from whom I 
recorded 15 texts, including narratives, discussions of culture, and a traditional song. 
Regardless of my limited comprehension Gracie was an enthusiastic and vocally animated 
storyteller, producing stories that turned out (after analysis) to be richly varied 
syntactically and to have suspense and drama very appealing to my Western background, 
however representative they may have been of Koko-Bera tradition. Gracie actually tended 
to identify as Kok-Papónk, a group immediately south of the Koko-Bera who seem to have 
spoken a closely related variety, for which she was able to give me some limited and 
problematic data (see Black 2005).  

At some point Gracie mentioned something called yukómvrvl (note that v represents 
schwa), which she translated as ‘water fairy’. She said there was a story about it, and the 
occasion came for me to hear it one afternoon (I believe it was) when I joined her in front 
of her house with her ‘proper cousin sister’ (parallel cousin) Nancy Brian; more 
specifically, Gracie and Nancy were the daughters of men who were brothers. I no longer 
recall if any reasons were given, but Gracie and Nancy ended up telling me the story 
together. At some point I also recorded two other texts from Nancy alone. 

The transcription of the story in the appendix is laid out so you can see how the story 
was presented in short utterances bounded by pause; it seemed typical for speakers to use 
such brief utterances to introduce one new element at a time, rather than to construct more 
complex utterances without pause. As Walsh (in press) and others would expect, repetition 
and the use of such directional terms as wálpvy ‘west(wards)’ and kánvy ‘up(wards)’ or 
‘forward’ are also frequent. 

Ignoring an unclear contribution by both speakers (line 330), each speaker took 100 
turns, starting with Gracie. Gracie’s turns tended to be short, often only a single line, so 
that they amount to only 28% of the remaining 403 lines, with Nancy contributing the 
remaining 72%. To some extent Gracie may seem to have been prompting Nancy, who 
tended to repeat what Gracie said and then expand on it. This is especially so in the first 
two-thirds of the story (to about line 270): Nancy repeated 45% of Gracie’s 58 lines 
verbatim, and another 48% with some difference or expansion, following only 4 (or 7%) of 
Gracie’s lines with something quite different. Even so, it is clear that Nancy is quite 
familiar with the story because of how she is able to expand on these apparent prompts. (In 
line 118, in fact, Gracie actually repeats a word that Nancy has just said.) In the final third 
of the story Nancy is even more independent as a contributor, following 31% of Gracie’s 
42 lines with something quite different, while repeating only 26% of them verbatim and 
43% with some change or expansion. 

I have no idea whether such a joint telling represents a typical practice, or whether it 
simply came about from Gracie attempting to support Nancy’s presentation of the story. 
However, even where Nancy repeats she usually does this quickly and fluently, suggesting 
that she may not have really needed much prompting, so that the co-narration may well have 
been for other reasons. It also suggests that there was a well established story line, so that 
Gracie knew how to start what was to come next, and Nancy knew just how to expand on it. 

15.4  A story of giants 
The story itself is of some interest. When they told me this story, Gracie told me it was 

a true story about something that happened to one of their ‘fathers’, that is, father’s brother, 
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sometime before they were born. Since Gracie was born in 1912 and Nancy in 1913, this 
would seem to have been in a decade near the turn of the 20th century. The ‘father’ in 
question was the eldest full-blood brother of Nancy’s father Willie Daphne and of Gracie’s 
father Piper. While fishing at Párvnth, a Kok-Papónk location near the mouth of the Nassau 
River, he encountered a yukómvrvl ‘water fairy’, one of a people who Gracie described as 
living out in the Gulf of Carpentaria, and being especially tall – their height was 
‘something like a ridge pole’. From the story you will see that they travelled though the 
water by hitting it with a yangár to make it spread apart; yok yangár is the banyan fig tree, 
and I understood yangár to refer to any of the ‘strings’ that hang down from this tree. 

According to the story, the particular yukómvrvl encountered by their ‘father’ took the 
latter back with him into the Gulf and married him off to his two daughters. In lines 272–
280 the story mentions the yukómvrvl cutting their ‘father’s’ mouth; this was simply to 
widen it a bit so he could eat the giant ‘damper’ (bread) his giant wives would fix for him. 
Eventually their ‘father’ became homesick, so he left with his wives, using the yangár to 
open the waters to return to the coast, which is lined with the casuarina trees or ‘she-oak’ 
mentioned after line 221. When he met up with his people, the men were struck by the 
beauty of his wives and wouldn’t leave him alone until he made the wives lie down for 
men to have sex with them. The wives were appalled, and as soon as their husband fell 
asleep they took the yangár and headed back out into the Gulf to return to their father, 
never to be seen again. 

Near the end of the story (lines 391 and 393) Gracie finds occasion to use the distinctively 
Kok-Papónk term pulóngk ‘they two’ and to note that the ‘father’ was speaking that language. 
I suspect that this was for my benefit, since she had been giving me data on this variety. 

While Gracie characterised the story as true, certain things within the story suggest that 
its truth as a whole could not have been known. For one thing their ‘father’ is described (in 
lines 293–305) as not telling people about his experiences, although of course he may have 
done so later. In addition, there would be no basis for knowing what happened when the 
wives returned home to their father (lines 369–385) if they were never seen again. 

At the same time, however, there is certainly evidence of at least one remarkably tall 
person living in the area at about this time. In 1903 missionaries in the area took pictures 
of a man described as being seven feet tall (Freier 1999:152). They called him ‘Urdell the 
giant’, although based on information from Jerry Mission, Freier (1999:151) gave his name 
as Minpulmanth and his nickname as thameltharpel (phonemically thamélthapvl) ‘big 
foot’. Freier described him as being from the ‘southern Kokobera’, a term that would fit 
the Kok-Papónk. Either the same person or another of similar stature (said to be seven foot 
four inches) later appeared in a photograph in a book by Lane (n.d.: opposite p. 88). 

With regard to using a yangár ‘string’ to split the waters, Freier (1999:323) reported 
that this was also done by a pair of brothers, called Pathangany (i.e. pa-thangkány, a form 
derived from pa- ‘person’, thangk ‘kin’ and -ány ‘without’), who created such parts of the 
world as Australia. As Samuel Zingle told him, ‘When Moses made the water part, it’s 
nearly the same story as those two fellows, you see. ... They [the two brothers] hit the 
water with a yungar string’ (Freier 1999:323). 
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Appendix: The giant who came in from the sea 
Below, the text is first divided by speaker, as marked by the abbreviations GC for 

Gracie Cecil and NB for Nancy Brian at the left margin. The Koko-Bera text is then 
presented over a number of lines (see below), with an English translation (see later) to the 
right, followed by line numbers for each fifth line at the right margin. To save space and 
make the flow of the text clearer, interlinear glossing is not attempted. 

For each speaker the transcription is divided into utterances bounded by at least a brief 
pause. Each such utterance is presented on a separate line or lines, with indentation used 
when it extends over more than one line. Normally each such utterance is a single 
intonation unit, with a single tonic (marked ' before the most heavily stressed word), but on 
occasion it consists of two such units (not separated by pause), as shown by a comma (,) 
placed after the first. Other punctuation marks used in the Koko-Bera text are a dash (—) 
when the utterance is broken off before completion, ... to represent a longer pause, and an 
exclamation mark (!) for a few clear exclamations. The symbol < or > (or >>) appears 
before an utterance that is respectively louder or softer (or much softer) than usual. 
Vertical lines (|) mark the beginning of overlap between speakers in adjacent lines. 
Brackets containing a question mark (?) are used to show where the transcription is 
uncertain or incomplete. Horizontal lines divide the text into what I felt were useful, 
paragraph-like segments, based on a change in content sometimes accompanied by 
increased pause and/or an upwards shift of intonation contour. 

The consonants of Koko-Bera are typical of Australian languages: stops written p, th, t, 
ch and k, a parallel series of nasals m, nh, n, ny and ng, a lateral l, a tap/trill rr, and glides 
w, r, and y. A largyngeal h was found only in such exclamations as ehé' ‘uh-huh’, which 
also contains a glottal stop (written ') that was occasionally also heard in some 
pronunciations of other forms (twice in this text), but not in elicited vocabulary. 

The five vowels i, e, a, o and u are distinguished in stressed syllables, with v used to 
represent a schwa that appears only in unstressed syllables (following Alpher’s (1991) 
practice for the nearby Yir-Yoront language). The pronunciation of schwa varies considerably 
according to context, with final vy and vw sounding much like [i:] and [u:] for most speakers. 

Contrastive stress accent is generally marked acute (´), but the normally stressed 
syllable is marked grave (`) where stress has become indistinct (and intonation lowered), 
typically after the tonic in pronouns and sometimes verbs. Where segments have been 
elided they are written in brackets; this commonly occurs with w, y and ng in some 
contexts, especially in pronouns. An e drawn out at the end of an utterance is written e-e-e. 

The English translation is not entirely literal, but it does follow the Koko-Bera text 
closely, using brackets to enclose forms (often pronouns) whose equivalents are not 
actually present in the Koko-Bera text.  Quotation marks are used in the translation to 
suggest which utterances might be considered direct quotes, although there is no particular 
marking of these in the Koko-Bera original. Translations of GC’s utterances are italicised 
to make their pattern more obvious. 

 
GC: > pa 'píng(vyvrr) ngalínyvnvngk (...? ...?) our father (...? ...?) 
NB: pa 'píng(vyvrr) ngalínyvnvngk our father 
 ming 'kúrvny yvngkó goanna dreaming 
GC: > Kapéwvrr 'Chékvpvl Short River 
NB: Kapéwvrr 'Chékvpvl Short River 5 
GC: 'pangként (y)èlvw he hunted 
NB: 'pangként (y)èlvw he hunted 
 'yákarrvy down 
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 'ngalkórvyvw to the sand 
 kut 'kó(y) thàngvny yèlvw he was spearing fish 10 
 pa 'píngvyvrr ngathèrrvw my father 
 pa píng(vyvrr) 'ngalínyvnvngk our father 
 kalál (y)èl(vw) yàkar(vy) he went down 
 ko(y) 'thangant (y)èlv(w) he speared fish 
 'thangant (y)èlv(w) he speared 15 
 'thangant (y)èlv(w) he speared 
  'thangant (y)èlv(w) e he speared 
 'wántvnyvl(vy) (y)èlvw he left (them) 
 > 'wántvnyvl(vy) (y)èlvw  he left (them) 
 'wántvnyvl(vy) (y)èlvw he left them 20 
 'kalál (he) went 
 'therráwvnyvl(vy) (y)èlvw he was standing 
 yélvw 'liy wàngant from the west 
  'ké(r) nhàchanawvny kalàwvny he came without being seen 
GC: 'yukómvrvl a water fairy 25 
NB: yu— 'yukómvrvl a wa— water fairy 
 'kaláwvny (y)èlvw wàngant he came from the west 
 'yvngká(y) kùntvny hitting the water 
GC: 'yvngárnyvmp with a string 
NB: 'yvngárnyvmp with a string 30 
 'kúntvny yèlvw he was hitting it 
GC: 'pvrkérrvmp— opening it — 
NB: 'pvrkérrvmpvwvny yèlvw he was opening it out 
 'kaláwvnyvlvy yèlvw he kept going 
 'kúntvnyvlvy yèlvw he kept hitting it 35 
 yukómvrvrr (y)er 'kaláwvny that water fairy was coming 
 'kúntvny yèlvw he was hitting 
 'makélvmpvwvny yèlvw he was opening it out 
 'yélvw he 
GC: 'nhákal saw 40 
NB: 'nhákal (y)èlvw he saw 
GC: yélvw thipangantéy 'nhákal yèlvw he saw our father 
 pa 'la ‘hey 
NB: 'álaw ‘hello 
 pa 'la ‘hey 45 
 'ngantíy kalàm ngènyvntvw wàngant ‘what’s coming to me from the west?’ 
GC: 'yvlká'arrvng tall 
NB: 'yvlkárrvngvmpvl (la?) (this one?) grew tall 
 'yvngká(y) kapèr kùlvm wangànt really hitting water from the west 
 'thvrrál (y)èlvw e— he stood 50 
 'nhákal (y)èlvw wàlpvy he saw him in the west 
GC: yélvngvntvw 'wíchvwichvrrny he kept walking to him 
NB: yélvngvntvw 'wíchvwichvrrny he kept walking to him 
 ye kúntvny 'yvngká(y) wangànt that was hitting the water from the west 
 'kúntvny was hitting 55 
GC: 'pvrkérrvmpvwvny opening out 
NB: 'pvrkérrvmpvwvny yèlvw he was opening it out 
 kut 'kúntvnyvlv (y) yèlvw, he kept hitting it and 
  'pvrkérrvmpvwvnyvlv (y) yèlvw he kept opening it out 
 'kánvy yèlvngvntvw e— he was up to him 60 
 'kúntvnyvl(vy) yèlvw he kept hitting it 
 'kúntvny la hitting this 
 < 'kvchvkérvmpvl (y)èlvngkvntvw he was close to him 
 'kánvy upwards (i.e. onto the beach) 
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GC: 'kúlngampvl (y)èlvngkantvw he went up to him 65 
NB: 'kúlngampvl (y)èlvngkantvw he went up to him 
 'thvrrál (y)èlvw he stood 
GC: yélvw panh 'thápvlthapvl (y)èlvw he became frightened 
NB: yélvw panh 'thápvlthapvl (y)èlvw he became frightened 
 > pa la 'ngantíy ‘what’s this?’ 70 
GC: 'kawárr! ‘come on 
NB: 'kawá! ‘come on 
GC: 'pítvngk ngàl ‘let’s us two return 
 kóy yè 'wál(vy) ‘leave those fish 
NB: kóy yè 'wálvy yèn ‘leave those fish 75 
 pa pítvngk ngàl ‘let’s us two go back 
 'wálpvy ‘westwards 
 'wíchvrrm yintèngay ‘I’m taking you’ 
GC: 'puy off 
NB: 'puy pùlvw wàlpvy off they were to the west 80 
GC: kut 'kúntvny yèlvw then he was hitting it 
NB: 'kúntvny yèlvw 'wálpvy he was hitting it to the west 
GC: yélvnyvntvw 'nhány he was watching him 
NB: 'nhány yèlvnyvntvw he was watching him 
GC: pa la 'kórvyvmp ‘this person with a string 85 
NB: pa la 'kórvyvmp kùlvm wàlpvy ‘this one is hitting with a string westwards 
GC: yvngká(y) la 'parrkérrvmpvm ‘the water here is opening up 
NB: yvngká(y) la 'parrkérrvmpvm kapèr ‘this water is really opening up 
  wàlpvy to the west’ 
 'kúntvny hitting 90 
 'kúntvny wàlpvy hitting to the west 
 pa la 'pvrkérrvmpvm kapèr ngènyvntvw ‘this is really opening up for me’ 
 'wálpvy westwards 
 'wálpvy westwards 
 'wálpvy westwards 95 
 kúntvny liy yangárvmp '(y)érvng hitting there with that string 
 'kúntvny yèlvw la 'wálpvy he was hitting it to the west 
 'kúntvny yèlvw wàlpvy he was hitting it to the west 
 'kúntvny yèlvw wàlpvy he was hitting it to the west 
 pa la 'pvrkérrvmpvm kapèr ‘this is really opening up’ 100 
GC: paké(w) 'wárrvmp ‘where’s camp?’ 
NB: paké(w) 'wárrvmp ‘where’s camp?’ 
 paké(w) líy wàlpv(y) 'kéwanthakar ‘the camp’s still there to the west; 
 'kóyvk kalàngk ngèl wàlpvy ‘we’ll still be going west’ 
 'kúntvny (y)èlvw he was hitting it 105 
 'kúntvny (y)èlvw he was hitting it 
 'kúntvny (y)èlvw wàlpvy he was hitting it to the west 
 'kúntvny (y)èlvw wàlpvy he was hitting it to the west 
 'perkérrvmpvwvny yèlvw, it was opening up, 
  yvngkà(y) 'yérvng (y)èlvw that water 110 
 kut 'thunpényvmpvwvny then it was closing up 
GC: 'pichént (y)èlvw he arrived 
NB: 'pichént (y)èlvw he arrived 
 'pakéwvngk at camp 
GC: pa la 'murrpérvw pangkèn(t) everybody had gone hunting 115 
NB: pa la 'murrpérvw pangkèn(t) everybody had gone hunting 
 'karréy ‘all right’ 
GC: 'karréy ‘all right 
 pv yen 'lángkvrr nyinèy ‘you sit here 
NB: pv yen 'lángkvrr ‘you, here 120 
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 'pakarrm (y)vntàngay ‘I’m going to cover you 
 'péthvmp ‘with paperbark 
 'péthvmp pakarrm (y)vntàngay ‘with paperbark I’ll cover you’ 
 pa la here 
 'wvtíy nothing 125 
 'pichént thantvw wangànt e— they arrived from the west 
 'thántvw a those two 
GC: ma(y) 'thvkonténgk food on the head 
NB ma(y) 'chvkonténgk food on the head 
GC: 'miny meat 130 
NB: 'miny meat 
 ma(y) 'pépvr smaller bullgru 
 ma— ma(y) 'kath food— larger bullgru 
 'wíchvrrny |(pùlvw?) (they?) were carrying them 
GC:                   |wàngant from the west 135 
NB: pichény 'pakéwvngk arrived at camp 
 nyínangk 'kalál went to sit 
GC: 'kawá! ‘come on! 
NB: 'kawá! ‘come on! 
GC: 'thakánvy yipèl ‘you and elder sister 140 
NB: 'thakánvy yipèl ‘you and elder sister 
 'ngantáy this way 
GC: 'thvyingkéngay ‘(you and) little sister 
NB: 'thvyingkéngay ‘(you and) little sister 
 'la ngantà(y) yipèl ‘this way, you two 145 
 pa la tangalayvnvy 'la ‘a husband is here‘ 
GC: pa ye wa(y) 'ngátvmpvlm ‘why not uncover that one?’ 
NB: pa ye wa(y) 'ngátvmpvlm ‘why not uncover that one?’ 
 pa ye 'ngantíy ew ‘what’s that person’ 
 kut 'ngátvmvnt pùlvw then they uncovered him 150 
GC: 'ngaléntvngany kànhvy ‘yours and mine, little sister 
NB: 'ngaléntvngany kànhvy ‘yours and mine, little sister 
 'ngaléntvngany ‘yours and mine’ 
GC: 'kanhvntáng ‘elder sister’ 
NB: 'ngaléntvngany kànhvy ‘yours and mine, little sister 155 
 'ngaléntvngany kànhvy ‘yours and mine, little sister‘ 
 'ngalént kanhvntàng ‘yours and mine, elder sister 
 'ngaléntvngany ‘yours and mine’ 
GC: 'pint (he) kept them 
NB: 'pint (he) kept them 160 
GC: yéntvlvy yènt thvyápvr ‘your wives 
NB: yént ‘yours 
 thvyápvr 'yéntvlv(y) yènt ‘the wives are yours’ 
 'lí ngantìy ngàny from over there 
GC: 'walkánt 'walkánt |'walkánt 'wal— camped and camped and camped and— 165 
NB:                              |'walkánt 'walkánt camped and camped 
GC: pinéw 'warngént (y)èlvw he got homesick 
NB: pinéw 'warngént (y)èlvw he got homesick 
 'karréy ‘all right 
 pa ngántvw 'pítvngk ‘I want to go back 170 
 'pvyíbvw ngàthvrr ‘my children 
 liy 'Párvnth ‘there at Parenth 
GC: pin 'wet ngàntvw ‘I’m lonely 
NB: pin— pin— ‘lone— lone— 
GC: pin 'wétvkam (ng)àntvw ‘I’m lonely 175 
NB: pin 'wétvkam (ng)ànt(vw) ‘I’m lonely’ 
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GC: 'karréy ‘all right 
NB: 'karréy ‘all right 
GC: thvyápvrr 'wíchvrrvl ‘also take the wives 
NB: thvyápvrr 'wíchvrrvl ‘also take the wives 180 
 'kánvy ‘up (to the shore) 
GC: pa 'ka wàl(vy) ‘don’t leave them 
NB: pa 'ke wàl(vy) ngathèrrvw thvyàpvrrr ‘don’t leave my “daughters”’ 
GC: pa ka— pa 'ka kùlvy ‘don’t—don’t belt them 
 pa 'ka kàmpal ‘don’t growl them 185 
NB: pa ké— kùlvy ‘don’t— hit them 
 wangànt ‘from down 
GC: yangár 'la ‘here’s the string 
NB: yangár 'la ‘here’s the string 
 'way ‘give (it to him)’ 190 
 'wal (he) gave (it) 
 'ngángvmvntvyvw pulònyvntvw 'kánpa(w) first they tried it 
  pa 'yintéwvrr the daughters 
 lékvl 'kúlvy yipèl ‘hit it like this, you two’ 
 'ngantá(y) this way 195 
 wangánt from the west 
 'kúntvny pùlvw they were hitting it 
 'kúntvny pùlvw they were hitting it 
GC: 'pvrkérrvmp— opening— 
NB: pa 'la pvrkvrrvmpvwvny (the water) was opening up here 200 
 'kúntvny pùlvw they were hitting it 
 'pvrkérrvmpvwvny (y)èlvw it was opening up 
 'kánvy ahead 
 'pvrkérrvmpvwvny (y)èlvw pulòngkvntvw it was opening up for them 
 'púlvw they two 205 
 'kánvy forward 
 'kán|vy for— 
GC:        |ngurr 'nyákvngurvw they just kept on 
NB: ngurr 'nyákvngurvw kùntvny  they just kept on hitting  
  wàngant from the west 210 
GC: >> 'kurrént behind 
 kurr |'karrpárrvwvny closing in behind 
NB:         |kurr 'karrpárrvwvny closing in behind 
 'kurrént behind there 
 'kánvy forward 215 
 'kánvy forward 
 'kúntvny hitting 
 'kúntvny hitting 
 yélvw 'karrpárrvwvny kurr... it was closing in behind 
 'pvrkérrvmpvwvny kànvy opening up ahead 220 
GC: yokvchích liy 'kert thvrràl ‘there’s timber standing there already  
NB: yokvchích liy 'kechvkérvmpvl nganèngk ‘that timber is getting close to us 
GC: 'wéyvng ‘she-oak (or causarina) 
NB: 'wéyvng ‘she-oak 
 'li ngantà(y) thvrrèm ‘standing over there’ 225 
 'kánvy forward 
 'kánvy forward 
 'kánvy forward 
 'yikáwvny yelpulòngkvntvw he asked them two 
 path 'wárrvmp ‘where’s the place?’ 230 
 ye kánvy 'chichvrráyvl kul ngèn kánvy ‘we’ll keep on hitting up ahead there’ 
 kànvy 'yér ‘up there’ 
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 'kechvkérvmpvl thàn(tvw),  they got close and 
 'wéyvng nhàkvl thàntvw they saw she-oak 
 wéyvng 'la ‘here’s she-oak 235 
 paké(w) la kánvy ‘the camp’s up here 
 pa 'la kànvy (thàntvw?) 'thakárr ‘there’s a mob of people up here 
 'Párvnth ‘it’s Parenth 
 'hey ‘hey!’ 
 'káne-e-e... u-u-u-p 240 
 'nhákvl thàntvw they saw them 
 pa la 'wanthám yimènt ‘where’d (he) get these people from?’ 
 'a  uh 
GC: kó(y) 'thángant kó(y) 'thángant they speared fish and speared fish 
  kó(y) 'thángant  and speared fish 245 
NB: kó(y) 'thángant kó(y) 'thángant (they) speared fish and speared fish 
  kó(y) 'thángant e-e-e and speared fish... 
 'tak [onomopoeic expression signifying] done! 
GC: 'thulmént (they) squeezed (the meat) 
NB: 'thulmént (they) squeezed (the meat) 250 
 'thulmént 'thulmént e-e-e and squeezed it and squeezed it... 
GC: 'kathént tied it 
NB: 'kathént tied it 
GC: 'pungkén bundles 
NB: 'pungkén wìchvnt carried bundles 255 
GC: 'kawárr ngèn ‘let’s go 
NB: 'kawárr ngèn ‘let’s go 
GC: 'pakéwvngk kàn— ‘up to the camp 
NB: 'pakéwvngk kànvy ‘up to the camp’ 
 |'ma— (?) 260 
GC: |'kúlngampvl kànvy (they) arrived up (at camp) 
NB: 'kúlngampvl (they) arrived 
GC: thántvw 'nhákvl they saw (them) 
NB: 'nhákvl thàntvw they saw (them) 
 pa 'láng(kvrr) ‘these people 265 
 'wanthám yimènt ‘where’d (he) get them from? 
GC: pa wa— pa kachálvw watárr la— ‘beaut— these beautiful women 
NB: pa kachálvw la 'watárr ‘these women are beautiful 
 wanthám yimènt (y)èlvw ‘where’d he get them from?’ 
 'nhákvl (y)vngònyvntvw they saw him 270 
 'e  ‘hey!’ 
GC: chel 'thvrrkóng (they) were staring  
NB: 'yaként  (y)vngònyvntvw ‘they cut him’ 
GC: thántvw à they (said) 
NB: thántvw paké(wv)nth (l)i— those here in the camp— 275 
 pakéwvnth li 'nhákvl thàntvw in the camp they saw 
 pa la tha(w) ko(w) 'yaként ‘(they) cut (his) mouth 
GC: tha(w) ko(w) la 'yaként ‘(they) cut (his) mouth 
NB: tha(w) ko(w) la 'yaként ‘(they) cut (his) mouth 
 pa la 'nganthámvnt ‘what happened?’ 280 
 > 'kánvy (he came) up 
 'nyinál (y)èlvw e he sat down 
 kul— (?)— 
GC: 'nyinál (y)èlvw he sat down 
NB: 'nyinál (y)èlvw he sat down 285 
GC: thántv(w) 'ye ngantà(y) kalàl they came from over there 
NB: thántv(w) 'ye ngantà(y) kalàl they came from over there 
GC: 'yikál (y)v(lv)ngkvntvw spoke to him 
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NB: pa la 'wanthám? ‘where from? 
GC: pa kachálvw la 'wanthám yimènt yèn ‘where did you get these women? 290 
 pa watárr 'la ‘these beautiful ones?’ 
NB: pa watárr 'wanthám yimènt (y)èlvw ‘where did he get the beauties?’ 
GC: yélvw 'wvtíyvl (y)ikàl thipvngát Father never said 
NB: yélvw— yélvw 'wvtíyvl (y)ikàwvny he— he never said, 
 'thipvngát (y)èlvw Father 295 
GC: 'wvtíyvl (y)i— never s— 
NB: 'wvtíyvl (y)ikàwvny (y)èlvw he never said 
 kut '(y)e... then 
GC: kókvnth 'kathéy miyvw (he had promised?) 
NB: kókvnth 'kathéy— ap— am— (he had promised?) 300 
GC: pa líy pámvl 'kúl wànt (y)èlvw this person he had left behind 
NB: pa mvkórvy(vrr) yungánvngk his father-in-law 
  'pámvl (y)ikàl (y)èlvw had told him 
 pa kerlíy 'yikéy yèn ‘don’t tell 
 pa 'ngantíy (yi)kàngk yintèthan ‘when they ask you’ 305 
GC: kut '(y)e then 
 'kalér thàthvkanvmpvlvmpvny '(y)vngónyvntvw they kept pestering him 
NB: ngurr nyékvwvr all the time 
GC: >> (ngurr? ...?) (?) 
NB: ngurr 'nyékvwvr  all the time 310 
  kalèr thàthvkanvmpvlvmpvny (y)vngònyvntvw they kept pestering 
 pa píngvyvrr 'ngalínyvnvngk our father 
GC: 'wáthvkanvmvnt (y)èlvw he made (them) lay down (for the men) 
NB: 'yirrá(y) wìchvnt took (them) away 
 'yirrá(y) wìchvnt took (them) away 315 
GC: 'wáthvkanvmvnt (y)èlvw he made them lay down 
NB: 'ehé' uh-huh 
 'wáthvkanvmvnt e  made them lay down 
GC: thvkónt 'yirráy (one) head that way 
NB: thvkónt 'yirráy head that way 320 
GC: thaníngkvl thvkónt |'(ng)antáy one head this way 
NB:                                |thvkónt 'ngantáy head this way 
GC: kut 'náchvrrvl pùlvw so they saw each other 
NB: 'náchvrrvl pùlvw they saw each other 
GC: yélvw pámvl |'kánhvntvrr nhàkvl the elder sister looked 325  
NB:                      |(?) (?) 
 pa la wárrvw ngèl kành ‘what can we do, sister?’ 
GC: chilám yélvw pàmvl '(y)ingkéntvrr nhàkvl little sister looked back 
NB: pa la 'wárrvw ngèl ‘what can we do?’ 
GC & NB: (...?) (?) 330 
NB: pa la 'warréthvmvnt ngalèngk ‘they messed it up for us, 
  kànhvntvng big sister’ 
GC: 'karréy all right 
NB: 'karréy all right 
GC: pa yélv(w) thvpupát 'malpán walkàny ‘let our husband fall asleep 335 
NB: ngel 'chel— we eye— 
 ngel 'chel nyinèy kánhvy ‘we’ll stay awake, little sister’ 
GC: ngel 'chel nyinèy kánhvy ‘we’ll stay awake, little sister’ 
NB: ngel 'chel nyinèy kánhvy ‘we’ll stay awake, little sister’ 
GC: yélvw— he— 340 
 walkény (y)èlvw 'pan he lay down to sleep 
NB: yélvw 'pan he was asleep 
GC: > |('thipangantéy?) (Father) 
NB:     |kut (y)é and then 
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 walként (y)èlvw he lay down 345 
GC: púlvw 'wákvthvrr— they g— 
 'wákvthakvl pùlvw they got up 
NB: púlvw they 
 |(nganchént?)  (?) 
GC: |'ngomp dilly bag 350 
 'ngomp nhàkvl pùlvw they saw a dilly bag 
NB: ngomp la 'warrvw ‘what’s this dilly bag?’ 
GC: 'yimént pùlvw they took it 
NB: 'yimént pùlvw they took it 
GC: 'yangár (y)e (yi)mènt pùlvw they took that string 355 
NB: 'yangár (y)e (yi)mènt pùlvw they took that string 
GC: 'pu(y) wàlpvy off to the west! 
NB: 'pu(y) wàlpvy off to the west! 
GC: yingká(y) 'kúntvny la kalàwvny they went hitting the water 
NB: yingká(y) 'kúntvny la   hitting the water 360 
  'kaláwvny wàlpvy they went west 
 'wálpvy westwards 
 yvngkáyvl 'kúntvny pùlvw they kept hitting the water 
  (yèlvw?) 'pvrkérrvmpvwvnyvlvy and it kept opening up 
 'kúntvny pùlvw wàlpvy they hit towards the west  365 
  pvrkérrvmpvwvnyvlvy and it kept opening up  
 'wálpvy westwards 
 |'wálpvy westwards 
GC: |yélvw 'nhákvl pámvl píngvntvrr he saw (them), the father did 
NB: yélvw pámvl píngvyvrr 'nhákvl the father saw (them) 370 
GC: yingká(y) la púlvw (w)a(y) 'kúlvm ‘I think they’re hitting the water 
NB: la yingkà(y) púlvw (w)a(y) 'kúlvm ‘I think they’re hitting the water 
  nhàkanyvnt from the east 
 thántvw 'way ‘might be them 
 pa mérvyvrr '(y)vngkó ‘with the husband 375 
 yurr 'thvyápvrr ‘you (husband and) wives—’ 
 kut 'nhákvl then (he) saw 
 pa la 'katé'vnth! ‘oh, they’re on their own! 
 'ngathèrrvw ‘my (daughters) 
GC: 'pulénthvrr ‘the two 380  
NB: pa la pulénthvrr ‘these two 
 pa la 'ngantámvnt (w)a(y) ‘what happened 
  'pítvl ngathèrrvw pa yinthéwvrr that my daughters came back? 
GC: 'kúntvny (w)a(y) ngathèrrvw ‘must have been hitting my (daughters) 
NB: 'kúntvny (w)a(y) ngathèrrvw ‘must have been hitting my (daughters)’ 385 
GC: yélvw 'wákvthakvl chilàm he (the husband) also got up 
NB: yélvw 'wákvthakvl he (the husband) got up 
GC: 'nhákvl (y)èlvw he looked 
NB: 'paké(w) ngamènt (y)èlvw he searched the camp 
 pa la 'wvtíy! nobody here! 390 
GC: pa la 'wvtíy pulòngk ‘they’re not here, 
  thokónt thápvlminy the two bitches 
  'línyvltvy pìtvl pulòngk they went home! 
NB: 'línyvltvy pìtvl pùlvw ‘they went back’ 
GC: kok 'papóngk (y)i— yikàwvny (y)èlvw he was talking Kok-Papongk 395 
NB: kok— language— 
 kok 'nganthénvnvngk (that’s) our language 
 pa la wvtíy pùlvw, ‘they’re not here, 
  thokónt thápvlminy pùlvw the two bitches 
 'línyvltvy pìtvl pùlvw ‘they went home all right’ 400 
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GC: pámvl 'la 'pámvl thànvngk ‘these people 
NB: pa la pámvl 'warrétvmvnt ‘these people were bothering 
  ngènyvthantvw me (for my wives)’ 
GC: kut '(y)e so 
 kórvy 'línyvltvmvy wìchvnt pùlvw they had taken the string there 405 
NB: kórvy 'línyvltvy wìchvnt had taken the string there 
 'wálpvy to the west 
GC: >> kert the end 
NB: kert the end 
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16 A tale of many tongues: documenting 
polyglot narrative in north 
Australian oral traditions  

 

 NICHOLAS EVANS 

bili woŋanina julŋu munal wuldjamin jigulju People of different clans sit there, talking together 
buduruna daa-walwalaruruina riŋguraŋa 
madandja 

Words flying into the air, as they speak, in those 
different dialects … 

jiguluŋ-ŋubanŋu ŋari-ŋariuruna Talking quickly together, like the voices of birds. 
junbalalŋa mada woŋana ruŋiiri diwiljun 
jigul-ŋuban 

Talking to one another, twisting their tongues to 
make strange noises like birds … 

ŋari-waidbaidjun junbalal-ŋuban wuldjamin 
daa-walwaljun lilia-woŋa 

Speech of different clans, mingling together … 

duandja mada-gulgdun-maraŋala dualgindiu  Dua moiety clans, with their special distinct 
tongues. 

wulgandarawiŋoi murunuŋdu jujululwiŋoi 
garaŋariwiŋoi garidjalulu mada-gulgdun-
maraŋala 

People from Blue Mud Bay, clans of different 
tongues talking together … 

buduruna ŋari-waidbaidjun woŋa ŋari-ŋariun  Words flying over the country, like the voices 
of birds … 

jigulul-ŋuban daa-wudbrugdun junbalal-
ŋuban mada-ŋagul 

They talk, now quickly, now slowly: hear the 
sound of their words! ... 

jigulul-ŋuban galawalŋ-ŋagu julŋu 
nargalaŋala nuŋburindina nuŋbulna 

Talking together quickly: hear the sound of 
their voices, those people of southern clans! 

ruŋiiri-woŋa manjalgama daa-wudbrugdun 
garldjalulei mada nundeia wurdboiŋa 
malaŋari dambul-dambul 

Twisting their tongues as they talk, speaking 
slowly in different dialects, all the clans 
together … 

lilii balwariŋ mareialwirŋu balwariŋundja In those places at Rose River, among the 
clumps of bamboo. 

Song 2, Rose River Cycle (Berndt 1976:86-87, 197-198)1 

                                                                                                                                              
1 I retain Berndt’s (now-superseded) orthography. 
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16.1  Multilingualism and narrative in Aboriginal Australia 
The exuberant multilingualism of Indigenous Australia raises many questions of general 

importance to linguistics and studies of verbal art. The overall societal value placed on 
knowing many languages has been relatively well-explored since foundational studies by 
Brandl and Walsh (1982), Elwell (1982) and Merlan (1981). It has been widely reported that 
appropriate etiquette demands the use of appropriate linguistic varieties for particular 
countries (Garde 2003), both to guarantee one’s safety from malignant spirits (Trigger 1987), 
and to signal one’s status as a non-aggressive guest when on others’ land (Sutton 1997). In 
many parts of Australia founding narratives describe ancestral figures who people the land 
with groups speaking different languages which show who they are in the overall scheme 
of things. A well-known example is the Warramurrungunji myth in northern Australia, 
which extends from Croker Island for a couple of hundred kilometres inland, and which 
has been recorded in a number of languages of the region including Iwaidja and Kunwinjku 
(see e.g. Nganjmirra 1997:16). Multilingualism where each country is associated with its 
own distinct language, in the cosmology expressed in these myths, is a desirable state of 
social affairs that has been present since the beginning of human life on the continent.  

The rich mosaic of languages found across the Australian continent is not just an incidental 
by-product of over 40 millennia of Aboriginal settlement here. It is due at least in part to 
an ongoing cultivation and promotion of both multilingualism and linguistic diversification 
in many forms (e.g. Sutton 1997, Evans 2003b). One consequence is the profusion of names 
for languages can make it difficult to establish the exact repertoire of language, dialects, 
patrilects, and special registers, as Walsh (1997) has shown for the Daly River region. 

Multilingualism at this level has many consequences for how people use language in 
Indigenous Australian societies, and raises questions of deep interest for the field of 
linguistics. How are different varieties deployed semiotically in narrative and song? What 
are the psycholinguistic implications for individual bi- and multilingualism? How well do 
people speak the languages they know, and how do they learn them? What are the relative 
roles of learning long rote passages, as opposed to shorter productions? What is the balance 
between productively constructed new phrases and sentences, and prelearned chunks?  

In terms of language transmission, is it the case that certain sorts of texts serve as an 
important medium for the transmission of multilingual repertoires? Could it be the case 
that practices of quoting speech in the original language, in the interests of portraying 
characters’ language affiliations and localising the action, actually provide a matrix for 
language preservation? 

To answer these and other questions about Aboriginal multilingualism, the first thing 
we need is actual recorded material in which these polyglot practices are illustrated. Yet 
despite widespread assertions about multilingual narrative and conversation, there are all 
too few publically available examples or analyses. For example, Berndt and Berndt’s 
(1989) collection of Aboriginal myths contains assertions of language shifts during travels 
of ancestral heroes (e.g. pp. 30-32, 36, 53-56, 78, 170) but all of them are rendered in 
English so we cannot see what the original storytellers did. To my knowledge there are just 
a handful of honourable exceptions, most importantly Strehlow (1971), Wilkins (1989) and 
Hercus (1990) – I return to these below. It is my purpose in this paper to make a modest 
contribution to remedying this gap through the addition of some further case studies from 
recorded narrative. It gives me great pleasure to dedicate it to Michael Walsh, whose 
pioneering role in the study of Aboriginal multilingualism, conversation and narrative has 
always been stamped with a special sort of originality: the ability to put your finger on 
what many other investigators have felt dimly without being able to put it into words.  
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16.2  The social significance of multilingualism in traditional Australia 
Before getting down to the case studies, it is helpful to expand the assertions made in 

the preceding section so as to give a richer picture of traditional Aboriginal ideologies 
regarding multilingualism. I see no better way of doing this than by reproducing the ‘Seven 
propositions’ spelled out in Sutton (1997:240) regarding Aboriginal multilingualism, 
which represent widely shared views of the phenomenon in most parts of Australia.2 I 
quote these almost verbatim below, with only minor exegetical reduction. 

 
1.  Languages are owned, not merely spoken. They are inherited property. 

2.  Languages belong to specific places, and the people of those places. 

3.  Use of a particular language implies knowledge of, and connectedness to, a certain 
set of people in a certain part of the country. The direct implication always is: if 
you can speak my language you must be my relation (somehow). 

4.  Like totems, (languages) are relational symbols, connecting those who are different 
in a wider set of those who are the same, all having totems and languages. This 
variety itself is part of the common condition. 

5.  At the local level, such differences are internal to society, not markers of the 
edges of different societies. 

6. The ancestors moved about and spoke different languages, and this is how people 
still do or should live today … 

7.  It is important, not accidental or trivial, that we speak different languages … The 
heroic ancestors knew that cultural differences made for social complementarity, 
in a world where cultural sameness alone could not prevent deadly conflict … 
There is no balance without complementarity. There is no complementarity without 
distinctions and differences. 

 
To this succinct and persuasive list one might add two more, more oriented to aesthetics 

and the attendant status of performers: 
 
8.  The existence of multiple languages enriches the texture and beauty of life, and 

particularly of verbal art. The quotation from the Rose River Cycle given at the 
beginning of this paper gives an Indigenous poetic representation of this position. 
And we might predict that, if polyglot practice is indeed so highly valued, we 
would find wide exploitation of multiple codes in narrative performance.  

9.  The ability to be a multilingual verbal artist, both in narrative performance and in 
face-to-face discussion, was one of the marks of people who rose to social 
eminence. Polyglot mastery suggested an unusual breadth of ceremonial contacts 
and far-flung social capital, eliciting expressions of admiration like ‘he travellin 
man himself’.3  

                                                                                                                                              
2 The most obvious exceptions are in isolated monolingual island communities, such as is the case with the 
Kayardild people of the South Wellesley Islands in Queensland, who were resolutely monolingual. Even for 
them, though, at least 2, 3 and 7 of the propositions below would be adhered to. 
3 I am indebted to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting I add this ninth proposition, and for supplying the 
‘travellin man’ quote. 
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Stepping across for a moment to the very different world of western literary studies, we 
find that, since Bakhtin, the aesthetic cultivation of heteroglossia (raznorečie in Bakhtin’s 
original Russian formulation) is assumed to be closely intertwined with the novel as a 
literary genre: 

 
The novel as a whole is a phenomenon multiform in style and variform in speech and 
voice. In it the investigator is confronted with several heterogeneous stylistic unities, 
often located on different linguistic levels and subject to different stylistic controls. 
(Bakhtin 1981:261) 

The novel can be defined as a diversity of social speech types (sometimes even diversity 
of languages) and a diversity of individual voices, artistically organized. (p. 262) 

Authorial speech, the speeches of narrators, inserted genres, the speech of characters 
are merely those fundamental compositional unities with whose help heteroglossia 
(raznorečie) can enter the novel. (p. 263) 
 

Traditional Aboriginal narrative performance offers a useful perspective here, for we 
find a systematic harnessing of heteroglossia in ways that are rather similar to those that 
interested Bakhtin. This suggests that the novel, and more generally written literature, have 
no monopoly on the harnessing of different varieties for aesthetic purposes.  

I will now consider three narratives from northern Australia, in each of which the narrator 
deploys more than one linguistic variety in complex and effective ways. I will order them 
in a way that works upwards in terms of linguistic difference, beginning with a dialect 
switch (section 16.3), then passing to a switch between two closely related languages 
(section 16.4), then finally to a narrative involving four very different languages (section 
16.5), before passing to a general discussion of the issues they raise (section 16.6). 

16.3 A dialect switch: Mick Kubarkku’s story of Ngurdyawok and  
 Nawalabik  

Our first case study is from a recording made during an evening storytelling session by 
Mick Kubarkku at his outstation of Yikarrakkal, southwest of Maningrida in the Northern 
Territory, on 21/11/1989. During this session he related a number of vivid and often 
hilarious traditional stories to a mixed audience of around 20, of all ages. The session was 
recorded by Murray Garde, Carolyn Coleman and myself, and subsequently transcribed 
and translated by Murray Garde and myself.  

Mick Kubarkku was somewhat unusual for a traditional western Arnhem Lander of his 
age in being essentially monolingual, in the Kuninjku variety of Bininj Gun-wok. His 
English was limited, despite the opportunities that his celebrity status as a well-known 
artist offered him late in life to visit large southern cities.  

On the other hand, he had a deep knowledge of traditional varieties of Bininj Gun-wok: 
dialectal (as illustrated here), in addition to particularistic patrilect differences associated 
with individual clans (see Garde 2003) and kin-based register varieties such as the  
respect variety Kun-kurrng4 and the trirelational kin system Kun-derbi. In this narrative he 
draws systematically on lexical and grammatical differences between his own dialect 
(Kuninjku) and the more westerly Kunwinjku dialect. Since Kuninjku and Kunwinjku look 
                                                                                                                                              
4 Which he deploys at a later point in the same narrative (not considered here) to represent the speech 
between Nawalabik and his brother-in-law. See the original text in Evans (2003a) for the actual material. 
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so similar graphically, differing only in the loss of w in the Kuninjku dialect, I will use the 
abbreviations KI and KW in what follows.  

In the following transcription I have bolded any words or morphemes that are 
distinctive of KW. Some are lexical items, like KW yewelk for ‘bubble’ instead of KI 
burrng-burrng (l.25) or djunj (l.28), or KW burrkyak for ‘no’ instead of KI kayakki. Others 
are grammatical affixes, namely the distinctive dual pronominal object prefixes 
characteristic of KW (kanhbene- in line 19, ngunhbene- in line 20), whereas KI uses the 
more semantically general prefixes kan- and ngun- (see Evans 2003a:402-406 for details of 
this cross-dialect difference). At one point, in line 25, the narrator interrupts the boy’s 
quoted speech to comment overtly on one lexical difference, following the KW term 
yewelk with the explanation ‘they say yewelk, whereas (we say it’s) burrng-burrng’.  

This racy text draws its humour from the scandalously inappropriate behaviour of a 
young novice in the Mardayin ceremony, Nawalabik, who at a time when he should be 
scrupulously avoiding contact with women larks about naked in a billabong with his two 
sisters, diving under the water to tug at their pubic hair then quickly swimming away under 
the water to surface somewhere else, and trying to blame the nibblings of grunter fish for 
the incursions on their private parts.  

The comic repartee of graphic complaint by the girls to their mother, followed by the 
boy’s protestations of innocence and absurd alibi, is rendered as direct speech, unframed 
by any verb of quotation or identification of speaker. In general, quoted passages, whether 
by the boy or by his sisters, employ KW forms, while the narrator employs KI forms. 
(There is just one slip from this rule, where one quote from the girls (l.21) employs the KI 
form kanh-, instead of the KW form kanhbene-.) Semiotically, then, the alternation 
between codes signals the difference between narrator’s voice and the voice of all reported 
characters, and does not distinguish between the characters. The story is said to have taken 
place in a Kunwinjku-speaking area, so the use of KW by the characters roots the story in a 
more westerly locale than the narrator’s own country. 

An illustrative excerpt from the text follows. For a full transcription and translation see 
Evans (2003a:690-703); I have retained the line numbering of the original. 

 
(1) 
1.16. ø-djal-yulyulme-ng kure ø-na-ng kure ø-na-ng  

3P-just-swim.under.water-PP there 3P-see-PP there 3P-see-PP 
 ‘He swam along under the water, looked this way and that, 
 
1.17. ø-na-ng kabene-bebbeh-bo-rro-ng,  

3P-see-PP 3ua-DIST-liquid-strike-NP 
 and saw them each striking the water in a different place 

1.18. djilu lahlarrk wanjh ø-wabwabme-ng  
splash naked then 3P-sneak.up-PP 

 splashing about naked; then he snuck up on them 
 
1.19. durrk durrk. “Ah, karrang na-ni ladjkurrungu ngudda  

tug tug   aa mum MA-DEM mardayin.novice you 
 kanhbene-kornmud-yirridjme-ng ngarrewoneng.” 

3/1aIMM-pubic.hair-snatch-PP 1ua 
 Tug! Tug! (he pulled their pubic hairs). “Aa, mother, this son of yours, the mardayin 

ceremony novice here, has been snatching at our pubic hair!” 
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1.20. “Aa, kare ngudman nakka nuk burd kare 
  aa maybe youEMPH MA:DEM DUB grunter.fish maybe 

 ngunhbene-kornmud-baye ngudberre la ngayi nga-mungu.” 
3/2uaIMM-pubic.hair-biteNP you CONJ I 1-uninvolved 
“Aa, it was you yourselves, it might have been a grunter fish or something nibbling 
at your pubic hairs, because I had nothing to do with it.” 

 
1.21. “Ngudda wanjh, ngudda kanh-kornmud-yirridjme-ng ngarrewoneng.” 

  you then you 2/1aIMM-pubic.hair-snatch-PP 1ua 
 “It was you, you were snatching at our pubic hair.”  [here kanh- is the Kuninjku 

form; the Kunwinjku form would be kanhbene-] 
 
1.22. “Ngayi wanjh burrkyak, la burd nakka.” 

  I then nothing CONJ grunter.fish MA:DEM 
 “It wasn’t me at all, but that grunter fish.”  [KW = KI kayakki] 
 
1.23. Rawoyhno wanjh, “Ngane-rawoyh-bo-rro-ng”, wanjh bene-bo-rro-y  

again then  1ua-again-liquid-strike-NP then 3uaP-liquid-strike-PP 
 Again they said: “Let’s clap on the water again”, and they clapped on the water. 
 
1.24. djilurlh djilurlh djilurlh djilurlh djilurlh djilurlh bene-bo-rro-y.  

splash splash splash splash splash splash 3uaP-liquid-strike-PP 
 Splash! Splash! Splash! Splash! Splash! Splash! they struck the water. 
 
1.25. Wanjh, “Konda ngune-na nga-wurlebme,  wanjh yewelk kondah ngah ...” 

then  here 2ua-seeIMP 1-swimNP  then bubble here 1IMM 
 njamed yewelk,  burrng-burrng,  nawu  yewelk kabirri-h-wokdi, wanjh 

whatsit bubble bubble-bubble MA:DEM bubble 3a-IMM-sayNP then 
 burrng-burrng 

bubble-bubble 
Then he said: “You two look at me swimming here, bubbles here I’m –” whatsit, 
yewelk (bubbles), (we say) burrng-burrng, they call bubbles yewelk – 

 
1.26. “konda ngune-na nga-h-baye yewelk mak la ngudda  

  here 2ua-seeIMP 1-IMM-biteNP bubble also CONJ you 
 ngune-bo-rro.” 

2ua-liquid-strikeIMP 
“You two watch me swallow the bubbles here, and you two clap on the water.” 

  
1.27. Wanjh bene-bo-rro-y rawoyhno bene-rawoyh-bo-rro-y  

then 3uaP-liquid-strike-PP again 3uaP-again-liquid-strike-PP 
 Then they clapped on the water and clapped on the water again. (rawoyhno is a 

clearly Kuninjku form; Kunwinjku is yawoyhno) 
 
1.28. ø-wurlebme-ng yiman ku-mekke djunj ø-bayeh-baye-ng la ø-djal-wam  

3P-swim-PP like LOC-DEM bubbles 3P-ITER-bite-PP CONJ 3P-just-goPP 
 He swam again, and acted like he was swallowing bubbles there but he just went 

along.’ 
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16.4 A switch between close languages: Lardil and Yangkaal in the 
 Thuwathu/Rainbow Snake Story (Mornington Island) 

We now move several hundred kilometres east to a rather different sociolinguistic setting. 
Lardil was already under siege by English at the time Ken Hale began working on it in the 
early 1960s, and Yangkaal – about as close to Lardil as English is to German – was already 
severely endangered. Its sister dialect Kayardild has hung on longer, though now, some 
half a century later, it is not much better off than Yangkaal was around 1960. Hardly any 
Yangkaal was recorded before it disappeared, but Hale made about a day’s worth of field 
notes. Most of this is elicited, and Hale’s recordings include precious little actual narrative 
material, though they do include an autobiographical sketch by Mick Charles.5 In addition 
to this, though, Hale recorded some additional Yangkaal material as quoted speech by one 
personage (the greedy and uncooperative Rainbow Serpent) inside a Lardil narrative, 
which we now examine. 

16.4.1  A look at the text 
Once again, this plot involves conflict between a brother and sister, though this time  

the brother is selfish rather than libidinous. The sister is trying to persuade her brother, 
Thuwathu the Rainbow Serpent, to make room in the shelter for her little baby, to get it out 
of the rain. Wherever she wants to put it, Thuwathu protests, using Yangkaal (bolded) to 
name whichever of his body part(s) the spot is needed for. The narrator’s part and the 
sister’s part are in normal Lardil – so this time, the choice of language in quoted speech 
can be used to work out the identity of the character. The basic routine can be illustrated 
from its first occurrence: 

 
(2.1) “Kunu--  ngithun mangarda yuurr-kunthawu.  Kiin-ma wurdu-ma”  
   bro-VOC my child PERF-get_cold  that-TR.AL corner-TR.AL 
 ngambirr-mar laa-ma lii-ma.  
 house-TR.AL south-TR.AL east-TR.AL  
 ‘“Brother, my child has got a chill. Put him in that southeast corner of the house.” 

 
(2.2) “Mmm ... naliyar- lelk-in” Oh, I go talk Yangkal. Nal-iyarwani. 
  (for my head) head-OBJ  head-? 
 “Mmmm ... that’s for my head (for my head)” – oh, I go talk Yangkal.  
 “That’s for my head.” 

 
(2.3) “Kunu-- ngithun mangarda ma-tha kunu Mutha waa wunda 
   bro-VOC my child get-IMP bro:VOC big come rain 
 Kiin-ma laa-ma lii-ma wurdu-ma ngambirr-mari.”  
 that-TR.AL south-TR.AL east-TR.AL corner-TR.AL house-TR.AL 
 “Mmm ... mariyarwani.” “Kunu ngithun mangarda yuur-kunthawu.” 
    (for my 2 hands)   bro-VOC my child PERF-get cold 
 “Brother, get my child, brother. A big rain is coming. Put him in that southeast 

corner of the house.” “Mmmm ... that’s for my two hands.” “Brother, my child has 
got a chill.”’ 

                                                                                                                                              
5 Another short Yangkaal narrative was recorded by Normal Tindale – see the transcribed and translated 
version in the Appendix to Evans (1995). 
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A similar routine is repeated seven times, with the state of the sister’s child getting 
worse and worse. Each time she tries a different corner or side of the humpy, and each 
elicits a Yangkaal phrase applying the same structure to a different body-part: 
 
(2.4) Mmmm ... kirdil liyarrwani  ‘Mmmm ... that’s for my backbone.’ 
(2.5) Mmmm ... bungkali yarrwani.  ‘Mmmm ... that’s for my knees.’ 
(2.6) Mmm ... jayi yarrwani.  ‘Mmm ... that’s for my feet.’ 
(2.7) Mmm ... murnu yarrwani.  ‘Mmm ... that’s for my elbows.’ 
(2.8) Mmm ... naliyarrwani.  ‘Mmm ... that’s for my head.’ 
 

The child dies, and in anger the sister burns down the humpy with her brother inside it. 
Writhing inside in his death throes, he sings an abusive falsetto song, in Yangkaal: 
 
(2.9) Birdi waang-inji. Yuud-tha. Wirde werrirne. 
 come go-RECIP done-now inside suffer_death_throes (falsetto) 
 ‘He was overwhelmed. Now it’s done. Inside, he writhes in his death throes, (singing). 

 “jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny  
 “Jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny jiriny ...  (suffering-sounds) 

 jiriny jiriny. wakatha yarrajalbuthayarra wakatha yarrajalbuthayarra.   
  sister #@$!¡@%6   sister #@$!¡@% 
 Jiriny jiriny. My own sister, the cunt, my own sister, the cunt, my own – 
 nganjal-birri nganjal-birri nganjal-birri  nganjal birri.” 
 fire-? fire-?  fire-?    fire-? 
 she burned me with fire, she burned me with fire, she burned me with fire,  
 she burned me with fire.”’  (sung several times) 
 

The story continues in Lardil with a description by the narrator of his travels, final death 
throes, and transformation into part of the landscape. Interestingly, his final words are in 
Lardil (though admittedly the opening two words (ngada thaathu) would be identical in 
Yangkaal and Lardil): 
 
(2.10) natha thaa niya kangka dene dang-an. 
 night return he speak leave person-OBJ 
 Ngada thaa-thu la-wu ba-thu. 
 I return-FUT south-FUT west-FUT 
 Ngerr-uru nyerrwin-u kirne-thu wirdeminhal-u Dene-thu 
 self’s-FUT country-FUT die-FUT middle_burnt_ground-FUT leave-FUT 
 kilmungku. Dilan warnawu-tha. Thaa dene dang-an bana dangka likur 
 2plDIS-FUT recent burn-NONFUT return leave person-OBJ and person cry 
 wayi-nji  juuri. Warngej-irr maarn tharda-a Junka laa. Ditha 
 sing-RECIP left_behind one-only spear  shoulder-LOC straight south sit 
 ‘At night he returned and spoke as he left his people. “I will go back southwest, to die 

in my own country, in the middle of the burnt ground. I will leave you. I was recently 
burned?” He went back, leaving his people, and his people cried and sang to each other, 
having been left behind. He had only one spear on his shoulder. He went straight south.’ 

                                                                                                                                              
6 Not all morphemes in this obscene expression are recognisable but it clearly contains the root jal-, meaning 
‘vagina’.  
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16.4.2  A linguistic note on the Yangkaal used 
Not all the material in the above text is recognisable. All the roots are clearly identifiable 

as Yangkaal (and generally identical to Kayardild – see material in Evans (1995)) but some 
of the bound material is not, in particular the recurring sequence i yarrwani or i yarwani. It 
is most likely that bungkaliyarrwani, for example is either  
 

bungkal-iyarr-wan-i  or bungkal-iyarr-wan-inj 
knee-DU-ORIG-MLOC  knee-DU-ORIG-OBL 

 
but this then doesn’t make sense when applied to ‘head’ or ‘backbone’: even the Rainbow 
Serpent only has one head. 

In the swearing passage, wakatha ‘sister’ and the root jal- ‘vagina’ are readily 
recognisable, but the rest of the material is not. Jal- is the same root in Lardil (Ngakulmungan 
Kangka Leman 1997) but Lardil has no form wakatha – the word for sister is yaku.  

It is possible that the unanalysability of some of these words reflects our ignorance of 
Yangkaal. But it is also possible it reflects an imperfect knowledge of Yangkaal on the part 
of the narrator, who was primarily a Lardil speaker, and whose opportunities to acquire 
Yangkaal fully are likely to have been limited given the receding number of Yangkaal 
speakers at the time he was growing up. 

16.5 A more complex language palette: Ilgar, Marrku, Kunwinjku and  
 English in Charlie Wardaga’s Rainbow Serpent Destruction Story  

We now pass to the most complex case of polyglot narrative that I will consider, from 
Croker Island in the Cobourg Peninsula region of north-western Arnhem Land. I recorded 
this story in December 1999 from the late Charlie Wardaga, who was in his 70s at the time 
and died a few years later, in 2003. The complex array of languages made it particularly 
difficult to transcribe, particularly since Charlie Wardaga’s death took away the last person 
having some fluency in Marrku. However, I was able to transcribe it in February 2007 with 
some assistance from Khaki Marrala, a fluent speaker of Iwaidja and a partial speaker of 
Marrku and Garig (see Evans, Malwagag & Marrala 2006). 

Charlie Wardaga was a typically multilingual Arnhem Land elder. He spoke fluent Ilgar 
and Garig, two closely related varieties for both of which he ended up as the last speaker; 
Ilgar was particularly important to his social identity because it is associated with lands and 
waters of his clan, Mangalara. He also had some fluency in Marrku, the language associated 
with his mother’s clan, and said he also spoke Manangkardi (of which he would also have 
been the last speaker), though he died before this language could be investigated so his 
fluency couldn’t be evaluated. His dominant language of daily conversation was Iwaidja, 
the community lingua franca at Minjilang and the prime language of his household. He 
also spoke Kunwinjku, the language of his wife and of one of his cross-grandparents. 
Though fluent, his Kunwinjku was heavily accented and idiosyncratic (conflating the five-
vowel system of Kunwinjku onto the three vowels found in Ilgar or Iwaidja, eliminating 
the long-short stop contrast, and eliminating glottal stops). In addition, he spoke passable 
English, though this exhibited strong influence from the above-listed traditional languages.  

Turning to the relationships between these various languages, Ilgar and Garig are 
almost identical; both are in turn rather close to Iwaidja (either as distant dialects or as very 
closely related languages, depending on one’s criteria). Manangkardi, probably in a dialectal 
relationship with Mawng, is also close to all these languages, and all are members of the 
Iwaidjan family. See Evans (2000) for details. 
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Marrku was formerly classified as a member of the Iwaidjan family (including in Evans 
2000) but new evidence suggests that the putative shared morphological traits used in this 
classification may in fact be loans, and my current best guess is that it is a family-level isolate.  

Finally, Kunwinjku (which we have already encountered in section 16.3) belongs to 
another family again (Gunwinyguan): it has given and accepted many loans to and from all 
the above languages, but has a significantly different structure both grammatically and 
phonologically. The languages in our text, below, are thus drawn from three completely 
different families – about as different as Chadic, Semitic and Cushitic, and probably more 
distinct than members of three different Indo-European families. The range of language is 
comparable to a narrator telling a story where some characters speak French and others 
Russian, while giving his authorial comments in a mixture of Hindi and Chinese. 

I now give the entire text. The original text (whatever the language) is in italics, 
followed by my English translation in square brackets, and the language(s) used are shown 
in the right-hand column. Because of the length and multilingual complexity of the 
narrative, I do not give glosses in this passage.  
 
(3) 
Line  Language 

1 malayaka yimalkbany  [The Rainbow Serpent appeared] Ilgar/Garig 
2 ara raka, rak’ambij  [he went along there, that Rainbow Serpent] Ilgar/Garig 
3 well, Marrku, Marrku, people he said, not people, only one man   

[Well, in Marrku, Marrku] 
English 

4 one man he said English 
5 ‘Iyi, muku ngurnu, ngurnu minyiwu ngurnu jang.   

[‘Well, someone has struck a sacred place (jang) – a sacred place.7] 
Marrku 

6 jang miyiwuwu  [he struck the jang way over there] Marrku 
7 muku makalany ngurnu marruyaj  [that Rainbow appeared there] Marrku 
8 yeah, miyiwuwu  [yes, he struck it (the jang)] Marrku 
9 imin killim, he kill that ah, antbed or something, stone,   

[he hit it, he hit a termite mound or something, a stone] 
English 

10 ya, ngurnu mika … muku ngurn miyiwu ngurnu’ [yes, there he … struck it’] Marrku 
11 ‘ngurnu jang makalany, makalany ngurnu marruyaj, iyi’   

[‘and that jang appeared, the Rainbow Serpent appeared, yes’] 
Marrku 

12 ‘Yangbalwura rakabara’  [‘Oh, I say,8 that’s what happened’] Ilgar/Garig 
13 he said, that Garig man. Ilgar/Garig 
14 Yeah, he talking one another. [Yeah, they were talking to one another] English 
15 ‘Yaa, yiharlu ngabi raka yiharlu nganami raka  

[‘Well, it wasn’t, I wouldn’t do that.’] 
Ilgar/Garig 

                                                                                                                                              
7 In this case, the jang is one a place where it was forbidden to strike the landscape features, a law violated by 
the character’s behaviour.  
8 The word yangbalwura (which has various inflected forms according to the number of speaker and hearer) 
is difficult to translate. It is the stereotypical Garig/Ilgar word – interestingly, without exact equivalents in 
neighbouring languages – and conveys a tone of solicitous, courtly politeness. Both Charlie Wardaga and 
Nelson Muluriny typically translated it with the English phrase ‘thankyou very much’, and it can indeed be 
used to render thanks (e.g. for a gift of meat), but its use is in fact much more widespread. The point is that 
here it immediately identifies the speaker as Ilgar/Garig. 
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Line  Language 
16 ‘Rakabara ngabi ka ngabi arrarrkbi amurnduruny aniwung’  

[‘That was my countrymen who defiled that place, striking it.’] 
Ilgar/Garig 

17 ‘Wularrud aniwung raka kuyak.’ [‘They struck that dangerous place.’] Ilgar/Garig 
18 ‘Ee! Muku ngurn durrumarni.9 Ngan ... ngan … durrumarni ka …’  [‘Hey, 

look at all the flattened landscape. I say … I say … flattened landscape.’] 
Marrku 

19 ‘Ngan niyad. Ngan nirti ngurn.’  [‘I say to him. I say to you there.’] Marrku 
20 ‘Iyi, yanbalwura raka …’  [‘Yes, indeed,’] Ilgar/Garig 
21 Like this (laughs) [NE: talking back and forth] yeah, Marrku and Ilgar English 
22 ‘Ee, rrkanhi, karrkanhi yihanymany rrkanhi?’ 

[‘Well, now what are you going to do?’] 
Marrku 

23 ‘Muku ngurn, irriminyawun nga wiruku, irriminyawun.’  
[That place, I’m going to leave from there.’] 

Marrku 

24 I leave him. [NE irriminyawun] irriminyawun I leave him. English+ 
Marrku word 

25 ‘Ee, rakabara kunardudban raka.’ [‘Yes, you better leave that place now.’] Ilgar/Garig 
26 ‘Aniyaldi yinang raka angmurndurukbun.’  

[‘Let it be, don’t desecrate that sacred place.’] 
Ilgar/Garig 

27 ‘Yinang angmurndurukbun.’ [‘Don’t desecrate it.’] Ilgar/Garig 
28 Because he was stop him you leavim that one.  

[Because he stopped him: ‘You leave that one!’] 
English 

29 ‘Yinang angmurndurukbun, yiharlu nanayaldi raka.’  
[‘Don’t desecrate it, no, it should be left alone.’] 

Ilgar/Garig 

30 ‘Rakabara anjilkukun, nuyi …  nuyi wiyu anjilkukbun’   ‘Yimuku ngurn …’  
[‘You better treat yourself with medicine..’ ‘There …’10] 

Ilgar/Garig| 
Marrku 

31 ‘Ngarta nm … marbany nkawart wanhi ngarta .., aa:’   
[‘I … we said that word of mine … aa’] 

Marrku 

32 Yeah, I’m hangry11… (NE: I’m silly?) I’m silly, because I bin kill that 
dreaming you know. 

English 

33 Mm, marrku ngurn, marrku ngurn, Marrku people.  
[Mm, that Marrku, Marrku people.] 

English/ 
Marrku 

34 ‘I’m Marrku man’ he said. But Garig man he said ‘you leave him’. English 
35 ‘Kunardudban raka, kunardudban, you leave him.’  

[‘I’ll leave you now, I’ll leave you, you leave him.’] 
Ilgar/Garig| 
English 

36 ‘Ee, irrkanhi ngurn minyawu.’  [‘Yes, you leave it now.’] Marrku 
37 ‘Alright, this time I leave you.’   English 
 [discussion and clarifying questions in English with NE, then CW goes 

back to story:] 
 

38 Rainbol, but he said, ‘Don’t kill that rainbow he coming. You leave him.’ English 
39 Because marndi yibenbun bininj. [Because you might kill people.] Kunwinjku 
40 You killim all the people. English 

                                                                                                                                              
9 The Marrku word durrumarni refers to the flattened, devastated landscape after a cyclone, with the ground 
covered with fallen or broken  trees; so far no exact equivalent in Ilgar/Garig or Iwaidja has been found. 
10 Exceptionally, this turn switches from Ilgar/Garig to Marrku inside a single breath group. Its role here is to 
signal a change of speakers. 
11 Pronounced [hæŋgri], I assume this was the English word ‘angry’ with a hypercorrected initial h.  
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Line  Language 
41 Coming now from Ilgar. But Ilgar man he got more, he got more kundjak .. 

[dangerous places], lightning 
English 
[+Kunwinjku] 

42 ma.. am.. ngalyod, anything, yeah … [umm, Rainbow Serpent, anything] English+ 
Kunwinjku 

43 Only this one thamarl, only one, only one  
[Only this place Nthamarl (is dangerous on Marrku territory)] 

English+Marrku 
place name 

44 Only one, only one ngalyod [rainbow serpent], now, only one word .. English+ 
Kunwinjku 

45 to bolkkayime kabinbun  [up to now, he kills people] Kunwinjku 
46 he killim English 
47 and ah, kuri, yiman my countryman  [and there, like my countrymen] English/ 

Kunwinjku  
48 manguraka kayime, kurrurduk minj ng12abinbun bininj   

[whatsit you say, poorfeller he doesn’t kill people.] 
Ilgar plus 
Kunwinjku 

49 miny ngabinbun bininj  [he doesn’t kill people] Kunwinjku 
50 like poor bugger, like that, yeah, kurrurduk.  English 
51 he don’t like to kabinbun bininj, kuyak   

[it doesn’t kill people any more, that dangerous place] 
English| 
Kunwinjku 

52 because he know that rule, no kurrunu … English 
53 binbum kundjak, birriyakminj rowk nawu bininj, [The dangerous thing had 

killed them (long ago), and they all died, those people],  
Kunwinjku 

54 birriyakminj rowk  [they all perished] Kunwinjku 
55 yeah yildirrindirri raka [yes, it’s really dangerous] Ilgar/Garig 
56 kayirrk rakabara yiwardudban [so now they leave it alone] Ilgar/Garig 
57 yiwardudban yiyaldi [they leave it be] Ilgar/Garig 
58 yiwardudban he bin leaveim, like he bin leaveim that aa djang yeah   

[they leave it, like he left that sacred place (in the story)] 
Ilgar/Garig| 
English 

59 but ah, but, but this I tell story for long time ago, but like today English 
60 naka minj minj kabirriburrbun na   

[but they don’t know this story, now] 
Kunwinjku 

61 birriyawurd [those kids] Kunwinjku 
62 only young people minj kabirriburrbun, yaa,   

[only the young people don’t know it, yeah] 
English+ 
Kunwinjku 

63 miny kabirriburrbun ngalyud  
[they don’t know about the Rainbow Serpent] 

Kunwinjku 

 
As in the other two texts we have examined, the various languages play quite distinct 

roles in the narrative. Ilgar/Garig – it is difficult to decide which, and commentators 
vacillated in their identification – is the initial default for the narrative, and is further used 
for one Ilgar/Garig character from off Croker Island. Marrku, the language traditionally 
                                                                                                                                              
12 This sounds like ngabinbun ‘I hit them’, though from the meaning he should be saying kabinbun; this may 
result from Ilgar-style assimilation of nasality after the preceding ny.  Note also that I am transcribing a very 
Ilgarised style of Kunwinjku, which maps the Kunwinjku five-vowel system onto three vowels (hence 
kabinbun instead of kabenbun), does not observe the consonant length distinction, and omits glottal stops 
(hence kuri rather than kurih for ‘there’).  
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associated with Croker Island, is used for the speech of one character, emphasising his 
provenance from Croker Island. English is used for some translations and clarifications, 
and for an overall summary of the story at the end. Kunwinjku is also used in a way rather 
like English, for an overall summary and final narrative framing, and is additionally used 
for grouching about young people’s lack of traditional knowledge. Overall, then, different 
local languages are used in quoted speech to index their distinct country affiliations, while 
the narrator’s voice is split between one local language (Ilgar) and two ‘outside’ languages, 
one Indigenous in a broader sense, and one the language of the wider non-Indigenous 
world – though it is possible that Charlie’s use both of Kunwinjku and English are targeted 
to my presence, since we regularly used both languages together.  

16.6  Some questions 
A hallmark of the Walshian style is the listing of provocative questions to stimulate 

future research (see e.g. Walsh 2007). I will conclude this article by emulating this method, 
throwing up a series of questions that arise in the study of multilingual Indigenous narratives. 
Some relate directly to the texts presented above, others have been addressed by other 
researchers on polyglot narratives, and for yet others we are a long way from having any 
answer at all.  

16.6.1  What motivates language choice by performers? 
Four main motivations appear to drive language switching in narratives of Aboriginal 

texts: characterisation, localisation, framing, and accommodation to the audience. I will 
look at each of these in turn. 

16.6.1.1 Characterisation  
This was found in each of the three cases described above: 
 
(a)  In the Nawalabik text, all quoted characters use the Kunwinjku (KW) variety, while 

the narration line is in Kuninjku (KI). Code choice thus does not distinguish between 
individual characters, but does set them off from the narrator. The dialect used for 
the characters’ speech marks them – and, metonymically, the story – as coming from 
another locale further west, though at no point in the story is any location mentioned.  

(b)  In the Thuwathu story, the narrator and the sister speak Lardil, but the Rainbow 
Serpent (= brother) speaks Yangkaal, at least in places. Essentially he speaks 
Yangkaal when he and the sister are still involved in some sort of conversation 
(including him abusing her), but once he flees, burnt, from the scene, he reverts to 
Lardil, which is the unmarked language used in this narrative. In addition to 
distinguishing one character from another, the use of Yangkaal again identifies the 
country of the character, since his own country is to the southwest of the main 
scene – Yangkaal country lies to the south of Lardil country.  

(c) In the Rainbow Serpent Destruction Story, the two main characters each speak a 
different language – Marrku and Ilgar respectively, again indexing their respective 
country affiliations. In this story it is harder to identify the language of the narrator, 
since at least three languages are used (Ilgar, Kunwinjku and English). The situation 
is complicated by the narrator’s use of English for the speech of some of the 
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characters, essentially as a translation device (see lines 32, 34, 35, 37, 38), 
occasionally using Kunwinjku as well for this purpose (l.39). This means that Ilgar 
is used for both narrative and characterisation, English and Kunwinjku predominantly 
for narrative but occasionally as translations of the characters’ speech. Marrku, 
however, is never used except in characterisation.  

 
These three case studies suggest that the use of direct quotation of different codes as a 

means of characterisation is widespread in Aboriginal narrative. Moreover, in each of these 
cases the code choices that are made persist through all or much of the character’s 
appearance in the story – contrasting with the common practice in European literature of 
quoting a well-known word or two at the beginning of a character’s appearance, with a 
rapid reversion to the language of the narrator. In section 16.6.1.4 I discuss the question of 
how far narrators adapt to the presumed language knowledge of their audience, but 
practices of sustained quotation like this suggest either that multilingualism (at least 
passive multilingualism) was so widespread that they could confidently employ several 
different languages without detracting from the story, or that the ‘broadcast model’ of 
Aboriginal communication (Walsh 1991) puts the onus to understand so far onto the hearer 
that the narrator feels they do not need to constantly accommodate to the language 
limitations of a less erudite audience. 

Nonetheless, a wider consideration of texts, even from such a multilingual region as 
western Arnhem Land, shows many examples where code choice does not linguistically 
replicate what is asserted to occur. For example, in 2003 Murray Garde and I recorded the 
late Tim Mamitba telling the Warramurrungunji story, about the peopling of western 
Arnhem Land with different tribes and languages. Even though the story makes reference 
to a number of languages, and even though Mamitba spoke Kunwinjku at least as fluently 
as Iwaidja (including, regularly, to both Garde and myself), he used only Iwaidja in his 
telling of this story.13  
 
(4) ijbu-lda an-nga-ldangan-ang “rik’an-kaharrama Kunbarlang,  
 3plS:away-stand 3plO-3sgfA-put-P  this 2sg-talk Kunbarlang 
 ruka nuyi nuwung  inyman Mawng” lda  j-arabarduwa. 
 DEM you 2sg:OBL language Mawng and 1sgS:away-go finished 
 ‘She went along and put them there, “this is your language, you talk Kunbarlang, and 

as for you, the language for you is Mawng” and “I’m heading on”, right.’ 

16.6.1.2 Localisation 
Although the language choice by particular characters in the examples above shows 

where particular characters originate, it does not show where the action actually takes place. 
However, there are reported cases in the literature where narrative can harness language 
choice to this goal. 

Before giving a couple of examples from the literature, it is worth considering the 
Gurindji word jamarrarn (Nash 1990:215), which indicates a clear metalinguistic emphasis 
on this particular semiotic. In one of its meanings, a jamarrarn word is a word or phrase 
characteristically uttered by a major Dreaming when it changes direction or begins a new 

                                                                                                                                              
13 Perhaps because the context was one of documenting the Iwaidja language, but his premature death has 
robbed us the opportunity to ask him about his motivation. 
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action. Jamarrarn words can also be purposely used (tagged on to questions etc.) by living 
humans who have this Dreaming as their patrilineal Dreaming (kuning), as a marker of 
their identity. 

David Nash (pers. comm.) has recorded stories in Warumungu and Warlmanpa that 
illustrate two slightly different motivation switches of this type. 

In the first, the character(s) begin to see Warumungu country from afar and begin talking 
in Warumungu even though they are not yet there. Hence the site name Manuwangu at the 
place where this occurred, which is in Warumungu even though the country is Warlmanpa. 
The site record for Manuwangu made by Peter Sutton (pers. comm.) says the following:  

 
The two Milwayi made this soakage as they journeyed south, heading for distant 
Jalyirrpa. The limestone here is of the same kind as at Jalyirrpa itself. The name of the 
place is in Warumungu (manu ‘country’, wangu ‘bad’), and marks the beginning of 
associations with Warumungu language, as one heads south. The country is nonetheless 
identified as principally Warlmanpa country, but here the Milwayi started using 
Warumungu language at least to refer to this place. (Peter Sutton, email to author) 
 

In the second such story, two dogs travelling east through Warlpiri country begin to talk 
in Kaytetye about smoke they see on the eastern horizon of fires that they know would be 
in Kaytetye. In this case the switch to Kaytetye 

 
indexes the action – of the burning – if you like; but in the Manuwangu case there 
isn’t any action in Warumungu country mentioned. In both cases I got the impression 
that the protagonists were kind of practising for when they would soon be needing to 
converse in the neighbouring language. (Nash, email to author, 7/3/07) 
 

In neither of these cases do we possess a transcription of the story to demonstrate how 
much, or how accurately, the language switch was employed. However, we do have a 
rather similar example from Wilkins (1989:3), which contains an extract from a Dog 
Dreaming text in which the ancestor moves from Mparntwe country into Anmatyerre, 
though here it is more a matter of a switch between dialects than between languages. The 
linguistic indicator of the language shift is the switch from the Mparntwe Arrernte form of 
the allative suffix (-werne) to its Anmatyerre equivalent -werle. In other words, the choice 
of a dialect-associated allative form metonymically anchors the action to particular tracts 
of country associated with those dialects. 
 
(5) Re  lhe-me-le, lhe-me-le pmere arrpenhe-werne. Pmere-k-irre-me-le, 
 3sgS go-NPP-SS go-NPP-SS place other-ALL place-DAT-INCH-NPP-SS 
 re inte-ke. Ingweleme kem-irre-me-le aweth-anteye  lhe-ke.  Lhe-me 
 3sgS lie-PC morning get.up-INCH-NPP-SS again-AS.WELL go-PC  go-NPP 
 anteme pmere kngerre-werle.  pmere kwatye-rle ne-me-rle-werle. 
 now place big-ALL  place water-REL sit/be-NPP-REL-ALL 
 ‘He travelled and travelled to another place (in Mparntwe) and when he got there he 

camped. When he got up in the morning he went off again. Now he’s going to an 
important place (in Anmatyerre country), to a place where there’s water (in 
Anmatyerre country).’ 

 
For further examples of language shift serving to metonymically localise the action, see 

also the examples in Strehlow (1971), and the shift to Arrernte words in one stanza of the 
Wangkangurru Carpet Snake song cycle depicting their travels through the Simpson desert 
(Hercus 1990:134-135). 
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16.6.1.3 Framing 
A third function of language-switching, which we have already seen figure prominently 

in the third text, is to frame the overall narrative, for example by commenting on the present-
day results of narrated events such as leaving particular sacred sites in the landscape  
(such as Thamarl in l.33 of the Rainbow Serpent Destruction text, commented upon in 
English), commenting on dangerous properties of the Rainbow Serpent (same text, l.45, in 
Kunwinjku), summarising the story (l.53-4, in Kunwinjku) and commenting on the origins 
of the story (l.59, in English), and who does and doesn’t know it (l.60-63, in Kunwinjku). 

In that outer framing section, Ilgar too is employed for summarisation and commentary 
on the sites’ contemporary properties (55-58), so that in fact the summary and commentary 
appear in three languages (Ilgar, Kunwinjku and English) even though the main story 
contents were in the much more obscure (and local) languages Ilgar and Marrku – rather 
comparable to journal articles containing abstracts in two or three other languages plus one 
in the language of the article itself.  

16.6.1.4 Disseminating 
This brings us to a fourth function, that of ‘disseminating’ the material. The session at 

which Charlie Wardaga told me the text above was on the balcony of his house; though I 
was the only other person in close proximity, there were many other family members drifting 
around, who according to their age and life history were sometimes more competent in 
Kunwinjku and English. His use of those languages near the end of the narrative, I believe, 
wasn’t only for my benefit, but was also a way of putting ‘on-record’ at least the main gist 
of the story so that others would know what information was being divulged. (He was also 
well aware that the recording would be archived and made available to people who would 
be unlikely to understand Ilgar or Marrku.) Speakers are thus tugged in opposite directions 
by the wish to perform in an authentic way that reproduces local associations of character 
and action through language, on the one hand, and on the other to make sure the meaning 
of their narrative is ‘on-record’ to at least some degree. The end result, in the Charlie 
Wardaga text, is that the narrative contains ‘inside’ passages in the more local and less 
well-known languages, and ‘outer’ passages in languages that are more generally known, 
echoing the widely noted tendency for Aboriginal cultural manifestations in a range of 
forms (ceremony, art, song, narrative) to have both ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ levels of accessibility. 

Another form of disseminating, this time involving more than one person, has been 
pointed out by Peter Sutton (email to author, Feb. 2007): 

 
I also have recorded but not transcribed narrative-telling events where the primary 
storyteller is echoed in translation at the end of each ‘paragraph’ by audience members 
using their own languages (Wik region again). There would be one or two formal 
respondents whose ‘job’ it was to perform this function.  
 

To summarise this section, I have mentioned four functions carried by code choice in 
traditional multilingual (or multidialectal) narrative. Undoubtedly more would be revealed 
by a more thorough investigation than the preliminary surface-scratching I have carried out 
here. There are also cases where boundaries can be difficult to draw – when choosing a more 
widely known language for framing, is this because some narrative moves (such as summing 
up, or giving a moral) are associated with ‘outside’ discourse styles, or because the storyteller 
is giving at least summary access to the story to those unfamiliar with the more esoteric 
local varieties? A much larger corpus, paying particular attention to the language knowledge 
of all audience members, would be needed before we could answer this question. 
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It is also like to be the case that some of the shift from one language to another is 
simply generalised code-switching, perhaps habitual in particular speakers, without any 
clear discourse reason. However, from a heuristic point of view it is better to begin by 
looking for clearer functional reasons since they are easier to identify or refute. 

16.6.2 How much of the language is used? 
Another topic that awaits fuller study is the question of how much of each language is 

used. From the relatively short texts examined here it is difficult to know whether each 
language is being used in an equally fluent and productive way, or whether the use of 
second and further languages is confined to short and perhaps less-than-perfect gobbets. 
There appear to be distinct differences between the second text, where the Yangkaal does 
not always appear to be grammatical and is evidently less complex than the Lardil passage, 
and the third text, where the Ilgar and Marrku passages are much more on an even footing 
– 14 distinct Ilgar word forms to 18 Marrku ones, and 6 distinct person/number/mood 
prefixes in the Ilgar passages to 5 in the Marrku ones. 

The answer to this question will partly be shaped by speaker limitations (how much of 
each language they know in a general way), partly by audience limitations (they might 
understand stereotyped short passages but not long, complex ones) and partly by 
limitations given by the function of that language in the text (e.g. limiting it to quoted 
speech will tend to restrict the range of person combinations, moods and so forth). In 
general, too, it cannot be satisfactorily answered from single short texts such as are given 
here, but would require us to look at much larger repertoires of performance by speakers to 
see how widely they range in each language, and how far they adapt their language choices 
to different audiences when telling the same tale. Recording multiple retellings of the 
story, to different audiences, would also help answer the question of how stylistically 
essential some of the language shifts are – is it something that is done every time a given 
story is told, or only when a particularly multilingual audience is present? 

16.6.3 Do multilingual tales play a role in the transmission of less-known languages? 
It seems likely, from my observation of cases like those given in sections 16.4 and 16.5, 

that the practice of quoting characters in speech other than that of the main narrative plays 
some role in maintaining the use of receding languages, albeit in a limited and formulaic 
way. The rehearsed nature of storytelling, the possibility of containing fixed and predictable 
elements, and the opportunity it gives to the teller to determine what is said (as opposed to 
the relatively unpredictable flow of conversation), all conspire to make storytelling a good 
set piece for the display and maintenance of some elements of languages that are otherwise 
all but lost. With Charlie Wardaga, for example, I was never able to record a complete story 
in Marrku, whereas I was in Ilgar. The only opportunity to record some sort of naturalistic 
Marrku from him, as it turned out, was in embedded-quotation contexts like that given in 
section 16.5.  

This raises various questions about how storytellers actually accomplish multilingual 
narratives. How do they learn their performances? How far do they memorise snatches of 
the quoted language, rather than constructing them productively? How accurate or 
‘correct’ is the language used in such situations? (Ideally, we would want to assess how 
their knowledge of pieces of language in quoted text compares with that in non-narrative 
contexts.) Finally, for how many generations can these snatches of quoted language 
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survive, if they are not being based on a wider knowledge of the language, and what 
changes do they undergo if they do in fact survive for more than one generation? 

16.6.4 Are there significant differences between multilingual use in speech and song? 
Though I have concentrated on spoken narrative in this paper, it is evident that song 

language is perhaps even more receptive to multilingualism than speech (see Turpin & 
Green, this volume). Many scholars have commented on the presence of esoteric or 
incomprehensible passages in Aboriginal song languages (see e.g. Clunies-Ross 1987, 
Merlan 1987), not to mention whole ‘spirit languages’ (Apted 2008), which at least in 
some cases may preserve aspects of what were originally spoken languages that have now 
been lost (though in other cases there is evidence they have been newly composed). There 
are also well-documented cases where songs transparently employ more than one ‘normal’ 
language, for reasons that sometimes include the characterisation of different personages.14 
Songs offer many advantages for the aspiring multilingual performer: greater opportunity 
for learning by rote, a briefer span of performance per item (at least in many traditions), 
the high prestige and public profile attracted to song performance, and a tolerance for 
incomprehensible language on the part of the audience that is even greater than with 
spoken narrative. For all these reasons, we would expect high levels of language-mixing in 
song language. On the other hand, the very compression, illusiveness and brevity of many 
songs makes it much harder to identify clear motivations for language alternation.  

16.6.5 How valued is multilingual performance in these communities? How 
frequent? Are attitudes and praxis changing? 

We lack systematic data on any of these questions. In general one gets the impression 
that the ability to command multiple languages in storytelling is valued, but it is difficult to 
find more concrete support for this. Our efforts as documentarists have been more focused 
upon the primary performance than on reactions to it by audiences or critics, yet any living 
tradition is shaped by the varied receptions that different performances evoke.  

What is considered a good telling? Do multilingual performances enhance the perceived 
quality of the story? Do audiences expect parts of stories to be incomprehensible, favouring 
‘authenticity’ over comprehensibility, or do they complain when the language gets too 
obscure? These are all questions we cannot currently answer in a well-founded way. 
However, the impression that I have gained as a fieldworker is that vivid and wide-ranging 
use of a number of dialects or languages is generally appreciated as evidence of erudition 
                                                                                                                                              
14 An interesting example of using different languages to represent different personages comes from the 
following ‘gossip song’ composed by the Mawng songman Balilbalil of Goulburn Island, Northern Territory, 
and transcribed in Berndt and Berndt (1951). This forms part of a larger trilingual cycle (in Kunwinjku, 
Kunbarlang and Mawng), said to have been dictated to Balilbalil by a voyeuristic trilingual owl who 
observed the night-time goings-on of lovers and their spouses. In the following excerpt from one of the 
songs, language alternation is used to indicate that two distinct people are involved. (There is no overt 
indication in the song of what the relationship is between the two people; the information that one is husband 
to the other was supplied to the Berndts in commentary on the song.)  
[Plain: Kunwinjku, in modern practical orthography; Italics: Kunbarlang, in the Berndts’ orthography] 

yimray konda kanmang ngarrowen 
kadakŋunakbum ŋagaibiŋuk bi:ŋai bo:r bo: 
[The husband says to his wife:] ‘You come and pick me up, I’m sick.’ 
[The wife replies:] ‘Someone must have given you a hiding, I feel sorry for you.’ 
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and a well-modulated narrative palette. Moreover, the ethic that one should continually be 
learning new languages, beginning with learning how to ‘hear’ them, is widely shared in 
Indigenous groups in northern Australia, so that storytellers need have no fear of being 
reproached for not catering to their audience’s knowledge level at every step (even if they 
do staple on a more accessible summary at the end, as discussed above).  

The question of whether attitudes and praxis are changing is also an interesting one. 
Assessments of language shift typically attend more to active knowledge (speaking) than 
passive knowledge (listening and understanding). Yet it may be that one of the first and 
most sensitive indicators of the attitudes that trigger language shift is the degree to which 
younger people are willing to listen to stories and other texts in languages that they do not 
yet know – and that once that willingness goes, an important affordance for the remarkable 
levels of traditional multilingualism is removed.  

16.7 Conclusion 
It will always be the case that studying multilingual narrative is more challenging and 

difficult than studying its monolingual counterparts, since it takes researchers longer to 
acquire fluency in a number of languages, and because the number of preliminary 
descriptive materials needed to analyse the material (e.g. grammars and dictionaries of all 
the languages involved) are necessarily greater. However, it has become historically clear 
that the polyglot mosaic of traditional Indigenous Australia was not a simple accidental 
result of great time-depth or particular patterns of migration, but that it is shaped and 
promoted by powerful social factors that are linked to cosmology, the power of local 
authority, and an aesthetic of localism and textured linguistic difference. We cannot 
effectively study linguistic diversity without asking what it is used for, communicatively, 
or without charting who commands which codes across a broad range of situations, and 
how these codes interact. Developing models of communication that fully recognise the 
centrality of multilingualism to semiotic elaboration is a challenge that we are still a long 
way from meeting, but polyglot narrative is clearly one key site for studying it, and for 
appreciating the striking virtuosity of Aboriginal oral traditions.  

Abbreviations 
CONJ conjunction MLOC modal locative 
DEM demonstrative NONFUT non-future 
DIS disharmonic NP non-past 
DIST distributive OBJ object 
DU dual OBL oblique 
DUB dubitative ORIG origin 
EMPH emphatic P past 
FUT future PERF perfective 
IMM immediate PP past perfective 
IMP imperative RECIP reciprocal 
ITER iterative TR.AL transitive allative 
LOC locative ua unit augmented 
MA masculine VOC vocative 
#@$!¡@% obscenity 
/ acting upon (e.g. 3/1 ‘third person subject acting upon first person object’) 
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17 Trading in terms: linguistic 
affiliation in Arandic songs and 
alternate registers 

  

 MYFANY TURPIN and JENNY GREEN 

17.1 Introduction: What’s in a name 
It is usual for Aboriginal languages to be associated with both a linguistic variety and a 

tract of land (Sutton 2002:23, Peterson 1976, Henderson 2002:3).1 Aboriginal languages 
have an intrinsic relationship to place, and this contrasts with a language such as ‘English’, 
which refers primarily to a communication variety rather than geographic area. In central 
Australia, language names are associated with a geographic region, and areas where they 
meet may be associated with both languages. Some Aboriginal languages, such as Kaytetye, 
have a very precise place of origin, recounted in the creation narratives of the land  
(Turpin 2003:2). A creation story for north-eastern Arnhem Land similarly unites place and 
language: ‘I am putting you here, this is the language you should talk’ says the ancestor 
(Evans 2010:5). 

Because Aboriginal language names refer to both a linguistic variety and geographic 
affiliation a person can identify as a ‘language X’ person even when they are unable to 
speak language X. Conversely, fluent speakers of a language to which they have no 
geographic affiliation might not identify with that language at all, a situation encountered 
in many parts of the Northern Territory (Wilkins 1989, Walsh 1997:6). 

This paper explores the relationship between language use and language identity in 
everyday speech and alternate registers in Arandic languages. In section 17.1 we provide 
background on the Arandic speech community, discussing the use and meaning of Arandic 
language names. In section 17.2 we discuss how everyday speech can be indicative of 
language identity. We then give examples of how words from neighbouring varieties are 
used in song (section 17.3) and in the respect register (section 17.4) showing how the 
multilingualism of speakers in the region can be exploited in alternate speech registers. 

                                                                                                                                              
1 We thank the many Arandic speakers who we have worked with over the years, in particular, Daisy Kemarre, 
Blanche Ross, Amy Ngamperle, Hilda Ngamperle, Lena Ngamperle, Alison Ross, Tommy Thompson, ‘Violet’ 
Petyarr, Myrtle Petyarr, Hilda Price Pwerl and M. K. Turner. A version of this paper was presented in the 
Linguistics seminar series at the University of Queensland where the authors benefited from many insightful 
comments. We thank Jane Simpson and David Nash for providing helpful comments on earlier drafts of this paper. 
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17.1.1  Linguistic relationships between Arandic languages 
‘Arandic’ (henceforth ‘A’) is a linguistic term that refers to a group of closely related 

languages spoken in central Australia (see Map 17.1). The term was initially used by Hale 
(1962) who later referred to the group as a ‘language-dialect complex’ (1983:78). Whilst 
the languages share similar syntax, phonologies and vocabulary, cognates vary in relation 
to phonological features such as rounding (cf. ilpere vs. ilpwere ‘hollow log’), quality of 
apicals (aylenke vs. alyenke ‘sing’), presence of initial vowels (pmere vs. apmere ‘country’) 
and vowel quality (cf. kwarre vs. kwerre ‘girl’).2 

 

 
Map 17.1  Map of region showing the main Arandic languages  

and their neighbouring languages 
 
The Arandic group can be divided into two subgroups (see Figure 17.1). The Artuya 

subgroup has only Kaytetye, and the Urtwa subgroup includes all other dialects (Hale 
1983:96). It is generally agreed that there are four distinct varieties of Upper Arrernte (in 
the Urtwa subgroup): Anmatyerr, Alyawarr, Western Arrernte and North-Eastern Arrernte, 
although there is debate over whether these are distinct languages or dialects (Wilkins 

                                                                                                                                              
2 See Breen (2001) for a comparison of the phonologies of Arandic varieties. 
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1989, Henderson 1998, Koch 2004). Up to 11 communalects can be identified within these 
varieties (Breen 2001). In this paper we use the term ‘variety’ interchangeably with 
‘language’ for all the language, dialect and communalect names in the Arandic complex, as 
we are concerned with the meanings of these names as they are used by language speakers, 
and not the genetic relationships between the varieties. 

Generally, neighbouring varieties are mutually intelligible, whereas speakers of 
noncontiguous languages need to be bilingual in order to understand one another. Kaytetye 
differs the most from the other varieties, and has the fewest speakers (around 200). 

 

 
Figure 17.1  Genetic relationships within the Arandic group, showing the abbreviations 
used for languages and groups of languages. Language names in brackets show further 

sub-divisions of the main groupings.  

17.1.2  Language names and regional identity 
The exact geographic reference of a language name is relative to the languages being 

contrasted by a speaker at the time. As Henderson and Dobson observe, ‘language location 
names are not completely fixed or clearly distinguished and may be used with different 
meanings in different contexts’ (1994:250). For example an Eastern Anmatyerr speaker 
may say ‘I speak Anmatyerr’ when contrasting themselves with Warlpiri or Kaytetye, but 
use the self-descriptor ‘Eastern Anmatyerr’ when contrasting themselves with Central 
Anmatyerr.3 The decision to call ‘Central’ the type of Anmatyerr that is spoken in the 
central and western parts of the Anmatyerr region in part mirrored the naming of the 
‘Central Anmatyerr’ football team and shows that in some cases there is a geocentric 
principle operating. There is a tendency for speakers of a language to regard their own 
regional variety as the true exemplar of the form. When contrasting themselves with 
English, people may not name the Aboriginal language variety at all, and simply use the 
words such as angkentye (Upper Arrernte) ‘language, Aboriginal language’ to emphasise 
their particular status as a speaker of an Aboriginal language.  

                                                                                                                                              
3 See Wilkins (1989) for a discussion of the use of Arandic language names. 
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Language names are often used to name Aboriginal councils (Anmatjere Council, 
Alyawarr Ingkerrewenh), and local landmarks such as ‘Anmatjere man’, a prominant 
sculpture situated at Aileron (see Map 17.1). As such they emphasise regional identity 
rather than a language variety of communication. One example of this are the signs 
welcoming people to Anmatyerr country (Figure 17.2). In Anmatyerr communities most 
people speak Anmatyerr as well as a variety of English, and some speak Warlpiri as well. 
Given this linguistic complexity these signs clearly associate a language name with a 
geographic area rather than indicating the languages in use in the area. 

 

 
Figure 17.2  Sign on Stuart Highway south of Aileron (photo J. Green) 

 
In the Arandic region of central Australia Aboriginal people can generally identify 

where someone comes from by the way they speak. Key indicators of geographic 
associations include phonological, lexical, and grammatical features of the Arandic varieties. 
It is not unusual for particular words to be singled out as a kind of diagnostic of regional 
variation.4  

For example, the demonstrative alenh ‘that, there (not close)’ is used in the western part 
of the Anmatyerr region. The equivalent Eastern Anmatyerr term is nhakw, and although 
this is attested in the speech of people throughout the Anmatyerr region, there is a strong 
ideology that associates alenh with speech characteristic of the west and nhakw with the 
east. 

In recent times orthography, often the result of particular historical influences and 
allegiances, has also come to play a role in signifying language identity. Although there are 
many good arguments for standardised spelling systems, speakers of Arandic varieties 
have decided to adopt differing orthographies. For example, in the early 1990s Alyawarr 
people decided to leave off the final orthographic ‘e’ on their words, thus setting 
themselves apart from the Alice Springs-based Arrernte and their spelling system.5 For 
some spellings of the word ‘Anmatyerr’ the choice of ‘tj’ rather than ‘ty’ (see, for example, 
Figure 17.2) is the result of an historical connection between Anmatyerr people and the 
Western Arrernte Lutheran orthographic system. In some cases these spelling conventions 

                                                                                                                                              
4 Similarly, Laycock quotes a Sepik man as saying ‘it wouldn’t be any good if we all talked the same; we like 
to know where people come from’ (in Evans 2010:6) 
5 In this paper we use the standard orthography for each language we discuss. The difference between 
otherwise identical words, except in relation to the final vowel, is purely orthographic and the words are 
pronounced the same. 
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reflect real (although non-contrastive) variations in pronunciation, and in others they are an 
assertion of regional language identity. 

Arandic people travel frequently to other areas in the Arandic region (as well as beyond) 
and the ability to speak a number of languages is generally highly regarded. The ability to 
use a language properly requires keeping abreast of events affecting that region, as certain 
words should not be uttered amongst particular people. For example, words associated with 
someone who has recently passed away become taboo and must not be said amongst the 
deceased’s extended family. In the course of our compiling dictionaries of Arandic languages 
it was not uncommon for speakers to note words that were taboo in a particular area.  

17.2 The use of words from other varieties in everyday speech 
There are several reasons why a speaker may use words from another variety in 

conversation or in narrative. It may be done to create an association with, and thus appeal to, 
an audience from that sociogeographic area. Speakers of smaller languages, such as Kaytetye, 
often switch to more widely used forms. Example (1) illustrates the use of a different 
language word in a Kaytetye narrative, told to a group of Kaytetye, Warlpiri and Anmatyerr 
speakers.6 The speaker first uses the Kaytetye word for ‘desert raisin’, arlkerre, then 
switches to the more widely known equivalent akatyerre (cognate with Warlpiri yakajirri): 

 
(1) Kwenemangkwerre tangkwerle ane arlkerre aynanthe rntwe-yayne, akatyerre 
 bush.tomato first and raisin 1pl.OM cut-PST:CNT raisin 
    K   Ar 

‘First we would pick bush tomatoes and desert raisins, desert raisins.’7 
 

The use of other varietal terms may also be due to language change. A comparison of 
Kaytetye recordings from the 1970s–1980s with recordings made between 1990 and 2000 
shows that there is a much greater use of Alyawarr and Anmatyerr forms in recent years, 
suggesting that contemporary use of other varietal forms may in part be due to language 
shift. Further research is needed to distinguish purposeful code-switching, as in (1), from 
instances when the use of words from other varieties is due to language shift, which older 
speakers may regard as a lack of knowledge. 

For lexicographers, the twin objectives of attempting to remain true to a community 
consensus of what constitutes language ‘A’ and to the reality of the variety of spoken 
forms of this language in a particular region can create difficulties. In compiling 
dictionaries, we were often asked to leave out words that speakers considered belonged to 
a different language, even when the words were commonly used in casual speech by them. 
For example, Kaytetye people often use the Upper Arrernte word kwatye ‘water’ in casual 

                                                                                                                                              
6 Told by Rosie Casson Ampetyane at Alekarenge, 15 October 1994; recorded by Penny Watson. 
7 Abbreviations used in glosses: DAT-dative; DO&GO-do verb action and go; DO.QUICK-do verb action 
quickly; du-dual; DYAD-dyadic kin term marker; EMPH-emphasis; ERG-ergative; ex-exclusive; FOC-focus; 
GO.PAST-do verb action while going; IMP-imperative; NOM-nominative; NOM.RESP-nominal respect language 
marker; np-non-past; OM-opposite patrimoiety; pl-plural; PRS:CNT-present continuous; PST-past; PST:CNT-past 
continuous; PURP-purposive; REC-reciprocal/reflexive; REDUP-reduplication; REL-relativiser; RESP-respect 
language; sg-singular; =adjoined clitic; 2KinPOSS-second person possessive kin term marker. Language name 
abbreviations are given in Figure 17.1. 
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conversation (often for pragmatic effect), yet they asked that all instances of this in the 
dictionary be replaced with the Kaytetye equivalent arntwe.8 

In everyday speech linguistic forms are closely associated with their geographic area 
and seen as belonging to the people who come from that area. In this context the use of 
language X and the identity of speakers of language X is closely linked. In contrast, in 
social situations that require a special way of communicating – namely traditional songs 
and the respect register – language identity is not closely linked to the use of the everyday 
words of that variety. We now consider how these special registers are peppered with 
everyday speech words from neighbouring varieties, yet there is no corresponding claim of 
identity with that geographic area nor an assertion of lack of ability in that particular 
linguistic variety. 

17.3 The use of words from other varieties in song 
In central Australia there are certain song styles associated with particular tracts of land 

referred to as ‘countries’ (Moyle 1986:3). The songs are perceived to have come from the 
Dreaming ancestors of that country, revealed to people in dreams and then handed down 
through generations. The songs are often regarded as being in the language of Dreaming 
ancestors, and this language may deviate from ordinary spoken language in a number of 
ways (Koch & Turpin 2008).9 The spirit origins and the distinctiveness of song language is 
a feature of songs from many parts of Australia (Strehlow 1971:126, Treloyn 2007:90, 
2008:111, Sutton 1987:92, Ford 2007:77, Marett 2000, 2005, O’Keefe 2007:48, 61, Walsh 
2007:130, Barwick, Birch & Evans 2007:9, Apted 2010, Nancarrow 2010) and some parts 
of the Pacific (François 2006:4).10 In addition to singing, performances of these songs 
usually involve dancing and the use of ceremonial designs and objects. A country and its 
associated songs are owned by family groups who identify with a particular language, or 
languages if their country is associated with more than one language. 

As there is such a strong interrelationship between language, country and songs, it is 
somewhat surprising that in these land-based songs one frequently encounters words from 
a language other than that of the singers. In Strehlow’s seminal work on Arandic songs he 
observes that, ‘Often whole couplets have been composed in a language different from that 
spoken normally by the singers’ (1971:199). He cites examples of Southern Arrernte 
people’s songs, which are in neighbouring Western Desert languages rather than in Arrernte. 
Sutton refers to this phenomenon in Aboriginal songs as ‘non-isomorphism’, meaning that 
there is a mismatch between the language of the songs and the sociogeographic area of the 
people who own the songs (1987:78). He cites Cape York as an example where ‘people 
rightfully sing songs about other peoples’ lands, they sing of their own lands in other 
people’s languages ...’ (1987:78). He concludes ‘that there is no strict identification of the 
language of a song with the language of a clan whose site is being celebrated in that song’ 
(1987:83). 

                                                                                                                                              
8 In both the Anmatyerr and the Kaytetye dictionaries other varietal forms that are in common use are 
included with cross-references to the ‘correct’ local forms.  
9 The terms ‘Dreamtime’ and ‘Dreaming’ have been adopted as translations for some meanings of the 
Arandic word altyerr, which has a complex range of meanings including law and creation. (For overviews 
see Morton 2000, Green 2002). 
10 Walsh (2007:130) refers to songs in ‘ghost language’ and Barwick et al. (2007:9) refer to songs of spirit 
origin as ‘true songs’. 
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Our own research finds some Arandic songs with whole verses in neighbouring 
Warlpiri. This usually occurs in regions where two language groups are contiguous (i.e. 
Arandic and non-Arandic). We also find songs whose language is entirely Arandic, yet 
they contain one or more words from an Arandic variety different to that usually spoken by 
the singers. That is, they contain words from a variety that is not associated with the 
country of the songs. As an example of one such Arandic song, consider the line of the 
Kaytetye song in (2):  

 
  ♫  ♫ ♫ ♩ ♪♩ 
(2) SUNG TEXT lernantharrpa ngarrerla weya 
 SPOKEN aylernanthe=arrpe ikngwe-rre-rlewe-yewe 
 GLOSS 1du.ex.OM.NOM=only ask.someone.to.go-REC-DO.QUICK-PURP 
 VARIETY K, Aly, EAn Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar11 
  ‘I will quickly go and ask (her) to come with me.’ 

 
In (2) the top row gives the sung text and the second row shows the words of the song 

as spoken by the singers when they repeat the song in an ordinary speech style. The fourth 
row gives the Arandic variety in which each morpheme is attested. Only the first word, 
aylernanthe, is from the language of the singers (Kaytetye) and this pronoun is also found 
in neighbouring Alyawarr and Eastern Anmatyerr. No other morphemes in this line are 
attested in Kaytetye, but all are found in some neighbouring Ar varieties. The text (2) thus 
appears to be ‘in’ Alyawarr rather than Kaytetye, yet undoubtedly this song is owned by 
Kaytetye people from the country Arnerre, which lies in the middle of the Kaytetye region. 

We suggest that borrowing vocabulary is a means of creating poetic language, a 
suggestion also made by Strehlow:12 

 
Occasionally the songs of one native group use as poetic terms ordinary prose words 
that have been taken from the dialects of their neighbours. Thus in the Northern 
Aranda Ilbálintja song ... the Western Aranda prose word léņŋa (lernnge) is used as 
the poetic word for ‘sun’; the Northern Aranda prose word is invariably rárkã 
(aherrke). (1971:198) 
 

Strehlow also documents words that exist in the everyday language of the singers but 
whose meaning is of a different language. For example, he discusses a Western Arrernte 
song with the word ngkenye meaning ‘midday’ in Western Arrernte, translated by the singers 
as ‘sun’ – the meaning of this word in Eastern and Central Arrernte (cf. WArr lernnge). 

Strehlow calls words in songs that are not of the singer’s own language ‘poetic’ and 
assumes many of these to be archaic or unique to song. For example, he refers to a Western 
Arrernte song that has the word rntererntere as ‘...a poetic reduplicated adjective meaning 
“orange-coloured” or “reddish”; ...’ (1971:189), yet in Kaytetye, Anmatyerr and Alyawarr 
this is the everyday speech word meaning ‘red’. Similarly, he regards ntwerretwerrete as a 
poetic reduplication of the Western Arrernte word ntwerrete ‘rock [spinifex] pigeon’ 
(1971:232), yet in Kaytetye, Anmatyerr and Alyawarr these are the everyday words for ‘rock 

                                                                                                                                              
11 While these forms are attested in Anmatyerr, Eastern and Central Arrernte and Alyawarr, we do not know 
if the forms are attested in all Ar varieties. 
12 We do not mean to imply that this is a conscious process. Generally, people fluent in a given poetic or 
vocal genre are unaware of the rules of that genre, just as native speakers of a language are not conscious of 
the rules governing syntax or phonology. 
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[spinifex] pigeon’ (Petrophassa plumifera): ntwerretwerrete (K), arntwerrerterrwert, 
arntwerrert (An) interrerterrert (Aly). 

Strehlow’s assumption that many poetic words are unique to song needs to be re-
evaluated in the light of the extensive documentation of Arandic languages that has occurred 
since he wrote Songs of Central Australia. He predicted that more detailed knowledge of 
Arandic varieties would reveal further instances of borrowing: 

 
Borrowings from other dialects and from other languages undoubtedly account for a 
considerable amount of the poetic vocabulary found in the Central Australian song, 
though here again the present lack of dictionaries for most Australian dialects and 
languages makes impossible any accurate estimates of the percentages and the 
importance of such loanwords. (Strehlow 1971:200) 
 

Although the availability of dictionaries of many Arandic varieties makes it easier to 
identify loanwords,13 identifying a single variety as the source of the borrowing is not 
always possible as much vocabulary is common to a number of varieties. In some songs 
there are no words unique to any one variety and thus the language can be regarded only 
broadly as Arandic. 

17.3.1 Uncovering borrowings in song through understanding text-setting 
Setting words to music requires adherence to particular phonotactic and metrical 

structures, and the process of text-setting that adapts ordinary words for song can force 
phonological alterations (Turpin 2007a, 2007b). ‘Unpacking’ (Walsh 2002:46) these 
processes can uncover further inter-varietal borrowings for portions of text that have no 
semantic equivalents in the singer’s ordinary language. Example (3) shows a line of a 
Kaytetye song which singers state has a song word mpelparlelparl. Singers give the 
Kaytetye word aweke ‘fat, plump’ as its semantic equivalent, and this bears no 
phonological resemblance to the word in the song. 

 
  ♫  ♩ ♫ ♩ ♫ ♩ ♪♩. 
(3) SUNG TEXT kwerratya mpelparlel parlatya rrerna 
 SPOKEN kwerre atye mpwelp-arl-elparle atye arrerne 
 GLOSS girl 1sg.ERG fat-REL-REDUP 1sg.ERG put/create 
 VARIETY K, Aly K Aly K Ar 
   ‘Fat (and healthy), I make the girl.’ 

 
An investigation of the Arandic dictionaries reveals Alyawarr ampwelp ‘fat, plump’ and 

the origins of the song form mpelparlelparl can be traced back to this word by unpacking 
the process of text-setting. In this genre of songs, rounding is omitted, producing ampelp, 
and initial vowels are not versified text-line internally, producing mpelp. Adding the 
ubiquitous Arandic relativiser -arl and using the favoured pattern of partial reduplication in 
this song style (σ1σ2σ3 ⇒σ1σ2σ3σ2σ3) produces mpelparlelparl. 

Another process that creates phonological alterations and hence can disguise words that 
have been borrowed in songs is what Hale (1984) calls ‘syllable transfer’. In this process 
the last syllable of a text line takes up the initial portion of the following musical line. For 

                                                                                                                                              
13 Dictionaries have been published of Alyawarr (Green 1992), Eastern and Central Arrernte (Henderson & 
Dobson 1994), Western Arrernte (Breen 2000) and Central and Eastern Anmatyerr (Green 2010). 
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example, a sung line beginning marlperre contains the last syllable of the previous line -me 
before the first word of the line, arlperre. This is revealed when singers ‘speak’ the text 
lines. Such ‘theft’ of material hides the boundaries of text lines (Hayes & MacEachern 
1996:13).14 Eastern and Central Arrernte singers state that arlperre is a special word 
meaning ‘leaves’ and provide a semantic equivalent arlpelhe, the Eastern and Central 
Arrernte everyday word for ‘leaf’. Yet in Eastern Anmatyerr and Kaytetye arlperre is the 
everyday word for ‘leaf’. Similarly, a sung line of a Central Arrernte song begins 
makwarre. Knowing that -me is the end of the previous text line reveals kwarre, a Western 
Arrernte word meaning ‘girl’. In Central Arrernte a cognate form kwerre is also known, 
although kweye is more common. The song refers to a girl from the west, which may be an 
additional pragmatic motivation for the borrowing. 

Some song words exist in the everyday language of another variety but the meaning 
may not be known to the singers. This may be because the original unversified form is not 
known, the semantic extension is no longer known, or because it is by its nature hard to 
explain. For example, in a Kaytetye song wetyerrpetyerrpe is a song word meaning 
‘beautifully painted up for ceremony’. In Eastern Anmatyerr the word is also associated 
with the women’s awely genre; with both the action of painting ceremonial designs on the 
body and with particular branches of a bush medicine tree that are laid on the ground after 
the leaves have been stripped off. In another variety of Anmatyerr wetyerrpetyerrp means 
‘full, lots of’.15 It may be that there is a semantic thread that coheres between these seemingly 
disparate meanings, or it may be that what the word evokes is hard to put into words: that 
in fact the gestural enactment of ‘painting up’ that accompanies the phrase wetyerrpetyerrp 
athenerlanem (‘laying out the wetyerrpetyerrp’) may capture the essence of its meaning in 
the song.16 Its adherence to the reduplication pattern widely found in song, exemplified in 
(3), also points to the possibility of an unknown word wetyerrpe as its origin. 

17.3.2 The extent of borrowings in Kaytetye song 
Figure 17.3 shows the results of an analysis of 52 Kaytetye songs of a women’s song 

series (Turpin 2005). It shows that just over half of the clearly identifiable words in these 
songs are common to all Arandic varieties. These are the words represented by the portion 
that is both grey and cross-hatched. Of the remainder there are significantly more Upper 
Arrernte-only words (grey only) than Kaytetye-only words (white cross-hatched); 26 as 
compared to 10. We suggest that the high proportion of borrowed words (grey only) 
reflects a preference for using words from another variety for poetic effect. We do not 
exclude the possibility that some words not attested in Kaytetye might be archaic, however 
there are currently few words with linguistic evidence to support such a claim.17 

                                                                                                                                              
14 ‘Theft’ describes a situation where, in setting words to music, a line of text ‘steals’ a portion of musical 
time associated with either the preceding or following line (Hayes & MacEachern 1996:13); see also Dell 
and Elmedlaoui (2008:146). In their terms, this would be ‘rightward theft’ as the text ending in -me ‘steals’ a 
portion of the music associated with the following line (the line to its right). 
15 We realise that in the search for the provenance of words in song there is a risk of ‘selective interpretation 
based perhaps on a moment of inspiration’ (Moyle 1986:125, see also Walsh 2007:139). Evidence of a 
semantic extension is crucial to support a purported borrowing. 
16 Myrtle Petyarr to J. Green, Sandover, August 2008. 
17 See Koch and Turpin (2008:177-178) for evidence of one such archaism in this song series. However even 
this archaism can also be considered a contemporary borrowing from neighbouring languages. 
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Figure 17.3  The variety of 73 speech equivalents in 52 Kaytetye land-based  
songs of a women’s song series 

 
Furthermore, according to two senior singers, one song in this series was received from 

a Dreaming ancestor only recently (within the last 15 years, see Turpin 2005:69) and this 
has three non-Kaytetye words, one of which is Aboriginal English: parretye ‘perish’ (i.e. 
‘thirsty’), which discounts the possibility that this song contains archaisms.18 It also shows 
that borrowing is not limited to Arandic varieties. 

Most of the 52 Kaytetye songs have a mix of Kaytetye words and non-Kaytetye words 
in them, as in the examples (2) and (3), which discounts the possibility that the songs were 
borrowed in their entirety from another language.19 We suspect that the frequency of mixed 
vocabulary is significantly greater in songs that in everyday Kaytetye utterances, although 
a quantitative study of other Arandic forms in everyday Kaytetye speech has not been 
undertaken. 

17.3.3 Borrowings in other types of Arandic song 
Our analysis of other types of Arandic songs shows that mixed vocabulary is a feature 

of many song genres, and is not limited to land-based songs such as awelye. Some types of 
narrative, including those identified as children’s stories, also have sung verses in them. In 
these it is not uncommon for the spoken parts to be ‘in’ the main language of the narrator 
but the song part to have features of another variety. 

                                                                                                                                              
18 On similar grounds, François discounts the hypothesis that northern Vanuatu songs are ancient texts, 
arguing instead that contemporary poets compose in a special language that has ‘the patina of the antique’ 
(2006:5). 
19 Tunstill (1995:63), in relation to Pitjantjatjara songs, and Merlan (1987:144) in relation to Roper River 
songs, find songs contain a mix of varietial terms thus making it difficult to assign them to a specific 
language. 
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Figure 17.4  Spiral sand drawing in Eastern Anmatyerr sand story about two sisters  

and a ‘monster’. The sticks represent the sisters20 
 

Figure 17.4 is taken from a children’s story that is widespread in the Arandic region.21 
This particular story is usually accompanied by drawing although we have recorded 
instances of the song part being sung on its own. Where we have recorded the song, we 
find it contains a mix of varietal terms and is remarkably similar across the region. The 
story has several thematic variations; for example in an Arrernte version two sisters are 
pursued by a perentie and eventually metamorphose into the Pleiades. In another one sister 
travels downwards to a watersource where she encounters something scary. Then she runs 
back up again. In another the younger sister is killed by a man (or a kurdaitcha) and then 
changes into an ant-lion.22 The spiral path in Figure 17.4 shows the route taken by two 
sisters – outwards from their starting point in the centre and back in again after their 
unpleasant encounter. As the younger sister runs back towards her elder sibling she sings a 
song. The Eastern Anmatyerr version of this song, given in (4), contains the Kaytetye 
pronoun atye (1sgERG) rather than the Anmatyerr equivalent atha. The marked word atye 
is used only in the parts of the narrative that are sung (or rather rhythmically intoned).  

 
(4) Angkwerey angkwerey artw-arl atya aw-erl-alh-em 
 elder.sister elder.sister man-FOC 1sgERG hear-DO&GO-np 
 Ar Ar Ar    Ar K Ar Ar            Ar 
 ‘Elder sister, elder sister, it’s a man that I hear as I go.’ 
 

What is particularly striking about this is that when the sister in the narrated story 
switches to ordinary speaking style she uses the usual Anmatyerr pronoun atha. 

                                                                                                                                              
20 Narrated by Violet Petyarr and recorded by J. Green at Iylenty, Utopia homelands, August 2007. 
21 See Wallace and Lovell (2009:69, 70); Turpin (2003:74); Green (2009). 
22 Kurdaitcha are ritual killers or avengers who travel at night and disguise their footprints by wearing feather 
shoes: the archetypal bogeymen. Ant-lions are small insects that burrow into the ground: the larvae of 
Neuroptera spp. In Arandic languages ant-lions are referred to as angkweye-angkweye (EArr, CArr), angkwerey-
angkwerey or kwatyarl ntyeny-ntyeny (EAn, K); mamerweterwet (CAn); and tyarlikwinge-kwinge (K).  
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Below is a Kaytetye version of the same fragment from this story, which is sung 
accompanied by the signature spiral sand drawing. 

 
(5) Angkwerey angkwerey artw-arle atye are-rlew-ew23 
 elder.sister elder.sister man-FOC 1sgERG see-DO.QUICK-PST 
 Ar Ar Ar   Ar K A    Ar         WAly 
 ‘Elder sister, elder sister, I saw a kurdaitcha.’ 
 

The Kaytetye version in (5) contains predominantly non-Kaytetye forms (bolded). Two 
morphemes occur in Kaytetye: the verb stem are- ‘to see’, common to all Arandic 
languages, and atye, a pronoun attested only in Kaytetye; yet one that features in many 
Arandic songs in place of the (A) form atha.24 

In summary, we find that words in songs that are not of the singer’s ordinary language are 
often ordinary language in a neighbouring variety.25 We find few ‘song words’ with no 
cognates in any Arandic everyday speech variety. This finding has been possible only 
because of the significant lexical research on Arandic varieties and knowledge of how words 
are set to music in these traditions. As to why songs should draw so heavily on neighbouring 
languages, it has been suggested that this helps to keep the meanings of songs secret 
(Strehlow 1971:195, Sutton 1987:89). Yet the extensive borrowing in children’s songs – a 
context that does not require restriction – suggests there may be an alternate motivation. We 
turn now to consider how Arandic people themselves discuss the language of their songs. 

17.3.4 The use of language names in relation to song 
When working with singers on the meaning of their songs we found that people did not 

readily comment on the linguistic variety of a song.26 This contrasts with our work on 
dictionaries where the same people are only too eager to identify the linguistic variety of 
an ordinary word. When singers were asked about the linguistic identity of songs with 
words that appeared to be from a language other than their own, common responses were 
that it is ‘just awelye’ or ‘just Dreaming’. A possible interpretation of their use of the word 
‘just’ is that they are contrasting singing genres and such cultural manifestations of the 
Dreaming with everyday speech. In this way they are also indicating that certain aspects of 
the meaning or the language identity of such words are beyond explanation: they are 
something apart from everyday speech. Such comments also make sense when we consider 
that most songs contain a mix of linguistic varieties, so assigning a single language name 
would not be accurate.27 Associating the language of song with the Dreaming is consistent 

                                                                                                                                              
23 Narrated by Tommy Thompson at Mwengkarte in 2002 and Taylor Creek 2007 (fieldtape TT070302_03). 
Also published in Turpin (2003:73). 
24 Note that Koch (1996:256) reconstructs *(a)the as proto-Arandic, thus discounting the possibility that atye 
is an archaism in these songs. 
25 Similarly in northern Vanuatu songs, François finds ‘the poetry of an island will borrow much of its words 
from the languages spoken in the neighboring islands’ (2006:7). 
26 Compare with Sutton’s observation in Cape York where singers showed ‘some reluctance to identify the 
language of these sacred songs, reluctance completely absent in the case of the secular Island-style songs 
composed and sung in the region’ (1987:83). 
27 Here a parallel can be drawn with François’ description of northern Vanuatu songs as a ‘linguistic mosaic, 
cobbled with fragments of various dialects, hypothetical assemblage of sounds and words expressing, as it 
were, the common spirit of an entire archipelago’ (2006:9). 
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with the widespread ideology that songs are of spirit origin, as discussed in the beginning 
of section 17.3. 

When asked about a specific word in a song, a singer sometimes responded that it was 
‘old language’; and when the researcher asked about the linguistic variety the singer often 
asserted that the song was her variety, even when the word was not attested in contemporary 
records of the singer’s own spoken language. Singers never associated the word with the 
variety in which it does occur as an ordinary word. We believe such a seeming contradiction 
shows that in relation to songs, Arandic speakers associate language names with language 
ownership and perhaps even geographic area, rather than a linguistic variety for everyday 
communication. 

There are a number of reasons why the linguistic variety of words in songs may not be 
so closely tied to the sociogeographic affiliation of the singers. We have already discussed 
how songs may be seen to be in the language of the Dreaming. Women’s songs also have 
regional significances that on the one hand may be local and tied to particular places, and 
on the other may catalogue shared themes and the journeys of Dreaming ancestors over 
considerable distances (Wild 1987). This may have enabled certain songs to be shared or 
exchanged between appropriately related kin in other language groups, and it may go part 
of the way towards explaining why words from other varieties are frequently found in 
songs. In the context of the varying origins of songs it is reasonable that singers would not 
draw a close association between ownership and linguistic variety. 

Even without knowledge of the original language and meanings, songs are enjoyed and 
highly valued. An Ikngerripenhe singer we worked with recalls that her awelye songs were 
given by a group of Alyawarr women to her mother at a large ceremony, and this accounted 
for why she wasn’t able to fully translate the songs. This did not detract from the enjoyment 
derived from performing the songs, nor her undisputed ownership of them. 

17.4 Arandic respect registers 
Like song, the Arandic ‘respect’ registers draw upon the everyday speech of neighbouring 

varieties for their substitute lexicon.28 This verbal style is one of a range of strategies used 
to encode respect in situations where cultural value is attached to indirect communication.29 
Mother-in-law/son-in-law avoidance is one of the most marked cases when respectful 
behaviour is expected, but there are other kin that are treated with appropriate deference, 
and special ways of speaking are used in the context of birth, death and initiation.30 Sutton 
(1982:185) suggests that the relationships where respectful speech is obligatory are those 
in which the deleterious consequences of conflict are greatest. 

In the Arandic region the first records of respect language were made by Carl Strehlow 
nearly 100 years ago. He recorded about 250 Western Arrernte words in the register he 

                                                                                                                                              
28 Varieties of these registers have been referred to elsewhere as ‘avoidance’, ‘mother-in-law’, or ‘brother-in-
law’ languages. We use ‘ordinary’ and ‘everyday’ interchangeably in this paper for the unmarked speech style 
characteristic of day-to-day discourse. 
29 For documentation of special registers in Aboriginal Australia see for example C. Strelhow (1915:47-54), 
Hale (1960), Green (2005), Dixon (1971, 1990), Garde (1996), Haviland (1979), Laughren (1981, 2001), and 
McGregor (1989).  
30 Laughren (2001:200) suggests that Warlpiri avoidance registers are principally used to refer to affinal kin, 
or those in the same matrimoiety as ego. 
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called ankatja kerintja (Carl Strehlow 1915:47).31 These terms are spread over a number of 
semantic domains and include words for person and kin types, body parts, animals, 
artifacts, number, size and direction; as well as a set of verbs and some special pronouns. 
We documented a similar number of terms both for Anmatyerr and Alyawarr, and as with 
traditional songs, the situation is complicated by loss of knowledge of this register, and the 
difficulties inherent in comprehensively surveying the lexicon.32 

There are also other ways that a speaker can verbally encode oblique reference – the 
linguistic equivalent of taking a circuitous route to avoid being in close proximity to 
particular kin. For example, ‘ternary’ or ‘triangular’ kin terms can be used when either  
the propositus or the referent is in an avoidance relationship to the speaker (See Laughren 
1982, McConvell 1982, Green 1998, Garde 2002). The use of plural pronouns for singular 
referents, rather than singular ones, and the use of 3rd person forms instead of 2nd person 
ones are other ways that respect is encoded (See Alpher 1991, Wilkins 1989, Laughren 
2001, Sutton 1982:189, McGregor 1996). Other respect language words are based on 
indirect phrases for things: for example iylpwer arternenh (EAn) (lit. ‘hollow cutter’) for 
‘axe’, or irrtyart-akert (EAn) (lit. ‘having spear’) as a term used for a ‘newborn baby boy’. 

The Arandic verbs ikirr- (An, EArr, CArr) and ikan- (A) refer to the observance of rules 
associated with respect of particular relations; for example, the avoidance of mothers-in-
law by sons-in-law and vice versa. The nominalised form ikirrenty refers both to the rules 
or social conventions associated with such ‘verbal and spatial restraint’ (Laughren 
2001:199), and to a person who observes such codes of behaviour. So to say that ‘Ayengan 
ikirrenty’ (‘I am a person who observes respect rules’) is to emphasise that one observes 
the Law. Such rules traditionally extended to behaviour as well as language, for example 
women would avoid eating meat killed by particular relatives. In the context of hunting 
people would avoid uttering the ordinary words for certain food sources as a mark of 
respect, and in the hope that this would increase their chances of successful hunting (see 
also Garde 2007:43). In terms of songs, Ford gives a similar explanation for why Daly 
Region songs rarely contain an overt reference to their subject ‘Because they sing about a 
potentially dangerous totemic entity, wangga texts hint at their subject matter, but don’t 
state it overtly’ (2007:77). 

17.4.1 The use of words from other varieties in Arandic respect registers 
In the Arandic respect registers surveyed there seems to be both a high incidence of 

shared items across the languages, and a tendency to borrow everyday terms from 
neighbouring dialects or languages. The most convincing examples of borrowing for 
pragmatic effect in respect registers are where non-cognate terms from neighbouring 
varieties are used. Even more pertinent are those when the borrowings occur across 
noncontiguous Arandic varieties. As in songs, there are also examples when particular 
meanings of words, not in everyday use in language X, but commonplace in language Y, 
are nevertheless used in language X respect register. 

                                                                                                                                              
31 Carl Strehlow was a Lutheran Missionary who was based at Hermannsburg Mission between 1894–1922. 
For translation of the German texts we are relying on Oberscheidt (1991). 
32 Fieldwork on avoidance languages was conducted by J. Green between 2002–2004, supported by 
AIATSIS Grant no: G2002/6651 ‘Ikirrenty-Arandic avoidance languages project’. The Central and Eastern 
Anmatyerr dictionary (Green 2010), lists about 270 items of avoidance or respect language. 
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For example, in the Eastern Anmatyerr sentence (6) the speaker uses several strategies 
to encode respect. She uses a ternary kinterm, replacing anew ‘spouse’ with ngwarr (K, 
An) which is a special word used to refer to a ‘woman’s or her sister’s daughter’s husband’ 
or a ‘woman’s son’s brother-in-law’.33 She replaces the ordinary Anmatyerr word for ‘left-
handed’ ayleng with the Western Arrernte equivalent ‘(a)kwangenye’. Finally she adds the 
respect suffix -ayerr (K, An), which turns ordinary nominals into respectful ones. 

 
(6) Ngwarr-engkw-an akwangeny-ayerr 
 spouseRESP-2KinPOSS-FOC left-handedRESP-NOM.RESP 
 ‘Your husband is left-handed [said by a woman to her daughter].’ 

 
In Anmatyerr the everyday word for ‘native tobacco, tobacco, cigarettes’ is ngkwerlp. 

In Kaytetye it is tyanywenge. In Anmatyerr the respect language word tyanyweng is used 
as a replacement for ngkwerlp, as illustrated in (7). This example also shows how a respect 
register sentence does not need to be entirely made up of respect register morphemes or 
lexemes. 

 
(7) Tyanyweng-ayerr atyeng-aw, irrepeth-erl.ew-aw! 
 tobaccoRESP-NOM.RESP 1sgDAT-EMPH getRESP-DO.QUICK-IMP:EMPH 
 K                  A A         A EAn       Ar           A 
 ‘Quickly get me some tobacco [from my son-in-law].’ 
 

Table 17.1 shows Arandic respect terms and the equivalent ordinary words for ‘west’. 
The respect terms for ‘west’ in Anmatyerr and Alyawarr are not based on a borrowing. 
However, the Western Arrernte respect word for ‘west’ is the same as the ordinary Kaytetye 
word for ‘west’, while the Kaytetye respect word for ‘west’ is based on the ordinary 
language term in the other varieties. All respect terms are suffixed with an alveolar stop; 
and the variation ‘ty’~‘yt’ reflects the correspondance between palatal/prepalatals in many 
Arandic varieties mentioned in section 17.1.1. This is another example of symmetrical 
cross-varietal borrowing of terms from the ordinary register for the respect register. 

 

Table 17.1  Ordinary language and respect language terms for ‘west’  
in Arandic languages 

Meaning\Variety WArr CAn EAn Aly K 
west alturle altwerl altwerl altwerl altemarle 
west (RESP) altemarle 

(altámala)34 
altwerlenety altwerleneyt altwerleneyt altwerleneyte 

 
There are many more examples of this straightforward borrowing in our data: for example 

the Western Arrernte ordinary word for ‘native honey’ is ltwampe and the respect one is 
arwengalkere, which is the ordinary word for ‘native honey’ in Alyawarr and Anmatyerr. 

                                                                                                                                              
33 In the western part of the Anmatyerr region the word ngwarr appears to refer to the relationship between a 
dog and its owner. 
34 In Tables 17.1, 17.2 and 17.3 italicised words are from Carl Strehlow (1915). The modernised spellings of 
the respect register words that Strehlow documented are based on our approximations rather than on field 
data from the Western Arrernte area. 
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The Western Arrernte ordinary word for ‘bush turkey’ is irtewe and the respect one is 
rwengerrpe, which is the everyday word in Alyawarr, Anmatyerr and Kaytetye. 

Table 17.2 shows the respect language lexeme, lyengkwert, ‘today, now’ which is 
shared across the Arandic region. In ordinary language there are two forms: lyet (Ar) and 
rlengk (K, Aly). It is possible that Kaytetye rlengke was borrowed into an Upper Arrernte 
variety, where it would be pronounced lyengke (post-alveolar consonants are realised as 
lamino-alveolar word-initially in some Upper Arrernte varieties) to create the respect terms 
in Table 17.2. In this example rounding and the additional alveolar stop are features of the 
respect term, but not of the cognate terms in everyday language. 

 

Table 17.2  Ordinary language and respect language terms for ‘today’  
in Arandic languages  

Meaning\Variety WArr CAn EAn Aly K 
today, now lyate lyet lyet lyet, rlengk rlengke 
today (RESP) lyengkwerte 

(ljankuta) 
lyengkwert lyengkwert lyengkwert lyengkwerte 

lyengkwertenye35 
 
In the next examples the lexical item used in a respect language sentence exists in the 

everyday language of the speaker, but its particular meaning is unique to the respect 
language register. This is similar to the patterns of cross-varietal borrowing of specific 
senses of words that is observed in songs (cf. arlperre ‘leaf’ in section 17.3.1). Example 
(8) is an Eastern Anmatyerr respect utterance that shows a mixture of ordinary words, unique 
respect register words (bolded) and a borrowing from Alyawarr. In Alyawarr amernt 
means ‘young fruit of the bush banana’. In this Eastern Anmatyerr respect register sentence 
its meaning has shifted to mean ‘bush banana’. This borrowing of particular meanings of 
words in special registers adds another dimension to the patterns of part-whole polysemy 
that are widespread in Arandic languages and in other Aboriginal languages of Australia 
(Wilkins 1997, Evans 1992). 

 
(8) Amernt-ayerr akwel ngwarr-nheng-el irrepeth-enh-err-atherr atyeng 
 banana-RESP supposedly spouseRESP-DYAD-ERG getRESP-GO.PAST-du-two 1sgDAT 
 Aly       A A A        A      A EAn       Ar         Ar  A A 
 ‘My daughter and her husband are supposed to be getting me some bush bananas.’ 
 

To conclude we consider a complex of ‘water’ vocabulary. Table 17.3 shows three 
unrelated ordinary words for ‘water’: kwatye (Upper Arrernte, the diagonal shading in Table 
17.3), arntwe (Kaytetye, vertical shading) and ntyerre (Kaytetye, dark grey shading), the 
latter a polysemous word also meaning ‘thirsty’. Both Kaytetye terms circulate across 
Arandic varieties as the basis for respect terms meaning ‘water’. Eastern and Central 
Arrernte take its respect word ulkentye from elsewhere, as does Kaytetye for one word, 
kwelhe-kwelhe (possibly a reduplication of the everyday Warlpiri word kalyu ‘water’). 

The third row of Table 17.3 shows that Kaytetye ntyerre is cognate with the head of  
a compound verb untyerr-anyen- ~ ntywerr-arrtye- which describes the process of mixing  

                                                                                                                                              
35 The morpheme +nye seen on the variant Kaytetye form lyengkwertenye is found on a range of Arandic 
spatial and time words. 
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Table 17.3  Ordinary language and respect language terms for ‘water’  
in some Arandic languages 

Meaning\ 
Variety 

E&C Arr WArr CAn EAn Aly K 

‘water’ kwatye kwatye kwatye kwatye kwatye arntwe,  ntyerre 

arntwaly  ntywerre ‘water  
(RESP)’ 

ulkentye untalye 
(untalja) 

arntwaly 
antweparr untyerr 

arntwaly 

kwelhe-kwelhe 

‘mix fruit  
 with water’ 

 untyerr-anyen- untyerr-anyen- ntywerr-arrtye- 

‘song water  
 source suffix’ 

 ntyerre 

 
certain fruits with water (lit. ‘hold water’). It is not clear whether this word is to be 
considered ‘respect’ or ordinary language, as there is alternate vocabulary surrounding the 
collection and use of these plants (especially the native currant) in certain contexts. The 
bottom row shows that ntyerre also appears as a line final ending in some Kaytetye and 
Alyawarr songs where it seems to signal a water source.  

17.4.2 Borrowings of non-Arandic words in respect register 
The source of words for the respect register is not limited to Arandic varieties. Respect 

language words for modern things such as motorcars may also be based on English, for 
example twertert-ayerr, based on the ideophone ‘toot toot’, is an Eastern Anmatyerr respect 
word for ‘car’. The specialised vocabulary found in respect registers may be achieved by a 
combination of the replacement and addition of syllables to ordinary borrowed words. For 
example Eastern Anmatyerr perlangket ‘blanket’, based on a borrowing from English, 
becomes atnerlangket in respect register.  

Examples from the Warlpiri respect register yikirrinji documented by Hale (1960) also 
show how the strategy of borrowing from neighbours is used to mark the special status of 
utterances. For example lijinpa meaning ‘sick’ in Warlpiri respect language is the ordinary 
word for ‘sick’ in Warlmanpa. Another example is the use of the Waramungu word lipi-
lipi as a respect word for ‘swag, goods, chattels’ in Warlpiri instead of usual words 
jurnarrpa or tuwaki.36 Pitjantjatjara songs also contain words from other registers and 
dialects, and as Tunstill states ‘Dialect mixing and use of auxiliary language can probably 
be regarded as two aspects of the one phenomenon: words that are anitji [‘respect register’] 
in one dialect may be plain words in another’ (1995:63).37 

In utterances that are marked for respect the respect aspect is foregrounded rather than 
the language identity of the individual words used, in much the same way as the poetic 
function is foregrounded in song and poetry (Jakobson 1987:71, Fabb 1997:144). Words 
are borrowed to create a respect language, as they are borrowed in song, to create a poetic 
language. In this context there appears to be no contradiction in asserting that one speaks 
language X while at the same time embedding some words from language Y in an utterance. 

                                                                                                                                              
36 Thanks to David Nash and Jane Simpson for pointing out these correspondences between terms. 
37 See Goddard (1992:7) for a definition of anitji as ‘special ceremony-time language’. 
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Borrowed words may remain in their original form; they may be modified to fit local 
phonological patterns, or have a variant meaning unattested in ordinary speech though 
nevertheless created in ways that are part of broader regional patterns of semanticity. 

17.5 Conclusion 
There is a high proportion of words from other languages in both the Arandic respect 

register and in traditional Arandic songs. These forms show considerable stability over 
time as shown by a comparison of Carl Strehlow’s recordings from 100 years ago and 
those currently in use, yet they also reflect a creative process that absorbs new thematic 
elements such as cars and blankets, and that borrows from new languages such as English. 
The variety and provenance of the examples lead us to conclude that borrowing words is a 
conventionalised method of creating alternate language (song and ikirrenty). 

Neighbouring varieties provide a rich source of material that can be used to mark 
language as alternate. Respect language and the language of songs have different functions 
in comparison to everyday speech. In speech the communicative function is paramount, or 
as Strehlow put it, ‘the language of prose … ministers to the needs of everyday life’ (1971: 
208). We suggest that the language of songs and of respect registers ministers to other 
needs. In song, the poetic function – of drawing attention to its own form – can outweigh 
the communicative function. In song poetic language can develop in its own right, creating 
‘mysterious resonances that break with the present moment’ (François 2006:9). 

The linguistic varieties that a singer, or rather a ‘dreamer’, of songs has in their repertoire 
are sourced to create alternate register vocabulary. In respect registers the imperative to use 
nuanced and oblique forms of speech that encode social relations results in linguistic forms 
that also draw on the lexicon of neighbouring languages and varieties. Thus the linguistic 
variety of particular words in a song and in special registers is not indicative of ownership 
or geographic affiliation, but rather marks the alternate status of an utterance.  

From a linguistic point of view, Arandic songs and the ikirrenty registers are similarly 
best considered to be Arandic rather than in a particular variety. However in terms of 
ownership, songs and ikirrenty registers clearly belong to a particular language group, such 
that the language group owns, uses and has rights to the particular songs and register. In 
this context ‘ordinary’ language does not equate with language identity and ownership. 

In this paper we hope to have shown how the notion of language identity is not 
straightforward, but rather influenced by contextual factors: as Kendon observed, ‘The 
choice of which language or dialect to speak in, which register of that language, or which 
other communicative mode, is to a considerable degree governed by an individual’s 
attempt to manipulate the social context of the interaction …’ (Kendon 1988:456). 
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18 Social identity and recurrent themes 
in the Djanba repertory 

 

NICHOLAS REID 

18.1 Introduction 
Djanba1 is a public song and dance genre from Wadeye on the western coast of the 

Northern Territory. Djanba song lyrics are in the language known as Murriny Patha 
(Murrinh-Patha), and are the property of specific Murriny Patha clans. They are locally 
performed by women and men in public ceremonies such as funerals, the post-funereal 
cleansing ceremonies known as ragburnings, circumcisions, and other celebratory 
community events. 

This paper, which explores issues of social identity in Djanba song, arises from my role 
in the Djanba song project, carried out at Wadeye from 2005–2008. This turned out to be a 
delightful example of the richness of interdisciplinary studies, where ethnomusicologists 
(in this case Linda Barwick and Allan Marett) needed linguists to understand the structure 
of language, and linguists (in this case Joe Blythe, Lys Ford, Michael Walsh and Nick 
Reid) needed ethnomusicologists to understand language in a song context. In this sense 
this project nicely fulfilled the call made by Margaret Clunies Ross in her 1987 overview 
of research into Aboriginal song, for interdisciplinary collaboration in research into song 
language.  

In this context I discovered that Michael Walsh and I shared similar backgrounds, both 
having encountered song as part of our early linguistic fieldwork experiences and made 
recordings when we could – but were daunted by their complexity, felt unprepared for 
song by our linguistic training, were unskilled at hearing songwords in performance 
contexts, and perhaps neither of us would have pursued this interest if we hadn’t had the 
good fortune to collaborate with Allan Marett and Linda Barwick. Michael has often  
used the technique of posing a series of questions to frame a topic, and his wide-ranging 

                                                                                                                                              
1 Some key Murriny Patha terms relevant to Djanba song:  
Kardu Dimirnin: Murriny Patha clan in whose country the community of Wadeye is located. 
Yek Nangu: Murriny Patha clan whose country lies to the south of Wadeye. 
Djanba: the ancestors of Dimirnin clan people, also the name of the genre itself. 
Tidha: the ancestors of Nangu clan people. 
Kunybinyi: a major area in Dimirnin country where Djanba ancestors reside. 
Bathuk: an important hill in Kunybinyi area with a hole in the top from which Djanba ancestors emerge. 
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‘20 questions’ asked at Pearl Beach (Walsh 2007) demonstrate the depth and breadth of  
his interest in song language. It is my hope then that this paper goes partway towards 
contributing to the answer to his question ‘What are the functions/purposes of song 
traditions?’ 

There has been some previous work on Djanba themes. Barwick, Marett, Blythe and 
Walsh (2007) have explored a single Djanba song, with particular focus on the potential 
for the text of a song to give rise to different interpretations. This paper takes a wider 
perspective, examining four recurrent themes that can be found across the entire Djanba 
repertory. These themes are considered in terms of the social functions of the song genre – 
in fostering cohesive relationships with other clans and song-owning groups, and in 
instantiating the Yek-Dimirnin and Yek-Nangu clanspeople’s relationship to their country 
and their ancestors. 

Aboriginal songs are popularly conceived of on a large scale – major song lines criss-
crossing vast tracts of country and relating creative acts of ancestral beings. It is important 
to understand that Djanba songs, although directly relevant to country, are highly localised 
to two small clan estates, Yek-Dimirnin and Yek-Nangu in the immediate vicinity of the 
Wadeye township on the west coast of the Northern Territory. They were also invented 
quite recently, first composed in the early 1960s, and the events of the genre’s genesis are 
remembered by those still singing Djanba who were able to tell Furlan (2005) how the first 
Djanba song was composed by Robert Kolumboort, given to him in a dream by Tjimararr, 
a recently deceased Nangu clansman known to him, in about 1961 at Yiyili in Nangu 
country. 

Djanba songs have different sources, but are usually attributed to specific individuals. 
Some are composed by living clanspeople who talk about the conscious effort they put into 
the composition of their songs. Most Djanba songs however, like the first Djanba song given 
to Robert Kolumboort, are composed by ancestors and passed on to living clanspeople. 
These ancestral figures are much more than providers of songs. Known as Djanba to Yek-
Dimirnin people and as Tidha to Yek-Nangu people, they occupy an overlapping spirit 
world, are active in the landscape, and are active participants in the lives of the living. As 
suggested by the founding composition, it is interaction between the world of the living 
and the world of the ancestral dead that underpins the thematic content of most, if not all, 
Djanba songs. 

The term Djanba is widely used as a name for the song genre itself, and also for the 
deceased ancestors of the Yek-Dimirnin clanspeople, and also sometimes in reference to 
particular living Dimirnin people. While this does create a potential for confusion, by the 
end of this paper it should be clear that this labelling is deliberate and an instantion of the 
thematic principle of mapping the social identities of the living and their ancestors onto 
each other. 

The social context and function of the Djanba song genre cannot be appreciated by 
considering it in isolation. It formed as part of a triad of three song genre groupings, 
Djanba, Lirrga and Wangga, which all arose at about the same time as a deliberate 
mechanism to create new ceremonial ties of reciprocity between about a dozen different 
clans shifted into a single community through the establishment of the Ports Keats Catholic 
Mission (now Wadeye), and suddenly competing with each other for access to its 
resources. These circumstances are described by Marett (2007) who explains that: 

 
… the three principal factions developed a ceremonial system whereby the factions 
performed for each other at burnim-rag, circumcision ceremonies and other ceremonies 
such as funerals. At that time, three completely new repertories of song—djanba, the 
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Muyil lirrga and the Walakandha wangga—were created. Thus, if members of the 
djanba-owning group … needed ceremony performed, they could call on one of the 
other two groups, either the Walakandha ‘wangga mob’, or the Muyil ‘lirrga mob’. 
Similarly if members of the lirrga mob … needed ceremony performed, they could 
call on either the djanba mob or the wangga mob, and if members of the wangga mob 
… required a ceremony, they could call on either the djanba or the lirrga mob. 
(Marett 2007: 65) 

 
At around the same time Lirrga songs were composed by Marri Ngarr and 

Ngen’giwumirri clansmen, and the Walhakanda Wangga songs were composed by 
clansmen of the Western Daly groups such as Marri Ammu, Marri Tjavin, Magati Ge and 
Emmi. Whenever public ceremony is performed today in Wadeye and other communities 
across the Daly region, most commonly post-mortuary ragburnings and circumcisions,  
you can expect to find these reciprocal alliances enacted by Djanba-, Lirrga- and Wangga-
owning clanspeople performing for each other. While there are important musical 
differences between these three song genres (for example Wangga and Lirrga have 
didjeridu accompaniment, Djanba does not), they all share the same tight ancestor focus, 
and are mostly ancestor-given. It is this thematic commonality, coupled with performance 
obligations, that lets these three song genres function to enable social cohesion between 
these three groups in Wadeye. 

18.2 Major themes of Djanba 
This paper explores the following four themes that underpin Djanba songs and emerge 

as topics within them: 
 
1. The mirror-imaged worlds of the living and the dead and how they relate to the 

textual features of repetition, reduplication and cyclicity. 

2. The idea of the worlds of the living and the dead constituting a continuing 
community is explored through the textual device of naming, the focus on care for 
the living, and through the deliberate merging of the identities of living people, their 
ancestors, and the totems that belong to both. 

3. The thematic importance of totems is exemplified by looking at the focus on bees, 
wax, and honey in the Djanba repertory. 

4. The role of performance, and specifically how performance itself emerges as a topic 
in the text of performed songs.  

18.2.1 Mirror imaging, reduplication, and turning the cycle over 
For Yek-Dimirnin and Yek-Nangu clanspeople, the worlds of the living and of the dead 

can be thought of as mirror-imaged – the one figuratively represented in the other, so as the 
water reflects the sky, the world of Djanba reflects the world of those currently living. 
Dimirnin and Nangu clanspeople describe the world of their ancestors as being a parallel 
world that can be thought of as the reversal or flipside of the world of the living. When 
people at Wadeye die, they become kardu Djanba once the appropriate mortuary ceremonies 
have been completed. Flipping over from the world of the living to the world of the dead is 
a fraught and effortful process because the spirit is in a liminal space. Lawrence Kolumboort 
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explained the link between liminality and the role that song plays in cycle-turning in these 
terms [Kolumboort (2004, July), paraphrased from notes, not a direct quote]: 

 
Cycles are not uniform, they are made up of vigorous rushes in the middle, and lazy 
peaks and troughs near the points where cycles kick over. You can see this with the 
tide – it’s weak at full low tide, and weak at full high tide, and it’s strongest in the 
middle. It’s like that with people – middle-aged people are at the height of their vigor, 
while the old and young need their support. In this same way the cycle of humans 
becoming Djanba is sluggish at the point of death, so Djanba songs function to kick 
the cycle over and take deceased people over into the realm of their ancestors. You 
dream and these kardu Djanba give songs. Kardu Djanba grow younger and older and 
need ceremony to turn the cycle around. 

 
Djanba songs are rich in imagery and metaphors that reflect this kind of mirroring 

through such devices as parallelism, cyclicity, complementarity and iteration. In this way 
Djanba songs are inherently associated with liminality and transition in essential ways. 
Firstly, mirror imagery arises in the physiological distribution of handedness. While the 
world of living humans is one where people are dominantly right-handed, in the flipside 
world all Djanba are left-handed. In Djanba songs Thakunh ‘Lefthand’ crops up as a name 
for one individual, Mayamunggum, in particular, but it also serves to refer to any and all 
Djanba – one of many ways in which ‘all stand for one, and one for all’ in the identities of 
participants in Djanba songs. In addition to contrary handedness, Djanba are also said to 
‘grow young’ after death. 

Mirror imagery is also evident in events that affect the landscape. The important and 
oft-mentioned hill known as Kunybinyi has at various times been hidden from the eyes of 
the living – inverted so that its summit is below ground and its flat base upturned and thus 
indistinguishable from the surrounding flat terrain. Djanba 17 is a cry from the living to 
their ancestors to ‘show us Kunybinyi, which keeps changing on us’. 
 
Dj17 ‘Yilele Kunybinyi mani nangarrangkarda 
 ‘My fathers, can you point out Kunybinyi to us. 

 Mulumulu Kunybinyi tjingarru wurdammardurduydim 
 Poor old Kunybiny keeps changing. 

 Kadjawula Kadjawula mulurndirrirndirrirndirri’ 
 Conical paperbark headdress (untranslatable Murriny Kunyibinyi word)’ 
 

Throughout the Djanba repertory the thematic concepts of mirror imagery, cyclicity and 
iteration are heavily referenced through a range of grammatical structures and devices, 
including morphological reduplication, and the repetition of words, phrases, song lines, 
and song verses – as discussed in Barwick, Marett and Blythe (2006). Repetition of the 
song word Kadjawula can be seen in the third line of Djanba 17 above, and word repetition 
is a common textual device used in description of the activity of Djanba, as in Djanba 01 
for example: 
 
Dj01 ‘Bathukkathu, Bathukkathu, panbawaya, panbawaya’ 
 ‘Near Bathuk, near Bathuk, they are buzzing, they are buzzing.’ 
 

At subword-level the reduplication of morphemes is common, especially the 
reduplication of coverbs. In many song texts describing activities carried out by Djanba we 
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find verbs with reduplicated coverbs, as can be seen with pathawatha and mardamarda in 
Djanba 07 and 08 respectively.  
 
Dj07 ‘Dirrmu mempathawathadim djanba Kunybinyi’ 
 ‘The Djanba Kunybinyi mob are painting on their designs.’ 
 
Dj08 ‘Purlurttji djanba pirrimnamardamarda pelpitjnu Kunybinyigathuya’ 
 ‘Kardu Djanba [Mayamunggum] is waiting for Purlurttji to arrive at the top of the 

hill at Kunybinyi [i.e. Bathuk].’ 
 

Morphological reduplication occurs at higher rates in song texts than it does in ordinary 
Murriny Patha language and its deliberate use as a device is most evident in the words said 
to be Murriny Kunybinyi, the language of Djanba ancestors. Typically composers profess 
to be unsure what Murriny Kunybinyi words mean, though often they link them to features 
of dance. In Djanba 00 for example, the third word wumbarambara is said to be ‘meaning 
unknown’ because it is a Murriny Kunybinyi word, although Lawrence Kolumboort has 
suggested it has to do with ‘when people dancing wave one hand around above their heads 
in a circle’. Interestingly all words said to be Murriny Kunybinyi involve reduplication, 
either full, or partial as in Djanba 00. 
 
Dj00 ‘Yilidji thanila wumbarambara’ 
 ‘You climb Yilidji hill’ (untranslatable Murriny Kunyibinyi word).  
 

Some Murriny Kunybinyi words even involve partial reduplicative triples, such as 
‘mulurndirrirndirrirndirri’ (note the repeated coda in rndirri) in Djanba 17 above, and 
‘gururrgururrgururr’ in Djanba 02. 
 
Dj02 ‘Ngalarrkin pana ngarim pana gururrgururrgururr’ 
 ‘That beeswax and that sugarbag are all there together.’  
 

Additionally we find a higher incidence of reduplication in contexts that are explicitly 
ceremonial, as in the repeated kadjawula ‘conical headdress’ in Djanba 17, and in reference 
to totemic figures. Repetition and mirror-imaging also operate at higher levels of song 
organisation in that Djanba songs are strophic, in the sense discussed by Barwick (in press) 
where song stanzas are typically made up of two text phrases, say A and B, and these text 
phrases are repeated several times in the course of each song, as in AABBB for example. 
Ramping up the repetitiveness, the same song typically recurs several times in the course 
of a particular performance, while performances revisit the same songs. Barwick et al. 
(2006) hypothesise that the ‘High incidence of reduplication in djanba song texts is iconic 
of the high incidence of repeated formal units in ceremonial genres’. 

18.2.2  Naming, claiming as kin, giving care, merging identities 
As Djanba songs describe tightly interwoven mirror-imaged worlds that the living and 

dead traverse, and are composed by people now deceased and given to those now living, 
they exhibit in a variety of ways a focus upon the interrelatedness of the living and the 
dead, and a continuity of community between them. This assertion of knowing the identity 
of participants in songs is most apparent through the device of naming individuals. Indeed 
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some songs, such as Djanba 05 and 06, are simply lists of names of people who have died 
and become Djanba.  
 
Dj05 ‘Nganani, Dinding, Marlarrmararri’ 
 
Dj06 ‘Matinggi, Kulambururt, Parrkitj, Nanda’ 
 

The seven names listed in these two songs are names of recent ancestors of Dimirnin 
people currently living, so for example the three names in Djanba 05 refer to the aunt, aunt 
and father, respectively, of the project consultant Elizabeth Cumaiyi. Her father’s living 
name was ‘Tjimararr’, which appears in song as Marlarrmararri, in what may be its 
Murriny Kunybinyi form. 

The name of Mayamunggum features significantly in the text of several songs, and in 
several others is explained as the person intended by more generic Djanba terms such as 
Thakunh ‘Lefthand’. Mayamunggum and other names that crop up in just one song, such as 
the young girl Thanggirra in Djanba 15, and the man MangkarlMangkarl in Djanba 18, are 
all known to people now alive and are in some cases documented in Catholic mission 
records of the 1950s.2 The living also have knowledge about the kin relationships between 
those ancestors named in songs, so for example Ngurrumilern in Djanba 03 is known to be 
the son of Mayamunggum. Importantly Djanba songs are not a one-way record of the dead 
world by the living – some of those named in Djanba songs are also still alive. Djanba 26, 
for example, was composed by Theodore Bunduck, and refers to ‘Kurdintipip, my child’ 
who is Ethelreda Kurindipip, born 1958, and at the time of writing resident in Wadeye. 

The bonds of relatedness between the living and the dead are also instantiated through 
the frequent use of kinterms, such as yilele ‘our fathers’, karlatj neki ‘our elder brother’, 
and kalekale ‘mummy’, often used vocatively as in Djanba 21: 
 
Dj21 ‘Karlatj, Bathukwangu ngunnununguyu’ 
 ‘Elder brothers, we’ll be going to Bathuk!’ 

 ‘thanggardanuwarda nyiniyu’ 
 ‘Where are we going to?’ 

 ‘Karlatj, ku nguwumingginu warda ngubangkardunungunnuyu’ 
 ‘Elder brothers, we’re going to look at the totem sites.’ 
 

Continuity of community between the living and the dead is also evident in the concern 
and care-giving that the dead provide for the living, which is a recurrent theme of Djanba 
songs. A clear articulation of this responsibility can be seen in Djanba 25, which was given 
to Harry Luke Kolumboort in a dream.  
 
Dj25 ‘Djanba, kukuwangu ngarramnan’guwegatngimengibimkaya 
 ‘We Djanba are standing all around you mob,  

 Ngakumarl nyinirda nganamnarruruyngimetharra 
 I, your totem, have arrived here where you mob are, 

 Bathukthangunugathuya!’ 
 from Bathuk.’ 
                                                                                                                                              
2 MangkarlMangkarl for example is likely to be the Danny Daniel Mangal Mangal, born circa 1926, recorded 
in the Port Keats 1950 confirmation list. 
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At the time he received this song Harry was camped at Darranji with his clanspeople. A 
group of Djanba, lead by Panggima and sent by Mayamunggum, came to Harry in his 
dream, to keep an eye on the clanspeople and keep them safe. The text, with first person 
addressor and second person addressee, is spoken reassurance from the dead that the living 
are being cared for. Similarly in Djanba 31, still at Darranji, the song text commiserates 
with the poor seagull totem watching over Yek-Yederr and Yek-Maniny people to make 
sure they are safe but seeing them battered by rough seas while swimming to the reef.  
 
Dj31 ‘Kardu numeredjbatjmaniya 
 ‘You mob try swimming holding each other by the waist! 

 Kardu tjinmel tjingarru ngurndiny ban’gardikanam kalpa 
 Poor old seagull man, the waves are crashing on them  

 Darrnandjiwangu’  
 there on the reef at Darrnandji.’ 
 

In the transition from the world of the living to the world of the dead, which takes place 
at the end of mortuary ceremonies, we also find evidence of continuity of care from one 
social world to another. Such handing over of responsibility is evident in Djanba 36, which 
is always performed in circumcision ceremonies and which is frequently the closing song 
of post-funereal smoking ceremonies that cleanse the home of a deceased person. Whether 
it is calling on the ancestors to help young initiands or the recently dead in their respective 
ceremonial passages, the wording of Djanba 36 can be seen as a direct appeal to the 
ancestral dead to now assume their responsibility and care. 
 
Dj36 ‘Langutjingutji langarrangarra 
 (untranslatable Murriny Kunyibinyi words) 

 Ngurrumilern karlatj mulumulu thakuny nanyebert’ 
 ‘Ngurrumilern, brother, you take the arm of this Lefthand kid.’ 
 (alt: ‘Hey brother Lefthand, help up Ngurrumilern for us!’) 
 

Djanba songlines, like the second line of Djanba 36 which lists four nominals: the name 
Ngurrumilern; a kinterm kalatj ‘elder brother’; mulumulu ‘child’; and thakunh ‘lefthand’; 
then ends with the verb nanyebert ‘you pick him up’, give rise to competing interpretations. 
While the verb makes it clear that the subject is 2nd singular ‘you’ and the object is 3rd sg 
‘him’, the possible interpretations are still numerous. A 2005 translation grouped mulumulu 
and thakunh as ‘the left-hand kid’ and had Ngurrumilern and karlatj as vocatives referring 
to the verb’s subject ‘Ngurrumilern!, brother!, you take the arm of that lefthand kid’. A 
2006 translation has Ngurrumilern as the verb’s object, ‘elder brother’ linked with 
‘lefthand’ as the vocative referring to the verb’s subject, with ‘kid’ untranslated, giving ‘Hey 
brother Leftyhand, help up Ngurrumilern for us’. Both these translations were similarly 
arrived at through careful discussion with Murriny Patha speakers, including singers well 
versed in this song. Despite such multiple interpretations of participant roles, through the 
semantics of the verb ‘you take him by the arm’ and the important functions accorded this 
song in both man-making and funereal ceremonies, its function is clearly as an appeal to 
the Djanba world to assume the caretaker role. Just as living clanspeople ensure that every 
vulnerable person be known to be in someone’s care, here in the extension of that principle 
to the ancestors, we see continuity of community between the living and ancestral worlds. 
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Through their typical origin in dreams, Djanba songs also create a world in which living 
humans and ancestral dead inter-act in mysterious ways. The event described in Djanba 
32: 
 
Dj32 ‘Tidha tidha ya dangarra mayern. 
 ‘Ancestor, Ancestor, there on the road. 

 Nigunu pirrim mamthartthart pirrim ya bimyepup pirrim ya, 
 She’s imitating him/her/it, listening to it, 

 Karlatj ngakumarl neki Malangan. 
 to our brother totem Koel.  

 Damngimardawiyewiye pirrim ya’ 
 It makes me sad.’ 

 
was dreamed by Anna Marie Ninnal. The person in the road is the living woman ManMan. 
Anna later says the last line to her brother. The text here is open to many interpretations: 
that ManMan is being referred to as an ancestor; that an ancestor has assumed ManMan’s 
form: that the figure on the road is imitating either ManMan or totemic Koel. But this and 
other Djanba songs clearly portray a realm in which the living and the ancestral dead are 
equally participants, whose identities may be merged, and in which social ties bind those 
on both sides into a community mediated and sustained through song. 

18.2.3 Bees as totems and metaphors for ceremonial behaviour  
There are several totems of the Yek-Dimirnin and Yek-Nangu clans that appear as 

participants in Djanba songs, including ku Kulurndurduk ‘Peaceful Dove’, ku Mandjigat 
‘Varied Lorikeet’, and ku Tek ‘Black Cockatoo’. However it is ku Ngarim ‘Sugarbag Bee’3 
that is the central totemic motif in Djanba songs, and there are references to bees, wax or 
honey (‘sugarbag’) in about a dozen songs across the repertory. Ku ngarim bees are a 
major Dimirnin clan totem associated with the Kunybinyi estate, and Dimirnin people, 
both alive and dead, spring from the same source as their totems. In this way ancestors are 
in general figuratively referable to in terms of their totems, and the Dimirnin Djanba are 
frequently referred to in songs as ‘bees’. In several Djanba Ngarim ‘Beeman’ is referred to 
as a particular ancestral figure, the son of Mayamunggum.4 However at other times Ngarim 
refers to groups of ancestral Djanba, especially where they are engaged in ceremonially 
oriented group behaviour. Barwick et al. (2007) explore the range of translations provided 
at different times and by different people for Djanba 11, and their ‘explanation 1’ has 
Ngarim as Mayamunggum’s son.  
 
Dj11 ‘Ngarim thakuny marramarda nyinirda karrirndurtuy’ 
  Expl 1: ‘Ngarim, son of Thakuny, is digging holes at that place.’ 

 

                                                                                                                                              
3 Various Trigona species. 
4 Ngarim ‘Beeman’ can be seen as the person carrying the woomera and spear in the cover painting of this 
book. This painting, by Lawrence Kolumboort the brother of Michael Walsh's language consultant Harry 
Luke Palada Kolumboort, represents the major totems of the Dimirnin clan. 
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However their explanations 2 and 3 have Ngarim as ‘people of the honey bee totem – 
especially sons’. Under explanation 4 Ngarim are ‘Mayamunggum’s sons and daughters’, 
and explanations 5 and 6 have Ngarim as ancestral clan members more generally.  

Various other Djanba songs, such as Djanba 51, use Ngarim in reference to those 
ancestors who return to Kunybinyi estate. 
 
Dj51 ‘Ngarim perrken’gu nyinidagathu kunungamninthakem Kunybinyithangunugathuyu 
 ‘Two Sugarbag ancestors coming along towards that place through from 

Kunybinyi 

 Kardu Kunybinyi perrken’gu nyinida gathu kunungamnintha kem 
 There were two Kunybinyi ancestors going along towards that place 

 Thamul ngakumarl wun’gu memninthawiyewiyetharra’ 
 with their totem, the ironwood hookspear, they act out the performance as they 

went.’ 
 

The perception of ancestors as instances of their bee totems operates in terms of several 
shared behaviours. Like bees, Djanba ancestors are portrayed in songs as highly social and 
typically found in groups – there is little evidence of solitary behaviours in any songs. 
Ngarim bees build nests in soil rather than trees, and their prototypical movements involve 
digging to build their hives, and then entering and emerging from holes in the ground. In 
this they are thought of as being like the Kunybinyi Djanba who emerge from a hole in the 
ground at Bathuk each night to visit the living. Another recurrent behaviour linking 
Dimirnin ancestors to their bee totem revolves around bees as a metaphor not just for being 
in groups, but for engaging in specifically coordinated cooperative behaviour. Within the 
Djanba repertory bees are associated not just with high levels of industrious activity 
(digging, coming out, going in, etc.) but also with ‘acting as one’ in the sense of working 
towards a common goal. Across the repertory, reference to ancestors as bees is mostly in 
the context of songs about ceremony, especially with respect to ‘painting up’ and 
preparation for ceremony, as we find in Djanba 57. 
 
Dj57 ‘Djanba Djanba dirrmu tjithay ngakumarl pubanyitjitjpibimya 
 ‘Djanba are painting themselves up really nicely with the designs of sugarbag, 

their totem. 

 Djanba Kunybinyi pandhalurtwardathupirrimya’ 
 The Djanba mob, the Kunybinyi mob are standing there ready about to come 

forward to dance.’ 
 

This concept of ‘acting as one’ is instantiated grammatically in Djanba song through the 
textual device of using singular subject marking to refer to plural subjects, where they are 
acting in coordinated ways. So while Djanba song texts show the normal range of 
grammatical subject marking (Djanba 51 above for example has dual subject marking), we 
frequently find explicitly singular marking in descriptions of coordinated activity, even 
where the favoured interpretation by singers is that a group of people are involved, as 
demonstrated in Djanba 07. 

 
Dj07 ‘Dirrmu mempathawathadim djanba kunybinyi’ 
 ‘The Djanba Kunybinyi mob are making their designs.’ 
 [lit: design it-is-making djanba kunybinyi] 
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Note that the use of singular-subject finite verbs with plural reference is often facilitated 
by their pairing with reduplicated coverbs (pathawatha in Djanba 07 above), so the sense of 
iteration conveyed by the reduplicative morphology still feeds a plural-subject interpretation, 
and demonstrates the previously noted association between Djanba actions and repetition.  

This grammatical number shifting construction operates across the Southern Daly 
languages as a whole, not just in song but also in regular narrative. It has been described for 
Murriny Patha in Blythe (2009), and in the related language Ngan’gi this construction type 
has been described as typical for activity undertaken by groups of people deliberately acting 
in concert (Reid 1990). In both Murriny Patha and Ngan’gi narratives it is typical to find 
verbs marked with formally singular subject morphology where large numbers of people 
stand up simultaneously, burst into applause, heave on a rope, or in other ways ‘act as one’. 
The widespread use of this ‘coordinated action’ construction type throughout the Djanba 
repertory serves to reinforce the point that the living and the dead are not just flipsides of a 
single community, but like totemic Bee ‘act as one’ through collaborative ceremonial activity.  

More speculatively bees may also serve metaphorically to code the gender-distinct roles 
underpinning ceremonial behaviour. The two common bee species in Kunybinyi estate build 
quite different entrances to their hives – one is folded in and slit-like, the other a protruding 
tube. The idea that these characteristics of hive types might lend themselves in ceremonial 
contexts to bee imagery standing for gender specified ceremonial behaviour has been 
touched on by Falkenberg (1962). 

18.2.4 Metaperformance, striking poses and imitating totems 
The last of the emergent themes of Djanba to be discussed here is meta-performance – for 

a number of Djanba songs are principally about Djanba songs, with a focus on imitation and 
readiness for performance. Djanba songs are sung and danced by both men and women. In 
the dancing that accompanies Djanba songs, as singing gives way to clapsticks, the dancers 
move into a rhythmic stomping phase that ends with a dramatic flourish, and these final 
flourish movements are where each dancer has the most scope to develop their individual 
style, and to impress their audience.  

Some Djanba songs are explicitly set in ceremonial performance contexts, where there 
is a focus on ‘acting out’ and striking these flourish-type poses, as in Djanba 03: 
 
Dj03 ‘Ngurrumilern karlatj mulumulu thakunh kuku. 
 ‘Look at Ngurrumilern, child of the Lefthand one, 

 Dem binjimnum barda gathu wurran yu!’ 
 He’s ducking down low on one knee now!’ 
 

The verb in the 2nd line of Djanba 03 refers to a classic flourish in which a dancer drops 
onto one knee, one arm raised, the other lowered, and pauses for a pregnant moment with 
bowed head. These are the images with which Djanba dancers impress their audiences, and 
the commentary of project consultants captures the important point that what constitutes 
impressive dancing is acting ‘like Djanba’: ‘Look at that Man! Proper action where you 
kneel down and duck down, Djanba man acting real proper, kneeling down like kardu 
Kunybinyi – acting a little bit deadly!’ [Felix Bunduck (2006, July), paraphrased from 
notes, not a direct quote]. 

Other Djanba songs, such as Djanba 09, include explicit references to the presence of 
both performer and audience, as well as the act of watching performance. Self-reference 
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within Djanba songs to performers and audiences makes them reinterpretable in a range of 
contexts. The dancer in Djanba 09, for example, has been attributed to Kardu Lurrunhin, the 
totem Cicada. However another interpretation places the performance in the world of the 
living and has the dancer as Harry Luke Kolumboort performing at Bagot Reserve in Darwin.  
 
Dj09 ‘Djanba Kunybinyi, pan’garurtu wurran kardu wurnangat.’ 
 ‘Djanba Kunybinyi, he’s being watched by a large crowd.’  
 

Imitation is a crucial element to Djanba performance, for dance is a realm within which 
humans deliberately imitate Djanba, and Djanba imitate totems. Many songs, such as 
Djanba 19, make explicit reference to the imitation of totems, and this constitutes another 
mechanism for the merging of identities – the living and the dead share the essence of their 
totems and because of that become the ‘same’ and can stand for each other.  
 
Dj19 ‘Djanba Pirrimngiparl ngakumarl kurlurndurduk mangarndartwurranya 
 ‘The Djanba Pirrimngiparl is acting like the totem, peaceful dove. 

 Kurlurndurduk kurlurndurduk kurlurndurduk’ 
 Peaceful dove, peaceful dove, peaceful dove.’ 

 
Other Djanba songs, such as Djanba 50, focus on the choreographic aspects of 

performance, such as turn-taking, and explicit reference to crucial gestures.  
 
Dj50 ‘Kardu wurnangat mange pana kamamkurranka. 
 There are lots of people doing the actions. 
 Nangal warra pamanuyu?’ 
 Who is going to go first?’ 
 ‘Warnamparrkitj nyinyi warra nawa thamanuyu’ 
 ‘Warnamparrkitj, why don’t you do it first!’ 
 ‘Yukuy, ngay warra nguparlnu yu, ngakumarl ngay Kurlurndurduk.’ 
 ‘Yes alright I will, my totem is Peaceful Dove.’ 
 Mangarndartwurranya, Djanba bammerrarrwurranya 
 ‘The Kardu Djanba act it out now, dropping on one knee, one arm up, the other 

down, and head bowed.’ 
 

This type of thematic meta-performance where Djanba songs are performed by people 
singing about the performance of Djanba songs, becomes yet another level at which 
recursion operates. Barwick (2007) has observed that songs about tradition and its practice 
set up self-reinforcing feedback, where a practice arises through the self-conscious 
repetition of song texts, melodic structures, song phrases, performance events – where 
‘each repetition of a song/dance, ceremonial sequence or thematic linking adds intensity to 
the social and semantic potency of djanba performance network’. 

18.3 Conclusion 
Work on Djanba song over the last few years has proceeded by working with the 

remaining composers, singers, and dancers of this genre on two fronts: firstly playing 
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through the recordings to work out the song texts; and secondly undertaking ethnographic 
exploration of the genre’s genesis and history, its social function in establishing reciprocal 
performance obligations across the wider community, and its elaboration of how living Yek-
Dimirnin and Yek-Nangu clanspeople understand their lives in relation to their ancestors. 

The four themes explored here, which underpin Djanba songs and which frequently arise 
as topics within them, have emerged through this process as richly revealing of the social 
identities of the Djanba-owning community. Textual repetition, reduplication and cyclicity 
have been used to demonstrate how the flipside world of the ancestors both complements 
and intersects with the world of the living, creating an endless cycle of inherited tradition. 

The idea of the worlds of the living and the dead constituting a continuing community has 
been explored through a range of textual features that serve to highlight how the social 
values that characterise the world of the living are not only extended into the world of the 
dead, but that ancestors also share those values and have social concerns for the living. In 
evidence of this continuous social community we have seen the focus on knowing the names 
of the dead, and using kinterms in reference to them, the focus on care for the living, and 
co-identification – the deliberate merging of the identities of living people, their ancestors, 
and the totems that belong to both. The thematic focus on the Bee totem in the Djanba 
repertory, coupled with a particular grammatical device for coding coordinated behaviour, 
highlights the Djanba perspective that the living and the dead are not just complements to 
each other, but like totemic Bee, through ceremonial activity can be seen to ‘act as one’. 
And finally we have examined the thematic importance of performance, and seen how 
performance itself emerges as a theme in the text of performed songs, and how such self-
conscious reinforcement operates to build and sustain Djanba as a social and musical 
practice. 
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19 Encounters with genre: 
apprehending cultural frontiers 

  

 J. R. MARTIN and DAVID ROSE 

19.1  Pseudo-Dreaming 
When Jim’s son Conal was 8 years old, in Year 3 of primary school in New South 

Wales, his writing portfolio contained a wide range of genres, reflecting the impact of the 
so-called ‘Sydney School’ on literacy pedagogy and curricula across Australia. It appeared 
that several types of factual writing and story writing, as well as expositions and book 
reviews, had been successfully modelled for him and established themselves in his literacy 
repertoire. The factual genres Conal wrote included description, report, explanation, 
procedure, protocol and procedural recount, and his story genres included recount, 
narrative, observation/comment and exemplum. Also included in his portfolio was the 
following story genre, whose presence the functional linguists involved in designing genre-
based literacy programs would have found harder to predict.1 

 
[1] How the sparow could glide 

Once when the white people came to Australia there was a little bird called a sparow. 
It was a very nice bird but the white people that first came to Australia they thoute that 
the sparrow as a very annoying bird because it slowly flew around them slowly. One 
time they got so annoyed that they got a gun out and tride to shote it so he got his gun 
out and shot his gun but it didn’t hit the bird it was write behind the sparow the 
sparow’s aims got so tiyard that he had to stop flapping its wings and it sort of glided 
just near the ground and he moved and the bullets went away and that is how the 
sparow’s lernt how to glide. And they lived happily ever after. 
 

Judging from its title, this text looks like a recontextualisation of the just-so story genre, 
inspired perhaps by adaptations of Rudyard Kipling’s Just-So-Stories for Little Children 
(1987[1902]) – such as the picture book How the Camel got his Hump (Kipling & Zwerger 
2001). As such the story has a familiar structure, culminating in an explanation stage spelling 
out the fantastic raison d’etre of the genre (and that is how the sparow’s lernt how to glide).  
 
                                                                                                                                              
1 Conal’s ‘invented spelling’ has been preserved here; this is a legacy of the progressive approaches to 
literacy teaching that dominated Australian primary education in the 1980s under the rubric of ‘process 
writing’ and ‘whole language’ programs. 
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Conal in fact carries on to conclude with the closing element of another story genre, the 
fairy tale (And they lived happily ever after), which makes us wonder whether the just-so 
genre had in fact been modelled for him, or simply inspired by reading he had done. Too 
many years have passed to find out exactly what went on. 

Another possibility is that Conal or his teacher were inspired by the just-so stories in 
Scholastic’s Aboriginal Stories series (e.g. How the Kangaroos got their Tails, How the 
Birds got their Colours). And we do know that in at least one primary school program (the 
Northern Territory’s Getting Going with Genres 1993), just-so stories were explicitly 
introduced to children – apparently by way of orienting genre writing to Indigenous 
content. It’s to these Australian recontextualisations of Kipling’s genre that we now turn. 

19.2  Just-so ‘Dreaming’ 
One of the Scholastic series, How the Birds got their Colours, is reproduced as text 2 

below (excluding images). The story is described as having been told by Mary Albert, of 
the Bardi people, to Aboriginal children living in Broome, and compiled by Pamela Lofts 
(1983), who claims to have adapted her illustrations from paintings by these children. 

 
[2] How the Birds got their Colours  

This is the story of how the birds got their colours. Long, long ago – in the Dreamtime 
– when the land and animals were being made... ...all the birds were black – all one 
colour. Till... ...one day, a little dove flew around looking for food. He flew down to 
the ground to catch a big juicy grub. But instead, he landed right on a sharp stick! It 
pierced his little foot and made him very sick. For days, he lay on the ground in pain. 
His foot swelled up. He was dying! All his mates gathered around to see how they 
could help. All except crow. He just wandered around with his hands behind his back. 
Suddenly, the parrot rushed forward – and with her sharp beak... burst the little dove’s 
swollen foot! Colour splashed out all over the parrot. Red and green and blue ran 
down her chest, wings and tail. It splashed out all over the other birds. Some got red, 
some brown, some blue, some yellow. Some got spots. Some got stripes. All got 
colours. All except crow, who was standing away from the others. Crow got no colour 
at all! So that’s how the birds got their colours. And as for the dove, he soon got 
better, thanked the parrot ... and was able to fly away. [Albert 1983] 
 

As far as text structure is concerned, text 2 displays the canonical stages of a narrative: 
it sets the story in time, and by implication, place (Orientation), develops a problem 
(Complication) and then develops a solution (Resolution). But it also includes a couple of 
other elements that we might expect in explanation genres: it begins by introducing a 
phenomenon to be explained (‘Phenomenon’) which had been forecast by the title of the 
book, so that the narrative is offered as an explanation of the phenomenon with which the 
story began (‘Explanation’). These stages of this story are outlined below; note that the 
‘Explanation’ in fact interrupts the Resolution, since it is offered before the dove’s recovery 
is confirmed. 
 

‘Phenomenon’ 
This is the story of how the birds got their colours. 

Orientation 
Long, long ago – in the Dreamtime – when the land and animals were being made... 
...all the birds were black – all one colour.  
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Complication 
Till... ...one day, a little dove flew around looking for food. He flew down to the 
ground to catch a big juicy grub. But instead, he landed right on a sharp stick! It 
pierced his little foot and made him very sick. For days, he lay on the ground in  
pain. His foot swelled up. He was dying! All his mates gathered around to see how 
they could help. All except crow. He just wandered around with his hands behind  
his back.  

Resolution 
Suddenly, the parrot rushed forward – and with her sharp beak... burst the little dove’s 
swollen foot! Colour splashed out all over the parrot. Red and green and blue ran 
down her chest, wings and tail. It splashed out all over the other birds. Some got red, 
some brown, some blue, some yellow. Some got spots. Some got stripes. All got 
colours. All except crow, who was standing away from the others. Crow got no colour 
at all! <<...>> And as for the dove, he soon got better, thanked the parrot... and was 
able to fly away. 

‘Explanation’ 
<<So that’s how the birds got their colours.>> 

 
As is typical of just-so stories, it is aspects of the biological and physical environment 

that are explicitly ‘explained’ in this stage. However the just-so genre also typically 
includes a moral message about social relationships and responsibilities that is left implicit 
for the reader to infer. In this case it is the crow’s unhelpful behaviour, for which his 
punishment is ‘no colour at all’. Frankly, we find it hard to conceive that Indigenous 
parents would tell their children stories in which blackness is a punishment or that black is 
‘no colour at all’. This led us to wonder whether the elements ‘Phenomenon’ and 
‘Explanation’ are actually traditional features of Dreaming stories, or derived some other 
source. A glance at Kipling’s Just-So-Stories for Little Children suggests the latter. Each 
one starts like Lofts’, with a ‘Phenomenon’ and ends with an ‘Explanation’: 

 
How the Whale Got His Throat  

… from that day on, the grating in his throat, which he could neither cough up nor 
swallow down, prevented him eating anything except very, very small fish; and that is 
the reason why whales nowadays never eat men or boys or little girls. 

How the Camel Got His Hump 

… And from that day to this the Camel always wears a humph (we call it ‘hump’ now, 
not to hurt his feelings); but he has never yet caught up with the three days that he 
missed at the beginning of the world, and he has never yet learned how to behave. 

How the Rhinoceros Got His Skin 

… and from that day to this every rhinoceros has great folds in his skin and a very bad 
temper, all on account of the cake-crumbs inside. 
 

This type of story, which Kipling popularised but perhaps did not invent himself, 
reconstrues the religious narratives of Indigenous peoples in the British empire as 
charming but childish attempts to explain a world that educated Europeans consider they 
understand scientifically as rational adults. Although just-so stories may seem harmless, it 
is worth considering the historical context that produced this genre. The next example of 
Kipling’s makes this context starkly apparent: 
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How the Leopard Got His Spots  

… Then the Ethiopian put his five fingers close together (there was plenty of black left 
on his new skin still) and pressed them all over the Leopard, and wherever the five 
fingers touched they left five little black marks, all close together. You can see them 
on any Leopard’s skin you like, Best Beloved. Sometimes the fingers slipped and the 
marks got a little blurred; but if you look closely at any Leopard now you will see that 
there are always five spots—off five fat black finger-tips.  
… ‘But if I’m all this,’ said the Leopard, ‘why didn’t you go spotty too?’ 
‘Oh, plain black’s best for a nigger,’ said the Ethiopian. (Kipling 1987[1902])  
 

While such overt racism is no longer publicly acceptable, the infantilisation of Indigenous 
peoples that pervaded European thought until very recently still finds expression in just-so 
recontextualisations of Dreaming stories. According to Lofts, How the Birds got their 
Colours had been told to children by Mary Albert, a widely respected Indigenous elder, but 
we have no way of knowing how much Lofts changed Albert’s words to fit her and her 
market’s ideas of what a Dreaming story should be, nor which children Mary Albert would 
have told it to, or how and why; and we can now never know, as she has passed away.  

What we can say is that these kinds of adaptations compromise the ability of texts of 
this kind to function as introductions to Indigenous culture. It might even be suggested that 
what we have in texts of this type is a kind of pseudo-Dreaming, appropriating Indigenous 
Australians’ sacred discourse into a profane childist genre from another place and another 
time. Misgivings of this kind have not stopped the Scholastic series from being 
successfully marketed and reprinted a generation after its initial publication, and a century 
after Kipling. Not only do they induct new generations of European children into the just-so 
genre, but they are recycled to Indigenous children and teachers through the school system, 
and authorised as genuine Aboriginal culture by attaching the name of an Indigenous 
storyteller. Generations of Australians, Indigenous and non-Indigenous, who do not have 
access to original tellings of Dreaming stories, are growing up believing that the just-so-
story is part of Indigenous Australian culture.  

Summing up this section, we have two problems to address here – one has to do with 
the ways we recontextualise one culture’s ‘Dreaming’ into another’s; and the other has  
to do with the way we recontextualise linguistic theory into educational practice. In the 
next section we look closely at what is being recontextualised, by analysing one Dreaming 
story that we know well and have the authority to discuss. In the following section we  
then examine ways in which linguistic theory can productively inform teaching across 
cultures. 

19.3  Really dreaming 
Where does the drive to recontextualise Dreaming stories as explanations come from? 

And where do the authors of just-so recontextualisations derive the elements ‘Phenomenon’ 
and ‘Explanation’? An answer to the second question is suggested by the following 
example of an explanation from a high school geography text book, about the ubiquitous 
Australian acacia known as mulga. 

 
[3] The mulga tree 

Phenomenon 
How can plant life grow so well in such dry, hot and infertile places? 
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Explanation 
The shape of the mulga tree is the key to it surviving dry times. The branches of the 
mulga fan out from the bottom – like a huge half moon. The branching leaves and 
stem catch the rain and it trickles down to the soil. This traps more rainfall than if the 
tree grew straight up. The mulga catches more water than a gum tree. The water is 
stored in the soil to be used by the tree during the next drought. 
Even the mulga’s leaves help it to survive the drought. They are a silvery grey colour. 
The sun’s rays bounce off the leaves helping the plant to stay cool. Also the mulga 
tree makes its own food by dropping thousands of leaves. (Scott & Robinson 1993) 

 
Here perhaps is a source from which just-so stories have derived their ‘Phenomenon’ 

stage: a ‘How-question’ that for western readers strongly expects an explanation. In text 3 
this is fulfilled by the Explanation stage, which provides a series of empirically observable 
causes and effects. In the just-so genre, however, a story replaces the empirical explanation 
sequence. To readers familiar with the explanation genre, the story thus appears to explain 
the ‘Phenomenon’ (‘how the birds got their colours, the camel his hump, the leopard his 
spots’, and so on), and this manufactured function is then reiterated by a final ‘Explanation’ 
phase (‘and that is how/why …’).  

In Europe, the explanation genre evolved with the development of modern science, as 
part of its project to classify, describe, explain and ultimately control the natural world. It 
is not an apparent feature of Indigenous or pre-industrial cultures where there is no 
scientific-industrial context it might have evolved to serve. It is in this cross-cultural 
context that Dreaming stories are supposed by western educators to fulfill the function of 
‘explaining’ the origins of contemporary phenomena. This is a widespread assumption in 
both popular European culture and academic social sciences where Indigenous people’s 
origin stories have been termed ‘etiological myths’, that is, of ‘original causes’. We 
suggest that this is a misconception that derives from profound differences in the ways the 
dominant cultures of modern Europe and Indigenous cultures such as Aboriginal Australia 
apprehend the natural world – as an impersonal resource to control and exploit, or 
alternatively as a sacred bequest from ancestral kin.  

But if Dreaming stories do not function to explain natural phenomena, what is their 
social function? A very general answer is that Dreaming stories carry ‘messages from the 
ancestors’ in Lévi-Strauss’ terms (e.g. 1972), to current and future generations. The 
messages are abstract principles of natural and social order (elaborated meanings in 
Bernstein’s terms) that ‘go beyond local space, time, context and embed and relate the 
latter to a transcendental space, time and context’ (1990:182). Together the principles 
encoded in a culture’s corpus of Dreaming stories constitute a unified theory of the natural 
and social worlds, that forms a necessary foundation for its reproduction across deep time.  

Each story may involve multiple messages, with one standing out as most significant. 
These are rarely stated explicitly, but are realised implicitly by the co-articulation of 
various semantic elements, in the manner of parables, and so are apprehended tacitly by 
the listener (although their meaning may sometimes be deliberately revealed to initiates). 
Some Dreaming stories can be told only to adults initiated into particular religious 
ceremonies, and then only by particular custodians of the story, often only in the particular 
place where the events occurred. Others can be told openly to the non-initiated, and many 
stories have elements that can be told openly, and elements that can be revealed only to the 
initiated. Access to an ancestral message thus depends on age (and gender) and ranking in 
the community, through hearing either the story or its exegesis. So what is reproduced by 
the stories is not only the social theory they encode, but a hierarchy of social authority 
enacted by their telling. 
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By way of illustration, the following story [4], from the Anangu people of Australia’s 
Western Desert, is of the open type with restricted elements (not revealed here). Its subject 
matter at one level recounts how the people first obtained domestic fire, but the name of 
the story is Kipara, after the principal protagonist, the plains bustard. It was told by a 
senior woman Nganyintja, in the Western Desert dialect Pitjantjatjara, translated here by 
David who had Nganyintja’s permission to discuss it.2 The translation is kept as close as 
possible to Nganyintja’s original wording. To situate the story in its cultural context, please 
imagine her telling it to a group of children of various ages, sitting around the family 
campfire, after the evening meal.  

 

[4] Kipara 

This is a Dreaming story (tjukurpa), it is said. The people were living in this land. In 
all the land, it’s said, lived the people.  

And those people had useless fire, with black firesticks (i.e. useless for igniting a fire). 
With black firesticks it’s said they were living. Look, they were unable it’s said to 
obtain fire. It was like perpetual night, like living in darkness, in the dark night, and 
those people were living in ignorance.  

And it’s said one man, Kipara (plains bustard), was living with fire with good 
firesticks. So in numerous places men were thinking of this one man, of getting that 
fire from him. And they were unable to get it, as they followed him and followed him 
continuously, snatching at the fire. All those men were unable to snatch the fire from 
him.  

And this journey became the tjilka (the annual pilgrimage for male initiation 
ceremonies). It was the tjilka host itself that was carried along in this journey.  

And they were unable to snatch it, as they followed him continuously, snatching at the 
fire. And he kept going continuously, travelling through yonder country, travelling 
and travelling across the land.  

At another place, at the sea he arrived, at the great ocean, and those men also he 
carried along with him. Into the sea it’s said Kipara submerged, into the ocean.  

And Warutjulyalpai, the man, the bird Warutjulyalpai (black falcon, literally ‘fire-
snatches’), soared through the sky, as Kipara it’s said submerged. Here on his head the 
fire was burning. And it’s said Warutjulyalpai, flying swiftly, snatched the fire.  

He brought it back this way. To Watar he brought it, and he cast out firesticks to 
various places. And Watar is now the place of ‘fire burning’, the sacred well of fire. 
The sacred well of fire is Watar, Mt Lindsay. And from there he cast out firesticks to 
many different places.  

And those crows who lacked fire (i.e. the people) saw it and said, ‘Hey, fire is burning 
towards us!’ and they snatched up firesticks. Then they jumped up and danced, 
singing ‘Waii!’ Joyously, it’s said, those crows who lacked fire, who had been 
crouching miserably, it’s said, jumped up at that, and they saw ‘There is fire over 
there with firesticks’. It was burning. And they danced with great joy. That’s how it 
was.  

And that is all the fire, the fire that we now have. It is ignited by rubbing sticks. And 
fire is a good thing. That’s how it was. 
 

                                                                                                                                              
2 Nganyintja is David’s adopted mother and long time teacher. See her biography in Martin and Rose 
(2008:ch. 3). 
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For an analysis that does justice to the complexity of this story’s social functions, we 
need to take four semiotic perspectives: its genre or global social purpose; its tenor – the 
social relations it enacts; its field – including its sequence of activities, and the people, 
things and places involved; and its mode – the role that language plays in realising its 
genre, field and tenor. 

From the perspective of genre, this story is clearly a narrative. Following its geographic 
Orientation, the Complication builds tension through a series of worsening problems, from 
the people’s lack of fire, to their inability to snatch it from Kipara’s head as he strode 
across the land, to his submergence in the sea, threatening to drown it forever. While some 
narratives have a distinct Evaluation stage, the problems here are evaluated as they unfold 
(another common pattern in narratives), initially by reiterating the darkness and ignorance 
in which the people lived, then the frustration of their continual attempts to snatch the  
fire. The Resolution is then strongly signalled by reiteration of the hero’s identity, 
‘Warutjulyalpai, the man, the bird Warutjulyalpai’, as he swooped from the sky to snatch 
the fire, and distribute it to the people from the summit of Watar mountain. This Resolution 
is iteratively evaluated by the people, joyously speaking, dancing and singing, and finally 
by the narrator in a Coda, commenting that fire is a good thing. At the level of genre then, 
the message is a generic one, that frustrating complications can be resolved by purposeful 
action. In this respect the message is consistent with narrative genres in any culture, carried 
not only by the sequence of complicating and resolving activities, but by surges of appraisal 
that evaluate them. 

With regard to tenor, the story is told by an authoritative elder to novice juniors. 
However a conspicuous feature is continual reiteration of the reportative ‘it’s said’, 
expressed in Pitjantjatjara by the adjunct kunyu. By this means Nganyintja repeatedly 
displaces responsibility for the story to others, implicitly the elders who told it to her and 
ultimately to the ancestral protagonists in the story. But there is also a second order tenor 
enacted by these protagonists. As Kipara alone possesses the fire and withholds it from the 
people, he clearly has greater power. On the other hand Warutjulyalpai’s power is at least 
the equal of Kipara, and greater than the people to whom he distributes the fire, but the act 
of distributing creates solidarity with them. Where Warutjulyalpai’s status is legitimated 
by his generosity, reacted to joyously by the people, Kipara’s status is delegitimated by his 
miserliness, that leaves the people in darkness, ignorance and frustration. The strongly 
evaluated message here is that social power and solidarity are acquired through giving, not 
by hoarding.  

In terms of field, message encoding events include the journey ‘becoming the tjilka’, 
the firestick burning on Kipara’s head, Watar becoming ‘the sacred well of fire’, and the 
coda ‘that is all the fire, the fire that we now have’. There are several transformations here. 
Perhaps the simplest is the firestick burning on Kipara’s head, which has left its 
contemporary trace as a black crest of feathers atop the bustard’s white head. This is the 
kind of outcome seized on by just-so retellings of myths (‘how the bustard got his crest’), 
but the function of the story is not to explain the black feathers, rather the feathers inscribe 
the event in the bird’s physiology. Secondly, the coda implies that the fire we have today 
descends from the fire distributed by Warutjulyalpai. Again it would be inaccurate to 
interpret the story as explaining the ‘origin of fire’, since the children listening to it require 
no such explanation, rather the fire around which they hear the story becomes a token for 
its enthralling events. Similarly, the cultural significance of Watar also derives from the 
actions of the ancestor Warutjulyalpai, which made it the ‘sacred well of fire’ (waru piti, 
literally ‘fire well’). Its sacredness is an essence left behind by the Dreaming activities, 
making it a node in the vast network of sacred sites distributed across the Australian 
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continent, each one the location of an ancestral activity, and embodying an essence 
associated with that activity. Transformations such as these are not construed in Australian 
languages as cause-and-effect, but implicitly or explicitly as one thing becoming another 
(see Rose, 1993, for a comparison of causal motifs in the grammars of Pitjantjatjara and 
English).  

Finally, the journey becoming the tjilka pilgrimage is the most obscure but most 
significant transformation. Only when boys are nearing their initiation into manhood in the 
tjilka do they discover that the Kipara story is not primarily about the source of domestic 
fire, but of cultural fire. The men chasing Kipara, unable to obtain the fire, are actually the 
tjilka initiates unable to attain the secret sacred knowledge that is revealed only after 
initiation. The hero Warutjulyalpai is actually the elders, and the fire he casts out is the 
secret sacred hymns sung by elders in the tjilka ceremonies, that can only be heard by 
initiated men. The people joyously picking up the firesticks, singing and dancing are the 
initiates themselves who hear the songs for the first time and learn the sacred dances 
associated with each song cycle.  

In sum, Dreaming stories involve multiple intersecting symbolic relationships, in which 
tokens symbolise/represent/manifest more abstract values: material tokens such as 
landscape features stand for semiotic entities – the events of the Dreaming, and the 
activities and relationships in the stories stand for principles of social and natural order. 
Just-so readings misconstrue such token-value couplings as mechanistic relations of cause-
and-effect, with the story as cause and physical features as effect. At best they may 
recognise a simple token-value relation between the story and a moral message, which they 
interpret as a coda in the manner of Aesop’s fables. 

From the perspective of mode, the Kipara story is an oral monologue that creates its 
own field as it unfolds, that is, it is not dependent on the context of speaking. This is an 
elaborate semiotic achievement involving complex interplays between multiple discourse 
semantic systems, including 1) semantic relations between lexical items in succeeding 
clauses, 2) conjunctions construing logical connections between events, 3) chains of 
reference items that keep track of people, things and places, and 4) waves of textual 
prominence that continually foreground and background information (see Martin & Rose 
2007 for these systems). A detailed description of these patterns is not possible here but a 
few examples can be outlined. 

Lexical relations construct the story’s field through repetition of elements such as 
people, fire, Kipara, firesticks; similarities between elements such as black-dark-night-
ignorance; contrasts such as crouching, jumping up and dancing; and class membership 
such as bustard, falcon and crow. Logical relations between events here are primarily 
additive, as they commonly are in oral stories across languages; the expected logic in a 
story is succession in time, so ‘and’ suffices to construct the sequence. However in the 
Western Desert language, the conjunction ‘and’ also has a second function, to identify the 
core participant of the clause as the same or different from the preceding clause (so-called 
‘switch reference’), so it has a role in tracking identities through the story. A similar 
function is achieved in English by comparative reference (same/another). Other tracking 
devices include personal pronouns ‘he, him, it, they, them’, and demonstratives ‘this, that, 
those, the, here, there, yonder’. These reference resources interact with lexical relations to 
construct the story’s field, as people, things and places are introduced and tracked through 
the events. Finally the listener’s attention to elements of information is managed primarily 
by sequence and tonic focus, as it also is in English. For this reason, each clause in the 
story above has been translated with the same sequence of word groups as far as possible, 
for example: 
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anangu tjuta  nyina-ngi  manta nyanga-ngka 
person PLURAL sit-CONTIN land this-LOC 
‘People were living in this land.’ 
 
manta wingki-ngka  kunyu  nyina-ngi  anangu tjuta  
lands all-LOC REPORT sit-CONTIN person PLURAL 
‘In all the land, it’s said, lived the people.’ 

 
The starting point or Theme of the first clause is the people anangu tjuta, and the end 

point of the clause, its New information, is their location manta nyanga-ngka. The location 
then becomes the starting point for the second clause manta wingki-ngka. As this is an 
atypical position for locations, it is more prominent as a marked Theme, and was also 
spoken with tonic focus, that is, not just ‘in the land’ but contrastively ‘in all the land’. The 
identity of the people is then iterated at the end. By these means the central identity 
(people) and location (land) are made prominent as both Theme and New at the start of the 
story, its setting or point of departure, the macroTheme for the story as a whole. These 
waves of information within each clause then become elements within larger waves that 
present each episode of the story, expressed as paragraphs in text 5 above, and these in turn 
make up the text level waves of Orientation, Complication, Resolution and Coda (for a full 
description of these patterns see Rose 2001:168-206). 

It is remarkable to us that so many language patterns are directly translatable between 
Australian languages like Pitjantjatjara and English, including lexical items and grammatical 
functions at the ranks of word, word group and clause, as well as the discourse semantic 
patterns of lexical relations, conjunction, reference and information waves outlined here. 
All these discourse and grammatical commonalities resonate with those we have seen at 
the levels of genre and field, such as the familiar stages of narratives, or the heroic rescue 
of fire from the water as a symbol of cultural reproduction. The same range of oral story 
genres described by Martin and Plum (1997), including recount, narrative, anecdote and 
exemplum, are found in Australian cultures, whether their field is sacred or profane, and 
can also be found in stories across language families (Rose 2005).3  

It is commonalities such as these that make the languages not only mutually translatable, 
but learnable. This is strikingly apparent in early years classrooms in Aboriginal community 
schools in Australia, where monolingual English speaking teachers are able to engage 
young children with very little English experience, in stories written for English speaking 
children, so that they learn to understand each story and say most of its words in a few 
hours of practice. What these teachers are doing, intuitively, is taking advantage of the 
children’s existing experience in their mother tongues, of comparable language patterns at 
the levels of genre (stories), field (events, people, things, places), tenor (the parental relation 
between adult storyteller and children), discourse semantics, and grammar.  

However, many of the commonalities we have illustrated between Australian and 
European languages hold only for the spoken mode, and for genres that have evolved in 
oral cultures. The written mode that has evolved very recently in certain cultures makes 

                                                                                                                                              
3 With such a wealth of common patterns, it is difficult to see how R.M.W. Dixon, a leading authority on 
Australian languages, could justify his claim that ‘there is absolutely no evidence for a genetic connection 
between Australian languages and anything outside the continent; there is not even the remote “possibility” 
that scholars could argue about’ (1980:238). 
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meaning in very different ways from the spoken mode that is common to all cultures.4 
Aboriginal children with little experience of written texts therefore require explicit 
teaching of these unfamiliar ways of meaning. Such an explicit pedagogy in turn requires 
teachers to be familiar with the language patterns of the texts they work with. It is to this 
domain of knowledge about language that we now turn. 

19.4 Deploying genre 
In section 19.2 we critiqued dubious recontextualisations of Indigenous culture as just-

so-stories. What about alternatives? How might non-Indigenous children be more 
appropriately introduced to Indigenous people and culture? And, equally important, how 
do we go about introducing non-Indigenous people and culture to Indigenous children? We 
will restrict our discussion here to questions bearing on literacy teaching in primary school, 
taking a developmental perspective from the early years up. To achieve such complex 
educational goals, teachers need to have a clear understanding of what it is they are 
teaching, that is the relation between the texts they are using, the cultural contexts of these 
texts, and the language in which they are realised. Essential starting points for this 
understanding lie with genre, field, tenor and mode.  

Martin (1990) makes some challenging observations about the kind of literacy needed 
by Indigenous Australians if they are to successfully negotiate their own future with non-
Indigenous Australians. He argued that the foundation for a broad range of narrative and 
factual genres needed to be laid in primary school (something like the range in Conal’s 
repertoire, as introduced above); and he argued that discourse semantic resources for 
constructing mature forms of these genres and building disciplinary knowledge had to be 
introduced in some form of accessible secondary education.5  

For educational purposes a key distinction must be made between stories and other 
genres. In the preceding sections we showed that story genres can be found in both 
European and Australian cultures; it is in their field and tenor that major differences lie. 
Story genres are common across cultures because they perform social functions that are 
shared by all societies – exchanging experiences between individuals, enacting community 
cohesion through entertaining, gossiping and sharing feelings, and reproducing highly 
valued messages in religious myths (Rose 2006). In contrast, many of the genres that 
students are expected to read and write for success in school education have evolved very 
recently, in the institutional contexts of science and social administration, and in the 
written mode. By Year 3 of school, Conal had already begun to master this range of 
written genres, an age when many Indigenous children are only beginning to read and 
write independently (Rose, Gray & Cowey 1999).  

Beyond stories, ideal bridges into written genres are biography and historical recounts 
written by and about Indigenous people and communities. Some outstanding examples 
include Elaine Russell’s picture book The Shack that Dad Built (2004), When I Was Little, 
Like You by Mary Malbunka (2003), the School Book of Country and History, by Mary 
Malbunka, Nadia Wheatley and Ken Searle (2001), Lowitja (O’Donoghue 2003) and They 
                                                                                                                                              
4 Many of the binary contrasts that are often drawn between Indigenous and European ways of meaning (or 
‘thought’) are actually contrasts between spoken and written ways of meaning, since linguists’ data tends to 
be spoken Indigenous clauses but written English sentences. 
5 Walton (1996) explores these and related issues from a ‘critical’ perspective; see also Martin 2003, 2004a, 
2004b on the issue of giving voice to Indigenous Australians. 
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Took the Children (Hollinsworth 2003). The multiple advantages of texts such as these 
include fields that are familiar for many Indigenous children, and interesting for all 
children, in the context of genres that are not too far from their experience outside the 
school, and can lead to researching their own communities. Beyond biography and local 
history, other written genres, including reports, explanations and arguments, can be 
introduced using texts written about Indigenous fields, that expand the knowledge of all 
children about their national and local culture and history from Indigenous perspectives, as 
well as their skills in reading and writing genres across the school curriculum. A good 
example, aimed at upper primary years, is Windradyne – a Wiradjuri Koorie by Mary Coe 
(1986), which includes causal explanation, exposition and reports about the Wiradjuri 
people of NSW, along with biography and historical recount (for descriptions of these and 
other genres see Martin & Rose 2008).  

While it is crucial that Indigenous topics exemplified in these books are a part of the 
school curriculum for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous children, it must also be 
stressed that Indigenous children are no less interested in the world beyond their own 
communities than are other Australian students. Indigenous topics are a useful entry point 
to the genres of school, but their learning must also expand to the academic fields of the 
curriculum. This means that the mode of texts must become steadily more written as 
students progress through school. In particular it is essential that all students are able to 
read and write grammatical metaphor by the time they start high school, when this 
becomes a pervasive discourse feature of curriculum texts. A necessary foundation for 
handling grammatical metaphor is a capacity to independently read and write the genres 
outlined above. Currently too many Indigenous children are not able to do so by middle 
primary, and are still reading and writing only very simple texts by the end of primary, and 
so cannot engage meaningfully with the secondary curriculum (Rose 2004).  

19.5 Negotiating genre 
Finally we would like to briefly consider the implications of this discussion of written 

genres and how to teach them for Indigenous languages themselves. One of Martin’s more 
controversial suggestions in his 1990 paper was that social purposes for writing in 
Indigenous languages needed to be engineered, possibly with a view to maintaining 
culture, and that Indigenous writing would need to complement writing in English if it 
were to prosper. As Indigenous languages disappear in an ever accelerating curve, and 
interest in language maintenance struggles to keep pace, it is perhaps worth revisiting 
Martin’s argument – especially in relation to the language archiving project of Australian 
descriptive linguistics. This project, as we know, places great emphasis on recording 
languages for posterity, concentrating on phonology, morphology and syntax and the 
vocabulary that arises in pursuing these analyses. Analysis of genres, registers and discourse 
semantic patterns illustrated in section 19.2 above (and in more depth in Rose 2001) is by 
and large beyond the scope of these studies. Grammars of this kind are not in a strong 
position to contribute to the genre engineering project Martin had in mind, nor to the needs 
of language restoration when Indigenous communities try to recover the linguistic meaning 
potential they have lost. 

It may be that the goals and methods of this language archiving project are at root 
incompatible with Indigenous communities’ goals of language maintenance and restoration, 
and school success for their children. From the perspective of mode, simply teaching a 
phonologically accurate orthography for spoken community languages does not constitute 
a sufficient entry point into the written mode. From the perspective of genre, transcribing 
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spoken stories as children’s reading books is not enough either, since spoken stories in any 
culture lack the elaborate semantic resources of written stories for initiating young children 
into the written mode (Rose, Gray & Cowey 1999). From the perspective of field, the 
transcription approach recontextualises fragments of community cultures as school curricula, 
but leaves aside the much larger domains of knowledge and practice that are most at risk. 
And from the perspective of tenor, this approach decontextualises stories from the pedagogic 
relation with elders who have traditional ownership and responsibility for teaching them to 
the young. One solution to these problems is that languages need to be taught by community 
members as a dimension of community practices, supported by the schools and integrated 
with their curricula. The reason for this is given by Nganyintja in a comment she made 
after telling the Kipara story: 
 

ka  tjukurpa  mama-nguntju-ngku  tjakultjungku-pai titutjara 
and story father-mother-ACTOR recount-HABITUAL continually 
‘And Dreaming stories used to be told by parents all the time, 
 
palu  kuwari  tjukurpa tjakultjungku-ntja  wiyari-ngu 
but now story recount-NOMINAL finish-PAST 
but now the telling of Dreaming stories has finished.’ 

 
The daily instruction that children used to receive in more formal dimensions of 

traditional culture, including Dreaming stories, songs and dances, and social protocols,  
has virtually ceased, as Nganyintja says. Indigenous languages are embedded in cultural 
practices such as these, and without such distinct cultural contexts, distinct functions of 
languages cease to exist and they fall out of use. As the school has taken over as the 
primary institution of cultural reproduction in Indigenous communities, we suggest that  
its resources and organisation must be harnessed to teaching the formal dimensions of 
traditional culture and language, along two lines.  

Firstly the community itself can be resourced and organised to provide regular 
systematic instruction in these cultural dimensions. For example, Indigenous teachers at 
Yipirinya community school in Alice Springs regularly take children ‘out bush’ to their 
family communities to study with their elders and record their stories and activities. The 
children’s research then forms the basis of the term’s work, writing in their family 
languages. Secondly the school can develop curricula, in consultation with the community, 
that teach children skills in ethnographic recording and interpretation of their cultural 
traditions. A model for this kind of curriculum is being developed at Yirrkala community 
school (Marika 2007). These approaches address the complementary goals of teaching 
cultural traditions, recording them for the future, and integrating both with the knowledge 
and skills that Indigenous children need for school and later life. 

If they are to have a significant influence in maintaining and reviving Indigenous 
languages, school bilingual programs need to develop these kinds of community-taught, 
ethnographically oriented language programs, moving beyond teaching orthographies 
using simple picture books. Descriptive linguistics can have a valuable role in designing 
curricula for Indigenous community schools, whether the curriculum goal is providing 
access to academic knowledge for Indigenous children, introducing Indigenous culture to 
non-Indigenous children, or maintaining culture and language for Indigenous communities. 
But to do so effectively we have to look beyond the clause, to describe the cultural contexts 
of communities and schools as semiotic systems, including their genres, fields, social 
relations and modes of meaning making. 
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20 Language disguise in OT: reversing 
and truncating 

  

TONI BOROWSKY  

20.1 Introduction 
Secret languages involve some sort of conscious but systematic distortion of words 

thereby creating a ‘code’ that is easily used by those who know it, but opaque to those 
outside the group.1 They are deliberately unfaithful renditions of the languages upon which 
they are based. Nonetheless, the outcome of any manipulation is spoken language; the forms 
must be, and are, naturally spoken by speakers and thus the spoken form is phonologically 
well-formed within the limits defined by the disguise system.  

In this paper I propose an Optimality Theoretic account of an unusual truncation secret 
language: Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway language’ as described by Annie Langlois (2006). The 
analysis is based upon the theory behind the analysis of Dhochi in Borowsky and Avery 
(2009) that makes use of the correspondence theory of faithfulness, in particular Output-
Output correspondence between base words and their secret language counterparts (i.e. 
Base-Argot (BA) correspondence (Ito, Kitagawa & Mester 1996). The proposal involves 
an inversion of the normal ranking of some of the crucial faithfulness constraint families in 
secret languages. The standard faithfulness constraints are re-ranked in the BA system 
specifically in order to make forms unfaithful.  

After laying out the theoretical background and illustrating it with a brief account of a 
Kekchi reversing language,2 Aatinak Chi Jaljo, I show how the system can be extended to 
account for the extremely interesting truncation argot described by Langlois (2006). Space 
does not permit a complete typology of all speech disguise types but combining the various 
constraint types and rankings will allow for all the attested game types as well as 
combination types (see Laycock 1972). 

                                                                                                                                              
1 I am grateful to Peter Avery who started me thinking about language games and to Roger Schwarzschild 
who provided me with all the data about the Kekchi game from his fieldnotes. Thanks also to my LNGS3690 
class of 2009 and Hope McManus for their assistance and comments. 
2 Laycock (1972) coins the term ‘ludling’ for these secret languages.  I use this term and language game and 
secret language interchangeably. 
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20.2 Language games as unfaithfulness 
Secret languages are ubiquitous in the languages of the world. An excellent discussion 

of the variety of categories of different ludling types is presented by Bagemihl (1995), who 
identifies the major types: infixing and reversing (1 and 2 below). Less common are 
replacement and templatic languages. I will not consider these here. Bagemihl’s typology 
does not include truncation (3) below. In the data below, bolded portions indicate affected 
material in the word, and underlines indicate the moved or truncated material as well as its 
original location in the word. 

 
(1) Infixing/affixing:  

e.g. Western Torres Straits language (reported in Dixon1980:68):  
yawo  →  yakawoko ‘goodbye’, ŋay  →  nakay.  
e.g. Costa Rican Spanish (Piñeros 1998): maestro ‘teacher’  →  mapaepestropo 

 
(2) Reversing:  

e.g. Arrente ‘Rabbit Talk’ (Turner & Breen 1984): (əә)kwəәɳəәtj´k  →  __(əә)ɳəәtjəәkəәkw  
‘to swallow’ 
e.g. Kekchi ‘Aaatinak Chi Jaljo’ (Schwartzschild pers. comm.):  
taanumeek  →  meektanu ‘you pass by’ 

 
(3) Truncation:  

e.g. Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway language’ (Langlois 2006): pukul ari-nyi → ___kularinyi 
‘happy-INCHO-PRES’ 

 
Faithfulness constraints in Optimality Theory (OT) maintain the identity of corresponding 

forms by penalising any changes that occur between them. Since the object of secret 
languages is to exclude those who are not in on the ‘game’ it is clear that normal faithfulness 
cannot be assumed in games. Yet, most of these languages are not like abstract codes; 
importantly they maintain their relationship to the base language and continue to ‘sound 
like’ the base language.3 Rather than changing the base language completely, they make it 
more difficult to understand by disrupting normal lexical retrieval. As a result they are 
generally quite easy to understand if you know the rule. The key to the way they work is to 
know just how they disrupt normal lexical retrieval patterns so you can compensate for the 
disruption.  

Normal lexical retrieval is ‘left to right’; the listener compiles information as it comes 
in, until the point in the word at which it can be unambiguously recognised (the 
recognition point). So inserting some material to disrupt the sequence of segments and 
syllables will disrupt lexical retrieval because it introduces spurious material. Presumably, 
if you know the inserted material is spurious, you can disregard it. This sort of insertion of 
material into the base word is a very common type of speech disguise.  

 
(4) Disregarding infixing:  mapaepestropo 

 

                                                                                                                                              
3 I exclude secret languages like Damin as described by Hale discussed in Dixon (1980). Damin consciously 
does not even sound like the base language.  My analysis accounts only for those secret languages in which a 
regular process disrupts the word structure – like reversing or infixing or as we shall see, truncating. 
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As compared to regular infixation/insertion as seen in regular phonologies, the game 
insertion is further exaggerated by repeated infixation across each syllable of the word. 
(Infixing games are discussed in Yu 2007.) 

Reversing games disguise speech by misaligning the word/segment/syllable alignment 
at word edges thus disrupting lexical retrieval. If you move the first syllable out of its 
position or move the last syllable into the first position, lexical retrieval is harder. However 
if you know where the actual first syllable is, because you know what has been moved and 
where it is now located, you know what to pay attention to and lexical retrieval can still 
take place.  

  
(5) (əә)kWəәɳəәtj´k  ‘to swallow’ →  ___(əә)ɳəәtjəәkəәkw  

 
Bagemihl (1989) observed that reversing games are tightly constrained in what moves 

and where it moves to; these games always manipulate edge syllables, either switching two 
edge syllables around or transposing one of the edge syllables to the other edge. These limits 
on movement are derived in the system proposed in Borowsky and Avery (2009) as the 
natural result of the requirement of minimal violation of constraints in OT as we show 
below. 

Reversing games are also very common. The movement of segments such as we find in 
metathesis processes in natural phonologies is exaggerated in these games, but they are 
nonetheless relatively easy to parse because of the constraints on the movement of material. 

Truncation disguise, in contrast, is quite rare. Assuming processing proceeds left to 
right, it follows that the left edge of a word is more important than the right edge for 
lexical retrieval. Thus truncation patterns in languages preferably target the right edge 
rather than the left edge (see Nelson 2003).  As a speech disguise, truncation of the right 
edge is not unattested: according to Leslau (1952) Ethiopian minstrels’ language includes 
it as part of the strategy; Sherzer (1976) gives examples of a Javanese play language aku 
arep luŋo → ak ar luŋ ‘ I am going to go’. Japanese Geisha-house Discretionary Names 
also involve truncation (Mester 1990). Right edge truncation is also widely observed in 
specialised jargons that have a similar effect of excluding those not in the know. (Consider 
for example, US military clippings like defcon, PacCom, AirDefCom.) One imagines that 
the relative scarcity of truncating as speech disguise, as compared to more common 
reversing and infixing games, is because truncation at the right edge is less effective as a 
disguise because many words can be, and are, recognised well before the end of the word. 
In contrast truncation of the left edge makes it extremely difficult to access the word, 
because the initial material is gone altogether and it is in no way predictable, as is the 
disruption in other game types, so its not surprising that it is rare. Nonetheless, while rare, 
it does exist. Langlois (2006) describes an instance of a left edge truncating game 
Pitjantjatjara Shortway, which I will discuss in detail below. Nelson (2003) itemises some 
English counter-culture slang that is extremely similar in form.  

20.3 Base argot correspondence 
Within OT, correspondence is proposed to account for the patterns of identity observed 

between input and output forms in phonology. I(nput) O(utput) correspondence is 
correspondence between an underlying form (Input) and its surface form (Output), while 
OO correspondence is argued to hold between related words, that is, surface forms 
(Outputs). 
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The model described here is proposed in Borowsky and Avery (2009) which is, in turn, 
influenced by Ito, Kitagawa and Mester (1996).4 Both analyses are based upon McCarthy 
and Prince (1995) B(ASE)R(ED) correspondence and Benua (1995) B(ASE)T(RUNC) 
correspondence. Let us consider Benua (1995) in illustration. In her model, a truncated 
Output is related to the corresponding base Output form by means of a set of 
correspondence constraints that hold between the Base and the Truncatum. She calls this 
BT Correspondence. These constraints sit alongside regular IO Correspondence constraints, 
but the two sets of faithfulness constraints are independent of each other and, hence, their 
ranking may be different. Thus BT correspondence and IO correspondence may have 
distinct ranking both with respect to each other and to markedness constraints.  

 
(6) Benua’s (1995) model: 
   BT-faith 
  Base [pæməәləә] ↔ Truncatum  [pæm] 
 IO-Faith ↕ 
  Input /pæməәləә/ 

 
Truncation occurs because in the morphological conditions in which it occurs, the 

special BT correspondence constraint guarding against deletion (that is MAXBT; don’t delete) 
is low ranked in the system. The corresponding constraint MAXIO governs the relation 
between the input and output. Since deletion is not observed in the regular phonology we 
know that MAXIO is high ranked in the IO faithfulness ranking.  

BASEARGOT (hence BA) Correspondence has the same properties as BT Correspondence 
but is specific to the language disguise situation. It involves all the usual faithfulness 
constraints. For instance: 

Faithfulness constraints 
• MaxBA: Every segment of the base form must correspond to a member of the argot 

form (No deletion) 
• DepBA: Every segment of the argot form must correspond to a member of the base 

form (No insertion) 
• ContiguityBA: The portion of the base standing in correspondence forms a contiguous 

string as does the correspondence portion of the argot form 
• LinearityBA: The base is consistent with the precedence structure of the argot, and 

vice versa. 
• AnchorLeftBA: The left edge of the argot must correspond to the left edge of the base. 
• AnchorRightBA: The right edge of the argot must correspond to the right edge of the 

base. 
Borowsky and Avery (2009) propose, following Bagemihl (1989), that reversing games 

involve the addition of a phonologically empty morpheme – here we call it ARG(OT) – 
which is filled by movement of segments from the input word. The optimal game form is 

                                                                                                                                              
4 The analysis of a Japanese reversing game by Ito, Kitagawa and Mester (1996) uses a game-specific 
CROSS-ANCHOR constraint as well as low-ranked LINEARITY. Our model involves only the available family 
of faithfulness constraints – deriving the realisation of the game morpheme directly from the lowest ranked 
BASE ARGOT correspondence constraint/s (see Borowsky & Avery 2009 for discussion). 
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the one involving minimal change of phonological material of the base form while still 
satisfying language-specific markedness constraints. Reversing thus involves low ranking 
of LINEARITYBA and CONTIGUITY BA.  

I propose that the truncating ‘Shortway language’ game involves the concatenation of a 
semantically empty ARG morpheme together with low ranking of MAX BA. This will ensure 
that the morpheme is ‘realised’ by deletion. Left-edge truncation is captured by the 
inversion of the ranking of the Anchor constraints out of their standard ‘normal’ ranking: 
ANCHORR BA >> ANCHORL BA. CONTIGUITY BA ensures that deletion of edge material is 
always preferred to deletion of medial material. 

In summary, ranking one or more of the BA faithfulness constraints down in the 
hierarchy will accomplish different types of distortion.  

20.4 Analysis of a reversing game 
In this section I will present a sketch analysis of a reversing language to demonstrate 

how the system works. The analysis presented here is based upon the theory outlined in 
Borowsky and Avery (2009). The data comes from a little known secret language of Coban 
Kekchi,5 a language of Guatemala, called aatinak chi jaljo. 

 
(7)  aatinak: ‘to speak’ 

chi: preposition 
jaljo: adjective formed from root meaning ‘change, exchange’  

 
The game is a type of reversing game that involves transposition – that is, moving 

material from one end of the word to the opposite end. 
The game strategy in Kekchi, like many similar games in other languages, is complex 

with a lot of variation observed. My analysis will abstract away from the complexities of 
this variation and describe the general pattern only. The general strategy is most easily 
seen in trisyllabic words where the last syllable is transposed to the beginning of the word.  
Examples are given in (8). 
 
(8) Base Game Gloss 
 b’aanunkil kilb’aanuk ‘to make’ 
 kwoqšimb’il b’il woqšim ‘boiled’ 
 utz’u’ux uxutz’u ‘flowers’ 
 iskwela laiskwe ‘school’ 
 taanumeek meektanu ‘you pass by’ 
 ok-leb’-aal b’aalokle’ ‘door’ 
 rupupik pikrupu ‘to fly’ 
 profesor sorprofe ‘teacher’ (S) 
 k’ehomaq maqk’eho ‘take!’ 
 maestro tromaes ‘teacher’ (S) 

                                                                                                                                              
5 This data reported here was collected in July 2007 by Roger Schwarzschild in San Sebastian de Caoba, Alta 
Verapaz, Guatemala from several young speakers. Kekchi is described briefly in Campbell (1974) which 
presents a short sketch of some of the phonology. Campbell also mentions a different secret language derived 
from Spanish, called Jerigonza.  Jerigonza is an infixing language that inserts pV after every vowel [xerigonza] 
→ [xeperipigoponsapa].  This is an example of an infixing language as discussed in (1). 
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In disyllabic words the two syllables interchange. There is no reason not to suppose that 
these forms are also the result of transposition of the final syllable to the beginning of the 
word (although transposing the initial to the end of the word would result in the same 
output). Note however that it really does not matter what we assert the strategy to be, 
because it is the form of the output that matters, not the method for getting there. Some 
examples of disyllabic forms are provided in (9): 

 
(9) Disyllabic Bases Game Gloss 
 tz’ii-leb’ leb’tz’i ‘writing utensil’ 
 ismal malis ‘hair’ 
 klavel velkla ? 
 tyalok loktya ‘to try, to test’ 
 kamiis miska ‘shirt’ 
 mes-leb’ leb’mes ‘broom’ 
 čakač kač ča ‘basket’ 
 mukuy kuymu ‘dove’ 
 sulul lulsu ‘mud’ 
 sirso sosir ‘round’ 
 koštal talkoš type of bag 
 tikla latik ‘begin’ root 
 kwalal lalkwa ‘my kid’ 
 tiqkwal kwaltiq ‘hot’ 

 
(10) Monosyllabic Bases Game Gloss 
 uuq quu  ‘skirt’ 
 maak kaam ‘fault, sin’ 
 tu’ ut ‘woman’s chest’ 
 kaam maak ‘string’ 
 naay yaan ‘nylon’ 
 meeš šeem ‘table’ 
 či’ ič ‘nance’ (fruit) 
 is si’ ‘camote’(vegetable) 
 kweš šekw ‘pants’ 
 b’oot toop ‘boot’ 
 oq qo ‘foot’ 
 hoop (b') b’ooh ‘five’ 
 šiw wiš ‘fear’ 
 pek kep ‘stone’ 
 tyum muty ‘a woman’s male child’ 
 tul lut ‘banana’ 
 tyaal lač ‘true’ 
 hu ux ‘book’ 
 hiš šix ‘tiger’ 
 kex xek ‘deer’ 
 tz’i’ itz’ ‘dog’ 
 šam maš ‘fire’ 
 raš šar ‘green’ 
 čiin niič ‘orange’ (fruit) 
 kar rak ‘fish’ 
 če’ eč ‘tree’ 
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In monosyllables it is impossible to switch or transpose the syllable around itself so a 
different strategy is employed: the segments of the word reverse. Examples of the 
segmental reversal are provided in (10). 

Notice that in the game forms, allophonic alternations observed in regular Kekchi are 
also observed in these forms; for instance, h is realised as x word-finally, b’ alternates with 
p word-finally and so on.  

Low ranking of LINEARITY BA and CONTIGUITY BA provides the primary machinery to 
account for the main types of reversing games. LINEARITY is the constraint that ensures 
constituents do not move around, thus, movement of any element in the string results in a 
linearity violation. CONTIGUITY ensures that constituents remain adjacent to each other; 
movement may or may not result in a contiguity violation; for instance, reversing a word 
totally incurs no contiguity violations, whereas moving material from one end of a word to 
another would result in a violation.  

Determining the number of violations of Linearity is difficult. For our purposes let us 
assume here that any crossing association line is a linearity violation. So moving the first 
syllable across the second in the disyllable badu → duba crosses two lines, thus, four 
violations of Linearity result. 

 
(11)  b a d u 

 

  d u  b a 
 
Each segment/syllable has two edges contiguous to another except the very first one and 

the very last, hence movement of any material inside a word will always incur more 
contiguity violations than movement of a constituent at the very edge. So moving a 
syllable at the word edge of any word longer than a bisyllable, to the other end of the word 
may incur many linearity violations, but it incurs fewer contiguity violations than moving 
two adjacent syllables around each other, because one of the two adjacent syllables has  
two edges contiguous to other syllables. Exchanging adjacent syllables, and transposing an 
edge syllable from one edge to the other, are the two primary types of reversing games 
observed. If CONTIGUITY is ranked above LINEARITY, the Transposition strategy is derived 
over the exchange of adjacent syllables. To derive exchange the opposite ranking is 
required. 
 
(12) REV+badupi CONTIGUITY (SYLLABLES/SEG) LINEARITY SEGMENTS 

 ☞pi+badu du*pi pi****badu 

    bapidu ba*du  du*pi du**pi 

    dubapi du*pi  ba*du du**ba 

 
Moving pi to the opposite edge incurs only one contiguity violation, compared to 

moving the middle syllables to an edge, which results in two contiguity violations. Thus, it 
is always better to transpose with respect to the CONTIGUITY constraint.  

The secret language involves attaching a phonologically and semantically empty 
morpheme, which is realised by movement of material from the input word. I call it REV 
for transparency but the reader should be aware that the morpheme does not force the 
movement of material – it would be more correct to call it ARG. 
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MAXBA and DEPBA must be ranked higher than MORPH-REAL. MORPH-REAL ensures 
that there is some actual realisation of the ARG morpheme. In this paper I have conflated 
two constraints, MORPH-REAL and MORPH-DIST. The latter is normally used to ensure that 
the two forms are distinct from each other; it rules out zero derivations as well as string 
vacuous movement such as badupi → ba-dupi. I am using MORPH-REAL here to stand as 
shorthand for both. 

 
(13) MORPH-REAL (De Lacy 2002): In any concatenation of affix and base, the affix must 

be realised in a way that is distinct from the form of the unaffixed base. 
 
The dominance of MAXBA and DEPBA ensures that the REV morpheme cannot be realised 

by insertion or deletion of base material. To ensure that the realisation of REV is by 
movement, the constraints LINEARITYBA and CONTIGUITYBA must be ranked below MORPH-
REAL. In this way, movement provides phonological material for the empty morpheme. To 
ensure transposition rather than some other kind of movement, CONTIGUITYBA outranks 
LINEARITYBA. ANCHORσL must outrank ANCHORσR to ensure it is the last syllable that 
moves, rather than the first.  

 
(14) /REV+iskwela/ MORPHREAL ANCHORσL ANCHORσR CONTIGUITY  LINEARITY  

 ☞la+is kw e   * e*l ****la6 
**** 

    kw e+isla  *!  e*l; s*kw **kw e  la 

    iskwela *!     
 
The same system derives the correct output for bisyllabic words: 
 

(15) REV+imul MORPHREAL ANCHORσL ANCHORσR CONTIGUITY  LINEARITY  

 ☞mul+i   * i*m *** 

    imul *!     
 
Game words generally conform to the regular phonology in this language, so we see, for 

example: šaab’ [šaap] → b’aaš ‘shoe’( /b’/ is realised as voiceless when word final). We 
can therefore assume that the markedness constraints responsible for these alternations are 
ranked above the Argot specific constraints. For instance, constraints on the well-
formedness of syllables will play a role in determining which output form is preferred: 
koštal → talkoš and not, say, *lkošta ‘type of bag’. Let us use the shorthand constraint σ 
STRUC to stand for these constraints.  

 
(16) REV+koštal σSTRUC MORPHREAL ANCHORσL CONTIGUITY  LINEARITY  

    koštal  *!    

 ☞talkoš    š*t koš*t*a*l 
*** *** 

    lkošta *!   a*l k*o*š*t*a* 

                                                                                                                                              
6 8 violations because two segments cross over 4 segments. 
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As we noted above, monosyllables cannot reverse syllables, and, instead, segments 
reverse. No special machinery is required to account for this. The system as described 
above applies with no adjustment required, to derive these reversals. A tableau is provided 
in (17) for šam ‘fire’. 
 
(17) REV+šam σ  STRUC MORPHREAL ANCHORσL CONTIGUITY  LINEARITY  

    šam  *!    

 ☞maš   *  š*a*m* 

    m+ša *!   a*m š*a* 

    am+š *!   a* š š*a*m 

    šma *!  * š*a m*a 

 
The candidates in (17) show all possible permutations of the segments in this word. The 

total reversal is the optimal form because all the others violate higher ranked constraints. 
No reversal at all is a violation of MORPHREAL. Any other permutation results in ill-
formed syllable structure.  

Thus, the system accounts quite straightforwardly for all the observed patterns of 
reversal. Having seen how the analysis works for reversing games, let us now see how it 
can be used to describe Teenage Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway language’.  

20.5 Analysis of a left-edge truncating game 
According to Langlois (2006), ‘Shortway language’ is used by a specific group of 

Pitjantjatjara teenage girls to speak to each other and exclude others. Like most data on 
secret languages or ‘games’ it is highly restricted. Langlois observes that it was used by a 
smallish group of teenagers in a particular circle of friends, often especially to exclude 
younger children from their classroom.  

The data comes directly from Langlois7 (2006) and was collected in the field by 
participant observation. In this Argot, the word is disguised by left-edge truncation as 
below: 

 
(18) Areyonga Teenage Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway language’ 

 kutjara tjara ‘two’ 
 rapita pita ‘rabbit’ 
 alatjiri-nyi latjirinyi ‘behave like this-PRES’ 
 pukula-ri-nyi kularinyi ‘happy-INCHO-PRES’ 

 
This makes ‘Shortway language’ particularly interesting. Compare, for example, 

hypocoristic formation in English, which regularly involves truncation of the material at 
the right (sometimes with the addition of a suffix), leaving intact the material at the left 
edge: 

                                                                                                                                              
7 Langlois points out that the basis for the shortway language is the variety she calls Teenage Pitjantjatjara. 
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(19) Base Hypocoristic 

 Australia Oz 
 Tasmania Tazzie 
 Pamela Pam(my) 
 Barbara Barb(s) 
 Maximilian Max8 

 
Left-edge truncation is not unattested though it is rare. Laycock (1972:77, 78, 99) 

mentions similar examples from Javanese, attributed to Sherzer (1976) but not in fact 
discussed in Sherzer’s paper, which discusses only a right-edge truncating game in Javanese 
(1976:28). Laycock describes these examples as ‘catchphrases’. This suggests that the left-
edge truncating process is not productive in Javanese either. 

 
(20) Javanese:  

trasi bakar gosong pinggir → si kar sung gir ‘the blachan is burning and the  
  edges scorched’9  

silit ku kepet dilaten → lit ku pet laten ‘lick my unwashed arse’ 
 

Another left-edge truncation disguise is found in Buin (Laycock 1969), a Papuan 
language spoken in Bougainville. Ordinary words can be truncated and then affixed to 
form what Laycock calls ‘poetic synonyms’. The disguise functions as a kind of avoidance 
usage, especially when it is done with names. These forms are created by truncating and 
leaving only the first or last two syllables of a word (i.e. apparently a foot) and affixing a 
suffix. Some examples from Laycock (1969:11) are given below: 
 
(21) Buin: 

Normal Poetic 

miimiti miti+gal 
kugunia nia+koto 
tiimpa mpa+nei 
eekio kio+ral 

 
Nicole Nelson (2003) discusses some examples of left-edge truncation from English, 

noting that these words are either teenage slang or 1960s counterculture forms. Nelson 
asserts, and I concur, that these examples should ‘be considered intentionally masked, part 
of a secret language using an unnatural system to preserve its covert nature’.  

                                                                                                                                              
8 Simpson (2001) observes a few hypocoristic place names with left-edge truncation that turn up preceded by 
‘the’. Simpson suggests that these are ‘playful’ forms, suggesting that they are probably amenable to an 
account similar to the one proposed in this paper sensitive also to stress. 

Wooloomooloo  The Loo 
Wollongong/Mittagong The Gong 
Camooweal  The Wheel 
Wodonga   The Donga/Dong 
Tarcutta   The Cutta 
9 Blachan is shrimp paste used in cooking. 
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(22) Base Truncation 
parents rents  
magazine zine 
suburb burbs  
gonads nads 
retard tard 
alligator gator 
Vietnam (war) Nam 
mushrooms shrooms 
freshmen shmen 
weblog blog 

 
I therefore assume that the Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway language’ is a legitimate type of 

secret language, since the left-edge truncation that characterises this game is virtually 
identical to that seen in the English words above and the two Javanese examples in (20). 
As noted above, the rarity of the process in the language games of the world probably has 
more to do with the difficulty in parsing it than anything else. 

To account for the fact that the truncation takes place at the ‘wrong’ edge of the word I 
assume that the Anchoring constraints are deliberately re-ranked in the game. ANCHOR 
LEFT consistently outranks ANCHOR RIGHT (Nelson 2003) in regular phonologies. But in 
the system of deliberate disguise that characterises language games, the ranking is 
inverted, allowing for left-edge deletion. The examples in (23) are taken from Langlois 
(2006:186-187) and show the consistent deletion of the initial syllable.10  
 
(23)  Areyonga Teenage Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway language’ 

kutjara tjara ‘two’ 
rapita pita ‘rabbit’ 
alatjiri-nyi latjirinyi ‘behave like this-PRES’ 
pukula-ri-nyi kularinyi ‘happy-INCHO-PRES’ 
kuula laa ‘school’ 
miita taa ‘boyfriend, girlfriend’ 
iranti ranti ‘red-tailed black cockatoo’ 
ali lii ‘early’ 
kungka kaa ‘young woman’ 
unytju-ri-nyi tjurinyi ‘like-INCHO-PRES 
kunta taa ‘shame’ 
ampu-ni puni ‘hold someone-PRES’ 
kunkuna-ri-nyi kunarinyi ‘sleep-INCHO-PRES’ 
anku-nytja-ku kunytjaku ‘go-NOM-PURP’ 
ngalku-ni kuni ‘eat-PRES’ 

                                                                                                                                              
10 Two shortway words are noted where the homorganic nasal-stop cluster is retained as an initial cluster. 
Both cases involve the cluster /nt/. 
(12)  nyuntu  →  ntu ‘2sg’ 
 ngunti-ringa-nyi  →  ntiringanyi ‘wrong-INCHO-PRES’ 
Compare kunta  →  taa ‘shame’ where the n deletes as expected. Langlois considers whether the initial nasal 
in these words plays a role here but comes to no conclusion because of lack of evidence. I do not have an 
account for these either. 
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In addition to the faithfulness constraints used above in the discussion of the reversing 
language, the analysis of ‘Shortway language’ requires the following: 

• MAXBA Every segment of the base form must correspond to a member of the argot 
form (here the truncatum). 

• DEPµBA Every mora of the argot form (i.e. the truncatum) must correspond to a 
member of the base form. 

• ANCHORLEFTBA The segment at the left edge of the argot form( i.e. the truncatum) 
must correspond to the segment as the left edge of the base. 

• ANCHORRIGHTBA The segment at the right edge of the argot form (i.e. the truncatum) 
must correspond to the segment as the right edge of the base. 

Crucially we assume that ANCHORRIGHTBA>>ANCHORLEFTBA as below: 
 
(24) TRUNC+rapita ANCHORRIGHTBA ANCHORLEFTBA MAXBA 

	 ☞pita  * ra 

    rapi *!  ta 
 
CONTIGUITY must outrank both ANCHOR constraints to ensure that any truncation that 

takes place occurs only at the edge of the word. 
 
(25) TRUNC+rapita CONTIGUITYBA ANCHORRIGHTBA ANCHORLEFTBA MAXBA 

    ra_ta ra*pi*ta!    

	 ☞pita ra*pi  * ra 

    rapi pi*ta *!  ta 
 
As noted by Langlois, truncation deletes the entire first syllable and not just a single 

segment resulting in something like *apita. According to the precepts of OT, any changes 
to an input word must involve minimal violation of constraints. Hence deletion of material 
must be minimal, which means that the object of truncation should not be a syllable – rather, 
it should be a segment. I will argue that the fact that a syllable appears to be truncated is 
not because a syllable is targeted by the truncation, but rather it is epiphenomenal in that it 
is the output of the truncation process that must be well-formed; truncating less than the 
entire syllable results in an ill-formed output. The same argument can be made for the 
movement of a syllable in the reversing game above. 

We account for this by ranking the constraints on well-formedness of syllables above 
MAXBA. In this case we see that the markedness constraint, ONSET, must rank above 
MAXBA. 
 
(26) TRUNC+rapita ANCHORRIGHTBA ANCHORLEFTBA ONSET MAXBA 

	 ☞pita  *  ra 

    rapi *!   ta 

    apita  * *! r 
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Similarly *COMPLEX must outrank MAXBA. 
 

(27) TRUNC+ngalku-ni ANCHORRIGHTBA ANCHORLEFTBA *COMPLEX ONSET MAXBA 

	 ☞kuni  *   ngal 

    ngalku *!    ni 

    alkuni  *  *! ng 

    lkuni  * *  nga 

 
Note that Onsetless syllables are permitted in Pitjantjatjara. What we are seeing here is 

a classic emergence of the unmarked effect (TETU), which occurs when a markedness 
constraint is sandwiched between the two sets of correspondence constraints; that is, 
ranked below the IO correspondence but above the BA correspondence: MAXIO>> 
ONSET>>MAXBA.  

When markedness constraints are ranked above both sets of correspondence constraints 
the normal properties of the grammar will be observed in game forms as well as IO forms. 
As Langlois notes, the output of the truncation process conforms to Pitjantjatjara 
phonological structure. Thus, for example, when a bisyllabic word is shortened the 
resulting monosyllable has a long vowel. This occurs in order to conform to the general 
word structure requirement that a word is minimally a foot in Pitjantjatjara.  

 
(28) Areyonga Teenage Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway language’ 

rama  maa ‘crazy’ 
maku kuu ‘witchetty grub’ 
papa  paa ‘dog’ 

 
There are also other phonological constraints found in Traditional Pitjantjatjara that are 

adhered to in the ‘Shortway language’. For instance the alveolar/retroflex distinction is 
neutralised in initial position: 

 
(29) Areyonga Teenage Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway language’ 

kuta taa ‘senior brother, or cousin’ 
putu tuu ‘in vain’ 
malu luu ‘kangaroo’ 
kalaya laya ‘emu’ 
anangu nangu ‘people’ 
kinara nara ‘moon’ 
mara   raa ‘hand’ 
piruku ruku ‘again’ 

  
Conformity to normal phonological patterns of the language is expected in an OT 

grammar when markedness constraints are higher ranked than BA constraints. Outputs 
must be well-formed and pronounceable even though they have been disguised. So we 
must rank the following markedness constraints:  
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Markedess constraints: 

MINWD: A word must be bimoraic 
No Coda: Syllables must not have codas 
*[ wdRETROFLEX11 
*VV No Long vowels 
 
In order to account for the lengthening of the vowel of the remaining syllable in some 

forms after truncation, we must ensure that MINWD outranks *VV as it does in the regular 
phonology. This accounts for the fact that even though the form is truncated the vowel is 
lengthened to provide an additional mora, because otherwise it would not be a well-formed 
word. 
 
(30) TRUNC+maku MINWD *VV 

    ku *!  

	 ☞kuu  * 
 
The fact that truncation is permitted to occur and is not blocked by MINWD means we 

need an additional constraint to enforce truncation. We assume this is due to MORPHREAL, 
which, as we saw above, ensures some kind of change in the base word as a realisation of 
the TRUNC morpheme. This constraint ranks above MINWD and MAXBA but we cannot rank 
the latter with respect to MAXBA. 
 
(31) TRUNC+maku MORPHREAL MINWD MAXBA 

    maku *!   

    ku  *! * 

	 ☞kuu   * 
 

(Let us assume that MORPHREAL is always highest ranked, though I will omit it in the 
tableaux for the sake of simplicity.) Other possible candidates for the above form should 
also be considered. These permit us to rank other constraints with respect to each other. So, 
MINWD also crucially dominates DEPµ because it allows for vowel lengthening when 
otherwise the form would violate MINWD. ONSET dominates MINWD because the last form 
in the (35) is not permitted even though it appears otherwise optimal. ONSET and DEPµ  
outrank MAXBA. 
 
(32) TRUNC+maku ONSET MINWD DEPµ  MAXBA 

    ku  *!  ma 

	 ☞kuu   * ma 

    aku *!   m 

                                                                                                                                              
11 As a reviewer correctly points out, this is probably not the most effective constraint to account for the 
alternation. Retroflex consonants in many Australian languages require a preceding vowel (initial position is 
a particular instance of not having a preceding vowel) so the constraint should be more general however 
since this isn’t crucial to my analysis I have chosen to go with the brute-force version rather than getting into 
the issue of how to account for the retroflex/alveolar alternation in general.  
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We assume that the two anchor constraints are ranked above MAXBA, with ANCHOR 
RIGHTBA highest ranked, but it is not possible to rank them with respect to the markedness 
constraints. 
 
(33) TRUNC+maku ONSET MINWD *DEPµ  ANCHOR 

RIGHTBA 
ANCHOR 
LEFTBA 

MAXBA 

    ku  *!   * ma 

	 ☞kuu   *  * ma 

    aku *!    * m 

    ma  *!  *  ku 

    maa   * *!  ku 
 
Lastly recall that the retroflex distinction is neutralised when in word initial position as 

normal in Pitjantjatjara phonology. Thus the markedness constraint *[WDRETROFLEX must 
outrank both the BA and IO correspondence constraints ensuring identity: *[WDRETROFLEX 
>> IDENT RETROFLEXIO , IDENT RETROFLEXBA. 

 
(34) kalaya  →  laya  ‘emu’ 
 TRUNC+ 

kalaya 
*[WDRETROFLEX IDENT 

RETROFLEXBA 
ANCHOR 
RIGHTBA 

ANCHOR
LEFTBA 

MAXBA 

    laya *!   * ka 

	 ☞laya  *  * ka 
 
One question we must ask regards the relationship between vowel lengthening and 

ANCHORRIGHT. When a mora is inserted to satisfy MINWD, where is it inserted? If it is 
inserted at the R edge, is it in violation of ANCHORRIGHT? I have assumed above that the 
lengthened vowel does not violate ANCHORRIGHT and formulated the Anchor constraint 
over segments. I do this because in many language games the prosody is independent of 
the segmental movement. So for instance, in Finnish, games move segments but leave 
length intact (Vago 1985). In Kishingelo, a Sanga reversing game, the tones and length 
remain while the segments move around. I take it that what we are seeing here with the 
vowel lengthening is the maintenance of the prosody in the same way – the word/foot 
structure remains the same and is properly anchored – lengthening the vowel does not 
introduce an additional segment – so that segment is still anchored. 

The English left-edge truncations behave the same way as the Pitjantjatjara ‘Shortway 
language’ and can be described with virtually the same system of BA faithfulness 
(differing only in the ranking of the ordinary markedness constraints in each language). 
 
(35) parents ANCHORRIGHTBA ANCHORLEFTBA ONSET MAXBA 

    pa *!   rents 

	 ☞rents  *  pa 

    ents  * * par! 

    arents  * *! p 
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One interesting difference between the two languages is the fact that some of the 
English truncations have complex onsets (shrooms ‘mushrooms’, shmen ‘freshmen’) while 
the Pitjantjatjara examples never did. This follows from the fact that English phonology 
generally permits more complex syllable structure than Pitjantjatjara. As a result, in 
English, truncation sometimes targets less than the entire first syllable (e.g. shrooms). This 
is not seen in the ‘Shortway language’ because of Pitjantjatjara’s less liberal syllable 
structure. The differences follow without ado from the analysis proposed above and 
illustrate the point that is central to OT – that violation must be minimal and truncation 
targets segments, not syllables. 

We see from the forms given above that *COMPLEX in English is ranked below MAXBA 
but ONSET is ranked above MAXBA. The candidate that violates MAXBA the least is always 
preferred to the one that deletes more of the base material. However if the output violates 
ONSET it loses, while violating *COMPLEX is preferred. Again I assume the preference for 
onsets is an emergence of the unmarked effect. English permits onsetless syllables in word 
initial position but they never surface in the truncations. 
 
(36) mushrooms ANCHORRIGHTBA ANCHORLEFTBA ONSET MAXBA *COMPLEX 

    rooms  *  mush!  

	 ☞shrooms  *  mu * 

    ushrooms  * *! m  

    ooms  * *! mushr!  
 
As I noted above, the left-edge truncation process that results in forms like these is not 

especially productive. The examples in both languages seem to consist of a set of 
conventionalised lexical items used by particular groups and do not appear to be produced 
fluently online in the same way as reversing languages or infixing languages are. For some 
of these examples the choice of observed output seems largely pragmatic: for instance 
normal truncation of either end of these words would result in a form that is 
indistinguishable from existing English words (web_, _log, _ rooms etc.). Adding a suffix 
does not help much: webbo? Some of these truncations have complex onsets, indeed one 
has a highly marked onset: shmen, not normally seen in English (except in some Yiddish 
derived borrowings). It seems that keeping the extra consonants after truncation helps set 
these forms off, making them distinct from the more straightforward truncation. In other 
cases, a regular truncation exists with a meaning slightly different from the one for these 
forms: for example, shrooms are special mushrooms; ordinary mushrooms might be called 
mushies, say. Similarly, the truncated word mag exists for regular magazines; zines are 
specifically non-mainstream magazines.  

20.6 Conclusion 
I have provided an account of two different kinds of secret language using Optimality 

Theory. The model allows for simple analyses of the Kekchi reversal game and the 
Pitjantjatjara truncating game, in which the grammar selects an output for a game-derived 
word on the basis of the ranking of the BA correspondence constraints. In addition it is 
unnecessary to specify which element moves or truncates. That falls out also from the 
constraint ranking in response to higher ranked constraints on syllable well-formedness. 
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That movement or truncation is minimal within the bounds of proper syllable structure 
falls out from the architecture of the theory of OT.  
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21 Sense individuation and syntactic 
optionality 

  

 NICK RIEMER 

21.1 Introduction 
What connections exist between a word’s meaning and its grammatical behaviour? 

Answers to this question have varied significantly in the recent history of linguistics, 
providing the grounds for more than one theoretical contestation.1 Although the best known 
of these, the early clash within Chomskyan theory over generative semantics, is usually 
taken to have been won hands down by the partisans of syntax (Harris 1993), the same 
debate over what should take primacy as the basic principle in explanations of language 
structure is still active. Thus, Chomsky’s early (1964:51) claim that ‘[i]n general, as syntactic 
description becomes deeper, what appear to be semantic questions fall increasingly within 
its scope …’ finds its mirror image 30 years later in Levin and Pinker’s statement (1992:3) 
that ‘the syntactic properties of phrases reflect, in large part, the meanings of words that 
head them’. Clearly, neither of these positions would be tenable if the syntactic and semantic 
properties of languages were not closely related, offering syntactically and semantically 
based theories broadly equivalent explanatory possibilities.  

The main purpose of this chapter is to show that the relation between syntax and 
semantics is not close enough to justify the use of syntactic phenomena as evidence for 
distinctions between putatively polysemous senses of words. Specifically, I will discuss, 
and present evidence against, the ‘Syntactic evidence for polysemy’ principle (SEP), a 
principle often appealed to in many varieties of linguistic argumentation. According to 
SEP, a linguistic unit can be shown to be polysemous on the basis of the existence of 
differing syntactic options (valence, complement structure, construction, etc.) associated 
with each putatively separate sense. The number of distinct syntactic options associated 
with a lexeme thus unambiguously individuates that lexeme’s senses. SEP is typically 
invoked in order to justify decisions about lexical polysemy that have been reached on 
other grounds. For example, it is a property of the semantic metalanguage used by 
Wierzbicka and her colleagues (Wierzbicka 1996, etc.) that the primitives’ ‘think’ and 

                                                                                                                                              
1 Thanks to Maarten Lemmens and two anonymous reviewers, as well as to an audience at the Université de 
Lille III, where some of this material was presented. Thanks also to Michael Walsh for years of sound 
advice, wry good humour and unshakeable scepticism. 
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‘hear’ are distinct, and claimed never to merge in a single monosemous lexeme. Faced with 
the apparent counterexample of Pitjantjatjara kulini, which seems to monosemously merge 
these very two meanings, Goddard (1998) claims that the verb is in fact polysemous between 
two underlying separate senses, ‘think’ and ‘hear’, and justifies this by the fact that each 
sense has a different syntactic ‘frame’:  

 
[o]nly the ‘think’ sense can take a quasi-quotational complement introduced by alatji 
‘like this’, as in example (3). Only the ‘hear’ sense can take a nonfinite ‘circumstantial’ 
complement as in example (4). 
 
(3) Ngayulu alatji kuli-nu, ‘Tjinguru-la …’ 
 1SG like this think-PAST maybe-1PL 
 I think like this about it, ‘Maybe we … 
 
(4) Ngayulu anangu-ngku wangka-nytja-la kuli-nu 
 1SG person-ERG talk-NOM-LOC hear-PAST 
 I heard a person talking. (Goddard 1991:33-4) 
 

Similarly, ‘if’ is revealed as just one polysemous sense of Japanese ba since only it, and 
not any of the other senses, can be used with the particle moshi (Goddard 1998:138).  

This excerpt is characteristic of the way in which SEP is regularly invoked in a number 
of theoretical contexts. SEP presupposes a tight correspondence between syntactic and 
conceptual (semantic) structure, and relies on this correspondence to justify decisions about 
polysemy. SEP is more often invoked than defined, and it has never, to my knowledge, 
received any precise theoretical articulation in the recent debate on sense individuation in 
cognitive and computational linguistics. It has even, indeed, occasionally been denied 
explicitly (Taylor 1996; see Jackendoff 1996 for a rejoinder). But in spirit if not in letter, it 
would find widespread support not just among proponents of the Natural Semantic 
Metalanguage theory of semantics (Wierzbicka 1988, 1996), the theoretical tradition in 
which it has been most strongly advanced, but in a variety of other theories, including 
Langackerian cognitive semantics (Langacker 1987), Dixon’s semantically based descriptive 
grammar (Dixon 1991), Jackendoff’s conceptual semantics (see Jackendoff 2002:359 for 
an application) and the school of lexically oriented generativism to which Levin and Pinker 
belong (Levin & Hovav 1991, Levin 1993, Hovav & Levin 1998). All these traditions 
emphasise the fundamental isomorphism between a word’s semantic structure and its 
syntactic properties; Hovav and Levin, indeed, go so far as to claim that the identification 
of a certain subpart of verb meaning as determinative of syntactic behaviour is ‘a major 
achievement of recent lexical semantic research’ (1998:106). In addition, a criterion like 
SEP still forms an important part of many linguists’ working models of the lexicon; as a 
result, it plays a significant part in guiding inquiry into semantic representation.  

Discussion of the empirical and theoretical context of SEP will permit the examination 
of a constellation of related issues raised in explorations of the syntax/ semantics interface 
and of polysemy (sense individuation). These topics, it will be seen, are far from unrelated: 
just as the theory of polysemy embodied in SEP presupposes a particular vision of the 
syntax/semantics interface, a number of influential recent analyses of the syntax/semantics 
interface seem to assume a settled theory of polysemy.  

Section 21.2 sets the stage by considering the general relation between meaning and 
grammar implicit in pretheoretical conceptions of language structure: awareness of this 
pretheoretical relation accounts for the initial attractiveness of SEP and similar positions. 
Section 21.3 takes up the question of contextual variation in meaning, an issue which will 
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be relevant in the discussion of SEP itself. In section 21.4 I argue that polysemy is not, as 
has sometimes been claimed, a false problem, but one that is theoretically central to studies 
of semantic representation. Polysemy is something for which we badly need a criterion, 
and if, as will be argued, SEP fails as such a criterion, something else is needed to take its 
place. This insistence on the irreducibility of polysemy conflicts with several recent 
attempts in semantic theory to sidestep it as an issue, through the introduction of notions 
such as ‘meaning potential’ or ‘level of lexical access/abstraction’, which are designed to 
diminish or relativise the theoretical implications of polysemous semantic representation. 
In section 21.5 counterexamples to SEP are presented, in which syntactic options 
associated with a single lexeme are not correlated with any specifiable meaning difference. 
As a result of this evidence, it is concluded that SEP must be discarded as a guide to 
semantic structure unless these counterexamples can be explained in some other way.  

21.2 Meaning and syntactic explanation 
The attraction of positions like SEP, it is plausible to claim, is at least partly due to the 

fact that interdependence between a word’s meaning and its wider contextual (grammatical) 
behaviour is an inescapable consequence of the very terms in which we pretheoretically 
conceive of language. On our basic metalinguistic understanding, a word’s meaning is what 
ultimately determines its use. As a result, a word’s semantics is definitionally linked, on 
some level of our pretheoretical understanding, with its broader syntagmatic relations: it is 
because of their meanings that words participate in the co-occurence relations in which 
they are attested. This principle may be taken equally to characterise what are thought of as 
the ‘structural’ (syntactic) relations of regular co-occurrence governing such features as 
lexical category, valence, and complement structure, as broader syntagmatic relations, of 
the sort captured in such notions as typical collocational environment, entailment and 
presupposition patterns, and semantic traits in Cruse’s (1986) sense. SEP thus becomes a 
natural consequence of this view of language: since words’ syntactic properties are 
determined by their semantic ones, it is not unreasonable to use the former as a guide to the 
analysis of the latter.  

By contrast, the contrary conception of the relationship between meaning and use, 
according to which lexical meanings are explained by the syntagmatic contexts in which 
they occur, would be entirely at odds with our pretheoretical understanding: meanings are 
not, pretheoretically, seen as being what they are because of the collocational possibilities 
of the words in which they are manifested. This is why it is considered valid to abstract a 
word from its grammatical and collocational environment in order to discuss its 
independent, contextless meaning (sense). It thus seems reasonable to suggest that our 
pretheoretical talk about language typically locates meaning on the left of the explanatory 
arrow, as explicans, with language use – actual, contextual sequences of words – 
constituting the explicandum. As a result, it makes sense to ask why a word is used as it is, 
why it appears in some collocational sequences and not in others; more often than not, the 
answer will eventually appeal to the word’s meaning. This pretheoretical explanatory 
direction cannot be reversed, however: to questions of meaning (questions of what a word 
means, or of why it means what it means), we are not, typically, satisfied by an answer 
involving the word’s collocational properties (although we may well offer contextualised 
examples of the word’s use as an alternative to describing its meaning). So firmly, indeed, 
is meaning located on the side of the explicans in our pretheoretical view of language that 
the second question – why a word means what it means – scarcely even arises in ordinary 
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metalinguistic discourse. We often ask what a word means, but we do not often, if ever, 
ask why it has the meaning it does.  

As a result of this imbalance in the pretheoretical role of meaning, any attempt  
to use syntactic or collocational facts to illuminate semantic ones finds itself swimming 
against the natural tide of metalinguistic explanation.2 This has a particular consequence for 
SEP: while it is clearly possible to individuate identical collocational sequences on the basis 
of their different meanings, it is not obviously possible to individuate meanings on the 
basis of different collocational sequences in which they occur. For example, an ambiguous 
sentence such as (1) can be clearly associated with two underlying representations, each 
selecting a different meaning of the verb draw: 
 
(1) Jaurès turned round while Vilain was drawing the revolver. 
 

The reverse possibility, however, is not self-evident: it does not go without saying that 
two possible meanings can be attributed to a word on the basis of its participation in 
distinct syntagmatic strings. Thus, the fact that draw has the different collocational 
possibilities in (2) cannot necessarily be used to distinguish between two separate 
meanings of the word: 
 
(2) a. Vilain was drawing the revolver. 
 b. The revolver was drawn by Vilain. 
 

Why not? Implicit in the idea of the meaning of a word is the idea that meaning is 
something general and invariant: a meaning is, by definition, something that can be the 
same in different contexts; as a result, the existence of different contexts for a word is not, 
as a rule, taken to constitute evidence that the word differs in meaning on each context of 
use. If it did, this could lead to a word’s being credited with a distinct meaning for every 
different collocation. 

21.3 Polysemy and context 
For Ricœur (1975:148), polysemy counts as the central phenomenon of lexical 

semantics. In this chapter ‘polysemy’ will refer to the situation where a word is credited 
with a finite number of independently specifiable meanings, each of which receives a 
distinct definitional paraphrase from the others. Thus, a word that shows an identical 
semantic representation with several possible syntactic realisations will not count as 
polysemous for our purposes; to be polysemous in the sense required here, there must be a 
distinct semantic (definitional) content associated with each postulated sense. Linguistic 
theories, including many of the ones discussed in this chapter, typically assume that 
lexemes can be polysemous in this sense. The individuation of polysemous meanings and 
the explication of their articulation with syntax is, indeed, the main purpose of many types 
of semantic theory. SEP functions precisely as a means of justifying particular 
individuation of polysemous senses.  

                                                                                                                                              
2 This is not, of course, an argument either for or against it: whether or not a theory conforms to 
pretheoretical understanding is largely irrelevant to its explanatory value. 
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Here again the attempt to delimit the number of meanings expressed by a single word 
must reckon with an initial bias in the pretheoretical characterisations of meaning which 
form the raw data of a semantic theory: the fact that the natural direction of metasemantic 
description is towards the distinction, rather than the synthesis, of meanings within a word 
(see Ruhl 1989:ix-xii for discussion). Since a single word always appears in more than one 
context, contextual factors alone guarantee that differences can always be found between 
occurrences of the same word in different places: it ‘may be’, notes Langacker (1997:237), 
‘that a lexical item is never used with precisely the same value on any two occasions’. 
Because of this contextual variation, there is an almost infinite variety of glosses available 
for a single word, each reflecting the slightly different nuance present on each different 
context of use.  

The most common pretheoretical characterisation of this situation is the claim that every 
word has a slightly different meaning on each context of use. Contextual modification can 
alter the nuances of this meaning in an infinity of ways, around its invariant semantic core. 
This conception of ‘meaning’, as something like the ‘total content or effect of a word’, can 
be easily carried over into theoretical semantics (cf. Quine’s (1953) denial that two words 
can ever be genuinely synonymous). Meaning, on this view, is inherently various: any use 
of a word is likely to carry with it a slightly different semantic value from any other. 
Indeed, so determinative is the apparent importance of context in lexical meaning that 
some scholars would be inclined, with Hjelmslev, to simply dispense with the category of 
meaning: from this point of view, ‘the so-called lexical significations of certain signs are 
only ever contextual significations which have been artificially isolated or paraphrased. 
Taken in isolation, no sign has a signification’ (Hjelmslev 1968:62). 

Most linguistic semanticists have been reluctant to embrace either Hjelmslev’s conclusion 
of the inexistence of word meaning, or the opposite conclusion of a different meaning for 
every occasion of use. The latter position flies in the face of the methodological imperative 
to inductively extrapolate general explanatory principles on the basis of particular 
instances, while Hjelmslev’s null option denies what most semanticists would see as a 
necessary postulate of their research, the very existence of meaning in the first place (but 
see below). Semantics must therefore find a middle ground between the denial of the 
existence of any stable meanings at all, and the postulation of an infinity of meanings, one 
for every token of a word’s use. The requisite middle ground is characteristically provided 
by the postulation of polysemy: most words are credited with a variety of meanings, each 
of which may then be considered as subject to contextual modification in inessential 
respects. Such a solution has the advantage that the chance that any one definition will be 
found inapposite for the use in question is reduced.  

21.4 Polysemy, meaning potential and levels of lexical abstraction 
Many linguistic analyses thus rely on distinctions between different senses of putatively 

polysemous words (see the appendix for an example from the unaccusativity literature). 
Polysemy has become such a focus of interest in recent investigation of lexical semantics 
(e.g. Durkin & Manning 1989, Pustejovsky 1995, Evans & Wilkins 2000, Cuyckens & 
Zawada 2001, Tyler & Evans 2001) that it comes as something of a surprise to discover 
that linguists have not yet agreed on the criteria on which it may be legitimately postulated: 
if it suits an analysis to posit polysemy, there is little reason, it would seem, not to do so. 
Following Kilgarriff (1993:379), however, one might have thought that it would be a basic  
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requirement on any semantic theory to advance a theory of polysemy that made it possible 
to settle the question of how many senses are associated with a single word. If a word’s 
polysemy or monosemy may simply be unclear, and if the question of how many different 
meanings a polysemous word actually has is not open to objective checking, many of the 
basic concepts of lexical semantics lack any theoretical explicitness, and expressions like 
‘separate meaning’, ‘range of semantic values’ and the like remain highly informal, and apt 
to be invoked in an ad hoc manner as wild-card solutions to theoretical and descriptive 
problems. Without an independent means of determining exactly which of the possible 
glosses of a word constitutes a ‘distinct meaning’ – as opposed, for example, to a 
pragmatically influenced instance of some other meaning – any allegedly distinct meaning 
can be rejected as spurious. For cognitive linguistics in particular, which has made the 
existence of polysemy a cornerstone of its theory of semantic representation (Tuggy 1999, 
Taylor 2002), the development of reliable polysemy diagnostics is central. 

It is therefore not surprising that cognitive linguists especially have taken significant 
pains in the search for sound decision procedures by which the requirement of sense 
individuation may be met, avoiding both arbitrariness and stipulation (Geeraerts 1993, 
Tuggy 1993, Croft 1998, Dunbar 2001). As a result of this research, the familiar 
Aristotelian definitional polysemy test, and Quine’s (1960) logical test, have been joined 
by a host of other suggested diagnostics for polysemy. From the very beginning of this 
research, however, the use of linguistic evidence to draw conclusions about semantic 
representation has undergone intense methodological scrutiny. In some quarters, indeed, a 
strong, Hjelmslevian scepticism has emerged, to the effect that there is no such thing as a 
discrete word sense (Dolan, Vanderwende & Richardson 2000), or, at the very least, that 
no objective criteria for sense individuation exist (Fillmore & Atkins 2000). Allwood 
(2003:43), for example, attempts to transcend the reification of meaning implicit in the 
monosemy/polysemy debate by speaking of a word’s ‘meaning potential’, which is ‘all the 
information that the word has been used to convey either by a single individual or, on  
the social level, by the language community’. Words display, according to Allwood, a 
‘continuum of meanings (determinations of meaning) rather than a small set of meanings’, 
and ‘the meanings which are actually constructed are always the products of memory 
activation and the application of contextually sensitive cognitive and/or linguistic 
operations on meaning potentials’ (2003:56). To try to differentiate between monosemous 
and polysemous words is thus to acquiesce to a false dichotomy.  

Allwood’s perception of an impasse in lexical semantic theory, and his attribution of it 
to an unwarranted reificiation of the notion of meaning is, I believe, entirely accurate. But 
although the picture of meanings as representational structures capable of object-like 
individuation proves, as recognised by Allwood and others (e.g. Geeraerts 1993, Riemer 
2005), problematic to say the least, once this picture is assumed, the dichotomy between 
monosemy and polysemy is not itself false, and should not be abandoned in favour of  
a more fluid ‘meaning potential’. This is because the question of whether a word is 
monosemous or polysemous derives its importance from the prior question of the accuracy 
of the metalinguistic glosses by which its meaning is represented. The question of  
whether a word is monosemous or polysemous, that is, depends on the way in which its 
meaning is metalinguistically described. Since sense individuation presupposes a list ‘of all 
conventionally established values of a lexical item’ (Langacker 1987:370), the possibility 
of a monosemous or polysemous analysis of a word’s semantics is directly dependent on 
the way in which its conventionally established values are construed by the metalinguistic 
glosses proposed for it.  
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This may be illustrated by a discussion of the glosses typically proposed for the Warlpiri 
verb pakarni: ‘hit, kill, perform, affect, pierce’. Glosses like these are of a preliminary 
character, and it would clearly be unwarranted to treat them as the ultimate objects of a 
semantic theory: pakarni is not revealed as polysemous just because it can be given five 
different English translations. Instead, we must ask whether each of these glosses 
corresponds to a separate conventionally established value of pakarni in the Langackerian 
sense, or whether it can be considered as expressing the same aspect of meaning as one of 
the other glosses: do ‘hit’ and ‘kill’, for example, really name separate conventionally 
established values of the meaning of pakarni, or are they alternative descriptions of the 
same value, for which we might advance some alternative semantic description, such as 
‘hit, possibly fatally’? If ‘hit’ and ‘kill’, for example, are determined to express the same 
aspect of the semantics of pakarni, ‘affect’ and ‘pierce’ another, and ‘perform’ a third, then 
the verb has been analysed as polysemously embodying, on some level of representation, 
three distinct semantic configurations or conventionally established values. If, on the other 
hand, it is decided that all these glosses express the same value (a value which is 
semantically unitary, but which can only be artificially suggested in English through a list 
of glosses), then monosemy has clearly been asserted. Questions of monosemy or 
polysemy cannot simply be dodged: they arise necessarily as soon as we scrutinise the 
initial set of glosses by which we have described a lexeme’s meaning, and attempt to 
describe the semantic values of a lexeme through the most perspicuous set of metalanguage 
glosses possible. 

Taylor (2003:161-167) suggests that it makes sense to differentiate between polysemous 
meanings of a lexeme only at a specified ‘level of abstraction’. The meaning of a  
lexeme like pakarni can be accessed at a number of different levels of abstraction: more 
abstract levels obliterate the perception of a variety of polysemous senses in favour of  
a more schematic, monosemous meaning. We might diagram this situation as in Figure 
21.1: 

 
 
most abstract level (monosemy) {hit, kill, perfom, affect, pierce} 
 
intermediate level (coarse-grained {hit, kill}, {perform}, {affect, pierce} 
polysemy 
 
least abstract level (fine-grained {hit}, {kill}, {perform}, {affect}, {pierce} 
polysemy) 
 

Figure 21.1  Sense individuation and levels of lexical abstraction for pakarni 
 
The brackets indicate separate senses. At the most abstract, schematic level, pakarni is 

monosemous: the meaning accessed by the speaker/hearer is single and undifferentiated. 
This single sense can be expressed in English only through the use of multiple glosses, but 
it is nevertheless semantically unitary. However, the speaker/hearer can become aware of 
progressively more specific semantic distinctions, leading to subdivision of the original 
semantic space into a number of discrete senses. Sometimes, the Warlpiri speaker/hearer 
will be aware of differences in the use of pakarni which correspond to the differences in 
meaning expressed by each separate English gloss: this is the lowest level of abstraction in  
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the verb’s semantics.3 The point to note is the following. For any given level of semantic 
abstraction, there is clearly no other possibility than that a word’s meaning be considered 
as representable by one gloss or gloss-group, or more than one: either, at a given level  
of lexical abstraction, pakarni is considered as having a meaning capturable by a single 
group of glosses (say {hit, kill, affect, perform, pierce}), or its meaning can be described 
only as falling into several gloss-groups (say {hit, affect}, {kill, pierce} and {perform}). If 
‘polysemy is a function of the level in the [conceptual] network at which meanings are 
accessed’ (Taylor 2003:167), for each such level there can be only two logical 
possibilities: either the word’s meaning can be adequately represented by a single gloss-
group, in which case it must be considered monosemous, or it cannot, in which case it is 
polysemous. The dichotomy between monosemy and polysemy is therefore not a false one, 
since monosemy and polysemy name the only two logical possibilities for the structure of 
a lexical category on any given level of lexical access.  

A final point. As we have seen, the function of the notion of ‘level of lexical abstraction/ 
access’ is to lessen the importance of sense-individuation by recognising that a single lexeme 
may configure its semantic space in a variety of different ways, sometimes monosemously, 
sometimes polysemously. Acknowledging this excuses us from the necessity of offering 
any categorical answer as to whether a word has one or more than one sense, by 
recognising that this depends on the level of abstraction on which the word’s semantics are 
being accessed; given a sufficiently fine-grained level of abstraction, of course the word is 
polysemous between whatever metalanguage glosses are in question; given a sufficiently 
abstract level, of course it is monosemous with respect to these same glosses.  

This reasoning is attractive. However, the notion of level of lexical access/ abstraction 
makes sense only against the background of a prior determination of the different possible 
senses of a word: it makes no sense to speak of a word even having different levels of 
lexical abstraction unless we already have a set of possible glosses that can be arranged 
into such levels. But the very provision of these glosses already constitutes a preliminary 
analysis of that word’s polysemy/monosemy. For example, the English noun ring can be 
glossed in the following two ways: ‘1noise of bell; 2closed circular configuration; 3round 
object’, and ‘1noise of bell; 2telephone call; 3closed circular configuration; 4circular formation 
made by people linking arms; 5central part of a circus tent around which the audience sits; 

6piece of metal worn around part of body; 7network of collaborators’. Each set of glosses 
covers roughly the same ground, yet they already differ in the number of distinct senses 
recognised and, therefore, in the number of possible levels of abstraction at which the 
word’s meaning can be accessed, as the amount of ‘clumping’ between previously separate 
gloss-groups progressively increases. The greater the number of different semantic 
characterisations initially proposed, the greater the number of levels of abstraction at which 
the meaning will seem to be accessible. At any one time, however, the ability to determine 
which level of access is in play presupposes a prior characterisation of all the possible 
senses arrayed on a scale of most to least abstract. A principled delimitation of the number 

                                                                                                                                              
3 If reference is taken into account we can add a still lower level of abstraction: the situation referred to on 
each separate use of pakarni. This might be called ‘micro-polysemy’. Note that the choice of English (as of 
any natural or constructed language) as metalanguage imposes a significant bias onto our description of the 
senses of the verb, since it allows us to recognise only those semantic distinctions which can be readily 
expressed in it. The Warlpiri speaker/hearer may be aware of an unlimited set of further semantic distinctions 
which are not easily captured in an English metalanguage, but which might have been captured in some 
other.  
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of proposed glosses is therefore needed in order to ground the notion of ‘level of 
access/abstraction’ in a satisfactory way. Consequently, we are faced with the paradox that 
the notion ‘level of lexical access/abstraction’ succeeds in relativising questions of sense 
individuation only if the correct analysis of a lexeme’s senses has already been reached.  

21.5 SEP as a polysemy diagnostic 
If, then, it is accepted that, for any given level of lexical access, words must be either 

monosemous or polysemous, a criterion is needed on which this may be determined. For 
some investigators, it would seem, SEP constitutes just such a criterion: when in doubt 
over the polysemy or monosemy of a lexeme, the existence of differing combinatorial 
options entails the existence of differing semantic representations associated with the 
lexeme itself. In the work taken by many as the founding text of linguistic semantics, Bréal 
(1897:148) had already observed that polysemous senses of a word were occasionally 
distinguished by the differential application of morphological rules to each sense. The 
French adjective bon, for instance, takes a comparative meilleur in the meaning ‘better’, but 
becomes plus bon in the meaning ‘sillier’. This principle would still command widespread 
assent. SEP may be seen as an analogous version of the same reasoning, applied to syntax: 
SEP assumes that the analysis of a lexeme as polysemous can be justified by the existence 
of differing syntactic options (valence, complement structure, construction, etc.) associated 
with each separate sense. This sort of appeal to syntactic facts as evidence of polysemy has 
great heuristic appeal, especially for languages of which the investigator is not a native 
speaker, and where intuitive criteria for sense individuation are not available.  

SEP assumes that the existence of differing combinatorial options for a lexeme entails 
the existence of differing semantic representations associated with the lexeme itself. This 
assumption appears initially problematic. For one can accept the proposition that every 
syntactic difference corresponds to a semantic one without assuming that the semantic 
difference is manifested in the lexeme to which the optionality attaches. Thus, whereas 
sentences differing only in which syntactic option of a lexeme is realised will, ex 
hypothesi, receive different semantic paraphrases, this difference need not necessarily be 
attributed to the lexeme whose polysemy is in question: this is something that will depend 
on one’s theory of compositionality. (In construction grammar (Goldberg 1995), for 
example, meanings can be instantiated by constructions rather than by lexical items; hence 
participation in different constructions tells us nothing about the number of lexical 
meanings involved.) Even accepting that syntactic differences correspond to semantic 
ones, then, syntactic phenomena do not determine any single conclusion about the 
semantic representation of a lexeme.  

Since a supporter of SEP is not committed to denying the existence of polysemy in 
words that display no syntactic optionality (SEP claiming that syntactic optionality entails 
polysemy, not that polysemy entails syntactic optionality), the only way in which SEP may 
be falsified is by showing cases in which syntactic optionality does not entail polysemy. If 
this is done, SEP can be shown not to be a reliable indicator of polysemy, and some other 
criterion of polysemy should be sought. Accordingly, this section presents evidence of 
cases where the application of SEP gives the wrong result by diagnosing polysemy in cases 
where words seem intuitively to present only a single meaning, and where, accordingly, the 
monosemy of their semantic representation would seem not to be in question. In these cases, 
differing syntactic frames, constructions or other options do not seem to be associated with 
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any specifiable or regular difference in meaning. If the monosemy of these cases is 
accepted, SEP should be given up.4  

An initial question concerns the definition of the notion ‘syntactic frame’, ‘construction’, 
‘combinatorial possibility’ and the like, through which the syntactic optionality is 
expressed. Exactly what counts as a syntactic phenomenon for the purposes of SEP? As 
noted above, some SEP-like claims, such as the claim of Levin and Hovav quoted earlier, 
explicitly define the type of syntactic phenomenon involved (in that case, argument 
structure alternations). My approach to this question will be a pragmatic one: I will not 
attempt a formal characterisation of ‘syntactic frame’, ‘combinatorial possibility’, and so 
on, but will simply demonstrate that SEP would diagnose polysemy in a wide range of 
cases in English where no specifiable semantic difference seems to be involved. A large 
proportion of these examples involve complementation phenomena, the main category of 
instance advanced by Goddard in the original statement of SEP. As well as issues of 
complementation, however, the types of syntactic phenomena in question include number 
concord, relativisation options, and transitivity. As a result, any attempt to maintain SEP in 
the face of this evidence will have to formulate a highly particularistic definition of 
‘syntactic optionality’, so as to exclude the examples below.5  

21.5.1 Transitivity options 
21.5.1.1 Choose, etc. 

As discussed by Dixon (1991:42), verbs like choose, propose, intend, mean, desire and 
wish are either transitive, or intransitive, with complements introduced by for, as in (3a).6  
 
(3) a. I chose for Mary to lead the parade.  
 b. I chose Mary to lead the parade.  
 

Chose in (3b) is transitive, with Mary as direct object; hence, it can appear as subject of a 
passive verb (Mary was chosen by me to lead the parade). In (3a), however, chose is 
intransitive, as revealed by the impossibility of any passive-like equivalent.  

Dixon claims that (3a) and (3b) do not mean the same thing, suggesting a contrast 
between what we might term a ‘nominate directly’ meaning in (3b) and a ‘nominate via 
intermediaries’ meaning in (3a):  

 
It would be appropriate for me to say [(3a)] if, as organiser of the parade, I 
communicated my decision to other people who would in turn inform Mary. But if I 
stood before the participants for the parade and pointed to Mary as I made the choice, 
then [(3b)] would be the appropriate construction to use. (Dixon 1991:42)  

                                                                                                                                              
4 Hudson et al. (1996) argue against SEP by identifying pairs of syntactically different synonyms (likely vs. 
probable; should vs. ought; stop vs. cease, and many others). As noted by these authors (1996:440), however, 
SEP could be defended from their apparent counterexamples precisely by denying the synonymy of the pairs 
in question on the basis of some claimed semantic discriminator. While, in my opinion, Hudson et al’s 
examples are unlikely to support such a claim of non-synonymy, I prefer to refute SEP by appeal to a test 
which is not even open to such a challenge. The type of response available to a supporter of SEP who wishes 
to deny the pertinence of the evidence assembled here is discussed in the conclusion. 
5 An earlier, embryonic presentation of some of these data can be found in Riemer (2005).  
6 We might add that a third possibility, not mentioned by Dixon, exists, at least for a number of these 
predicates, involving a that complement, on the model ‘I chose that Mary lead the parade’. 
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But while these are certainly possible readings of (3) (a) and (b), they are by no means 
necessary ones, as indicated by the absence of any semantic strangeness in the following pair: 
 
(4) a. I chose for Mary to lead the parade by pointing straight at her. 
 b. I chose Mary to lead to the parade and had my choice communicated to her. 
 

As a result, the claim stands that the syntactic optionality exemplified by these pairs 
does not entail any meaning difference. A similar contrast is found with the following pair 
(Huddleston & Pullum 2002:299): 
 
(5) a. Kim met the Dean. 
 b. Kim met with the Dean. 
 

Huddleston and Pullum claim, correctly, that (5a) ‘applies to a wider range of situations 
than [(5b)]: the latter suggests a meeting arranged for purposes of consultation, whereas 
the former could also be used of a chance or inconsequential meeting on a bus’. However, 
as pointed out by de Haan (2005:338), this contrast disappears when the tense is changed, 
as in (6a): 
 
(6) a. She had met (with) the Dean in the quadrangle.  
 b. Quite by accident, she had met with the Dean in the quadrangle. 
 

Either the transitive or intransitive version of (6) can imply deliberateness, suggesting 
that transitivity cannot be correlated systematically with any meaning contrast. The lack of 
any clash in sentence (6b) confirms the availability of the ‘chance encounter’ reading when 
meet is constructed with with.7 

21.5.1.2 Protest, appeal, agree 
Protest, appeal and agree may appear in either a phrasal/prepositional construction in 

which they are intransitive, taking the prepositions against or on, or in a simple construction 
where they immediately govern their direct object. This syntactic difference does not 
correspond to any specifiable difference in meaning. 
 
(7) a.  There was a demonstration to protest (against) the war on Iraq. 

 b.  American Tobacco will appeal (against) this decision. 
 c.  The meeting agreed (on) the proposal.  

21.5.1.3 Decide 
An apparently similar case is discussed by Dixon (1991:273), that of the transitive use 

of decide, which contrasts with its customary appearance with on: 
 
(8) a. The President decided on the order of precedence. 
 b. The President decided the order of precedence. 

                                                                                                                                              
7 The ‘chance encounter’ reading is, of course, almost always the only one available for meet with when 
coupled with inanimate objects: problem, success, friendliness, etc. 
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Dixon claims that (8a) suggests that the president directly determined the order of 
precedence, without the involvement or presence of anyone else, whereas (8b) ‘might be 
used when there was a dispute over the order of precedence and he [the President] settled 
it; this sentence focuses on the matter of the order’ (Dixon 1991:273).  

Discerning such a distinction would be consistent with a typical interpretation of 
transitivity in linguistics in the broad tradition of Hopper and Thompson (1980), but, once 
again, contexts can easily be supplied where the claimed contrast cannot exist: 

 
(9) a. The President decided on the order of precedence with the help of her advisors. 
 b. In a climate of general agreement, the President decided the order of precedence. 

 
The meaning contrast discerned by Dixon would therefore not seem an invariant 

concomitant of the differing syntactic frames. 

21.5.2 Concord options 
21.5.2.1 Verb concord with nouns denoting collectives 

Nouns for collectivities may take either a singular or plural subject, yet it seems 
impossible to identify any stable difference in meaning between the alternatives. 

 
(10) a. The government (committee, team, board, family) is hostile to your proposal. 
 b. The government (committee, team, board, family) are hostile to your proposal. 

 
Because of the natural tendency of semantic description discussed in section 21.2, a 

defender of SEP could claim that use with a plural verb highlights the diversity of the 
collective noun, the status of its referent as an aggregate, whereas the singular construes it 
as an undivided whole. On the basis of this interpretation, a defender of SEP could go on to 
claim that the number contrast reflected a ‘polysemy’ in the nouns concerned between 
‘government (committee, team, board, family, etc.) seen as a collection of individuals’ and 
‘government (committee, team, board, family, etc.) seen as an undivided whole’. As with 
the previous examples, this is a possible, though not a necessary, construal of the meaning, 
and disconfirming sentences like (11), in which the collection/whole values are reversed 
without any perceptible semantic clash, are easy to imagine: 

 
(11) a. The government are unanimous and undivided in their hostility. 
  b. The government is in complete disunity on this question. 

21.5.3 Complementiser options 
The largest category of proposed counter-examples to SEP involves the choice of 

different complementiser options.  

21.5.3.1 Preposition choice after nouns and adjectives  
Many nouns and adjectives can govern different prepositions without, it is claimed, any 

difference in meaning.  
 

(12) a. The Kaiser was angry at Bismarck. 
 b. The Kaiser was angry with Bismarck. 
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(13) a. Your hatred of jazz mystifies me. 
 b. Your hatred for jazz mystifies me. 
 
(14) a. We had a disagreement about the price. 
 b. We had a disagreement over the price. 
 
(15) a. His views on Swedenborg were laughable.  
 b. His views about Swedenborg were laughable. 
 c. His views concerning Swedenborg were laughable. 
 
(16) a. This is a different crisis from the one we had yesterday. 
 b. This is a different crisis to the one we had yesterday. 
 c. This is a different crisis than the one we had yesterday. 

21.5.3.2 Reason clauses 
The noun reason presents a choice between the following three structures, all of them 

synonymous: 
 
(17) a. The reason why they did it was to annoy Henry. 
 b. The reason that they did it was to annoy Henry. 
 c. The reason Ø they did it was to annoy Henry. 

21.5.3.3 Complementiser omission 
A wide range of verbs allows ellipsis of the complementiser that. In no case, however, 

does this indicate a different meaning of the matrix verb. Nor does it indicate any semantic 
difference in the complement clause. Thus, regardless of whether the optionality of the 
complementiser is associated with the matrix predicate or the subordinate clause, SEP is 
contradicted.  
 
(18) a. I said/remembered /knew/was worried/ that I had to go home. 
 b. I said/remembered /knew/was worried/ Ø I had to go home. 
 

Relatedly, forget may optionally omit to in contexts like (19):  
 
(19) Q: Why didn’t you do it?) 
 A:  I just forgot (to). 
 

The fact that this is the only structure in which forget can omit to (cf. *I forgot Ø open 
the door) does not render (19) irrelevant to the present discussion. SEP states that the 
presence of differing syntactic frames entails the existence of different polysemous 
meanings; it has never been suggested that the optionality must be a permanent one which 
is always available to the word in question.8 The syntactic optionality in question is, in 
                                                                                                                                              
8 For example, the verb with which Goddard illustrates SEP in the quotation in section 21.1, the polysemy 
between the meanings ‘think’ and ‘hear’ in Pitjantjatjara kulini, can appear in the relevant meanings simply 
governing an accusative-case nominal, lacking either the alatji or the non-finite circumstantial complement: 
a. Ngayulu nyuntunya wangka kuli-nu.  
  I.SG you.ACC voice  hear-PST 
 ‘I heard your voice.’ (Goddard 1996: kulini)  
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other words, non-exhaustive: there may be other instances where the lexical item shows 
one of the polysemous meanings in question, but in a context in which the optionality does 
not manifest itself. An advocate of SEP is therefore either committed to defining the notion 
of syntactic frame in a way that excludes contexts like (19), or to admitting that it falls 
under the scope of SEP. As a result, the fact that no difference in meaning is discernible in 
this context can be used as counterevidence against SEP.  

21.5.3.3.1 Complement structures of know 
The following sentences (drawn from Dixon 1991:223)9 seem not to have any 

specifiable meaning difference: 
 
(20) a. I know that Mary is clever. 
 b. I know Mary to be clever.10 
 
(21) a. I know that Mary raced giraffes in Kenya. 
 b. I know Mary to have raced giraffes in Kenya. 

 
Following a negative, know may take a complement introduced either by whether or by 

if, again without any difference in meaning (Dixon 1991:215): 
 
(22) a. I don’t know whether Mary is clever. 
 b. I don’t know if Mary is clever. 

21.5.3.3.2 Complement structure of try 
Try may substitute and for to without any difference in meaning: 

 
(23) a. Try and put it back on. 
 b. Try to put it back on. 

21.6 Conclusion 
The examples documented in the previous section are, I suggest, unequivocal instances 

in which a syntactic difference is not accompanied by any meaning difference in the word to 
which the optionality is most plausibly attributed. This situation gives rise to three 
different possibilities: to discard SEP completely, to refine it in order to exclude the types 
of phenomenon discussed here from its definition of syntactic optionality, or to propose 
other mechanisms which explain why SEP does not operate in these cases. To accept that 
the examples discussed in the previous section are monosemous while continuing to appeal 
to the current version of SEP as the justification for the analysis of other lexemes as 

                                                                                                                                              
9 Dixon says (1991) that the meaning of the pairs is ‘very similar’, but he does not state in what respect they 
differ. I conclude that there is in fact no stable semantic difference involved. 
10 An anonymous reviewer interestingly suggests that there may be ‘an evidential distinction here, with know 
followed by an infinitive clause complement meaning something like “having had experience of”’, a reading 
unavailable in the know that sense. This bears investigation, but is unlikely in my opinion to prove to be 
systematic. 
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polysemous would be to abandon the claim that SEP in its present version is a true 
diagnostic of polysemy.  

Some investigators might claim that questions about the monosemy or polysemy of 
lexemes can be settled without reference to any external factors, simply by appeal to native 
speakers’ intuitions about semantic structure. Intuitions about what a sentence means are, 
of course, crucial evidence for any semantic analysis, because it is on the basis of naive 
judgements about meaning that a theoretical approach to semantics can find its initial 
pretheoretical foothold. Furthermore, intuitions on such matters as the semantic 
compatibility or clash between different phrases are regularly appealed to in discussions of 
semantics, as they have been here. I would argue, however, that whereas intuitions are 
indispensable in guiding many aspects of linguistic investigation, they have no role to play 
in the theory-internal interpretation of linguistic data, including the interpretation of a word 
as monosemous or polysemous within a particular theory of these properties. As we have 
seen in section 21.3, any two appearances of the same word may judged as differing in 
‘meaning’ in the layman’s sense of the term. But this is a different question from the 
theoretical question of whether this ‘meaning’ is to be represented as monosemous or 
polysemous; arguably, such technical matters are simply things about which we do not 
have any intuitions worth taking into account (cf. Ducrot 1984), regardless of the 
occasional uniformity in the sense distinctions advanced in folk-scientific contexts like 
dictionaries. As Chomsky puts it (1995:14): 

 
… whatever may be learned about folk science will have no relevance to the pursuit of 
naturalistic inquiry into the topics that folk science addresses in its own way, a 
conclusion taken to be a truism in the study of what is called “the physical world” but 
considered controversial or false (on dubious ground, I think) in the study of mental 
aspects of the world. 
 

Just as folk-scientific notions about the properties of physical objects have no role to 
play in theoretical physics, so folk-linguistic notions about polysemy should have no status 
in theoretical linguistics. Accordingly, the fact that two instances of the same lexical item 
can be given different paraphrases and can, as a result, be credited with differing 
polysemous senses, is not yet a sufficient reason for the claim that the lexical item is 
polysemous, though it may be a necessary one. The examples discussed in the previous 
section, however, are ones where even this sufficient reason is apparently not met: it would 
not seem plausible, pretheoretically, to attribute different meanings to any of the occurrences 
of lexical items in their differing syntactic frames. 

The questions raised by SEP and its application are characteristic of the methodological 
problems confronting attempts in linguistics to justify proposals both about analytical 
categories and the specific models of empirical domains which these categories yield. In 
this case, we have seen, SEP seems not to provide the justification its proponents claim for 
the diagnosis of polysemy. But the fact that the choice to attribute a certain theoretical 
characterisation to data cannot be justified by appeal to external evidence should not 
necessarily entail the abandonment of that characterisation. Given strong enough grounds 
to believe in the value of the semantic or syntactic theory in question, the fact that it 
requires the postulation of polysemy (or of any other feature) in the domain being 
modelled may in itself constitute good reason for its postulation, even if no independent 
justification is forthcoming. If a theory has enough other explanatory advantages, then its 
overall attractiveness is not seriously diminished by the inclusion of postulates whose 
justification is only reached on theory-internal rather than independent grounds. This is a 
general feature of explanatory models of many types of empirical domain, in which 
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methodological demands of elegance and simplicity are often taken to constitute adequate 
justification in their own right for particular features of the model. There is not room to 
take this interesting question further, beyond noting that the question of the extent to which 
demands for justification are reasonable seems connected with the extent to which 
linguistic theories are interpreted realistically or instrumentally (Carr 1990). Thus, if 
notions like polysemy are simply seen as theoretical constructs which enable the prediction 
of linguistic facts, we can be less worried about whether they correspond to any 
independently existing phenomena for which other evidence needs to be found.11 On such 
an instrumental interpretation of linguistic theory, we can reject demands for justification 
of polysemy as misguided, on the grounds that linguists should precisely be free to assume 
whatever sense individuation permits the best theory of the phenomenon under 
investigation. On a theory committed to the psychological reality of its postulates, however, 
independent justification of postulates like polysemy certainly is required, a circumstance 
which should prompt investigators with this commitment to develop their theory of 
polysemy further.12 
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Appendix: Polysemy and unaccusativity 
This appendix gives one illustration of the claim made in section 21.4 above that many 

linguistic analyses rely on distinctions between different senses of putatively polysemous 
words. Semantically motivated analyses of syntactic phenomena, for instance, often 
implicitly require the postulation of lexical polysemy. For any claimed dependency of 
syntax on semantics, it is highly likely that the lexical items whose syntactic properties are 
under investigation will in fact show a variety of possible uses, many of which will not 
display the semantic properties claimed to motivate the syntactic phenomenon in question. 
The standard way to get around this problem is (of course) to interpret the inconsistent uses 
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as exemplars of separate polysemous senses, and to exclude these senses from the 
generalisation. The unaccusativity literature provides a good example of this strategy. We 
will consider Levin and Hovav’s (1992) analysis of the syntactic properties of intransitive 
verbs as a case in point. Levin and Hovav posit three underlying classes, the arrive, roll and 
run classes. These classes behave differently with respect to a number of syntactic 
parameters (auxiliary selection, locative inversion, compatibility with resultatives, etc.), a 
fact which the authors explain by associating particular syntactic configurations with 
particular semantic properties claimed to characterise each class of verb. The details of this 
analysis will be presented shortly. The important point is that the inclusion of a verb in any 
one of these classes always necessitates, as a subsidiary claim, the postulation of a 
polysemous semantic representation for the verb in question, since instances of the verbs 
lacking the claimed semantic property are easy to find. To exclude these instances it is 
necessary to claim that the verbs in question show more than one meaning. The assumption 
of polysemy in the verbs is therefore a necessary part of the semantic explanation of the 
relevant syntactic phenomena.  

The details of Levin and Hovav’s analysis are as follows. The verb classes are defined 
on the basis of three semantic features, ‘inherently specified direction’, ‘manner of motion’ 
and ‘direct external cause’ (DEC). Inherently specified direction distinguishes the arrive 
class from the other two, and direct external cause distinguishes run verbs from roll verbs:  
 
(1)  arrive class (direction): arrive, come, go, depart, fall, return, descend … 
 roll class (manner, +DEC): roll, slide, move, swing, spin, rotate … 
 run class (manner, –DEC): run, walk, gallop, jump, hop, skip, swim … 
 

Thus, the action named by run verbs, distinguished by the absence of the feature ‘direct 
external cause’, is understood as being under the control of the actor, whereas the roll 
verbs lack this feature: for them 

 
the single argument that undergoes the event denoted by these verbs does not 
necessarily have control over bringing this event about, rather the event may be 
brought about by some external cause, often an animate agent, but other times, for 
example, a natural force. (Levin & Hovav 1992:262)  
 

Two syntactic generalisations can be associated with this categorisation of the verbs. 
First, members of the arrive class, which show the presence of inherently specified 
direction, are syntactically unaccusative (Levin & Hovav 1992:253). As a result, they 
display characteristic unaccusative syntactic behaviour such as, in English, the possibility of 
locative inversion:  
 
(2) a. … out of the house came a tiny old lady and three or four enormous people … 

(Levin & Hovav 1992:254, example 6) 
 b. And when it’s over, off will go Clay, smugly smirking all the way to the box 

office … (Levin & Hovav 1992:254, example 7) 
 

The second generalisation is that in the absence of inherently specified direction, the 
presence of direct external cause determines a syntactically unaccusative verb, and its 
absence a syntactically unergative verb (Levin & Hovav 1992:254). Thus, roll verbs ‘can 
take a resultative phrase predicated of their surface subject, but the run verbs can only take 
a resultative phrase if it is predicated of a reflexive object’ (Levin & Hovav 1992:255): 
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(3) The door rolled/slid open. (Levin & Hovav 1992: 255, example 15) 
 
(4) a. *The horse galloped lame. (Levin & Hovav 1992:255, example 16a.) 
 b. The horse galloped itself lame. (Levin & Hovav 1992:255, example 16b.) 

 
The syntactic behaviour of the verbs is thus directly correlated with, and claimed to 

derive from, the verbs’ meaning: unaccusativity is ‘syntactically represented but 
semantically determined’ (Levin & Hovav 1992:265).   

Examining the three classes of verb, it is clear that their membership depends on a tacit 
theory of polysemy. Consider run. When predicated of a human actor, it is certainly true 
that this verb represents the action as being under the direct control of the protagonist, and 
as not occurring spontaneously. But this is just one of the possible ways in which the verb is 
used. In the following sentences, run does, arguably, name an action that occurs 
spontaneously, without the actor’s direct control:  
 
(5) The river runs from the mountains to the coast. 
 Your time always runs out. 
 I’m running twenty minutes late. 

Now consider fall. This is said to belong to the class of verbs whose meaning ‘includes 
an inherently specified direction of motion’, a description that does not seem accurate for the 
following sentences: 
 
(6) Newton showed that the planets and stars are simply falling. 
 Easter this year fell on a Sunday.  
 

The usual response to such counterexamples would simply be the claim that the senses 
exemplified in (5) and (6) are not the relevant ones for the phenomena in question.13 Put 
differently, this is the claim that verbs like run and fall are polysemous; in both cases, an 
intuitive distinction is being made between senses to which a particular semantic 
classification does and does not apply. If this distinction is lost, then the semantic 
generalisations and the syntactic claims they support will be undermined. In cases like this, 
then, a way is needed to justify the decision that the meanings in question are different. As 
noted in section 21.3, the permanent contextual modification of meaning guarantees that 
some semantic discrimination can always be found to justify almost any claimed 
polysemy. Levin and Hovav will not, therefore, have any trouble justifying this 
assumption. Whether such an assumption is seen as permissible, or as an undesirable wild-
card solution of the sort referred to in section 21.4, will no doubt depend on the theoretical 
inclinations of different researchers. 
 

                                                                                                                                              
13 In a later paper, indeed, the authors explicitly exclude ‘figurative or metaphorical uses of a verb’ from the 
sphere of their concerns (Hovav & Levin 1998:100, note 2). 
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22 Maintaining languages, maintaining 
identities: what bilingual education 
offers 

  

 JANE SIMPSON, JO CAFFERY and PATRICK MCCONVELL 

22.1 Introduction 
Michael Walsh has devoted much energy to the support and maintenance of Indigenous 

languages in Australia.1 He has called attention to their perilous state and the need for 
effective action to halt their slide into oblivion. Beyond this kind of advocacy, based on 
evidence and reasoned argument, he has been involved with Indigenous people in a mighty 
effort to put the languages of New South Wales, already counted as ‘lost’ by many, back 
on the map, back in use and back in schools.  

This effort has been based on two key strategies: (1) there must be a policy ratified by 
the government (the state of New South Wales in this case) to recognise and support the 
Indigenous languages; (2) there must be a formally recognised program and curriculum in 
the schools through which students can learn the languages and their cultural and historical 
background.  

In this paper we argue for the importance of language policy and formal language 
curricula for children of speakers of Indigenous languages across Australia. We use the 
history of the Northern Territory Indigenous bilingual education programs as an example 
of why language policy and formal curricula are vital. We focus on children who are first-
language speakers of traditional languages. The paper builds on and expands our earlier 
discussion paper (Simpson, Caffery & McConvell 2009). 

                                                                                                                                              
1 It is an honour to present this paper in honour of Michael Walsh, who has done so much for speakers of 
Indigenous languages and for linguists working on these languages. We wish also to thank the many people 
who have provided information and contributed to our understandings of the topics discussed in this paper 
and its predecessor (Simpson et al. 2009). These include anonymous referees, the Friends of Bilingual 
Learning, many members of the Northern Territory Education Department who must remain anonymous, 
Denise Angelo, Frank and Wendy Baarda, Margaret Carew, Sarah Cutfield, Brian Devlin, Greg Dickson, 
Cressida Fforde, Mary Laughren, David Nash, Kazuko Obata, Carmel O’Shannessy, Gillian Wigglesworth, 
David Wilkins, Aidan Wilson, participants at the 2009 AIATSIS Symposium on bilingual education, the 
2009 National Assessment Workshop and the 2009 Kioloa Australian Indigenous Languages Workshop, and 
the Four Corners team who produced a documentary on bilingual education (Whitmont 2009). 
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While some Indigenous languages are no longer spoken, or are highly endangered, a 
number are still strong – spoken by all generations including children. For some of these 
languages the federal government of Australia introduced bilingual education in 1974, 
following the O’Grady-Hale report (O’Grady & Hale 1975). Themes of this report were 
that the success of education programs depended on their integration into the community, 
and that it was imperative to train and involve Indigenous community members as teachers 
(Hoogenraad 2001). Since their introduction, bilingual education programs have become 
an integral part of some communities in the Northern Territory, which have rallied to 
defend them from attacks by governments.  

It is not just the school programs which are on the line here but the survival of 
Indigenous languages in Australia, which are in grave danger of disappearing. Bilingual 
education programs give official status to Indigenous languages, encourage children to 
strengthen their first language, and give bilingual educators an honoured place in schools.  

At the same time, by creating a strong link between the community, its culture and the 
school, bilingual education programs decrease the alienation felt by Indigenous students in 
English-only schools. For children who are first-language speakers of Indigenous languages, 
well-run bilingual programs support their learning of the dominant language, English, as 
well as encouraging the development of their first language. They have no detrimental effect 
on the learning of English and mainstream subjects, but may in fact enhance it (Bialystok 
2001, Lea et al. 2008).  

In this paper we show how policy on Indigenous languages is shaped by the mainstream 
political environment, and by myths about the necessity of children learning only in 
English rather than their first language. Australia needs a coherent and stable policy at the 
federal level and in all states and territories based on careful consideration of national and 
international evidence. We suggest that official recognition of Australia’s Indigenous 
languages would raise the level of understanding about Indigenous languages in the wider 
community, and would act as a brake on policies that have bad consequences for speakers 
of Indigenous languages.  

Over the last 20 years or so, a strong consensus has grown around the importance  
of maintaining languages and of multilingualism. Mother tongue instruction improves 
education (Dutcher & Tucker 1994). UNESCO has come out strongly in favour of both 
multilingualism and mother tongue instruction (UNESCO 2003), while also arguing that it 
is essential for the children to have access to the wider society through learning the 
dominant language in that society, and through learning those things that are necessary for 
access, such as arithmetic, how the society functions, and how to read and write in the 
dominant language.  

This paper addresses the question of what happens when these principles of the value of 
multilingualism, the value of the mother tongue in education, and the need for children to 
learn the dominant language are perceived to conflict, as has happened in the recent 
decision by the Northern Territory Government to abolish bilingual education. We start 
with a short summary of the advantages of multilingualism and bilingual education.  

22.2 On multilingualism and bilingual education 
There seems little question of the value of multilingualism for the encouragement of 

modern, linguistically diverse and tolerant societies (UNESCO 2003, Principle 11). There 
are social reasons; recognising the importance of the maintenance of minority languages as 
a way of maintaining the traditions, self esteem and identity of the minority group, and as a 
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means of improving cross-cultural communication, of connecting with other groups both 
within and outside the society. Bilingualism also enriches people intellectually, educationally 
and culturally. It enables children and adults to communicate across cultures; contributes to 
improved health (see below); and enhances employment and career prospects. It provides a 
child with a sense of belonging and identity.  

Some cognitive advantages have been claimed for bilingualism (Bialystok 2001), such 
as better meta-linguistic awareness, and the promotion of classification skills, concept 
formation, analogical reasoning, visual-spatial skills, and creativity (Purdie et al. 2008), and 
development of a theory of mind (Kovács 2009). There are neurophysiological correlates 
of bilingualism; a recent study (Mechelli et al. 2004:757) found ‘an increase in the density 
of grey matter in the left inferior parietal cortex of bilinguals relative to monolinguals, which 
is more pronounced in early rather than late bilinguals, and ... the density in this region 
increases with second-language proficiency but decreases as the age of acquisition increases’.  

The advantages to a society of multilingualism have led to the recognition of the 
importance of bilingual education on several fronts. One key role is in promoting language 
and cultural maintenance. Equally important is the role of bilingual education for children 
who do not speak the dominant language. It has been seen as a way of helping them to 
learn the dominant language effectively, and so to have access to the mainstream society, 
without at the same time diminishing their ability to live and work in their own 
community. This is acknowledged in the Northern Territory Curriculum Framework for 
(English as a Second language):  

 
Developing first language competence is important not only for reasons of identity 
and community but also for developing the cognitive, linguistic and cultural 
understandings learners need to be able to learn another language. (DET 2009:97)  
 

The importance of bilingual education and its role in Indigenous language maintenance 
have long been recognised. International reports include Overcoming Inequality: Why 
governance matters. EFA Global Monitoring Report 2009 (UNESCO 2008), and other 
UNESCO reports (Kosonen 2005, Kosonen, Young & Malone 2007). Australian reports 
include The National Indigenous Languages Survey 2005 (NILS report) (AIATSIS & 
FATSIL 2005), Culture and Heritage: Indigenous languages, Australia (Henderson & 
Nash 1997), Language and Culture: A matter of Survival (House of Representatives 
Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs 1992), The Land Still 
Speaks, (McKay 1996), and Indigenous Language Programs in Schools: A way forward 
(Purdie et al. 2008).  

The alienation felt by many Indigenous people can be ameliorated by connection to 
their heritage via language programs of various kinds. It is also fundamental to developing 
the existing linguistic and cultural resources for Indigenous languages (Purdie et al. 
2008:192). Improved education is associated with lower levels of child mortality and better 
nutrition and health (UNESCO 2008:32). The NILS Report (AIATSIS & FATSIL 2005) 
states that Australian health studies also find that ‘language is a key aspect in the care of 
the young and in social relationships which are the bedrock of good health and safe and 
happy lives’ (p. 42) and that traditional languages are important in the ‘relationship 
between carer and child and its impact on mental and physical health’ (p. 101). Thus 
education which values the minority language is important as it helps to improve child and 
maternal health, individual incomes, environmental sustainability and economic growth.  

The other important aspect of bilingual education relates to the common sense principle 
that initial school instruction in the mother tongue is good because it builds on what the 
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children already know (UNESCO 2003, Principle 1). Indeed, a comprehensive research 
review carried out for the World Bank (Dutcher & Tucker 1994:36) concluded that:  

 
The most important conclusion from the research and experience reviewed in this 
paper is that when learning is the goal, including that of learning a second language, 
the child’s first language (authors: i.e. his or her mother tongue) should be used as the 
medium of instruction in the early years of schooling. ... The first language is essential 
for the initial teaching of reading, and for comprehension of subject matter. It is the 
necessary foundation for the cognitive development upon which acquisition of the 
second language is based.  
 

Establishing literacy in the child’s first language before developing literacy in English 
helps to break children’s initial learning tasks into two: first they learn to read and write in 
their first language, while learning to understand and speak English. Then they begin to 
learn to read and write English. Splitting the learning task into two allows a child, and their 
teacher, to focus on one major task at a time, that of grasping the idea of reading. If literacy 
is established in a child’s first language, it is easier to switch to another language 
(Crawford 1997) and the child will also gain a sense of satisfaction, rather than frustration, 
at being able to read and express her/himself orally and in writing initially in her/his first 
language and later in English (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Affairs 1992:39). Bilingualism in fact can assist acquisition of 
literacy (Bialystok, Luk & Kwan 2005).  

These social, educational, health and cognitive benefits are sound educational reasons 
for mother tongue instruction, at least in the early years (UNESCO 2007/2008:131). The 
right to such education has been recognised internationally – Article 14 section 3 of the 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (which Australia has adopted) states that 
children have a right to education in their own language. This right has been enshrined in 
the 2008 Education Act in the Canadian Territory of Nunavut, which, with its small, 
remote, and predominantly Inuit population, is a close parallel with the Northern Territory 
of Australia.  

But common sense also tells us that it is essential for the children to have access to the 
wider society through learning the dominant language in that society, and through learning 
those things that are necessary for access, such as arithmetic, how the society functions, 
and how to read and write in the dominant language. A growing body of research evidence 
shows that well-designed bilingual programs are academically effective and support 
students’ acquisition of the dominant second language (UNESCO 2007/2008:120). In 
Australia, for example, a Victorian primary school, Richmond West, has been running 
bilingual programs for more than 20 years. In 2008, 86% of the students came from 
families where the home language was not English (Chinese or Vietnamese), and many 
were classified as economically and socially disadvantaged. Their 2008 results on the 
National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) were strong in years 
3 and 5. In 2009 the school initiated an evaluation by an external researcher. It was found 
that ‘their achievements in language learning have not come at the expense of English-
language development’ (Beck 2009).  

While it is vital that the language of instruction for Indigenous children is through their 
first language, certain factors may affect the success of the education program. Simply 
having a bilingual education program does not inevitably lead to the outcome of the 
children learning the dominant language well, and having access to the wider society. They 
won’t learn effectively in a poorly implemented bilingual education program, or in a 
bilingual education program which is not supported by the language community, or in a 
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bilingual education program in a community where parents do not support and require 
them to attend school.  

Thus, when examining the perceived or reported ‘failure’ of bilingual education in a 
community, it is important to establish quickly why it has failed – would any program have 
failed in that community given the lack of resources, the poor implementation, or the lack 
of community support? But it is also important to scrutinise carefully the reasons for 
saying that a particular program has failed. Any bilingual education program must have 
clear and reasonable testable objectives (Baker 2006). It is not reasonable to expect Year-3 
ESL background children to have achieved the same mastery of reading and writing 
English as their monolingual English counterparts.2 So what should we expect them  
to have achieved in English? And, just as important, what should we have expected them 
to achieve in their first language? It is essential to have standards of first language 
achievement, and ways of measuring achievement, alongside national benchmarking in the 
dominant language (Marika 1998).  

Failure in the individual case may lead to public condemnation of bilingual education 
programs, if the general population is uninformed about bilingual education, or indifferent 
to the advantages of it. Members of the wider society are often hostile to bilingual education, 
especially if they are mostly monolingual, because they don’t see the long-term advantages 
to a society of multilingualism, instead focusing on the immediate costs of bilingual 
education. Thus, advocates of bilingual education have long argued that the introduction of 
bilingual education programs must be accompanied by education of the general population 
about what bilingual education is (O’Grady & Hale 1975, recommendations 24 and 25). If 
this does not happen, then the monolingual majority may find it hard to accept the 
importance to minorities of maintaining their languages, because of a ‘monolingual mindset’ 
that it is impossible to maintain a minority language and be a fully participating member of 
the dominant society. Their hostility may be increased if the graduates of bilingual 
education programs are not perceived as being proficient in the dominant language.  

We turn now to the attacks on the Northern Territory bilingual education programs, which 
exemplify the public lack of appreciation for multilingualism and lack of understanding of 
what bilingual education is, and which also show the need for evidence-based policy and 
for recognition of language rights.  

22.3   History of Northern Territory bilingual programs 
In the 1960s and 1970s a significant number of children in Western Australia, Northern 

Territory, Queensland and South Australia who spoke only an Aboriginal language were 
taught in English by non-Indigenous teachers. Often these teachers had little or no 
knowledge of the local Indigenous language or culture, and this is still very often the case 
(House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Affairs 1992:38).  

In 1972 the then Federal Education Minister, Mr Kim Beazley senior, visited the 
Hermannsburg Lutheran mission school and saw children being taught in their first 
language. He noticed that they were not distracted by his presence and that class 
attendance seemed to be high. This was in contrast with most of the other schools he 
visited where the language of instruction was in English, the class numbers were small and 

                                                                                                                                              
2 Yet this is precisely what the current Chief Minister of the Northern Territory and the head of his Education 
Department are now requiring (ABC Four Corners 14th September 2009). 
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the children were quite distracted. Beazley, and the then Prime Minister, stated that children 
learn best in their first language and announced a campaign to have Aboriginal children 
living in Indigenous communities given their primary education in their first language. In 
December 1972 the federal government launched its policy of self-determination for 
Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders which included a campaign to have children living 
in communities given primary education in community languages. By 1973 a program of 
bilingual education was launched in a number of schools in the Northern Territory (House 
of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs 
1992:38-39).  

To support bilingual education programs for Indigenous people in the Northern Territory, 
the federal government established the School for Australian Linguistics (SAL). The 
establishment of SAL, while inspired by the late Geoffrey O’Grady and Ken Hale (Black 
& Breen 2001:161), was a direct result of the Australian Federal Government’s self-
determination and self-management policy for Indigenous Australians (Caffery 2008:39). 
At that time SAL’s aims included (Black 1984, summary):  

• making Indigenous Australians ‘self-sufficient in linguistically-related spheres’; 

• linguistically training Indigenous people so they could ‘assist the development 
of bilingual education, and for other practical scholarly purposes’; 

• developing creative language skills among Indigenous people; and 

• training Indigenous translators and interpreters. 
The number of bilingual schools across Australia grew to 25 in the 1980s and 1990s. 

The Northern Territory had 21, and Western Australia had four (House of Representatives 
Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs 1992:39.). Indigenous 
adults across northern Australia enrolled in SAL courses to gain the necessary skills to 
support the bilingual programs in the communities.  

However, from as early as 1976 there were rumours of the Northern Territory Department 
of Education closing the program. And from 1980 the Department of Education drastically 
reduced the support for the program, including reducing support staff – regional linguists, 
support and professional development for teachers and administrative staff funding for 
resources including employing local speakers. As Hoogenraad (2001) points out, this 
resulted in many nominally bilingual classrooms actually being English-only classrooms.  

In 1998 opposition to bilingual education won out. There was much distress in Indigenous 
communities when, on the 1st December 1998, the Minister for Education and Training in 
the Country-Liberal Party-run government of the Northern Territory announced that ‘the 
bilingual program will progressively make way for the development of ESL (English as a 
second language) programs’ (Media Release, ‘English a high priority in bush schools’) 
(Hoogenraad 2001).  

The Northern Territory Government also announced its decision to shift $3 million 
away from the bilingual programs to a Territory-wide program teaching English as a 
second language. There was no consultation with Aboriginal educators, the bilingual 
schools or the Aboriginal communities. There was a swift response from protesters, and a 
petition to Parliament with over 3,000 signatures. A leading Yolngu educator, the late Dr 
R. Marika, made a strong case that critics of bilingual education had failed to consider ‘the 
fact that our children are learning in and through two languages, and learning about two 
knowledge systems or traditions’ (Marika 1998).  

The arguments in favour of bilingual education were based on respect for Indigenous 
languages as part of Indigenous identity, (including pride in passing on language, and 
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importance placed on language in socialisation (Nicholls 2005)), on educational grounds 
(bilingual education is more effective than monolingual education for children whose first 
language is not the majority language, i.e. moving from the known, the child’s first 
language, to the unknown), on language endangerment grounds (Indigenous languages are 
endangered, and removing them from schools further endangers them), and finally on 
human rights grounds (if Indigenous people wish their children to receive education in the 
Indigenous language, then this should be accepted as a basic right).  

The protests resulted in two enquiries being held. The Northern Territory Government 
engaged Bob Collins to prepare a report, and the Human Rights and Equality Opportunity 
Commission also conducted an enquiry. These reports highlighted the problems with 
bilingual education but recommended that the programs continue, and provided 
recommendations on how to improve the programs.  

The Collins report (1999) noted that many people were concerned to retain bilingual 
programs. While it recognised the diversity of programs labelled ‘bilingual education’, it 
did not recommend closing them down. Instead, it recommended renaming them as ‘Two-
Way learning’, making the support from the Department of Education explicit, and 
including research into using language in the classroom, assessing the programs rigorously, 
and extending such programs to any community that wanted such programs.  

At the same time, serious problems with education of Aboriginal children in remote 
communities were being identified. The Desert Schools report (Clayton 1999) identified the 
inadequacy of ESL teaching in seven communities in eastern WA, northern SA and southern 
NT. Clayton observed that on the one hand Indigenous teachers did not feel confident in 
ESL methods, and on the other hand non-Indigenous teachers often had too little 
understanding of the children they were teaching in order to be able to teach effectively by 
drawing on the students’ strengths. Most teachers had inadequate preparation for teaching 
in Indigenous communities and in ESL methods. The report also noted with concern the 
mixed results from sending students away from communities to boarding schools.  

In the north, Ngukurr was the subject of a study (Senior 2000) which concluded that the 
school was not doing an adequate job of teaching the children. The school had been fairly 
stable for 15 years, with Aboriginal principals and many Aboriginal teachers running an 
unofficial bilingual program with Kriol. But the lack of support and resourcing led in 1998 
to a series of non-Aboriginal principals, to a mode of teaching which resulted in Aboriginal 
teachers leaving the school, and to an apparent large drop in attendance. The school’s 
failure to understand local concerns led to the withdrawal of community participation in 
the school. Senior’s assessment demonstrates again the many reasons for this – chronic ear 
disease and the staff’s inability to use the hearing amplification system, hunger, health 
issues, and inadequate funding, staffing, and literacy materials. But she highlights the 
community’s deep concern both to maintain their languages and use Kriol in the school 
and to have their children learn English.  

As a result of these reports and protests from Indigenous communities and human rights 
organisations – locally, nationally and internationally – the Northern Territory Government 
softened its position. Bilingual programs were allowed to continue but, apart from the 
name change to ‘Two-Way learning’, the government did not implement the changes and 
improvements recommended by the above reports. Several bilingual programs closed even 
though there was support by communities for the Two-Way learning programs.  

The next 10 years saw a flurry of conflicting reports and changes in government and 
attitudes. In general, Two-Way programs used the traditional language as the medium of 
instruction, and, to a greater or lesser extent, had initial literacy taught in that language, 
while children simultaneously learned oral English, before moving to English-medium 
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instruction and English literacy. Most of the teachers who were first-language speakers of 
Indigenous languages worked in these schools. The programs were watered-down versions 
of the earlier bilingual programs, and suffered from neglect, marginalisation and reduction 
in support (DEET & Ramsey 2003, DEET & Glasby 2005, Nicholls 2005). Despite this, 
students in the programs were reported as doing marginally better on outcomes than 
students in comparable non-bilingual schools (DEET & Glasby 2005:xii). And of course, 
unlike the students in the non-bilingual schools, their grasp on their traditional language 
was being consolidated at school.  

Opposition to the bilingual/Two-Way programs continued. The 2003 Ramsey report 
(DEET & Ramsey 2003:175) challenged the educational reasons for supporting them, 
taking as the basis for the challenge reported concerns by Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
people about children’s abilities to read and write in English, and doubts about the value of 
learning to read and write in traditional languages. The need for strong ESL support for the 
students was discussed. It expressed respect for the identity reasons for supporting 
languages, but asserted that ‘[language, maintenance of traditions and renewal activities] 
need to be established as activities distinct from the core responsibilities of schools’ 
(DEET & Ramsey 2003:174), despite the argument that community-based programs and 
school-based programs were complementary activities which benefit from collaboration 
(McConvell et al. 2002).  

In contrast to the negative assessment of the Ramsey report, in 2005, the then Northern 
Territory Minister of Education reassessed the bilingual situation and stated in a 
parliamentary address that the government intended:  

 
to strongly support whole-of-school approaches to literacy and numeracy teaching 
over the next four years … including … revitalising bilingual education as a whole-of-
school approach to improving literacy and numeracy outcomes, and maintaining the 
focus on preparing teachers to provide high quality teaching to students who do not 
have English as their first language (Stirling 2005:3) 
 

He then went on to highlight the importance of bilingual education and stated that there 
is some ‘evidence that results from bilingual schools appear generally better than other like 
schools’. Around the same time, reports began to emerge from the Anangu Pitjantjatjara 
Lands in South Australia that the abandonment of Pitjantjatjara bilingual education in the 
1990s had not achieved the hoped-for improvement in English language and literacy 
(Eickelkamp 2006). Neither the claim that bilingual schools performed better, nor the 
claim that monolingual education had not worked for the Pitjantjatjara, were thoroughly 
investigated.  

Meanwhile, the political climate was changing away from supporting Indigenous 
peoples’ rights to self-determination, towards concern about the many social problems in 
Indigenous communities. Opinion pieces on the state of Aboriginal education in remote 
communities were produced by members of the Centre for Independent Studies (CIS) who 
had no training or experience in education (Storry 2006, 2007). Early papers targeted 
attendance, and the need for children, parents and communities to take responsibility, but 
did not discuss the fact that many students are second-language learners of English, and 
that this affects how quickly they learn in schools, and how quickly they master reading 
and writing in a second language.  

Later CIS reports (Hughes 2008) drew attention to the poor results in Indigenous schools, 
but targeted bilingual education as a major cause for failure in education. Hughes’ attack 
on bilingual education conflated the distinction between schools with explicit bilingual 
education programs, and those with English programs taught by second-language speakers 
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of English, as in many Arnhem Land schools. The CIS reports were given widespread 
distribution through The Australian newspaper. Their views accorded with those of the 
Federal Minister for Indigenous Affairs, Mal Brough, and in part with those of the 
Queensland Aboriginal leader, Noel Pearson, who, while arguing strongly for official 
recognition of Indigenous languages (Pearson 2007), downplayed their importance in 
schools (perhaps because in his home state the Department of Education had not 
encouraged bilingual education).  

By 2008 only eight full bilingual programs remained for children whose first language 
was a traditional Indigenous language. 

On 12th September 2008, the Summary Report of the first National Assessment Program 
– Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) (MCEETYA 2008) was released.3 The national 
benchmarks for reading and writing were mainly determined for students who speak 
English as their first language (DET 2008), and so second-language learners of English 
were compared with native speakers of English. The questions suggest that little thought 
was given as to whether the questions tested literacy or knowledge of mainstream culture 
(Wigglesworth & Simpson 2009). Crucially, the tests do not include achievement in the 
first language, which, as Marika (1998) argued, is essential for evaluating whether or not 
the bilingual schools are doing a good job of educating the children.  

The 2008 test results confirmed that across the board Indigenous children in remote 
schools were not achieving acceptable standards of literacy in English and numeracy, that 
they were doing worse than second-language learners of English from other language 
backgrounds generally, and that this was particularly obvious in the Northern Territory. 
There was a quick response from the Northern Territory Education Minister, Marion 
Scrymgour, implying that remoteness, attendance and ESL problems were the main causes 
of the poor results. She indicated that the government was investing in Indigenous education, 
and specifically would be recruiting an extra 200 teachers for remote schools, and 
implementing programs to work closely with families (Scrymgour 2008a). Undoubtedly 
there was pressure on the Minister to appear to be doing something.  

22.4 The decision to abolish bilingual education 
On 13th October 2008, a review of the Northern Territory Intervention was published 

(Yu, Duncan & Gray 2008). It observed that there was a ‘major education crisis in many 
Northern Territory Aboriginal communities’, and repeated the complaint that the 
recommendations of the Collins review had not been implemented. The authors also stated 
that bilingual education was an uncontested ‘success factor’ in education achievement, 
which, along with some other success factors, were lacking in NT schools, largely due to 
failure by the government to invest in the schools.  

On 14th October 2008, the Northern Territory Minister for Education and Training, 
without warning or consultation, announced ‘a restructure of the Department of Education 
and Training, that would have a greater focus on teaching English’. There was no 
accompanying material explaining how this restructure was to take place, or indicating 
what resources would be put in place to improve attendance, literacy and numeracy. The 
only specific initiative announced was that:  

                                                                                                                                              
3 The Second Stage report was not publicly released until just before Christmas (19/12/2008), and it showed 
quite clearly how poorly children were doing in very remote communities. Unfortunately the results did not 
include clear comparisons of Indigenous ESL background and so it was impossible to tell if the NT results 
were worse in very remote areas because they had a greater percentage of ESL students.  
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... the first four hours of education in all Northern Territory schools will be conducted 
in English. I am absolutely committed to making the changes needed to improve 
attendance rates and lift the literacy and numeracy results in our remote Indigenous 
schools. (Scrymgour 2008b) 
 

Reducing the use of an Indigenous language to the last hour or so of the day meant the 
dismantling of the bilingual education programs, and overturned part of the Indigenous 
Languages and Culture section of the Northern Territory Curriculum Framework, in 
which, while the terms ‘bilingual’ or ‘two-way’ were avoided, it was stated that  

 
Language Maintenance programs are for first language speakers of an Indigenous 
language. Their purpose is to extend and develop learners’ first language skills in 
listening, speaking, reading and writing. In most [Language Maintenance] programs, 
children will learn initial literacy through their first language and use literacy as a tool 
for their first language study throughout their schooling. (DET 2009:484) 
 

The Minister acknowledged ‘as valid the criticism that there have not been enough 
teachers sent to remote and Indigenous communities where English is a second or third 
language, who have qualifications in teaching English as a Second Language’ (Scrymgour 
2008c), but did not indicate specific measures to improve this. Her public statements 
showed that she thought of bilingual education only as a means for maintaining Indigenous 
languages, and not as a means for helping children understand what was happening in the 
classroom. It also appeared that she (or her department) were concerned about the cost of 
having two teachers in bilingual classrooms, one a speaker of the Indigenous language, and 
one a speaker of English. Remarks she made suggested that she did not understand what it 
means to come to school as a second-language learner of English, or what the role of the 
first language is in a well-functioning bilingual school. In a later meeting (February 2009) 
with ‘Friends of bilingual learning’, a lobby group for bilingual education, she indicated 
that she believed that bilingual education could work only if the class was taught by one 
fully bilingual teacher, and that many Indigenous teachers were not fully bilingual. 

The Minister said that she understood the importance of maintaining Indigenous languages 
and cultures, and that the decision would be controversial. The resulting controversy did 
indeed divert attention from the Yu report’s findings on education, which received little 
media attention.  

The lack of detail as to what the Minister planned, and as to the basis for her decision, 
created shock, fear and outrage among community members, school councils and 
professionals involved in education and language, the Council of Government School 
Organisations, the Australian Council of TESOL Associations, the Australian Educational 
Union, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner, Tom Calma, 
and the NT Opposition party. (For more details see Simpson et al. 2009.)  

After criticism the Minister agreed to a transition year for implementing the policy. In 
fact in most schools the policy was implemented from early in 2009. In February 2009, 
Marion Scrymgour lost the Education portfolio in a Cabinet reshuffle, and then abruptly 
resigned all her portfolios on health grounds. Meanwhile, the principals of the bilingual 
schools mostly agreed to scrap their bilingual education programs, sometimes against the 
wishes of the remote Indigenous community. It is not clear whether the principals received 
advice from specialists in teaching English as a second language. Little detail was given as 
to how the transition was to be managed, or as to why it was believed that that teaching in 
English will be more successful than the previous programs.  

By September 2009 the Federal Minister for Indigenous Affairs was able to announce 
that 97 extra teachers had been employed in the NT (Macklin 2009). She did not mention 
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how many were local Indigenous teachers. While figures are not publicly available on 
turnover and training, informal feedback4 suggests that the first batches of these teachers 
received training in literacy teaching (Accelerated Literacy) but not in ESL methods. It 
also suggests that some of the first recruits did not last long in state schools. 

In September 2009 the summary NAPLAN results for the Northern Territory were 
released. These showed an increase in participation (which reflected intense efforts by 
schools to get children to take the tests), but no significant changes in any of the results for 
any year. This is not surprising, since the average levels of the new participants may have 
been lower, and also because there appeared to be no clear direction from the Department 
as to how the children’s education was to be improved.  

On 14th September 2009 Four Corners aired a documentary on bilingual education, 
focusing on Lajamanu (Whitmont 2009). The reporter, Debbie Whitmont, asked the Chief 
Minister who was also Education Minister:  

 
“DEBBIE WHITMONT (to Paul Henderson): Is it fair to expect that children who are 
trying to learn in a second language should meet the same benchmarks at the same 
time as children in other parts of the country who are learning in their first language? 
PAUL HENDERSON: Absolutely.” 
 

It seems clear that he had no understanding of how difficult this would be. Whitmont 
also interviewed the new CEO of the Department of Education, Gary Barnes. On the 
program he was quoted as saying: 

 
“GARY BARNES: We absolutely want our young Indigenous people to become 
proficient in the use of English language ... It’s the language of learning, it’s the 
language of living, and it’s the language of the main culture in Australia. Um so it’s 
being explicit around the importance of that.” 
 

In an extended interview published on the website, Barnes said that the Department 
valued Indigenous languages, and that Indigenous teaching assistants would be supporting 
other teachers in teaching English, by explaining ideas through their own languages. He 
did not discuss how this would be done, and how it would be supported systematically.  

Barnes also argued that the bilingual programs had failed because the results were no 
better than other programs, because the attendance was no better, and because there was 
high teacher turnover. He did not compare these with attendance and teacher turnover in 
other remote schools. Instead, he said that these last two points indicated that neither the 
communities nor the teachers were passionately behind the programs. This was in contrast 
with the strong support for ‘Two-Way’ bilingual programs expressed by Djuwalpi Marika, 
Chairman of Yambirrpa School Council, in an extended interview on the program’s website. 
The interviews left little hope for a change of mind by the NT Department of Education. 

22.5 Why bilingual education seemingly failed 
There is no question that the students in the remote bilingual schools performed poorly 

on the National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) tests in 2008 
and 2009. This was not unexpected, since the tests are designed for first-language speakers 
of English, and for people who are familiar with city dwelling life, with artefacts such as 
letter boxes and newspaper boys (Wigglesworth & Simpson 2009). What was asserted by 

                                                                                                                                              
4 Friends of Bilingual Learning website: September 12–21 2009. Discussion http://groups.google.com.au/ 
group/foblmail/browse_thread/thread/539e2b39e83f9bd6 
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the government was that the remote bilingual school students performed significantly 
worse than their counterparts in comparable English-only schools (i.e. schools with large 
enrolments of first-language speakers of Indigenous languages) on these tests. Material 
was put up by the government purporting to compare the performance of bilingual schools 
with allegedly comparable non-bilingual schools. Devlin discusses several flaws in the 
comparison. He concludes:  

 
The evidence put forward on November 26 [2008] in support is deficient in at least 
three main ways since it is based on: (1) a poorly selected sample, thereby threatening 
the external validity of the findings; (2) an incomplete data set and (3) incorrect data 
treatment, which naturally leads to questions about the reliability of the analysis. 
(Devlin 2009:13) 
 

A fourth deficiency is that at least three of the allegedly comparable schools (Alekarenge, 
Borroloola, Ngukurr) are in communities where the children’s first language is mostly an 
English-based creole. Children in those communities have a head start on English 
vocabulary.5 

No explanation was given as to why bilingual education should have failed (if it failed) 
in the NT, when it has well established social, education, health and cognitive benefits 
listed in the first section of this paper, and when there are sound educational reasons for 
establishing literacy in a child’s first language before developing literacy in English, at 
least in the early years (UNESCO 2008:78). But while it is vital that the language of 
instruction for Indigenous children is through their first language, certain factors may 
affect the success of the education program.  

As argued above, schools in these communities face similar problems to those of other 
remote Indigenous schools: high teacher turnover; declining numbers of Indigenous 
teachers and teaching assistants; poor attendance by pupils; health problems, hunger, 
poverty (Senior 2000), chronic ear problems and insufficient English to understand what 
was being said (Lowell & Devlin 1998/1999, Moses & Wigglesworth 2008), coupled with 
the lack of ESL-trained teachers in many schools (Clayton 1999, DEET & Ramsey 2003). 
Circumstances such as cultural commitments, a high rate of mobility, alcoholism, violence, 
poverty, poor health, the lack of recognition of Indigenous languages, lack of vernacular 
resources, especially written vernacular materials, the lack of appropriately trained 
teachers, and poverty are all factors that severely affect or prevent Indigenous people’s 
education (Caffery 2008:153, King & Schielmann 2004, UNESCO 2008). Here we discuss 
just a few of these constraining factors but details on the other constraining factors can be 
found in the numerous reports mentioned in this paper.  

Hampden-Thompson and Johnston (2006) examined data collected from 20 high-
income countries as part of the 2003 Program for International Student Assessment 
(PISA), and found that:  

 
In the majority of countries included in the study, 15-year old students who spoke the 
language of the test at home had higher mathematics literacy achievement scores, on 
average, than students who did not speak the language of the test at home (Hampden-
Thompson & Johnston 2006:2) 
 

Students who don’t speak standard English need extra help to overcome the language 
barrier. However it is not unusual in Australian remote area schools for teachers to lack 
ESL or cross-cultural training. This is despite the many recommendations for teachers  

                                                                                                                                              
5 This is not to deny the likelihood that the children face other, perhaps more intractable, problems in learning 
standard English. 
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to have appropriate training prior to working in a remote area school which have been 
made since at least 1990 in Australia. For example, the Matter of Survival report, 
recommendations 12 to 14, argues that all teachers should ‘be adequately prepared by pre-
service training to appreciate the special needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
students’ (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Affairs 1992:53), and 

 
Teachers should receive cross-cultural training and be aware of the sociolinguistic 
differences between Indigenous peoples. More specialised training should be provided 
to teachers before they are posted to traditional communities particularly in the 
methods of English as a Second Language (ESL). Teaching assistants should also be 
trained in this area. All teachers should also be provided with in-service training to 
provide further specialist skills. (House of Representatives Standing Committee on 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs 1992:54).  
 

The training opportunities for remote Indigenous teachers and teaching assistants have 
been drastically reduced over the past decades. As noted above, SAL (now the Centre  
for Australian Languages and Linguistics (CALL), a centre in Batchelor Institute of 
Indigenous Tertiary Education (Batchelor)), was established in 1974 to provide training for 
remote Indigenous people to learn the necessary skills to support bilingual schools. 
However, Batchelor, like most other educational institutions, is under pressure to develop 
higher-level courses because the higher the level of the course the more funding the 
institution receives from the funding bodies. But higher-level courses required higher 
literacy skills (Caffery 2008:127-128). Unfortunately, many remote Indigenous adults who 
speak a traditional language have had little opportunities during their childhood to attend 
school (Kral & Schwab 2003:7) and therefore they often do not have the literacy skills to 
be accepted into the courses.  

Another factor that constrains bilingual education in some areas is the lack of 
vernacular literacy materials, and the support and funding to produce the materials. The 
National Indigenous Languages Survey 2005 (AIATSIS & FATSIL 2005) clearly provides 
recommendations on how this can be achieved, stating that the support for language and 
cultural materials needed to implement sound bilingual programs can be sourced through 
supporting Regional Indigenous Language Centres (AIATSIS & FATSIL 2005:133). The 
Regional Indigenous Language Centres could, working through a National Indigenous 
Language Centre (if implemented as recommended in the AIATSIS and FATSIL 2005 
report), supported by, and supporting, state and territory education departments, provide 
valuable language materials and could also direct financial support to community language 
projects and language policy and priorities.  

Bilingual education has not been as successful as some initially thought it would be, 
because the barriers to success are complex and interconnected. These barriers include, but 
are not limited to:  

• lack of ESL teachers;  
• lack of consultation with parents in remote Indigenous communities;  
• lack of supporting resources including funding;  
• poor health; 
• poverty; 
• failure by governments to spend equitably on Indigenous communities; and 
• failure to develop benchmarks for success in the first language and as second 

language learners of English 
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Australian governments need to consider the educational evidence for and against using 
the Indigenous language as a medium of instruction. They need to consider the many 
causes underlying Indigenous children’s knowledge of spoken and written English. Fixing 
one issue will not fix the overall problem. It is vital that all the issues are addressed 
simultaneously, not in isolation, to make a real difference. It is also vital that action occurs 
as soon as possible, as Indigenous children’s futures depend on it.  

We have just touched on a few of the issues communities delivering bilingual education 
programs face. The issues spread across many disciplines, from curriculum development, 
literacy, community and government policy, and extend to the influence of the wider 
community of Australia. Governments need to develop and implement policies on effective 
education programs specifically designed for children who do not speak English as a first 
language and the documentation and maintenance of Indigenous languages. Legislative 
action may be needed to ensure that governments must look at the evidence before 
dismantling programs or introducing policies that damage the rights of speakers of 
Indigenous languages (Nicholls 2002). 

22.6  Language policy and bilingual education 
Shannon (1999) argues that the lack of a language policy in the USA made it easy for 

the Secretary of Education during the Reagan administration, William Bennett, to move 
towards a policy of English monolingualism, by casting bilingual education only as a matter 
of identity, and casting it as detrimental to language proficiency in the dominant language. 
Bennett said ‘a sense of cultural pride cannot come at the price of proficiency in English, 
our common language’ (Bennett 1985 [1992]:363 cited in Shannon 1999:182).  

The lack of a language policy in Australia has had similar detrimental effects. The new 
policy of conducting the first four hours of each day of school in the English language will 
severely affect first-language speakers of Indigenous languages. It has been adopted with 
little consultation, without providing solid justification for its adoption, and without 
indication as to how it would be implemented. This is an instructive example as to why 
Australia needs policy which is made consultatively and based on evidence, as opposed to 
reactively. It is also an example of why we need a guarantee of language rights – which  
would mean that changes in policy which affect language rights must take language rights 
into consideration.  

A partial model for developing Indigenous language policy is provided in NSW. As a 
direct result of Michael Walsh’s advocacy for putting NSW languages back on the map and 
back in use, NSW broke new ground in supporting Aboriginal language curriculum across 
schools. The NSW State Government is implementing Indigenous language and culture 
curriculum and this work is closely linked with the NSW Aboriginal Language Research 
and Resource Centre. Language programs are also being supported in some South 
Australian and Western Australian schools, but they generally rely on meagre funding, 
such as the Languages Other Than English (LOTE) programs and Australian Government 
programs directed towards local Indigenous education (AIATSIS & FATSIL 2005:35).  

Other Australian states and territories now need to follow the NSW example and offer 
relevant and appropriate education in remote Indigenous schools. The evidence provided in 
this paper suggests that good bilingual programs can and do achieve good literacy outcomes 
and improve a child’s health and socio economic status. We strongly support the idea that 
when a government develops educational policy it should not only consider the evidence, it 
should also consider what effect the policy will have on speakers of Indigenous languages.  
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The following fundamental three rights were signed by Australia this year, when the 
government signed the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous peoples. They are the 
right to appropriate education, the right for communities to have a say in how their 
children are educated, and the right to maintain Indigenous languages. 

22.6.1 The right to appropriate education 
What we mean by ‘appropriate’ here is a recognition that children who do not speak 

English are disadvantaged in classrooms where they are taught only in English (UNESCO 
2003:14). They need a lot of support in learning English. Mother tongue-medium instruction 
programs as in the NT bilingual education programs are a way of overcoming this.  

At the same time we must also recognise that bilingual education programs are not a 
magic bullet. They can fail for the same reasons that any school program fails. They can 
also fail if English is not taught adequately in the schools, or if there are not enough 
qualified Indigenous teachers to teach the program properly in the school. But none of 
these are inherent problems with the model of bilingual education.  

Since international research supports bilingual education and since internationally no 
other type of program has gained equal respect and recognition, it follows that if a 
bilingual education program fails, the evaluators must look hard at all the factors involved 
rather than concluding that bilingual education as a model is the problem.  

22.6.2 The right for communities to have a say in how their children are educated  
Article 14.1 of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous peoples passed by the General 

Assembly of the United Nations in 2007 recognises the right of Indigenous people to run 
their own education systems in their own languages. Stronger protection is offered by Article 
14.3, which not only allows Indigenous people to run schools in their own languages, but 
also requires the state to help them ‘when possible’. 

There are good practical reasons for this; the education that children receive is likely to 
be better if their family can see that the benefit of the education outweighs the cost to the 
family, and if they are involved in helping them achieve that education. When the mother 
tongue is seen to be valued at school, children and their parents are more likely to feel 
positive about learning English. In any case, experience suggests that if governments make 
decisions on education which do not involve the communities concerned, these decisions 
are likely to lead to long-term failure.  

22.6.3 The right to maintain Indigenous languages 
The right of communities, especially Indigenous communities, to keep and strengthen 

their Indigenous languages are protected by the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
peoples, as well as by Articles 26 and 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Right and the UNESCO General Conference of the Universal Declaration on 
Cultural Diversity.  

While maintaining languages in the family and the community are obviously the key to 
language maintenance, language programs in schools are recognised as an important part 
of effective strategies to maintain Indigenous languages. Indigenous people have recognised 
and supported this role for ‘Two-Way’ school programs using Indigenous languages since 
before the introduction of bilingual education in Northern Territory schools in 1974.  
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22.7 Conclusion 
Of course language rights are only as strong as the implementation of relevant policies. 

However, unless there is explicit protection in law, Indigenous communities have no control 
over government policies for matters that go to the heart of their children’s education and 
the maintenance of their languages.  

The misguided decision by the Northern Territory Government to dismantle bilingual 
education in 2008 might have been reconsidered and the negative outcomes on Indigenous 
languages and Indigenous education avoided, had a policy framework mandating attention 
to evidence and language rights been in place.  

Rights and policies are not of course the whole of the story when it comes to providing 
good education and maintaining languages. But without them enormous advances built up 
over decades such as bilingual education can be wiped away by the single announcement 
of a government minister. Walsh (2005:308) rightly argues that ‘it takes a tremendous 
commitment on the part of the Indigenous communities and those who might assist them’ 
to build up such programs. For the sake of Indigenous children, and their heritage, it is 
most certainly worth the effort.  
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